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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 REPORT NO. 2

Report No. 2 presents the Commission on Government’s (COG) recommendations and the
public response for its Phase 2 inquiries (Table 1.1). The Report is divided into two
separate volumes as follows:

Report No. 2 - Part 1 Introduction, Specified Matters 11 and 13
(Chapters 1-6)

Report No. 2 - Part 2 Specified Matters 9, 17, 18, 20 and 21
(Chapters 7-14)

To give readers of Report No. 2 general background information about COG and its
inquiry approach, we repeat in this introduction most of the material appearing in the
introduction to Report No. 1, released on 22 August 1995.

1.2 THE COMMISSION ON GOVERNMENT

1.2.1 ESTABLISHMENT

The Commission on Government (COG) was established in response to a recommendation
made by the Royal Commission into the Commercial Activities of Government and Other
Matters (WA Royal Commission). COG was to inquire into and report upon a range of
issues which had emerged during the  WA Royal Commission’s investigations.

The Commission on Government Act 1994 was passed by the Western Australian
Parliament in 1994 and the Commission, comprising a full time chairman and four part
time commissioners, was appointed in November 1994. The Commissioners are:

Mr J F Gregor (Chairperson)
Ms Anne Conti
Mr Reg Dawson AM
Dr Frank Harman
Dr Campbell Sharman

The Commission is an independent body which can carry out its assignment in any
manner it thinks fit. However, it is answerable to a Parliamentary Committee for the
administration of its functions.
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1.2.2 FUNCTION

The Commission’s function is to inquire into specified matters (Attachment 1), which are
listed as a schedule to the Act, and to report on them to Parliament and the Premier.

Additionally, the Commission may elect to inquire into any other matters it considers
relevant to preventing corrupt, illegal or improper conduct by public officials.

1.2.3 PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT AND OPENNESS

In conducting its inquiries, the Commission is required to consult and act openly. All
submissions made to the Commission are scanned by computer. Oral submissions and
statements made at seminars are transcripted and also scanned. All scanned material
immediately becomes part of our public record. It can be viewed by any interested persons
at the Commission’s offices, via electronic mail or by contacting any public library in
Western Australia.

Those with modem-equipped computers can contact COG’s bulletin board on
(09)328 9608 and send messages to us using our Internet address: COG@fujitech.com.au.

There are public access computer terminals at COG headquarters and facilities to help
people prepare written and oral submissions.

The Battye and Parliamentary Libraries have copies of the Commission’s computer
database.

1.3 THE CONDUCT OF THE INQUIRY

The Commission decided from the outset that a wide variety of measures should be taken
to ensure extensive public involvement. This was seen as critical to its success in
achieving the tasks set by Parliament. The widest range of information and opinion should
be available to the Commission. There should be wide public understanding of the
Commission’s task and the important matters under investigation. Without such public
understanding, the Commission’s ability to generate public debate on the critical issues
before it would be limited. The lasting value of the Commission’s work will be measured
by public awareness about the inquiry matters. Informed public debate on these matters
forms the basis for effective reform.

This commitment to broad public involvement has guided the Commission in the
organisation of its work and in the conduct of inquiries into each specified matter.
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1.3.1 SPECIFIED MATTER GROUPS

The specified matters have been grouped into four broadly related topic areas (Table 1.1):

• Parliamentary Matters
• Electoral Matters
• Statutory Officials
• Public Administration

There is a project team, headed by a project leader for each topic group. The project
leaders are responsible for research, preparing discussion papers, participating in seminars,
analysing public submissions and assisting the Commission with the production of reports.
The project leaders are supported by qualified research staff and use outside sources of
expert advice, consultants and the Commission’s legal advisers.

The Commission is addressing the specified matters in four phases. Each phase will
include matters from more than one topic group. The phases indicate the priority order in
which the Commission will proceed (Table 1.1).
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AAT: ADMINISTRATIVE APPEALS TRIBUNAL
EST COM: ESTIMATES COMMITTEE
OCC: OFFICIAL CORRUPTION COMMISSION

AG: AUDITOR GENERAL
FAAA: FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION & AUDIT ACT
PAC: PUBLIC ACCOUNTS COMMITTEE

Table 1.1 -  Specified Matters
Categorised by Project Teams and Phases

               TEAM

PHASE

PARLIAMENTARY
MATTERS

ELECTORAL
MATTERS

STATUTORY
AUTHORITIES

PUBLIC
ADMINISTRATION

1
19
PARLIAMENTARY
PRIVILEGE ACT 1891

15
ELECTORAL SYSTEM
FOR
REPRESENTATION IN
THE LEGISLATIVE
COUNCIL

3
OPERATION &
ADEQUACY OF THE
FAAA

1
SECRECY LAWS OF
THE STATE

16
ELECTORAL SYSTEM
FOR
REPRESENTATION IN
THE LEGISLATIVE
ASSEMBLY

6
LEGISLATION
GOVERNING
FUNCTIONS OF AG

2
OPERATION OF
CABINET SECRECY

2
17
(EST COM & PAC)
PARLIAMENTARY
COMMITTEES

20
DISCLOSURE OF
POLITICAL
DONATIONS AND
CONTRIBUTIONS

11
WHISTLEBLOWING
COMPLAINTS

9
ESTABLISHMENT OF
AN INDEPENDENT
ARCHIVES
AUTHORITY

18
RIGHT OF THE PUBLIC
TO MAKE
REPRESENTATIONS
ON LEGISLATIVE
MEASURES

21
DISCLOSURE OF
ELECTORAL
EXPENDITURE

13
ROLE, POWERS &
FUNCTIONS OF THE
OCC

3
14 (FAAA)
SECURING FINANCIAL
INDEPENDENCE OF
PARLIAMENT

22
CARETAKER GOVTS &
MGMT PRIOR TO
ELECTIONS

7
NECESSITY &
FRAMEWORK FOR
LEGISLATION
GOVERNING
STATE-OWNED
COMPANIES
INCLUDING THE ROLE,
FUNCTION AND
JURISDICTION OF THE
OMBUDSMAN

10
STANDARDS OF
CONDUCT EXPECTED
OF ALL PUBLIC
OFFICIALS

23
REGULATING GOVT
ADVERTISING &
TRAVEL DURING AN
ELECTION PERIOD

4
24
PROCESS BY WHICH
CONSTITUTIONAL
LAWS MAY BE
CHANGED

4
ORGANISATION, ROLE
& FUNCTIONS OF
MEDIA SECRETARIES

5
FUNCTION & TERMS
OF REF OF THE AAT

8
APPOINTMENT OF
OFFICERS EMPLOYED
IN THE PUBLIC
SECTOR TO BOARDS
AND COMMITTEES

12
REGISTER PECUNIARY
AND OTHER
INTERESTS OF
MEMBERS OF
PARLIAMENT, ETC.
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1.3.2 THE STAGES OF INQUIRY INTO EACH SPECIFIED MATTER

For each of the 24 specified matters there will be:

• A published discussion paper setting out the issues for consideration. Some matters
may be combined into one paper. There are one-page key point summaries for each
paper. The discussion papers and summaries are available at any public library
throughout Western Australia.

• An announcement about the discussion paper and the scheduled date, time and venue
for public meetings and formal hearings for that matter.

• Direct mailing of discussion papers to people listed the Commission’s database, who
expressed continuing interest in our inquiries.

• An invitation to the public to make written submissions.

• Encouragement of public debate by hearings, meetings and conferences. The
Commission and its staff  participate in these seminars and conferences.

• Preparation and submission of a final report on the matter.

1.3.2.1 Involving the Public Throughout the State

The Commission has devoted considerable effort to a statewide public awareness
campaign. The objects are to gain the broadest range of fact and opinion on the matters
under investigation and to publicise the Commission’s work to enhance public awareness
of the issues. The campaign included extensive advertising in metropolitan and country
newspapers at various stages during the inquiry and regular briefing of the news media.
Public and private radio networks covering the entire State participated actively,
particularly in remote regions to publicise the Commission and the issues under review.
The theme of such publicity was always focussed on the need for public involvement. We
drew attention to the opportunities for any person to gain information from the
Commission and to contribute to its inquiries.

The Commission prepared pamphlets for wide distribution summarising its role and the
scope of its inquiries. There are also free background and discussion papers for anyone
who requested them by mail, facsimile or telephone. At the time of writing this Report,
over two thousand names are on the Commission’s database for discussion paper
distribution.

Given the size of the State and the population concentration in Perth, it was especially
important to contact people living in non-metropolitan areas. In addition to holding public
meetings in a number of country districts (Table 1.2), the Commission wrote to every
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local council in Western Australia, inviting them to make submissions and host public
seminars. Advertisements were placed in every non-metropolitan newspaper throughout
the State. People living in regional centres or in remote areas can call the Commission for
the cost of a local call on 1 800 622 054.

Table 1.2 - Regional Meetings – Phase 2

MANDURAH Date: Thursday 31 August 1995
Time: 7pm
Venue: Tuckey Room (formerly Function Room)

Council Administration Centre
Mandurah Terrace
Mandurah

BUNBURY Date: Tuesday 12 September 1995
Time: 4.30pm
Venue: Seminar Room

Bunbury Art Gallery
64 Wittenoom Street
Bunbury

COLLIE Date: Wednesday 13 September 1995
Time: 11am
Venue: Shire of Collie Council Chambers

Throssel Street
Collie

KATANNING Date: Tuesday 19 September 1995
Time: 4.00pm
Venue: Shire of Katanning Committee Room

Austral Terrace
Katanning

ALBANY Date: Wednesday 20 September 1995
Time: 4.30pm
Venue: Albany Town Hall

York Street
Albany

MANJIMUP Date: Thursday 21 September 1995
Time: 4.30pm
Venue: Shire of Manjimup Council Chambers

Rose Street
Manjimup
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BOYUP BROOK Date: Friday 22 September 1995
Time: 1pm
Venue: Shire of Boyup Brook Council Chambers

Abel Street
Boyup Brook.

ESPERANCE Date: Wednesday 4 October 1995
Time: 4.30pm
Venue: Esperance Senior Citizens Centre

Forest Street
Esperance

GERALDTON Date: Thursday 5 October 1995
Time: 4.30pm
Venue: City of Geraldton Council Chambers

Civic Centre
Cathedral Avenue
Geraldton

NORTHAM Date: Monday 16 October 1995
Time: 4.30pm
Venue: Lesser Hall

Wellington Street
Northam

MARGARET RIVER Date: Monday 16 October 1995
Time: 4.30pm
Venue: Shire of Augusta-Margaret River Council

Chambers
Townview Terrace
Margaret River

KALGOORLIE-BOULDER Date: Wednesday 18 October 1995
Time: 4.30pm
Venue: Banquet Room

Kalgoorlie Town Hall
Cnr Hannan & Wilson Streets
Kalgoorlie

MERREDIN Date: Thursday 19 October 1995
Time: 5pm
Venue: Shire of Merredin Council Chambers

110 Barrack Street
Merredin
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KARRATHA Date: Tuesday 31 October 1995
Time: 4pm
Venue: Shire of Roebourne Council Chambers

Welcome Road
Karratha

PORT HEDLAND Date: Wednesday 1 November 1995
Time: 4pm
Venue: Town of Port Hedland Council Chambers

Civic Centre
McGregor Street
Port Hedland

BROOME Date: Tuesday 7 November 1995
Time: 4pm
Venue: Shire of Broome Council Chambers

cnr Weld and Barker Streets
Broome

MOORA Date: Tuesday 7 November 1995
Time: 5pm
Venue: Moora Community Centre

Robert Street
Moora

DERBY Date: Wednesday 8 November 1995
Time: 4pm
Venue: Function Room

King Sound Resort Hotel
Loch Street
Derby

1.3.2.2 Discussion Papers

We see discussion papers as a key element in encouraging public participation and
creating public awareness of the issues. Each paper deals with a specified matter (or two
matters if the subjects are linked). The aim is to produce a concise survey of the issues
associated with each matter and to give basic information on the topic, an indication of the
current state of law and practice in Western Australia, the likely points of debate and
sources of further information. The discussion papers are short and designed for easy
reading. Key issues are highlighted. The papers are distributed without charge to any
person or organisation requesting them.
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1.3.2.3 Public Meetings

We have found the public meeting to be an effective way to involve the general public in
our inquiries and canvass a wide cross section of opinion. All public meetings were
recorded and the proceedings transcribed on to our public database. The Commission’s
professional staff participated in the meetings, responded to requests for further
information and analysed the transcripts of statements made by participants.

There were four Perth meetings held in the Alexander Library Theatre, followed by the
country meetings listed in Table 1.2.

1.3.2.4 Submissions

Our main objective in issuing discussion papers and key point summary sheets is to
encourage people and organisations to make written submissions to us about their views
on our inquiry matters. This approach proved successful, generating many submissions.
These varied from one-page hand-written letters to extensive multi-page documents. In all
cases, the submissions were analysed by our research staff and summarised. Every
submission has a unique identifying number in our database. They can be read by any
member of the public and copies made if required. The Commission keeps a running index
of all submission numbers and the names of those who made them.

1.3.2.5 Hearings

The Commission held formal public hearings for the seven specified matters considered in
Phase 2 (Table 1.3). These took place in the Hearing Room, 6th floor, May Holman
Centre during September and October 1995. Based on the quality and relevance of written
submissions received, the Commission invited the authors to appear at hearings to amplify
or explain their submission and to allow us to ask questions of them. Again, all hearings
were recorded, converted into transcripts and added to our public database.

The Commission treated all information made available on its merits. Whether material
came from comments made orally at a public meeting, a written submission or
presentations made at a formal hearing, we assessed it for quality and relevance. If we
believed material to be pertinent and to illustrate issues we were considering, it has been
included in our report, regardless of how it came to us. If the same point was made
repeatedly by the public, we have tried to use the most accurate and representative
example quotation in our report.

The Commission strongly prefers to conduct all its inquiry processes publicly. However, a
small number of people said they either could not, for legal reasons, or would not, from
fear of reprisals, participate in our public hearings on whistleblowing and the role of the
Official Corruption Commission if they were conducted in public. It was essential to hear
from such people to ensure a comprehensive inquiry took place. Under s.16(2) and s.16(3)
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of the Commission on Government Act 1994, COG may treat material and statements, and
the identity of those involved confidentially, if it believes it to be in the public interest.
The Commission therefore adopted the procedure for processing submissions made to us
on a confidential basis as set out in Chapter 2.2.
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1.3.2.6 Preparing the Report

The Commission gathered material from many sources, including published literature,
interviews with appropriate experts and discussions with opinion leaders in the
community. This was added to information from the transcripts of public meetings and
hearings and written submissions. Our research staff, assisted by our legal advisers,
conducted careful appraisals of existing statutes and the common law applicable to the
inquiry matters. We collected and analysed relevant reports from previous committees of
inquiry dealing with or touching upon the issues involved with COG’s specified matters.
All of this material was assembled, analysed and given due consideration in formulating
our conclusions and, in some cases, for inclusion as extracts in this Report.

1.4 PARLIAMENTARY COMMITTEE

The Commission on Government Act 1994 established a standing committee of Parliament
comprising five members from each House. The Committee oversees COG’s
administration, approves the appointment of commissioners, receives the Commission’s
reports and acts as the link between the Commission and Parliament.

The Committee comprises:

Chairperson Mr Rob Johnson MLA

Legislative Council Hon John Cowdell MLC
Hon Barry House MLC
Hon Murray Montgomery MLC
Hon Mark Nevill MLC
Hon Murray Nixon MLC

Legislative Assembly Dr Geoff Gallop MLA
Mr Larry Graham MLA
Mr Ian Osborne MLA
Mr Max Trenorden MLA

1.5 REPORTING

The Commission on Government Act 1994 requires the Commission to report to the
Parliamentary Committee and the Premier:

... at such time or times as it thinks expedient ... (s.7(1)).
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This Report is the second of five the Commission will produce. We decided soon after
starting that there should be a report produced on each of the four phases and a fifth
Report drawing together the findings of the previous four. Report No. 5 will also address
the general question of preventing corrupt, illegal or improper conduct in the public sector
in this State and constitutional issues.

1.5.1 THE STRUCTURE OF REPORT NO. 2

This Report presents the results of the Commission’s inquiries into seven of the twenty-
four specified matters referred to us. These are specified matters 9, 11, 13, 17, 18, 20 and
21. Each is dealt with separately but some are linked. Specified matters 11 and 13, 17 and
18 and 20 and 21 were considered as pairs because their subject matters clearly overlap.

The substantive issues raised by each specified matter are treated in a similar way
throughout, using the same repetitive headings. These are:

• Issues for Consideration:   This section deals with the principles raised by the
issue and, where appropriate, conflicting views about how to resolve the matter
under discussion. It also considers such questions as the state of the law in
Western Australia, the experience of other jurisdictions, and the opinions of
relevant experts and inquiries.

• Actions to Date:   The Commission on Government Act 1994 requires the
Commission to consider whether a specified matter has already ‘... been
addressed adequately by legislative or administrative action ...’ (s.6(1)). This
heading in the Report indicates whether any such action has been taken.
Generally, we refer only to actions taken since the reports of the WA Royal
Commission were published.

• Public Submissions:   This section summarises the range of views expressed by
interested organisations and members of the public in written submissions or at
public meetings or hearings. Quotations are often used to illustrate the variety
of views put to us.

• Analysis:   In this section, we summarise the information and arguments
relating to the issue under examination, provide a justification for our
recommendations and state our views.

• Recommendations: This section sets out the Commission’s recommendations
for the issue under consideration.

Our recommendations appear in the body of the report next to the corresponding text.
Additionally, all recommendations are listed at the beginning of this Report.
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1.5.2 RECOMMENDATIONS BEARING ON OTHER SPECIFIED
MATTERS

Many of the specified matters are linked because they raise common issues, or because a
recommendation made for one could have a bearing on another. Whenever this occurs we
have noted the fact in the text and, in some cases deferred making a recommendation in
this Report until we have addressed a related specified matter in a later phase.

1.5.3 APPENDICES

Appendices contain references from published literature, relevant statutes, legal cases
cited and other data sources. Detailed references to quotations appearing in text are
grouped under the headings submissions or transcripts. These are listed alphabetically by
name of the organisation or person making the submission. Written submissions include
the date and file number of the document, while transcripts show the date and location of
each hearing or seminar.
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ATTACHMENT 1

SPECIFIED MATTERS

1. The secrecy laws of the State, both statutory and common law, as they apply to
information possessed by government, its officials and agencies.

2. The operation of Cabinet secrecy.

3. The operation and adequacy of the Financial Administration and Audit Act 1985
(particularly section 58C) with regard to providing Ministers, the Parliament and
the Auditor General with access to all information held by, or relating to
undertakings or commitments of, organisations in the public sector.

4. The organisation, role and function of media secretaries of the government and its
agencies, and of the Government Media Office.

5. The functions and terms of reference of an Administrative Appeals Tribunal and
its relationship to the respective roles of the judiciary and the executive.

6. The legislation governing the functions of the Auditor General with regard to the
obligations of persons to answer any question put by the Auditor General and to
produce any relevant documents, notwithstanding that the answer or the
information may result in or tend towards self-incrimination.

7. The necessity and framework for legislation governing monitoring, control and
Parliamentary scrutiny of State-owned companies, trading enterprises,
partnerships and statutory authorities.

8. The appointment of officers employed in the public sector to Boards and
Committees with particular reference to Recommendation 16 in Part II of the
Report of the Royal Commission.

9. The terms that would be appropriate for legislation to establish a separate and
independent archives authority for the State.

10. The standards of conduct expected of all public officials for the purposes of -

(a) their formulation in codes of conduct; and
(b) determining what associated measures should be taken to facilitate

adherence to those standards.
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11. The legislative and other measure that should be taken -

(a) to facilitate the making and the investigation of whistleblowing complaints;
(b) to establish appropriate and effective protections for whistleblowers; and
(c) to accommodate any necessary protection for those against whom

allegations are made.

12. The registration of the pecuniary and other interests of members of Parliament,
ministers, senior public servants, members and senior officers of statutory
authorities and State-owned companies, and of other officials for whom
registration in some form may be appropriate given their official responsibilities.

13. The appropriate role, powers and functions of the Official Corruption Commission
for the prevention and exposure of impropriety or corruption within the public
sector with consideration given to the respective roles of other agencies and
legislation.

14. The most effective means of securing the financial independence of Parliament to
undertake its business.

15. The electoral system for representation in the Legislative Council.

16. The electoral system for representation in the Legislative Assembly.

17. The means best suited to be adopted by Parliament to bring the entire public sector
under its scrutiny and review, having regard particularly -

(a) to the use of parliamentary committees for the purpose;
(b) to question time; and
(c) to the manner in which the departments and agencies of government should

be required to report to Parliament.

18. The role of parliamentary committees on legislation including the accommodation
of the right of the public to make representations on legislative measures referred
to any such committee.

19. The operation of the Parliamentary Privileges Act 1891 with a view to permitting
proceedings in Parliament to be questioned in a court or like place while preserving
the principle of free speech in Parliament.

20. The disclosure of political donations and contributions.
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21. The disclosure of electoral expenditure, and such other measures relating to
political finance as may enhance the integrity of the system of representative
government.

22. The appropriate guidelines to be observed by caretaker governments in relation to
their conduct and management prior to elections.

23. The desirability of regulating -

(a) government advertising during an election period; and
(b) travel by persons in or connected with the government during an election

period.

24. The adequacy of the processes by which the constitutional laws of the State may be
changed.
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CHAPTER 2 THE OFFICIAL CORRUPTION
COMMISSION AND WHISTLEBLOWING

2.1 SPECIFIED MATTERS 11 AND 13

The Commission on Government (COG) has been asked to inquire into and report on
Specified Matter 13:

The appropriate role, powers and functions of the Official Corruption Commission for
the prevention and exposure of impropriety or corruption within the public sector with
consideration given to the respective roles of other agencies and legislation.

During the 1980s impropriety and official corruption involving ministers, police, judicial
officers and other public officials were exposed across Australia. In response, a number of
Australian states established bodies to receive complaints concerning official corruption or
misconduct so that effective independent investigation was carried out and a measure of
protection provided for informers. The Independent Commission Against Corruption
(ICAC) was established in New South Wales in March 1989, Western Australia’s Official
Corruption Commission (OCC) in August 1989, and the Queensland Criminal Justice
Commission (CJC) in November 1989.

Whilst the organisations established in New South Wales and Queensland are large and
costly, the OCC in Western Australia is a very small body established at relatively little
expense to provide an avenue for people to furnish information concerning official
corruption. The OCC forwards information on to appropriate investigatory bodies when it
is of the opinion the matter should be so referred.

In Western Australia the Official Corruption Commission Bill 1988 was introduced as a
Private Member’s Bill by the late Hon. Andrew Mensaros, MLA, in May 1988. In his
second reading speech Mr Mensaros stated that the purpose of the OCC was not to
investigate crime but to bring the perpetrators of official corruption to justice. Mr
Mensaros also said:

The Bill intends to create a situation where people observing official corruption have an
opportunity to report it discreetly, without putting their jobs - their employment, hence
their livelihood - on the line. (WAPD, Assembly, 23 June 1988: 1735)

The Official Corruption Commission Act 1988 (OCC Act) was assented to on 8 December
1988 and came into operation after proclamation on 11 August 1989.

Between late 1991 and the end of 1992 a number of steps were taken to strengthen the
OCC Act:
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• the OCC Act was amended in December 1991 by the Official Corruption
Commission Amendment Act 1991 which enabled the OCC to report to Parliament;

• in late 1991 the Select Committee on the Official Corruption Commission Act was
established by the Legislative Assembly to inquire into and report on the adequacy
of the OCC Act;

• the Legislative Assembly Select Committee on the Official Corruption Commission
Act reported in March 1992; and

• in May 1992 a further Legislative Assembly Select Committee was established to
consider the recommendations contained in the Report of the Legislative Committee
Select Committee on the Official Corruption Commission Act and recommended:

• legislation to give effect to those recommendations; and

• terms of reference for a Joint Parliamentary Standing Committee on official
corruption.

A draft Bill prepared by the Legislative Assembly Select Committee on the Official
Corruption Commission Recommendations included provisions to:

• enlarge the OCC’s jurisdiction;

• enable the OCC to make preliminary enquiries to decide whether to refer a matter for
investigation; and

• enable any person to report suspected official corruption to the Commission despite
any duty of secrecy or other restriction on disclosure imposed under a written law.

The draft Bill formed the basis of the Acts Amendment (Official Corruption Commission)
Act 1994 which came into force on 24 May 1994. The WA Royal Commission described
the draft Bill as ‘narrow in its scope and effect’ (WA Royal Commission, 1992: II 4.9.9).

The OCC Act does not define corruption. In addition to general corruption by a public
officer, the OCC may receive allegations of the committing of specific offences in
relevant sections of The Criminal Code to describe the matters which come within the
OCC’s jurisdiction. In the course of setting out detailed proposals concerning the
establishment of the Office of the Commissioner for the Investigation of Corrupt and
Improper Conduct, the WA Royal Commission recommended that these offences should
be referred to as corrupt conduct (WA Royal Commission, 1992: II Appendix 2). In
addition the WA Royal Commission suggested there was a need to address instances of
improper conduct that did not constitute criminal corruption (WA Royal Commission,
1992: II Appendix 2).
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The WA Royal Commission recommended that a new office, to be called the
Commissioner for the Investigation of Corrupt and Improper Conduct (CICIC), be
established:

... the proposed Commissioner should possess wider powers, enabling him or her to deal
not only with narrowly defined official corruption, but also with improper conduct by
public officials. The proposed Commissioner should also be concerned with preventive
and educative measures designed to combat corrupt and improper conduct. In other
words, the body we propose has a significantly broader function than the existing OCC.
The office should become one of the primary independent parliamentary agencies of the
State. (WA Royal Commission, 1992: II 4.9.9)

The purpose of this office would be to provide the people of Western Australia with a
body having powers to receive complaints about official corruption and also to deal with
improper conduct, as defined by the WA Royal Commission.

Other recommendations of the WA Royal Commission that are relevant to Specified
Matter 13 include the introduction of a Public Sector Management Act and the
establishment of the Office of Commissioner for Public Sector Standards (WA Royal
Commission, 1992: II 6.2.8). Both of these proposals have now been implemented. The
functions of the Commissioner for Public Sector Standards are set out at s.21 of the Public
Sector Management Act 1994 (PSM Act) and include: establishing public sector standards
of merit, equity and probity in human resource management; establishing codes of ethics;
assisting public sector bodies to develop, amend or repeal codes of conduct; and
monitoring compliance with those standards and codes. In August 1995, the
Commissioner for Public Sector Standards (CPSS) established public sector standards of
merit, equity and probity in human resource management.

The WA Royal Commission recommended that the CPSS be responsible for ‘ensuring
compliance with the basic principles’ in public administration, human resources
management and official conduct (WA Royal Commission, 1992: II 6.2.4). However, the
CPSS is not empowered nor responsible for enforcing compliance with standards.
Deficiencies in the PSM Act have already been identified and it is currently under review.

Specified Matter 11 requires us to inquire into the:

legislative and other measures that should be taken–

(a) to facilitate the making and investigation of whistleblowing complaints;

(b) to establish appropriate and effective protections for whistleblowers; and

(c) to accommodate any necessary protection for those against whom allegations are
made.

This Specified Matter reflects the WA Royal Commission’s recommendations.
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During the 1980s many of those who were aware of the improper activities underlying the
so-called WA Inc. kept quiet. This was understandable given the likely consequences of
speaking out - there was no protection for whistleblowers. A whistleblower can be defined
as a:

... person who exposes or brings to public attention an irregularity or a crime, especially
from within an organisation. (Moore, 1993: 1217)

Is a whistleblower a hero, dobber or mischief-maker? The word whistleblower conjures up
different images for different people:

It is significant that the English language is rich in words like ‘rat’, ‘squeal’ and ‘sneak’
– but no word exists to describe the justified, even commendable, passing on of
information. The nearest thing to it is the American word ‘whistleblowing’.
‘Whistleblowing’ means passing on information from a conviction that it should be
passed on despite (not because of) the embarrassment it could cause to those implicated.
(Cripps, 1986: 257)

Experience both in Australia and overseas has shown that whistleblowers and their
families are often harassed and suffer emotionally and financially as a consequence of the
whistleblower having exposed unacceptable conduct within an organisation. De Maria and
Jan (1994) examined the experiences of 102 whistleblowers in Queensland. Reprisals were
noted in 71 per cent of the sample and included: sacking, psychiatric referral, demotion,
being charged and being sued. Some respondents claimed they were offered payment or
promotion in return for their silence.

As implied in the quote from Cripps (1986) mentioned above, there can be times when
information is made public in circumstances where it is motivated by malice, and such
leaking of inaccurate or commercially sensitive material can ruin an organisation or
person. However, in the public interest, it has been recognised that it is important to
achieve a balance between that information which the public should know, and that
information which is either mistakenly misconstrued or vexatiously revealed. In
recognition of and seeking to balance these issues, legislation intended, on the one hand,
to permit whistleblowing and protect whistleblowers, and on the other, to defend the
interests of those against whom allegations are made, is now becoming more common,
both overseas and here in Australia.

The WA Royal Commission recommended that notwithstanding the embarrassment or
difficulties it may create, whistleblowing legislation is desirable (WA Royal Commission,
1992: II 4.7.2). The WA Royal Commission stated that in one particular matter, a
disclosure could have been made by an individual which might have avoided the loss of
many millions of dollars of public funds, but that person was advised his contract
prevented such a disclosure being made (WA Royal Commission, 1992: II 4.7.1).
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The WA Royal Commission identified what it called ‘vital prerequisites’ for a
whistleblowing scheme for Western Australia. These were:

(a) that it be credible so that officials and others not only feel that they can use it with
confidence but also can expect their disclosures will receive proper consideration
and investigation;

(b) that it is purposive in the sense that the procedures it establishes will facilitate the
correction of maladministration and misconduct where found to exist; and

(c) that it provides reassurance both to the public and to the persons who use it.
Consistently with the preservation of confidentiality in relation to operational
matters, there should be appropriate reporting to Parliament. The public is entitled
to know that where allegations are made, they have been investigated and, if
substantiated, remedial action taken. Persons using it are entitled to expect that
they will be protected from reprisal. (WA Royal Commission, 1992: II 4.7.5)

There are numerous agencies in this State which, with some expansion of functions, may
be suitable for the role of receiving and investigating complaints by whistleblowers.
Changes to the OCC Act have now given a level of whistleblower protection to Western
Australians. Under the OCC Act it is an offence to take reprisals against or to harass a
person who has provided information to the OCC. The Act further provides that
information received by the OCC is confidential. However, the OCC only deals with
matters which constitute a crime under The Criminal Code.

2.2 METHODOLOGY AND RATIONALE

In our view whistleblowing is but one of several means that can be used for the prevention
and exposure of impropriety or corruption. Others are:

• free and open debate in the Parliament;

• exposure in the media;

• the usual processes of the criminal justice system, the police and the Director of
Public Prosecutions (the DPP);

• judicial and administrative review;

• public accountability agencies – the Parliamentary Commissioner for Administrative
Investigations (the State Ombudsman), the Auditor General, the Commissioner for
Public Sector Standards, the Electoral Commissioner, the Equal Opportunity
Commissioner and the Director of Equal Opportunity in Public Employment;
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• the public sector management system including, the Commissioner for Public Sector
Standards, the Minister for Public Sector Management and chief executive officers;

• the Freedom of Information Commissioner; and

• where appropriate, commissions of inquiry.

For this reason we have chosen to address Specified Matter 11, as part of a broader inquiry
into Specified Matter 13. With this unified approach, the first task is to determine what is
meant by the terms impropriety or corruption. The next requirement is that we make some
assessment of the nature and extent of impropriety or corruption in Western Australia and
the role of existing means for their prevention and exposure. This allows us to identify the
elements that are critical for a comprehensive framework for the prevention and exposure
of impropriety and corruption in Western Australia and what, if any, changes need to be
made.

Given the nature of Specified Matters 11 and 13 it was anticipated that sensitive and/or
confidential material would be provided to us in submissions on these matters. Under
s.16(2) of the Commission on Government Act 1994 (COG Act) we are not required to
make available to the public all submissions, objections and suggestions if, in our opinion,
it would be contrary to the public interest or unfair to any person. At a meeting of the
COG on 4 September 1995 it was resolved that:

1. All incoming submissions or correspondence to be vetted by the Chairperson, or
in his absence by the Chief Executive, to determine whether they should qualify
for consideration under s.16(2). If the Chairperson is absent, the Chief Executive
will retain such submissions or correspondence, without marking them with a
document number or scanning them into the database, until the Chairperson
returns and is able to make a determination under s.16(2) and Resolution (6/2: 95).

2. All staff to be counselled not to give the impression that they are soliciting
potentially confidential or prohibited documents, beyond COG’s general appeal to
the public to participate in the inquiries by making written submissions. If persons
tender documents which could be confidential or prohibited, they will be received
passively and conditionally, as set out in an ‘Acknowledgment’ form, until such
time as the documents have been considered and a determination made under
s.16(2). Pursuant to s.18, the Commission delegates to the Chairperson the
authority to form opinions and make decisions accordingly under s.16(2) and
s.16(3) respectively.

3. Documents purported to be confidential, defamatory or prohibited will be
accepted on the conditions that:

(a) in the first instance, the information is received by the Commission for the
sole purpose of the Commission determining whether the information is
entitled to confidentiality under s.16(2);
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(b) upon the Commission determining that it is entitled to confidentiality, it
will be considered by the Commission for the purposes of its inquiries,
deliberations and reports on the basis that the information will be kept
confidential; and

(c) in the event that the Commission determines that the information does not
fall within s.16(2), the information will be returned to the person providing
it and will not form part of the Commission’s records or play any part in the
Commission’s inquiries, deliberations or reports unless the person
providing the information waives in writing his or her requirement of
confidentiality.

Fourteen submissions had suppression orders issued. In addition, eleven persons opted for
a closed hearing. These individuals were assigned a code with the prefix WB, which is
used in the Report when reference is made to their material. All those wishing to tell of
their experiences were advised that we were not in a position to deal with individual cases
but were interested in how that person’s experiences would assist in understanding how
the existing system did or did not work.

The submissions from persons who might be described as whistleblowers were
remarkably similar in that all have suffered as a result of their whistleblowing activity,
having been victimised, discredited or removed from their positions by one means or
another. State government agencies, local government and the police feature in these
submissions, apparently always closing ranks against the whistleblower.

The remaining submissions addressed the ability of the existing system in Western
Australia to deal effectively with impropriety or corruption. The existing system appears
to consist of a network of agencies with differing responsibilities. Almost all of these
agencies, including the police, the DPP, the State Ombudsman, the OCC and the CPSS,
were criticised. The PSM Act is viewed as flawed in that it does not appear to have made
adequate provision for the investigation of misconduct in the public sector or the
enforcement of standards.

There was little support for the existing means of preventing and exposing impropriety or
corruption. Major reform was seen to be essential, the majority of public submissions
favouring whistleblower protection legislation and the creation of a properly empowered
and resourced body to investigate, prevent and expose impropriety or corruption.
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CHAPTER 3 IMPROPRIETY AND CORRUPTION WITHIN
THE PUBLIC SECTOR

3.1 DEFINITIONAL PROBLEMS

3.1.1 Issues for Consideration

Specified Matter 13 requires us to inquire into the appropriate role, powers and functions
of the Official Corruption Commission (OCC) for the prevention and exposure of
impropriety or corruption. Accordingly, it is appropriate at this stage for us to determine
what is meant by the terms impropriety or corruption, and to that end, to determine the
range of conduct that can be considered to be improper or corrupt.

The word improper is defined in The Concise Oxford Dictionary as:

... [U]nseemly; indecent. [N]ot in accordance with accepted rules of behaviour.
[I]naccurate, wrong. (Allen, 1990: 594)

The Australian Legal Dictionary defines corruption as:

Generally any conduct, where in return for a consideration, a person does or neglects to
do, an act in contravention of his or her public duties. (Martinelli and Tikotin, 1985: 65)

In recommending the establishment of a single agency to investigate allegations or
complaints of corrupt conduct and improper conduct, the WA Royal Commission reached
conclusions about the definitions of those phrases. The WA Royal Commission made a
distinction between corrupt conduct and improper conduct. It recommended that the
phrase corrupt conduct should be defined to include:

... conduct of any person that may contravene sections 60 and 61 of the Criminal Code
or any provision of Chapters XIII, XX, XXXVI, XXXVII, XL, XLII, XLVII, LV and
LVIII of the Code and that is in some way associated with a person’s official duties.
(WA Royal Commission, 1992: II Appendix 2)

Amendments to the OCC Act in May 1994 expanded the jurisdiction of the OCC to
include additional sections of The Criminal Code.

On the other hand the WA Royal Commission described the phrase improper conduct as:

(i) any conduct of any person (whether or not a public official) that adversely affects,
or could adversely affect, either directly or indirectly, the honest or impartial
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exercise of official functions by any public official, any group or body of public
officials or any public authority;

(ii) any conduct of a public official or former public official that constitutes or
involves the dishonest or partial exercise of any of his or her official functions;

(iii) any conduct of a public official or former public official that constitutes or
involves a gross departure from the standards of administration which the public is
entitled to expect; or

(iv) any conduct of a public official or former public official that involves the misuse
of information or material that he or she has acquired in the course of his or her
official functions, whether or not for his or her own benefit or for the benefit of
any other person. (WA Royal Commission, 1992: II Appendix 2)

Although it is a function of the OCC to receive allegations that public officers, as defined
in the OCC Act, have acted corruptly or corruptly failed to act in the performance of the
functions of their office or employment, neither the term corruption nor the phrase corrupt
conduct is defined in the Act.

The phrase corrupt conduct is defined in the Independent Commission Against Corruption
Act 1988 (NSW) (ICAC Act) and includes conduct of a person which adversely affects the
honest or impartial exercise of official functions by a public official, as defined in that
Act; conduct of a public official which constitutes or involves dishonest or partial exercise
of his official functions, or breach of public trust; or involves the misuse of information or
material acquired in the course of official functions. In addition, corrupt conduct is any
conduct of a person that adversely affects the exercise of official functions involving
matters under the crimes legislation of New South Wales such as bribery, official
misconduct, theft, fraud or violence. But the definition of the phrase official misconduct is
limited by s.9 of the ICAC Act so that any such conduct must constitute a criminal
offence, disciplinary offence or constitute reasonable grounds for terminating the services
of the public official. Difficulties have been experienced with applying the definition of
corrupt conduct in the ICAC Act to practical situations.

Instead of using the phrases official corruption or corrupt conduct, the Criminal Justice
Act 1989 (Qld) (CJ Act) uses the phrase official misconduct. The definition of that phrase
includes:

• the conduct of any person that does or could adversely affect the honest and
impartial discharge of functions or the exercise of powers or authority by a unit of
administration or any person holding an appointment in that unit;

• the discharge by a person holding an appointment in a unit of administration in a
manner that is not honest or is not impartial or that constitutes a breach of trust
placed in that person by reason of that appointment; or
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• conduct that involves the misuse of information or materials acquired in the course
of the discharge of functions or exercise of power or authority as the holder of an
appointment in a unit of administration.

Nevertheless, the scope of the definition of the phrase official misconduct in the CJ Act
(Qld) is limited to conduct that constitutes a criminal offence, or a disciplinary breach that
provides reasonable grounds for termination.

The definitions of the phrases corrupt conduct and official misconduct, as they appear in
the ICAC Act and the CJ Act respectively, are set out in full in Appendix 1.2.
Additionally, official misconduct is recognised as a general offence in the common law of
England and its existence has also been recognised in common law jurisdictions in
Australia. We have set out what Finn (1978) says are its principal applications in
Appendix 1.2.

The phrase public sector is used in Specified Matter 13. That phrase is not defined in the
Commission on Government Act 1994. Nevertheless, it is defined in s.3 of the Public
Sector Management Act 1994 (PSM Act) as being:

• all government departments;

• the agencies specified in Schedule 2 of the PSM Act;

• agencies, offices, posts or positions established for a public purpose under a written
law and persons employed by those agencies, offices, posts or positions; and

• ministerial officers appointed to assist a particular political office holder.

Whilst not providing a definition of the phrase public sector, the ICAC Act sets out
comprehensive definitions of both the phrase public authority and the phrase public
official. The CJ Act sets out a wide definition of the phrase unit of administration which
encompasses a wide range of agencies in the Queensland public sector. Those definitions
are also set out in full in Appendix 1.2.

Additionally, the WA Royal Commission recommended, when setting out its detailed
recommendations for the establishment of an Office of the Commissioner for the
Investigation of Corrupt and Improper Conduct, that the phrase public official should be
defined widely to include:

... the holders of all public offices and all persons employed within the public sector,
including ministers of the Crown, members of Parliament, and persons involved in or
employed within local government and the police force, but excluding the Governor and
members of the judiciary. Under current laws, practices and procedures, misconduct by
members of the judiciary is a matter for Parliament. (WA Royal Commission, 1992: II
Appendix 2)
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3.1.2 Actions to Date

The WA Royal Commission’s recommendation to establish an Office of the
Commissioner for the Investigation of Corrupt and Improper Conduct, having the function
to investigate allegations of corrupt conduct and improper conduct, as defined by the WA
Royal Commission, has not been implemented.

3.1.3 Public Submissions

Amongst the submissions which did discuss definitional issues was one from Mr John
Vukovich who, in a written submission to us, said ‘conduct which puts personal interest
above public duty is corrupt’. Mr Allan Mottram wrote to us suggesting impropriety be
defined as ‘[s]tandards unfit for the position of trust and the prevailing regulations
associated with the position’.

In a written submission to us, Mr Doug Trevor commented that:

I believe that if one is a public servant or a member of parliament and the rules have
been broken then it is corrupt. But if corruption is defined as a crime, then improper
conduct is just a loophole. To me improper conduct is corrupt.

The State Ombudsman, Mr Robert Eadie, in his written submission on whistleblowing,
summarised his discussion of definitional problems by saying:

In summary, on the basis of the difficulties experienced by all jurisdictions who have
attempted to find an all-embracing and specific definition for matters which should be
covered by a whistleblowing scheme (and the resulting plethora of inventive terms) it
appears to be impracticable, in reality, to attempt to exhaustively define the subject of
‘public interest information’ without sacrificing flexibility and running the risk of
excluding some form of possible impropriety envisaged by an ‘enterprising’ person.
These comments apply equally to a possible definition of impropriety for the purposes of
the detection and investigation of official misconduct.

The Auditor General, Mr Des Pearson, at the public hearing in Perth on 13 October 1995,
commented on his written submission as follows:

... in relation to the Official Corruption Commission in particular, a point we have made
in the submission is that we consider corruption is probably too narrow a term and we
would prefer a term such as improper conduct so that the purview would encompass all
serious and unacceptable behaviour.

When he appeared before us at the public hearing in Perth on 9 October 1995, Mr Andrew
Murray, of the Australian Democrats, summarised his organisation’s position on
definitions by stating:
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... we agree with the WA Royal Commission’s 1992 definition of improper conduct and
we believe that official corruption should be defined as a serious category of improper
conduct and that the definition of improper conduct should be as widely based as
possible.

Mr Peter Kyle, who has conducted a number of inquiries into local government councils,
was asked at the public hearing at Perth on 13 October 1995 whether the WA Royal
Commission’s definitions of the phrases corrupt conduct and improper conduct should be
defined in legislation. He responded:

I think there are some difficulties about definitions because they do tend to try to cover
all possible sins in the process and consequently they can either be too wide so as to be
difficult to use, or they can be too narrow and not catch all the various possibilities for a
concept as broad as impropriety. I had some difficulty when I wrote both the Wanneroo
report and the Boddington report with [the WA Royal Commission’s definition of
improper conduct] ... I don’t think, as an overall, all embracing, definition either of them
would be entirely satisfactory and I don’t think they were ever intended to be, I might
say... it did seem to me that one could well imagine circumstances throughout the public
sector generally in which they perhaps wouldn’t be appropriate and that I think is a
reflection of the difficulty of definitions, that you try to put it all down in a single
sentence when the concept is not really susceptible of that and I personally think that
therefore if one is trying to legislate or do the equivalent of legislating for a subject like
impropriety you have got to be a little bit more flexible than that.

Mr Martin Saxon, a journalist with the Sunday Times, discussed his view of the terms
corruption and improper conduct at the public hearing on 11 October 1995. Although Mr
Saxon thought that the term corruption particularly included the concept of money
changing hands, he suggested that the term could also be wide enough to encompass
somebody, particularly a public sector employee or member, extracting a favour in return
for taking or omitting to take some action. Ultimately he concluded that corruption was
about ‘high positions of power. Power being the operative word. I mean, it’s about power.
They have a duty to us which they have breached.’ For example:

Instances certainly to my knowledge where people have been issuing contracts to family
friends or in some cases companies in which they have an interest; situations where you
may have an outside interest unknown to your department that conflicts with the job that
you do because you might be in the same business that you are out there advising
everybody about, and the competitive advantage in that.

The Director of Public Prosecutions, Mr John McKechnie, QC offered his comments on
the terms impropriety and corruption at the Perth public hearing on 11 October 1995. Mr
McKechnie distinguished between personal and institutional corruption, particularly
within the Police Service. He also referred to ‘what has been described as noble cause
corruption.’ This type of corruption is where a police officer may ‘improve evidence or
something with a view to getting a conviction in an area where it [is considered by the
officer to be] genuinely appropriate’ to prevent a guilty person going free.
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In relation to impropriety Mr McKechnie thought it was a matter of definition as to
whether ‘failing to comply with appropriate standards, Financial Administration and
Audit Act standards, internal instructions, external guidelines and the like’ amounted to
incompetence, maladministration or corruption. He went on to say ‘of course the most
common improper conduct or corruption in government is likely to be the secret
commission bribe.’ What was of concern to Mr McKechnie were his ‘real doubts as to the
effectiveness of either enforcing standards or else revealing improper conduct.’

Mr McKechnie went on to say:

I tend to think in terms of acts that are unlawful or not, and if they are unlawful then they
attract a sanction. Whether you call it a crime or not doesn’t matter for the purpose of
the exercise ... It seems to me that however you define improper conduct, and the Royal
Commission’s definition is not a bad working one, the real question is, do you attach a
sanction to it or not? In other words, is it so serious that it becomes in effect a criminal
act? ... [O]r is it something that is an incident to maladministration which should be dealt
with by, say, the Commissioner for Public Sector Standards and by administrative
direction and work practices to resolve.

Mr Digby Blight, the Commissioner for Public Sector Standards, when asked at the public
hearing at Perth on 9 October 1995 about whether there was a clear mechanism for the
enforcement of standards and codes, responded:

Yes, there is. There are regulations which are in the course of being prepared now that
will deal with the breach of standards.

At the public seminar at Collie Mr N. Wiese expressed his view on the term corruption:

... the word ‘corruption’ means to destroy all eventually, and that’s what is happening,
and it’s not only we have got a job to prove corruption; that is the problem, because it’s
dishonesty, debased, untruthful, it’s everything that you can say is in corruption.
Impropriety is improper conduct, so improper conduct is to be untruthful, to be
dishonest, to be corrupt, take bribes.

Also at the Collie public seminar, Ms Graham told us that in her view impropriety ‘is a
very subjective thing.’

Mr Simon Proud representing the Department of Land Administration at the public
hearing in Perth on 11 October 1995 expressed the view that improper conduct was:

... where someone is presented with a clear choice of what is morally and ethically right
and wrong and for improper reasons clearly selects the wrong choice and it is a
conscious decision to do so.

According to Mr Proud ‘corrupt behaviour would be where the benefits accrue to
yourself’, and in particular where criminality was involved.
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Generally, the public submissions supported a view that the phrase public sector should be
defined as widely as possible. In particular, Mr Kyle reflected the clear majority view of
the submissions as to the inclusion of local government in any public sector scrutiny
when, at the Perth public hearing on 13 October 1995, he said that he ‘welcomed the idea
that local government should fit within the overall scheme of things in terms of
investigation of corruption and impropriety in government circles.’ In relation specifically
to whistleblower disclosures Mr Kyle added that:

As far as the relationship of local government is concerned, yes, I follow the same
principle as I follow with the other matter; that is, it is sensible to include it as part of the
public sector.

3.1.4 Analysis

In addition to the comprehensive definitions of the phrases corrupt conduct and official
misconduct, that are set out in the ICAC Act and the CJ Act respectively, the WA Royal
Commission’s proposed definitions of the phrases corrupt conduct and improper conduct
respectively have provided us with a sound basis from which to arrive at what we consider
to constitute impropriety (or improper conduct) and corruption (or corrupt conduct).

For the purpose of setting out the functions of its proposed Office of the Commissioner for
the Investigation of Corruption and Improper Conduct, the WA Royal Commission
defined corrupt conduct to include conduct that would attract criminal sanctions. The WA
Royal Commission also provided a definition of improper conduct which, although it may
not be the subject of criminal sanctions and may not amount to a disciplinary offence, was
conduct that:

... should not remain undetected. The public are entitled to know when the trust they
have invested in public officials has been breached and by whom. The proposed
Commissioner [for the Investigation of Corrupt and Improper Conduct] should be
empowered to investigate not only corrupt or illegal conduct but conduct which, whilst
not corrupt or contrary to law, nevertheless breaches the public trust. (WA Royal
Commission, 1992: II 4.9.4)

Before arriving at our definition of the phrases corrupt conduct and improper conduct, it is
important to determine whose conduct it is we are examining. Specified Matter 13 refers
to the prevention and exposure of impropriety or corruption within the public sector. As
we have already noted, the phrase public sector has not been defined in the Commission on
Government Act 1994. The WA Royal Commission proposed that the Commissioner for
the Investigation of Corruption and Improper Conduct should investigate allegations of
corrupt or improper conduct in relation the performance of a public official’s duties. As
we have already indicated in this Section, the phrase public official was defined widely by
the WA Royal Commission.
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The results of our inquiries have indicated to us that there is general consensus that when
examining the means for the prevention and exposure of impropriety or corruption within
the public sector, a wide range of people and agencies need to be considered. Accordingly,
we have decided to define the public sector widely as follows:

(i) the Governor and Executive Council;

(ii) the Parliament and all its Committees, both Standing and Select;

(iii) the Cabinet;

(iv) public sector bodies as defined in the PSM Act;

(v) ministers and their immediate offices;

(vi) departments, government trading enterprises and agencies responsible to ministers;

(vii) boards of statutory authorities and quasi-autonomous non-government organisations
receiving money from the Consolidated Fund;

(viii) government appointed committees;

(ix) statutory officials responsible to Parliament, such as the Auditor General, the
Parliamentary Commissioner for Administrative Investigations (State Ombudsman)
and the Commissioner for Public Sector Standards;

(x) local government bodies; and

(xi) the Police Service;

Accordingly, the phrase public sector agencies will include all of the agencies listed
above. The Judiciary has not been included in our definition of the public sector. That is
consistent with the WA Royal Commission’s definition of the phrase public official which
is set out in its detailed recommendations for the establishment of the Office of the
Commissioner for the Investigation of Corrupt and Improper Conduct (WA Royal
Commission, 1994: II Appendix 2).

Additionally, the public sector should be defined to include those employees and members
of each of the above agencies.

We agree with the WA Royal Commission’s definitions of the phrases corrupt conduct
and improper conduct. Nevertheless, it is important to note that the WA Royal
Commission stated that the definition of the phrase improper conduct should include:
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... any conduct of a public official or former public official that constitutes a gross
departure from the standards of administration which the public is entitled to expect.
(WA Royal Commission, 1992: II Appendix 2)

In our opinion, after having consulted with the public on this issue, it is important that all
departures from the standards of administration which the public is entitled to expect, and
not just those departures that could be considered as being gross, should fall within a
definition of the phrase improper conduct. It was consistently put to us that it is not only
the serious instances of improper conduct that need to be prevented and exposed.
Appropriate efforts should be made to prevent and expose all departures from generally
accepted standards of public administration. We agree with that view.

Since the WA Royal Commission reported, the PSM Act has commenced. Under s.80 of
that Act, an employee who:

• disobeys or disregards a lawful order;

• contravenes–

(i) any provision of the Act applicable to the employee [including complying with
the general principles of official conduct set out in s.9 of the Act and any
relevant code of conduct]; or

(ii) any public sector standard or code of ethics;

• commits an act of misconduct; or

• is negligent or careless in the performance of their functions,

commits a breach of discipline.

In our opinion, the phrase improper conduct should include all breaches of discipline
under s.80 of the PSM Act. Nevertheless, the PSM Act does not apply to a range of
persons and bodies that we have determined should fall within our definition of the public
sector. Accordingly, conduct of those persons and bodies that, without an honest and
reasonable excuse, constitutes disobeying or disregarding a lawful order, constitutes a
breach of any relevant standards, code of ethics or code of conduct, or what amounts to an
act of misconduct, negligence or carelessness, should also fall within the definition of the
phrase improper conduct.

Of course the range of conduct that will then fall under the phrase improper conduct will
be dependent upon, to some extent, the contents of public sector standards, codes of ethics
and relevant codes of conduct. The issues of the appropriate contents of, and the means for
the enforcement of, standards, codes of ethics and codes of conduct, as well as their
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applicability to persons and bodies who are not subject to the PSM Act, will be considered
in more detail in Report No. 3.

After considering the WA Royal Commission’s definition of the phrases corrupt conduct
and improper conduct respectively, we are of the opinion little may be achieved, and may
in fact become a source of confusion, if we were to provide separate definitions for the
phrases impropriety (or improper conduct) and corruption (or corrupt conduct). Our
inquiries have indicated that the public strongly supports the exposure and especially the
prevention of a whole range of conduct. We are of the view that a single definition should
be drawn from that range of conduct. Accordingly, impropriety (or improper conduct) and
corruption (or corrupt conduct) should be defined under the one phrase - improper
conduct. The phrase improper conduct would then encompass all of the following
conduct:

• corrupt conduct, as defined by reference to those sections of The Criminal Code set
out in Appendix 1.1;

• improper conduct, as defined by the WA Royal Commission (1992: Appendix 2);

• breaches of discipline under s.80 of the PSM Act; and

• where the person or body is not subject to the PSM Act, disobeying or disregarding a
lawful order, contravening any Act governing their conduct, contravening any
applicable standards, codes of ethics or codes of conduct, committing an act of
misconduct, or being negligent or careless.

The phrase improper conduct should be defined in the legislation establishing the
Commission for the Investigation, Exposure and Prevention of Improper Conduct that we
have recommended in Section 4.3. Additionally, in this report we will continue to refer to
the above range of conduct by using the phrase improper conduct, unless otherwise
indicated.

3.1.5 Recommendations

1. A definition should be inserted into the legislation establishing the
Commission for the Investigation, Exposure and Prevention of
Improper Conduct, proposed in Section 4.3, as follows:

‘improper conduct’ means-

(a) conduct of any person that contravenes those sections of The
Criminal Code  that are set out in Appendix 1.1;
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(b) any conduct of any person (whether or not a public sector body
or employee) that adversely affects, or could adversely affect,
either directly or indirectly, the honest or impartial exercise of
official functions by any public sector body or employee;

(c) any conduct of a public sector body or employee or former
public sector body or employee that constitutes or involves the
dishonest or partial exercise of any of their official functions;

(d) any conduct of a public sector body or employee or former
public sector body or employee that constitutes or involves a
departure from the standards of administration which the public
is entitled to expect;

(e) any conduct of a public sector body or employee or former
public sector body or employee that involves the misuse of
information or material that he or she has acquired in the course
of his or her official functions, whether or not for his or her own
benefit or for the benefit of any other person;

(f) breaches of discipline under s.80 of the Public Sector
Management Act 1994 ; or

(g) in relation to any public sector agency, or employee or member
of any public sector agency, not subject to the Public Sector
Management Act 1994 , disobeying or disregarding a lawful
order, without an honest and reasoanble excuse, contravening
any Act governing their conduct, contravening standards, codes
of ethics or codes of conduct applicable to them, committing an
act of misconduct, or being negligent or careless in the
performance of their functions.

2. For the purposes of the exposure and prevention of improper
conduct:

(a) the agencies that constitute the Western Australian public
sector should be defined in relevant legislation to include:

(i) the Governor and Executive Council;

(ii) the Parliament and all its Committees, both Standing and
Select;

(iii) the Cabinet;
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(iv) public sector bodies as defined in the Public Sector
Management Act 1994 ;

(v) ministers and their immediate offices;

(vi) departments, government trading enterprises and agencies
responsible to ministers;

(vii) boards of statutory authorities and quasi-autonomous non-
government organisations receiving money from the
Consolidated Fund;

(viii) government appointed committees;

(ix) statutory officials responsible to Parliament, such as the
Auditor General, the Parliamentary Commissioner for
Administrative Investigations (State Ombudsman) and the
Commissioner for Public Sector Standards;

(x) local government bodies; and

(xi) the Police Service;

(b) the public sector should be defined as including those
employees and members of the agencies constituting the
Western Australian public sector.

3.2 THE EXTENT OF IMPROPER CONDUCT IN WESTERN
AUSTRALIA

3.2.1 Issues for Consideration

Whilst the WA Royal Commission noted ‘that there had been comparatively little
evidence of illegal or corrupt conduct’ in Western Australia (1992: II 4.9.1), it expressed
concern about the widespread nature of what it referred to as ‘improper conduct’.
Although various accountability agencies, such as the State Ombudsman, receive
allegations of misconduct, the WA Royal Commission found that no one agency had ‘the
single and comprehensive function of investigating and reporting on such matters’
(1992: II  4.9.1).

By its very nature corruption occurs in secret and, as such, it is impossible to assess
accurately its extent. Because impropriety is not defined in Western Australia, and many
agencies deal with what would be understood to be impropriety, similar difficulties exist
in trying to judge its extent. Nonetheless, we decided that it would be instructive to
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atttempt to obtain a picture of the extent of improper conduct in Western Australia,
through whatever figures were available. The agencies we have obtained data from
include: the Police Department’s Internal Affairs Unit, the Official Corruption Task Force
and Internal Investigations Branch; the Official Corruption Commission (OCC); the State
Ombudsman; and the Department of Local Government. We have had to adopt this
approach because, unlike the situation in New South Wales and Queensland, there is no
single central body with responsibility for keeping such information in Western Australia.
As such, it is possible that some of the cases recorded have been provided by two or more
of the Western Australian agencies. A further complicating factor arises from the
inconsistencies between the definitions used by these bodies and variations in their
reporting time frames.

Furthermore, in the absence of a consistent definition of the phrase improper conduct, the
manner in which such conduct should be reported is unclear. Recent research undertaken
by the ICAC indicates that there is wide variation in people’s understanding of what
constitutes corrupt conduct. From its survey of 1,300 public sector employees, the ICAC
concluded that:

... any notion of there being a common understanding of what is meant by ‘corrupt
conduct’ which is shared by different public sector employees [is refuted]. This lack of
precise commonality of understanding adds to the difficulty of combating corruption.
(ICAC, April 1994a: 7)

As a result of the fragmented approach currently being taken to keeping statistics on
improper conduct in Western Australia, it is difficult to research and evaluate existing
anti-corruption bodies.

3.2.2 Actions to Date

The secrecy provisions in the Official Corruption Commission Act 1988 (OCC Act) have
prevented the details of allegations of corruption being included in the OCC’s annual
reports making it difficult to assess the seriousness and extent of the complaints made to
the OCC. Recent amendments to the OCC Act will allow the OCC to provide details of
the type of offences reported to it. The State Ombudsman’s annual report also includes
statistics relating to the outcomes of allegations finalised during the financial year.

The Public Service Commission (PSC) and later the Workforce Management
Development Office (WMDO) collected data on their investigations of incidences of
improper conduct. When these two agencies were abolished in 1994 these records ceased
to be kept. No agency has formally taken over responsibility for that aspect of the PSC’s
or the WMDO’s activities.
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3.2.3 Public Submissions

The submissions we received confirmed our understanding that no one agency has
responsibility for monitoring and reporting on the extent and nature of improper conduct.
For example, in addressing a question from us about the extent of impropriety and
corruption in the Western Australian public sector at the Perth public hearing on 9 October
1995, Mr Digby Blight, the Commissioner for Public Sector Standards, answered that
‘you can’t find out from me’. He went on to say that:

I don’t believe that I can [express a view or a feeling about the extent of impropriety and
corruption in the public sector]. I don’t believe that I have any more chance of doing that
... at one time you were always reading about cashiers or whatever going for having
misappropriated funds. There doesn’t seem to be a lot of that surfacing. To answer your
question, no, really, I’m in no better position to answer your comment.

In his written submission, the State Ombudsman, Mr Robert Eadie, told us that:

It is not easy to attempt to quantify the level of official corruption in Western Australia,
particularly as there is some debate about what should be included  in the definition of
‘corruption’ ... I suggest that it could be very difficult to gauge accurately the extent of
official corruption in WA. The matters relating to police with which I have been
involved as Ombudsman do not appear to indicate organised corruption in Western
Australia on the level which is, for example, being revealed by the Royal Commission
looking into the New South Wales Police Service. However, I stress that this is merely
my own opinion, based on the approaches to my office.

When asked for his assessment of the extent of impropriety in the Police Service and the
public sector at the Perth public hearing on 11 October 1995, the Director of Public
Prosecutions, Mr John McKechnie, QC said ‘I think no one can measure it and therefore
you are left with impressions ... only as to the extent of it’. He went on to say that:

... my impression is that there is within the police force pockets of corrupt activities as
would be expected in any organisation. I don’t think that from what I have seen it is
likely to be any greater than anywhere else of comparable size ... I have seen various
matters and reports which don’t of course always lead to prosecutions which disturb me
and which indicate to me that the extent of it may be much higher than people have
previously thought.

The ability of the OCC to provide information on the nature and extent of corrupt and
improper activities was criticised by Mr Paul Murray, the editor of The West Australian.
He told the Perth public seminar on 7 September 1995 that:

The annual report of the OCC was released in January and said there are serious cases of
official corruption in WA but little evidence to suggest it is widespread. How would it
know? Quite frankly, a body with an annual budget of $176,000 wouldn’t have any
chance of knowing the extent of corruption in Western Australia ... we probably get
something like thirty complaints of corruption at The West Australian each month. Once
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you throw out the nut cases, which I presume the OCC also gets, and you remove our
lack of compulsive powers and the defamation laws, we still get a lot more corruption
into the paper and into the public eye than the OCC. The OCC says it has dealt with 206
cases since it began operating in 1990, so where are all the scalps? This is crime fighting
on the cheap. Worse than that, it is probably not crime fighting on the cheap and, worse
than that, we don’t have any way of knowing.

A number of submissions expressed concern that no one person or agency seemed to have
responsibility for monitoring the level of impropriety and corruption in Western Australia.
It was argued that without a reliable understanding of the extent and nature of impropriety
and corruption, Western Australians were likely to become complacent about the problem.
As the Mr Jack Evans, the National Administrator of the Australian Democrats, reflected
in his written submission:

How do West Australians know whether problems here are as large as they are claimed
to be in NSW and Queensland, or are worse here, or better? What are the ethical and
moral norms of our public servants? As we know from the history of previously under
reported crime such as sexual abuse or domestic violence, a low number of complaints to
the police will not necessarily be any indication of the size of the problem. Anecdotal
evidence is that impropriety and corruption levels are worrying and need urgent
attention.

On the other hand, some submissions argued that statistics on the extent of corruption and
impropriety are not particularly useful or relevant. For instance, at the Perth public hearing
held on 11 October 1995, the Hon. Derek Tomlinson, MLC told us that:

I have no evidence of the extent in the sense that it is quantifiable, neither am I able to
indicate, but I don’t think that, with all due respect, is relevant ... I think we should be
concerned if there is any impropriety and certainly corrupt behaviour by public officials.
We cannot be unconcerned just because we believe that there is a little bit of corruption
or impropriety and be concerned only when we are concerned there is a big bit of
corruption or impropriety. If there is corruption or impropriety in the public sector then
we have reason to be concerned and we have reason to act.

In contrast, Mr Paul Dickinson, former Chief Investigator of the Hong Kong ICAC, who
submitted a written copy of his submission to the Legislative Council Select Committee
on the Western Australian Police Service to us, argued that:

In deciding what methods should be implemented to detect, punish and prevent
corruption within the Police Service, the [Select] Committee [on the WA Police Service]
does not need to know the extent of the corruption or who is involved. However, it is
safe to say that the more the Committee knows the better able it will be to do its job.
Working within the terms of reference it may not be able to come to any conclusion
other than, ‘corruption in the WA Police is much worse than anyone suspected and there
is sufficient evidence of corruption to justify a Royal Commission’.
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3.2.4 Analysis

Due to the secrecy provisions contained in its legislation, the OCC has until now reported
only limited statistics relating to the number of complaints it has received. Following
recent amendments to the OCC Act the OCC will be able to include statistical information
on the number of complaints received in its annual report. Statistical information will be
reported by:

• type (whether serious or minor);

• category of crime;

• outcome of action taken; and

• in general terms, by source.

Impropriety which is not covered by s.7 of the OCC Act does not fall within OCC’s
jurisdiction and therefore, will not be included in the statistics which it reports.

The State Ombudsman reports complaints against police in five categories which allows
for some analysis of both the nature of allegations and the number of allegations received.
Actions taken to resolve complaints are also reported under certain headings, including:

• withdrawn or lapsed;

• not substantiated;

• referred to appropriate agency;

• action expedited; and

• act of grace payment made.

The statistics reported by the ICAC are similar to those reported by the State Ombudsman.
The ICAC’s annual report includes information on the number of complaints received
from the public and the number received from public authorities. The ICAC’s annual
report also lists prosecutions and disciplinary proceedings undertaken and the results of
those proceedings.

In contrast, the CJC reports comprehensive statistics. It includes statistics relating to the
CJC’s use of its powers and lists the number of:

• complainants by category (disciplinary and other);

• complaints both by police and against police;
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• the total number of complaints received; and

• the types and subjects of allegations.

As noted earlier, we approached the agencies which currently have a role in addressing
improper conduct in an attempt to gain an understanding of the extent and nature of that
conduct in Western Australia. Table 3.1 is a summary of the data we received from those
agencies. It is important to note that the data summarised in Table 3.1 has come from a
variety of sources and each set of figures represents different notions of what constitutes
improper conduct. Additionally, there may be overlap between the cases reported. Figure
3.1 is a graphical representation of the combined figures.

Table 3.1

Western Australia:  Number of Allegations
Received by Agency 1991-92 to 1994-95

Allegations Reported To 1991-92 1992-93 1993-94 1994-95

Department for Local Government (a) n/av n/av 15 28

Police Internal Affairs (b) 29 55 80 95

Police Internal Investigations (b)
(minor complaints excluded)

554 527 482 457

Corruption Task Force
(referred by the OCC) (b)

n /av n/av n/av 7

Corruption Task Force
(referred by other government departments) (b)

n/av n/av n/av 25

Ombudsman (Police) (c) 1,212 1,069 1,504 1,656

Ombudsman (Other) (c) 904 1,318 1,290 1,228

OCC (d) 33 29 37 197

Public Service Commission (e) 9 19 34 n/app

(a)   Figures provided by the Department. Figures are for calendar years not financial years (1994-95 figure has been
        estimated based on 21 cases reported to 29 September 1995).

(b)   Provided by the Police Department. Until 1994 the Official Corruption Task Force's work was primarily in relation
        to issues raised during the WA Royal Commission.

(c)   Figures from the State Ombudsman's Annual Report for 1993-94.

(d)   Figures from the Official Corruption Commission's Annual Reports for the relevant periods.

(e)   These figures are for the Public Service not the Public Sector. The public service accounts for approximately 20%
       of the public sector. Figures were not collected in 1994 because the agency ceased to exist and its functions have
       not been assigned to another agency.

a/av      not available
a/app    not applicable
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Figure 3.1
Western Australia:  Aggregate of Allegations of Improper Conduct
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The number of officers employed by each of these agencies gives an indication of the
extent of resources currently used to combat impropriety or corruption in Western
Australia (Table 3.2). We believe that the number of staff employed to investigate
impropriety or corruption is substantial, giving further credence to the proposition that
there is a significant amount of improper conduct within the Western Australian public
sector.

Table 3.2
Western Australia:  Officers Employed by
Selected Public Sector Agencies 1994-95

Body Officers

Department for Local Government n/app

Police Internal Affairs 21

Police Internal Investigations 26

Corruption Task Force 9

Ombudsman (Police matters) 7

OCC 3

Public Service Commission 0.5

Total 66.5

n/app     not applicable
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There are currently significant resources invested in what appears to be an increasing
amount of improper conduct. Without useful statistics on the extent of improper conduct it
is difficult to assess the effectiveness of the mechanisms in place to prevent improper
conduct. We believe that it is important that useful statistics on the number and nature of
incidences of improper conduct are maintained and reported. Such data would allow
proactive research, such as longitudinal studies, to be undertaken. It would also allow
comparisons to be made with the level of improper conduct reported in other jurisdictions.
Informed decisions could then be made about the effectiveness of the mechanisms in place
to prevent and deal with such conduct.

Therefore, we believe that a single central independent agency, the Commission for the
Investigation, Exposure and Prevention of Improper Conduct (CIEPIC) proposed in
Section 4.3, should have responsibility for reporting on the extent of improper conduct. To
ensure that the CIEPIC has knowledge of all identified cases of improper conduct, it is
essential that each public sector agency reports the occurrence of improper conduct to it
on a regular basis. Additionally, other bodies in receipt of allegations of improper conduct
should also report to the CIEPIC.

3.2.5 Recommendations

1. The Commission for the Investigation, Exposure and Prevention of
Improper Conduct, proposed in Section 4.3, should, in addition to its
other functions, be responsible for the collection, analysis and
reporting of data on all public interest disclosures, as defined in the
Public Interest Disclosures Act, proposed in Section 5.2.1.

2. All public sector agencies which receive allegations of improper
conduct should be required to report to the Commission for the
Investigation, Exposure and Prevention of Improper Conduct,
proposed in Section 4.3, on a regular basis. That Commission’s
annual report should include information on the incidences of public
interest disclosures, as defined in the Public Interest Disclosures
Act, proposed in Section 5.2.1, which are reported to it by each
agency.
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CHAPTER 4 THE EXISTING SYSTEM

4.1 THE ROLE OF THE OFFICIAL CORRUPTION
COMMISSION IN THE PREVENTION AND EXPOSURE OF
IMPROPRIETY OR CORRUPTION

4.1.1 Issues for Consideration

The Official Corruption Commission (OCC) is a statutory authority created by the Official
Corruption Commission Act 1988 (OCC Act). The long title of that Act states that the
functions of the OCC are:

to receive, consider and, if it thinks fit, refer to persons or bodies for investigation or the
taking of action, or both, allegations of corruption or of the commission of certain
offences made against public officers and certain other persons, and for related or
incidental purposes.

The OCC consists of three members appointed by the Governor in accordance with s.5 of
the OCC Act. One of the members is required to be a person: who has held office as a
Judge, District Court Judge or magistrate; or who has held office as a commissioned
officer of the Police Force; or who is, or has been, a barrister or solicitor of the Supreme
Court of Western Australia of not less than five years standing. The two remaining
members are required to be ‘persons who are not public officers’. The Governor is
required to appoint the Commissioners in accordance with the recommendation of a
committee consisting of the Chief Justice, the Chief Judge of the District Court and the
Commissioner of Police.

The jurisdiction of the OCC, as set out in s.7(1)(a) of the OCC Act, was summarised in
Section 4.1. The OCC is also required to:

• receive information regarding allegations of involvement by another person in the
commission of certain offences in such a manner as to be deemed under Chapter II of
The Criminal Code to have committed the offence, or to have taken part in the
commission of the offence, or to have been an accessory after the fact (s.7(1)(aa));

• consider whether the OCC itself ought to allege conduct of the type referred to above
(s.7(1)(ab));

• consider whether or not there are reasonable grounds for an allegation to be referred
to a person or body (other than the State Ombudsman) who is empowered to
investigate and/or take action in relation to the allegation (s.7(1)(b)); and
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• consider reports provided to the OCC after matters have been referred by the OCC
(s.7(1)(c)).

The functions and jurisdiction of the OCC ensure that it has a role to play in the prevention
and exposure of improper conduct. The issue that falls for consideration in the context of
Specified Matter 13 is the extent and effectiveness of its role.

4.1.2 Actions to Date

The WA Royal Commission recommended in Part II of its report that a Commissioner for
Public Sector Standards and a Commissioner for the Investigation of Corrupt and
Improper Conduct (which the WA Royal Commission intended would replace the OCC)
be established (WA Royal Commission, 1992: II 4.9.2; 4.9.11; 6.2.8). Whilst the
Commissioner for Public Sector Standards has been established under the Public Sector
Management Act 1994, the recommendation to establish a Commissioner for the
Investigation of Corrupt and Improper Conduct has not been implemented.

Since the WA Royal Commission produced Part II of its report, the OCC Act has
undergone some change. The OCC Act was amended in 1991 (the Official Corruption
Commission Amendment Act 1991) to enable the OCC to report to each House of
Parliament in respect of any findings of illegality after an investigation had been carried
out under s.7(3). Additionally, the OCC Act was amended to allow the OCC to report to
each House of Parliament where a person, who was the subject of a s.7(3) investigation,
requests that it be publicly disclosed that an investigation had cleared them of any
wrongdoing.

In 1994, after a report from the Parliamentary Select Committee on the Official Corruption
Commission was tabled in Parliament, the Acts Amendment (Official Corruption
Commission) Act 1994 was passed effecting further changes to the functions and powers
of the OCC. Those changes included: increasing the jurisdiction of the OCC, giving it the
power to conduct preliminary inquiries and to compel the production of information for
that purpose; enabling it to report to the Parliament regarding the conduct of any
investigation of allegations referred by the OCC; obliging principal officers, the State
Ombudsman and officers constituting public authorities to report their suspicions of
corrupt conduct to the OCC; and providing protection for persons making allegations to
the OCC.

4.1.3 Public Submissions

The consensus of the public submissions was that the OCC played a limited role, and that
it is ineffective, in preventing and exposing corruption and improper conduct in Western
Australia. Some of the submissions were from persons who had themselves made
allegations to the OCC. Almost without exception, the submissions displayed a strong
dissatisfaction with the OCC.
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In summary, the submissions criticised: the limited range of matters with which the OCC
was empowered to deal; its restricted investigatory powers; its lack of resources; and its
inability to take on a proactive role in the prevention of corruption and impropriety. The
submissions also indicated that there is a lack of awareness concerning the role, functions
and, in some circumstances, the existence of the OCC.

It should be noted that the OCC, whilst expressing a willingness to assist us in our
inquiries, was unable to provide us with a public submission as the provisions of the OCC
Act restrict the disclosure of information regarding its activities. The members of the OCC
did meet with representatives of the Commission on Government on an informal basis.
During the course of those discussions we were able to gain an understanding of the
functions and operations of the OCC.

At the public hearing held at Perth on 9 October 1995, Mrs Doreen Trainor, the Acting
Secretary of the River Districts Association, when asked whether she thought that the
OCC was effective said:

Well, how can it be? I mean, ... [they are] allowed to take one complaint, and it must be
criminal, against one person, and then ... [they hand] it to the police and they take it
through the courts if need be. Well, I suppose anybody - you would just report it to the
police in the first place. Why have the corruption commission?

In her written submission Mrs Trainor said that she thought that the OCC’s effectiveness
was limited. She wrote:

The Executive Officer of the OCC cannot make his own enquiries, can only accept
complaints about a single person whose action must be of a criminal nature. Improper
conduct does not feature within his field of enquiry. Even when he is satisfied as to the
criminality of an offender’s action he must hand it to the police for enquiry.

Mr Dom and Mrs Roseline Cuscuna, who supported that view, wrote that:

To date the OCC has been able and willing to listen to whistleblower’s claims but it has
not been able to take action or forward these allegations to other bodies for investigation
unless there was a prima facie case of a law being broken.

In his written submission, Mr Neil Hunter, expressed the view that the role of the OCC
was limited:

In relation to the Official Corruption Commission, it appears to me that the power of the
Commission is limited in that it can only deal with the Criminal Code. Importantly its
existence is not widely known within the public sector, and from my reading of its
material, gaining access to its services appears confusing. In many respects it could be
argued that public sector employees who in the past have had concerns, that could have
been dealt with by the Official Corruption Commission, have not done so because of this
uncertainty.
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At the public hearing held in Perth on 11 October 1995, Mr Martin Saxon, a journalist
with the Sunday Times when asked about his contact with the OCC, said that the OCC
was:

A complete dead loss. It started out as a good idea but unfortunately - and I think other
submissions have pointed to its sort of lack of resource and lack of investigatory powers
and so on, so I am not going to dwell on that. It, I think early in the piece, had a bit more
energy perhaps than it does now - being the new kid on the block and it wanted to make
a difference. I recall in relation to one particular matter that was referred to it pressed on
when police at that stage, I think, were saying ... ‘Look, we don’t think there is anything
in this.’ The commission to my knowledge pressed the police to continue that inquiry
and ultimately, a long way down the track, the OCC were proven to be correct and the
person was charged.

Mr Saxon continued:

Albeit that the OCC as it is presently constituted has got a small group of honourable
men with an honourable task to perform the simple reality is I just think that you need an
organisation of people who know how to investigate, have got energy and drive and,
dare I say, are somewhat younger. Whether they remain as the OCC or not they
effectively become a ICAC of sorts.

On the other hand, the Deputy Premier, the Hon. Hendy Cowan, MLA said in his written
submission that:

The Official Corruption Commission performs a potentially very useful role in being a
‘postbox’ for allegations of corruption. People may feel uncomfortable about
approaching an investigating agency direct. The postbox role should continue and be
given greater publicity.

Mr Jack Evans, the National Administrator of the Australian Democrats, said in his written
submission that:

... the OCC has been castigated as an agency of illusion, not reality, deliberately set up
by the executive in such a way as to give the appearance of doing something, but
deliberately given neither the resources nor authority to do anything. The OCC’s record
is far from impressive, and its tiny budget is a joke. By comparison to its eastern states
counterparts it has no status, no public profile, and worst of all, no record of
achievement.

Mr Evans also made the point that:

At a COG seminar the editor of the West Australian stated that after weeding out the
cranks, they received thirty genuine and serious exposures of corruption or improper
conduct a month, more in one year than the OCC has received since its inception.
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Mr Richard Titelius wrote that:

... the present Official Corruption Commission has to date assisted governments in
keeping ‘whistleblowers’ from coming forward while at the same time creating the
illusion that it can actually deal effectively with complaints of corruption. I believe that
the efforts to date by the Official Corruption Commission to deal with corrupt and
otherwise improper conduct of public officials has been no more effective than the State
Ombudsman, and possibly less so. The way the Official Corruption Commission is
currently set up, demonstrates that this current government has not learnt the lessons of
WA Inc.

In her written submission Mrs Julie Fry, who told us that she had made a complaint to the
OCC, said that:

1. The OCC Act referred to a person being involved in a corrupt activity. I had proof
that corrupt activities had taken place but could not name the person. The OCC
could not accept just corrupt activities.

2. I could not take all the information to the OCC office. The OCC could not visit
the ‘information’ because it would seem that the Commission was investigating a
complaint.

3. The OCC decided that my/our complaint ... did not come within their jurisdiction.
Therefore, with regard to our complaint, the Official Corruption Commission was
useless. [emphasis in original]

At the public hearing held at Perth on 11 October 1995, Mr John McKechnie, QC, the
Director of Public Prosecutions, said:

I think it [the OCC] has been an almost completely ineffective body in the way that it
was set up. It hasn’t achieved anything, it seems to me. Having had a look at the
statistics, it achieves very little and the reason is not of course in the quality of the
commissioners but in the statutory framework by which it is set up and the resources
available to it. It is in a sense, or was originally, completely a postbox. It’s now a little
more than that but not much more.

Mr Paul Dickinson, who in his written submission advised us that he had been involved in
law enforcement for a total of thirty-six years, most recently as Chief Investigator of the
Hong Kong ICAC, agreed with the comments made by Mr McKechnie:

Mr McKechnie told the COG that the OCC was almost totally ineffective, had achieved
little, offered inadequate protection for whistle-blowers and the sooner it was scrapped
the better. Mr McKechnie was only saying publicly what many others have been saying
privately for a long time and I am in complete agreement with what he said for to do
otherwise would deny the existence of obvious truths.
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Mr Dickinson also commented that:

The very name of the OCC does not inspire confidence, how can it when there is no
reference to it being anti-corruption or against corruption? Is the OCC for the
advancement of official corruption?

When at the public hearing held in Perth on 11 October 1995 he was asked whether he
regarded the OCC as being effective, Mr Doug Trevor, a member of the public who
previously had made allegations to the OCC, answered:

I suppose that we got to court so you would have to say yes. We got to court and that is
out of their jurisdiction once we get to court, isn’t it? I would say yes.

Nevertheless, Mr Trevor felt that the profile of the OCC was too low and he said:

The other thing is I didn’t know about the Official Corruption Commission. I think it
should be made more clear to people that there is a department there where you can go. I
mean, I had no idea it was there.

Inspector Ian Duggan at the public hearing in Perth on 13 October 1995, when speaking of
his own personal experience of making a complaint to the OCC, said that:

I must say that I was very disillusioned in going to the Official Corruption Commission,
sir. I spoke to Commodore Orr himself and he said, ‘You should take that to the Police
Commissioner or we will forward it to the Police Commissioner.’ In fact it was the
Deputy Commissioner who was the one I was complaining about. Now, I was totally
unhappy with that. It was an absolute joke. I was very disillusioned but I do like the
powers in their Act to protect whistleblowers. I think it’s very adequate.

During the course of our inquiries, we received oral submissions in confidence from
persons who felt that, although they wished to assist us, to do so may subject them to
reprisals. One of those persons, referred to as WB10, commented on the effectiveness of
the OCC as follows:

I think its record speaks for itself. It hasn’t achieved anything ... [a]t least we have never
seen any results when we would expect that there would be some results forthcoming
from it by recommendations ... but nothing.

In contrast, at the public hearing held in Perth on 13 October 1995, Mr Robert Eadie, the
State Ombudsman, said that he felt that the OCC had done an effective job:

... taking into account that the powers and resources which the commission has, and
these are admittedly modest - in the case of resources they are extremely modest. That is
putting it mildly. I should say, by the way, that I have a high regard for the work which
has been performed by the small staff, very limited, modest staff, which the commission
has. Many people wouldn’t appreciate, in fact, how few the staff of the commission - the
OCC - actually are. The most important role I think it probably performs is, first of all, it
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provides some kind of mechanism, however limited, however modest, of oversight of
what is taking place.

If a matter is referred to the OCC, the OCC in turn becomes aware or takes action itself
to refer a matter on to another agency for investigation. It means that there is another
body ... [besides the OCC] which is aware of what is happening. If action does not
proceed within a reasonable time the OCC now has the power to report the matter to the
parliament. I think the mere existence of those powers does provide some benefit, but
having said all of that I do recognise that if the OCC - by whatever name, names are not
really significant, you could call it something else, but if that body which we now call
the OCC - is to perform a useful role looking into the latter part of this century and the
beginning of the next, I think you have to look carefully at the powers and resources
which it ought to have.

Another written submission, which was provided to us by WB7, gave limited support for
the role of the OCC:

The only body able and willing to ensure that investigations are properly carried out is
the OCC. Unfortunately their statute limits their jurisdiction to specific criminal offences
and not to broader acts of misconduct. This is compounded by a basic lack of knowledge
by most CEOs of the existence of the OCC as well as a lack of any understanding of
matters which constitute criminal offences and those which constitute breaches of
discipline.

At the Perth public seminar held on 23 March 1995 during Phase 1 of our inquiries
regarding Specified Matters 1 and 2, Mr Bevan Lawrence also provided some support for
the OCC:

... just to give a little pat on the back to the official corruption commission, because I
have been concerned that in some quarters there appears to be some sort of an attempt to
suggest they are this unusual secret body which hasn’t been doing its job. When the
Royal Commission of Inquiry was called the Official Corruption Commission had
already been pushing the police for some months about a complaint which had been
made by myself and others about a matter which I still cannot talk openly about because
of future court proceedings, but by the time the Royal Commission of Inquiry had been
called, Burke’s slush fund had already been found - his leader’s account - and many of
the transactions were already known, so the police who were investigating that
complaint just went to the Commission investigators and handed it over lock, stock and
barrel.

That may explain why they were so successful so early in the Royal Commission of
Inquiry, simply because the matter was up and running, and the point I’m making is that
the official corruption commission was a body outside the police - albeit at the time it
could only use the police - but was a body with some authority and some right to report
to parliament which could assist in inquiries and I can assure you it assisted very
considerably ...
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In relation to the issue of the resources available to the OCC, at the public hearing held in
Perth on 9 October 1995, Mr Andrew Murray of the Australian Democrats told us:

We believe that the OCC should be very significantly strengthened and in our
submission have said that its budget is a joke. I think its current year budget of $280 000
and it has access to a further $400 000. That is not a serious commitment to solving
those sort of problems.

Mr Burt Newman, who addressed the Albany public seminar, agreed when he said:

... going through the Corruption Commission and also through the Ombudsman is a total
waste of time if you haven’t got the resources backing those organisations up, so that
once a decision is made that there should be a prosecution or there should be some
action taken on it then it should not have to wait for three or four years before it comes
out of the file for investigation, because all that time that it is happening the evidence is
gradually diminishing and it is disappearing and virtually the chances of success are
negligible.

As to the issue of the investigatory powers of the OCC and its limited abilities to ensure
that investigations are conducted properly, the Hon. Derek Tomlinson, MLC, when asked
at the public hearing held in Perth on 11 October 1995 whether the OCC was effective,
replied that it was not, adding:

Any agency charged with rooting out corruption or possible corruption, identifying
corruption and prosecuting corrupt individuals must be similarly equipped with
investigative powers. What the ... [Official Corruption Commission] lacks is the
investigative powers.

In agreeing that the role of the OCC is limited, Mr Eadie wrote that:

... unlike other accountability agencies, it has no statutory powers to investigate
allegations of corruption and must rely on other agencies to perform this task.

On the same issue, at the public seminar held in Collie, Mr Gary Martin said:

It’s certainly my understanding that the Official Corruption Commission is only a review
body which passes on complaints to another agency to investigate. The problem I have
got with that is then there doesn’t seem to be any overview of the actual investigation.
They receive the report of the investigation but there is no actual review of the
investigation.

When asked about his dealings with the OCC, Mr Trevor told the public hearing held in
Perth on 11 October 1995, that:

I just sort of gathered that their hands were tied. They were limited to what they could do
other than take the statement and hand it on at the first stage ... when I asked, ‘Why can’t
you investigate it?’ they had no investigators, they could only do a certain amount of
checking - it was just pretty limited to what they could do.
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Regarding the role of the OCC to make recommendations to investigatory persons or
bodies, Mr Frank Newman, at the public seminar at Bunbury, said that he had:

... a very serious complaint about what happens to their recommendations when they are
made to the Commissioner of Police as a result of the investigations by the Official
Corruption Commission because that’s where the breakdown occurs. They do their job
and their powers are limited. There should be a strengthening of the Official Corruption
Commission because after having done a thorough job of investigation and found that
corruption does exist, they have no powers to do anything about it but at that point must
refer it to the Commissioner of Police, and that’s where the breakdown occurs because
the Commissioner of Police and his officers do not follow up on what has been found by
the Official Corruption Commission, and that is the weakness in the system.

Mr Bevan Lawrence, at the public seminar held in Perth on 23 March 1995, said:

I believe that the Official Corruption Commission should have the right and the power to
bring inquiries into the open, and I believe that inquiries should be held in the open
whenever they are serious, or whenever they involved a significant amount of public
undoing or alleged misdeeds.

At the Collie public seminar, Mr Martin told us that he thought the OCC was merely a
reviewing body. He said that:

It’s certainly my understanding that the Official Corruption Commission is only a review
body which passes on complaints to another agency to investigate. The problem I have
got with that is then there doesn’t seem to be any overview of the actual investigation.
They receive the report of the investigation but there is no actual review of the
investigation.

On the other hand, we received a confidential submission from WB7 supporting the role of
the OCC in relation to allegations regarding members of the Police Service:

... where it is clear that an investigation has been less than adequate, Police reviews of
such matters concentrate on vindicating the Police Officers involved rather than
revealing the truth of [the] matter which are the original subject of the complaint. While
the Ombudsman has the power to investigate complaints against Police conduct, the
OCC is the only body with the expertise and authority to impartially review an
investigation and to ensure that it is properly completed.

Mr Martin Saxon, who also appeared at the public hearing held in Perth on 3 May 1995
during the course of our inquiries into Specified Matters 1 and 2, said of the prohibitions
on disclosure and publication in the OCC Act:

[Section] 11B restricts publication of information provided to the OCC and it restricts it
in this way:
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That a person should not publish in any newspaper or by radio or by other
broadcast means the fact that the OCC has received information or any details in
relation to its terms of reference -

with some exclusions but none that really matter. They matter to the OCC but don’t
matter to anybody outside the OCC. The penalty for breaching that section is an $8,000
fine or two years in gaol. That means that I can’t write a story next week about the OCC
investigating anything or anybody without fear of being fined or going to gaol. I think
that’s wrong just as a matter of principle.

We write stories about police, the DPP, any number of agencies, the NCA investigating
crimes or alleged crimes. Why the OCC should be any different than anyone else is
beyond me ... a matter may be reported to the OCC, the OCC may decide to take no
action upon it for whatever reason. People may feel that the OCC is not doing it’s job at
that point ... If in fact it can be shown subsequently that other people think that that
matter should have been investigated and in fact do then investigate it, one should be
able through the media or any other mechanism to say, ‘Well, the OCC should have
something two years ago and did not.’ But under that clause I would be technically
barred from writing the story - I say ‘technically barred.’ It should be removed. It’s an
unnecessary clause.

In a confidential submission, WB7, advised us that while that person had made allegations
to the OCC, that person was unable to advise us of the details of the allegations due to the
provisions in the OCC Act that made it a criminal offence to do so.

Mr Des Pearson, the Auditor General, appeared at the public hearing in Perth on 13
October 1995. He expressed some disappointment that he did not receive any information
back from the OCC after he had referred allegations to it:

[Information] has been referred across, but I don’t get the feedback loop to learn from ...
Clearly there will be some extreme cases, I imagine, where, on an extremely exceptional
basis that from my position may be appropriate and they can tell me that and on an
exception I can then relate to that or challenge that advice, but it does seem to be one-
way traffic and while we have a good working relationship and it’s cooperative there is
that shroud of secrecy and there is that bit of a black hole.

4.1.4 Analysis

As we have stated previously in Section 3.2 there is a lack of clear information concerning
the total extent of improper conduct in Western Australia. Additionally, the legislative
constraints on the release by the OCC of information concerning its operations, means that
it is very difficult to give any quantitative assessment of the role and effectiveness of the
OCC in the prevention of improper conduct. In fact, whilst the OCC has assisted us in the
course of our inquiries, the only information that we are able to publish in this report is
limited statistical data. As a result, any analysis of the effectiveness of the role of the OCC
must be confined to an examination of its functions, powers and resources.
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We also recognise that the OCC is a part of a system comprising agencies whose tasks
include, to a greater or lesser extent, the prevention and exposure of improper conduct.
The role of those agencies, such as the Police Service, the State Ombudsman, the Auditor
General and the Commissioner for Public Sector Standards, in conjunction with the OCC,
will be examined in Section 4.3.

Any assessment that we make about the role of the OCC is not intended in any way to be a
reflection on the manner in which the individual Commissioners and their staff have
carried out their functions. Our assessment is based purely on an analysis of the legislative
framework of the OCC and the resources devoted to it.

The circumstances in which the OCC may deal with allegations are reasonably clear where
they relate to the commission of one of the offences specified in Schedule 1 of the OCC
Act (which are set out Appendix 1.1) or under ss 552, 553 or 558 of The Criminal Code.
The OCC may also receive allegations regarding conduct that does not attract the
operation of The Criminal Code but nevertheless amounts to corrupt conduct (ss.7(1)(a)(i)
and (ii)). The word corrupt is not defined in the OCC Act, and as we have shown earlier in
this report, it is a word that is not easily defined. To that extent, the mandate of the OCC is
unclear.

An allegation regarding conduct that is neither corrupt nor criminal, but which could
nevertheless be regarded as being improper, cannot be received by the OCC. As a result,
whilst the OCC has a role to play in relation to a limited range of behaviour, it does not
have a role in relation to the prevention and exposure of conduct that falls short of
corruption but which is nevertheless improper.

Allegations of conduct that fall within the operation of ss 7(1)(a) or (aa) of the OCC Act
may be received by the OCC from any person (including a public officer). The OCC may
also consider, independently of any allegation made, whether the OCC itself ought to
make such an allegation regarding a public officer. The State Ombudsman, principal
officers of public authorities, and officers who constitute public authorities (other than the
Director of Public Prosecutions) are required by s.7F of that Act to report to the OCC any
matter:

(a) which that person suspects on reasonable grounds concerns or may concern
conduct or involvement referred to in section 7(1)(a) or (aa); and

(b) which, in the case of ... [a principal officer of a public authority or an officer who
constitutes a public authority] ... is of concern to that person in his official
capacity.

That section, by placing an onus on certain persons to report corrupt conduct to the OCC,
has the potential to increase the OCC’s role in the prevention and exposure of corrupt
conduct. It was recommended that it be inserted in the OCC Act by the Legislative
Assembly Select Committee on the Official Corruption Commission Act in its Report
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presented to the Legislative Assembly on 5 March 1992. In that report, the Select
Committee stated that:

In discussions with the Select Committee Mr Ian Temby, QC, Chairman ICAC,
indicated that ... [the equivalent section in the ICAC Act] was the most valuable section
of the ICAC ACT. (1992: 16)

The OCC has indicated that it expects that its reporting for the 1994-95 period will, with
the introduction of that section and others:

... provide the Commission with knowledge of a high proportion of any crimes of official
corruption and other crimes linked to a public officer, which have been alleged and
hence a much improved basis upon which to assess the incidence of such crimes and any
pattern or particular focus which might relate to them. (OCC, 1994: 18)

At the time of printing of this report, the OCC had not yet tabled its Annual Report for
1994-95 in Parliament.

In relation to the types of allegations that the OCC is empowered to receive, the
effectiveness of its role in the prevention and exposure of improper conduct is, in our
view, severely limited by its inability to conduct its own investigations. In its Annual
Report for 1993-94 the OCC stated that it is:

... not an investigating authority and its opinion about any complaint is controlled by the
quality of the evidence which is brought by an informant to substantiate a particular
allegation. (OCC, 1994: 10-11)

The OCC does have the power to conduct a preliminary inquiry under s.7(1)(ac) of the
OCC Act. That power is of limited value in preventing and exposing improper conduct
and may only be invoked to enable the OCC to form an opinion whether or not there are
‘reasonable grounds’ for an allegation to be referred to an appropriate person or body for
investigation. Although the scope of a preliminary inquiry may be narrow, the OCC does
have the power to request information and documents in the course of making a such an
inquiry. Failure to provide the OCC with information after a proper request is made may
constitute an offence under ss 8A(2) or 8B(2).

Where the OCC is of the opinion that an allegation should be referred to a person or body
empowered by law to investigate and take action, it is required to forward a report and any
recommendations to that person or body and to inform the person who made the
allegations that such a report has been forwarded (s.7(3)). In cases involving allegations
relating to a member of the Police Service, the OCC may refer allegations to the State
Ombudsman by forwarding a report and any recommendations to the State Ombudsman
(s.7C).
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Section 7(5) of the OCC Act obliges a person or body to whom a matter has been referred
by the OCC to forward a report to the OCC detailing the action that has been taken in
relation to the matter. Nevertheless, the OCC has no power to direct the conduct of an
investigation and may only make recommendations (s.7(4a)). Further, the OCC has a
limited ability to monitor the course of an investigation since the investigating person or
body is only required to report to the OCC under s.7(5) ‘as soon as possible after
discharging its functions’ in respect of each particular matter.

The OCC may report directly to both Houses of Parliament where it considers that an
investigation or the taking of action is not being, or has not been, properly, effectively or
expeditiously carried out (s.7A(1)). We are not aware whether such a report has been
tabled.

Section 7A(2) also entitles the OCC to report to each House of Parliament on any findings
of illegality made in a report under s.7(5) or by the State Ombudsman or on any request by
a person to whose alleged conduct or involvement the report relates that the findings be
publicly disclosed. The OCC is required, when making a report to Parliament, to report
facts only and not to express ethical or other opinions. The OCC must also give a person
or body against whom adverse findings are made, an opportunity to make representations
to the OCC regarding those facts (s.7A(3)).

The value of any report made to Parliament by the OCC may be questionable if those
reports are intended as a means of exposing corruption. Section 11B prohibits the
publication of the report in any newspaper or other written publication or by radio or
television. Nevertheless, Parliament may approve the public disclosure of such reports
under s.7B.

The functions of the OCC do not include actively preventing and exposing improper
conduct. It is a purely reactive body, its primary function is to refer allegations to a person
or body empowered to investigate or take action. Section 7(1)(ab) does appear to give the
OCC a proactive role by empowering it to:

... consider, in the light of its own experience and knowledge and independently of any
allegation ... [received by the Official Corruption Commission] ... whether or not the
Commission ought itself to allege that a public officer has conducted himself, or that
another person has been involved, in ... [corrupt or criminal conduct].

That power does not enable the OCC to undertake investigations in order to ascertain facts
upon which to base an allegation under s.7(1)(ab) and the OCC appears only to be able
take into consideration its own experience and knowledge when making an allegation of
its own volition. Therefore, its value as a tool for proactively exposing corrupt activities is
severely limited. In any event, to our knowledge the OCC has never made an allegation of
its own motion.
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As we have identified earlier, many corruption prevention strategies include efforts to
identify the conditions and weaknesses in systems that allow corruption to occur, together
with mandates to implement education programs aimed at reducing the opportunities for
corruption. It is not a function of the OCC to be involved in, or even develop, such
preventative strategies.

The role of the OCC in relation to the exposure of improper conduct is confined by
various prohibitions on the disclosure of information regarding its operations. Section 11
of the OCC Act prohibits members and officers (including seconded officers) of the OCC
from divulging or communicating any information received by them in that capacity,
except in the performance of their duties. Section 11B makes it an offence for a person to:

publish or cause to be published in any newspaper or other written publication or by
radio or television -

(a) the fact that the Commission has received; or

(b) any details of,

any information or allegation ...

The prohibitions on the disclosure of information and its limited public reporting powers
have necessarily given the OCC a low public profile and there is no doubt that this has
contributed to the criticisms we have heard about the OCC. As a result of the prohibition
contained in s.11, there is very little information that is publicly available to enable a full
understanding of the operations of the OCC. The OCC is, however, not prevented from
compiling and publishing:

statistics relating to the number and types of allegations dealt with under ... [the OCC
Act] during any period, or of any other information of a general nature that could not be
expected to lead to the identification of any person ... to whom it relates. (OCC Act,
s.11B(2)(a))

Nevertheless, the statistical information that is published by the OCC in its annual reports
is very limited. Additionally, the fact that it is an offence to publish details of allegations
made to the OCC must contribute to the apparent lack of understanding the community has
about the operation, functions and results of the OCC. Whilst some level of secrecy is
warranted in order to protect potential witnesses and those persons wrongly accused, to
ensure that any investigation and prosecution is not prejudiced, such confidentiality should
not unnecessarily restrict knowledge of the existence and functions of the agency
concerned. In order for an agency to be effective in preventing and exposing improper
conduct, there must be a reasonably high level of awareness of its existence and its
functions. Without such awareness, the public may be confused about where to take
allegations, which may in turn, reduce the deterrent value of the agency.
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There is no obligation on the OCC, or a person or body to whom an allegation has been
forwarded by the OCC, to advise the person who made the allegation to the OCC of the
progress or outcome of any investigations. Many of the submissions we received
expressed concern that once an allegation had been made to the OCC, the prohibitions on
disclosure prevented the OCC from advising them of the progress and results of any
investigation undertaken. In our view such a situation is unacceptable. Of course it would
not be appropriate for investigators to advise complainants of information that may
prejudice the course of investigations, nevertheless, in order for the public to have
confidence in the effectiveness of an agency, some level of feedback is essential.

The OCC may decide that, in a particular instance, it may not be necessary to refer an
allegation to another person or body. In that circumstance the OCC is required to advise
the person who made the allegation of that decision (s.7(4)). Where the OCC decides not
to refer an allegation to another person or body, the person making the allegation may,
within thirty days of having been informed that the matter will not be referred on, request
the OCC to review its decision (s.7E). The OCC must then advise the person of its
reconsideration within fifteen days of receiving such a request.

Section 11 does allow the members and officers of the OCC to divulge or communicate
information to the State Ombudsman, the Deputy State Ombudsman, an authorised officer
of the State Ombudsman, the Director of Public Prosecutions, the Deputy Director of
Public Prosecutions or a staff member of the Director of Public Prosecutions.
Additionally, information may be divulged by a member of the OCC to a standing
committee of the Parliament ‘appointed to monitor and review the performance of the
functions of the Commission’. To date, Parliament has not appointed a standing committee
to fulfil those functions.

If improper conduct is to be effectively prevented and exposed, people must be
encouraged to make genuine allegations about such conduct. We are of the view that
where people are offered clear and responsive avenues for complaint and adequate
protection from any reprisals they may suffer as a result of their disclosure actions, they
will be encouraged to come forward. We have specifically looked at whistleblowing as a
mechanism for the prevention and exposure of improper conduct in Chapter 5. In this
context, it should be noted that the OCC Act provides a level of protection to persons who
make allegations to the OCC. Section 11A states that a person shall not:

(a) prejudice, or threaten to prejudice, the safety or career of; or

(b) intimidate or harass, or threaten to intimidate or harass; or

(c) do any act that is, or is likely to be, to the detriment of,

another person ...
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who provides information or assistance to the OCC. Contravention of that section
constitutes an offence and attracts a penalty of $8,000 or imprisonment for two years.

Under s.6 of the OCC Act, the OCC may appoint the officers that it considers are
necessary to enable the functions of the Commission to be properly carried out. According
to the 1993-94 Annual Report of the OCC, two officers have been appointed, an Executive
Officer and a Secretary/Personal Assistant (OCC, 1994).

For each of the years 1994-95 and 1995-96, Parliament appropriated an amount of
$280,000 to meet the operational costs of the OCC. According to the 1993-94 Annual
Report of the OCC:

Within this budget, the staff of two has maintained a service accessible to the public 40
hours per week for the reception and recording of information relating to official
corruption, as well as providing the appropriate clerical and administrative support to the
Commissioners.

The Commissioners themselves receive an honorarium for their services and this,
amounting to a total of $26,000 for all three, is included in the ...[amount of $280,000],
together with staff salaries amounting to $85,000. (Official Corruption Commission,
1994: 18-19)

Whilst the resources currently available to the OCC may be appropriate for the functions
of the OCC, if an agency were to carry out a more extensive role in the prevention and
exposure of improper conduct, additional resources would be needed to be allocated by
parliament. We have made detailed recommendations in that regard in Chapter 6.

In our view the jurisdiction, functions, powers and resources of the OCC severely limit its
role and effectiveness in the prevention and exposure of improper conduct. It can only
receive allegations regarding a limited type of conduct which, as we have indicated, does
not include impropriety that falls short of corruption or criminality. Within that very
restricted mandate the role of the OCC is constrained by its inability to carry out its own
investigations and its limited ability to oversee or direct the conduct of investigations
carried out by other persons or bodies.

The existence and mandate of the OCC may act as a deterrent to persons contemplating
improper or corrupt activities. However, the overly restrictive prohibitions on the
disclosure and publication of information regarding the OCC’s operations appear to have
given the OCC such a low profile that its existence and purpose is not widely understood
or known. Those same prohibitions raise questions about its level of accountability (it
should, however, be noted that the OCC is subject to the same reporting and other
accountability requirements of the Financial Administration and Audit Act 1985 that apply
to statutory authorities (s.8)). Furthermore, it has no legislative mandate to take corruption
preventative action to prevent improper conduct. It is primarily a reactive body whose
limited powers may only be invoked after it has received specific allegations of corruption.
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Accordingly, we recommend that the OCC Act be repealed and that the Official
Corruption Commission be abolished. We will make further recommendations in Section
4.3.2 regarding the establishment of an independent agency, with sufficient and
appropriate functions, powers and resources, for the effective prevention and exposure of
improper conduct in Western Australia.

4.1.5 Recommendation

1. The Official Corruption Commission Act 1988  should be repealed,
abolishing the Official Corruption Commission.

4.2 THE POLICE

4.2.1 Issues for Consideration

Police officers have extensive powers granted to them as part of their role in the
administration of law and order and they are authorised to use coercive force in the
exercise of their powers. This power is vested in them by the Parliament, which has the
right to require that the police are accountable for the manner in which it is exercised.
Police services in western democracies impinge on the lives of citizens in ever increasing
ways. At the same time, citizens are less willing to accept the activities or decisions of the
police without question or scrutiny. Mr P.A.L. Boyce, who is the Special Ombudsman,
referred to as the Police Complaints Authority, for South Australia, has said:

... certainly it is true that times have changed and, in many respects, police have become
more aware of the need to be open and accountable. However, in correlation, there has
been a trend to extend police powers and impose greater responsibilities upon them...
This, in turn, has placed more pressure on the individual police officer who is expected
not only to be able to administer dozens of legislative provisions in myriads of statutes
but at the same time respond to a much more informed and questioning public who are
not intimidated by a police officer’s uniform or authority. (South Australia Police
Complaints Authority, 1995: 16)

The nature of policing is such that the opportunities for improper conduct are great.
Historically police have insisted that only police can investigate allegations of police
misconduct, arguing that non-police investigations will not be successful. The argument
for the necessity of police investigating police is based primarily on the so-called police
culture. Police constitute a strongly-bonded social group because the ability to rely on
one’s colleagues is an essential element of day-to-day operations. When it is operating in a
positive way it provides officers with confidence in each other and in the system.
However, support for colleagues can lead to a code of silence in which misconduct can
flourish. When taken to extremes, police can put themselves beyond the law and use their
powers for gain or to pervert the course of justice.
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Mr Tony Fitzgerald, QC in the Report of the Commission of Inquiry Pursuant to Orders in
Council (the Fitzgerald Commission), stated that:

The institutional culture of a police force is of vital importance to the community. A
police force is numerically strong, politically influential, physically powerful, and
armed. It stands at the threshold of the criminal justice system and is in effective control
of the enforcement of the criminal law ... Subsequent stages in the criminal justice
process, including courts and prisons, are largely dependent on the activities of the
Police Force, and will inevitably be affected by its deficiencies, especially any which are
cultural and therefore widespread. (Queensland, Report of a Commission of Inquiry
Pursuant to Orders in Council, 1989: 200)

Strong arguments have been made in favour of police investigating allegations of police
misconduct. With their training and experience, police investigators can quickly and
effectively work through the culture to determine the facts. It is usually more economical
to use police than to have private investigators and increasingly, it is being argued that the
process of police investigating police in itself provides the opportunity for demonstrating
appropriate standards of police behaviour.

Nevertheless, it is now becoming generally accepted that civilian oversight of police
investigations of the police is essential. The debate focuses on the scope and nature of the
civilian oversight required. In 1975, the Commonwealth Attorney-General referred the
procedures of reporting complaints against police to the Australian Law Reform
Commission. The Commission recommended a solution that was a compromise between
the old system of internal investigation and disposal, and independent oversight. The
model consisted of a separate police internal investigation division whose activities would
be overseen by an Ombudsman. In addition, the Ombudsman was to have the power to
investigate in certain complaints against police (Australian Law Reform Commission,
1975).

Variations of this model are now in place in Western Australia and various other
Australian and international jurisdictions. For example, in Victoria, a Police Complaints
Authority was established by statute in 1986. Within twenty-two months of its
establishment, the State Government ruled it a failure and repealed the legislation and
established in its place a Deputy Ombudsman (Police Complaints) under s.6A of the
Ombudsman Act 1973 (Vic.). In South Australia, there is a Police Complaints Authority,
described as a Special Ombudsman. Recently the New South Wales Police Union has
called upon the Government to create an independent police complaints authority (New
South Wales Police News, September 1995). In New South Wales, the Ombudsman has
the external oversight of complaints against the police. However, if he suspects that
corruption may be occurring he is required to report that to the Independent Commission
Against Corruption (ICAC). In Queensland, the entrenched police corruption identified by
the Fitzgerald Commission resulted in the setting up of the Criminal Justice Commission
(CJC) to oversee allegations of police misconduct. In New Zealand and the United
Kingdom there are police complaints authorities.
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The Western Australian Police Service consists of the Police Force, established under the
Police Act 1892, and the Police Department. The Western Australian Police Service’s
mission is:

In partnership with the community create a safer and more secure Western Australia by
providing quality police services. (Western Australian Police Service Annual Report,
1995: 9)

In June 1995 there were 4,348 sworn officers and 1,014 unsworn staff.

In Western Australia complaints about misconduct by police, including not only
administrative complaints but allegations of serious misconduct, such as assault or abuse
of police powers, are dealt with by the State Ombudsman who has the power to review
investigations made by police. In the first instance all complaints against police are
investigated by the Internal Investigations Branch of the Police Service. The State
Ombudsman has the power to review those investigations. This Branch is being
restructured and we understand that it will consist of twenty-six officers. Within the Police
Service, the Internal Investigations Branch, the Internal Affairs Unit and the Official
Corruption Task Force are responsible for investigating allegations of police misconduct
and corruption.

Under s.14(1a) of the Parliamentary Commissioner Act 1971, the Commissioner of Police
must be allowed a reasonable opportunity to conduct his own investigation into a
complaint against police. A reasonable opportunity is defined as forty-two days or such
longer period as is agreed by the Commissioner of Police and the State Ombudsman. In
effect, this obliges the State Ombudsman to monitor the time taken by the police to
complete the investigation of a complaint. Prior to 1993, on receipt of the Internal
Investigations findings, a complainant, if dissatisfied, could refer the matter to the State
Ombudsman for investigation.

Since 1993 an assessment procedure has been in place. The State Ombudsman and the
Commissioner of Police have agreed that a progress report on certain more serious
complaints is sent to the State Ombudsman after twenty-one days and, if necessary,
consultation between the State Ombudsman and Commissioner of Police may occur. Once
the investigation is complete the State Ombudsman reviews the adequacy of the police
investigation prior to the complainant being notified. If the investigation is assessed as
adequate, the Commissioner of Police is informed and the complainant notified. If the
investigation is assessed as inadequate it is usually referred back to the Commissioner of
Police for further inquiries and reviewed again by the State Ombudsman.

The letter sent to the complainant by the Commissioner of Police explains that, if the
complainant is not satisfied he or she may contact the State Ombudsman, who may refer it
back to the police for further action or carry out his own inquiries. The result of this might
be a formal investigation under the Parliamentary Commissioner Act 1971 or advice to the
complainant that further action is not warranted (State Ombudsman, 1994).
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Complaints that fall into the category of manner, procedure or attitude are dealt with as
minor complaints without the formality of a full investigation. This has reduced the time
taken to deal with them (Western Australian Police Department, 1994). Table 4.1 provides
details of the complaints made between 1990 and 1995.

For 1993-94 a total of 44 police officers and one cadet were charged with 81 breaches of
Police Force Regulations. Six officers resigned and one was dismissed. Ten officers were
charged with 14 criminal offences, the main charges including perjury, false pretences,
attempting to obstruct justice, assault and stealing. Of the 1,092 complaints made in
1993-94, according to the Police, 109 sought adjudication by the State Ombudsman. The
police report complaints whereas the State Ombudsman reports allegations. Thus, for
1994-95, the State Ombudsman reported a total of 1,723 allegations against the police,
1,656 were finalised with outcomes as shown in Table 4.2.

Table 4.1

Western Australia:  Complaints Against the Police
1990-91 to 1994-95 (as reported by the Police Service)

Year
Minor

Complaint
Full

Complaint
Total

1989-90 475 556 1,031

1990-91 562 542 1,104

1991-92 757 554 1,311

1992-93 727 527 1,254

1993-94 610 482 1,092

1994-95 700 457 1,157

*     Figures supplied by Western Australia Police Department,
       Internal Investigations Branch
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Of the 1,656 allegations finalised in 1994-95, 67 (four per cent) were resolved totally or
partially in favour of the complainant. Of the 537 allegations not substantiated, 56 were
inconclusive because, in the absence of sufficient evidence, the State Ombudsman reported
that he was not able to resolve the conflict between the accounts given by the complainant
and the police officers. The State Ombudsman determined that for 71 per cent of the
allegations subject to the assessment procedure, the police investigation was adequate.

The State Ombudsman has reported that, for him, on the whole, the new assessment
procedure is working well. Nonetheless, he has found some significant shortcomings in the
police investigations. These involve:

• the failure of police to properly address the legality or reasonableness of police
action;

• the failure to draw proper conclusions; and

• the failure to deal with a legitimate issue of complaint.

The 1,723 allegations against police during 1994-95 constituted 52 per cent of the total of
all complaints dealt with by the State Ombudsman. The State Ombudsman’s office

Table 4.2

Outcome of Allegations Against Police Finalised in 1994-95
(as reported by the State Ombudsman)

Outcome Number %

Monitored only 864 52

No jurisdiction 10 1

Discretion exercised 86 5

Totally or substantially favourable * 54 3

Partially favourable * 13 1

Not substantiated 537 32

Discontinued 8 1

Withdrawn or lapsed 84 5

Total 1,656 100

*     Resolved in favour of the complainant
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employs 26 staff, between a quarter and a third of whom are dedicated to dealing with
complaints against the police.

The Internal Affairs Unit of the Police Service was set up in 1988 to:

• identify, investigate and prosecute corrupt Police Department employees serving in
the Western Australian Police Service; and

• develop and implement strategies to eliminate the opportunity for corruption within
the Western Australian Police Service.

The staff strength of the Unit in June 1995 was 21 approved positions with a non-salaries
budget allocation of $51,500, plus an additional $31,000 for equipment. Ninety per cent of
the information provided to the Unit comes from within the Police Service, the only
protection for those officers providing information being the confidentiality provided by
the Unit.

With the introduction of the reporting requirement, under s.7F of the Official Corruption
Commission Act 1988, most investigations conducted by the Internal Affairs Unit are
required to be notified to the OCC upon receipt and conclusion. Additionally, the OCC has
agreed to oversee selected Unit investigations which are of public interest.

In addition, the Internal Affairs Unit is responsible for providing integrity and security
checks relating to staffing matters, as requested by the Police Staff Office, Recruiting
Branch and the Human Resources Division. The Internal Affairs Unit has been subject to a
major review which has recommended sweeping changes in the structure, investigative
technique and reporting functions of the Unit. If these proposals are adopted the Unit will
become known as the Anti-Corruption Unit and more emphasis will be put on corruption
control and a downgrading of investigative capability.

Table 4.3 indicates the number of complaints received by the Internal Affairs Unit from
1989 to 1995. Overall there has been a marked increase during the last two financial years.
Table 4.4 indicates the outcome of the inquiries made between 1990 and 1995. However,
it is not clear whether these outcomes may be regarded as positive or otherwise.
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Table 4.3

Western Australia: Police Internal Affairs Unit
Complaints Received 1989-1990 to 1994-95*

Type of Complaint 1989-90 1990-91 1992-92 1992-93 1993-94 1994-95

Drug Related 14 28 15 8 16 12

Stealing/Dishonesty 1 1 1 nil nil 5

Extortion/Protection nil nil nil nil nil nil

Corrupt Bribery 39 19 12 44 64 70

Others 14 16 1 3 nil 8

Total 68 64 29 55 80 95

*   Figures supplied by the Western Australia Police Department Internal Affairs Unit

Table 4.4

Western Australia: Police Internal Affairs Unit
Outcome of Inquiries 1989-90 to 1994-95

1990-91 1991-92 1992-93 1993-94 1994-95

Resolved by Charges/Counselling *    8 *  1 *  6 4 5

Resolved other than by Charge 18 12 18 nil nil

Currently Under Investigation 38 16 25 28 24

Referred to other Sections nil nil 6 7 17

Information only Received nil nil nil 10 10

Unfounded/No Evidence nil nil nil 15 28

Pending Further Information nil nil nil 14 11

Subject Resigned nil nil nil 2 nil

Total 64 29 55 80 95

*      Resolved by Charge Only
        Figures Supplied by the Internal Affairs Unit
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A Task Force was set up to assist the OCC with its inquiries into the Fremantle Gas and
Coke transaction. Before these inquiries were completed the WA Royal Commission had
been established and the Official Corruption Task Force was created to inquire into
findings handed down by the Commission. The Task Force was subsequently seconded to
the WA Royal Commission Prosecution Division of the DPP’s Office in November 1992.
Until June 1995 the Task Force was housed with the DPP but is now located separately.
We understand that the Task Force is nearing the completion of its WA Royal
Commission associated activities and that it is anticipated that the bulk of the Task Force’s
work in future will emanate from the OCC. Currently, the Task Force employs six officers
but has an allocation of nine positions. During 1994-95 the Task Force completed a total
of 32 inquiries, seven of which were referred to it by the OCC and 25 which were referred
by other government departments.

In 1993 a Legislative Council Select Committee was established in Western Australia to
inquire into and report on the Western Australian Police Service. The terms of reference
that are relevant to our inquiries, and which were agreed to by the Legislative Council on
23 November 1993, are:

(3) Whether the self-regulatory role of the Internal Affairs Unit within the Police
Service is effective or desirable in the public interest and if not what method of
detecting, punishing and preventing corruption within the Police Service should be
implemented.

(4) Whether any incidences exist of unlawful, improper or unauthorised use of
listening devices, visual surveillance devices, tracking devices or telephone
interception by members of the Police Service and further report on the adequacy
of the protocols observed in the installation, use and retrieval of such devices and
the collection, dissemination, use and storage of material gained from the
installation and use of such devices.

(5) Whether the funding provided to the Internal Affairs Unit has been expended in
the lawful execution of the Unit’s responsibility and further determine the amount
of funds expended on the acquisition of equipment used or able to be used as a
listening device, visual surveillance device, tracking device or equipment
associated with telephone interception and the likelihood of breaches of
individual’s privacy consequent on the unlawful, improper or unauthorised use of
such equipment. (WAPD, Council, 23 November 1993: 7362)

The Committee will be reporting to the Parliament in April 1996. On 5 September 1995
the Chairman of the Committee, the Hon. Derek Tomlinson, MLC was reported in The
West Australian as saying:

There is evidence which comes before the Committee which we find very, very alarming
indeed ... While I’m confident that we don’t have endemic corruption of the kind that is
being exposed in New South Wales, I am also confident that there have been individual
episodes of corrupt practice by police officers.
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Mr Tomlinson’s comments resulted in a call for ‘a public judicial inquiry’ into the
Western Australian Police Service in the editorial of The West Australian of 6 September
1995. Similar calls also came from a number of politicians and retired or former police
officers. This was followed by an announcement by the Commissioner of Police, Mr
Robert Falconer, that he would re-open an inquiry into corruption and criminal conduct
involving police and the Argyle diamond investigation. The two-pronged inquiry includes
a joint Australian Federal Police (AFP) and Western Australian Police Task Force
investigation into criminal behaviour by 80 civilians and a separate AFP team to
investigate corruption and mismanagement by Western Australia Police. It was a report
compiled by a team of Victorian private investigators that prompted Mr Falconer to
proceed. One member of the Select Committee, the Hon. Reg Davies, MLC, told the ABC
Four Corners program ‘Hot Rocks’ on police corruption in Western Australia screened on
1 May 1995 (but not in Western Australia) that:

We, the Members of Parliament have allowed it to happen year after year after year. The
parliaments have done nothing, they’ve just accepted it ... parliaments in the past should
have brought the Police Force back under control of the parliament and the people of this
state. So we’re all at fault.

In Queensland, the Fitzgerald Commission recommended that the CJC be established,
independent of the police, the judiciary, the Government and the Opposition. It was
established by the Criminal Justice Act 1989 (Qld), its goal being to ‘promote justice and
integrity in Queensland’ (Criminal Justice Commission, 1993). As indicated in Chapter 6
the CJC reviews and initiates reform of the criminal justice system and has oversight of the
Queensland Police Service.

The Official Misconduct Division of the CJC investigates allegations of misconduct
against members of the Queensland Police Service and officers of other units of public
administration. It can investigate complaints made to the CJC and can also investigate on
its own initiative.

Matters of suspected minor misconduct or matters of possible breaches of discipline can be
referred to the Queensland Police Service for investigation. Minor misconduct matters are
returned to the CJC for determination but disciplinary matters are investigated or
determined by the Queensland Police, leaving official misconduct to the CJC.

This process allows the CJC to ensure that an appropriate investigation has been carried
out, allows for independent civilian oversight of investigations from which disciplinary
action may flow and provides the CJC with the opportunity to advise the Queensland
Police Service on policy and procedural matters highlighted as the result of an
investigation.

For 1993-94, 2,332 complaints were registered by the CJC of which 1,651 were assessed
as involving breaches of discipline by the Queensland Police Service and referred to the
Police Service for action. This was 30 per cent more than in 1992-93. Police officers were
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the subject of allegations in 74 per cent of the 1993-94 cases, whereas allegations against
public servants accounted for approximately 13 per cent of all allegations received. Five
hundred and seventeen criminal charges were recommended against 139 persons and 235
disciplinary charges against 139 persons (CJC, 1994). The making of false complaints
against the police had been of concern. For this reason the CJC had its Act amended to
create an offence of wilfully making a false complaint to the CJC. It is the policy of the
CJC to pursue prosecutions in this regard, and to date, a number of prosecutions have been
initiated. Reform of the Queensland Police Service is seen to be as important as retribution
and the CJC has had a significant role in researching and evaluating police practice, policy
and procedures with a view to reform.

In South Australia, the office of the Police Complaints Authority was established pursuant
to the Police (Complaints and Disciplinary Proceedings) Act 1985 (SA). Prior to 1985 all
complaints were investigated internally. The system is complex and is based on the notion
of external monitoring of internal investigation rather than the creation of an independent
investigative agency. The Police (Complaints and Disciplinary Proceedings) Act 1985
(SA) recognises and defines the functions of the Internal Investigations Branch as the
agency charged with the primary investigation of complaints, subject to the oversight of
the Police Complaints Authority. It was expected that the majority of investigations would
be conducted by the Branch and that has been the case.

The Police Complaints Authority can and usually does conduct primary investigations of
complaints against senior police officers, members of the Internal Investigations Branch,
special constables and complaints that relate to policies, practices and procedures. There is
also provision for the Police Complaints Authority to conduct an investigation when the
Authority considers it necessary.

Aggrieved citizens may complain to the Police Complaints Authority or the Police. Either
way, the Authority must register the complaint and notify the complainant of
developments. Complaints can be received in respect of police conduct, which is any act,
decision or omission done in the exercise of any power or function which a person has by
virtue of being a police officer. It does not cover private acts done while off-duty.

The Police Complaints Authority has gone one step further than most of the Ombudsman
based models, in that the Internal Investigations Branch is a statutory entity. The Police
Complaints Authority can review and require the Commissioner of Police to implement
directions regarding investigations. Furthermore, the Authority recommends action in
respect of a complaint.

The Police Complaints Authority is constituted by a single person who oversees the office
of the Police Complaints Authority. The current incumbent assumed office in 1992 and, in
a report on the activities of the Authority from 1991 to 1994, has indicated that in 1992 the
Authority was on the verge of collapse because of a huge backlog of work, totally
inadequate resources and the culture of secrecy which existed in the Police Force.
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Although the situation has improved somewhat, the Police Complaints Authority
continues to have grave concerns regarding the Authority’s ability to manage a
significantly high level of complaints, which has risen from 878 in 1992-93 to 1,133 in
1993-94, with only eleven full time and one half time employees (South Australia, Police
Complaints Authority, 1995).

In South Australia the government has developed a comprehensive strategy to deal with
corruption issues. This includes the Whistleblowers Protection Act 1993 (SA) (see Chapter
5), the Police Complaints Authority and the Anti-Corruption Branch of the Police Force.
The primary responsibility of the Anti-Corruption Branch is to investigate allegations of
corrupt or fraudulent activity on the part of police officers and/or public servants. The
Anti-Corruption Branch is independent of external oversight and therefore, the Police
Complaints Authority has expressed concern as to whether complaints referred to this
Branch come within the jurisdiction of the Authority. He has also expressed concern about
what he sees as a reluctance on the part of the Anti-Corruption Branch to disclose sensitive
information to the Authority. The criticism made by the Authority continues to be
focussed on the fact that police are the investigators in the majority of cases, as well as the
delay between a complaint being made and its resolution.

As indicated earlier, New South Wales has an Ombudsman who exercises civilian
oversight of allegations of police misconduct. In addition, the ICAC is in place to
investigate allegations of corruption. In 1993 the Australian Federal Police searched
premises in New South Wales occupied by people suspected of having committed drug
offences. Located were several items including confidential police documents, a police
service badge, a blue light and a revolver and bullets.

A New South Wales Police Internal Affairs investigation began and subsequently a joint
Police/ICAC task force was formed to investigate the relationship between police and
criminals. Two reports were produced, one in February 1994 and one in June 1994 (ICAC,
February 1994; ICAC, April 1994b). In the meantime a well known criminal identity
provided the ICAC with detailed information regarding police corruption in Kings Cross
and an independent parliamentarian, Mr John Hatton, was demanding a Royal
Commission into police corruption in New South Wales.

The Royal Commission into the New South Wales Police Service (the Wood Royal
Commission) was established in May 1994 to inquire into:

• the nature and extent of corruption within the police service, particularly of any
entrenched or systematic kind;

• the activities of the Professional Responsibility and Internal Affairs Branches of the
Police Service in dealing with any problems of corruption and internal investigations
generally;

• the system of promotion in the police service;
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• the impartiality of the police service and other agencies in investigating or pursuing
prosecutions including, but not limited to, paedophile activity; and

• the efficiency of the internal informer’s policy (New South Wales Register of
Patents, 1995: No. 85 Page 451).

In September 1995, the Chairperson of the COG had the opportunity of spending some
time at the Wood Royal Commission. He was able to obtain an understanding of the
strategies being used by the Wood Royal Commission to unearth corruption and produce
some spectacular success in having senior police officers ‘roll over’ and assist the Wood
Royal Commission with its inquiries. Whilst much of the information to which the
Chairperson of the COG was privy, must of necessity remain confidential, a number of
points can be made.

In dealing with corruption, whilst it is necessary to employ police investigators, it was
decided by the New South Wales Parliament that serving or former New South Wales
police officers would not be employed by the Wood Royal Commission. According to the
Director of Operations this has been a major factor in the success of the Wood Royal
Commission and is a strategy that he recommends in the pursuit of entrenched police
corruption of that scale. All the police personnel have been recruited from other
jurisdictions. A couple of officers have left the staff because of allegations of past
improper conduct. However, it has been argued that because they have come from other
jurisdictions, this has only had a limited impact on the work of the Wood Royal
Commission.

The attitude of the Wood Royal Commission is that they are investigating criminal activity
by persons who are extremely knowledgeable about the collection of evidence and the
criminal justice system.

Adequate powers, for example the ability to carry out telephone intercepts, are essential
and must be given to those investigating police corruption. Reactive and proactive
approaches are both necessary in addressing police corruption, as are the most advanced
forms of technology for undercover and surveillance work. Whichever systems are put in
place to address corruption they must be characterised by ‘integrity’. By that is meant the
absence of gaps or connections that might, or might be perceived to, compromise
investigations. For example, having the New South Wales Commissioner of Police on the
Operations Committee of ICAC or allowing a DPP a team of investigators. The use of
multi-disciplinary teams including investigative, legal, analytical, financial and
psychological expertise is also recommended and it is imperative to ensure that the
operational details of corruption inquiries are not communicated to parliamentary
committees.

It is estimated that the Wood Royal Commission will cost $30 million and it employs 180
personnel. Its activities will not be completed until next year, but regardless of the
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outcome for New South Wales, its operations have provided many useful pointers for
those concerned with the prevention and exposure of corruption elsewhere.

One result of the existence of the Wood Royal Commission has been strident criticism of
the ICAC. It is being said that if ICAC had been effective there would not have been a
need for the Royal Commission. This view was put to Justice Barry O’Keefe, the
Chairperson of ICAC by Dr Peter McDonald, MP, a member of the New South Wales
Parliamentary Committee on ICAC:

It is clear that the community is alarmed at the level of disclosure that is currently being
exposed at the royal commission. I would like you to expand on where you feel ICAC
was not able to achieve those sorts of results. (NSW Committee on ICAC, Report of
Proceedings, 15 September 1995: 14).

In reply Justice O’Keefe pointed out that at the time the 1994 ICAC reports were
produced, they were applauded in the media, that ICAC would have pursued inquiries that
were subsequently taken up by the Royal Commission and that a great deal of ICAC
material was provided to the Royal Commission. Nonetheless, the criticism of the role of
ICAC in exposing police corruption has continued. The Telegraph Mirror of 3 October
1995 dedicated three pages and an editorial to what it called ‘ICAC Under Siege’.
Examples of the criticisms expressed by informed commentators were:

The ICAC has been almost completely ineffective in regards to police. It has not used its
resources for independent, thorough competent investigations. (John Hatton former MP
and advocate for the Royal Commission)

The ICAC is not doing the job it was intended to do. We need an ICAC doing
investigations and lots of them. The police royal commission is demonstration of that.
(Gary Sturgess former NSW Cabinet Secretary and one of ICAC’s architects)

On the other hand, the Wood Royal Commission is also being criticised. In The Bulletin of
24 October 1995, in an article titled ‘The Royal Inquisition’, Damien Murphy points out
that:

... police corruption cannot be cured by getting rid of the ‘bad apples’ - not when the
barrel itself is rotting. The great tragedy of the commission is that it diverts attention
from underlying structural deficiencies - the real reason why otherwise brave, dedicated
police go off the rails.

The sensational revelations of the Wood Royal Commission have obscured the corruption
prevention activities of ICAC. Thus, in the midst of the Wood revelations, the New South
Wales police have effectively followed up on a recommendation in the second ICAC
report into the relationship between police and criminals (ICAC, June 1994). A
computer-based work management system has been implemented and is proving
extremely effective in monitoring criminal investigations.
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The New Zealand Police Complaints Authority, established under the Police Complaints
Authority Act 1988 (NZ), is very similar to that of South Australia. The central function is
to review and investigate complaints about alleged misconduct or neglect of duty and
incidents arising out of police operations. A citizen can complain to the police, the
Authority, an Ombudsman or the Registrar of a District Court. Regardless of the source of
complaint the Authority must be informed. When advised of a complaint, the Authority
must decide whether it is to be referred to the police to investigate unsupervised, or
whether the Authority will oversee a police investigation or investigate the matter itself
using its own staff. The majority of cases are investigated by the police who report the
results to the Authority for review and penalty, if appropriate. Incidents involving death or
serious bodily harm do not require the trigger of a complaint and the Police Commissioner
is obliged to notify the Authority of those occurrences.

In addressing the effectiveness of the New Zealand system the Authority has expressed the
view that a police complaints system is effective if the public has confidence in it. The
Police Service, as an institution, must also be confident that it is being treated fairly. The
Authority suggests that one reliable indicator is the willingness of members of the public
to use the service, and there has been a steady increase in use of the service. A second
indicator is the increasing tendency of the public to lodge complaints directly with the
Authority. The Authority pointed out that the majority of complaints are minor and that
such bodies should not be judged exclusively on high profile cases alone (New Zealand,
Police Complaints Authority, 1994).

The Police Complaints Authority for England and Wales has been in operation for five
years having been set up under amendments made to the Police and Criminal Evidence
Act 1984 (UK) with three basic functions:

• to supervise the investigation of the most serious complaints against police officers;

• to supervise investigations into non-complaint matters voluntarily referred by police
forces because of their potential gravity; and

• to receive the outcome of every investigation and decide whether disciplinary action
should be taken.

There are 43 local police services in England and Wales. Most complaints are directed to
the Chief Constable of the local force. If the complaint is serious, a member of the Police
Complaints Authority will supervise the process of investigation. The Authority consists
of fourteen members divided into two divisions, each being headed by a deputy chairman.
One division carries out the supervisory function, the other performs the job of review and
adjudication.

The legislation provides for less serious complaints to be resolved informally. However, if
a complainant is dissatisfied with the outcome of the informal resolution, an entitlement to
the formal process exists. In practice the Authority is involved in supervising ten per cent
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of cases. The Authority can grant a police force dispensation from the need to investigate a
complaint if it is: anonymous or repetitious, vexatious; oppressive or an abuse of the
procedures; or if it is not practical to carry out an investigation because there is more than
a twelve month delay between the incident and the complaint. In granting dispensations
the Authority is conscious of the fact that it is effectively removing a citizen’s right to
have a complaint investigated. Thus, such applications are carefully scrutinised and the
Authority’s overriding concern is to decide whether or not a worthwhile investigation can
still be carried out.

Whether or not an investigation has been supervised by the Authority, a final report goes
to the police force concerned. The Deputy or Assistant Chief Constable must consider if a
criminal offence has been committed, and if so, whether to charge those concerned. If
charges are laid, the case goes to the Crown Prosecution Service. If a prosecution follows,
regardless of the outcome, the officer may not be charged with a disciplinary offence
based on the same facts.

A Triennial Review of the Police Complaints Authority was completed in 1994. On the
positive side it was observed that there was now widespread acceptance of the Authority,
whereas the first Triennial Review had noted resistance. The Authority was particularly
pleased by the fact that so many police forces voluntarily sought assistance in high profile
non-complaint cases, even when the outcome of an investigation could reflect adversely on
that police force. In the Authority’s view this demonstrates an acceptance of the need for
the public scrutiny essential for ‘policing by consent’. The Authority was also pleased by
the number of police forces using complaints in a positive way to analyse work practices
and improve policy defects or failings in management (United Kingdom, Triennial Review
of the Police Complaints Authority, 1994).

Improper conduct on the part of police continues to be a major problem in Australia. The
police culture contributes to this state of affairs, as does the unwillingness of
parliamentarians to take responsibility for such conduct and the absence of really effective
independent oversight of the investigation of allegations of police misconduct.
Nonetheless, positive developments are occurring:

• the public expect the police to be accountable for their actions;

• system reform is viewed as of the same importance as the pursuit of corrupt
individuals;

• the police culture can be a positive factor if based on probity and integrity;

• policing by consent will occur when the public is confident that police behave
properly; and

• independent oversight is no longer the subject of debate, rather the form of the
oversight.
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4.2.2 Actions to Date

No specific recommendations regarding the police were made by the WA Royal
Commission. However, the WA Royal Commission did question the adequacy of the
police investigation of the City of Stirling bribery allegations and other allegations arising
from the cross-examination by the Crown Prosecutor of Robert Mark Smith, a private
investigator, during the trial of Mr Smith and Robert Paul Martin held in the District Court
of Western Australia before His Honour Judge Keall and a jury in October 1990 (WA
Royal Commission, 1992: I (6) 23.2.1). It concluded that the investigation was inadequate
(WA Royal Commission, 1992: I (6) 23).

4.2.3 Public Submissions

The public submissions regarding improper conduct on the part of the police fall into two
main categories. Firstly, there are those from persons with a professional or formal interest
in the activities of the police and secondly there are those from people who have been
personally affected by alleged police misconduct or the failure of the system to respond
effectively when allegations were made. A number of persons in the second category made
confidential written submissions and/or gave in camera information to the COG because of
the fear of reprisals or the nature of the information they wished to impart.

The State Ombudsman, Mr Eadie, in his written submission stated that in general the
system was functioning well and it was not necessary to establish an ICAC or CJC type
body. He argued that complaints against the police should continue to be dealt with by the
State Ombudsman, whose powers in the area should be enhanced in two ways:

(i) oversight, by my office, of current police investigations into the more serious
complaints. This could, in appropriate cases, extend to active supervision of a
police internal investigation where the circumstances are sufficiently serious to
warrant it; and

(ii) the ability for me to carry out direct primary investigations of complaints, on
public interest grounds, without the need for the Commissioner of Police to have
carried out an investigation first. [emphasis in original]

Mr Eadie went on to say that he believed any attempt to categorise the gravity of
individual complaints of misconduct by police in order to vest the power to investigate
‘serious’ complaints in a separate body, would confuse the public and unnecessarily
complicate the complaint’s investigation. Overall, with additional powers and resources,
Mr Eadie saw his office as effectively dealing with all but the most serious allegations of
police corruption, the OCC being empowered to deal with these when necessary.

Mr Robert Falconer, the Commissioner of Police, met with us on 2 November 1995 and
expressed his views on the current arrangements in place in Western Australia for the
investigation of complaints against the police. He told us that his preferred model was the
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one operating in Victoria. In that State the Deputy Police Ombudsman is responsible for
the oversight of investigations of complaints against the police. Mr Falconer suggested
that a critical difference in Victoria was the fact that:

... every compliant was oversighted by the Deputy Ombudsman ... all the complaints
went to his office. The level to which he reviewed them was a matter for himself but we
were able to say ... all files went past him ...

Mr Falconer did not think that the State Ombudsman should have earlier involvement in
the investigation process but he did agree that there should be a provision for the State
Ombudsman to take over the investigation of a serious matter, when it was in the public
interest.

Mr Falconer said that it was important to distinguish between police misconduct and
corruption for personal advantage. He said that he did not believe that all abuses of
authority amounted to corruption. He told us that he was planning to combine the Western
Australia Police Service’s Internal Investigations Branch and the Internal Affairs Unit into
one portfolio, with the two functions of investigating police misconduct and police
corruption. It is intended that an Assistant Commissioner will be responsible for the
portfolio, to be called ‘professional standards’. That Assistant Commissioner will report
directly to the Commissioner of Police because as Mr Falconer told us ‘it is very important
that the standards of ethics and conduct in the agency [are] determined by the CEO’.

The DPP, Mr John McKechnie, QC, gave his views on improper conduct in the Western
Australian Police at the Perth public hearing on 11 October 1995. He indicated that he
believed there to be ‘pockets of corrupt activities’ within the police force. He told us that
he had:

... seen various matters and reports which don’t of course always lead to prosecutions
which disturb me and which indicate to me that the extent of it may be much higher than
people previously thought.

Mr McKechnie went on to say that he was aware that efforts were being made to improve
the relationship and reporting arrangements between the State Ombudsman and the
Commissioner of Police. However, Mr McKechnie saw weaknesses in the present
arrangements. One of the weaknesses Mr McKechnie identified is that the State
Ombudsman is complaint driven and therefore has no proactive role. Mr McKechnie also
questioned whether a State Ombudsman, whose duties are to look at maladministration
throughout the public service, is not over-burdened with also looking at matters involving
the police.

The State Ombudsman was asked about the apparent contradiction between his handling
all allegations of police misconduct and wanting more power in this regard but not
wanting to handle all allegations of misconduct in the public sector. In reply, at the Perth
public hearing on 13 October 1995, Mr Eadie said that the police were a special case and
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that State Ombudsman oversight of allegations of police misconduct was consistent with
practice in seven of the nine Australian jurisdictions.

Mr McKechnie emphasised the investigative skills of police and indicated that his general
position in relation to alleged corruption within the police service is that the principal
instrument of investigation should be the police. He acknowledged that there needed to be
a body to oversee those investigations:

I do not believe that the government, or in the end the parliament, can afford to simply
leave it to the police. There has to be some outside accountability to ensure that those
systems are working. That outside accountability can take many forms ranging from a
commission to an inspectorate to a ... board of a commission of the police service.

The efforts of political parties in Western Australia to avoid giving political direction to
the police force was viewed by Mr McKechnie as having led to an abrogation of
responsibility by ministers and by parliament for the control of the police force. He said no
one would want politicians telling police what to investigate, but it is different to ask if the
police are doing their job effectively. He noted that:

My view is an inspector would give the ministers a check or balance on advice which
currently comes simply from the Commissioner of Police ... (it) would provide some
form of accountability for the investigations the police did, would have the ability to be
proactive ... and yet still leave the principal function of detection of crime where it
should be, which is with the police service.

The Hon. Derek Tomlinson, MLC was not in a position to talk to us in his capacity as
Chairman of the Legislative Council Select Committee on Police. Nonetheless, he was
able to provide us with his personal views on the Specified Matters under consideration.
He told us that he believed that the State Ombudsman’s concerns regarding his ability to
properly oversee complaints against the Police Department were well founded:

What is lacking is the power of the Ombudsman to intervene when he is dissatisfied
about the progress and I think it is possible for inordinate delays to be deliberately
maintained by the Police Department ... and the Ombudsman is virtually powerless to
intercede.

Mr Tomlinson expressed the view that police were best equipped to investigate police but
that external oversight was needed. He told us that he saw the Anti-Corruption Unit of the
South Australian Police Department as better than an independent complaints authority.
Mr Tomlinson saw no merit in having an ICAC or CJC type body in Western Australia:

The ICAC in New South Wales has been demonstrated to be a fairly ineffective body. I
think they presented a report on police corruption. It did not even scratch the surface and
it was not until the current Royal Commission ... we had revealed the extent of
corruption.
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Nonetheless, Mr Tomlinson did favour a one-stop shop for the investigation of allegations
of improper conduct and if necessary, the pursuit of whatever the investigation of the
complaint revealed.

Mr Jack Evans, National Administrator of the Australian Democrats, in his written
submission stated:

At the very best the Ombudsman or the OCC should automatically be advised of any
serious complaint against the police, and have the ability to place an observer in the
investigation to provide an independent assessment of the procedures carried out.

He went on to say:

... a strengthened OCC and not the police, would need to be the investigatory authority ...
By the time a matter moves to Royal Commission stage, it is generally far too late, and
too much damage has been done.

Martin Saxon, an investigative journalist, told the Perth public hearing on 11 October 1995
that the State Ombudsman was ‘crushed’ by the number of complaints he had to address.
Mr Saxon said he favoured an independent police complaints tribunal until he became
aware that this option was now favoured by the Police Union. Mr Saxon thought that the
OCC could deal with complaints against the police, but only if it were properly resourced
to do so.

Inspector Ian Duggan, of the Western Australian Police Service, told us that since he had
given evidence to the Legislative Council Select Committee on the Police he had been
subject to harassment that resulted in his being on stress leave. He provided us with a
video of the ABC Four Corners program ‘Hot Rocks’ on the Argyle Diamond saga as
further evidence of the victimisation of police officers who attempted to expose improper
conduct. This program was not screened in Western Australia as court cases are pending.
Inspector Duggan referred to the code of silence within the police force and told us that he
believed perverting the course of justice was a bigger problem in the Western Australian
Police than corruption.

Inspector Duggan favoured an independent agency for the investigation of allegations of
police misconduct, possibly a properly empowered OCC or a separate police complaints
authority. He saw the State Ombudsman as ‘bogged down’ in complaints and restricted by
a situation that required him to refer complaints about the police to the police, in the first
instance.

This circularity was commented on by others. WB2 showed the us correspondence from
the State Ombudsman advising him that ‘... the legislation clearly provides that the
Commissioner of Police must first be given a reasonable opportunity to conduct his own
investigation ...’. WB4’s concerns related to highly placed police officers, therefore, he
regarded a referral back to the police as a waste of time. WB2 was advised to go to the
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OCC, but was unwilling to do so because of perceived links between the OCC and the
higher echelons of the police.

WB4 was advised to go to the OCC and/or to the police by the State Ombudsman. In this
case the whistleblower was concerned about police corruption and saw the circularity in
the system as not conducive to either his, or the public’s, confidence in the OCC’s
independence or integrity.

Inspector Duggan was prepared to go on the public record, other serving or former police
officers were not able to do so, but their experiences mirrored those of Inspector Duggan.
Sideways moves or demotion, accompanied by strong suggestions that they could not
remember the facts and had got it wrong and referral for psychiatric or psychological
assessments were the norm. Those wishing to share their experiences with us were
uniformly positive in their comments about the current Commissioner of Police and his
efforts to reform and professionalise the police service.

WB10 described the State Ombudsman as being powerless and not properly equipped with
the investigative skills necessary for exploring allegations of police misconduct. On the
other hand, Mr Peter Weygers of the Civil Liberties Council, said at the Perth public
hearing on 13 October 1995 that the State Ombudsman wore a ‘blue uniform’.

Mr Doug Trevor told the Perth public hearing on 11 October 1995 that when he
approached the police regarding concerns he had on the use of public funds for electoral
purposes, he was advised to go to the OCC. According to Mr Trevor, this advice was given
because the police were concerned about the political nature of his concerns and the
possibility of political interference ‘I thought it was some kind of message saying, “Look,
there could be a bit of interference in the inquiry.”’.

Mr Paul Dickinson was a Chief Investigator with the Hong Kong ICAC until his
retirement in 1993. He made many detailed recommendations about the Western
Australian Police Service in a submission to the Legislative Council Select Committee on
the Police Service. A copy of his submission to that Committee was provided to us for our
consideration. Mr Dickinson does not accept the few rotten apples theory for Western
Australia, rather he thinks only the tip of the iceberg of police corruption has been exposed
and that if a royal commission was held there would be similarities with both Queensland
and New South Wales. Mr Dickinson argued that corruption, whether within the police
service or within society in general, cannot be eliminated, only contained, therefore bold
decisive action is required.

According to Mr Dickinson, the containment has to be strong enough to keep the level of
corruption at an acceptable level. To restore public confidence and ensure corruption is
impartially investigated it should be the responsibility of an independent anti-corruption
organisation. It could be a properly empowered and re-named OCC or a special purpose
body. It must be properly resourced, as fighting corruption is not cheap, and it should be
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overseen by an advisory committee of officials and citizens as is the case with the Hong
Kong ICAC. Mr Dickinson thinks that the State Ombudsman should have no role in the
area of complaints against the police. Responsibility for investigating such complaints
should be placed with the new body, leaving the State Ombudsman to concentrate on
matters of administration. Mr Dickinson states that the establishment of a complaints
against police section within the State Ombudsman’s office was ill-conceived and this has
been compounded by the mediation approach of the State Ombudsman’s office being ill-
suited to police internal investigations often involving criminality. For corruption to be
effectively tackled Mr Dickinson believes that certain prerequisites have to be in place,
‘political will, strong anti-corruption laws, generous funding and public support’. As these
prerequisites are not, in his view, in place, he is pessimistic regarding reform in Western
Australia.

Ms Nuala Keating, President of the Australian Society of Labor Lawyers, in her written
submission argued in favour of the State Ombudsman having overriding responsibility for
investigating complaints against police, including the power to initiate and carry out
investigations alone. In addition, the establishment of a police board was recommended. In
discussing these recommendations with us at the Perth public hearing on the 23 October
1995, Ms Keating  reiterated the Society’s support for a separate independent police
complaints mechanism and suggested that it might be worth considering leaving
maladministration with the State Ombudsman and letting ‘[a] permanent body deal with
the major issues of police, corruption and inaction and that sort of thing’.

4.2.4 Analysis

Whilst it is not possible to determine with accuracy the extent of improper conduct within
the Western Australian Police Service, clearly it exists and is a source of concern to many,
both within and outside the service. The continuing Argyle Diamond case, the allegations
of high level systemic corruption by former police officer, Frank Scott (The West
Australian, 7 September 1995) and the public expression of concern by the Chairman of
the Legislative Council Select Committee on the Police Service have done little to inspire
public confidence in the police and there have been calls for a judicial inquiry. The
Commissioner of Police has shown he is determined to address these matters and his:

• restructuring of the Internal Affairs Unit and the Internal Investigations Branch;
• use of both private and Australian Federal Police investigators in re-opening the

Argyle case;

• straight cop program;

• commitment to the activities of the Police Ethics Committee;

• public commendation of police who disclose wrongdoing in the public interest; and

• commitment to a professional police service, including the Delta Program,
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indicate that positive change is under way. Nonetheless, it would be naive to assume that
these measures alone would be sufficient to turn around long established practices and the
negative aspects of the culture.

The State Ombudsman’s role in providing civilian oversight of allegations and
investigations of police misconduct in Western Australia was the subject of many of the
submissions we received. There was almost unanimous agreement regarding the
limitations of the current arrangements. The main areas of concern were:

• the complaint-driven nature of the system;

• the forty-two day period in which the police carry out the primary investigation;

• the referral of the complaint back to the police, when it was made directly to the
State Ombudsman;

• the inability of the State Ombudsman, except in special circumstances to address
complaints more than twelve months old;

• the informal nature of the arrangements regarding the assessment procedure and the
investigation of allegations against high-ranking officers;

• the inordinate time delays involved in complaint resolution;

• the reservations regarding the ability of the State Ombudsman’s staff to scrutinise
effectively the police complaints process; and

• the State Ombudsman’s workload far in excess of the resources available.

The role of the OCC in contributing to the civilian oversight of the police was also seen as
problematic. The secrecy provisions precluded anyone knowing what, if any, role the OCC
was having in the oversight of the investigation of police corruption. The referral by the
OCC of allegations of police corruption back to the police for investigation cast doubts on
the integrity of the process. Public perceptions are very important in these matters and
several people raised with us their concern that a previous Commissioner for Police is a
member of the OCC. Thus, the secrecy and the perception of a lack of power and
independence have resulted in the OCC being viewed as not having much to contribute to
the prevention or exposure of corruption in the police service. Given the level of
agreement regarding the deficiencies in the existing system of civilian oversight of the
police, it is interesting to note the level of agreement on the solutions.

Mr Eadie, the State Ombudsman, argued strongly for additional powers and resources to
enable him to carry out the civilian oversight role effectively. This position was supported
by the Australian Democrats. Mr Eadie saw police misconduct as a special case. This view
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was shared by many of those assisting the COG but for this very reason systems different
to the ones currently in place were proposed. There was support for an independent police
complaints authority, a Deputy Ombudsman Police Complaints and for an inspectorate or
a police board. The majority of submissions supported the existence of an independent,
properly empowered body capable of investigating the police. Both the CJC and the ICAC
were referred to as possible models, notwithstanding the criticism directed at both these
bodies. The State Ombudsman exists to deal with matters of administration. It appears that
the office of the State Ombudsman is being overwhelmed by the ever increasing number
of allegations against the police and that this has slowed the processing of complaints. It
was suggested that if the State Ombudsman were free of the police complaints
responsibilities, resources could be used better in the primary role.

It was generally agreed that police are the best equipped to investigate police and that
minor matters are most effectively processed by the police. Serious matters were viewed
differently and the investigation of such matters was seen as requiring independent
investigators. The Wood Royal Commission’s use of non-New South Wales police
personnel was referred to by several commentators as a good strategy and it was suggested
that it should be adopted by an independent body, should one be created in Western
Australia.

There were varying views as to whether the independent body should be an expanded and
properly empowered OCC or whether a new body should be created. On balance the
majority favoured a new body, primarily because the OCC had had a poor or non-existent
profile regarding the police and had never been seen as a dynamic or proactive
organisation. An independent body was favoured by the Commissioner of Police, the
Police Union and understandably all of the serving or former police officers who told us
they had been victimised because of their efforts to disclose improper conduct within the
police service.

On considering the information put before us we have concluded that the police are a
special case and that it is in the best interests of the Western Australian public if the
civilian oversight of complaints against the police should no longer be the responsibility of
the State Ombudsman. This will allow the State Ombudsman the opportunity to
concentrate on matters of administration and not be side-tracked by the increasing number
of police complaints. Although Mr Eadie has argued that variations on the State
Ombudsman theme are the norm in Australia, it appears to us that there are compelling
reasons for a different approach in Western Australia.

The arguments for a properly empowered and resourced independent body are strong. We
have examined the information available on independent police complaints authorities and
have decided that this is not an appropriate model for Western Australia. In our view it is
important to reinforce the notion that the Police Service, whilst being a special case, is part
of the public sector and should be seen as such by members of the public and of the Police
Service. We have noted the increasing emphasis by police complaints authorities on
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systems reform, as opposed to prosecution of corrupt police. This is welcomed, but in our
view the Police Service will derive greater benefits from having allegations against it
investigated by a body that has oversight of the entire public sector. Education and
prevention are essential elements in reforming police services. In our opinion, an
independent body with a commitment to education and prevention across the public sector
is better placed to facilitate police service reform than a specialised police complaints
authority. Furthermore, it is often the case that improper conduct amongst police is linked
to improper conduct elsewhere. An independent body, empowered to receive and
investigate all allegations of improper conduct in the community is more likely to make
connections than a separate police complaints authority.

The Commission for the Investigation, Exposure and Prevention of Improper Conduct
(CIEPIC), proposed in Section 4.3.2, should have a police complaints branch staffed by
investigators recruited from outside the Western Australian Police Service. The distinction
between minor and serious complaints should continue and the arrangements for this
distinction and the process used should be formalised between the Commissioner of Police
and the new independent body. The police should continue to receive complaints against
the police, but it is the new body that will determine how they will be processed. Any
matter of administration concerning the police could still be referred to the State
Ombudsman and it is envisaged that minor complaints would continue to be processed by
the Internal Investigations Branch. The proposed CIEPIC should have the oversight of all
complaints against the police. It should have the power of primary investigation when
deemed necessary and the powers of a royal commission regarding the collection of
information as required. Parliamentary oversight of the proposed CIEPIC is essential and
we see this being provided by the proposed Legislative Council Standing Committee on
Public Administration, the details of which are provided in Chapter 9.

4.2.5 Recommendations

1. The Commission for the Investigation, Exposure and Prevention of
Improper Conduct, proposed in Section 4.3.2, should receive,
oversee and investigate all complaints against the police, although
complaints may still be lodged with the police.

2. The Commission for the Investigation, Exposure and Prevention of
Improper Conduct, proposed in Section 4.3.2, should, where
appropriate, work with the police internal investigators in pursuing
inquiries but it should have the power of primary investigation and
the right to use its own investigators when deemed necessary.

3. With the exception of minor matters involving manner, procedure or
attitude, a primary investigation by the Commission for the
Investigation, Exposure and Prevention of Improper Conduct,
proposed in Section 4.3.2, of improper conduct by or involving
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Western Australian police officers should not be carried out by
serving Western Australian police officers or secondees from the
Western Australian Police Service.

4. The Commission for the Investigation, Exposure and Prevention of
Improper Conduct, proposed in Section 4.3.2, should also advise,
counsel and protect police personnel wishing to make public interest
disclosures, as defined in Chapter 5.

5. The Commission for the Investigation, Exposure and Prevention of
Improper Conduct, proposed in Section 4.3.2, should detail the
number, nature, scope and outcome of its activities regarding police
complaints, in a quarterly report to the Legislative Council Standing
Committee on Public Administration proposed in Chapter 9.

6. Sections 14(1a), (1b) and (1c) of the Parliamentary Commissioner Act
1971 should be repealed to remove responsibility for the oversight
and investigation of police complaints from the jurisdiction of the
State Ombudsman.

4.3 THE ROLE OF PARLIAMENT AND THE
ACCOUNTABILITY AGENCIES IN THE PREVENTION
AND EXPOSURE OF IMPROPRIETY OR CORRUPTION

4.3.1 THE ROLE OF PARLIAMENT

4.3.1.1 Issues for Consideration

In the COG Report No. 1 (1995) it was pointed out that in recent years the dominance of
the executive and the control of the Parliament by the two major parties has undermined
the status and authority of the Parliament and its ability to obtain independent and reliable
information about government and its activities. The WA Royal Commission saw the
systematic use of parliamentary committees as the best means of bringing the government
system under the scrutiny of the Parliament. We share this view and have made a number
of recommendations in Report No. 1 and in Part 2 of Report No. 2 to strengthen the
parliamentary committee system and reinforce the relationships between parliamentary
committees and the independent accountability agencies of the Parliament.

The situation, however, is more complex when addressing the matter of the prevention and
exposure of improper conduct. Unless restricted by secrecy laws, a member of the public
is entitled to raise such issues with a parliamentarian, who may under privilege raise the
matter in the Parliament. Often this is seen as the last resort when existing agencies or the
police have failed, or are not able to respond to allegations of impropriety or corruption.
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Parliamentarians have party affiliations and there is a strong temptation to use allegations
of impropriety or corruption that affect one’s political opponents, for political advantage,
meanwhile the original complaint may get lost, subsumed by the political process. The
criticisms of the Western Australian Royal Commission into the Misuse of Executive
Power, which has investigated the so-called Easton affair, provides a powerful example of
this. On the other hand, there is the tendency for little or no action if one’s own side is
affected. The recent reports of Doig (1995) and the State Supply Commission (1995) have
highlighted the apparent absence of action when ministers are involved.

In an article entitled ‘Politicians How Low Can They Go?’ in The Bulletin of 12
September 1995, the results of a Morgan poll were presented and discussed by Kerry-
Anne Walsh and Nick Richardson. Ninety-one per cent of the sample thought that
politicians twisted the truth to suit their own arguments; 66 per cent thought politicians
were not usually truthful; and 61 per cent that politicians put most emphasis on looking
after themselves or their party. The authors concluded that the poll demonstrated ‘a deep
level of cynicism within the Australian electorate towards their elected representatives’.

Despite the obvious conflicts of interest arising for parliamentarians when faced with
allegations of improper conduct, in both New South Wales and Queensland, parliamentary
committees were set up to oversee the activities of their independent corruption fighting
agencies, the ICAC and the CJC, respectively. The WA Legislative Assembly Select
Committee on the Official Corruption Commission Act recommended the setting up of a
committee to whom the OCC would be accountable (1992). Despite several efforts by the
Opposition to have this committee established, it still does not exist.

In Section 4.1 the role and powers of the New South Wales Joint Parliamentary
Committee on the ICAC and the Legal Constitutional and Administrative Review
Committee which has replaced the Criminal Justice Commission Parliamentary
Committee in Queensland in overseeing the CJC, were described. In the interests of
openness and accountability both of these committees have a significant role in monitoring
the activities of the ICAC and the CJC and in acting as a conduit for allegations of
improper conduct in general, and on occasion, regarding the ICAC or the CJC themselves.
The deliberations of the committees are held in public and transcripts are available,
thereby making the ICAC, the CJC and the committees accountable to the public. For the
reasons outlined above, a clear distinction is made between operations and policy. The
ICAC and the CJC do not make their respective committees privy to ongoing operational
activity.

When the ICAC and the CJC have had reason to pursue politicians, understandably they
have been criticised and experienced difficulties with their parliamentary committees,
most notably in Queensland. In New South Wales, the ICAC Operations Review
Committee can act as a check and balance to the parliamentary committee. However, its
membership is split between senior public servants and community representatives and it
can be argued that this may not necessarily be conducive to the system working, or being
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perceived to work, with absolute integrity. During his appearance before the New South
Wales Committee on the ICAC on 15 September 1995, the ICAC Commissioner Justice
Barry O’Keefe said:

My role as Commissioner is neither to be adverse to, or to be in bed, with the
Government: it is to be independent ... The function of the ICAC is to say whether
correct probity principles have been applied. There will be political decisions made
which involve factors which, as long as they are known and transparent, are well and
good. Our job is not to put the brake on government; but to put the brake on wrongdoing.
(NSW Committee on the ICAC, Report of Proceedings, 1995: 15)

The Hong Kong ICAC has an Operations Review Committee based on community
representation which gives the public greater confidence in its activities.

4.3.1.2 Actions to Date

The WA Royal Commission recommended that the Auditor General, the State
Ombudsman, the Electoral Commissioner and the proposed Commissioner for Public
Sector Standards and Commissioner for the Investigation of Corrupt and Improper
Conduct (CICIC) be designated independent parliamentary agencies in the legislation
establishing their respective offices (WA Royal Commission, 1992: II 5.5.6). None of this
has happened, and the Parliament has not yet got oversight of either any of the existing
accountability agencies. The proposed CICIC has not been established.

4.3.1.3 Public Submissions

Professor John Milton-Smith reflected the tenor of the submissions when, at the public
hearing held in Perth on 13 October 1995, he told us that public confidence and trust in the
system was at a very low ebb and that for many, the scale of corruption was unbelievable
and a ‘betrayal of trust’ by the holders of public office. Mr Peter Kyle commented at the
same hearing on his own naivety in thinking that the current government would adopt the
WA Royal Commission recommendation for a CICIC. He said that the WA Royal
Commission recommendation was ‘so direct, so definite, so important that it was
inconceivable that the Government would not adopt it’.

Mr Peter Weygers of the Council of Civil Liberties, at the same public hearing, pointed
out that the WA Royal Commission did not come into existence because of the united
efforts of our politicians, rather it was the result of public outcry. Mr Weygers told us that
the Council for Civil Liberties continually referred individuals making allegations of
improper conduct to politicians but that they ‘got the brush off unless there was a political
advantage’.

At the Perth public hearing on 11 October 1995, Mr Doug Trevor told us that because his
allegations of improper conduct involved a minister’s electoral office, the might of
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parliamentary privilege was used to smear and insult Mr Trevor. In his written submission,
Mr Trevor said that ‘politicians have their own agenda so reporting to them is pointless’.

At the same public hearing, Ms Sue Taplin told us that was concerned by what she saw as
a pork-barrelling exercise in relation to the establishment of child care centres in small
country town. She raised her concerns with various politicians, few of whom replied.

Inspector Ian Duggan told us at the public hearing held in Perth on 13 October 1995 that
from the time it was known that he was going to give evidence to the Legislative Council
Select Committee on the Police, he was subjected to harassment that resulted in his having
to go on stress leave. Inspector Duggan saw this as the result of certain members of the
Police Service wishing to restrict his disclosures. Other more sinister reasons were
proffered by WB2 who would not give evidence to the Select Committee because of the
composition of its membership and what was perceived to be compromised independence.
WB7 told the COG that experience had shown that when allegations of improper conduct
were made about high ranking public servants, the likelihood of political interference was
high. If ministers were involved then a cover-up was more likely.

In her written submission, Ms Nuala Keating, President of the Australian Society of Labor
Lawyers, expressed concern regarding the role of parliamentary committees dealing with
improper conduct, when quoting Sherman (1991):

Parliamentary committees ... are not well equipped to deal with allegations of criminal
or improper conduct ... Their principal difficulty is that procedures, particularly for the
protection of witnesses before Parliamentary Committees are not at all clear.

The Society was worried by possible breaches of natural justice, hearings on material that
might be the subject of court proceedings and politicisation. The Society made two
recommendations. First, that for parliamentary inquiries into matters of improper conduct,
a code be initiated to protect the right of attendees. Second, that counsel assisting attend all
parliamentary hearings if dealing with allegations of criminal or improper conduct.

In a written submission from the Department of Land Administration, Mr Allan Skinner
recommended that politicians and parliamentary committees should be empowered to
receive whistleblower disclosures. Mr Robert Eadie, the State Ombudsman, discussed this
with us at the Perth public hearing on 13 October 1995 and indicated that whilst he
recognised the appropriateness of disclosure to parliamentary committees, he recognised
the problems with so doing.

4.3.1.4 Analysis

With regard to allegations of improper conduct, in general those making submissions
reflected an almost total lack of confidence in politicians dealing with such allegations
with integrity and probity. Political advantage and party allegiance were seen as getting
greater priority than properly pursuing allegations of improper conduct. Whilst
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parliamentary committees continue to be seen as a critical part of the accountability
process, it is clear that when improper conduct is under consideration, additional
safeguards are required both to protect individuals and to ensure the integrity of the
process.

In our view, the concerns regarding the role of politicians in examining allegations of
improper conduct are such as to provide another argument for the creation of the
Commission for the Investigation, Exposure and Prevention of Improper Conduct
(CIEPIC) proposed in Section 4.3.2. We believe that it is essential to have a parliamentary
committee to monitor the activities of the CIEPIC and to this end we have proposed that
the CIEPIC be made accountable to a Legislative Council Standing Committee on Public
Administration (the establishment of which we have recommended in Chapter 9 of Report
No.2, Part 2). The parliamentary committee should meet with the Commissioner of the
CIEPIC at least twice a year and, unless sensitive matters are under consideration, hold its
meetings in public.

An additional safeguard is required and that, in our view, is the creation of an Operations
Review Committee consisting of representatives chosen from the community. Such a
committee could act as a check on the parliamentary committee should it fail to carry out
its duties properly. As detailed in Appendix 1.4, the parliamentary committee should not
be privy to the operational activities of the proposed body.

4.3.1.5 Recommendations

1. The Legislative Council Standing Committee on Public
Administration, proposed in Chapter 9, should be responsible for the
oversight and monitoring of the Commission for the Investigation,
Exposure and Prevention of Improper Conduct, proposed in Section
4.3.2, with which it should meet at least twice yearly.

2. When dealing with the proposed Commission for the Investigation,
Exposure and Prevention of Improper Conduct, the proposed
Legislative Council Standing Committee on Public Administration
should:

(a) deliberate in public wherever appropriate; and

(b) should not be privy to its operational activities.
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3. An Operations Review Committee consisting of representatives
chosen from members of the community should be established by
legislation to monitor the proposed Commission for the
Investigation, Exposure and Prevention of Improper Conduct and to
act as a check on the proposed Legislative Council Standing
Committee on Public Administration. The Operations Review
Committee should report to the Parliament annually.

4.3.2 THE ACCOUNTABILITY AGENCIES

4.3.2.1 Issues for Consideration

In addition to the role, powers and functions of the Official Corruption Commission,
Specified Matter 13 requires us to give consideration to ‘the respective role of other
agencies and legislation’ for the prevention and exposure of impropriety or corruption.

The agencies and legislation that we have identified in our Discussion Paper No.6 (1995)
as having, to a greater or lesser extent, a role in the prevention and exposure of
impropriety or corruption are:

• the Auditor General, who is required by the Financial Administration and Audit Act
1985 to annually audit the accounts of the Treasurer and most government agencies.
The Auditor General may also carry out examinations of the efficiency and
effectiveness of those agencies. We have made extensive recommendations to
enhance the role of the Auditor General in our Report No.1 (1995);

• the Commissioner for Equal Opportunity, who is required to investigate specific
complaints of, and to work towards the prevention of, ‘discrimination on the grounds
of sex, marital status, pregnancy, family responsibility or family status, race,
religious or political conviction, impairment, or age or involving sexual or racial
harassment’ (Equal Opportunity Act 1984, long title);

• the Director of Equal Opportunity in Public Employment, who advises and assists
public authorities in relation to their meeting the objects of the Equal Opportunity
Act 1984 and evaluates the extent to which they are achieving those objects;

• the Director of Public Prosecutions, whose main functions, under the Director of
Public Prosecutions Act 1991, include bringing and conducting prosecutions;

• the Electoral Commissioner, who is primarily responsible, under the Electoral Act
1907, for the proper maintenance of electoral rolls, for the proper conduct of
elections and for promoting public awareness of electoral and parliamentary matters;
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• the Information Commissioner, who under the Freedom of Information Act 1992, is
required to deal with complaints regarding decisions of government agencies in
respect of applications for access to documents, and applications for amendments of
personal information, held by certain government agencies;

• the Parliamentary Commissioner for Administrative Investigations (the State
Ombudsman), who is required by the provisions of the Parliamentary Commissioner
Act 1971 to investigate decisions, recommendations and acts or omissions that relate
to ‘a matter of administration’; and

• the Commissioner for Public Sector Standards, who is required by the Public Sector
Management Act 1994 to establish, and to monitor compliance with, public sector
standards, codes of ethics to and to assist in the establishment of codes of conduct.

We have set out the relevant functions and powers of the above agencies in more detail in
Appendix 1.6. The functions and roles of these agencies and the legislation under which
they are established are varied and, in our opinion, appear to overlap in some instances. In
Section 4.1 we concluded that the Official Corruption Commission (the OCC) plays a
limited role in the prevention and exposure of improper conduct. The role of the Police
Service, and the role of the State Ombudsman in relation to complaints about the Police
Service, has also been discussed, in Section 4.2.

An issue for consideration is the extent to which the above agencies and legislation, taken
as a whole, have a role in the prevention and exposure of impropriety or corruption.

4.3.2.2 Actions to Date

In accordance with a recommendation of the WA Royal Commission the Public Sector
Management Act 1994 (PSM Act) was enacted, replacing the Public Service Act 1978
(WA Royal Commission, 1992: II 6.2.8). The PSM Act created the office of the
Commissioner for Public Sector Standards (CPSS) and introduced the concept of chief
executive officers being the employing authorities of public sector employees. Even
though the WA Royal Commission recommended that the CPSS should be responsible for
ensuring compliance by the public sector with basic principles and standards, the PSM Act
does not provide for that role to be performed by the CPSS.

The WA Royal Commission recommended the introduction of a Commissioner for the
Investigation of Corrupt and Improper Conduct having:

The discrete function to investigate and report, in a timely manner, upon complaints of
official corruption and improper conduct by public officials. (WA Royal Commission,
1992: II 4.9.2)
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The WA Royal Commission also recommended that:

... the Auditor General, the Ombudsman, the Electoral Commissioner and the proposed
Commissioner for Public Sector Standards and Commissioner for the Investigation of
Corrupt and Improper Conduct be designated independent parliamentary agencies in the
legislation establishing their respective offices. (WA Royal Commission, 1992: II 5.5.6)

To date those recommendations have not been implemented. It should be noted that we
have already made recommendations to enhance the effectiveness of the Auditor General
in our Report No.1 (1995).

4.3.2.3 Public Submissions

The public submissions that discussed this issue indicated that there was a strong sense of
dissatisfaction regarding the extent of the roles of the agencies and legislation identified in
our Discussion Paper No.6 (1995) in preventing and exposing improper conduct. The
submissions displayed confusion regarding the jurisdiction of the various agencies. In
some cases, the submissions provided evidence that there is a range of conduct that falls
within our definition of improper conduct, set out in Chapter 3, with which no agency is
apparently empowered to deal.

Mr Peter Weygers, the President of the Council for Civil Liberties, summed up the view
that people were frustrated with the current system. When he appeared at the public
hearing held in Perth on 13 October 1995, he said that:

... there seems to be nobody they can go to who will really effectively do anything for
them. So when they go to the politicians most of them tell us, ‘We get the brush-off’,
unless the politician sees some political advantage in it. The next port of call may be the
police themselves or then the Ombudsman who then goes back to the police, then goes
back to him and then takes the word of the police, then numerous other bodies as you
know.

At the public hearing held at Perth on 9 October 1995 Mr Digby Blight, the Commissioner
for Public Sector Standards, expressed the view that the roles of the existing agencies may
be confusing for a person who wished to make a complaint regarding improper conduct:

In Western Australia there are at least the following to select from: the Director of
Public Prosecutions, the Parliamentary Commissioner, the Official Corruption
Commission, the Equal Opportunity Commission, the Commissioner for Public Sector
Standards, the Auditor General, Freedom of Information Commission, the
Commissioner of Police and the Supply Commission - a very confusing list.

When asked whether he agreed that there appeared to be no agency that was responsible
for dealing with conduct that fell short of criminal behaviour, was not maladministration,
but was nonetheless improper, Mr Blight said:
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I’m sure you have a better overview than I have but that sounds to hit the nail right on
the head as far as I’m concerned ... Even the staff at the Standards Commission, who I
would rate as very competent in this respect, had difficulty working out which one
should go where if anywhere, and we are very confined in our functions in the
organisation.

At the public hearing in Perth on 11 October 1995, Mr John White, a long serving State
public servant who assisted in the preparation of the Commonwealth Whistleblowers
Protection Bill 1993 (Cwlth), said that he supported there being a number of agencies to
complain to:

I really believe that we need to have a large number of avenues of complaint and the
reason for this is that if we restrict it to a small number of agencies such as was
suggested in the newspaper a couple of days ago, Director of Public Prosecutions, the
OCC, Information Commissioner and the police, then all four of those agencies are seen
to be arms of the government of the day and I would suggest that someone like myself
who spent twenty-two years in the public service in this state - that other public servants
are unlikely to go to those sorts of agencies to make a complaint because they just
wouldn’t trust them.

In relation to the apparently confusing list of agencies to which people can complain, Mr
Weygers, at the public hearing held in Perth on 13 October 1995, said:

The whole list of government bodies, from the Attorney-General’s office to the Auditor
General, the Official Corruption Commission to the Solicitor-General’s office, the
Ombudsman, who is often said to wear a blue uniform, the FOI, the DPP - FOI is more a
freedom from information than of information, in my view. The DPP, the police, the
IRC and tribunals like the education tribunals, the Equal Opportunities Commission.
There is the temporary body of COG of course, the Taxi Control Board and all these
bodies, all these agencies, all the expenditure, all the employees, all that and people are
still complaining that nothing can really get done.

Mr Weygers also supported the notion that there should be more citizen representation on
the accountability agencies:

We would argue that there should be more public citizen representation on things like
police watch committees, on things like the FOI Commission and other of those bodies.
Maybe if there was an ordinary citizen sitting on the Ombudsman’s body and those sorts
of bodies maybe they would report the inadequacies and the inefficiencies to the press,
to the public, of what is really going on.

The State Ombudsman, Mr Robert Eadie, understood Mr Weyger’s concern. At the public
hearing held in Perth on 13 October 1995, he told us:

I see the need to have proper cross-referral of approaches and we do this at the moment
quite considerably ... [however] I can see Mr Weygers’ point of view. There are many
different organisation[s]. People do get confused. They get confused even within the
States let alone when you bring in the Commonwealth dimension as well.
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Mr Des Pearson, the Auditor General, at the public hearing held in Perth on 13 October
1995, said that he thought the current agencies were effective provided that ‘... their
powers [are] enhanced or expanded ...’. However, Mrs Julie Fry, who advised us in her
written submission that she had made a complaint first to the OCC, then to the State
Ombudsman, in relation to allegations of corruption within the Police Service, wrote that:

The Ombudsman refused to investigate our complaint because the original  matter
occurred eight years earlier ... WE HAD NOWHERE TO GO WITH OUR
COMPLAINTS [emphasis in original].

Ms Sue Taplin told us of her difficulties in having any agency deal with her complaint
regarding the alleged mismanagement of a government funded program when she wrote:

Current processes of Government do not encourage openness and accountability. The
information I documented on the Public Sector was presented to the OCC, senior
members of State Parliament, the current State Minister, the Public Service Commission,
and the Ombudsman. The OCC did not have the resources to investigate my complaint,
and the Ombudsman did not have the jurisdiction. I did not receive any replies from the
Members of Parliament. Both the current Minister and the Public Service Commission
considered that too much time had elapsed to warrant any investigation into my
complaint.

In his written submission, Mr Neil Hunter expressed concern about clarifying the roles of
the various agencies:

There currently exists, in my view, confusion between the role, responsibilities and
access to a number of agencies, namely the Official Corruption Commission, the
Ombudsman, the Public Sector Standards Commission, the Public Sector Management
Office, the Office of the Auditor General, etc.

In his written submission, the State Ombudsman, Mr Eadie set out what he considered to
be his role in relation to the prevention and exposure of impropriety or corruption (other
than in relation to police complaints which is discussed in Section 4.2):

The Ombudsman has, since the establishment of the office in 1972, dealt with
complaints of ‘maladministration’ or ‘defective administration’ by public officials ...
[T]he Ombudsman receives, investigates and where practicable, resolves complaints
about the administrative actions of government departments, local authorities and a large
number of statutory authorities ...

In my general jurisdiction ... enquiries are based on a consideration of whether there is
evidence of ‘defective administration’. Actions or decisions which might constitute
‘defective administration’ could include failure to respond to correspondence or to give
reasons for a decision. Genuine mistakes may also be discovered or, at the other
extreme, the conduct complained about may involve more serious misconduct such as
evidence of unlawful or improperly discriminatory action.
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Ms Nuala Keating, the President of the Australian Society Labor Lawyers, in her written
submission expressed the view that the jurisdiction of the State Ombudsman was broad:

The Ombudsman may only have power to deal with administrative matters but any
corruption by a public sector officer is an administrative matter.

At the public hearing held in Perth on 9 October 1995, Mrs Doreen Trainor, the Acting
Secretary of the River Districts Association, said:

There are probably three avenues through which we can make complaints. One, the
minister and the department and the other is the Official Corruption Commission and the
Ombudsman.

Mrs Trainor told us that she had made a complaint to the State Ombudsman concerning a
local council. She alleged that the local council in question had allowed a person to
construct a boat pen illegally. She told us that by the time the State Ombudsman had
responded to her complaint the local council had amended the town planning scheme
rendering her complaint nugatory. Her conclusion was:

The length of time that the Ombudsman takes to do things just rules them out in a way.
There is no point in having anything to do with him really.

When asked at the public hearing held in Perth on 9 October 1995 about how effective he
thought the State Ombudsman was, Mr John Kelmar, a former lecturer at Curtin
University who told us that he had been victimised after he made public allegations
regarding alleged plagiarism by full-fee paying students at the University, said:

I didn’t feel he had enough teeth. I would have liked him to investigate the university
and the processes much more strongly, but when the matter was dropped by the
university, he backed off and said, ‘Well, that’s all I can do.’ I don’t have a lot of
confidence in the Ombudsman’s powers at this particular stage.

When Mr Kelmar was asked about the timeliness of the State Ombudsman’s investigation:

When I put information in front of him, I got a few replies back. I had given him too
much and he said, ‘Well, I can’t investigate that.’ That’s fine. That I don’t have a
complaint with because he is restricted, but he acted in an appropriate time fashion. I
have no complaints about that. I just felt that perhaps the legislation has barred him from
investigating these matters as fully as perhaps either he would like or certainly that I
would like.

At the public hearing held on 11 October 1995, Mr Martin Saxon, a journalist with the
Sunday Times, told us he thought that:

The Ombudsman I think is just being crushed by the load of complaints. I think
whichever Ombudsman, over the years, has always said ‘I need more people, more time,
more resources.’ The time taken to run these complaints through to conclusion is just
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ridiculous for all parties, the accused or the accuser. The fact that I think most people -
and this might be perception rather than reality, but perception is that unless you have
got the photograph of the policeman smashing the victim in the face, you know, with the
chair, you are not going to get him. That’s a simple reality of evidence and who accepts
whose word.

Later, at the same public hearing, Mr John McKechnie, QC, the Director of Public
Prosecutions, said:

I know that the present Commissioner of Police has worked to improve the relationship
and the reporting mechanisms with the Parliamentary Commissioner. I see several
structural weaknesses in the present position. The first of those is that there is no
proactive role for a Parliamentary Commissioner. The Parliamentary Commissioner is
complaint-driven. There has to first of all be a complaint which makes, for instance, the
Parliamentary Commissioner generally unsuited to investigating the sort of corruption
that is likely to occur in police forces in terms of bribery and the like where there is no
complainant.

Secondly, I won’t go into resourcing but I really question whether a Parliamentary
Commissioner whose duties are to, in broad terms, look at maladministration throughout
the public service isn’t overburdened with also looking at matters for the police. If one
looks at the amendments to the acts these have been, in large terms, grafted on from time
to time and I really question whether the police service needs a separate and different
way of reviewing it. Not because corruption is any greater in the police service than
anywhere else, I wouldn’t like to be thought that was my view, but simply because the
police service are also the principal state investigators.

At the public hearing held in Perth on 13 October 1995, Inspector Ian Duggan, a member
of the Western Australian Police Service, alleged that he has been victimised as a result of
him appearing before the Legislative Council Select Committee on the Police Service. He
said of the State Ombudsman’s office:

... he seems to be dreadfully bogged down with inquiry work and he himself has
expressed, at times, in his Annual Report that he has a vast workload and is requesting
additional staff.

In a suppressed written submission, WB16 said:

The Ombudsman can enquire into matters, make recommendations, and even give
direction to Councils on the path they should follow, but they do not have to take any
notice of him, and, in our experience they do not ... His office takes such an interminable
time to cover a case ...

In relation to the effectiveness of the State Ombudsman and the Official Corruption
Commission, the Hon. Jim Scott, MLC wrote:

The offices of the State Ombudsman and the Official Corruption Commission are two ...
examples which my experience lead me to believe are inadequate, and probably an
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extension of the prevailing culture contemptuous of accountability, openness, and
especially whistleblowers. One big problem appears to be that they spend as much time
playing the institutional games of politics as they do seeking to prevent those games.
This may result because of omission or bad management, but ultimately they are not
effective in preventing misconduct or corruption.

Nevertheless, Mr Lyndon Rowe, the Chief Executive of the Chamber of Commerce and
Industry of Western Australia, stated in his written submission that:

Because of the ... [Ombudsman’s] unique role as the only agency promoting broad
independent redress for the general public against improper or inappropriate activities by
government agencies, it plays a central role in ensuring that the Government is
accountable, and is seen to be accountable.

At the public hearing held in Perth on 13 October 1995, Mr Eadie responded to questions
put to him regarding the fact the he had a discretion to refuse to investigate complaints that
relate to circumstances that are more than twelve months old:

In fact I do have the power to relax that twelve months’ rule in special circumstances
and have done so, in fact, regularly do so. What we do have to do, unfortunately,
because of again the resources problem which we also experience - it is a pressing
problem, especially at the moment in relation to areas like police, local government and
so on where we have seen quite a considerable increase in our complaint workload and
the build-up of a backlog in areas of that kind - we have to say people, ‘Look, because of
these problems I have to really approach the twelve months’ rule fairly strictly. If,
however, you can give me some good reason, some special reasons, why you weren’t
able to come within the twelve month period, some valid, plausible, convincing reason,
then I will look at the situation again and if need be get involved in the matter.’ ... Some
complainants may not agree with the ultimate decision. I appreciate that. Some of them
may feel that we ought to have looked into their complaint, but a decision has to be
made and sometimes it will come down one way, sometimes it will come down the other
way.

When asked what avenues persons had when they were out of time under the
Parliamentary Commissioner Act 1971, Mr Eadie said:

They can go to their member of parliament, they can go to the Presiding Officers to
whom I report, for example, and express their concerns to the Member of Parliament or
the Presiding Officer and in some situations I am approached by the Presiding Officers
and asked to have a look at it again. If that happens I will do so.

Professor John Milton-Smith, the Deputy Vice Chancellor of the Curtin University of
Technology, at the public hearing held in Perth on 13 October 1995, expressed the view
that the role of the Commissioner for Public Sector Standards was not publicly known:

... most people don’t know about it or don’t really know what that position does. It may
well be extremely effective but for public confidence to be real and active it needs to be
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based on knowledge and I don’t think that role has been visible enough or influential
enough in the perception of the majority of people in the community.

When asked at the public hearing held at Perth on 11 October 1995 about the effectiveness
of the Commissioner of Public Sector Standards, the Hon. Derek Tomlinson, MLC, the
Chairperson of the Legislative Council Standing Committee on the Police Service, said ‘I
think it is too early to make those sorts of judgments’.

The State Ombudsman, Mr Eadie, agreed with that point of view. At the public hearing
held in Perth on 13 October 1995, he said that it was:

... probably the objective answer is that it is probably too soon to say how effective the
role will be but I believe that it has the potential to have a useful and effective
contribution to the elimination or reduction of corruption and improper conduct mainly
through the educative and preventive aspects of the role if you take those in conjunction
with other bodies; not on its own but as part of an overall framework ...

One submission received by us in confidence from WB7 stated that:

With the abolition of the Public Service Commission there is now no source of officers
with adequate expertise in carrying out investigations of improper conduct, who have
sufficient knowledge of the disciplinary process to apply this appropriately, properly and
consistently, and to integrate such processes with any relevant criminal investigation or
prosecution.

In another confidential written submission, WB6 advised us that he had experienced
difficulties with his chief executive officer resulting in his transfer to another department,
and indicated to us that the Public Sector Management Act 1994 was flawed in that:

Under the Public Sector Management Act the CEO is, for all effective purposes the
employer, replacing the role of the former Public Service Commissioner ... [However]
the Public Sector Management Act depends entirely on the bona fides of the CEO. It
makes no allowance for bias, capriciousness or personal dislike on the part of the CEO
in dealing with his or her employees.

The Hon. Jim Scott, MLC also commented on the general effectiveness of the Public
Sector Management Act 1994 when he wrote:

... the Public Sector Management Act 1994 is not working effectively. It was a direct
response to recommendations of part two of the Royal Commission’s report, specifically
aimed at ensuring the institutional integrity of the public sector. It too is not explicit
enough in demanding accountability and openness, particularly with regard to the role of
management responsibility and Executive Government in bureaucratic management
processes. It talks of general principles and only gives vague definitions and references
to what should be official conduct and responsible management. There is no explicit
prescription of, or even definition of, misconduct or proper conduct, nevermind official
corruption.
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An issue that was raised by some of the submissions was whether the Director of Public
Prosecutions (the DPP) should have investigatory powers. When Mr Martin Saxon was
asked about this issue at the public hearing held in Perth on 11 October 1995, he
responded:

I think the DPP is under the hammer just in terms of resources. I mean, the DPP is now
in a sense being asked to be an investigative body which it quite clearly is not ...There’s
one thing that lawyers aren’t, and they are not investigators, and lawyers running
investigators is not a good idea. Lawyers should be there at the end when the
investigators come with the evidence. I think the Royal Commission in certain terms of
reference demonstrated how lawyers can frustrate the process.

Mr John McKechnie, QC, the DPP, said later at the same public hearing:

I don’t believe that the solution is to make a DPP an investigator. There are sound
constitutional and other reasons for effectively separating the investigating and
prosecuting functions. We make decisions in the public interest taking into account a
greater variety of matters than police officers do. We are effectively a check on the
police service in relation to the charges they lay - either when they are laying
inappropriate charges, overcharging or undercharging. I think it has taken some police
officers a little time to realise that is in fact the statutory position. But we are not and
shouldn’t be investigators. There is a lot of reason why the two should as far as possible
be kept separate ... Section 22, however, allows the DPP not to investigate but to cause
investigations to be made and that, I think, has the advantage of reflecting the difference
and providing, where we need, further material. If, for instance, we get papers where we
see than an offence may have been committed we ask the police to investigate that even
if it hasn’t been investigated before.

I have reluctantly used that power and overseen some investigations at the request of
government in relation to the police service last year and the prison service this year.
That is not a power I want and frankly if the Commission can come up with a body that
would do that then you will find my enthusiastic handing over of those powers ...

Mr Eadie agreed with Mr McKechnie, QC, and, at the public hearing held in Perth on 13
October 1995, he said that ‘he is basically a prosecutor’.

When asked about the effectiveness of the Freedom of Information Act 1992 (FOI Act) in
preventing and exposing corruption and impropriety, at the public hearing held in Perth on
11 October 1995, Mr Martin Saxon said:

... to my knowledge [the FOI Act] hasn’t exposed any to this point but I’m still trying.
I’m still trying. The legislation is not trying. There’s a difference. I never thought it
would because it’s not the sort of stuff that gets put down on paper that’s going to be
accessible under FOI except by accident, but to date that has not happened. I think
anybody who expected that it was going to bring the walls crumbling down was sadly
mistaken.
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In fact it has been more successful in revealing the inner workings than I thought it
would be, but there have been no screaming page 1 stories coming out of it ... I just don’t
believe that corruption per se, improper conduct, mismanagement, poor decision
making, that sort of stuff, may be revealed in internal documentation but corruption with
a capital C is highly unlikely.

Mrs Julie Fry however, stated in her written submission that she believed ‘the introduction
of the FOI Act will prevent corruption because public officials will have to be more
accountable for their actions’.

In his written submission the Auditor General, Mr Des Pearson, briefly commented on his
role regarding the prevention and exposure of impropriety or corruption by stating that
‘[t]he audit process does not deliberately look for improper conduct’.

4.3.2.4 Analysis

In order to determine the extent of the roles of the above agencies in the prevention and
exposure of impropriety or corruption it is necessary to examine their functions. A detailed
analysis of the respective roles of the various agencies is beyond the scope of our
inquiries. Accordingly, we have limited our review of those agencies, as a whole, to an
examination of the extent to which the roles of those agencies, taken together, prevent and
expose improper conduct. A detailed description of the functions of the various agencies
are set out in detail in Appendix 1.6.

We have already made detailed comments about the importance of the role of the Auditor
General in our Report No.1 (1995). In auditing the accounts of government agencies, and
providing an assessment of their efficiency and effectiveness, the Auditor General acts as a
check on waste, mismanagement and the possible subversion of government policy.
Additionally, the Auditor General, by examining and making recommendations regarding
the internal systems of government agencies, limits the opportunities for improper conduct
to occur.

Under the terms of the Equal Opportunity Act 1984, the Commissioner for Equal
Opportunity and the Director for Equal Opportunity in Public Employment both have a
role in the prevention and exposure of certain types of discriminatory conduct. Such
conduct may, to a limited extent, fall within our definition of improper conduct set out in
Section 3.1. As is discussed in Appendix 1.6, the respective roles of the Commissioner for
Equal Opportunity and the Director for Equal Opportunity in Public Employment are
extensive in relation to the prevention and exposure of discrimination. However, their
roles do not extend to other forms of improper conduct.

To the extent that the DPP is not subject to the direction of the executive in the day-to-day
operations of the Office’s functions, the DPP represents an independent prosecution
service for the state of Western Australia. Therefore, it presents a measure of deterrence
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against the commission of improper conduct provided that such conduct amounts to
indictable offences.

One issue that has recently been raised in the general public arena, and in submissions
made to us, was whether the DPP should have investigatory powers. Section 22 of
Director of Public Prosecutions Act 1991 (DPP Act) gives the DPP limited investigatory
powers to request an official, whose functions include prosecuting for or investigating
offences, to provide to the DPP any specified information, document or material or to
provide assistance including carrying out investigation of any matter.

During the past two years, the DPP has undertaken a co-ordinating role in relation to
alleged corruption in parts of the Criminal Investigations Bureau of the Police Department
and has recently accepted responsibility for overseeing investigations in relation to alleged
criminal behaviour within the Corrective Services Division of the Ministry of Justice
(DPP, 1995). In our view, it is not appropriate that the DPP have either an oversight or a
co-ordinating role in relation to investigations. The fact that the DPP has accepted
responsibility for such a role is indicative of the fact that this State lacks an independent
body whose function includes overseeing, co-ordinating and even undertaking
investigations into improper conduct.

The proper role of the DPP is to prosecute. Section 22 was included in the DPP Act to
enable:

... the director to obtain information he needs from the authorities of the State, including
the Commissioner of Police, which have responsibility for the investigation and
prosecution of offences, and the director may require these authorities to carry out
investigations for the director. (WAPD, Council, 28 March 1991: 702)

We agree with the DPP, Mr John McKechnie, QC, who said at our public hearing held in
Perth on 11 October 1995, that s.22 does not allow the DPP to investigate but to cause
investigations to be made or in order to, for example, supplement a brief or to pursue
unexplored lines of inquiry. Accordingly, we are of the view that the circumstances in
which s.22 can be used by the DPP should be made clearer in the DPP Act. We have made
recommendations in that regard in Chapter 6.

The Electoral Commissioner has no statutory role in relation to the prevention and
exposure of impropriety or corruption regarding electoral matters. Although certain
offences in relation to electoral matters are created by the Electoral Act 1907, the Electoral
Commissioner has no formal role in relation to the investigation or prosecution of
allegations concerning those offences.

We have already made detailed recommendations regarding the operation of the FOI Act
and the role Information Commissioner in our Report No.1 (1995). We are of the view that
those recommendations will go a significant way towards preventing improper conduct by
or involving public officials. It should be noted, however, that the value of the FOI Act is
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limited in the context of the prevention and exposure of improper conduct since it applies
to allow access to recorded information only. By its very nature, evidence of such conduct
is unlikely to be in a documented form.

In relation to the State Ombudsman, as we stated in our decision of 3 March 1995, we
intend inquiring into the function, purpose and jurisdiction of the State Ombudsman in our
inquires into Specified Matter 7 in Report No. 3. During our inquiries into Specified
Matters 11 and 13 we received a number of public submissions relating to the
effectiveness of the State Ombudsman’s role in preventing and exposing improper
conduct. We have therefore decided that it is appropriate that some of those issues should
be dealt with in this Report.

We have already recommended that the State Ombudsman should no longer have a role in
investigating complaints against the Police in Section 4.2. Whilst the State Ombudsman’s
role is restricted to investigating matters of administration, which do not extend to
improper conduct (within our definition of that phrase in Chapter 3), the State
Ombudsman will invariably receive complaints that involve a mixture of matters of
administration and improper conduct. Therefore, the State Ombudsman clearly has a role
to play in relation to the prevention and exposure of improper conduct. In this Section we
merely intend highlighting what we consider to be important issues in relation to the State
Ombudsman’s role. We will then made recommendations to bolster the effectiveness of
that role, in the context of making improvements to the whole system, in Chapter 6.

In relation to the manner in which the State Ombudsman can receive and deal with
complaints, the current State Ombudsman has stated on many occasions, and most recently
in his Annual Report for 1994-95, that some changes to the Parliamentary Commissioner
Act 1971 are required in order to improve the way in which the office operates and to
make it more effective:

In order to give my office greater flexibility and added effectiveness, I am seeking the
power to act (where appropriate) on oral complaints. This power already exists in other
jurisdictions. I also consider it necessary to have a specific power to handle complaints
informally. While, as a matter of necessity, my office largely functions on an informal
basis at the moment, it would ... be preferable for this mode of operation to be
sanctioned by legislation ... [additionally] I consider that it would be of considerable
benefit to the public if the Act were amended to allow me to accept a complaint lodged
by another person where I consider it proper to do so... The present lack of power has the
potential to inconvenience or dissuade persons who would otherwise seek the help of my
office. As is frequently the case, the persons most likely to be disadvantaged by the
deficiency are those who are most in need of assistance. (State Ombudsman, 1995: 8-9)

We endorse those comments and will be making recommendations in that regard when we
make detailed recommendations for the prevention and exposure of improper conduct in
Chapter 6.
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According to the flow diagram set out in Appendix G of the State Ombudsman’s Annual
Report for 1994-95, after a written complaint that is within the State Ombudsman’s
jurisdiction is received, it is assigned to an investigating officer. That officer then makes a
decision as to whether the complaint is to be dealt with informally or formally. Where the
complaint is dealt with informally, the agency concerned is requested by the State
Ombudsman’s office to comment on the complaint and the comments are assessed.

Some of the submissions that we received from members of the public indicated a
dissatisfaction with the processes that the State Ombudsman uses in dealing with a
complaint. In particular there was concern expressed that where a complaint was made to
the State Ombudsman, it was referred, as a matter of course, to the principal officer of the
agency about whom the complaint was made. Many people were particularly concerned
that the identity of the complainant was generally revealed when such a referral was made.
Further, there appeared to be a general agreement that the time taken by the State
Ombudsman’s office to complete their inquiry process was inordinately long. Finally,
there was concern expressed about the fact that the State Ombudsman had a discretion to
refuse to consider complaints that related to incidents that occurred more than twelve
months prior to the making of the complaint. We will be making recommendations
regarding the process by which the State Ombudsman deals with complaints in Chapter 6.

During the course of its inquiries, the WA Royal Commission noted that:

Public administration in the late twentieth century in this State is being conducted under
what, in essence, is a late nineteenth century legislative framework. (WA Royal
Commission, 1992: II 6.2.1)

Accordingly, whilst the WA Royal Commission did not consider it appropriate to express
a view on the form it would take, it recommended that:

... consideration [should] be given to the enactment of a Public Sector Management Act
so as to bring greater integration, standardisation and community of purpose to the
public sector. (WA Royal Commission, 1992: II 6.2.1)

The Public Sector Management Act 1994 (PSM Act) was assented to on 8 July 1994 and
came into operation on 30 September 1994. The long title of the Act states that it is to:

... provide for the administration of the Public Sector of Western Australia and the
management of the Public Service and of other public sector employment; to repeal the
Public Service Act 1978; and to provide for related matters.

Under the PSM Act the public service is constituted by departments, the agencies listed in
Schedule 2 of the PSM Act and persons that are employed under the Part 3 of the PSM
Act. Each agency within the public sector has a chief executive officer (or in some cases a
chief employee) who is appointed by the Governor on the recommendation of the Minister
for Public Sector Management (ss 44 and 45). The various functions of chief executive
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officers are set out in Appendix 1.6. The chief executive officer is the employer (the
‘employing authority’) of the public service officers of the relevant agency. The Minister
for Public Sector Management is the employing authority for a chief executive officer.

Part 2 of the PSM Act sets out the general principles of public administration and
management, as well as the general principles of human resource management, that are
required to be observed in relation to the public sector. Of particular relevance to our
inquiries into Specified Matters 11 and 13 are the general principles of official conduct set
out in s.9 of the PSM Act, that are to be observed by all public sector bodies and persons
employed in the public sector under an employing authority. They:

(a) are to comply with the provisions of–

(i) this Act and any other Act governing their conduct;

(ii) public sector standards and codes of ethics; and

(iii) any code of conduct applicable to the public sector body or employee
concerned;

(b) are to act with integrity in the performance of official duties and are to be
scrupulous in the use of official information, equipment and facilities; and

(c) are to exercise proper courtesy, consideration and sensitivity in their dealings with
members of the public and employees. (PSM Act, s.9)

The operation and effectiveness of the PSM Act is currently being reviewed in accordance
with s.109 of that Act. The terms of reference of that review are:

2.1 The review seeks to make recommendations to streamline the Public Sector
Management Act and is to address itself to:

• the extent to which the Act as drafted is achieving the objects of the Act

• unintended consequences of the Act

• inconsistencies within the Act

• operational anomalies resulting from the Act

• operational inefficiencies resulting from the Act

• the structure and format of the Act

• and to make recommendations for improving the Act.
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2.2 With regard to (2.1) above, the review is to inter alia address itself to the operation
of the Act relating to:

• the appointment and reappointment of Chief Executive Officers

• the enforcement of disciplinary matters

• the appointment and mobility of public sector employees

• Senior Executive Service employment and mobility

• Ministers, Ministerial Officers and public sector employees
communications

and other matters as the reviewer sees fit, including any structural changes
necessary to ensure the efficient and effective management of the public sector.

2.3 The review will be completed within three months or thereabouts, and it is
expected that the relevant stakeholders will be consulted during the course of the
review. (Public Sector Management Office, 1995:1)

Whilst we note that the above review is currently in progress, it is, in our view, appropriate
that we make some comments regarding the operation of the PSM Act in terms of the
extent of its role in preventing and exposing impropriety or corruption. During the course
of our inquiries we have formed the view that the PSM Act and its supporting system is
deficient in a number of respects.

At the conclusion of its inquiries, the WA Royal Commission noted that there was:

... [no] single independent agency ... responsible for the general oversight and
supervision of the administrative system, let alone for ensuring compliance with those
standards in public administration, personnel management and official conduct upon
which the system should rest. (WA Royal Commission, 1992: II 6.2.2)

As a result, the WA Royal Commission recommended that:

A Commissioner for Public Sector Standards be established whose jurisdiction extends
to all the departments and agencies of government,(WA Royal Commission, 1992: II
6.2.8)

and that the Commissioner for Public Sector Standards should:

(a) be charged with keeping the overall organisation, management and operations of
the public sector under scrutiny and review;
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(b) be responsible for ensuring compliance with the basic principles and, to that end,
be empowered to establish standards for public sector agencies by regulation or
administrative instruction and to audit agencies to ensure that these principles and
standards are being adhered to; and

(c) to report to Parliament on all matters falling within his or her jurisdiction. (WA
Royal Commission, 1992: II 6.2.4)

with a particular responsibility for:

(a) monitoring ethical training in agencies and for advising in the development of
agency specific codes of conduct;

(b) reviewing and reporting on general management practices; and

(c) ensuring compliance with standards in recruitment, promotion, discipline and the
like, and for monitoring the related legislative and administrative arrangements.
(WA Royal Commission, 1992: II 6.2.5)

The office of the Commissioner for Public Sector Standards was established by s.16 of the
PSM Act. The functions of that office are set out in Appendix 1.6.

Despite the WA Royal Commission’s recommendations that an independent agency
responsible, amongst other things, for ‘... ensuring compliance with standards in
recruitment, promotion, discipline and the like ...’ (WA Royal Commission, 1992: II 6.2.5)
needed to be established, no such agency has been created. The functions of the
Commissioner for Public Sector Standards, which are set out above, do not include such a
responsibility.

It is left to the various employing authorities to ensure that the general principles set out in
the PSM Act are complied with and to take disciplinary action where appropriate. In our
view it is unacceptable that the investigation of, and the inquiry into, suspected breaches of
discipline are the sole responsibility of the relevant employing authorities without there
being effective and independent oversight of those processes. We will be recommending
the establishment of such a body, and setting out its functions and powers in detail, in
Chapter 6. In addition to a general oversight function, such a body must have the ability to
conduct independent inquiries, of its own volition, into suspected breaches of discipline
wherever it occurs within the public sector.

Additionally, our inquiries have shown us that there is scepticism about the fairness of the
current processes for the laying of disciplinary charges and the determining of sanctions
for breaches of discipline. That scepticism arises out of the fact that there is a perceived
lack of independence in those processes. In our view, these important processes should be
carried out, or at least effectively overseen, by an independent body. We will recommend
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in Chapter 6 that the functions of the Commissioner for Public Sector Standards be
widened to include such a role.

We have identified a further problem with the structure of the PSM Act, in the context of
the matters about which we are inquiring. In our view, because the PSM Act confers
exclusive responsibility for the taking of disciplinary action on the relevant employing
authority, any attempt to pursue persons for acts of misconduct are frustrated where those
persons move within the public sector, thereby changing their employing authority.
Accordingly, we intend to make recommendations in that regard in Chapter 6.

Each of the above agencies (in addition to the Police Service and the Official Corruption
Commission) has a role, to a greater or lesser extent, in preventing and exposing improper
conduct. The extent of those roles is, however, limited in each specific case by their
individual overriding purposes, jurisdictions and functions.

In Chapter 3, we provide what we regard as a workable and appropriate definition of what
constitutes improper conduct. We believe that every effort should be made to prevent and
expose such conduct in the public interest. Nevertheless, our inquiries have indicated to us
that whilst the various agencies have a role in preventing and exposing improper conduct,
none of them, either individually or as a collective whole, has the function of dealing with
allegations of the range of improper conduct covered by our definition.

Further, it is readily apparent that no one agency in this State has the sole responsibility for
preventing and exposing improper conduct by employees and members of the public
sector. That fact was recognised by the WA Royal Commission when its expressed the
view that suspicions of corrupt and improper conduct were not:

... amenable to complete or thorough investigation by existing accountability and law
enforcement agencies. Existing accountability agencies such as the offices of the
Ombudsman, the Auditor General and the Public Service Commissioner and existing law
enforcement agencies such as the Commissioner of Police and the recently established
Director of Public Prosecutions are able to some extent to investigate matters of official
corruption and improper conduct of public officials. However, none of those agencies
had the single and comprehensive function of investigating and reporting on such
matters. (WA Royal Commission, 1992: II 4.9.1)

As a result, the WA Royal Commission believed that it was:

... of the utmost importance that this State should establish, without delay, a body with
the discrete function to investigate and report in a timely manner, upon complaints of
official corruption and improper conduct by public officials. (WA Royal Commission,
1992: II 4.9.2)

and recommended the establishment of the Commissioner for the Investigation of Corrupt
and Improper Conduct (WA Royal Commission, 1992: II 4.9.11). We are of the view that
such an independent body should be established to be responsible for the investigation and
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prevention of improper conduct by public officials in Western Australia. We will make
detailed recommendations regarding the purpose, powers and structure of the independent
body in Chapter 6. Additionally, we will make recommendations in that Chapter regarding
the appropriate roles of the other relevant agencies and legislation.

We have already mentioned the difficulties we have experienced in obtaining the data
necessary to form a view about the extent of improper conduct in this State. One of the
main reasons for the lack of such information is the fact that it is not the responsibility of
any one agency to collect and compile such statistics. The establishment of an independent
body which is responsible for the prevention of improper conduct and the investigation of
all allegations of improper conduct by employees and members of the public sector, which
also has responsibility for the compilation of relevant and informative statistics, will
ameliorate that situation.

In order to ensure that there is no confusion about its functions, we have recommended
that the new independent body be called the Commission for the Investigation, Exposure
and Prevention of Improper Conduct.

4.3.2.5 Recommendation

1. There should be established an independent agency which is
responsible for the investigation, exposure and prevention of
improper conduct. This agency should carry out the functions which
are now spread between the various agencies referred to in Section
4.3.2 and the appropriate roles of those agencies should be defined
in the context of that independent agency. Our detailed
recommendations concerning the purpose, powers, and structure of
the independent body and the appropriate roles of the other relevant
agencies and legislation are set out in Chapter 6. The agency should
be called the Commission for the Investigation, Exposure and
Prevention of Improper Conduct.
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CHAPTER 5 WHISTLEBLOWING AS A MEANS FOR THE
PREVENTION AND EXPOSURE OF
IMPROPER CONDUCT IN WESTERN
AUSTRALIA

The WA Royal Commission recommended that:

The Commission on Government review the legislative and other measures to be taken -

(a) to facilitate the making and the investigation of whistleblowing complaints;

(b) to establish appropriate and effective protections for whistleblowers; and

(c) to accommodate any necessary protection for those against whom allegations are
made. (WA Royal Commission, 1992: II 4.7.18)

By 1992 when the WA Royal Commission released its Report Part II, the Electoral and
Administrative Review Commission (EARC) in Queensland had already provided its
blueprint for whistleblowing reform in that State. EARC’s Report on the Protection of
Whistleblowers (1991) drew on the Report of the Ontario Law Reform Commission issued
in 1986 and Whistleblower Protection Act of 1989 (US) which strengthened the initial
attempts at whistleblower protection of the Civil Service Reform Act of 1978 (US). Since
then, subsequent whistleblowing legislation has commenced in Ontario, Canada (Bill 117
1993), and in four Australian states. The Commonwealth of Australia, New Zealand and
the United Kingdom have all had private bills introduced for consideration by their
parliaments.

5.1 WHISTLEBLOWERS AND WHISTLEBLOWING

5.1.1 DEFINING THE TERM WHISTLEBLOWER IN ANY LEGISLATIVE
SCHEME

5.1.1.1 Issues for Consideration

The WA Royal Commission expounded three vital prerequisites for a whistleblowing
scheme which we set out in Chapter 2, namely that any such scheme should be credible,
purposive and reassuring.

South Australia, New South Wales, the Australian Capital Territory and Queensland have
all enacted legislation to protect whistleblowers. That legislation develops whistleblowing
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schemes which have the investigation of public interest disclosures as the focus of their
framework. The terms whistleblower and whistleblowing have not been defined in the any
of these statutes, even though the term whistleblower appears in the title of both the
Queensland and the South Australian legislation (the Whistleblowers Protection Act 1994
and 1993 respectively). The New South Wales and ACT legislation are both entitled the
Protected Disclosures Act 1994.

In the northern hemisphere, on the other hand, the Regulations to the United States Civil
Service Reform Act of 1978 (US) provide the following definition of whistleblower:

... a present or former Federal employee or applicant for Federal employment who
discloses information he reasonably believes evidences a violation of any law, rule or
regulation, or mismanagement, a gross waste of funds, an abuse of authority, or a
substantial or specific danger to public health or safety, if the disclosure is not
specifically required by Executive order to be kept secret in the interests or national
defense of the conduct of foreign affairs. (Starke, 1991: 208)

In our Discussion Paper No. 6 (1995) we cited Moore’s definition of a whistleblower as
someone ‘who exposes or brings to public attention an irregularity or a crime, especially
from within an organisation’ (Moore, 1993: 1217). This definition does not raise the issue
of the motivation or good faith of such a person, although other definitions do, but it does
assume the rightness or public interest of a whistleblower’s action in exposing
wrongdoing.

Starke refers to a definition provided by Ralph Nader which more specifically alludes to
the motivation of the whistleblower:

An act of a man or woman who believing that the public interest overrides the interest of
the organisation he or she serves, publicly blows the whistle if the organisation is
involved in corrupt, illegal, fraudulent, or harmful activity. (Starke, 1991: 208)

Nader’s definition raises the motivation of the whistleblower and encompasses public
interest areas of disclosure, but it confines the term whistleblower to persons who are
employed within an organisation.

Whilst the WA Royal Commission commented on a number of attributes it believed
should be included in a whistleblowing scheme, it did not define the term whistleblower.
There is no agreed definition of whistleblower and, indeed, whether it serves any purpose
to have a definition, is also not agreed. More particularly, whether whistleblowing is a
good way to expose and prevent corruption and impropriety remains a contentious issue.
Drucker reminds us that:

‘Whistle blowing’, after all, is simply another word for ‘informing’. And perhaps it is
not quite irrelevant that the only societies in Western history that encouraged informers
were bloody and infamous tyrannies-- Tiberius and Nero in Rome, the Inquisition in the
Spain of Philip II, the French Terror, and Stalin. It may also be no accident that Mao,
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when he tried to establish dictatorship in China, organised ‘whistle blowing’ on a
massive scale. For under ‘whistle blowing’, under the regime of the ‘informer’, no
mutual trust, no interdependencies, and no ethics are possible. And Mao only followed
history’s first ‘totalitarians’, the ‘Legalists’ of the Third Century BC, who suppressed
Confucius and burned his books because he had taught ethics and had rejected the
absolutism of political power. (Drucker as quoted in Kernaghan and Dwivedi, 1983: 33)

Notwithstanding this view, the legislatures in other states of Australia are showing a
consistent interest in legislating to facilitate whistleblowing under the conviction that such
legislative reform will encourage and achieve more open and accountable government, and
as a result, more effective democratic government.

In the absence of a statutory definition, De Maria, the author of a study of whistleblowers
in Queensland, devised a working definition to assist in the research. In Unshielding the
Shadow Culture it was suggested that:

The whistleblower is a concerned citizen, totally, or predominantly motivated by notions
of public interest, who initiates of her or his own free will, an open disclosure about
significant wrongdoing directly perceived in a particular occupational role, to a person or
agency capable of investigating the complaint and facilitating the correction of
wrongdoing. (De Maria, 1994: 3)

Like the Civil Service Reform Act  of 1978 (US) definition, the one preferred by De Maria
raised the issues of motivation and the public interest. In contrast to the United States’s
definition however, it does not confine the term to an employment context. Interestingly,
in Result Release Two, De Maria and Jan amended the definition to include that:

The definition of whistleblowing that we developed ... makes no mention of reprisals.
Nor do most of the definitions in the literature. We now think that the existence of
reprisal is an important component in the definition. In other words we think that one
must actually suffer reprisals to earn the title ‘whistleblower’. (De Maria and Jan,
1994: 12)

In Discussion Paper No. 6 (1995) we did not raise the issue of whether the term
whistleblower has pejorative connotations, or whether the term would be readily embraced
by the Western Australian public. Nonetheless, a number of people who appeared at the
public hearings expressed their views on the term.

5.1.1.2 Actions to Date

Since the WA Royal Commission reported, the Official Corruption Commission Act 1988
has been amended to include limited whistleblowing protections. Those amended
provisions do not provide a definition of whistleblower.

No whistleblowing legislation has been enacted in this State since the WA Royal
Commission.
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5.1.1.3 Public Submissions

Most public submissions on Specified Matter 11 did not draw a distinction between
whether the term whistleblowing should be defined in legislation and if so, what that
definition should be, and whether there should be whistleblowing legislation. Given that
the term whistleblower has not been defined in legislation enacted elsewhere in Australia,
the absence of clear reference to the issue in public submissions may be an indication that
most people also do not see a need to define the term in any legislation.

Some submissions indicated that the term whistleblowing, as distinct from the action of
whistleblowing itself, may have negative connotations. For example, the Commissioner
for Public Sector Standards, Mr Digby Blight, at the public hearing in Perth on 9 October
1995, indicated that he believed the terms ‘leaking’ and ‘blowing the whistle’ to be
synonymous.

The State Ombudsman, Mr Robert Eadie, at the Perth public hearing on 13 October 1995,
told us that he was of the view that the term whistleblower was not a good term because if
carried with it the suggestion, no matter how valid the motives were, that the person was
doing something wrong. Whilst he considered that the term suggested ‘dobbing and so on
and things of that nature’, Mr Eadie was unable to find another suitable expression.

In contrast, some public submissions gave more positive views of the term whistleblower.
For example, Mr Greg McMahon, the Legislative Co-ordinator of the Queensland
Whistleblowers Action Group, argued at the Perth public hearing on 11 October 1995, that
the term was often worn as ‘a badge of honour amongst the group of people who have
taken the risk and shown that integrity in the workplace’. In addition, Mr McMahon
defined whistleblowing as:

... the disclosure by a member of a workplace of wrongdoing, mismanagement or abuse
of authority within that workplace that is contrary to the public interest. That disclosure
includes acts of refusing to be a part of or refusing to cover up the aforementioned
actions against the public interest.

At the Perth public hearing on 9 October 1995, Mr Andrew Murray, Western Australian
Deputy Convenor of the Australian Democrats, defined a whistleblower as ‘someone who
has courage and who is genuinely motivated to expose wrongdoing in the community’. He
also pointed out that the term whistleblower is in common usage in other English speaking
nations and has even been used in the title of the legislation governing public interest
disclosures in some Australian states. He expressed the optimistic hope that ‘the activities
of COG and of the community will eventually lead to the situation where whistleblowing
will be seen for the courageous act it is’.

In a confidential submission to the Commission, WB14 a long serving public sector
employee, reinforced the view of De Maria’s amended definition of whistleblower. He
wrote:
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You have to suffer before you’re even considered to be a W[histleblower] B[lower].
There’s no such thing as a successful whistleblower, he/she has been through the mangle
by then, you’re scared for your life. You aren’t fighting for yourself, you’re fighting for
the principle.

5.1.1.4 Analysis

It is clear that a word other than whistleblower is required to describe what is really the
healthy and responsible reporting of problems to agency management or accountability
and regulatory agencies. It is only when effective and responsive management fails, that a
person raising a concern may be labelled a traitor, dobber or whistleblower.

The term whistleblower implies that someone has taken it upon themselves to halt what is
going on within an organisation for reasons of their own. This may not always reflect the
circumstances. There are many cases documented in which people have not had the
intention of blowing the whistle. Rather, the role of whistleblower has been thrust upon
them by an organisation which, for whatever reasons, has failed to deal with the concern
raised.

Public Concern At Work (PCAW) is a charitable organisation in the United Kingdom
which provides advice and protection to people concerned about problems or potential
problems occurring in their workplace. In its 1994 Annual Report PCAW states:

Although we do not have the resources or specific powers to investigate the substance of
each concern, by witnessing the employee’s concern our presence can ensure that the
organisation considers the matter properly and objectively and deals with the message
and not the messenger. It is our view that, unless those in charge do address serious
concerns and recognise the loyalty of those who raise them, it is likely that colleagues
will not bother to sound the alarm on other malpractice, however serious the
consequences may be. (PCAW, 1994: 9)

We consider that it is the actions of a whistleblower which are relevant and consequently,
we do not consider it is necessary that the term whistleblower be defined in the legislation
which we propose to protect those making disclosures in the public interest in this State.
Given that the term whistleblower is not necessarily descriptive of the actions of a person
reporting wrongdoing, it is understandable that some members of the public making
submissions to us have concerns as to its pejorative nature. We therefore propose that the
terms whistleblower and whistleblowing will not form part of the short title to the
legislative scheme we will recommend be introduced to facilitate the disclosure of
wrongdoing in the public interest.

Nonetheless, the public submissions we received on Specified Matter 11 did not give us
any indication that the term whistleblower was at all misunderstood. Indeed, the terms
whistleblowing and whistleblower as a vernacular did not appear to raise any doubts in the
public’s mind as to the subject matter into which we were inquiring.
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The terms appear to be well understood by the public as representing the raising of a
concern about wrongdoing, especially from within an organisation, and the general
meaning of the terms present no confusion as to the circumstances in which it is used.
Although whistleblower and whistleblowing are not precise terms, because they are
generally understood, we will continue to use them throughout this report to identify this
concept.

5.1.1.5 Recommendation

1. The term whistleblower or any derivative of that term should not be
defined or used in the Public Interest Disclosures Act proposed in
Section 5.2.1.

5.2 PROTECTIONS FOR WHISTLEBLOWERS

5.2.1 EXISTING PROTECTIONS - STATUTORY AND COMMON LAW

5.2.1.1 Issues for Consideration

In our Discussion Paper No. 6 (1995) we sought public comment on a number of issues,
including the extent to which secrecy laws should be overridden by whistleblowing
legislation and the extent to which whistleblowers should be protected from statutory,
criminal and common laws such as breach of secrecy, confidence and defamation.

In our Report No. 1 (1995) we set out the numerous secrecy provisions contained in this
State’s legislation and commented that these provisions send out ambivalent messages to
public sector employees and members. Many of the secrecy provisions in this State’s
statutes have sections which allow disclosures in the performance of any function of duty
in relation to the particular Act. According to Fox, such uncertainty can be a trap to an
unwary public sector employee:

The current inhospitality of the legal system to whistleblowers is a product of communal
ambivalence towards them ... Current common law and statute sends out dual messages:
breaches of confidence may be permitted or punished. (Fox, 1993: 159)

We also expressed the view that secrecy does not encourage the openness and
accountability which we believe should be the hallmarks of a democratic government. The
secrecy provisions prohibit the disclosure of information by public sector employees and
may create either criminal or disciplinary offences for a public sector employee in breach
of those provisions. The Criminal Code provides a penalty for an offence of unauthorised
disclosure of information (s.81). There are quite specific duties of confidentiality in Public
Service Regulation 8 and Administrative Instruction 711 which apply to public servants
and these provisions can result in disciplinary charges against a public servant. In addition,
Circular to Chief Executive Officers No. 14/93 on ‘Confidentiality and Disclosure of
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Information’ provides for the prohibitions on the release of public sector information. The
Circular has a rider to the effect that:

... the Government would not wish to discourage public sector employees from alerting
the proper authorities, if they observed any highly improper or unlawful behaviour or of
other matters of public interest. Examples of such vital information would include:

• any illegal activities;

• activities which might cause substantial risk to the health or safety of the public;
or

• conduct involving impropriety or negligence and/or which might involve a
disciplinary offence.

Recently, there have been developments under the Corporations Law. Under the proposed
s.314, an auditor conducting an audit or a review must notify the Australian Securities
Commission in writing as soon as possible if the auditor:

• has reasonable grounds to suspect that a contravention of the Corporations Law
has taken place; and

• believes the contravention cannot be dealt with adequately by commenting on it in
the auditor’s report or bringing it to the attention of the directors. (Brief, October
1995: 23)

Some statutory protection is available to whistleblowers in this State. As a result of
recommendations made by the WA Select Committee on the Official Corruption Act
1988, the Official Corruption Act 1988 (OCC Act) was amended in May 1994 to create an
offence for anyone victimising a person because they have provided the OCC with
information. There may also be some limited redress from reprisal for a whistleblower in
the Equal Opportunity Act 1984 and s.94 of the Sex Discrimination Act 1984 but a
whistleblower must prove that the reprisal was based on a ground under those Acts.

On the other hand, there are common law actions for breach of confidence which can be
brought by an employer against an employee who reveals information which was
confidential. Legal action may also be taken against an employee for breach of
employment contract provisions and there is the possibility of a defamation action against
an employee who publishes information revealing wrongdoing.

The issue of uniform defamation laws in Australian jurisdictions has been before the
Standing Committee of Attorneys General (SCAG) for the past decade. In recent times
SCAG has deferred further consideration of the complex and inconsistent defamation laws
awaiting the now released New South Wales Law Reform Commission’s report on
defamation laws in that State. There are also criminal offences for defamation contained in
Part XXXV of The Criminal Code. In particular, s.361 of The Criminal Code creates a
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misdemeanour for ‘unlawfully publishes any false or scandalous defamatory matter
touching the conduct of any member or members, of either House of Parliament’.

The common law has developed defences for a whistleblower against any claims of
defamation, breach of confidence or disciplinary charges which may be brought against
them. The most prevalent defence used by whistleblowers is that they disclosed
information in the public interest. As Cripps notes:

... judges do not use the term ‘public interest’ in the sense of something which catches
the interest of the public out of curiosity or amusement or astonishment, but in the sense
of something which is of serious concern and benefit to the public ... When judges
attempt to assess the public interest by engaging in ‘balancing’ processes ... they may be
influenced by a consideration of whether the information concerns the activities of
public organisations as opposed to their private sector counterparts. (Cripps, 1986: 69,
71)

According to Cripps the public interest test ‘may have begun its evolution in the first half
of the 18th century’ (1986: 29). At the public seminar held at Perth on 7 September 1995,
Mr Tom Sherman referred to the oft quoted words of Vice-Chancellor Wood when he
noted:

Related with that particular common law development, it has long been recognised that
the duty of confidence, whether arising from an employer-employee relationship or
otherwise, cannot operate to prevent the disclosure of unlawful activity. There is a
classic principle in the UK decision in 1956 of Gartside v Outram. I will quote briefly
from that because it is a very important statement of the principle:

‘The true doctrine is that there is no confidence as to the disclosure of iniquity.
You cannot make me the confidant of a crime or a fraud and be entitled to close
up my lips upon any secret which you have the audacity to disclose to me relating
to any fraudulent intention on your part. Such a confidence cannot exist.’

Regretfully, statute law is not so protective. Australian statutes in all jurisdictions
contain hundreds of secrecy provisions which place significant barriers to public servant
whistleblowers.

In more recent times the High Court of Australia has expounded and expanded on the
public interest test. For instance, in Commonwealth of Australia v John Fairfax & Sons Ltd
(1980) 32 ALR 485, Mason J stated that:

It is unacceptable in our democratic society that there should be a restraint on the
publication of information relating to government when the only vice of that information
is that it enables the public to discuss, review and criticize Government action ... The
court will not prevent the publication of information which merely throws light on the
past workings of government, even if it be not public property, so long as it does not
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prejudice the community in other respects. Then disclosure will itself serve the public
interest in keeping the community informed and in promoting discussion of public
affairs. (As quoted in Cripps, 1986: 74)

In 1988 the High Court again endorsed the importance it places on the public interest. In
Attorney-General (UK) v Heinemann Publishers (1988) 165 CLR 30 (Spycatcher Case)
the High Court observed that:

... no doubt an Australian court, in appropriate circumstances, will enforce an obligation
of confidentiality on the part of a member of ASIO [but] ... even in such a case the court
may be called upon to consider whether the Australian public interest in publication
overrides the interest in preserving confidentiality. (in Fox, 1993: 149)

In relation to Western Australia’s secrecy laws the WA Royal Commission formed the
view that:

Secrecy in the conduct of government and public administration provides the veil behind
which waste and impropriety can occur ... To be effective at all, whistleblowing
legislation must override the secrecy laws currently imposed on officials. (WA Royal
Commission, 1992: II 4.7.8)

After indicating that the common law defences for whistleblowers exposing information
should not be removed, the WA Royal Commission added that:

Of central importance in whistleblowing legislation are the measures to protect the
whistleblower from reprisal, whether it be from harassment, intimidation and
discrimination in the workplace or otherwise, from civil actions for breach of confidence
or defamation, or from criminal and disciplinary proceedings (WA Royal Commission,
1992: II 4.7.12).

5.2.1.2 Actions to Date

On 24 May 1994, the Official Corruption Commission Act 1988 was amended to make it
an offence for a person to take reprisal action against someone for reporting information to
the Official Corruption Commission.

In Chapter 10 of Report No. 1 (1995) we recommended that parliament enact defamation
legislation that enhances freedom of political speech. In Chapter 2 of that report we
recommended that the common law duties of secrecy should not be codified and that
Regulation 8 and Administrative Instruction 711 be repealed. We also recommended that
chief executive officers should be made responsible for specifying classes of information
that should be protected within their agencies. In addition, we recommended that existing
statutory secrecy provisions should be repealed and the FOI regime should be the
legislation governing the determination of when information held by the government
should not be disclosed. To date these recommendations have not been implemented.
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No whistleblowing legislation has been enacted in this State since the WA Royal
Commission.

5.2.1.3 Public Submissions

Most of the submissions agreed that whistleblower protection laws should override secrecy
laws. There was also general agreement that the Western Australian defamation laws
operate to protect the interests of the rich, often to the detriment of others.

In his submission, Mr Doug Trevor confirmed the view of the WA Royal Commission
commenting that ‘I definitely believe that whistleblower laws should override secrecy
laws in this State’. Likewise, Mr Andrew Murray, who represented the Australian
Democrats at the Perth public hearing on 9 October 1995, argued that ‘[i]f things are kept
secret you end up with corruption - its inevitable’. In their written submission the
Australian Democrats also noted that ‘whistleblowing is another method of avoiding the
cancer of secrecy in our society and encouraging the exposure of wrongdoing in the public
interest’.

Mr Paul Murray, the Editor of The West Australian expressed similar views when he told
the public seminar in Perth on 7 September 1995 that:

The very fact that such palpably public documents as what our politicians are spending
in the parliament and the fact that this is secret or held to be secret, is the very fertile
breeding ground for corruption.

Mr Murray, also told the Perth public seminar that he believed that Western Australia’s
defamation laws have been ‘almost totally perverted from [their] real purpose’ and act to
stifle the exposure of wrongdoing. At the public hearing on 13 October 1995, Mr Peter
Weygers of the Council for Civil Liberties also criticised the Western Australian criminal
defamation laws, especially s.361 of The Criminal Code which ‘gives a politician the
power to send the police out to arrest’ someone who has defamed them. He argued that:

... [this State needs a] bill of rights so the people are sovereign - direct democracy - a bill
of rights that guarantees freedom of speech, that guarantees that I can’t be arrested under
section 361 without any evidence, without them telling me who accused me, without
them having to get up in parliament and apologise for false allegations, without them
having to apologise for the criminal defamation, one could argue, of having it all over
the papers that the police came to arrest me and I was under investigation and all this
nonsense; so easy to do.

In his written submission, Mr Richard Titelius confirmed the problem of the trap which
secrecy provisions may present to public servants. He wrote that criminal investigations
were being launched against him ‘for an act which was sanctioned by the legislation which
governs the conduct of my work’.
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5.2.1.4 Analysis

We believe that in order to achieve open and accountable government, it is essential for
the general secrecy provisions in this State’s statutes to be overridden to protect people
who in the public interest disclose information concerning improper conduct in or
concerning the public sector and public sector funds, which we shall refer to as public
interest disclosure. A more detailed discussion of public interest disclosure is contained in
Section 5.3. The whistleblowing system we propose in Section 5.3 will establish
procedures for persons to be able to disclose wrongdoing in the public interest areas and in
the manner we recommend.

The defamation laws in Western Australia, both civil and criminal, can be used against a
whistleblower acting in the public interest by exposing wrongdoing to disadvantage those
not in a financial position to defend such a claim. Grundy suggests that ‘[i]n many cases
the reason for taking out a writ for damages is its “stopper” value’ (Grundy, 1990: 29).

As Keane notes:

Freedom and equality of communication also require the drastic loosening of libel laws
in favour of small producers of opinion, which find themselves unable to risk or to
survive a libel claim against them by large corporations and professional bodies. (Keane,
1992: 120)

That the defamation laws throughout Australia require vital reform has been widely
acknowledged. It is our view, however, that the reform process can be best addressed by
the continuing review by the Standing Committee of Attorneys - General. In the
meantime, we are concerned at the apparent and obvious disadvantage that the average
member of the public can experience against criminal defamation laws in The Criminal
Code which favours public figures and in particular, s.361, which specifically relates to
members of parliament. Section 361 states:

Any person who, not being a member of either House of Parliament, unlawfully
publishes any false or scandalous defamatory matter touching the conduct of any
member or members of either House of Parliament as such member or members, is
guilty of a misdemeanour, and is liable to imprisonment for 2 years, and to a fine of
$1,000.

In our view the existing civil defamation laws in this State provide effective protection for
a member of parliament who may be defamed. For them to also have recourse to the
criminal law for a matter which could be satisfied by the civil law is, in our opinion,
inappropriate and potentially open to abuse. Therefore, we believe that s.361 of The
Criminal Code should be repealed.
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Although the common law provides some defence to any action which may be taken
against a whistleblower for breach of confidence, we are mindful that a person exposing
wrongdoing in the public interest will be subject to considerable expense and emotional
trauma. These disadvantages may be in addition to other reprisals taken against them, such
as suspension from duty or even dismissal. De Maria and Jan report on the financial
effects to which whistleblowers are subjected:

The interesting statistic is the 49% of whistleblowers who reported a decrease in income
... The most powerful reason was unemployment, including suspension without pay ...
Other punitive measures used by employers which directly affected income were
demotion, withdrawal of penalty or overtime rates, non-renewal of contracts, and denial
of annual increments. Most of the other reasons involved whistleblowing-driven out-of-
pocket expenses, of the indirect financial effects or repercussions on personal or family
well-being. (De Maria and Jan, 1994: 39-40)

In these circumstances, a person, subject to financial and emotional stress may be
ill-equipped to face the uncertainties of a court process to determine whether the exposure
of wrongdoing was in the public interest. As Cripps points out, the future, whether or not a
whistleblower successfully defends an action for breach of confidence, may still be grim:

Although the courts have declared that there is a public interest exception to certain
types of obligation to refrain from disclosing confidential information, the nature and
scope of the exception are far from clear ... [T]he employee who discloses information
which the public has an interest in receiving is likely to find that he is open to a wide
range of retaliatory action. If he foils an action for breach of confidence, whether it
arises under statute or at common law, he may still find himself unemployed or under
threat of prosecution on account of his disclosures. (Cripps, 1986: 15)

It is essential to ensure that protections are in place to encourage people, acting in the
public interest, to come forward with information about wrongdoing. The exposure of
wrongdoing allows the disclosure to be investigated and the necessary action to be taken to
bring the wrongdoers to account. Preventative steps can also be taken to minimise the
occurrence of similar wrongdoing in the future. Starke expressed his view as to the
adequacy of existing common law defences to encourage the exposure of wrongdoing:

The point remains that even if the courts were empowered to decide whether
whistleblowing was or was not justified, this would not be enough to encourage
whistleblowers to come forward and disclose public service wrongdoing. Experience of
recent years has shown that what is needed, either additionally or by way of substitution,
is a scheme of administrative protection. (Starke, 1991: 219)

Protection of the whistleblower from common law actions has been considered in a
number of jurisdictions with comparable common law legal systems. The Law Reform
Commission in the Canadian province of Ontario (OLRC) reached the following
conclusion regarding the exigencies of:
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... the common law defence for whistleblowing is both uncertain and inhibiting, and,
therefore, an unsatisfactory vehicle to protect a Crown employee who discloses
government wrongdoing in the public interest. (OLRC, 1986: 327)

Legislation in other Australian jurisdictions has also addressed this issue. The Queensland
Whistleblowers Protection Act 1994 provides that a ‘person is not liable, civilly,
criminally or under an administrative process, for making a public interest disclosure’
(s.39). Similar provisions are contained in the whistleblowing legislation South Australia,
Queensland and the ACT, as well as, in the Commonwealth and New Zealand Bills.

We also agree that it is necessary to establish legislative whistleblower protections in
addition to those which are already available to whistleblowers under the common law. At
the same time, whistleblowers should continue to be able to rely on those defences to
common law actions which have already been developed by the courts. The removal of
those common law protections would reduce the few avenues by which the whistleblower
already may have some redress and accordingly we do not intend to recommend the
abrogation of those rights. In addition to retaining the common law and defences, we also
propose that if a person wishes to disclose wrongdoing in the public interest in accordance
with the scheme in Section 5.3, they will be protected from any civil or criminal liability
under the common law and under any written law, subject to the limitations discussed in
Section 5.3.3.

There is one exception to the protection from liability we propose to recommend.
Provisions in the ACT and Queensland whistleblowing Acts provide what we consider to
be a sensible proviso to the limitation of liability. Under both of those Acts a person’s
liability for their own conduct is not affected by their disclosure of that conduct in making
a public interest disclosure (s.36 of the ACT Act and s.40 of the Queensland Act). The
purpose of this exception is clearly to overcome the possibility that a person may admit or
confess conduct which they have committed, under the pretence of public interest
disclosure, with a view that such conduct will invoke the protection from liability
available to other whistleblowers. EARC explains the proviso as follows:

It is not open to a person to confess his or her own illegal or improper conduct to a
proper authority and claim protection from any civil action or disciplinary charge that
may be brought against the person for having engaged in the illegal or improper conduct.
Similarly, a person who makes a public interest disclosure to a proper authority
concerning illegal or improper conduct committed by that person and an accomplice will
not be protected against the consequences of having engaged in the illegal or improper
conduct. The scheme will, however, extend to protect the person who made the
disclosure against any retaliation by the accomplice, in reprisal for having made the
disclosure. (EARC, 1991: 165)

We also do not intend that a whistleblowing scheme should protect a person from liability
for their own acts. Such an action would amount to an abuse of a whistleblower scheme’s
protective provisions which are intended to encourage and facilitate public interest
disclosures. We propose therefore, that if the whistleblower incurs liability independently
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and extraneously to that relating to the disclosure made in the manner we propose in
Section 5.3, the protections from common law liability and as otherwise provided by the
whistleblowing scheme, will not apply.

As a consequence of admitting a wrongdoing it is possible that reprisals may be taken
against the whistleblower, by a partner in the wrongdoing for example. In such a situation,
we believe that the whistleblower should be able to obtain the protections recommended.

5.2.1.5 Recommendations

1. Legislation, to be called the Public Interest Disclosures Act, should
be introduced in Western Australia for the protection of a person who
makes a public interest disclosure.

2. The proposed Public Interest Disclosures Act should provide that
any person making such a disclosure will not be liable for any action,
claim or any other demand of whatsoever nature including for breach
of statute, criminal offence, defamation, breach of confidence,
misconduct or other disciplinary offence.

3. The proposed Public Interest Disclosures Act should provide that a
person will not be protected from any liability incurred through their
own behaviour.

4. Section 361 of The Criminal Code , dealing with criminal defamation
of parliamentarians, should be repealed.

5.2.2 ADDITIONAL PROTECTIONS

5.2.2.1 Issues for Consideration

Our Discussion Paper No. 6 (1995) posed a number of questions seeking the public’s view
on possible methods which could be implemented to protect and, if necessary, compensate
whistleblowers. Those included:

• What provisions should be included in a whistleblowing scheme to prevent
victimisation of whistleblowers?

• Should victimisation constitute an offence and if so, what penalties should apply?

• Should there be a criminal offence of unlawful reprisal against a whistleblowers and,
in the case of reprisal by a public officer, should there also be a disciplinary offence?
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• Should there be provisions for whistleblowers to be compensated or for restoration
of their former status if they are victimised as a result of them having blown the
whistle?

• Should a whistleblower have a statutory right of action to sue for damages and a
right to seek financial compensation? and

• Should financial rewards be paid for whistleblowing?

Another issue was raised by Mr Greg McMahon, Legislation Co-ordinator of the
Queensland Whistleblowers Action Group. He proposed that if causes of action were to be
introduced for whistleblowers to redress reprisals, then the issue of onus of proof needs to
be carefully considered. He stated his position at the public hearing at Perth on 11 October
1995:

... the people who have custody of these kinds of records should be required to provide
them, but where the onus lies on the whistleblower to make the substantial ground, to
produce the evidence and where there is no protection against organisations destroying
documents is a very difficult row to hoe.

McMillan had anticipated these concerns when he wrote:

Proving a causal relationship between the whistleblowing disclosure and the
organisational retaliation could pose many legal difficulties. (McMillan as quoted in
Prasser, 1990: 206)

We have noted these views and will comment on that issue later in this Section of the
Report.

The WA Royal Commission in Part II of its Report also indicated a view of the extent of
any whistleblowing protections when it stated:

Of central importance in whistleblowing legislation are the measures to protect the
whistleblower from reprisal, whether it be from harassment, intimidation and
discrimination in the workplace or otherwise ... It is inappropriate that a whistleblower
be given rights against reprisal but then be expected to rely upon self-help for their
vindication. (WA Royal Commission 1992, II 4.7.12)

As a consequence, the WA Royal Commission was critical of the, then, draft amendment
Bill for the Official Corruption Commission Act 1988 (OCC Act) which after
modification, was enacted and commenced on 24 May 1994:

... the recommendations of the Select Committee now carried forward into the draft Bill
do not encompass the breadth of circumstances in which whistleblowers may need
protection. Most importantly they are limited to those occasions on which the OCC has
jurisdiction to investigate a complaint. (WA Royal Commission 1992: II 4.7.15)
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Public support for whistleblowing reforms in this State was given by the Chief Justice of
the Supreme Court of Western Australia on 1 September 1995. In his address at the launch
of the Public Sector Standards in Human Resource Management, Chief Justice Malcolm
backed increased protections for people who made disclosures in the public interest:

The rationale for ... extending legal protection to a ‘whistleblower’ in an appropriate
case is that this is, as history has shown, sometimes the only way in which serious
misconduct can be brought to light. ‘Whistleblowing’ is, in its proper place, an example
of fidelity to the ‘trust principle’, not a breach of it. (Malcolm, 1995: 16)

5.2.2.2 Actions to Date

Amendments to the Official Corruption Commission Act 1988 creating an offence to
victimise a person for making a complaint to the Official Corruption Commission
commenced on 24 May 1994.

No whistleblowing legislation has been enacted in this State since the WA Royal
Commission.

5.2.2.3 Public Submissions

Many submissions and comments gave us an insight into the nature and the effect of the
reprisals which are often directed at whistleblowers and those close to them. For example,
Mr Tom Sherman, now Chairman of the National Crime Authority, was Chairman of the
Electoral and Administrative Review Commission (EARC) at the time it prepared its
report on the protection of whistleblowers. He told the Perth public seminar on 7
September 1995 that ‘it is important that there be adequate protection because reprisals
[against whistleblowers] can be very subtle; very subtle indeed’.

The pressures felt by people who make public interest disclosures were referred to by Mr
McMahon, from the Queensland Whistleblowers Action Group. He told the public hearing
in Perth on 11 October 1995 that:

Individuals have many obligations. The obligations to the public good is certainly one of
them but he or she also has obligations to their family and the repercussions of making
public interest disclosures can affect a person’s family relationships as well as their
health and their financial affairs, if not their career.

In his written submission, Mr Doug Trevor wrote that:

I expected some abuse and ostracisation, but I never anticipated it to be as bad as what
has happened. I hadn’t been prepared for that. I thought that most people would
understand that I had done the right thing and was exposing abuse of taxpayer money.
However, people didn’t see it that way. They just thought of me as a dobber and a traitor.
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At the public hearing in Perth on 11 October 1995, Mr Trevor described the unrelenting
campaign of victimisation, harassment and intimidation he and his wife suffered as a
consequence of his disclosure. He told us that he believed that the stress of the continual
harassment had contributed to his wife’s death from cancer, commenting that:

... it really took a toll on her and even today I sometimes wonder whether I should have
come forward. I myself - well, I made the decision. I have got to live with it. I was
intimidated, I have been accused of perjuring myself. It never stopped ... Subsequently
nobody in Armadale would talk to us, you got the abuse all the time and we just had to
shift. That is basically what it was all about with me ... you go to bed at night and
somebody would be standing at your window and they would rattle the front door and I
would jump up and go to the front door, then the back door would rattle and this sort of
thing. Phone calls, obscene phone calls.

In a confidential submission, WB5, who had been employed by a local shire told us that he
had raised concerns about corruption by a supervisor. He reported that ‘I was continuously
vilified, and set up at every opportunity’.

WB15 also reported to us that he had been victimised and harassed since disclosing
wrongdoing in the interests of the public. WB15 also wrote that his reputation has suffered
‘irreparable damage’ due to comments made to the media by the person accused of
wrongdoing. Based on his own experiences he suggested that, to be effective, any public
interest disclosure legislation in Western Australia must:

... protect the Whistleblower so that the employer cannot dismiss, threaten, or otherwise
discriminate against [them] ... Whistleblowers who are dismissed, harassed or victimised
must be compensated for loss of status, livelihood, seniority, and salary and related
entitlements in the event that the person cannot be reinstated.

Most of the submissions we received on Specified Matter 11 agreed that there was a need
to enact legislation to protect whistleblowers. Many argued that the protections currently
provided for whistleblowers in the OCC Act are ineffective. For example, the Director of
Public Prosecutions, Mr John McKechnie, QC, at the public hearing at Perth on 11
October 1995 told us that he thinks that the protections in the OCC Act ‘are totally
inadequate. I wouldn’t disclose anything on the basis of the protections that they provide’.

Paul Murray, the Editor of The West Australian, summarised the views of those in favour
of stronger legislative protections for whistleblowers when he told the public seminar in
Perth on 7 September 1995 that:

We need laws which are strong enough that they instil confidence in people that if they
do the right thing, they will not be penalised. We need legislation strong enough that
governments understand that whistleblowing is essential for a working democracy.

Mr Robert Eadie, the State Ombudsman, at the Perth public hearing on 13 October 1995,
also endorsed strong legislative protection for whistleblowers, proposing that Western
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Australia implement a whistleblower scheme similar to that established by the South
Australian Whistleblowers Protection Act 1993. He also suggested that ‘legislative
protection [be extended] to both whistleblowers and those the subject of whistleblowing
complaints’. Mr Eadie went on to add:

As regards matters of victimisation, for example, [in] many cases the Equal Opportunity
Commissioner might well have a useful role to play in some of those sorts of situations.

The Equal Opportunity Commissioner, Ms June Williams, did not however believe that
the Equal Opportunity Commission was necessarily the appropriate body to deal with all
cases of victimisation of whistleblowers. She wrote in her submission:

Even though the Equal Opportunity Act contains victimisation provisions, this does not
mean that the Act is a suitable vehicle to deal with all forms of victimisation. The
objects of the Act are concerned with discrimination. Whistleblowing, on the other hand,
is concerned with more general abuses in government administration which is a different
concept.

Some submissions did not see any need for there to be special purpose legislation to
provide for the protection of whistleblowers. For example, at the Perth public hearing on 9
October 1995, the Commissioner for Public Sector Standards Mr Digby Blight, argued
that there is no need for ‘another specific piece of legislation’ because such protections
‘could quite readily be incorporated in one of the existing Acts’.

Nonetheless, some submissions expressed doubt as to the effectiveness of any legislation
against the reprisals that could be meted out. At the public seminar in Perth on 7
September 1995, Mr Sean O’Sullivan advised that regardless of legislative protections
‘[p]eople had better face facts: if you are going to report on your boss in any kind of
organisation that is committing criminal acts, then you are going to lose your job’.

Mr Martin Saxon at the public hearing on 11 October 1995 also pointed out that any
whistleblowing protection legislation would have limitations to its effectiveness, noting
that:

... people have got to ... make an informed decision when they blow the whistle ... [y]ou
can save their career, you can save their job, you can maybe even pay them some
compensation for, you know, hurt and wounded pride or something, but you can’t stop
the hurt inside. It’s just impossible. I mean most people in fact don’t want to
whistleblow publicly. They may talk to the media but they don’t want to be identified
ever.

In their written submission, students from the University of Tasmania Law Faculty
proposed to prohibit ‘discriminatory personnel practice’ which could be used against a
whistleblower. They defined personnel action which should be covered by any
whistleblowing scheme to be: an appointment; promotion; demotion; disciplinary action;
reinstatement; performance evaluation; a transfer or re-assignment of duties; an action
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governing pay; training or benefits; forced psychiatric examinations; or any other
significant change in duties or responsibilities.

The Deputy Premier, the Hon. Hendy Cowan, MLA, also acknowledged the difficulty of
legislating against the sometimes subtle reprisals faced by whistleblowers. In his
submission he wrote:

... there is no such thing as a total legislative protection for whistleblowers. Any
employee can be subjected to various informal actions that could make their lives
uncomfortable or that could affect their future employment prospects, and that would not
be able to be proved as being in breach of any law. No matter what whistleblower
protection is in place, whether it be special whistleblower legislation or protection
provided under various other Acts, there will always be an element of risk for anybody
who blows the whistle on a major act of corruption or impropriety. It is important that, if
COG recommends special whistleblower legislation, it makes it clear to the public that
such legislation cannot be a ‘cure all’ and that whistleblowing will always require some
courage on the part of the whistleblower.

Although he agreed that legislative protection was useful in encouraging whistleblowers,
the DPP, Mr John McKechnie, QC, argued that any public disclosure legislation must go
hand in hand with cultural change if it is to be effective. He told the Perth public hearing
on 11 October 1995 that:

You can legislate the same way that there’s legislation that says it’s unlawful to kill
anybody but there were 43 homicides last year in Western Australia. Legislation doesn’t
prevent crime and legislation won’t prevent reprisals to whistleblowers. That is a much
more intractable problem which needs to be dealt with by raising ethical standards
throughout the public service by developing a culture of openness and communication ...
I think that with whistleblowing it’s at an early stage and we really need to work very
hard on creating the culture and climate to allow people to speak out freely without fear
of reprisal. Legislation isn’t going to help. I have seen enough cases where
whistleblowers have been very, very badly treated through speaking out.

Many people had ideas as to the nature of the provisions which should be included in any
whistleblowing legislation. At the public hearing at Perth on 11 October 1995, Mr Greg
McMahon, from the Queensland Whistleblowers Action Group, argued against the
Queensland model which puts the onus of proof on the whistleblower rather than
‘put[ting] it more upon the party that should hold the records to produce the records’ as
happens in the United States. Mr McMahon went on to suggest that:

... where the EARC recommended to the government after much public debate that a
ground of any significance for the taking of a reprisal should be the onus carried - a
ground of any significance - but the legislation in Queensland required that the
disclosure be a substantial ground for the act or omission. You see, with respect to
reprisals where, say, a typical case, the employer tries to make the whistleblower the
issue rather than the corruption. They will make allegations of bad performance. Now,
normal management practice, records of bad performance or records of performance
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good or bad, should be held by managers or by the organisation, in the sense of
performance reviews or the cross-records or congratulatory correspondence, whatever
form it might take.

Mr McMahon also advanced the view that:

... one of the big challenges for legislation is ... the availability of a remedy. With
compensation we are only talking about dollars. What whistleblowers are lacking or lose
can be a whole career, their reputation, their health and their relationships with their
families. It can be that in the end for many cases the only compensation we can give -
you know, for the loss of a relationship, for example, and for health - is dollars, but we
would like to see, particularly in the public sector, we would like to see an effort at
healing, at resurrecting people’s careers. That’s an area where we think there needs to be
quite a bit of innovation on top of the usual response which is just in dollars.

A number of other suggestions about the possible remedies or compensation which should
be available to a person who discloses wrongdoing in the public interest were also made in
the public submissions. Mr Allan Skinner, the Chief Executive Officer of the Department
of Land Administration, argued in his written submission that:

Protection is an essential and important prerequisite for the success of any whistleblower
legislation. To ensure a whistleblower is not disadvantaged, this protection may even
require action to reverse the results of victimisation that may have occurred well before
the whistle was blown.

Mr Doug Trevor went even further when, in his written submission, he called for tougher
penalties for those who took reprisal action against whistleblowers. He asserted that:

Victimisation and reprisal against a whistleblower should constitute a criminal and
disciplinary offence. The current penalties in the OCC Act 1988 of $8,000 or 2 years
imprisonment are far too low. The penalty needs to be a lot higher - at least 5 years
imprisonment ... There should be provisions for whistleblowers to be compensated or for
restoration of their former status if they are victimised as a result of them having blown
the whistle ... I believe that a whistleblower should have a statutory right of action to sue
for damages and a right to seek financial compensation.

In general, the submissions which addressed the issue of whether rewards should be paid
to whistleblowers were not in favour of such a measure. The Deputy Premier summed up
the views expressed in most submissions when he wrote that ‘[a] reward should only be
offered in special cases’. Likewise, Mr Trevor wrote that he did not believe that people
should be given financial rewards for whistleblowing. He believes that ‘[p]eople have got
to come forward because they believe that what they are doing is right - not because any
reward is offered’. Similarly, in his written submission, Mr Allan Mottram argued against
‘straight out reward[s] ... [because k]nown financial rewards could create undesirable
consequences’.
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5.2.2.4 Analysis

Various types of reprisals which can be used to retaliate against a whistleblower were
mentioned in the Discussion Paper No. 6 (1995). These and other examples were related
to us during our public consultations. We are very aware of the diverse and iniquitous
nature of the reprisals that can be meted out to whistleblowers.

In the public submissions, there was substantial support for the view that existing means to
protect whistleblowers are ineffective and that there is the need to provide further
protections. The preferred form and ambit which would achieve effective protection has
not been so readily identified in the public submissions. Instead, there has been a strong
tendency for examples of the type of reprisals taken against whistleblowers to be related to
us, along with a request that a scheme should have the strength to diminish or minimise the
potential reprisals.

De Maria and Jan identified what they have coined ‘the whistleblower-stress syndrome’.
They have specified the action they believe needs to be taken to vindicate and compensate
whistleblowers:

It appears that the [whistleblower-stress] syndrome can only be negated through a
satisfactory achievement of the following objectives:

• disclosures are validated;

• wrongdoing is investigated;

• wrongdoers are brought to account and wrongdoing patterns arrested;

• whistleblower’s name is cleared;

• adequate compensation for related expenses and suffering is paid;

• whistleblower’s career is put back on track. (De Maria and Jan, 1994: 56)

In agreement with the view put forward by the WA Royal Commission, there has also
been a preferred option in the submissions that the provision of self-help protections alone,
would not be sufficient to encourage potential whistleblowers to disclose wrongdoing in
the public interest. In any event, we can appreciate that whistleblowers may not be in a fit
state, either financially or emotionally, to be able to pursue means of redress which would
require them to expend considerable sums of money, or which would require substantial
time and effort on their part.

In addition to the public consultations we have undertaken, the evidence at public hearings
and the submissions received, we have considered a number of reports and legislation
which have addressed the protection of whistleblowers and the proposed methods by
which that protection may be provided. Particular attention has been given to: the Report
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of the Ontario Law Reform Commission issued in 1986 and the subsequent legislation,
Bill 117 (Ont.), which did not result until 1993; the federal Act of the United States of
America Whistleblower Protection Act of 1989 (US), which strengthened the initial
attempts at whistleblower protection of the Civil Reform Act of 1978 (US); the Report of
the Senate Select Committee on Public Interest Whistleblowing, which was released in
1994 together with the Private Senator’s Bill introduced by Senator Christabel
Chamarette, the Whistleblowers Protection Bill 1993 (Cwlth); the Review of the
Commonwealth Criminal Law (the Gibbs Committee); the Private Member’s
Whistleblowers Protection Bill 1994 (NZ) introduced into the New Zealand parliament;
the Whistleblowers Protection Act 1994 and its partner legislation the Public Sector Ethics
Act 1994 in Queensland, and its precursor, the 1991 EARC Report on the Protection of
Whistleblowers; and relevant whistleblowing legislation in the Australian Capital
Territory, South Australia and New South Wales. Our consideration of this material has
been with a view to ascertaining what procedures and methods have been implemented in
other jurisdictions and to determine if those protections may be suitable to be introduced,
with any necessary adjustments for existing legislation and agencies within this State, to
address the various reprisals which are used and have been used to retaliate against
whistleblowers acting in the public interest.

It is likely that some subtle reprisals cannot be overcome by legislation. For example as
Mr Saxon pointed out at the Perth public hearing on 11 October 1995, if work colleagues,
neighbours or former friends of a whistleblower refuse to speak to a person, then solutions
by way of legislative provisions could be limited in their ambit. It is nonetheless our
strong view that if the public of Western Australia is to achieve openness and
accountability by the exposure and prevention of improper conduct, people should be
encouraged to report wrongdoing in the public interest. We will recommend a legislative
whistleblowing scheme to encourage and support public interest disclosures.

As well as legislative protection provisions however, it is clear that redress must also come
from cultural change. This change in cultural ethos will take time. In the meantime we
propose to ensure that the legislation we recommend to protect whistleblowers will be
effective to encourage a person to come forward in the public interest. At the same time it
will send a clear message that the culture of misplaced loyalties which inhibits the
disclosure of wrongdoing in this State, is to the detriment of the community as a whole.

The types of reprisals against whistleblowers usually fall into three main categories:

• legal action or threat of legal action, including disciplinary action;

• employment related action taken by superiors. Into this category would come work
performance matters such as giving the whistleblower too much or too little work,
transfers, loss of amenities such as office support, environment and equipment or
even dismissal; and
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• colleague reprisals in the form of harassment, victimisation or intimidation.

In Section 5.2.1 we made a recommendation to protect a person making a public interest
disclosure from any civil or criminal action such as defamation, breach of confidence or
breach of secrecy obligations. By preventing the taking of any legal action this
recommendation should, we consider, in some way alleviate pressure that an employer, or
ex-employer, may place on a whistleblower. Any threat to take legal action should,
therefore, also be diminished in its ability to intimidate the whistleblower. This protection
should be available to both public sector and private sector people who make public
interest disclosures in the manner specified in Section 5.3. Consequently, the first category
of reprisal can be reduced, if not in fact eliminated, by the recommendation we have made
in Section 5.1.1 to protect a person from legal causes of action and the threat of legal
action as a result of the public interest disclosure.

We anticipate that the second category of reprisals should be dealt with by effective and
impartial employment review procedures. Such procedures would include grievance,
promotion, demotion, transfer or even dismissal matters. Current avenues for redress vary
depending upon whether or not the person who has made the public interest disclosure is
employed in the public or private sector. The existing procedures can be limited and,
particularly in relation to procedures that currently govern the Western Australian public
sector, are dysfunctional.

In the private sector a grievance may be an industrial matter which would entitle the
employee to seek redress from the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission
(WAIRC). A person may also apply to the WAIRC on the grounds of unlawful or unfair
dismissal. If a whistleblower has been dismissed as retaliatory reprisal for a public interest
disclosure, they may be entitled to apply to the WAIRC for reinstatement on the grounds
of unlawful or unfair dismissal.

In the public sector, the grievance procedures are still embodied in transitional provisions
under the Public Sector Management Act 1994 (PSM Act) which retains Administrative
Instruction 1001. This Instruction provides for internal grievance procedures to be
implemented. A grievance will be ultimately decided by the chief executive officer with
appeal provisions to the Assistant Commissioner Equity and the Merit Protection Unit of
the superseded Public Service Commission. With the repeal of the Public Service Act 1978
in September 1994, neither of these specified appeal entities exist. Although limited
allowance has been made for possible appeal procedures to be made pursuant to
Regulations under Part 7 of the PSM Act, this Part has not yet been proclaimed to
commence. Promotion appeals in the public sector are currently dealt with by way of
transitional administrative arrangements under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, pending
Regulations under Part 7 of the PSM Act.

We consider that it will be necessary to streamline existing procedures in the public sector
to provide a more comprehensive and effective process for resolving employment related
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conflict, including reprisal action. For both the public and private sector, we propose that it
should be unlawful to take reprisal action against an employee who makes a public interest
disclosure in accordance with the procedure recommended in Section 5.3. Our intent is not
only to enable a whistleblower who suffers reprisal to obtain compensation, but also to
protect, as much as possible, the whistleblower’s employment and career.

The third category of reprisals, namely harassment, victimisation or intimidation by
colleagues should, in the public sector, represent a breach of public sector standards.
Consequently, this breach must be dealt with by a disciplinary charge of misconduct
against the employees responsible. In the public sector it is the chief executive officer, as
the employer, who is responsible for the laying of charges against employees of that public
sector agency. A charge of misconduct for a chief executive officer must be laid by their
employer, currently the Minister for Public Sector Management.

The protections we propose will combine three aspects. The first will be to establish
causes of action and grounds for the whistleblower, or the Commission for the
Investigation, Exposure and Prevention of Improper Conduct (CIEPIC), on their behalf to
initiate action to redress a reprisal taken as a result of a public interest disclosure. This
redress may be by way of either, or both, rectification or compensation for any retaliatory
reprisals against them for making a public interest disclosure. The second part of our
comprehensive scheme will be to ensure that there are alternative avenues for the
whistleblower to make a public interest disclosure and be assured that that complaint will
be investigated by the proposed CIEPIC, together with any other relevant external public
sector agency. All chief executive officers of public sector agencies will be responsible for
providing protections to a public sector employee who makes a public interest disclosure
in the manner we propose in Section 5.3. Lastly, we propose the establishment of a central
reporting agency to which the whistleblower may go to receive advice and counselling.

We have not been satisfied that the offering of rewards as an encouragement for the
disclosure of wrongdoing in the public interest is either desirable or necessary.
Consequently, at this stage, we do not propose to recommend that rewards be offered as an
inducement for disclosure in the public interest.

We are aware that reprisals may be taken against the spouse or friends of a whistleblower,
or against a person whom it is believed is a whistleblower or is intending to make a public
interest disclosure. We propose that protection should be available to any person who has
suffered retaliatory reprisal as a result of a public interest disclosure. A person will not
have to be the person who made the public interest disclosure to be able to obtain
protection from retaliatory reprisals which are a response to that disclosure.

We received few submissions which attempted to define the term reprisal or detail the
behaviour which should amount to a reprisal. We consider that it is necessary to determine
a definition of the behaviour which will amount to a reprisal and which, if established, will
be unlawful conduct. Further, we propose that causes of action which will arise from such
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unlawful conduct be established. As pointed out to us by Mr McMahon, we believe it will
be necessary to recommend a causal test to determine whether conduct, which is alleged to
be a reprisal, is unlawful, or has been taken for legitimate reasons.

The OCC Act provides in section 11A(1) that a reprisal against a person providing
information to or assisting the OCC is an offence. The section states that:

A person shall not

(a) prejudice, or threaten to prejudice, the safety or career of; or

(b) intimidate or harass, or threaten to intimidate or harass; or

(c) do any act that is, or is likely to be, to the detriment of,

another person ...

The term ‘detriment’ is not otherwise defined in the OCC Act and a causal test has not
been provided.

The Whistleblowers Protection Act 1994 (Queensland WP Act) provides that:

A person must not cause, or attempt or conspire to cause, detriment to another person
because, or in the belief that, anybody has made, or may make, a public interest
disclosure. (s.41(1))

Detriment is defined in Schedule 6 of the Queensland WP Act as including:

(a) personal injury or prejudice to safety; and
(b) property damage or loss; and
(c) intimidation or harassment; and
(d) adverse discrimination, disadvantage or adverse treatment about career,

profession, employment, trade or business; and
(e) threats of detriment; and
(f) financial loss from detriment.

Sections 42 and 43 of the Queensland WP Act make the taking of a reprisal both an
offence and a tort. The Queensland WP Act provides that even if there is another ground
for taking a reprisal, the reprisal conduct will be unlawful if it is a substantial ground for
that conduct (s.41(5)).

The Commonwealth Private Senator’s Whistleblowers Protection Bill 1993 (Cwlth)
provides for a definition of prohibited personnel practice similar to that provided by the
Tasmanian students in the draft whistleblower legislation they included in their written
submission. If a person has been prejudiced by a prohibited personnel practice or has been
subjected to harassment, then the person is to be provided with assistance. If assistance
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with employment cannot be provided, the Tasmanian students suggested that a
whistleblower protection agency is to determine compensation that will be payable by the
employer. The Commonwealth Bill does not make such prohibited personnel practices an
offence.

Section 9(1) of the South Australian Whistleblower Protection Act 1993 provides that:

A person who causes detriment to another on the ground, or substantially on the ground,
that the other person or a third person has made or intends to make an appropriate
disclosure of public interest information commits an act of victimisation.

Under the South Australian legislation, that act of victimisation may be dealt with as a tort,
or, as if it were an act of victimisation under the Equal Opportunity Act 1984 (SA). The
victimisation is not made a criminal offence. Although reprisal is not defined, the term
detriment is defined in s.9 as including:

(a) injury, damage or loss; or
(b) intimidation or harassment; or
(c) discrimination, disadvantage or adverse treatment in relation to a person’s

employment; or
(d) threats of reprisal.

Of the definitions offered in the various whistleblower legislation we consider the
Queensland WP Act provides the most thorough definition of reprisal. In regard to the
causal test between the protected interest disclosure and the reprisal, we consider the test
proposed in the 1991 EARC report on the protection of whistleblowers, which was not
followed in the Queensland legislation, provides the fairest balance to achieve effective
protection of the whistleblower. This test provides that, for the reprisal to have occurred, it
is sufficient if the public interest disclosure is a ground of any significance for the reprisal.

The current absence of any satisfactory grievance appeal procedures or transfer
arrangements within the public sector is of concern to us. Without existing procedures to
seek redress for grievances, it would be a fruitless exercise to recommend that the taking
of a reprisal action would be unlawful. In order that there be effective means by which a
public sector employee can achieve independent impartial and just review of any action
taken against him or her which is alleged to be an unlawful reprisal, we propose that a
Public Sector Employment Tribunal (PSET), recommended in Chapter 6, should have
jurisdiction to determine employment matters relating to promotion, grievance, discipline
and transfers.

It is apparent that a transfer of an employee may be used as punishment. Under the PSM
Act the chief executive officer of each public sector agency is the employer for that
agency. To achieve a transfer within the public sector for non Senior Executive Service
employees, the consent of another public sector agency chief executive officer would be
required. Consequently, in relation to an allegation of unlawful reprisal, an employee must
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consent to a transfer. We propose that the proposed PSET will have power on application
to prevent or discontinue any unlawful reprisal against an employee who has made a
public interest disclosure under the whistleblowing scheme. The proposed PSET should
also be empowered to make a determination of compensation to an employee against a
public sector agency.

As previously noted, under provisions of the PSM Act, the chief executive officer is the
employer for each public sector agency. Accordingly, any disciplinary action against an
employee is the responsibility of the chief executive officer. In circumstances where either
the chief executive officer or the proposed Commission for the Investigation, Exposure
and Prevention of Improper Conduct (CIEPIC) is satisfied that there is sufficient evidence,
an employee will be charged with misconduct for unlawful reprisal. If in those
circumstances, the proposed CIEPIC considers there is sufficient evidence to charge a
public sector employee with misconduct, the proposed CIEPIC should be able to direct the
chief executive officer to lay the appropriate disciplinary charge against an employee and
oversee the determine and disposal of the charge.

We consider the current arrangements whereby only the Minister for Public Sector
Management has the power, as the employer, to charge a chief executive officer with
misconduct is unsatisfactory because it does not provide for sufficient accountability for
the actions of a chief executive officer. In our view the Commissioner for Public Sector
Standards (CPSS) should be the employer of chief executive officers and should,
therefore, be empowered to investigate a public interest disclosure and charge a chief
executive officer. In circumstances where the proposed CIEPIC is satisfied that there is
sufficient evidence to do so, we believe that it should be able to direct the CPSS to charge
the chief executive officer with misconduct and direct the CPSS to take all necessary
action in the furtherance of that disciplinary charge.

We propose that the Public Interest Disclosures Act will create a statutory right of action
for any person injured by an unlawful reprisal. This will enable the injured person to claim
damages which may extend to loss of earnings and superannuation entitlements, general
damages for pain and suffering or even exemplary damages to punish behaviour. This will
provide a manner of redress, in particular for persons in the private sector.

To enable access to make an application to the Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission (WAIRC), it will be necessary to ensure that all workplace agreements,
enterprise bargains and awards, should include or be deemed to include a right of
application to the WAIRC where the grievance is on the ground of unlawful reprisal. This
will ensure that persons in the private sector will have adequate and effective remedy in
the event they claim reprisal against them for making a public interest disclosure.

We are also mindful of the difficulties in proof which will be presented to an employee or
former employee if the documents on which they wish to rely to prove a reprisal, are in the
possession or control of the employer. Consequently, we propose that the PSET, which we
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propose be established under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, will have the power, on
receiving an application from the employee, or someone acting on their behalf, to order the
employer to provide copies of documents relevant to the issue of the reprisal alleged to
have been taken against the employee. WAIRC already has powers to order discovery of
relevant documents, however we propose to make it clear that the WAIRC will be able to
exercise already existing powers in applications where a person claims that an unlawful
reprisal has taken place.

5.2.2.5 Recommendations

1. The Public Interest Disclosures Act, proposed in Section 5.2.1,
should provide for a whistleblowing scheme to encourage public
interest disclosures. The short title of the proposed legislation
should be the Public Interest Disclosures Act.

2. The Public Interest Disclosures Act, proposed in Section 5.2.1,
should provide that it is unlawful for a person to cause or attempt to
or conspire to take reprisal action by causing detriment to another
person because, or in the belief that, that person has made or may
make a public interest disclosure as proposed in Section 5.3.
Detriment should be defined as including:

(a) personal injury or prejudice to safety;

(b) property damage or loss;

(c) intimidation or harassment;

(d) adverse discrimination, disadvantage or adverse treatment
about career, profession, employment, trade or business;

(e) threats of detriment; and

(f) financial loss from detriment.

3. If the making of the public interest disclosure is a ground of any
significance for the taking of reprisal action the person making a
public interest disclosure should be entitled to protection under the
Public Interest Disclosures Act, proposed in Section 5.2.1.

4. The Public Interest Disclosures Act, proposed in Section 5.2.1,
should provide that it be both a criminal and disciplinary offence for
a person to take reprisal action.
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5. The Public Interest Disclosures Act, proposed in Section 5.2.1,
should create a statutory right of action enabling any person injured
by a reprisal to claim damages against any person involved in that
reprisal and against such person’s employer unless the employer
can establish that it was not knowingly concerned in the reprisal or
did not know about it or did not shut its eyes to it.

6. The Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission constituted
as the Commission in Court Session and the Public Sector
Employment Tribunal, proposed in Chapter 6, should be empowered
to:

(a) grant an injunction to prevent a person from taking or
continuing to take an unlawful reprisal against a person who
has made a public interest disclosure as proposed in Section
5.3;

(b) grant an order for remedial action in the circumstances; and

(c) grant an interlocutory order that an employer provide
documents relevant to the reprisal to the person the subject of
the unlawful reprisal.

7. The Public Sector Employment Tribunal, proposed in Chapter 6,
should be empowered to direct the arrangement of a transfer of the
complainant if it is considered to be the only practical way to prevent
reprisals or further reprisals against the complainant. A transfer
should not be arranged without the consent of the person the subject
of the unlawful reprisal and the consent of the receiving public sector
agency.

8. The Commission for the Investigation, Exposure and Prevention of
Improper Conduct, proposed in Section 4.3, should, with the consent
of the person the subject of an unlawful reprisal, be empowered to
take any action which the person may take on their own behalf.

9. The Workplace Agreements Act 1993  should be amended to provide
that every workplace agreement be deemed to include a provision
enabling a grievance on the ground of unlawful reprisal to be taken
to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
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5.3 DISCLOSURE IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST

5.3.1 MATTERS WHICH SHOULD BE DISCLOSED

5.3.1.1 Issues for Consideration

An important issue raised in our Discussion Paper No. 6 (1995) sought to identify the
categories of information which should, in the public interest, attract protection under a
whistleblowing scheme. We suggested the following matters may be appropriate
categories and sought the public’s views as to the inclusion of any other matters which
should be disclosed in the public interest:

(a) illegality;
(b) improper conduct;
(c) maladministration;
(d) waste, mismanagement and improper use of public funds;
(e) potential environmental damage; and
(f) risks to public health and safety. (1995: 7)

The WA Royal Commission stated in its Report Part II that:

One of the more contentious questions to be answered in settling upon a scheme suited
to this State, is the identification of the types of actions, activities and concerns which
may be made the subject of a whistleblowing disclosure ... In the light of the
Commission’s inquiries, one matter in particular will require careful consideration. That
relates to the management and waste of public funds ... it is abundantly clear that there is
a vital public interest involved in the protection of public funds from waste,
mismanagement and improper use. Whistleblowing provides one means for the
protection of that public interest. (WA Royal Commission, 1992: II 4.7.9)

In addition to determining the extent to which it is in the public interest to encourage the
disclosure of wrongdoing, we also raised the issue of the extent to which disclosure in the
public interest may cover categories in the private sector. It is clear that the community’s
attitude differs between matters that relate to the private sector and those that relate to
public sector funds and property, as is reflected by this anecdote from Hyde:

Inability or unwillingness to make moral judgments - that is, to distinguish between
acceptable and unacceptable behaviour - will eventually undermine a social structure ...
Most people will take government property more readily than private. Where I come
from, taking half a tonne of blue metal from the Main Roads Department has long
seemed to be fair game, so fair in fact that farmers stand in broad daylight shovelling it
onto their trucks. They would never take the same from a private owner, and there seems
to be a rule against using a front-end loader. It is as though the labour of shovelling were
payment, or one had to stay at the site long enough for there to be no question of hiding
the misdemeanour! (Hyde, 1993: 43, 45)
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We also sought submissions on whether disclosure in the public interest should be able to
be made by anyone or whether the person making the disclosure should have to be an
employee. Both of these matters were raised by the WA Royal Commission:

It is necessary that we make several observations concerning the private sector. The first
is that it is not only officers in the public sector who may become aware of wrongdoing.
In their dealings with government or otherwise, members of the public may have
reasonable grounds for suspecting improper conduct. They, no less than officials, should
be entitled to resort to, and to receive the protection of, whistleblowing legislation.
Secondly, while the primary purpose of our proposal is to protect our system of
government from the actions of public officials, this inquiry has revealed that it can be
the actions of persons in the private sector that put public funds and government itself at
risk. For this reason, while the Commission does not now positively recommend that its
proposed whistleblowing legislation be extended generally to the private sector ... it is
essential at least that it extend to allow disclosures about companies and persons dealing
with government where those dealings could result in fraud upon, or the misleading of,
government. While it may be said that such an extension would erode the loyalty that
companies expect of their employees and advisers, loyalty must give way to the
prevention of the commission of wrongs upon the government. (WA Royal Commission,
1992: II 4.7.10)

It is of interest to note that in the 1994 Annual Report of Public Concern At Work, a
charitable whistleblowing protection organisation in the United Kingdom, it was reported
that of the more than 1,500 enquiries received within the first 12 months of operations of
that organisation, 51 per cent related to the private sector.

5.3.1.2 Actions to Date

Amendments to the Official Corruption Commission Act 1988 creating an offence to
victimise a person for making a complaint to the Official Corruption Commission
commenced on 24 May 1994.

No whistleblowing legislation has been enacted in this State since the WA Royal
Commission.

5.3.1.3 Public Submissions

There was some debate as to what information should be disclosed in the public interest.
The Commissioner for Public Sector Standards, at the public hearing at Perth on 9 October
1995, commented that it is difficult to know the point at which ‘a person ha[s] the duty to
determine that the public interest on a particular issue outweighs the loyalty to the
institution that one is paid to serve as a public sector employee’ when that point has not
been clearly defined by the courts. Others submissions were more decided in their
approach. For instance, at the Perth public hearing on 11 October 1995, Mr Martin Saxon
argued that the duty a person owes to the community as a whole outweighs that owed to
their employer, commenting that:
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The reality is loyalty to the organisation or to the department or to the government or to
the party should be overridden as a matter of law and practice by your greater loyalty to
everyone else. If you are working for the nuclear reactor and you are a senior manager
and you know that every second week they are dumping something somewhere where
they shouldn’t, your loyalty to the company is overridden to the maximum degree by
what you should have as a loyalty to your neighbours and the people who live down the
road ... [W]e are not talking about leaking of information ... [w]e are talking about the
leaking of leaking. It is a breach of fiduciary duty on the part of the company, it is
probably a breach of the environmental legislation, it is probably a breach of half a
dozen acts and that person has a responsibility for the greater good, for all our benefits,
to tell us about it.

There was also considerable debate whether or not any whistleblower scheme should
apply to both the private and public sectors. In favour of application to both sectors, the
Chief Executive Officer of the Department of Land Administration, Mr Allan Skinner,
wrote that:

... public interest is irrespective of whether the conduct is public or private sector in
origin and irrespective of whether the whistleblower is public or private sector based ...
Whistleblower legislation should be available to all members of the community and
cover all conduct that is illegal, improper, potentially damaging to the environment or a
risk to public health and safety.

Mr Andrew Murray, representing the Australian Democrats at the Perth public hearing on
9 October 1995, reminded us that:

The WA Inc Royal Commission primarily focused on improper relationships between
the public and the private sector but it was the involvement of private sector
personalities and companies with huge amounts of money that eventually saw the state
suffer enormous loss.

When arguing in favour of including private sector whistleblowers in a protection scheme,
many submissions made reference to the increased use of contracting out in the public
sector. For example, at the public hearing in Perth on 11 October 1995 Mr Martin Saxon
said that:

... there has got to be broader generally applicable legislation and as I said to the public
and the private sector, if for no other reason than this government is starting to out-
source all sorts of contracts to the private sector which impinge on public money and
public good and therefore they should be covered too. But I think it should be broader
than that. I think it should cover everybody ... and that protection should be legislated.

Similarly, in his written submission, Mr Doug Trevor contended that there should not be a
distinction between the whistleblowing scheme for the public and private sectors. He
wrote that:
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... [people in the private sector] should be protected the same as public servants if they
report corruption. Protection for whistleblowers should not only be in relation to
tendering contracts for services by the private sector for the government. One has to
think about the shareholders and about the safety of the people. To me a shoddy deal is a
shoddy deal, whether it is in the public sector or the private sector.

At the public seminar on 7 September 1995, Mr Flack also commented on the possibility
of the disclosure of improper conduct where services are contracted out. He said that:

... public officers are on a daily basis dealing with private companies, particularly with
the current government which is attempting to out-source at every possible time and to
privatise ... [I]n the event of wrongdoing such as bribery or secret commissions, what
protection does the person in private enterprise have if he blows the whistle?

Likewise, in his written submission, the Deputy Premier argued that ‘given the extent to
which government funded work is being contracted out to the private sector’ it would be
necessary to ‘extend [any special whistleblower legislation] to blowing the whistle on
private sector contractors doing government work’. In contrast, the Australian Democrats
argued that a wider spectrum of private sector activity could attract disclosures in the
public interest.

Other submissions cautioned against widespread application to the private sector. For
instance, in his address to the public seminar in Perth on 7 September 1995, Mr Tom
Sherman, Chairman of the National Crime Authority, argued for limited application. He
noted that in Queensland the EARC (1991) had recommended that whistleblowing
protection be extended into wrongdoing in the private sector where there is a substantial
and specific danger to the public health and safety or where there has been a breach of the
criminal law. He went on to quote from the EARC’s recommendation, which stated that:

The commission considers that so confined, the extension of the whistleblower
protection scheme to cover the private sector as well as the public sector is clearly
justified in the public interest. Principle and commonsense dictate that internal
management of private sector organisations should be left to the vigilance of the
stakeholders in those organisations.

In summing up his stance, Mr Sherman said that he did not see the need for protecting
whistleblowing ‘on mismanagement and waste in the private sector because no public
funds are involved and company managers are ultimately accountable to their boards and
shareholders’. Nevertheless, he did ‘believe there is a case for a limited extension of
protection to whistleblowing on wrongdoing in the private sector’. At the public hearing in
Perth on 13 October 1995, the State Ombudsman, Mr Robert Eadie, also contended that
only ‘the more serious public interest disclosures’ within the private sector should attract
protection under any whistleblower scheme.

Although most of the submissions that we received accepted that it was in the public
interest to encourage disclosure of wrongdoing in the public sector, very few gave an
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indication of what they considered constituted the public sector. Mr Saxon at the public
hearing in Perth on 11 October 1995 told us that he believed that local government should
be included in the public sector noting that he suspects that ‘there is a whole heap of small
scale corruption in local government’. At the Perth public seminar on 7 September 1995,
Mr Richard Titelius put the view that politicians should be included as part of the public
sector for the purposes of a whistleblowing scheme.

The majority of submissions agreed with the categories for which disclosure in the public
interest should be encouraged which we suggested in Discussion Paper No. 6 (1995). The
Chief Executive Officer of the Department of Land Administration, Mr Allan Skinner,
submitted in writing that the categories of those suggested which should be included were:
illegality; improper conduct; potential environmental damage; and risks to public health
and safety. He argued that:

The matters of ... maladministration and ... waste, mismanagement and improper use of
public funds are more problematical ... It is DOLAs view that matters that should have
the whistle blown are those in which a clear choice was available between right and
wrong and wrong was knowingly chosen. The terms maladministration, waste and
mismanagement do not reflect that such a clear choice was available and that the wrong
choice was knowingly made ... A wider definition of matters is considered likely to have
significant detrimental impacts. Namely:

• increasing the opportunity for those who disagree with a decision to use
whistleblower provisions to challenge the decision on policy grounds even when
there is no evidence of misconduct [; and]

• increasing the potential for the external investigating agency being overwhelmed
with frivolous or malicious complaints.

Mr Murray, representing the Australian Democrats, told the public hearing on 9 October
1995, that in addition to the categories of public interest included in Discussion Paper No.
6 (1995), he would ‘certainly have no objection’ to the categories ‘abuse of authority’ and
‘suppression of expert opinion, finding or a document prepared by another person’ to be
included.

5.3.1.4 Analysis

In order to determine the categories of public interest disclosure which should be part of a
whistleblowing scheme, it is essential to consider the types of disclosures the public would
wish the legislation to encourage, and hence to ensure that protections for those types of
disclosures are provided under that legislation. In this regard, we do not consider the test
suggested by De Maria and Jan will assist us:
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What constitutes substantive wrongdoing is a difficult if not sometimes impossible
question to answer. In a nutshell we think substantive wrongdoing insults significant
values. The test may be, if it is worth hiding it is worth disclosing. (De Maria and Jan,
1994: 6)

There are four general areas where it is considered that there is an overriding public
interest in encouraging the disclosure of information. The first area is in relation to matters
which are an offence established by statute in the relevant jurisdiction. Secondly,
consistent with the principles of accountability and openness, there is a clear public
interest in the efficient management and expenditure of taxpayers funds used by
government. These areas of public interest relate to efficiency and effectiveness of
government systems and the expenditure of public moneys. However, with the increasing
reliance on contracting out services by the government, these areas may not only involve
the conduct of those in the public sector. Where the private sector is paid by the
government to provide services to the community, the community will have a public
interest in the expenditure of those public funds both to and by the private sector.

Thirdly, there is a public interest in ensuring that people providing services paid for by
public moneys are complying with the law and standards set down to govern the
performance of their duties and responsibilities to the community. It should be incumbent
on persons employed with public sector moneys to behave in a manner which is proper in
the course of their duties and the public should be able to expect that the government use
taxpayers funds in a responsible and reasonable manner.

The final general area of public interest is health and safety of members of the community
and risk to the environment. This area clearly encompasses both the public and private
sectors.

In both the Queensland and New South Wales whistleblower legislation, the specified
public interest disclosures are distinguished by limiting the making of certain disclosures,
and therefore the protections available, to public sector employees only. We consider this
to be a short sighted solution. Although it is more likely that a person may be privy to
information by way of an employment relationship, given that services paid for by
government funds are increasingly being provided by the private sector, information
which may require investigation and if necessary disclosure in the public interest, may be
available to anybody who has dealings with the public sector. We consider that anyone
who has information to disclose in the public interest categories we propose, should be
encouraged to come forward.

In determining the categories of information in which we would wish to encourage
disclosure in the public interest, we have been mindful to minimise, as far as possible,
areas where subjective value judgements must be made by a person wishing to avail
themselves of the protections available under legislation. Prior to making the decision to
make a public interest disclosure, we recommend that a person should be able to obtain
confidential advice and counselling from the Public Interest Disclosure Advice Unit
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proposed in Section 5.3.4. In addition, because of the uncertainty of a generic term such as
disclosures ‘in the public interest’, we do not consider such a general category would be
useful.

Our conclusions are in line with those espoused by Fox:

Because of uncertainty regarding where the balance lies, it was thought better to define
the categories of disclosure which are being encouraged under statutory protection in
order to reduce the need for potential whistleblowers to make personal moral judgments
about when a matter is sufficiently grave to warrant risking the reputation and morale of
those about whom the complaint is being made. (1993: 145)

The categories we propose are firstly, conduct of an employer or member of the public
sector which amounts to improper conduct (as defined in our recommendation in Chapter
3). In accordance with our recommendation, this conduct would include any action or
omission that would amount to corrupt conduct as defined by the WA Royal Commission,
and behaviour which would involve a departure from the standards of administration
which the public is entitled to expect. In addition, the category of matters of
administration, or maladministration as it is often called, for which the State Ombudsman
has investigative responsibility, falls within this area of public interest.

To ensure public confidence and the accountability of the government for the expenditure
of taxpayer’s funds, we propose that there be two further categories of public interest
disclosure: an irregular and unauthorised use of public resources category; and a
substantial mismanagement of public resources.

We have used descriptive terms to qualify the types of disclosures relating to public
resources. Their use is intended to differentiate between the public interest of the
community which should rightly be concerned with waste of a significant magnitude,
whilst at the same time, making it clear that it is not intended to encourage dissent and
thereby undermine management as to decisions concerning the best and most efficient
means by which a government policy and the management of programs are implemented.
It is also intended that disagreement with government policy, as opposed to concerns about
the efficiency and effectiveness of the implementation of government policy, would not be
covered by any whistleblower protection scheme.

The Senate Select Committee on Public Interest Whistleblowing considered that a
whistleblowing protection scheme should cover both the public and private sectors in
relation to all public interest disclosures. Many of the public submissions expressed a
similar view. Although internal mismanagement and waste in private sector organisations
may concern and affect members of the community, we do not consider that these matters
are in the public interest, in the sense of being in the interests of the community as a
whole. We believe that the responsibility for taking remedial action in relation to waste or
mismanagement in the private sector should remain with the owners, directors or
shareholders. The whistleblowing scheme we propose minimises any potential for
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unwarranted harm to legitimate rights such as reputation and profitability of a private
sector organisation.

We also believe that the nature of disclosures which relate to public health and safety and
environmental risk, which are permitted to be made in the public interest, should be
qualified under the legislation. To allow an unqualified category of disclosure would, we
consider, have a potential to attract abuse by well meaning and genuine ideological
persons or groups within the community. Therefore, we recommend that disclosures of
information in the area of public health and safety and environmental risk should be
substantial and specific.

There are two further categories we propose. Anyone should be able to disclose
information relating to a reprisal or intended reprisal as a result of the making of a public
interest disclosure in accordance with the proposed scheme. The protections available
under the proposed scheme should be extended to persons making this category of public
interest disclosure. In addition, we recommend that anyone who seeks counselling or
advice from the proposed Public Interest Disclosure Advice Unit recommended be
established in Section 5.3.4. should be afforded the protections which will be available
under our proposed whistleblowers scheme. The requirement for the test of honest belief
should not apply to this latter category of public interest disclosure and this will be
discussed in this report in Section 5.3.4.

5.3.1.5 Recommendations

1. (a) The categories of public interest disclosure under the Public
Interest Disclosures Act, proposed in Section 5.2.1, should be
as follows:

(i) improper conduct;

(ii) conduct that constitutes an offence under any written law
of Western Australia;

(iii) an irregular and unauthorised use of public resources;

(iv) substantial mismanagement of public resources;

(v) a substantial and specific risk to the public health or
safety, or the environment;

(vi) a matter of administration as defined in s.14 of the
Parliamentary Commissioner Act 1971 ;
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(vii) an unlawful reprisal; and

(viii) any statement made by a person to the Public Interest
Disclosures Advice Unit, proposed in Section 5.3.4, when
seeking advice or other assistance from the Unit.

(b) Information regarding these categories of public interest
disclosure should entitle a person to protection under the Public
Interest Disclosures Act proposed in Section 5.2.1.

2. The test that a person honestly believes that there are grounds to
support an assertion that the information disclosed is within a
category of public interest should apply to any public interest
disclosure in categories (i)-(vii). That test should not apply to
category (viii).

3. The public interest disclosure should be made to a public sector
agency as recommended in Section 5.3.2.

4. Any person should be able to make a public interest disclosure.

5.3.2 THE MAKING AND INVESTIGATION OF PUBLIC INTEREST
DISCLOSURES

5.3.2.1 Issues for Consideration

A number of important issues relating to the reporting of public interest disclosures were
raised in Discussion Paper No. 6 (1995). These issues sought submissions from the public
as to whether wrongdoing should be reported only within the agency concerned; or
reported only to an external agency; or whether it should be reported internally within the
agency, in the first instance, and only when that path was not effective be reported to an
external agency. Alternatively, we asked whether a person who wishes to report
wrongdoing in the public interest should have a choice of reporting either internally or
externally and still be able to avail themselves of any protections provided in
whistleblowing legislation.

In Discussion Paper No. 6 (1995), we also raised for consideration and public comment
the question of whether persons who reported matters in the public interest should be
allowed to go public, that is, to the media and still be able to avail themselves of
protection. The issue of whether, in those circumstances, media organisations and
journalists should be able to avail themselves of any legislative whistleblower protections
was raised. The possibility of a person being able to report wrongdoing to a member of
parliament or a parliamentary committee was also discussed. Public views were also
sought on whether or not a new independent agency should be established to investigate
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disclosures made in the public interest or whether it would be more suitable for existing
agencies, possibly with increased powers and jurisdiction, to receive public interest
disclosures, ensure their proper investigation, and if substantiated, instigate appropriate
action.

The Royal Commission was of the view that:

... all agencies in the public sector, including statutory authorities and State-owned
companies should establish confidential procedures which will allow for reporting of
maladministration and misconduct to be made within the organisation itself. The
Commission also believes that a complainant should have the clear option to make his or
her report instead to the appropriate independent public agency which is authorised to
receive such complaints and to ensure their adequate investigation. We contemplate that
this would normally be the Commissioner for the Investigation of Corrupt and Improper
Conduct. (WA Royal Commission, 1992: II 4.7.6)

Other reporting channels of public interest disclosures were commented on by the WA
Royal Commission:

Although there may need to be some constraint on the freedom of a person to disregard
alternative procedures and go public directly, we are of the view that a whistleblowing
scheme should not prevent this course being taken. It is already permitted in a range of
circumstances by the common law of this State. That common law right should not be
removed, although access to the protective measures we propose may need to be
restricted when that right is exercised unreasonably. The second form of disclosure
which requires consideration is reporting to members of Parliament and to parliamentary
committees. (WA Royal Commission, 1992: II 4.7.7)

5.3.2.2 Actions to Date

No whistleblowing legislation has been enacted in Western Australia since the WA Royal
Commission reported in 1992.

5.3.2.3 Public Submissions

There was some difference of opinion amongst the submissions on Specified Matter 11,
whether internal and/or external procedures are needed to facilitate the making of public
interest disclosures. At the public hearing held at Perth on 13 October 1995, Professor
John Milton-Smith, from the Curtin University of Technology summarised the views of
those who contended that internal mechanisms should be used first whenever possible. He
told us that organisations should have management systems and processes in place to deal
with issues such as public interest disclosures. In his opinion, to allow an organisation the
chance to ‘clean up its act’, internal processes should be exhausted ‘before issues are taken
outside the organisation’. He argued that such an approach would help to avoid
‘mischievous whistleblowing’. Professor Milton-Smith argued that ‘there needs to be [a]
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degree of openness within the organisation itself’ to ensure that internal systems to deal
with disclosures of wrongdoing operate effectively. He went on to comment that:

Clearly, if the internal processes are lacking on investigation or haven’t been diligently
implemented ... there should be a person or a body with an independent role and seen to
have an independent role. I will go further and say that the person or the body should
have more power than the existing one has and more resources ...[provided] ... that there
is a system in place to ensure that references are not frivolous and had been made only
after it has been established that the management systems and processes of the
organisation have failed.

Mr Andrew Murray, at the Perth public hearing on 9 October 1995, said that the
Australian Democrats ‘very strongly agree[d] that there should be internal complaints
procedures’ to deal with ‘minor things’. However, he also said that:

... to protect the whistleblower any activity raised under the internal mechanism should
be automatically notified to the external body, the whistleblowing agency, because if it
isn’t it can be hushed up and swept under the carpet.

Furthermore, he told us that the Australian Democrats believe that in certain circumstances
a whistleblower should be able to go straight to an external body. For instance, Mr Murray
suggested that ‘there are instances where a whistleblower would be too afraid to go
internally’. Similarly, the Australian Democrats believed that because the government
could not ‘impose an internal mechanism’ on the private sector, there needs to be an
external reporting process.

Likewise, Mr John Kelmar at the public hearing on 9 October 1995, said that he doubted
that some matters could be resolved internally. He argued that a ‘totally independent
outside organisation’ was needed to investigate public interest disclosures because
‘organisations are [not] willing ... to investigate matters which might bring their own
organisation into disrepute’. At the public seminar on 7 September 1995 Mr Kelmar urged
us to ‘try to keep any investigation of whistleblowing away from the organisation itself’.
He proposed that ‘a totally independent body more like the judiciary’ should deal with
whistleblowing complaints ‘so that then they can make a decision without fear or favour’.

Mr Doug Trevor also endorsed a multi-faceted approach to whistleblowing, however, in
his written submission he wrote that:

I do not trust politicians and under no circumstances would I wish to report anything to a
politician. They have their own agendas and will utilise information if it fits into their
own interests.

Mr Digby Blight, the Commissioner for Public Sector Standards, at the public hearing at
Perth on 9 October 1995, said that he ‘would prefer a legitimate opportunity for people to
blow the whistle’ rather than have them leak information. Whilst he believed that, in the
first instance, ‘a one stop shop approach’ was needed to gauge whether a disclosure was in
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the public interest, he preferred ‘a layered system’ to deal with complaints. Under such a
scenario, Mr Blight saw that:

[o]rganisations [w]ould have internal grievance procedures to deal with complaints and
for any not dealt with satisfactorily internally I would propose something of the nature of
a small claims tribunal approach, that sort of approach headed by a respected person
located administratively within one of the existing organisations. Let us say the
Ombudsman’s office.

Likewise, Mr Tom Sherman in his address to the public seminar at Perth on 7 September
1995 argued that:

... a good whistleblower protection scheme provides options so that if you run it up to
your superiors and they are not reacting in an appropriate way or even were starting to
take reprisal action against you, you can go another body and in effect call your
superiors to account for their conduct as well ... [T]hat is important. If you only have one
track, it will, like most of them, end up going nowhere.

Most submissions counselled against allowing whistleblowers to make public disclosures
before having attempted to have their complaint resolved through other avenues. The
Australian Democrats, for instance, at the Perth public hearing on 9 October 1995 said
that:

We do not believe that they should be entitled to go public straight away because the job
of the whistleblower agency to weed out malicious, unfair or unfounded complaints, but
we have recommended that within 30 days the whistleblower agency must advise the
whistleblower in writing how they wish to deal with it or whether they’re going to drop
it.

Mr John McKechnie, QC, the Director of Public Prosecutions, at the Perth public hearing
on 11 October 1995, argued that the purpose of whistleblowing legislation is to enhance
the ability of people to make complaint to an appropriate body, without fear or reprisal and
without legal liability. He was not comfortable with extending its coverage to going public
‘at least in the first instance’ although ‘in the last instance [it may be] that its the only way
that redress can be obtained’.

Likewise, in his written submission, Mr Doug Trevor said that:

I don’t believe that whistleblowers should be allowed to go public in the first instance. A
complaint of wrongdoing should be investigated and the person against whom the
complaint is made should have an opportunity to have their say. If the information
received indicates that it is an emergency situation then the organisation which received
the complaint should have the resources and powers to act swiftly with regard to that
information.
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Mr Tom Sherman summarised the reasons that whistleblowers should not be allowed to go
public in the first instance, at the public seminar in Perth on 7 September 1995. He said
that:

... it is important that allegations be made quickly to those authorities which have the
lawful function to investigate the allegation ... [I]nvestigation of criminal activity can
often be prejudiced by premature public disclosure, if only for the reason that it puts the
culprits on their guard ... [Additionally] there will be occasions where whistleblowers do
make wrong and even malicious allegations. Public whistleblowing in these
circumstances can cause enormous damage to innocent people ... [Finally] a
whistleblower protection scheme should provide sufficient flexibility within the system
and give options to people to go to, for example, immediate superiors, the head of an
agency, the police, the ombudsman or a corruption commission. In those circumstances
there should be sufficient protection against the first reporting authority’s failure to
properly investigate the allegation ... The EARC, the commission I was involved in in
Queensland, did recommend one exception to this rule and that was those cases where
there was a danger to the health and safety of the public which is serious, specific and
immediate.

Mr Andrew Murray, representing the Australian Democrats, told the Perth public hearing
on 9 October 1995 that a system to encourage the making of public interest disclosures
would not achieve its goals unless ‘the climate, the ethos, the ethics, the credibility of the
civil service’ also changed. He argued that:

... its hopeless to set up a moral authority such as the OCC or a whistleblowers’ agency
and let everything else carry on as it has done before. You have to have the two in
tandem.

5.3.2.4 Analysis

The following comment from the Ontario Law Reform Commission Report (OLRC)
reflects our view of the fundamental purpose of a whistleblowing scheme:

... the ultimate purpose is to secure good government or proper administration, to right a
past wrong or to ensure that a potential wrong is not perpetrated, not to expose
misconduct in a vacuum, for its own sake. (OLRC, 1986: 326)

The clear majority of public submissions reflected similar views on the primary purpose of
whistleblower legislation. The submissions indicated a preference towards allowing a
person who had information concerning an alleged wrongdoing the choice between
disclosing that information through internal procedures or to an external agency. The
public submissions were also overwhelmingly in favour of the concept of a one stop shop.
That is, the establishment of a single agency which could be identified as having an
overarching responsibility for receiving of public interest disclosures; the responsibility
for ensuring adequate investigation of those disclosures, and if substantiated, appropriate
rectification; and, if necessary, exposure of those disclosures. The submissions generally
supported giving that same single body the ultimate responsibility for the protection of any
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person who made a public interest disclosure. The agency responsible for these functions
should be the Commission for the Investigation, Exposure and Prevention of Improper
Conduct (CIEPIC) proposed in Section 4.3.

Accordingly, we propose to recommend a scheme of reporting wrongdoing in the public
interest which would be, in effect, three tiered, encompassing both internal and external
avenues for disclosure of matters of public interest and, in extreme circumstances,
disclosure of those matters to the media or any other person, including parliamentary
committees. In addition, we propose that public interest disclosures should be able to be
made to members of parliament in circumstances of delay or inaction by public sector
agencies.

We consider that in order to encourage accountability and openness, the chief executive
officers of public sector agencies should retain responsibility for receiving and
investigating allegations of wrongdoing which involve the operations of their agency and/
or the conduct of their employees. Additionally, if those allegations are found to be
substantiated, the chief executive officer of the public sector agency should have
responsibility for rectifying the wrongdoing. This responsibility should not be able to be
devolved to another agency.

In that regard we concur with the primary objectives stated by Public Concern At Work in
their 1994 Annual Report:

... we are concerned primarily with the process rather than the substance of the concern.
Our aim is to ensure that the concern is raised so that it can be addressed by those in
charge of the organisation or, where necessary, by the regulatory authorities. Once those
in charge have notice of the concern, the onus is on them to look into the matter,
ascertain whether it is well-founded and take appropriate action. One powerful deterrent
against abuse or irresponsibility is the knowledge that those who have notice of the
concern may be called upon to account for their action should any malpractice cause
damage. This accountability, as much to their stakeholders as to the media or the courts,
is how we strive to secure the public interest. (1994: 7)

There are many matters which quite properly should be dealt with internally by a public
sector agency. To that end, we believe that all public sector agencies should promote and
develop management practices which allow for the proper investigation and correction of
work practices which could provide opportunities for improper practices. As a
consequence, it will be our recommendation that all public sector agencies be obliged to
develop adequate internal reporting procedures to facilitate the reporting of public interest
disclosures by both employees and members of the public.

The following comments from an article on whistleblowing in HR Magazine, which is a
personnel management journal, reflects the need to actively promote internal procedures to
encourage the reporting of wrongdoing within the organisation:
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Whistleblowing can provide companies with an opportunity to correct wrongdoing
before it irrevocably harms the organization or others ... Mere written statements in the
employee handbook covering the internal dissent policy are likely to be ineffective in
creating sufficient awareness of ethical responsibilities ... Once the whistleblowing
policy has been established and communicated to employees, companies should
designate a specific individual or office responsible for hearing and responding to
employee concerns. Simply stating that ‘employees should report wrongdoing to their
supervisor’ is grossly inadequate ... A better approach is to provide employees with
reporting channels outside the direct chain of command. (Barnett and Cochran,
1991: 58)

The procedures which must be established should be published by each public sector
agency, possibly in its annual report, and be readily available to employees within the
public sector body. We do not believe that it is necessary for the same procedures to be
used to report and disclose matters in the public interest in all public sector agencies. Each
public sector agency should have the discretion to be able to devise reporting channels
which best suit its administrative structures and personnel. The CIEPIC, proposed in
Section 4.3, should monitor the internal procedures which have been established by each
public sector agency and assist and offer guidance for the formulation for such procedures.

The issue of whether or not private sector agencies should be obliged to establish internal
reporting procedures for public interest disclosures has already been considered in other
Australian jurisdictions. The Senate Select Committee on Public Interest Whistleblowing
(SSC), after determining that there should be an obligation to define a procedure by which
an employee can make a whistleblowing allegation, recommended:

... this obligation should be extended so that all public and private sector organisations
would be required to formulate or examine and review internal reporting procedures
relevant to the reporting of information alleging wrongdoing within the organisation.
(1994: 167)

This question of whether private sector organisations should be obliged to formulate
internal mechanisms for the reporting of wrongdoing was considered by the Queensland
Electoral and Administrative Review Commission (EARC) in its Report on the Protection
of Whistleblowers (1991). EARC rejected such a proposal, stating that:

The Commission does not propose to recommend that there be an obligation on
employers outside the public sector to establish internal procedures for the channelling
of disclosures falling with those categories of protected disclosure. (1991: 110)

Although we consider that it is desirable for any organisation to promote internal
procedures by which an employee or a member of the public is able to disclose
wrongdoing, we concur with the conclusion reached by EARC. The establishment of such
procedures, albeit desirable within all organisations, should, in the private sector, be left to
management discretion.
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The dangers of relying on internal reporting procedures without an effective external
balance are reflected in the statistics reported in De Maria’s Queensland whistleblower
study and the Ontario Law Reform Commission in 1986:

... we do wish to express our concern about the situation where the head of the agency
that must investigate and report is or may be involved in some way in the alleged
wrongdoing ... The head may seek to cover up the misconduct, falsifying or destroying
valuable evidence in the process. Even where the head is not directly involved in the
actual wrongdoing, allegations of criminality or fraud on the part of subordinates over
whom the head has direct or indirect control may compel the head to attempt to forestall
or frustrate any further proceedings by the Special Counsel or others ... We do however,
wish to stress that the proposed power of the Special Counsel to circumvent the normal
internal reporting procedure, should be an exception to the general rule, exercisable only
where it is reasonably believed that it would be counterproductive to proceed otherwise.
(OLRC, 1986: 342-343)

We concur with the view that there is a need to establish a strong and independent
accountability mechanism to control the internal reporting procedures however, we do not
agree with the OLRC’s view that this should be an exceptional circumstance.
Consequently, for a number of reasons, we propose that the protective provisions of the
whistleblowing legislation should not be conditional upon whistleblowers reporting
internally. We can clearly envisage circumstances in which a person may not wish to
report wrongdoing internally, particularly if they are aware that management already
knows of the wrongdoing or believe that management is implicated in that wrongdoing. In
such a situation, a whistleblower quite rightly would fear reprisal and could have
reasonable expectations that the wrongdoing would not be investigated or rectified. In
addition, the procedures established by an agency may not be adequate or effective to
encourage disclosure by the whistleblower. It is clear that there should be an avenue
available to a person wishing to make a public interest disclosure, which would allow
them to report any allegation externally.

We believe that there are other good reasons for permitting the external reporting of
wrongdoing. Some allegations may fall within the province of those public sector agencies
with responsibility for receiving and investigating such allegations. Additionally, the
exposure of some matters may benefit the public by resulting in the identification of
problems that may exist within an agency. Further, we see the need to provide external
scrutiny which would act as a check and balance on activities thereby encouraging
openness and accountability within the government system. The existence of such checks
and balances alleviate public concerns about government operations and promotes public
confidence in government systems.

The choice therefore of whether to report a public interest disclosure internally or
externally should be at the discretion of the whistleblower. For example, a whistleblower
may be concerned that any notification internally would allow evidence to be disposed of
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and any subsequent investigation to be frustrated. At the same time, if internal procedures
are effective, and seen to be effective, external channels may rarely be used.

We suggest that the proposed CIEPIC should be responsible for the overall administration
of the proposed Protected Disclosures Act. Nonetheless, we do not consider that it is
necessary for all public interest disclosures to be made to the proposed CIEPIC. Clearly
there are numerous public sector agencies who have responsibility for the receipt and
investigation of matters which would fall into the public interest categories we have
recommended in Section 5.3.1. All public sector agencies, whether or not they have
specific legislative mandate to investigate a certain matter, should nonetheless have a
responsibility to receive and investigate concerns raised about their employees or the
conduct of that public sector agency. As we have commented above, it is essential that a
public sector agency does not abrogate the responsibility for its own conduct. This would
be contrary to the management ethos which we believe should be encouraged. The public
should have a reasonable expectation that processes of public sector agencies will be
investigated and that, where necessary, public sector agencies will correct their own work
practices.

We received many submissions that argued that public sector agencies lack the jurisdiction
to receive and investigate allegations of impropriety. This problem was referred to by De
Maria:

Sixteen percent of agency action constituted referral to somewhere else. In the
whistleblowers world ‘referral’ is usually a synonym for passing the buck. In another
publication I have referred to this as ‘dead end processing’ ... I also suspect that the ‘no
jurisdiction’ argument is frequently trotted out to respond to people deemed ‘trouble
makers’. Another aspect of dead-end processing concerns the high evidentiary standards
required by external agencies. This standard is often unable to be met by whistleblowers.
They are put into a forensic David and Goliath contest with a huge department, fully
resourced for rebuttal. The whistleblower is often told that his or her case ‘lacks
substance’, or the official investigation ‘failed to prove ...’. The sub-text of these
messages is that the external agency was no match for the department intent on hiding
evidence, intimidating witnesses and vilifying the whistleblower ... Dead-end processing
also occurs when the external agency fails to muster the will to investigate or prosecute
because the alleged perpetrator is powerful and well connected. (De Maria, 1994: 30)

To rectify this shortcoming, we recommend that each public sector agency have
responsibility for receiving public interest disclosures regarding concerns of its employees
or in relation to a matter it has jurisdiction to investigate. If that public sector agency does
not consider it has the authority to investigate the particular public interest allegation, it
should be able to refer that information to another public sector agency which it considers
does have that authority. A disclosure must not be referred to another public sector agency
however, if there is a risk of reprisal against any person as a result of that referral. If a
disclosure is referred to another agency, then the initial receiving agency must notify the
proposed CIEPIC.
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Each public sector agency should be required to acknowledge receipt of a public interest
disclosure in writing when requested to do so by the person making the disclosure. They
should also be required to maintain records of all public interest disclosures including the
name of the person making the disclosure, the information disclosed and any action taken
on the disclosure. Regular returns of that information, including details of whether that
disclosure was substantially verified, should be required to be forwarded to the proposed
CIEPIC by each public sector agency.

As already stated, we recommend that the proposed CIEPIC should be able to receive and
investigate any public interest disclosure. If necessary, the proposed CIEPIC should be
able to refer a disclosure to a public sector agency, which it considers has responsibility to
investigate such public interest disclosures, for investigation and report. If there is no other
public sector agency which has responsibility to investigate a public interest disclosure, the
proposed CIEPIC should have power to investigate that disclosure itself. In addition,
where the proposed CIEPIC receives a public interest disclosure which another public
sector agency has the authority to investigate, the proposed CIEPIC should be able to
conduct its own investigation of the disclosure. That is, if the proposed CIEPIC considers
that it may be inappropriate to refer an allegation to another agency for investigation, for
example, if the allegation concerns the chief executive officer of the agency with
jurisdiction over the matter raised, the proposed CIEPIC should be able investigate the
matter itself.

We now turn to a consideration of the circumstances in which a person, who wishes to
make a public interest disclosure, should be able to make that disclosure to the media or a
person or body other than a proper authority. Whether and under what circumstances a
whistleblower should be able to go to the media to report a public interest disclosure
without losing the protection offered under our recommended whistleblowing scheme
must be examined in the light of the purpose of that scheme. There is, in our view, no
public interest in the disclosure of wrongdoing in a vacuum. We believe that the public
interest will be furthered by the investigation of wrongdoing by agencies with the
necessary responsibility and expertise, and if that wrongdoing is substantiated, the taking
of action to redress, and if necessary, expose that wrongdoing. As EARC (1991)
commented in its Report:

Investigation by the media is rarely an adequate substitute for investigation by expert
investigative authorities, and the media’s role on those occasions when allegations of
illegal or improper conduct are made public is usually confined to calling for, and
monitoring, investigation and follow-up action by the appropriate authorities. (EARC,
1991: 140)

The Senate Select Committee on Public Interest Whistleblowing (SSC) also considered
whether or not, and in what circumstances, a whistleblower should be allowed to go
public. In its report, the Committee concluded that:
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Whistleblowers should be protected where they make a disclosure of ‘wrongdoing’
within the meaning of the legislation, to the media, where to do so is excusable in all the
circumstances. In determining whether it is excusable in all the circumstances the factors
to be taken account of should include the seriousness of the allegations, reasonable belief
in their accuracy and reasonable belief that to make a disclosure along other channels
might be futile or result in the whistleblower being victimised. (SSC, 1994: 203)

We have previously discussed the common law defences which may be available to a
whistleblower who decides to go public to expose wrongdoing in the public interest. As
Fox reports, there are already breakthroughs in the common law concerning exposure of
political maladministration:

... in Australian Capital Television Pty Ltd v Commonwealth (1992) 108 ALR 577 ... the
High Court overturned restrictions imposed upon political broadcasts as unconstitutional
because they would have severely impaired fundamental freedoms to discuss public and
political affairs and to criticise federal institutions. They held that there was an implied
freedom of political discourse. The scope of this implied freedom has not been settled,
but it seems apt to assist those whistleblowing public servants who would use the media
to bring to public attention governmental maladministration. (Fox, 1993: 158-59)

It is our belief that most whistleblowers who would wish to disclose wrongdoing would
normally go through the existing channels, either internal and external to the particular
agency, unless the whistleblower considered that the circumstances were so exceptional
that there was no other alternative than to go public with the information. Concerns have
been raised that ‘the public is entitled to accurate information and fair comment ...
[however] this must be balanced against other claims, such as national security and the
reputation and privacy of individuals’ (Western Australian Law Reform Commission,
1980: 24). These concerns are valid but we are mindful that, with the defamation laws in
this State, the media would be unlikely to publish information unless they had reasonable
belief in the accuracy of the evidence.

We do not propose to extend protections to people making public interest disclosures to
the media in the categories we have already recommended in Section 5.3.1. We have
reached this conclusion because, in our view, it should be the intent of a whistleblowing
scheme to encourage the proper investigation and rectification of wrongdoing, in the
public interest. We do not consider that disclosing information to the media will, in most
instances, achieve this goal. We do propose however, that the current common law rights
which a person has to go to the media and to defend any defamation action on the grounds
of disclosure in the public interest should be retained.

We can envisage that there may be extreme circumstances in which an urgent risk to
public health or safety may arise. Given the urgency of such a situation, to ensure the
immediate and direct dissemination of information to the community, the only avenue
available to a person wanting to disclose such information may be to go to the media or
some other person. We appreciate that the balance in this matter is a fine one.
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On weighing up the issues, we have concluded that the approach recommended by EARC
(1991) which was referred to by Mr Tom Sherman at the public seminar will best achieve
that fine balance. Under such a proposal a person may be able to go public in the first
instance in a situation where there is serious, specific and imminent risk to the health or
safety of the public. In these circumstances, we believe that protection under the
whistleblowing scheme should be available to the person making the public interest
disclosure.

We received very few submissions which addressed the issue as to whether protections
under whistleblowing legislation should be available to people making public interest
disclosures to members of parliament or to parliamentary committees. Protection is
already available to a person providing information to a parliamentary committee by way
of the contempt powers of parliament. Matters raised in parliament are privileged, a matter
which was canvassed in detail in Report No. 1, however the actual provision of
information to a member of parliament by a person is not privileged.

Although there are reasons for parliamentarians to be informed of wrongdoing because
they are part of the accountability system within this State, we consider that it is essential
for public interest disclosures to be made to those authorities capable of investigating and,
if necessary, rectifying any wrongdoing. Although parliamentarians act as an
accountability check and balance on the system of government, save for inquiries by
parliamentary committees, they do not have an investigatory role.

Consequently, in acknowledging the role of parliamentarians in our democratic system, we
believe that the protections provided under the whistleblowing scheme proposed should be
available to a person making a public interest disclosure to a member of parliament, if six
months have elapsed since that person has made that public interest disclosure to a public
sector agency. We believe that the circumstances under which a public interest disclosure
should be able to be made to a member of parliament after that time period should be in
the as those provided in s.19 of the Protected Disclosures Act 1994 (NSW). That is, the
public sector agency has:

• decided not to investigate the matter;

• decided to investigate the matter but not completed the investigation within six
months of the public interest disclosure;

• investigated the matter but not recommended the taking of any action in respect of
the matter; or

• failed to notify the person making the public interest disclosure of whether or not the
matter is to be investigated.
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5.3.2.5 Recommendation

1. The Public Interest Disclosures Act, proposed in Section 5.2.1,
should provide that:

(a) each public sector agency should establish internal procedures
whereby employees and the public may make a public interest
disclosure which relates to an employee or the conduct of that
agency or which relates to a matter which that agency has the
responsibility to investigate;

(b) each public sector agency should be responsible for providing
protection against reprisals for employees who make
disclosures under the established procedures;

(c) each public sector agency should publish and make readily
available its internal reporting procedures for public interest
disclosures;

(d) the Commission for the Investigation, Exposure and Prevention
of Improper Conduct, proposed in Section 4.3, should be
responsible for monitoring, assisting and offering guidance to
public sector agencies in the formulation of those procedures;

(e) each public sector agency should be a proper authority to
receive a public interest disclosure regarding its employees, its
own conduct or a matter for which it has regulatory or
investigatory powers;

(f) the Commission for the Investigation, Exposure and Prevention
of Improper Conduct, proposed in Section 4.3, should be a
proper authority to receive a public interest disclosure. That
Commission should have the function to investigate any public
interest disclosure which it considers no other proper authority
can adequately or properly investigate or which it considers a
proper authority has failed to adequately or properly
investigate;

(g) public interest disclosures which represent a serious, specific
and imminent risk to the health or safety of the public should be
able to be made to anyone, including the media; and

(h) a person should be able to make a public interest disclosure to
a member of parliament if the public sector agency to whom the
person has made the public interest disclosure has:
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(i) decided not to investigate the matter;

(ii) decided to investigate the matter but not completed the
investigation within six months of the public interest
disclosure;

(iii) investigated the matter but not recommended the taking of
any action in respect of the matter; or

(iv) failed to notify the person making the public interest
disclosure of whether or not the matter is to be
investigated.

(i) A public sector agency receiving a public interest disclosure
should immediately notify CIEPIC that it has received such a
disclosure, its nature and the steps it intends to take in relation
to it.

5.3.3 STATE OF MIND OF THE WHISTLEBLOWER

5.3.3.1 Issues for Consideration

In Discussion Paper No 6 (1995) we asked whether protection should be provided only to
whistleblowers who act in good faith. As noted by Fox:

While no legislative protection should be offered to those who maliciously disseminate
untruths, well meaning informants may assert things that turn out to be wrong ... Even if
it were possible to differentiate disclosure by altruism from that moved by baser
motives, such as greed or malice, motivation is rarely so clear cut ... An accusation in
good faith may be based on little more than supposition and innuendo ... A ‘result-
oriented’ approach is one which concentrates on the extirpation of corruption or
incompetence in government and minimises concern with the whistleblower’s
motivation. (Fox, 1993: 144-145)

The state of mind and even the personality traits of whistleblowers have been the subject
of considerable research. For example, Lennane (1993), from whom we quoted in our
Discussion Paper No. 6 (1995), has analysed the personality type of whistleblowers.
Similarly, De Maria in the University of Queensland’s study of whistleblowers found that
the data collected indicated that:

... whistleblowers start off as system-sympathetic people, who readily define themselves
as disclosing simply within the course of doing their duty. They entertained high hope of
the capacity of the system to correct its own wrongdoing when such was brought to
managements’ attention by dutiful employees. They are not, in other words malcontents.
At least they were not so inclined at the outset of their disclosure process. (De Maria,
1994: 22)
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Similarly, although the WA Royal Commission noted that the 1992 Report of the Select
Committee on the Official Corruption Commission Act 1988 recommended that informers
to the OCC be afforded legislative protection and be able to give information to the OCC
in good faith, it gave no indication of its view on a good faith requirement.

At the public seminar held in Perth on 7 September 1995, Mr Tom Sherman, expressed a
similar view as to one, if not all, of a whistleblower’s motives for reporting wrongdoing:

Management also needs to recognise that in most cases whistleblowers have the
organisation’s interest at heart and often brings to attention problems which left
undetected can cause organisations even more damage.

5.3.3.2 Actions to Date

The Official Corruption Commission Act 1988 was amended in 1994 to provide that a
person may report to the Official Corruption Commission any matter which that person
suspects on reasonable grounds concerns or may concern corrupt conduct (s.7H).

No whistleblowing legislation has been enacted in this State since the WA Royal
Commission.

5.3.3.3 Public Submissions

Most of the submissions we received on Specified Matter 11 were of the opinion that the
motive of a person making a disclosure in the public interest did not count, provided that
the person had reasons to believe that the information reported was accurate and not
misleading. For instance, in his submission Mr Doug Trevor advanced the view a good
faith test should not be applied to determine whether a person should be able to avail
themselves of protection under a whistleblowing scheme. He said that ‘[s]omeone
shouldn’t be protected who acts vindictively but if the information is accurate then the
motive doesn’t really matter’.

Mr Greg McMahon told us, at the public hearing in Perth on 11 October 1995, that there
are various ways of guarding against malicious whistleblowing. He noted that:

If they are going to set up a whistleblowers protection body once the person comes to
make the disclosure they must be able to produce some evidence or indication that there
is fault or corruption about. I don’t expect the whistleblowers protection body to just
take whistleblowers on their word ... the malicious whistleblower is something of a
myth. We don’t have too many examples of them that I have seen in Queensland
[because] they wouldn’t be doing themselves any good because the history of how
whistleblowers are treated in parts of Australia I think just out of self-preservation they
would try some other way of getting even if that is their motive. Whistleblowing is far
too dangerous.
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At the public hearing on 11 October 1995, Mr Martin Saxon argued that if a person is
exposing genuine wrongdoing, their motive for doing so should be irrelevant. He
commented that:

... [whistleblowers] are usually driven by the best of intentions although there’s always
an undercurrent of something else and when you delve into it ... there are some points of
view that say whistleblower legislation, the protection available under it should be
waived completely if that person is shown to have an ulterior motive. I think that’s
ridiculous ... I don’t care about the guy’s motive and neither should anybody else. It is an
irrelevance. [If h]e is actually revealing something that should be revealed and should be
stopped. That person shouldn’t lose any protection because he happens to hate his boss.

The Director of Public Prosecutions, Mr John McKechnie, QC, echoed this opinion when
he told the public hearing in Perth on 11 October 1995 that:

Whistleblowers act in my experience from a variety of motives and it would be wrong to
extend protection only to those who are acting from altruistic motives because they
rarely do. They often will have self-interest and hatred, malice and all of the other
human emotions which nevertheless don’t prevent their complaints from being genuine
in seriousness and having to be acted on, but of course because of that they can, if
brought into the public arena prematurely, do enormous harm.

5.3.3.4 Analysis

Assessing a person’s state of mind (in particular, the concepts of honesty and motivation,
which are the dual concepts raised by the term good faith) can be a complex task. We
believe it is clear that a person who knows information to be false and does not believe its
veracity should not be offered any protection for reporting that information under any
whistleblowing scheme. On the other hand, a person may honestly believe the information
reported to be true and may be motivated only by the best interests of the public, but
nonetheless the information reported may be inaccurate and may not, after due
investigation, indicate any wrongdoing has occurred. Then again, a person’s motivation to
disclose information may be guided by malice, reckless disregard or revenge, even though
the information disclosed is true and it would be in the best interests of the public for that
information to be investigated and the proper action duly taken. A person could also be
motivated by a number of factors, only one of which may be negative.

We are mindful that any disclosure of information of wrongdoing in an organisation
ultimately points the finger at a person or persons within that organisation. A person may
present with information which at face value is correct and which indicates potential
wrongdoing requiring further investigation. Any such investigation may result in effort by
either or both the investigating agency or by the agency in which it is alleged the
wrongdoing has taken place. Such an investigation may cause inconvenience to the person
or organisation being investigated and by reason of the processes required to be
undertaken, until the completion and ultimate finding of such an investigation, it may
result in innuendo and suspicion about its outcome.
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As a result we can envisage that a person motivated by malice may reveal only some of the
information available, withholding valuable information which, if it were complete, would
not indicate wrongdoing in an area of public interest. Or, it may be that only part of the
story is disclosed from a genuine concern for the public interest and not from any
vexatious motivation, but, because the person was not in a position to be able to ascertain
any further information, they have been unable to clarify the circumstances.

It would appear that an honest belief of the person making the disclosure would be
relevant, but it is equally apparent that whether or not a person is motivated by malice
should not be a test which should be applied before granting them protection under
whistleblower legislation. We have reached this conclusion because we believe that such a
test would not achieve the purposes of the scheme we propose which is intended to
encourage the reporting of wrongdoing in this State, nor do we believe it would further the
ends of that scheme.

A whistleblowing scheme should have, as fundamental to its purpose, the goal of
facilitating the accountability and effectiveness of government systems. Although honesty
in reporting is essential we also consider that there should be a test which can, with
practical certainty, ensure this goal is met.

A number of reports on protection of whistleblowing in the public interest have considered
the motivation of the whistleblower. The Report by the Ontario Law Reform Commission
both addressed and concluded the issue as follows:

It may be suggested that an employee should be protected from disciplinary or other
measures in every case where the information given ... concerning alleged government
wrongdoing turns out to be correct, even though the employee did not have a reasonable
belief in the accuracy of the allegation. The Commission does not agree with this
exclusively result-oriented approach. While we believe that an employee’s actual
motivation for whistleblowing should not be a factor, statutory protection ought to be
available only where the employee reasonably believes in the accuracy of the allegation.
To provide statutory protection to employees without such a belief may have the effect
of encouraging disaffected employees to embarrass the government, without offering
any inducement to obtain sufficient evidence concerning the alleged misconduct. We
believe that the possibility that some wrongdoing will remain undisclosed is a reasonable
price to pay. (OLRC, 1986: 337)

In Queensland the Electoral and Administrative Review Commission (EARC) analysed
the issue of state of mind of the whistleblower, taking into account the test proposed by the
Ontario Law Reform Commission. It concluded that:

... a condition of eligibility for protection under the scheme be that the disclosure of
information is made in circumstances in which the whistleblower honestly believes, on
reasonable grounds, that the information disclosed tends to show a matter falling within
one or more of the recommended categories of public interest disclosure. (EARC, 1991:
148)
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We are of the view that a test based on the person ‘honestly believ[ing]’ that there are
grounds to support an assertion that the information disclosed is within a category of
public interest provides a suitable test.

5.3.3.5 Recommendations

1. A condition for protection under the Public Interest Disclosures Act,
proposed in Section 5.2.1, should be that the person honestly
believes that there are grounds to support an assertion that the
information disclosed is within a category of public interest
disclosure as proposed in Section 5.3.1.

2. Statements to the Public Interest Disclosures Advice Unit, proposed
in Section 5.3.4, should be entitled to absolute protection and should
not be required to be made with an honest belief that there are
grounds to support an assertion that the information disclosed is
within a category of public interest, proposed in Section 5.3.1.

5.3.4 ADVICE, COUNSELLING AND PROTECTION FOR THE
WHISTLEBLOWER

5.3.4.1 Issues for Consideration

We have already commented in this report on the employment, financial, emotional and
family pressures which beset a whistleblower. In Discussion Paper No. 6 (1995) which
dealt with Specified Matter 11, some important issues concerning the assistance and
protection of whistleblowers were raised:

• What existing agency/agencies are best placed to counsel and protect
whistleblowers? and

• Should the agency performing the counselling role be the same as that agency
providing protection and/or investigating the whistleblowers allegations?

The WA Royal Commission, when discussing the matters it considered were relevant to
any whistleblowing scheme to be introduced in Western Australia, indicated that:

It is essential that a whistleblower, not only should have avenues through which to make
the disclosure, but should also be able to turn to an appropriate agency for counsel and
protection against reprisals. It is inappropriate that a whistleblower be given rights
against reprisal but then be expected to rely upon self-help for their vindication. (WA
Royal Commission, 1992: II 4.7.12)
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5.3.4.2 Actions to Date

No whistleblowing legislation has been enacted in this State since the WA Royal
Commission.

5.3.4.3 Public Submissions

The submissions that discussed the detrimental consequences faced by whistleblowers
generally called for the implementation of a system to provide advice, counselling and
protection to those who make disclosures in the public interest. In a confidential
submission WB15 wrote that:

The whistleblower and his family must be given appropriate counselling in cases where
the person and his family have suffered stress, shock or have been traumatized.
Counselling would help whistleblowers and their families recognize and deal with a
plethora of otherwise inexplicable emotional reactions.

Having assisted many whistleblowers deal with the repercussions of their actions, Mr Greg
McMahon, from the Queensland Whistleblowers Action Group, at the Perth public hearing
on 11 October 1995, told us that there are already a ‘myriad of agencies out there that are
providing fragments of the help’ whistleblowers need. However, he said that:

... [whistleblowers] are in no condition either mentally, financially or relationship-wise
to sustain any kind of effort to protect themselves. They need a champion.

The Whistleblowers Action Group told us they believed that to ensure the effective
protection of whistleblowers, the body protecting whistleblowers should be separate from
the body that is pursuing the corruption.

In a confidential written submission, WB3 called for ‘a support base [to be] developed for
whistleblowers.’ She was eager for ‘somewhere an officer can go and relax, instead of
chasing around for some support, it should come to them.’

5.3.4.4 Analysis

It is clear that the majority of the submissions specifically sought to reflect the
whistleblower or potential whistleblower’s need to seek advice and counselling, both prior
to and after making a public interest disclosure.

This issue was considered by the Ontario Law Reform Commission which recommended
the creation of a position known as the Special Counsel position. The Special Counsel was
intended to have a purely advisory role and any potential whistleblower was to be able to
seek the Special Counsel’s advice prior to making a public interest disclosure. It was not
intended that the investigatory functions of the Special Counsel would be invoked when a
whistleblower sought advice from the Special Counsel. Confidentiality of the potential
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whistleblowers was maintained by virtue of the solicitor/client relationship which would
envelop any discussions between a potential whistleblower and the Special Counsel.

There may be occasions where a whistleblower is unable to consult with their colleagues,
for example, the particular situation may be dangerous, or the corrupt practices may be
widespread. Often, a whistleblower will discuss a potential disclosure with their family but
on other occasions they may feel constrained from so doing because they do not wish to
place undue pressure on their home situation. Moreover, persons whom the potential
whistleblower may consult for advice may not necessarily have the expertise to be able to
advise and counsel the whistleblower properly.

A group of specialised whistleblower counsellors would have the advantage of being able
to ascertain any biases of the whistleblower, perceived or otherwise, and would be able to
clarify any misconceptions of the whistleblower with regard to the potential outcome of
the disclosure. This could also serve as an initial sieving process, thereby limiting the
making of ill conceived disclosures which could have damaging effects on the reputations
of those accused of wrongdoing.

The Senate Select Committee on Public Interest Whistleblowing (SSC) considered this
matter and have formed the view that:

... counselling services should be community based ... The Committee strongly
encourages and supports private philanthropy in the provision of such services. (SSC,
1994: 191-192)

The SSC was strongly influenced by the operations of Public Concern at Work in the
United Kingdom. Public Concern at Work is a charitable organisation which, similar to the
body proposed by the Ontario Law Reform Commission, provides confidential advice to
potential whistleblowers under the protections afforded by the client/solicitor relationship.

We see merit in providing an avenue for a potential whistleblower to discuss their
concerns prior to making a public interest disclosure. A potential whistleblower should be
told about the various protections available under the whistleblower scheme and whether
or not the proposed disclosure would fall into one of the categories of protected public
interest disclosures provided for under the scheme. Information about the reasonable belief
test and the manner in which a disclosure can be made, could also be discussed.
Additionally, the potential whistleblower would be able to discuss their concerns in detail
with someone who had the training and knowledge to help them.

We believe that whistleblowers need expert counselling and assistance which may not
always be within the professional expertise of a lawyer, although we do envisage that para
legals would be able to provide information concerning the legislative provisions of the
whistleblowing scheme. The Electoral and Administrative Review Commission (EARC)
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in Queensland also considered the need for a unit to provide counselling services to
potential whistleblowers and recommended that:

A small Whistleblowers Counselling Unit (WCU) be established within the CJC, to act
as a source of counselling and assistance to any potential whistleblower - explaining all
the options for disclosure, ie internal or external; the requirement that a disclosure be
reasonably based in order for the maker to be eligible for protection; the potential
pitfalls; the rights and protections available under the legislation and so forth.
(EARC,1991: 187)

We concur with the general tenor of EARC’s recommendation. In addition, we believe
that it is essential that any potential whistleblower, or anyone affected by a public interest
disclosure, should be able to attend at such a counselling unit with complete confidence.
Consequently, we propose to recommend that there should be a Public Interest Disclosures
Advice Unit (PIDAU) within the proposed Commission for the Investigation, Exposure
and Prevention of Improper Conduct (CIEPIC). The proposed PIDAU should be
independent of the investigatory and receipt of complaint arms of the proposed CIEPIC.
Consequently, it should not be the function of the proposed PIDAU to make any public
interest disclosures. This decision will remain with any person wishing to make a public
interest disclosure. Any approach by a person to the proposed PIDAU should obtain
absolute protection under the whistleblowing protection scheme, and of itself, should be
considered to be a public interest disclosure. The test of honest belief will, as such, not
apply.

It is proposed that the protection of the person making a public interest disclosure will still
remain the responsibility of each chief executive officer, as provided in our
recommendations in Section 5.3.2, with the overarching responsibility being that of the
proposed CIEPIC. In this way, the public interest disclosures advice unit should be able to
provide confidential and independent advice to anybody approaching that unit.

5.3.4.5 Recommendations

1. A Public Interest Disclosures Advice Unit should be established
within the Commission for the Investigation, Exposure and
Prevention of Improper Conduct, proposed in Section 4.3. The
functions of the proposed Unit should be to provide advice and
counselling to any person regarding the Public Interest Disclosures
Act, proposed in Section 5.2.1, including the categories of public
interest disclosure, to whom those disclosures may be made and the
protections and remedies under the legislation.

2. All statements made to the Public Interest Disclosures Advice Unit
should remain confidential and the unit should operate
independently from the other sections of the Commission for the
Investigation, Exposure and Prevention of Improper Conduct,
proposed in Section 4.3.
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3. It should not be the function of the Public Interest Disclosures
Advice Unit to determine whether or not a public interest disclosure
should be made.

4. (a) any approach or statement to the Public Interest Disclosures
Advice Unit will attract absolute protection under the Public
Interest Disclosures Act, proposed in Section 5.2.1, and should
be a category of public interest disclosure; and

(b) the test that a person honestly believes that there are grounds
to support an assertion that the information disclosed is within
a category of public interest, as proposed in Section 5.3.1,
should not apply to that category of public interest disclosure.

5. The responsibility for the protection of a person making a public
interest disclosure should remain with the proper authority with an
overarching responsibility incumbent on the Commission for the
Investigation, Exposure and Prevention of Improper Conduct,
proposed in Section 4.3.

6. It should not be the function of the Public Interest Disclosures
Advice Unit to make a public interest disclosure.

5.3.5 ANONYMITY AND CONFIDENTIALITY

5.3.5.1 Issues for Consideration

The WA Royal Commission considered it essential that people wishing to make public
interest disclosures be able to use a whistleblowing scheme with confidence and assurance
that there were confidential procedures established which would allow for the reporting
‘of maladministration and misconduct to be made within the organisation itself’.

We raised the following issues in our Discussion Paper No. 6 (1995):

• Should there be channels for confidential disclosure?

• Should the identity of the whistleblower be kept secret? and

• Should there be provision for anonymous disclosures?
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5.3.5.2 Actions to Date

No whistleblowing legislation has been enacted in this State since the WA Royal
Commission.

5.3.5.3 Public Submissions

Many of the submissions argued that both anonymity and confidentiality are important if
the rights of both the whistleblower and the alleged wrongdoing are to be protected. For
example, at the Perth public hearing on 9 October 1995, Mr Andrew Murray from the
Australian Democrats told us that ‘all agencies in the public sector should have
confidential procedures for whistleblowing based on principles to be developed by the
whistleblowing agency’. In his written submission, the Deputy Premier, the Hon. Hendy
Cowan, MLA argued that is essential for parties making, receiving and investigating
whistleblower disclosures to be bound by confidentiality requirements to ‘ensure that
those, of whom misconduct is alleged, are protected until and if this alleged misconduct is
proved’.

Mr Robert Eadie, the State Ombudsman, at the Perth public hearing on 13 October 1995,
suggested that each investigating body should have the autonomy to make decisions about
the confidentiality of the complaints it received. He told us that:

... people come to me with complaints ... because they believe they have an assurance of
confidentiality which I will be able to give them and over which I will have control. I
believe they would be concerned even to the point of not coming at all if they felt that at
the end of the day the decision as to whether or not information of which they had given
to me in confidence might be released or should be released or not and that that decision
might be taken by some other review agency on the basis of what the complainant might
perceive as being rather an uncertain basis. It may well be that such fears do no
necessarily have at the end of the day a valid justification but perception, I think, is all
important in these matters.

Some submissions focussed on the anonymity of whistleblowers as a means of protecting
whistleblowers from reprisal action. For example, in a written submission, WB15 held that
a ‘whistleblower [should be] able to maintain his anonymity in order to avoid exposing
himself to the possibility of discrimination by an employer’. Likewise, in his written
submission, Mr Allan Mottram told us that ‘[t]he less known about the identity of
whistleblowers the better for their own benefit’. He believed such a move would
encourage others to make public interest disclosures and thus ‘assist in keeping a more
honest community’. At the Perth public hearing on 11 October 1995, Mr McMahon of the
Queensland Whistleblowers Action Group told us that Queensland University’s survey of
whistleblowers had indicated that:

... the offer of anonymity ... will encourage whistleblowers to go to the whistleblowers
protection body [and may] prevent whistleblowers from going to the press.
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Similarly some other submissions also argued that anonymous disclosures should be
permitted in order to protect the rights of the alleged wrongdoer. For example, in their
written submission Mr Dom and Ms Roseline Cuscuna told us that ‘such allegations
should be able to be made anonymously as long as they are supported by a minimum level
of evidence and are not merely malicious complaints’. Mr Doug Trevor wrote that it
should be up to the whistleblower whether or not their identity is kept secret, ‘[h]owever,
the person against whom allegations have been made should have a right of reply and if
that means that the whistleblower’s name needs to be identified then that is appropriate’.

The Deputy Premier, the Hon. Hendy Cowan, MLA, wrote that investigating bodies
should be able to make ‘their own decisions on whether to act on allegations made
anonymously’, however, he believed that:

The general practice should be that anonymous allegations should not be given a
priority, but obviously there are circumstances where it is thoroughly understandable for
a person to not be identified when making an allegation.

5.3.5.4 Analysis

It is necessary to weigh the benefits which may be achieved by allowing the making of
anonymous or confidential disclosures under a whistleblowing scheme against the
disadvantages of encouraging anonymous complaints which may be a drain on resources
of public sector agencies and, in particular, on the Commission for the Investigation,
Exposure and Prevention of Improper Conduct (CIEPIC) proposed in Section 4.3.
Permitting the making of anonymous complaints may also have the effect of increasing the
number of frivolous and vexatious allegations made and therefore, the potential for
possible unfair damage to reputations.

If effective and confidential channels are established and adequate protections provided to
whistleblowers, their families, or those suspected of whistleblowing are put in place,
anonymous complaints may not be necessary. At the same time however, if disclosure of
wrongdoing is made, the source of that anonymous disclosure may be irrelevant.

In reality, anonymous complaints to public authorities cannot be prevented. But, if a
complaint is made anonymously, its anonymity is a relevant consideration in assessing the
weight to be given to the disclosure and the determination of any action that is to be taken.
We believe that McMillan typifies the generally held view of a whistleblower:

Most (whistleblowers) are people who have rejected the anonymous leak, choosing
instead to give their complaint the support of their conviction. Telling the truth should be
neither difficult nor costly. (McMillan in Prasser et al., 1990: 210)

As was pointed out in the public submissions, the nature of the particular allegation may
mean that it is likely that the source of that allegation may be readily apparent and that a
screen of anonymity would not be able to be maintained. We have recommended that
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various legislative protections should be given to a person disclosing a matter of public
interest. If a disclosure is truly anonymous then there may be no way of identifying that
person and extending the protective provisions to them. At the same time, we have
recommended that protections be provided to a person who is suspected of disclosing
public interest information, therefore if someone is suspected of having made an
anonymous disclosure the legislative protections will be available to them.

The Senate Select Committee on Public Interest Whistleblowing decided not to allow the
receipt of disclosures or complaints made anonymously. The Committee reached this
conclusion because they determined that there ‘is less likelihood of frivolous and false
allegations being made’ if anonymous complaints are not permitted. We consider that a
more pragmatic approach should be taken. Public sector agencies including the proposed
CIEPIC should be able to receive public interest disclosures made anonymously. However,
the anonymity of that allegation will be relevant in assessing the weight of the disclosure
and the action to be taken. Relevant to that decision, of course, will be that in many
circumstances, if the allegation relates to the possibility of a person being charged, then
the anonymous nature of the allegation may result in lack of evidence to be able to prove
any allegation.

The issue of whether and in what manner the confidentiality of the identity of a person
disclosing a matter of public interest under the legislation should be protected is
problematical. The Law Reform Commission of Ontario (OLRC) addressed this issue in
the following manner:

The difficulty that may well arise if an employee is required to communicate his
concerns directly to the agency head seems clear. An employee seeking anonymity and
cover for his or her exposure of agency wrongdoing may not welcome instructions to
take the matter up with the head of the very agency at whom the employee’s finger is
pointing. If the head is, in fact involved in the misconduct, either directly or indirectly -
and this may not be known to the Special Counsel or the employee - knowledge of the
employee’s allegation would serve to alert the head to potential trouble and to jeopardize
the employee’s position. Even if the head is not involved, the reaction to the
whistleblowing employee may be less than enthusiastic. In short, the very purpose of
creating the Special Counsel could easily be frustrated by permitting the later to require
employees to do directly what they have, in fact, justifiably sought to do indirectly by
means of the Special Counsel procedure ... In no case should the file that is open to the
public contain the name or any other identifying feature of the whistleblowing employee
that would jeopardize the employee’s anonymity. (OLRC, 1986: 343)

The rules of natural justice demand that if action is to be taken against a person about
whom allegations are made, then that person should be given an opportunity to respond to
those allegations. In order to do so, a person must be made aware of the nature of the
allegations made about them. In many circumstances the details of the allegations to which
a person may be required to respond will, of necessity, include the identity of the
whistleblower making the allegation.
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In order to resolve this issue, we propose that any public interest disclosure is to remain
confidential and should not be disclosed to another person except to the extent that it is
necessary to investigate the allegation and/or rectify any wrongdoing substantiated. Here,
we make a distinction between the information provided by the whistleblower and the
identity of the whistleblower. If a public sector agency, including the proposed CIEPIC,
considers that it is essential for the purposes of natural justice and the proper investigation
of the public interest disclosure for the identity of the whistleblower to be revealed to a
person about whom allegations are made, and believes that it is unlikely that reprisal
action will result, we believe that the public sector agency should be able to determine to
do so.

To encourage the disclosure of wrongdoing it is important that a person making a public
interest disclosure should be assured of confidentiality. This assurance would also be
necessary to safeguard the reputations of those against whom allegations are mistakenly or
unjustly made. It is our intent to ensure that confidentiality will be maintained, certainly
until the investigatory process is complete, by recommending amendments to the Freedom
of Information Act 1992.

5.3.5.5 Recommendations

1. Information concerning a public interest disclosure should remain
confidential. The Freedom of Information Act 1992  should be
amended to provide that the Commission for the Investigation,
Exposure and Prevention of Improper Conduct, proposed in Section
4.3, is an exempt body under that Act and that information as to the
identity of the person making the public interest disclosure should
be confidential.

2. If it is determined that to satisfy the rules of natural justice, the
identity of a person making a public interest disclosure should be
revealed to a person about whom allegations are made, the public
sector agency should determine the likelihood of reprisal action
being taken, prior to disclosing the identity of the person making the
public interest disclosure.

5.3.6 PROTECTION OF THE PERSON AGAINST WHOM ALLEGATIONS
ARE MADE

5.3.6.1 Issues for Consideration

Specified Matter 11 specifically requires us to review the legislative and other measures to
be taken ‘to accommodate any necessary protection for those against whom allegations are
made’. In that context the WA Royal Commission stated that:
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... whistleblowing procedures should be designed so as to give reasonable protection to
persons against whom allegations are made at least until a prima facie case has been
made out. Allegations, although properly made, may prove to be unfounded. Unfair
stigmatisation needs to be avoided. This may be quite a constraint on publicity during
any investigations. (WA Royal Commission, 1992: II 4.7.13)

The Discussion Paper No. 6 (1995) on Specified Matter 11 raised the following issues:

• To what extent should a whistleblowing scheme for Western Australia protect those
against whom allegations are made?

• What safeguards should be put in place to prevent false, malicious, mischievous or
unsubstantiated complaints being made by whistleblowers?

• What penalties should there be for abuse of a whistleblowing scheme?

• Do the defamation laws in this State provide protection for those against whom false
or mischievous allegations are made?

• Should legislation protect a persons right to take action when false or mischievous
allegations are made against them?

It is clear that the rights of any accused person in this State need to be protected and
preserved under any whistleblowing legislation introduced. McMillan encapsulates the
difficulties encountered in protecting those rights:

A difficult practical problem may be to distinguish the genuine whistleblower from the
malcontents and the pretenders within an organisation. It is already a problem for many
organisations that people who are disaffected with its ideals or discipline will claim to
have been victimised for pursuing the truth. Introduce legislation which offers formal
protection for any person who is classified as a ‘whistleblower’ and there is a danger of
encouraging internal dissension that will achieve little besides destroying internal
harmony and efficiency. (McMillan in Prasser et al.,1990: 206)

5.3.5.2 Actions to Date

No whistleblowing legislation has been enacted in this State since the WA Royal
Commission.

5.3.6.3 Public Submissions

The Deputy Premier, the Hon. Hendy Cowan, MLA summed up the views expressed in
most submissions when he wrote that:
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... the legislative and administrative arrangements for [whistleblower] ... legislation need
to strike the balance between giving genuine whistleblowers adequate protection and
giving people or agencies adequate protection from untruthful claims of corruption.

At the Perth public hearing on 9 October 1995, Mr Andrew Murray, representing the
Australian Democrats, told us that the both statute and common law give people
considerable protection but ‘those protections are worthless without the access to justice
cheaply and quickly, and that is the primary problem’. At the Perth public hearing on 9
October 1995, the Australian Democrats pointed out that our ‘court system favours the
rich and is incredibly slow’ and suggested that a mediation tribunal system would be able
to be much more responsive. They also argued that:

... people who are complained against ... should be notified if there are whistleblowers’
complaints against them unless it is likely to endanger the life or livelihood of the
whistleblower.

Mr Doug Trevor, a whistleblower who told us he has suffered considerable reprisals, was
concerned about protecting innocent people accused of wrongdoing, and in his written
submission suggested that:

There should be a penalty, the same as perjury, for making malicious and false
accusations. Such [an] allegation could destroy people and this should not be tolerated.

Mr Tom Sherman, the Chairman of the National Crime Authority confirmed the view put
by Mr Trevor and at the public seminar in Perth on 7 September 1995 informed us that:

... in any scheme ... there [should] be protection for people who have been the subject of
false attack by a whistleblower and most legislative schemes - or indeed I think all
legislative schemes in this country - provide for offences for people who make false
allegations against others.

5.3.6.4 Analysis

In Section 5.3.3, we have already recommended that in order for a person who makes a
public interest disclosure to receive the protections under the whistleblowing legislation,
the disclosure should be made with the honest belief that the information disclosed is
correct. We have also made other recommendations which we consider will provide built
in safeguards against abuse of the whistleblowing scheme. We envisage that the Public
Interest Disclosures Advice Unit would also assist the process of providing a sounding
board and screening mechanism to potential whistleblowers, who although their belief
may be honest and reasonable, nonetheless by virtue of misconception, misunderstandings
or not being in a position to pursue enquiries further, are mistaken in their belief. Public
Concern At Work (PCAW), adopt this process:

... the charity applies a merits test to its clients’ concerns (to weed out vexatious and
frivolous concerns and private grievances). (PCAW, 1994: 7)
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The safeguards which we have built into the system are to ensure that disclosures are made
to public sector agencies. These public sector agencies including the Commission for the
Investigation, Exposure and Prevention of Improper Conduct (CIEPIC), proposed in
Section 4.3, must maintain confidentiality of the allegation and that allegation should not
be publicly released unless an investigation has substantiated that allegation. This, as
McMillan writes, is a feature of the United States federal whistleblowing legislative
scheme:

... a central feature of the US model is that it confines complaints initially to a private
and confidential channel, and to that extent, protects an organisation from potentially
damaging and premature public disclosure of fraud allegations. Relevant here too, is the
Fitzgerald recommendation that a whistleblower protection scheme should include
penalties for those who wilfully make false allegations. (McMillan in Prasser et al,
1990: 209)

We are aware that agencies may be swamped with allegations which, although they fall
within the category of public interest disclosures, may provide a drain on resources.
Consequently, we propose that public sector agencies will have a screening procedure
whereby they may refuse to investigate a matter if they consider it to be trivial or
frivolous; vexatious; misconceived or lacking in substance, or has been adequately dealt
with. To ensure that a public sector agency does not use this provision to prevent what
should otherwise be the proper investigation and rectification of any wrongdoing, it cannot
refuse to investigate a matter on these grounds if the proposed CIEPIC refers the matter to
it. Even if a disclosure is not investigated after the screening procedure, protection may
still be available under the legislation. The matter will still be a public interest disclosure
which will attract the legislative protections provided. However, given the nature of that
disclosure, the matter may be declined to be investigated. Of course, to attract the
protections of the legislation, the whistleblower must satisfy the test of honest belief.

We consider that the systems we have recommended will reduce the likelihood of
inaccurate allegations and that details of allegations will not be released unless an
investigation has been sustained. These safeguards will go some way to protect a person
against whom allegations are made.

There is however the circumstance where a person may make a false statement. Here it
must be distinguished as to whether or not that false statement was made knowing that
information was false or with reckless disregard as to its accuracy. Not only would such
false statements be a waste of resources and a diversion for public sector agencies, but
notwithstanding confidential procedures may still result in unwarranted damage to
reputation and anxiety and stress for the person against whom an allegation is made.

It is apparent that in these circumstances a person would not qualify for the protections
provided under the legislative scheme. We need however, to consider whether or not a
further penalty by way of disciplinary or criminal offence should be provided for a person
who knowingly or recklessly makes a purported public interest disclosure to a public
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sector agency which he or she knows to be false or misleading. Such a provision has been
made in all of the whistleblowing schemes enacted so far in Australia.

We have previously discussed the common law actions available in this State for
defamation. The expense of commencing such an action, together with the anxiety and
stress which accompanies most forms of litigation, quite rightly apply to a person against
whom allegations have been made, as well as to a whistleblower.

We consider it appropriate and propose to recommend, that any person who purports to
make a public interest disclosure but does so knowing it to be false or misleading in a
material particular should be guilty of an offence. This should be sufficient additional
protection for those against whom false allegations are made in the private sector. We
propose that a false disclosure of a public interest matter should also be made a
disciplinary offence.

As well as the built in safeguards we have provided in the whistleblowing scheme, we are
of the view these additional provisions should severely restrict any abuse by a person of
the whistleblowing scheme.

5.3.6.5 Recommendations

1. Any public sector agency may refuse to investigate a public interest
disclosure if it considers that disclosure is trivial or frivolous,
vexatious, misconceived or lacking in substance or has already been
adequately dealt with but if the public sector agency does so it
should provide the person making the public interest disclosure with
the reason for refusal. The public sector agency may not refuse on
these grounds if the Commission for the Investigation, Exposure and
Prevention of Improper Conduct, proposed in Section 4.3, refers a
complaint to it for investigation or response.

2. A person who makes a purported public interest disclosure to a
public sector agency or the Commission for the Investigation,
Exposure and Prevention of Improper Conduct, proposed in Section
4.3, which that person knows to be false or misleading in a material
particular should be guilty of a criminal offence.
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5.3.7 RETROSPECTIVITY AND LIMITATION PERIODS

5.3.7.1 Issues for Consideration

Whether or not a whistleblowing protection legislation should provide protection to a
person who makes a public interest disclosures under the scheme for wrongdoing that
occurred prior to the commencement of the legislation was an issue that was raised in the
Discussion Paper No. 6 (1995).

Although for a matter involving a criminal offence or a disciplinary offence there is no
time limitation in relation to laying a charge for wrongdoing which may have occurred
prior to the commencement of the legislation, there are limitation periods that apply under
the Limitation Act 1935 for various civil causes of action. In addition, if a person against
whom allegations have been made has left employment of the public sector, even if those
allegations could be substantiated, disciplinary action could no longer be taken against the
wrongdoer.

Two issues in relation to retrospectivity arise. The first relates to wrongdoing which
occurred prior to the commencement of the protected disclosures legislation. The second
issue is whether or not the protective provisions recommended under the legislation
including the compensatory provisions should apply to a person who made a disclosure of
wrongdoing prior to the commencement of the legislation.

5.3.7.2 Actions to Date

No whistleblowing legislation has been enacted in this State since the WA Royal
Commission.

5.3.7.3 Public Submissions

There was general consensus that ‘[w]histleblowing provisions should cover action or
behaviour which is alleged to have occurred prior to the legislation being passed’ (written
submission of Mr Doug Trevor).

Although the Australian Democrats informed us that they are generally not in favour of
retrospectivity in legislation they argued that on balance, they believe that there are good
reasons for making whistleblower protection legislation retrospective. They said at the
public hearing at Perth on 9 October 1995 that:

... you have to look at the particular instances ... [on the one hand] in law a matter may
not be any further pursued, and that may mean that even if the legislation is retrospective
the particular instance complained against may not be pursued at law because it’s out of
time ... [on the other hand] aspects of law where people have had something happen to
them unfairly or wrongly in the past we compensate them ... [w]e accept that
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compensation applies to the past - people who have accidents, injuries ... [w]hy
shouldn’t we accept it for whistleblowers who may have no other job they can get as a
result of being nailed for their particular action?

5.3.7.4 Analysis

It is apparent that the length of time which has passed in relation to a matter which would
be a public interest disclosure under the protective whistleblowing legislation may
frustrate any effective investigation or remedial action that could be taken as a result of the
allegation. On the other hand, as a result of the commencement of whistleblowing
legislation, people may be encouraged to come forward with allegations of wrongdoing
which, for fear of reprisal, they may have been unwilling to disclose prior to the legislative
provisions being in force.

Although the wrongdoing may have been in the past, it may be that information has only
just come to the knowledge of a person who may come forward to disclose a matter in the
public interest. Ontario’s Law Reform Commission (OLRC) reached the following
conclusion on this issue:

We believe, as a general principle, that the public’s right to know of government
wrongdoing does not terminate simply because the wrongdoing was in the past and has
been satisfactorily remedied. (OLRC, 1986: 346)

We consider that on balance, a person should be entitled if they come forward after the
commencement of the legislation to disclose wrongdoing that has occurred prior to the
commencement of the proposed whistleblowing legislation, to protection under that
legislation. The public sector agencies, in any event, will have a discretion to determine,
given the time that may have passed with the wrongdoing, whether or not any effective
investigation or indeed, any resulting action could be undertaken as a result of that
disclosure.

The second issue of possible retrospectivity relating to compensation is more
problematical. The Australian Democrats in their written submission likened the situation
of a whistleblower to that of someone who may have suffered from asbestosis and
suggested that if whistleblowers had been treated unfairly in the past then they should be
compensated.

Although we have some sympathy with this submission, we consider such a
recommendation would be contrary to the purpose and structure of the whistleblowing
scheme we propose for Western Australia. A whistleblowing scheme, in our view, should
be intended to encourage those persons who would otherwise not come forward save for
the protective provisions available under the scheme, to disclose information to the proper
authorities in the public interest categories which we have recommended. Inherent also in
the whistleblowing scheme are specified reporting mechanisms which we consider will
increase the likelihood that wrongdoing in public interest categories will be investigated,
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rectified, and if necessary, exposed. The scheme is intended to encourage exposure which
would otherwise not occur save for the protective provisions and, consequently, increase
the accountability of the government system.

We have therefore concluded that the protective and compensatory provisions under the
whistleblowing scheme will only apply to those persons making public interest disclosures
after the commencement of the legislation.

5.3.7.5 Recommendation

1. (a) A person may make a public interest disclosure under the
Public Interest Disclosures Act, proposed in Section 5.2.1,
relating to wrongdoing which occurred prior to the
commencement of the legislation and should be entitled to the
protections conferred by that legislation.

(b) There should be no retrospectivity in respect to the statutory
right to claim damages in respect of unlawful reprisals.

5.3.8 WHISTLEBLOWER INQUIRIES, OBLIGATIONS AND FEEDBACK

5.3.8.1 Issues for Consideration

Discussion Paper No. 6 (1995) sought submissions as to what extent whistleblowers
should be required to provide further evidence and to assist with any investigation.
Another issue which was raised in submissions to the Commission was the general
concern that when complaints or allegations had been made to public sector agencies,
progress reports or reports of outcome were either delayed or not forthcoming. The South
Australian Whistleblowers Protection Act 1993 specifically requires (s.6) that a person
disclosing public interest information must assist with any investigation by an
investigatory authority or forfeit the protections under the Act.

All Australian States which have introduced whistleblowing legislation, in Queensland,
South Australia, ACT and New South Wales, make various provisions for feedback to a
person making a public interest disclosure.

5.3.8.2 Actions to Date

No whistleblowing legislation has been enacted in this State since the WA Royal
Commission.
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5.3.8.3 Public Submissions

Many of the public submissions made by people who had made public interest disclosures
in the past echoed comments made by Mr Doug Trevor in his written submission that:

I found that I did most of the background work in relation to the provision of evidence in
my situation. But it didn’t help - it didn’t get a result.

Mr Allan Mottram in his written submission was of the view that the extent to which
whistleblowers should be required to provide further evidence and assist with any
investigation ‘would have to depend on the circumstances prevailing regarding the report
and who made it and their safety and future employment.’ Mr Mottram went on to add that
it is ‘better to get supporting evidence if possible.’

WB14 has supplied a number of statements to the police and cooperated throughout the
police investigation, and although he praised the efforts of the Police Service in pursuing
his complaints, charges which had been laid were eventually withdrawn.

5.3.8.4 Analysis

The fundamental purpose of the legislative whistleblowing scheme we have recommended
be introduced is to expose and prevent impropriety and corruption in this State. By
providing protections to encourage persons to come forward with information to enable
investigation and appropriate action to be taken to both rectify and expose the wrongdoing,
we consider co-operation will be forthcoming by a person without the threat of incurring a
criminal charge.

In any event, lack of co-operation by a person making a public interest disclosure would,
no doubt, reflect on the integrity of the person purporting to make the public interest
disclosure and would by its nature raise the test of honest belief. If a person has made a
public interest disclosure, it would be incumbent on them not to hinder the investigation
process.

A person providing information relating to a matter of public interest should have a
legitimate concern that the information is being acted upon. There will of course be
circumstances which may prevent the provision of information such as frustration of the
investigatory process or placing person or persons in jeopardy. We propose that
information should be provided to a person making a public interest disclosure on request
of that person save for circumstances where it would not be reasonable to do so.
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5.3.8.5 Recommendations

1. If a person who has made a public interest disclosure hinders the
investigation of the matter the subject of the disclosure, they should
forfeit the protections provided under the Protected Disclosures Act,
proposed in Section 5.2.1.

2. Where reasonable in the circumstances a public sector agency
should provide the person making a public interest disclosure with
information about action taken on that matter on the request of that
person.
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CHAPTER 6 AN EFFECTIVE SYSTEM TO PREVENT
AND EXPOSE IMPROPER CONDUCT IN
WESTERN AUSTRALIA

6.1 ISSUES FOR CONSIDERATION

Our review of the literature and experiences elsewhere suggests that there are three major
issues for consideration in developing an effective system for the prevention and exposure
of improper conduct in Western Australia:

• the establishment throughout the public sector of an ethical culture which includes
the observation of the principles of natural justice and the protection of civil
liberties;

• the most appropriate means of implementing the recommendations we have made in
Chapter 5 for the encouragement of disclosures in the public interest and the
protection of those making disclosures and against whom allegations are made; and

• the relative effectiveness of the network of agencies approach as opposed to
establishing an independent and properly resourced body to close the gaps in the
system, complementing the existing agencies and engendering public confidence in
the States determination to prevent and expose improper conduct.

Whilst supporting the establishment of standards for the public sector to which the
community expects them to adhere, the WA Royal Commission recognised that standards
alone are insufficient to ensure integrity within the public sector and said that:

... in the end, more important are example, training and the inculcation of a sense of
professional responsibility. The first aim should be to create an environment in
government in which ethical behaviour is the understood and acceptable order. The
senior officers in all arms of Government bear a particular responsibility in this, as will
the Commissioner for Public Sector Standards, a new office we recommend later in this
report. (WA Royal Commission, 1992: II 4.6.7)

In a paper he presented to a conference entitled Fraud, Ethics and Accountability in the
Public Sector held in Sydney in June 1995 Mr Howard Whitton, Principal Adviser, Ethics,
Queensland Public Sector Management Commission noted that:

The now widespread concerns in Australia about ethics in government and business, and
personal ethics, may be both a cause and an effect of the increasing interest in
philosophical ethics over the past thirty years.
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‘Applied Ethics’ as it has come to be called, is now represented in many Australian
Universities. Three Australian Governments have legislated, or plan legislation, to
establish ethics standards for public officials, and private sector sources of ethics advice
to public and private bodies alike, such as the St James Ethics Centre in Sydney, are now
well established. Public lectures and seminars on ethics and public life are a regular
occurrence.

Australia now has an autonomous ‘Association for Professional and Applied Ethics’,
currently planning its third Annual Conference, and the Public Service Commissioners
Conference recently endorsed a national public sector ethics practitioners forum - the
Australian Public Sector Ethics Network. (Whitton, 1995: 2)

Here in Western Australia there has also been a marked increase of interest in applied
ethics and this is reflected by the growing number of corporate ethicists available to advise
private and public sector organisations.

Public sector agencies will only be able to establish and maintain high ethical standards if
all levels of management and staff in these organisations are professional in their approach
to their duties and work in an environment where ethical conduct is the norm. The
example of top management is paramount and Ministers and chief executive officers must
model ethical behaviour at all times. Similarly, the highest ethical standards must be
achieved by the police and the independent accountability agencies.

Ideally, strong ethical leadership and a much greater level of openness and accountability
in government should minimise the necessity for whistleblowing activity. In the absence
of these essential prerequisites and given the level of improper conduct detailed in
Chapter 3 and the continuing trials and tribulations of whistleblowers in this State,
effective means to encourage disclosure in the public interest is essential.
Recommendations to this effect have been made in Chapter 5.

Currently, all Australian States have in place a network of agencies which between them
aim to address matters of impropriety and corruption. These agencies have been
established over time and usually consist of the criminal justice system, an Auditor
General and an Ombudsman. New South Wales and Queensland have established anti-
corruption bodies which are incorporated in the network of systems in those States. At a
meeting on 10 March 1995, Mr Ian Temby, QC, the former head of the Independent
Commission Against Corruption (ICAC) in New South Wales told us that it was useful to
conceptualise what was required in terms of an integrity triangle which consisted of an
anti-corruption body, an Ombudsman and an Auditor General. In order to make an
informed judgment on the desirability or otherwise of bodies such as the ICAC in New
South Wales and the Criminal Justice Commission (CJC) in Queensland, it is important to
understand their roles, functions and powers and how they operate in their respective
jurisdictions.
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In 1974 as a result of a Commission of Inquiry into police corruption the Hong Kong
ICAC was established with the enactment of the Independent Commission Against
Corruption Ordinance. The Hong Kong ICAC is independent of the Civil Service and the
Commissioner is directly responsible to the Governor of Hong Kong. It was established to
deter and prevent corruption and to provide anti-corruption education for the public.

There are three functional departments each responsible for an aspect of anti-corruption
work. The largest department, the Operations Department, is reactive and handles
investigations and arrests. The Corruption Prevention Department examines and advises
other government departments and the private sector, on corruption opportunities within
their systems and recommends improvements. The third department, the Community
Relations Department, educates the wider public about the evils of corruption (Allan,
1992). The Commissioner is assisted by three Deputy Commissioners, who each head one
of the three departments.

The Hong Kong ICAC has special powers that make it more powerful than the Hong Kong
Police. These powers are provided for in the Prevention of Bribery Ordinance, the
Independent Commission Against Corruption Ordinance and the Corrupt and Illegal
Activities Ordinance. As bribery and corruption are usually associated with other serious
crimes, the ICAC is able to operate under many other laws that cover these crimes. The
budget for the Hong Kong ICAC for 1995-96 is approximately $A86 million and the
staffing establishment is anticipated to be 1,195 by March 1996 (figures supplied by Hong
Kong ICAC).

With regard to Crown servants, the usual onus of proof is reversed. If these government
employees are living beyond their means or appear to have more money than they could
have earned, they must provide a satisfactory explanation as to the source of their
resources. Investigating officers have full powers of arrest in relation to bribery or
corruption offences and they can seize anything which could be evidence of these
offences. As previously noted, the powers of the Hong Kong ICAC are wider those of the
Hong Kong Police and for this reason tension has always existed between the ICAC and
the Police.

Police corruption is dealt with by the ICAC but other police misconduct is dealt with by
the Complaints and Internal Investigations Branch of the Hong Kong Police. Every area of
the work of the ICAC comes under the scrutiny of independent committees comprising
responsible citizens drawn from all sectors of the community and appointed by the
Governor. The Advisory Committee on Corruption reviews the overall policy of the
Commission. Its Chairman is a member of the Hong Kong Executive Council. If any
aspect of the ICAC’s organisation or operation causes concern to the Committee, its terms
of reference require it to draw such problems to the attention of the Governor. The work of
all three departments and the administration branch of the ICAC comes under the
Committee’s scrutiny.
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The Operations Review Committee considers and advises on matters including completed
and outstanding prosecutions, statistics, completed investigations which have not resulted
in prosecution and cases under disciplinary processes by Government. The Corruption
Prevention Advisory Committee receives and calls for reports about practices and
procedures of government bodies and the private sector which may be conducive to
corruption. It advises the Commissioner what areas it considers need to be examined and
the degree of priority to be assigned to those examinations. The Citizens Advisory
Committee on Community Relations advises the Commissioner on the measures it
believes need to be taken to foster public support for the fight against corruption and to
educate the public about the evils of corruption.

Findlay (1988) examined the activities of the Hong Kong ICAC to that date and concluded
that much of its success was to do with the extent to which it reflected characteristics of
Hong Kong society. Namely, the autocratic nature of the state; the Chinese cultural
balance between individual and community rights and responsibilities; and the absence of
a critical press.

The significant commitment of resources towards anti-corruption activities and the
absence of other mechanisms to ensure public sector accountability were also seen as
important for its acceptance by the community and therefore its success. Findlay described
the powers of the Hong Kong ICAC as ‘draconian’ (1988: 271) and warned against the
wholesale adoption of the Hong Kong model by New South Wales. The New South Wales
ICAC was modelled on the Hong Kong ICAC, but the New South Wales’ body’s powers
are less ‘draconian’.

The mission of the New South Wales ICAC is to expose and minimise corruption within
and affecting the New South Wales public sector. The Independent Commission Against
Corruption Act 1988 (ICAC Act) establishes a charter, which can be summarised as
minimising corruption through investigation, prevention and education. The ICAC is
independent of the government of the day, it is accountable to the New South Wales
Parliament, the community and the courts and considerable discretion is given to the
Commissioner as to how the organisation fulfils its charter. Complaints from the
community and reports from public sector authorities are the major sources of the ICAC
work. The ICAC must also act on reference from parliament and can work on task forces
with other agencies. The ICAC can initiate its own investigations and corruption
prevention work. During 1993-94 ICAC employed 123 staff and had a budget of $14
million. It received over 7,000 items of information about corrupt conduct including 642
complaints from the public (ICAC, 1994).

Corrupt conduct is defined in the ICAC Act and includes:

• conduct of a person which adversely affects the honest or impartial exercise of
official functions by a public official;
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• conduct of a public official which constitutes or involves dishonest or partial
exercise of his official functions, or breach of public trust; or

• involves the misuse of information or material acquired in the course of official
functions.

In addition, corrupt conduct is any conduct of a person that adversely affects the exercise
of official functions involving matters under the New South Wales crimes legislation of
that state such as bribery, official misconduct, theft, fraud or violence. But the definition is
limited by s.9 so that any such conduct must constitute a criminal offence, a disciplinary
offence, or reasonable grounds for terminating the services of the public official.

The Operations Review Committee (ORC) provides advice to ICAC on its performance of
its investigative functions, especially in relation to matters brought to the Committee by
members of the public. The Committee consists of eight members, four of whom represent
community views whilst the remainder are senior officers from the public sector, including
the New South Wales Police Commissioner. The ORC must meet at least quarterly and it
can advise the Commissioner whether or not to commence or continue investigation of a
complaint, or an ICAC-initiated investigation and receive reports relating to the
completion of an investigation. During 1993-94, 726 reports were considered by the ORC
which did not accept the recommendations of the ICAC officers in respect of 65 matters.

The first Commissioner, Mr Ian Temby QC, who completed his five year term in 1994 put
much emphasis on the investigative role and the exposure of facts found by the ICAC.
This gave the ICAC a high profile which culminated in the ICAC finding in June 1992
that the then Premier, the Hon. Nick Greiner, had acted corruptly in appointing a former
minister, the Hon. Terry Metherall to a public service job. Mr Greiner took the ICAC
finding the New South Wales Court of Appeal and won. As the ICAC Act was criticised in
the judgment, it was subsequently reviewed in 1993 by the New South Wales
Parliamentary Joint Committee on the ICAC. The Committee reaffirmed that the ICAC
was a fact finding investigative body but was unable to reconcile conflicting views on the
nature of the findings of fact that ICAC should include in its reports. Therefore, the
Committee recommended that the Law Reform Commission of New South Wales be
asked to provide advice on the definition of primary facts and whether or not individuals
should have a statutory right of appeal against ICAC findings. To date this advice has not
been sought and although the ICAC legislation was amended in 1994 the role of the ICAC
remains largely unchanged.

The second Commissioner, Justice Barry O’Keefe, has indicated that during his term of
office there will be an increased emphasis on prevention and education. He addressed a
meeting of NSW chief executive officers on 21 February 1995 and said:
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During its first term the ICAC has undertaken a substantial breadth of work with
significant emphasis upon its investigative function, especially through public
hearings ... In an integrated approach to the minimisation of corruption, the capacity to
get to the truth of a matter, to unearth the facts and expose them is vital, not just as a
deterrent measure but as an important preclude to improvements in laws, systems and
work practices.

He went on to say that whilst investigation would continue to be important the ICAC was
going to increase its emphasis on collaboration, advice and education as potent weapons in
the fight against corruption in the public sector and the public/private sector interface. The
new emphasis is clearly spelled out in the ICAC corporate plan for 1995-98 (ICAC, 1995).

The ICAC has been subjected to both considerable praise and criticism over the years.
Praise for its:

• successful efforts in exposing corruption, for example the Release of Government
Information (ICAC, August 1992) and the Investigation into the Relationship
between Police and Criminals (ICAC, February 1994, April 1994);

• collaborative work with agencies to improve their systems to prevent or minimise
corruption and thereby save millions of dollars, for example the Department of
Health Cash Handling in Public Hospitals (ICAC, July 1992) and the Monitoring of
Cash Handling in Public Hospitals (ICAC, August 1994);

• research and publications on a wide range of relevant contemporary topics, for
example Sponsorship Principles (ICAC, August 1993) and Contracting for Services:
The Probity Perspective (ICAC, May 1995b);

• educational materials and programs, for example the development of a video and a
unit for the NSW high schools legal studies curriculum; and

• surveys of public attitudes towards corruption, for example Community Attitudes to
Corruption and the ICAC (ICAC, May 1995a).

The ICAC has been criticised for:

• ruining reputations by making findings of fact that are published in the media;

• having little to show, especially as regards convictions, for the money spent to date,
that is 63 convictions and $81 million dollars;

• failing to root out corruption in the New South Wales Police as evidenced by the
setting up of the Wood Royal Commission in New South Wales and its spectacular
success in persuading corrupt police officers to assist it;
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• poor service to whistleblowers, as indicated by a survey of 16 people who had taken
their complaints of corrupt conduct to the ICAC between 1990 and 1994 (Lennane
and Karpinski, 1995); and

• being a body that is fundamentally flawed because its true nature has not been
properly defined (McClellan, 1995).

The CJC was set up as a result of the Fitzgerald Commission’s inquiry into corruption in
Queensland (Report of a Commission of Inquiry Pursuant to Orders in Council, 1989). Its
mission is to promote justice and integrity in Queensland and its goals are to:

• ensure the integrity of public administration;

• promote a fair and effective criminal justice system;

• make an effective contribution to combating organised and major crime;

• promote pro-active corruption prevention in the public sector, professional
organisations and other agencies; and

• promote public understanding and informed discussion on criminal justice issues.

In Queensland, the CJC reviews and initiates reform of the criminal justice system and has
oversight of the Queensland Police Service. The CJC was accountable to the Parliament
through the Parliamentary Criminal Justice Commission Committee but recently this has
been changed and the CJC is now accountable to the Parliamentary Legal, Constitutional
and Administrative Review Committee. The Committee may request the CJC to elaborate
on issues raised in its reports and it can advise the CJC to investigate matters that fall
within its jurisdiction under the Act. The Committee is also empowered to hold public
hearings on issues related to the activities of the CJC. Further it can receive complaints
from persons who feel aggrieved by the activities of investigations of the CJC. Usually the
Committee meets monthly with the CJC commissioners and directors.

The CJC has the power to summon witnesses to give evidence and the power to compel
the production of records and information. The CJC consists of five commissioners and it
has five operational divisions:

• the Official Misconduct Division;

• the Intelligence Division;

• the Witness Protection Division;

• the Research and Co-ordination Division; and
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• the Corruption Prevention Division.

During the year 1993-94 the CJC employed 263 staff including 92 police officers and the
budget was in excess of $20 million (CJC, 1994).

Corrupt conduct by a public official in Queensland is called official misconduct. It is
defined in the Criminal Justice Act 1989 (Qld) and it can involve:

• carrying out duties in a dishonest way or in a way that lacks impartiality;

• breaching the community’s trust; and

• the improper release of confidential information.

The Official Misconduct Division investigates allegations of misconduct in the
Queensland Police Service and official misconduct in all units of public administration. It
also prepares reports for criminal and disciplinary charges and recommends procedural
reforms. In addition, it uses complaint resolution procedures as alternatives to formal
investigation and monitors compliance with misconduct reporting obligations. During
1993-94, 2,332 complaints were registered, 517 criminal charges were recommended
against 139 persons and 235 disciplinary charges were recommended against 139 persons.
The average time taken to finalise complaints was 68 days. The CJ Act made provision for
the creation of a Misconduct Tribunal to investigate and determine every charge of a
disciplinary nature of official misconduct and impose punishment.

The Electoral and Administrative Review Commission’s (EARC) Report on Review of
Appeals from Administrative Decision (1993) recommended that the Misconduct Tribunal
remain with the CJC. However, in 1994 the CJC was advised that a decision had been
made to transfer the Tribunal to the District Court, to date this has not occurred.

In addition to these functions, with the commencement of the Whistleblowers Protection
Act 1994, the CJC set up a whistleblowers support program to assist people who
experience difficulties because they have assisted the CJC.

Although both the ICAC and the CJC had their origins in their respective state
governments’ desire to deal with corruption, they differ in many respects. The mandate of
the CJC is wider than that of the ICAC, given its role in promoting a fair and effective
criminal justice system, its oversight of complaints against the Queensland Police Service
and its Misconduct Tribunals. The CJC Corruption Prevention Division was only
established in 1993. Although some progress has been made in promoting a proactive
approach to the prevention and detection of corruption, for example, the CJC’s Corruption
Prevention Manual (CJC, 1993) nevertheless, the ICAC clearly places greater emphasis on
education and prevention.
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Like the ICAC, the CJC has been subject to both praise and criticism. Its research and
publications have been of a high standard and its complaints processing and police
complaints oversight deemed to be efficient and effective. However, the CJC has been
dogged by difficulties with the Parliamentary Criminal Justice Committee and the
Queensland Government. By 1993 Premier Goss’ commitment to the fight against
corruption was being queried as the re-appointment of an independent commissioner
Dr Janet Irwin was prevented and the Premier maintained that the CJC had cleared his
ministers of misconduct when that was not the case (‘CJC Under Threat’ The Bulletin,
1993).

Matters did not improve for the second Chairperson, Mr Rob O’Regan, who on his
retirement earlier this year criticised the parliamentary committee system and said that it
was dominated by party political considerations and a failure to understand the nature of
the CJC’s work and its inevitable upsetting of particular political interests (The Australian,
30 May 1995). The government’s initial nominees to replace Mr O’Regan were rejected as
unsuitable by the parliamentary committee and the person finally selected, Mr Frank Clair,
was not due to take up his position for some months when the editorial in The Australian
on 30 May 1995 noted that:

All of this adds up to trouble for the CJC at a time when the reasons for its establishment
are easily forgotten and the need for its future can easily be clouded. There will be fears
that the government is laying the ground to create a compliant commission that is less
likely to uncover political scandal or create embarrassment by moving into unchartered
policy areas.

The new head of the CJC’s rejigged parliamentary watchdog committee Mr Rod Welford
has indicated that he plans to boost the monitoring of the CJC and make it more
accountable to the Queensland Parliament. He indicated in an interview with The
Australian on the 6 November 1995 that it was vital that his committee was aware of the
CJC’c activities if it was to maintain confidence in it. Mr Welford said that improved
accountability would include regular and routine auditing of the CJC and stricter
guidelines on the CJC complying with requests from the committee for information. The
Queensland Government is still considering a Parliamentary Criminal Justice Committee
report which included a recommendation that the CJC’s parliamentary watchdog be given
the power to direct the CJC to undertake investigations.

6.2 ACTIONS TO DATE

As we have already noted, there have been some changes made since the WA Royal
Commission recommended in 1992 the establishment of a Commission for the
Investigation of Corruption and Improper Conduct. In particular, the PSM Act has been
implemented, the CPSS established and the OCC Act amended.
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6.3 PUBLIC SUBMISSIONS

A clear majority of the public submissions strongly favoured making changes to the
present system in order to more effectively prevent and expose impropriety or corruption.
Most felt that the current system deals with such conduct on a piecemeal basis and was, as
a result, confusing. Many showed a disturbing lack of confidence in the present system.

In calling for change, most of the public submissions supported the introduction of a new
independent agency, whether by replacing the OCC or by enlarging its functions and
enhancing its powers and resources, to be responsible for the investigation of all
allegations of improper conduct, as defined in Chapter 3. Some submissions argued for the
retention of the present system with improvements being made to each of the agencies and
ensuring proper co-ordination between them.

Professor John Milton-Smith, the Vice Chancellor of Curtin University, expressed the
view that there is a lack of public confidence in the present system when he appeared at
the public hearing held in Perth on 13 October 1995:

I do believe that public confidence and trust in the system is at an extremely low ebb and
... that is a very serious and sad matter and I believe that fairly strong measures are
required to restore public confidence in the system.

Of course, you never get a perfect system but, you know, I do believe that the more
checks and balances that you have in a system of government the better. We have just
seen corruption on such a scale that many of us still can’t quite believe it because this
really amounts to a massive betrayal of trust. I think many of us until the eighties cruised
along with a rather naive belief that anyone who went into public office or public life
was motivated to serve the public interest and clearly that is not the case.

At the public hearing held in Perth on 13 October 1995, Mr Peter Weygers, the President
of the Western Australian Council for Civil Liberties, was of the opinion that in order for
the public to have confidence in these types of agencies:

... they must be agencies of the people, I say, so people have trust and faith in these
institutions; otherwise people will not go to them.

During the course of our closed hearings, WB4, a person who had made various
complaints to the Ombudsman and to the OCC regarding several police officers, told us
that it was difficult for the ordinary person with a complaint to work their way through the
system to have their complaints investigated. That person recommended the establishment
of:

... a body ... which has the powers and the teeth to make not only recommendations, but
investigate those matters ... [then] take the appropriate action ... for instance, this body
should have the power to force the police to do the investigation.
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Many other submissions supported the introduction of such an independent body. In a
written submission, WB16 made recommendations for changes to the functions, powers
and resources of the State Ombudsman and the OCC:

The functions of both the Ombudsman and the OCC should be radically changed. Both
need more power ... It is imperative that sufficient staff should be allocated to such
bodies in order that they do their work with speed as well as efficiency.

At the public hearing held in Perth on 9 October 1995, Mrs Trainor said that there was a
need for a specialist body whose task it was to investigate corrupt and improper conduct
provided that it had sufficiently wide powers and that it had the ability to look at criminal
and improper conduct.

Mr John Vukovich, a member of the public who sent in a written submission, favoured the
introduction of an independent body. In his view such a body should be:

... designed by independent interested people from the community. Such people abound
in existing community instigated organisations and many of them would be willing and
eminently able to design a commission which would reduce the attraction of corruption
to public officials.

In relation to the powers that such a body should have, the Hon. Jim Scott, MLC, wrote:

It is essential that any such commission have powers of seizure, search, investigation
and charging. Thus it should be given the ability to investigate any allegation in any part
of any of the whole of the public service in WA. This must include the Police, and as
such secrecy provisions of many other Acts would need to be over ridden. It is essential
that any such commission is totally independent and have the ability to demand respect
from the system and people within it.

... [I]t is essential if any of the above things are to happen that such a commission, and
indeed a whistleblowers support scheme, is very well funded. There is no room for crime
fighting on the cheap in WA. Such a commission is about the public interest, and that
cannot be defended and supported in an atmosphere of rationalisation and restructuring.
It needs to be stable and well funded.

In their written submission, Mr Dom and Mrs Roseline Cuscuna also supported the
establishment of an independent body:

An enhanced independent statutory authority, with strengthened roles and powers to
investigate allegations of corruption and improper conduct in Western Australia, would
... be the appropriate body to provide the necessary support and protection for
whistleblowers.

Similarly, this agency would also need to have an extremely rigorous, confidential and
careful approach to investigating all complaints and reports, particularly when they are
made anonymously or are based on very little ‘evidence’.
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They also strongly supported the recommendations of the WA Royal Commission:

We consider the WA Government should have implemented the recommendations of the
WA Royal Commission long ago and replaced the OCC with a more effective agency
with dedicated resources to fight official corruption and improper conduct in this state ...

Such an agency should also have a preventative and educational role similar to the NSW
Independent Commission Against Corruption. Such a key agency should report directly
to Parliament itself.

In a confidential written submission received from WB11 there was further support for the
WA Royal Commission’s recommendation for a Commissioner for the Investigation of
Corrupt and Improper Conduct, having the following mandate:

• It must be an independent body responsible to Parliament.

• Have the ability and expertise to investigate issues independently (not Police).

• Make interim and long term recommendations.

• The legislation covering the organisation must require the Government to respond
to recommendations made within a particular time frame and reasons for non-
compliance.

• Freedom of access to Government Departments and Records.

In relation to the question of whether it is better to have one agency responsible for
receiving complaints, Mr Jack Evans, the National Administrator of the Australian
Democrats, wrote

It would be entirely wrong, ineffective, confusing, and dangerous for a number of
independent whistleblowing agencies to be brought into existence, dealing with different
sectors of the public service. Only one independent whistleblowing agency should be
able to receive disclosures and provide protection ... The agency against whom the
complaint is directed should also be able to receive disclosures.

The Commissioner for Equal Opportunity, Ms June Williams, wrote in her submission that
investigation, advisory and counselling functions relating to public interest disclosures
‘could be undertaken by the same agency’. Ms Williams added :

The EOC performs investigatory, advisory and public education roles in relation to equal
opportunity. The EOC could provide a model for how these roles can be separated and
dealt with within a single agency.

WB6, a long serving public service employee who appeared at the closed hearings, also
supported the introduction of an independent investigatory body when he outlined his
experiences with the Ombudsman:
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I am well aware that the Ombudsman actually sends the complaint to the CEO, and it’s a
pretty long-winded system, but also it isn’t investigated independently ... there isn’t an
independent body that looks at it. While the Ombudsman is independent himself, the
complaint isn’t investigated as an investigation that would normally be undertaken. He
asks the CEO to respond to any complaints.

The NSW, or the Hong Kong ICAC and the Queensland CJC were suggested in many
submissions as being appropriate models for independent investigatory bodies. Whilst
some of those submissions favoured the replacement of the OCC with such a body, others
indicated a preference for the enhancement of the role and powers of the OCC.

In his written submission, Mr Paul Dickinson, who until July 1993 was a Chief
Investigator with the Hong Kong ICAC, recommended:

If WA is to have not only an honest Police Service but an honest Government and a
fairer society, then it too needs and independent anti-corruption body. Rather than scrap
the OCC, I would give it the resources and power to do a proper job ... An enlarged
OCC, responsible for investigating all state corruption not just within the WA Police,
would need an annual budget of at least A$8 million and a staff of 30 [emphasis in
original].

Mr Greg McMahon, at the public hearing held in Perth on 11 October 1995, argued for the
need to have an independent body whose sole responsibility it was to protect
whistleblowers. He did, however, support the existence of corruption prevention agencies:

When we say that we believe in the separation of the body protecting whistleblowers
from the body that’s pursuing the corruption, we are not just taking a single-minded
view of what the whistleblower needs; we are taking a view of what the system needs,
because we are supporting the independent Whistleblowers Protection body but we are
also supporting the existence of a CJC/ICAC-type body to pursue the matter that was
disclosed.

What we are doing is setting up two bodies; one that looks at the matter disclosed, the
corruption, and have a body focused on chasing that, and one that looks at the reprisals
against whistleblowers who made that disclosure ...

We see those two bodies as acting in mutual support. The CJC-type body is in the
business of eradicating the corruption, that it was the original seed for the
whistleblowers’ problems, whereas the Whistleblowers Protection body, by ensuring that
the whistleblower is protected, is providing a firm base for the flow of information that
the ICAC/CJC-type bodies need to pursue the corruption and if the independent
whistleblowers body is also given a role of reporting independently to parliament, what
we have got is a kind of indirect effect of ensuring that the CJC-type bodies, the ICAC-
type bodies pursue matters with energy.
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In relation to corrupt conduct that would attract criminal sanctions, the Director of Public
Prosecutions, Mr John McKechnie, QC, at the public hearing held in Perth on 11 October
1995, said:

Principally my view is that if you define corruption as criminal conduct then the body
best suited to investigate that are the police and you have within the police force already
a specific squad dedicated to that particular area. In the same way as you have a stock
squad, gold squad, drug squad you have an anti-corruption squad and my view is that is
where you should put your resources; into ensuring ... that squad is staffed by high
quality officers who are trained in aspects of fraud and corruption investigation.

If they find allegations of corruption it is dealt with through the criminal process in the
same way that any other crime is. That ensures procedural fairness to those who are
accused and a manager of publicity which is an incident of a criminal trial is attached to
the process.

The alternative seems to me to put in yet another body and, put bluntly, if you are going
to have another body then either it is going to have to use the police service to do its
investigations or it is going to have a second police service attached to it and I doubt
whether this state with its population of about 1.8 million can afford, or needs, such
another body. There may be still gaps but there are a range of bodies identified within
the Commission’s working paper, and probably a few more, who have bits and pieces to
do.

When you are dealing with impropriety that amounts to criminal conduct my view is
very strongly it is a matter for the police and then through them where appropriate the
courts and you do not need an official corruption body looking over it. The one area
where you may need a body is overseeing the police simply because you need a check on
the police who are the investigators, but for other public services I think the police are
entirely appropriate and proper.

Mr Andrew Murray of the Australian Democrats at the public hearing held in Perth on 9
October 1995, when asked whether the independent body should have its own
investigators, said:

... it should have its own investigators but needn’t replicate a specialist investigator in
abilities which are elsewhere. For instance, in auditing and accounting it would seem to
us self-evident that the Auditor General is likely to be better equipped than would be an
OCC, or in investigating police criminal matters the police would be better, or in
prosecutorial matters the DPP would be better ...

We see that they would do a preliminary investigation and decide whether the nature of
it was such that they needed to keep it in-house or move it out.

If, for instance, the complaint was a very serious complaint against the senior echelons
of the police it would be singly inappropriate for it to be referred back to the police and
they would hold it and investigate it and if necessary hire in people to help with the
investigation.
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In a written submission, The Law Society of Western Australia expressed the view that:

... whistleblowing legislation can only operate meaningfully if a specific body exists
which can receive and investigate allegations of impropriety, in circumstances where the
protection can be given to the whistleblower ...

and suggested that the ICAC and the CJC may provide models for such a body.

Mr Jack Evans, the National Administrator of the Australian Democrats, suggested that
changes be made to the OCC. He wrote:

As an independent authority reporting and accountable to parliament the OCC’s powers
should include dealing with improper conduct, and preventative and educative functions.
It is possible that it could also be the new whistleblower agency. It should have the
power to recommend its own size and cost, based on a study of other models, and it
should provide measures of its effectiveness.

Similarly, in his written submission, Mr Allan Mottram said that the OCC should be
expanded:

... making it a corporate statutory body, its powers and area of operation greatly
expanded and be supplied with the, powers of receipt of information of corruption,
investigation, protection of informers, consultation and advice and if necessary help to
informers, reimbursement of out of pocket expenses of informers, report directly to
parliament, organising procedures for rectification of problems and implementation of
penalties [emphasis in original].

Mr Peter Kyle, who is currently undertaking an investigation into aspects of the City of
Wanneroo said, at the public hearing held in Perth on 13 October 1995 that he agreed with
the WA Royal Commission’s recommendations to establish an Office of the
Commissioner for the Investigation of Corruption and Improper Conduct:

The recommendations of the royal commission about the appointment of the
commissioner for the investigation of corrupt and improper conduct were so direct, so
definite, expressed in such important terms, that it seemed to me inconceivable that a
government coming into office and receiving that report would not adopt that
recommendation.

Regarding the best means to prevent and expose impropriety or corruption, Mr Kyle said:

I certainly think that the important question is, how does one construct out of the
multitude of agencies that are designed to have some impact upon this whole question -
how do you construct a body that is capable of doing the job because you sure as hell
don’t have one at the moment? ...

I personally think that ... you should put the Auditor General’s office, the Ombudsman’s
office and the Official Corruption Commission together. You should create an agency
that has the capacity to investigate all and any aspect of improper or corrupt conduct in
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government in public life generally including local government and you should give it
functions which allow it to go from receiving complaints to the point of a
recommendation for a prosecution all within the compass of one agency ... Then the DPP
takes over maybe, but it seems to me to be rather senseless to have different agencies
doing different things.

In its written submission, The Law Society of Western Australia agreed saying that, on
balance, such a body should be empowered to:

... investigate both limbs of ‘official misconduct’, namely official corruption and
improper conduct ... These terms must then be defined in the legislation,

because such a body will avoid jurisdictional problems and it will be able to deal with
what is very often the real problem of:

... official misconduct [that] is not hard core official corruption ... but far more subtler
forms of improper conduct which erodes both the efficiency and morale of those serving
the public, and public confidence in the service.

Finally, the The Law Society of Western Australia wrote that:

... such body should have the power to refer complaints (eg relatively minor ones) to
other bodies - there are numerous examples of such referral powers in legislation dealing
with bodies such as the Ombudsman.

At the public hearing held in Perth on 13 October 1995, Mr Robert Eadie, the State
Ombudsman, clearly stated that he did not see the need for the establishment of an
independent investigatory and corruption prevention body such as ICAC. He supported the
continuation of the roles of the OCC and the existing accountability agencies.
Nevertheless, in relation to the OCC, he recommended that whilst it should continue to
operate, there should be ‘appropriate amendments to its legislation and the provision of
additional resources as necessary’.

Mr Eadie went on to say that there was no doubt in his mind that:

... a great deal of thought would need to have been given to the powers of the OCC were
it to perform an effective job for the latter part of the 20th century and perhaps moving
into the 21st century, and that resources would have to be examined very carefully. That
would include the membership and staffing of the commission ... [A]lthough the
commission, I believe, has done a useful job to date, when one is talking about a new
role, an expanded role, a different role ... one has to look carefully at the composition,
the membership, the staffing and so on of the organisation ... The OCC should be
provided with special powers to set up an inquiry with royal commission powers on an
ad hoc basis where appropriate and that is, of course, expanded upon in my submission,
the circumstances which I have in mind there. I suggested also that the OCC and the
existing independent accountability agencies should continue to be involved in
corruption prevention and education programs.
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In his written submission, Mr Eadie said that:

... a single ‘super-agency’ would be expensive, unnecessarily bureaucratic and may
create more confusion for the general public. While I support the suggestion that a
whistleblower should have the option to make a disclosure to an independent agency, in
my view, it is not essential (or desirable) that a single independent agency should be
nominated to receive disclosures.

In that submission, Mr Eadie put forward two main reasons against the abolition of the
OCC and its replacement with a body similar to the ICAC or the CJC:

Firstly, in spite of the large budget provided to fund and resource ICAC, it is still not an
all-embracing body which is empowered to investigate all matters of official corruption
in New South Wales. It does not investigate complaints (including the more serious
complaints) against police; these are handled by the New South Wales Ombudsman.
Moreover, where it has been considered that an intensive investigation into alleged
organised corruption in the police service is necessary, the NSW Government has
established a specific Royal Commission for this purpose. In addition to the staff and
funding provided to ICAC, which is not inconsiderable, the Royal Commission into the
Police Service has a staff or over 200 and a budget commensurate with its size ...

Secondly, there are already a number of well-established agencies (including the
Ombudsman) which play a significant role in the accountability process and are
equipped to handle the majority of complaints involving official misconduct [emphasis
in original].

Nevertheless, Mr Eadie did suggest that there may be merit in:

... legislating for the OCC to have the ability to set up, on an ad hoc basis, an appropriate
form of inquiry machinery with Royal Commission powers to conduct an investigation
into very serious allegations of organised or systemic corruption [emphasis in original].

In relation to the various accountability agencies, Mr Eadie said, at the public hearing held
in Perth on 13 October 1995, that their role:

... in relation to impropriety not amounting to criminal corruption, should continue, and
again with suitable improvements and modifications where necessary.

When it was put to Mr Eadie that it had been suggested to us on many occasions that there
ought to be one place for people who wish to give information can go, Mr Eadie said that
he favoured the current network system, where complaints received by an agency that
didn’t have the power to deal with them refers them on to the appropriate agency:

... I believe that to try and create one organisation which would handle all the contacts
and approaches would create a bureaucracy which we don’t really need in Western
Australia. That’s my view. At the same time I see the need to have proper cross-referral
of approaches and we do this at the moment quite considerably.
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The Auditor General, Mr Des Pearson agreed that the existing network of accountability
agencies are sufficient for exposure and prevention of impropriety and corruption, and all
that has to be done is improve coordination. At the public hearing held in Perth on 13
October 1995 he said:

I think the existing agencies need their powers enhanced or expanded and again if I use
the case of my own example in terms of the recommendations that have been made in
relation to the independence and powers of the Auditor General, those sort of
improvements need to be made in relation to all the existing accountability agencies and
then, subject to that, I would then support the proposal that it is more a matter of
coordination and a gatekeeper function to ensure that there is better coordination for
efficiency and effectiveness of handling the issues, that there is not duplication and there
are not voids. I think out of that improved coordination we would also need to ensure
that there is a final responsibility accepted, or areas of responsibility agreed and acted
on, so that there is final gatekeeper to make sure something happens.

The Hon. Derek Tomlinson MLC, expressed doubts about the NSW ICAC. At the public
hearing held in Perth on 11 October 1995 he said

The ICAC in New South Wales has been demonstrated to be a fairly ineffective body. I
think they presented a report on police corruption. It didn’t even scratch the surface and
it wasn’t until the current Royal Commission when by good fortune an individual rolled
over we had revealed the extent of corruption. I do not believe that Western Australia
has a corruption problem of such magnitude that we need an independent commission
against corruption.

Mr Tomlinson was, however, of the opinion that there is sufficient evidence of corruption
in Western Australia to justify the establishment of an anti-corruption body. In his view,
such a body should be a ‘one-stop shop’ for the investigation of impropriety and
corruption having the responsibility for:

... evaluating all complaints, making preliminary investigations on all complaints and
reporting its preliminary investigations and, if necessary, of its own volition pursuing
whatever the complaint reveals. Only that way will you get to the deep-rooted corruption
or impropriety. I think you have to recognise that it appeared that people in the public
sector who are engaged in major corruption are usually clever at concealing their corrupt
behaviour.

Understandably, many submissions saw the need for any independent body established for
the purpose of, and with sufficient powers to, prevent and expose impropriety or
corruption, to be accountable for its actions. Mr Peter Kyle recognised that requirement
when he said, at the public hearing held in Perth on 13 October 1995, that:

It would be wise to build up an agency with the expertise to handle the whole thing.
Obviously you create a bit of a monster that way potentially and obviously therefore it
needs a guardian to protect us from the guardians and that is important, but it seems to
me you have plenty of examples of the way in which that can be done such as, for
example, controls over the security agencies of the Commonwealth government.
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Ms Margaret Graham at the public seminar held in Collie said that she had ‘grave
misgivings about the institution of an Official Corruption Commission with wide-ranging
powers’. She expressed concern that such a body may itself become corrupted by the
extent of its own powers.

Some submissions did not want to see the introduction of another bureaucratic
organisation. Mr Hawley, at the Public Seminar held in Manjimup, said of the suggestion
that there be established an independent body to investigate impropriety or corruption:

One of the things we don’t want to see is another huge government body being
established but I think we need a government body which acts as a watchdog, if you like,
over all the other agencies to ensure that any matter is investigated properly and is
investigated so that we end up with a satisfactory conclusion. I think in the current
situation that’s not happening.

Mr Lawrence Heal agreed with that view and at the public seminar held in Albany he said
that:

... the only thing I get a bit worried about is another bureaucracy being formed and
another thing and another committee and we have got it never ending.

Additionally, there was concern expressed at the extent to which such a body should be
able to over-ride what may be considered to be fundamental civil liberties and human
rights. Mr Andrew Murray of the Australian Democrats, at the public hearing held in Perth
on 9 October 1995, when asked about the powers that an independent body should have,
said:

One has to be careful with personal liberties and one never wants to let the pendulum
swing so far that powers can then start eroding the personal liberties of citizens. So we
would suggest that the powers be as wide as possible consistent with preserving natural
rights to liberty. In that regard probably the powers of royal commissioners should be
exceptional, not regulated.

Ms Nuala Keating, the National President of the Australian Society of Labor Lawyers,
said at the public hearing held in Perth on 23 October that, provided sufficient checks and
balances where in place to ensure accountability, she supported the establishment of a
permanent commission of inquiry:

... the Society [of Australian Labor Lawyers] does not wholeheartedly support permanent
standing commissions of inquiry. If you come up with some sort of, maybe, in between
thing that tries to pick up the good sides of these things but at the same time has some
balance and checks and balances to ensure that the negatives of these sorts of bodies
don’t take over then it is acceptable, I suppose, or it is understood why you would do it.
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In relation to whether such a body should have the power to over-ride the privilege against
self-incrimination, Ms Keating said:

... taking away a person’s right to silence is a dreadful thing. You have to have an
enormous justification for it and I suppose that maybe with the permanent standing
commission there are times when they can justify it, but it shouldn’t be a permanent
right to say to people, ‘I’m sorry but you have to answer my questions.’

A number of submissions made specific reference to the need to foster ethical behaviour in
the public sector. Mr Andrew Murray, representing the Australian Democrats, summarised
the key role played by management in achieving an ethical culture within the public sector
when he appeared at a public hearing in Perth on 9 October 1995. Mr Murray said:

The things you all are trying to do as a commission cannot be achieved unless we change
the climate, the ethos, the ethics, the credibility of the civil service. Let us state as
Australian Democrats we think that the civil service is far more open and accountable
than it was generations ago - far more so - but it still has a long way to go.

Implicit in that is the standard of management. Management have to be benchmarked,
they have to be accountable, they have to be open, and to achieve standards from
everything from equal opportunity to stopping sexual harassment in the workplace to
stopping impropriety it’s a question of management. That’s where it begins and ends,
and so you as a commission are absolutely right in putting your finger right on that
[management practices] as an inescapable parallel, because it’s hopeless to set up a
moral authority such as the OCC or a whistleblowers agency and let everything else
carry on as it has done before. You have to have the two in tandem.

When Professor John Milton-Smith, Deputy Vice Chancellor, Curtin University of
Technology addressed the public hearing in Perth on 13 October 1995, he supported the
Royal Commission’s views and those of Mr Murray by emphasising the need for public
sector managers to be held accountable for upholding standards. In this respect Professor
Milton-Smith said:

I have done a study on codes of conduct in Australia and several other academic
researchers have done so and generally it has been found that ethical codes, codes of
conduct, are little more than useless. They are not related to the management system of
organisations. They are not related to the accountabilities of managers. In other words,
managers are not held accountable for ensuring that the code is actually practised and I
would like to see that link made.

I would like to see codes of conduct firmly linked into the structures and the systems and
the accountabilities of organisations and in particular managers held responsible for
upholding those codes. I would also point out that most codes focus on employees. Very
few say anything about top management or directors and I think that is a very serious
gap given the events of the eighties and beyond.
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I think also that codes of ethics need to be supported by ethics committees and in
appropriate cases ethics officers so that an ethics committee can not only play a key role
in helping to develop and update and flesh out ethical codes, but also address specific
issues or problems that come up within the organisation or which are referred to it by
members of the organisation. So I would see an ethics committee as a standing
committee within an organisation which is quite active.

At a public hearing held in Perth on 11 October 1995, Mr John McKechnie, QC, Director
of Public Prosecutions said:

I haven’t actually seen within the public service necessarily an understanding of all the
lessons in the matters that I have looked at which fall short of criminal conduct but I
have looked at to see whether they are criminal since the royal commission was over,
and in particular there’s no use for public sector standards to just lay down a set of
ethical rules. It doesn’t do anybody any good. They are just another set of rules.

You have, I think, to take the harder road and to teach ethical policy within the
organisation. Now, to take our own example, in my office we have spent basically two
years on this very project, developing ethical procedures, and we are really still just
beginning but we work on the basis that there is no point - lawyers particularly are
surrounded by rules. Rules will tell you what is right and wrong in terms of what the
result is but it won’t tell you what is good and bad; that’s an ethical thing, and there are
plenty of activities which are improper but not unlawful.

Later in the same public hearing Mr McKechnie commented as follows:

It seems to me that to develop ethical policy is a long-term process throughout the public
service that will demand a great commitment of time and effort, and I speak - because
we are just a small department - of the effort we have put in and still have a long way to
go, but it also seems to me that unless you do that ultimately it’s going to be ineffective.

Mr McKechnie also highlighted the need for cultural change when he said:

The real problem is not one of legislation. I think it comes back to the Commissioner for
Public Sector Standards ... Legislation doesn’t prevent crime ... That is a much more
intractable problem which needs to be dealt with by raising ethical standards throughout
the public service by developing a culture of openness and communication.

At the public hearing in Perth on 11 October 1995, Mr John White, an officer from the
Department of Land Administration, told us that:

... ethical management is a vital area and - I suppose where I see it falling down at the
moment, sir, in the agencies where I have worked and evidence from other agencies
where friends of mine work and relations work, is that senior management doesn’t
always set an extremely good example. When you have got less than good examples
being set by senior management we can hardly expect people lower down in the
management stream to be extremely ethical or to avoid corrupt practices.
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6.4 ANALYSIS

Despite the introduction of the Public Sector Management Act 1994, the establishment of
the Office of the Commissioner for Public Sector Standards, and amendments to the
Official Corruption Commission Act 1988, our inquiries have revealed a low level of
public satisfaction. There are calls for urgent action to implement additional measures to
prevent and expose impropriety and corruption in the public sector. The need for an
independent body to investigate allegations of corrupt and improper conduct has been a
feature of many submissions.

In addition we note the editorial which appeared in The West Australian on Friday
8 September 1995 which included the following:

Mr Court’s [Premier Richard Court, MLA] assertion that State watchdogs provide
effective checks on misconduct by public officials is hardly likely to reassure a
community that has been made cynical by WA Inc and the failure of the Court
Government to carry out the administrative and parliamentary reforms necessary to
prevent a repetition.

Further, on Friday 13 October 1995 the editorial of The West Australian commenced with
the following:

The WA Royal Commission’s proposal was specific and unequivocal - an effective new
agency to fight corruption should be set up without delay to replace the inadequate
Official Corruption Commission.

Three years later no new corruption fighter has been established. The future of the OCC
is still under official consideration - and the State continues to try to counter the
insidious spread of graft with one hand tied behind its back. The need for effective anti-
corruption measures in which the public has confidence has never been more pressing.

We concur with the general thrust of those submissions received that call for a stronger
investigatory body to investigate improper conduct and other measures designed to
improve the accountability of this State’s public sector. In doing so we recognise the need
to balance effectiveness and costs but we agree with the WA Royal Commission that
change is needed and is needed quickly. A significant injection of resources is required, to
ensure improper conduct is minimised in the public sector of this State and to protect all
members of the community from potentially dangerous or environmentally hazardous
activities of either government or the private sector.

We have examined in detail the role powers and function of the New South Wales ICAC
and the CJC and the Hong Kong ICAC. We do not believe that it would be appropriate to
transplant these models to Western Australia. However, we have been impressed with
aspects of these models and have had the benefit of these agencies experiences over a
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period of years. Western Australia does not need a CJC because an alternative to the
criminal justice system is not required. Nonetheless, the CJC oversight of the police has
been instructive and it should be adapted for Western Australia. The New South Wales
ICAC has been troubled by problems with its legislation and ongoing police corruption
scandals. Its record in prevention and education is impressive and, in our view, Western
Australia urgently needs an improper conduct prevention and education strategy. The
powers of the Hong Kong ICAC would be considered excessive in our society, but it is
essential that an independent agency to deal with improper conduct is properly
empowered.

In our view, a new independent accountability agency should be established. We propose
that the new body be called the Commission for the Investigation, Exposure and
Prevention of Improper Conduct (CIEPIC). The proposed CIEPIC should be primarily
responsible for the investigation, exposure and prevention of improper conduct,
particularly in the public sector.

The vesting of coercive powers in permanent investigative agencies is widespread in our
system of government. Mr Nick Greiner, a former New South Wales Premier, has
indicated that in his view, the watchdogs are getting out of hand. In an article in Business
Review Weekly on 23 October 1995, Greiner is quoted as saying that the New South Wales
ICAC, the CJC, Ombudsmen and Auditors General have, created an environment of
‘probity paranoia’ which is having the effect in NSW of ‘constipating the process of
decision-making’. In a paper given at the 13th Annual Conference of the Society of
Australian Lawyers, Mr Tom Sherman (1991) asked if permanent commissions of inquiry
were a delegation or an abdication of responsibility. In his view the crucial issue was the
accountability controls placed on such bodies. These bodies are created by parliament and
therefore must ultimately be controlled by parliament. Thus, providing the appropriate
checks and balances are in place, Mr Sherman argued that standing commissions of
inquiry need not be feared.

We agree with that view. Nevertheless, whilst the proposed CIEPIC should be able to
invoke powers of a commission of inquiry as required, we do not consider it necessary that
it be a permanent standing commission of inquiry, similar to ICAC, and as was
recommended by the WA Royal Commission for its CICIC (refer to Appendix 1.5 for a
detailed discussion of the WA Royal Commission’s proposed CICIC). It is envisaged that
the proposed CIEPIC’s use of the powers of inquiry, particularly in the use of inquisitorial
hearings, will be minimal.

Unlike the WA Royal Commission’s CICIC and New South Wales’ ICAC, we believe that
this proposed new independent agency, should be responsible for the oversight of
investigations of the police and other public agencies, and where necessary, conduct the
investigation. Consequently, the proposed CIEPIC should have all the investigative
powers of the Police Service and other public sector agencies, as proposed in Section 4.2
and Chapter 5. It is intended, however, that similar to the ICAC, the proposed CIEPIC
should have a prevention role.
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Currently, the collation of statistics to enable analysis of the extent and type of improper
conduct within this State’s public sector, and to thereby assist in the formulation of
prevention programmes is, at best, piecemeal. We have therefore made recommendations
to ensure that the proposed CIEPIC will receive all relevant data from other public sector
agencies to maintain and publish meaningful data on improper conduct.

As already recommended in Section 4.2, we believe that the proposed CIEPIC should not
only have the oversight of investigations of complaints against police, but be able to carry
out its own investigations either on complaint or its own motion. The public’s perception
of the police culture means that the community would not have confidence in the police
investigating themselves in all circumstances. For that reason, we recommended in Section
4.2 that investigations by the proposed CIEPIC of the Western Australian Police Service
should be conducted by CIEPIC’s own investigators who are not seconded or directly
linked with this State’s Police Service. In circumstances involving minor matters we
consider effective investigation of complaints against police, can be conducted by the
Western Australian Police Service with the direction and oversight of the proposed
CIEPIC.

As indicated in Chapter 5, we believe that the proposed CIEPIC should also be able to
directly investigate a matter of public interest relating to other public sector agencies, but
we envisage that in most circumstances it should direct, oversee or scrutinise the
responsible agency. This is in keeping with our intention of vesting CIEPIC with the
overarching responsibility for the protection of a person making a public interest
disclosure, investigation and resolution of those disclosures. At the same time, such an
approach ensures that each public sector agency, including the police, retains
responsibility for the management of its own powers and functions and the protection of
its employees.

We have concluded that the proposed CIEPIC and other public sector agencies, including
the police should be able to refer the results of inquiries to the Director of Public
Prosecutions if those inquiries indicate the commission of an indictable offence, or to the
responsible regulatory and/or enforcement agencies. The proposed CIEPIC should not
however, be empowered to lay criminal charges. To ensure accountability, the proposed
CIEPIC should be empowered to direct the laying of a disciplinary charge by the
responsible person, if it considers that sufficient evidence warrants the taking of such
action. Our recommendations relating to other public sector agencies are intended to
ensure that action by those existing agencies, as well as the proposed CIEPIC can be
effective.

As it is intended that the CIEPIC will be an investigatory and protective body, we have
recommended that it be an exempt body under the Freedom of Information Act 1992 (FOI
Act). Matters relating to the investigation of public interest disclosures should, of course,
remain confidential during the investigative process.
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Although the proposed CIEPIC needs to be independent, it should be accountable to the
public. It should be subject to the requirements of the Financial Administration and Audit
Act 1985 and be responsible to the proposed Legislative Council Standing Committee on
Public Administration in Appendix 1.4 we have detailed procedures we believe should be
followed for the appointments to the Commission which we consider will ensure integrity,
accountability and openness of the process. As a further check and balance on the
proposed CIEPIC, we have recommended oversight by an Operations Review Committee.
We consider that the independence of the CIEPIC will be enhanced if its annual budget is
the subject of an annual appropriation, subject to the approval of the Legislative Council
Standing Committee on Public Administration proposed in Chapter 9.

By being able to invoke the inquiry powers of a Royal Commission, we believe that the
proposed CIEPIC will have the following advantages over one off commissions of
inquiry:

• savings on start up and equipment costs each time an enquiry is instigated;

• avoidance of politicisation of the process for the establishment of an inquiry;

• continuity of experience;

• development of an intelligence base;

• greater accountability;

• the ability to combine corruption prevention, education, research and investigation
activities; and

• we consider that the very existence of the body will have a positive effect by
improving public confidence in the integrity of the public sector and, to some extent,
in thereby preventing improper conduct.

For clarity, we have detailed the principle functions of the proposed CIEPIC in Appendix
1.4. In our view, the structure of CIEPIC should be comprised of three separate divisions
and a public interest disclosure advisory unit, as shown in Figure 6.1.
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A large organisation is not required but we have concluded that it is essential that the
proposed CIEPIC is properly resourced and has available to it the skills and expertise
necessary for its activities. A multi-disciplinary approach is recommended and the staffing
complement should include investigators, lawyers, financial analysts and researchers. We
estimate that the total staff complement should be in the region of 35, at least ten of whom
would be dedicated to the police complaints area. A further ten would be involved with the
assessment and investigation of complaints, the balance accounting for the Commissioner,
the Deputy Commissioners, staffing of other functions and corporate support.

The WA Royal Commission reiterated the principles of a representative and responsible
democratic government — government of the people, by the people and for the people.
From these principles they identified three goals to further a democratic government
system. These goals are:

PARLIAMENT
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(a) government must be conducted openly;

(b) public officials and agencies must be made accountable for their actions; and

(c) there must be integrity both in the processes of government and in the conduct to
be expected of public officials. (WA Royal Commission, 1992: II 1.2.8)

In order to achieve those goals the WA Royal Commission made 40 recommendations.
One of those recommendations called for the establishment of the Office of the
Commissioner for the Investigation of Corrupt and Improper Conduct (CICIC) (WA
Royal Commission, 1992: II 4.9.11 Appendix 2). The WA Royal Commission
recommended the establishment of that Office because it was of the opinion that none of
the existing accountability agencies had the single and comprehensive function of
investigating and reporting on matters of official corruption and improper conduct of
public officials (WA Royal Commission, 1992: II 4.9.1). The CICIC was to replace the
OCC and was to be complementary to, and overlap, the functions of the other existing
accountability and law enforcement agencies. In making this recommendation, the WA
Royal Commission took into account the changes to the Official Corruption Commission
Act 1988 (OCC Act) suggested by two Parliamentary Select Committees of the Legislative
Assembly and formed the view that those changes fell far short of achieving the three
goals of responsible democratic government for this State.

The preceding Chapters 2 to 5 clearly show the strong public dissatisfaction with the
systems for the exposure and prevention of improper conduct by its public officials in this
State. In these Chapters we have identified that the current system is deficient in the
following respects:

• no one agency has the single comprehensive function of investigating, preventing
and exposing improper conduct of public officials, including the Police Service;

• no co-ordinated emphasis is placed on the prevention of improper conduct;

• the investigation, exposure and prevention, in the public interest, of a range of
improper conduct is not the responsibility of any one accountability agency;

• no systematic collection, collation, analysis and publication of data relating to
improper conduct takes place;

• the roles, functions and powers of existing accountability agencies are limited, and in
some cases, severely limited; and

• the checks and balances on the existing accountability agencies do not have the
public’s confidence.
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In this Chapter it has been demonstrated that the Western Australian public
overwhelmingly supports the creation of an independent body, which has an overarching
responsibility for the investigation, exposure and prevention of improper conduct in this
State. We support that view and propose that such a body should be ultimately responsible
for the protection of persons who make public interest disclosures.

The major argument that has been advanced against the establishment of such a body was
propounded by the Hon. Peter Foss, MLC:

It is the People not the System! It is ludicrous to think that you can change the moral
character of a person by the checks and balances that you put in the system ... To a large
extent the institutions of government have been used as an excuse for WA Inc, rather
than the human frailties of the culprits who were assisted either knowingly or
unwittingly by the Labor Party. The community should stop making excuses for the WA
Inc players by blaming the system. [emphasis in original] (Foss, 1994: 100)

Our inquiries clearly show that the public do not share this view. It is an example of the
theory which is commented on by Johnston (1992) as being a ritual of reform whereby
wrongdoers are punished and the basic system is pronounced basically sound. However,
he goes on to observe:

This anathematisation process is also known ... as the ‘rotten apple’ theory - derived
from the metaphoric single bad apple that spoils the whole barrel. It is an attractive view
to those who must produce quick anti-corruption ‘results’, and to anyone wishing to use
the appearance of ‘reforms’ to conceal less honourable activities. (Johnston, 1992: 16)

Our examination of the existing systems, reflected by the views of the people of this State,
lead us to concur with the warning given by the WA Royal Commission to the public of
Western Australia:

Unless quite significant changes are made to the institutions of this state, to its laws and
to the manner in which government is conducted, we can provide no reassurance
whatever to the people of WA that events of the type into which we have inquired ... will
not occur again. A lesson has been learned. It must not be forgotten. (WA Royal
Commission, 1992: II 27.2.12)

We are firmly of the view that there needs to be a change of culture within the public
sector and government systems within this State. The implementation of our
recommendations will promote such change. Proactive and reactive approaches are
required. There is room for much more in the way of incentives to behave properly.
Equally, slaps on the wrists and quiet unpublished resignations must be replaced with the
effective enforcement of penalties that act as a deterrent to would-be wrongdoers. All
public officials, regardless of level, must be able to expect the same treatment if making a
complaint or being the subject of a complaint. Specified Matters 11 and 13 go to the heart
of the reasons for the establishment of the WA Royal Commission and the Commission on
Government. The implementation of our recommendations should ensure that complaints
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of improper conduct can be dealt with effectively and efficiently whilst providing the
necessary checks and balances to engender public confidence in the system. The citizens
of Western Australia must know that there is somewhere to go with their complaints and
that they will be dealt with in a timely and professional manner without fear of retribution.

An independent commission for the investigation, exposure and prevention of improper
conduct is required in order that complaints against employees, members of public sector
agencies and the police can be received. The investigation of these complaints can be
overseen and, where necessary, the complaints can be investigated by the CIEPIC itself.

It is clear that the PSM Act is flawed in that provisions to ensure the compliance of chief
executive officers and chief employees with standards, codes of ethics and codes of
conduct do not exist. For this reason, we recommend that the PSM Act should be amended
to ensure that compliance occurs.

We see no merit in the Minister for Public Sector Management being the employer of all
chief executive officers. The behaviour of chief executive officers should be judged by an
independent accountability agency not a member of the executive. For this reason, we
have concluded that the Commissioner for Public Sector Standards should be the
employing authority of all chief executive officers and be empowered to investigate
breaches of discipline, and take appropriate disciplinary action as required.

In view of the absence of an independent forum where allegations of improper conduct can
be examined, we have recommended that the Industrial Relations Act 1979 should be
amended to establish a Public Sector Employment Tribunal to review decisions from
disciplinary charges, to determine employment related grievances, to determine
compensation if unlawful reprisal has occurred and to determine promotional appeals.

In order to ensure that the necessary checks and balances are in place for the system that
already exists to deal with improper conduct we have formed the view that:

• the Legislative Council Standing Committee on Public Administration, proposed in
Chapter 9 should monitor and review the activities of the State Ombudsman and the
CPSS;

• the CPSS should administer the selection process for the State Ombudsman, the
proposed CIEPIC Commissioner and Deputy Commissioner; and

• the process of selection of the CPSS should be the same as that proposed for the
Auditor General in Report No. 1.

In order to ensure the financial independence of the proposed CIEPIC, the State
Ombudsman and the CPSS, the involvement of the proposed Legislative Council Standing
Committee on Public Administration is considered to be essential.
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Cultural change within the public sector is essential therefore, the extent to which the chief
executive officers and senior managers model and foster ethical behaviour should be an
essential part of their performance agreements.

In order to enhance the public’s perception of the State’s investigatory and prosecutorial
processes, it is important to separate them and amend the relevant legislation to ensure that
the DPP cannot be requested or directed to carry out investigations.

Although we will be examining the jurisdiction of the State Ombudsman in Report No. 3,
Specified Matters 11 and 13 have of necessity, required us to examine many aspects of the
State Ombudsman’s activities. In this context it is clear to us that in order to improve the
efficiency and effectiveness of the State Ombudsman’s office, oral complaints should be
allowed, as should the receipt of complaints on behalf of another person. Furthermore,
complaints of events that have occurred up to six years prior to them being lodged should
be accepted.

6.5 RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The Commission for the Investigation, Exposure and Prevention of
Improper Conduct, proposed in Section 4.3, should be the
independent agency to receive, oversee and investigate complaints
against employees and members of public sector agencies, including
the police, although such complaints may still be lodged with the
police or the relevant public sector agency.

2. The Public Sector Management Act 1994  should be amended to
provide that:

(a) the functions of the Commissioner for Public Sector Standards
include:

(i) ensuring compliance by chief executive officers and chief
employees with public sector standards, codes of ethics
and codes of conduct; and

(ii) ensuring compliance by chief executive officers and chief
employees with general principles of public administration
and management, human resource management and
official conduct;

(b) the functions of chief executive officers and chief employees
include:

(i) ensuring compliance with public sector standards, codes
of ethics and codes of conduct;
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(ii) ensuring compliance with general principles of public
administration and management, human resource
management and official conduct; and

(iii) establishing codes of conduct,

within their respective agencies.

(c) codes of conduct should be established by every public sector
agency within one year of the publication by the Commissioner
for Public Sector Standards of public sector standards;

(d) the Commissioner for Public Sector Standards should be the
employing authority of all chief executive officers; and

(e) for the purposes of the provisions relating to breaches of
discipline set out in Division 3 of Part 5 of the Public Sector
Management Act 1994  the Commissioner for Public Sector
Standards, should, in relation to chief executive officers and
chief employees:

(i) investigate and make findings relating to suspected
breaches of discipline;

(ii) lay charges in relation to alleged breaches of discipline;

(iii) hold, or direct a person to hold, disciplinary inquiries,
including special inquiries; and

(iv) take appropriate disciplinary action, including
reprimanding, dismissing, transferring, fining, reducing
monetary remuneration, and reducing levels of
classification.

3. The Industrial Relations Act 1979  should be amended to establish a
Public Sector Employment Tribunal constituted as the Commission
in Court Session and be empowered to:

(a) review a decision (other than a decision of a court) arising from
a disciplinary charge against an employee or member of the
Western Australian public sector and to vary or waive any
penalty imposed or impose a penalty when a penalty has not
been imposed in accordance with the relevant legislation or
contract of employment; or
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(b) determine an employment related grievance concerning an
employee or member of the Western Australian public sector
and provide injunctive relief or direct administrative remedies as
appropriate; or

(c) where a ground of unlawful reprisal has been made out against
an employee or other public officer who has made a public
interest disclosure, award monetary compensation up to but not
exceeding the amount of annual salary of the employee or
public officer concerned; or

(d) determine a promotional appeal.

4. The terms of reference of the Legislative Council Standing
Committee on Public Administration, proposed in Chapter 9, should
provide for the Committee to monitor and review the activities of the
State Ombudsman and the Commissioner for Public Sector
Standards.

5. The Commissioner for Public Sector Standards should administer
the process for the selection of persons for appointment as the State
Ombudsman, and the Commissioner and the Deputy Commissioners
for the Investigation, Exposure and Prevention of Improper Conduct,
proposed in Section 4.3, respectively.

6. The process for the selection of a person for appointment as the
Commissioner for Public Sector Standards should be the same as
proposed in Report No. 1 for the appointment of the Auditor General
except that the process should be administered by the Legislative
Council Standing Committee on Public Administration, proposed in
Chapter 9.

7. The budget process for the Parliamentary Commissioner for
Administrative Investigations and the Commissioner for Public
Sector Standards should be the same as for the Commission for the
Investigation, Exposure and Prevention of Improper Conduct which
is detailed at Appendix 1.4.

8. Performance evaluations of all public sector employees should
specifically address standards of conduct and for managers,
including chief executive officers, include an assessment of the
extent to which these officers model and foster ethical behaviour
within their organisations.
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9. On the establishment of the proposed Commission for the
Investigation, Exposure and Prevention of Improper Conduct, s.22 of
the Director of Public Prosecutions Act 1991  should be amended to
ensure that the Director of Public Prosecutions may not be requested
or directed to co-ordinate, oversee or carry out investigations.

10. The Parliamentary Commissioner Act 1971  should be amended:

(a) to allow oral complaints to be made to the State Ombudsman;

(b) to enable the State Ombudsman to resolve complaints in a
timely manner by conciliation or mediation;

(c) to enable the State Ombudsman to accept complaints lodged on
behalf of another person; and

(d) in s.17(5) by deleting 12 months and substituting six years.

11. It should be an offence for any person to encourage any other person
to engage in improper conduct and such an offence with suitable
penalties needs to be inserted in legislation creating the Commission
for the Investigation, Exposure and Prevention of Improper Conduct,
proposed in Section 4.3.
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CHAPTER 7 INDEPENDENT ARCHIVES AUTHORITY

7.1 SPECIFIED MATTER 9

7.1.1 INTRODUCTION

Specified Matter 9 requires the Commission on Government to inquire into:

the terms that would be appropriate for legislation to establish a separate and
independent archives authority for the State.

This matter was included in response to recommendation 20 of the WA Royal
Commission:

(a) A separate and independent archives authority be established, acting under its own
legislation.

(b) The Commission on Government inquire into the terms of the legislation. (WA
Royal Commission, 1992: II 4.3.6)

The WA Royal Commission made this recommendation on the basis of disturbing
practices it had encountered. It had noted instances, either where records of transactions
had not been created, or where records had been lost, destroyed or removed by officials,
leading to a ‘false or incomplete account of the stewardship of the Government’ (WA
Royal Commission, 1992: II 4.3.1). It argued that experience elsewhere suggested that the
vital responsibility for records creation, maintenance and retention practices ‘should be
given to a separate and independent archives authority acting under its own legislation ...
equipped with powers adequate to the purpose ... [t]he importance of records to
accountability emphasises the need’ (WA Royal Commission, 1992: II 4.3.3, 4.3.4).

The Commission on Government Act 1994 was assented to on 10 June 1994. In July 1994,
the Minister for the Arts, the Hon. Peter Foss MLC, issued a discussion paper entitled New
Public Records Legislation for Western Australia (Minister for the Arts, 1994). This paper
proposed a Public Records Commission (PRC) reporting direct to parliament and a Public
Records Office (PRO) within the Library and Information Service of Western Australia
(LISWA).

In inquiring into this Specified Matter, we have analysed the Minister’s proposals and
considered the views and alternatives put forward in submissions. As is required by the
Commission on Government Act 1994, we have undertaken our inquiries with a view to
the prevention of corrupt, illegal or improper conduct by, or involving, public officials.
We have not addressed the issue of the archives of private individuals or organisations,
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which are held in the J.S. Battye Library of West Australian History and managed by the
Library Board of Western Australia.

7.1.2 TERMINOLOGY USED IN THIS CHAPTER

The following meanings have been given to terms used in this chapter.

archives: 'those records that are appraised as having continuing value'
(Standards Australia, 1995).

electronic records 'records where the information is communicated and maintained
by means of electronic equipment' (Standards Australia, 1993).

ephemeral records: 'records which are duplicates or have only short-term value to
the organisation and little or no continuing administrative, fiscal,
evidential or historical value' (LISWA, 1994b: 10).

exempt: free from an obligation, especially one imposed upon others
(Allen, 1990: 409).

metadata: 'Information which must be captured and maintained along with
electronic records to support their understanding, management
and use' (Archives Authority of NSW, 1995: 45).

retention and
disposal schedule:

... a systematic and comprehensive listing of records created by
an agency which plans the life of those records from their
creation to their disposal (LISWA, 1992b: 9).

State Archives: The existing section within LISWA by which the Library
Board's responsibilities under s.29 of the Library Board of
Western Australia Act 1951 - 1983 (the Library Board Act) are
administered. Although the name of the State Archives was
changed to Public Records Office with effect from 1 July 1995
as part of a restructure of LISWA, the original name is used in
this chapter to avoid confusion with the proposed body.

State archive: A non-current public record which has been selected for
preservation under the provisions of the Library Board Act.
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7.2 THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN ROYAL COMMISSION
INTO COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES OF GOVERNMENT
AND OTHER MATTERS

The WA Royal Commission ‘noted instances both where official papers were lost,
deliberately destroyed or removed by officials, and where a record of major decisions was
not made. Such practices strike at the roots of responsible government’ (WA Royal
Commission, 1992: II 4.3.1). The abuse of public records was a recurring theme during
the WA Royal Commission. ‘The absence of effective public recordkeeping has dogged
this Commission in its enquiries. Records provide the indispensable chronicle of a
government’s stewardship. They are the first defence against concealment and deception’
(WA Royal Commission, 1992: I (6) 27.2.7).

The WA Royal Commission cited many instances where proper public recordkeeping was
not followed.

Over several weeks before Mr Burke’s retirement as Premier, four or five members of
his personal staff were engaged in removing material from departmental files and
destroying it. The task was major, involving hundreds of files. It was described by one
witness as a ‘mammoth job’. It was done after normal working hours on weekdays and
on weekends. Records office staff were not consulted or involved.

In particular, two files on the casino indicated interference with pages torn out, folios
renumbered and documents stapled together. These documents may well have been
important to the inquiry into this and other terms of reference. We note that all records
of Government activities necessarily form part of the official record of the State for
accountability and historical purposes. The deliberate destruction of official records
cannot be justified and those responsible for authorising it deserve censure. (WA Royal
Commission, 1992: I (2) 8.19.34, 8.19.35)

The Commission did not accept that no records, even of a minimal kind, were kept and
so was left with the conclusion that they have either been mislaid or deliberately
destroyed. The suggestion that all the records had been mislaid was so inherently
improbable as to leave the Commission with no choice but to find that such records as
were kept had been deliberately placed beyond the scrutiny of any monitoring authority.
(WA Royal Commission, 1992: I (2) 9.17.29)

The WA Royal Commission also detailed other instances where records disappeared
where Cabinet records were not kept, where Cabinet records were inaccurately altered and
where ministers, on their retirement, kept critical departmental files. The WA Royal
Commission also expressed concern over the practice of sanitising files:

The state of the one remaining file and the lack of further records in the department,
strongly suggests that the records have been tampered with and documents removed. The
Commission can only assume that the point of that exercise was to remove documents
that reflected badly on or somehow incriminated some person or persons. This practice,
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which unfortunately has become familiar to the Commission, has been described as
“sanitising” the files. (WA Royal Commission, 1992: I (2) 9.16.3)

The WA Royal Commission was clearly disturbed by the abuse of proper standards of
public recordkeeping. This concern led to a recommendation that ‘a separate and
independent archives authority be established, acting under its own legislation’ and that
‘the Commission on Government inquire into the terms of the legislation’ (WA Royal
Commission, 1992: II 4.3.6). The WA Royal Commission provided clear guidance to the
Commission on Government on the need for an independent authority:

The record creation, maintenance and retention practices of government and its agencies
are matters for which ministers and chief executive officers bear a particular
responsibility. These matters, doubtless, are ones for which those officials are to be held
accountable in their management of their portfolios, departments and agencies. But
overall responsibility for records cannot be left with these officials. A separate body
should be entrusted with the general oversight of public records, equipped with powers
adequate to the purpose. (WA Royal Commission, 1992: II 4.3.3)

The WA Royal Commission explained that it was not in a position to provide the detail of
legislation constituting an archives authority, but suggested that any legislation should
include at least the following features:

(a) It should contain a broad definition of a public record and one which can
accommodate the technological innovations which have a bearing upon modern
record keeping.

(b) It should affirm the public ownership of public records.

(c) It should require the archives authority to set standards in record creation,
maintenance and retention. We would emphasise record creation in this.

(d) It should empower the authority to inspect the records of every agency of
government for the purpose of monitoring compliance with those standards.

(e) It should establish disciplinary offences for officials who fail to comply with those
standards. We refer to criminal sanctions elsewhere in this report.

(f) It should establish, whether through an advisory body or otherwise, a consultative
process between the authority and the Auditor General, the Ombudsman, a
representative of the Supreme Court and the Information Commissioner (an office
proposed in the projected Freedom of Information Act), these agencies having
functions in which the examination of records has a prominent part. (WA Royal
Commission, 1992: II 4.3.5)

Although the WA Royal Commission used the term archives, its focus was on records
management, as it was the record creation, maintenance and retention practices of
government that were highlighted in its Report.
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7.3 PRESENT ARRANGEMENTS

In Western Australia there is no legislation specifically dealing with public records. The
Library Board of Western Australia Act 1951–1983 (Library Board Act), which is the
governing legislation for the State Library, has some provisions to regulate public records.
Pursuant to this legislation, the Library Board has responsibility for the preservation of
public records and the custody of state archives. The Library Board is a public sector
statutory authority which carries out its numerous functions under the administrative
structure of LISWA. Included within LISWA are various directorates, one of which is
responsible for the state archives. This Directorate, headed by the State Archivist, is
further divided into the Archives and Record Management Office Branches. A key feature
of this administrative structure is that the State Archivist is responsible to the Chief
Executive Officer (CEO) of LISWA. A Standing Committee on Public Records (SCOPR)
was created in 1991 to make recommendations to the Board on proposals relating to the
retention and disposal of records.

In all Australian states the archives authority began as a division or branch of the State
Library. In other jurisdictions it has been recognised that there is a need for separate
legislation dealing with archives in view of the different role and function of archives
authorities and libraries. Western Australia is the only Australian jurisdiction which still
has its state archives administratively linked with the State Library.

Severing archives authorities from library structures reflects a trend towards a post
custodial model of archives which recognises the accountability aspect of public
recordkeeping. In contrast, a custodial model focuses on the preservation and use of
records for historical research. In a survey of archives legislation in Australia, Hurley
(1994) has distinguished between what he terms first and second generation legislation
and contemplates the development of third generation archives legislation. He defines first
generation archives legislation as being directed towards preservation of research
remnants, while second generation legislation is concerned also with improved public
sector management and accountability. The focus of third generation legislation is
anticipated by Hurley to be influenced by the electronic records environment and the so
called post-custodial approaches to managing records. In this survey, the Library Board
Act is categorised as an example of first generation legislation with some second
generation elements, by virtue of s.29 of the Library Board Act, which requires the
Library Board to advise and assist public offices in matters of records management
(Hurley, 1994: 7).

The Minister for the Arts Discussion Paper sets out a model for proposed new public
records legislation (a Public Records Act) that attempts to address many of the current
deficiencies of the Library Board Act. Despite this proposed separate legislative base, the
Minister for the Arts model intends to retain some archives responsibility within the
library structure (Minister for the Arts, 1994).
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Other legislation which affects accountability, responsibility and authority for public
sector records management includes:

• Financial Administration and Audit Act 1985;

• Freedom of Information Act 1992; and

• Public Sector Management Act 1994.

The Public Sector Management Act 1994 for example, specifically sets out, as one of the
general principles of public administration and management, the maintenance of proper
standards in the creation, management, maintenance and retention of records (s.7(h)). This
Act also provides that the maintenance of proper records is one of the functions of a chief
executive officer or chief employee (s.29(i)(n)). These sections confer considerable
responsibility upon agency heads to ensure that adequate records management procedures
are in place at all stages of the record continuum. The onus is on them to create records
which reflect the agency’s business and for the proper management, maintenance and
retention of those records.

In an address by the Minister for the Arts outlining the model proposed, he stated:

The genesis of keeping public records in the Westminster system lies primarily in the
need for those records to continue to be available for their creators, ie Government
agencies. The value of the records for accountability purposes has always been
recognised as much as for their administrative and historical value ... A fundamental part
of any public records legislation today therefore, is the right of the public to access
records which, having been identified as having continuing value, have become archives
per se. (Foss, 1994: 9)

The need for archival legislation which complements other legislation affecting public
sector records management, was recommended by the Office of the Auditor General
Western Australia in its 1994 report on Accountability for Public Sector Records
Management. Ideally there should also be consistency in the definition of terms such as
‘record’ and ‘public office’ in any proposed new archives legislation with similar
definitions found in the Freedom of Information Act 1992 (FOI). Effective archives
legislation which makes provision for uniform records management standards throughout
the public sector may enhance the effectiveness of FOI legislation. All legislation touching
on aspects of public administration should recognise the importance of records
management in regard to the present needs of accountability and future historical research
needs.
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7.4 RECORDS MANAGEMENT IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

7.4.1 Issues for Consideration

The WA Royal Commission noted that:

Official records bear silent testimony to the administration of a government. ... Proper
record keeping serves two purposes. First, it is a prerequisite to effective accountability.
Without it, the end purpose of FOI legislation can be thwarted. Without it, critical
scrutiny by the Parliament, the Auditor General and the Ombudsman can be blunted.
Secondly, records themselves form an integral part of the historical memory of the State
itself. A record keeping regime which does not address both these requirements is
inadequate. (WA Royal Commission, 1992: II 4.3.1, 4.3.2)

More recently, Mr N. Douglas, conducting an investigation under s.7 of the Mental Health
Act 1962 found serious shortcomings in the maintenance and integrity of documentation.
He reported that:

Maintaining the integrity of documentation is a primary obligation ... The preservation
of adequate and proper records is necessary because –

(a) adequate and proper records are an important means of communication between ...
professionals and assist in ensuring that a high quality service ... is provided;

(b) adequate and proper records, as an indication of the events the subject of the
record, are invaluable pieces of risk management information which may be used
to assess, or respond to, allegations that the service was less than the required
standard; and

(c) the principles of public administration require accountability by officers of the
State ... (Douglas, 1995: 277)

It was noted in Discussion Paper No. 5:

The discipline of an effective records management system, starting with the creation of a
record and ending with its proper archival storage or destruction, ensures that effective
scrutiny of government activity can take place. All institutions of accountability such as
courts, auditors, commissions of inquiry and ombudsmen rely upon records to trace the
events and transactions that have occurred to determine whether such events and
transactions are in accordance with the law or correct procedures. If there are no records,
or if the records are incomplete, inaccurate, or unreliable, public confidence in the
activities of government is difficult to maintain. (COG, 1995a: 5)

In a document Records Disposal — A Handbook for Government Agencies, State Archives
identified six stages through which all records pass; creation, classification, storage,
retrieval, transfer and archive or destroy (LISWA, 1992b: 5, 6). It went on to say that:
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All archival institutions are selective in their acquisition of records. The proportion of
records that will ultimately be retained as archives is about 3 to 8 percent of the total
records created by an agency. (LISWA, 1992b: 13)

It is often argued that archives authorities in Australia were established in order to address
the preservation of the historical memory of the State, and that less attention has been paid
to the proper management of records for their evidentiary value. Archivist Chris Hurley
has commented:

During the 20th century, when the vital link was being forged between archives and
records management, Australia enacted laws to deposit its documentary relics in
libraries. As the century draws to its close, the connections between archives laws and
responsible record-keeping have yet to be established (in any sophisticated way) in more
than half of our States. (Hurley, 1994: 1)

Management of the record through each stage has always been complex, but with the
development of new technologies, and particularly electronic technology, it has become
more so. There are concerns that the rapid changes in technology are outpacing the ability
of agencies to manage records.

Records management is costly for all governments. If it is not managed efficiently it
becomes even more costly. A survey of twenty four public sector agencies in South
Australia (Acres, 1995) identified a minimal annual cost of almost $6,800,000 for
creating, using, maintaining and storing records. Inefficiencies, when measured in terms of
opportunity cost, wasted expenditure associated with locating references and missing
records, amounted to at least $2,600,000 per annum for those agencies.

Issues to consider in addressing the role of records management in the public sector are
whether:

• there is any substantive difference in naming the legislation as archives legislation or
as public records legislation;

• the legislation should focus upon the practices necessary to ensure proper collection
and preservation of records no longer in use within a public office or upon the proper
management of active records at agency level; and

• these should be two different, but equally important aspects of legislation.

7.4.2 Actions to Date

The Freedom of Information Act 1992 served to focus agencies’ attention on their
recordkeeping practices. The need to be able to identify and locate records quickly and
efficiently may be one aspect of the introduction of FOI legislation which has had
beneficial consequences for record management.
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The Minister for the Arts Discussion Paper was issued in 1994. The Paper stated that new
legislation was needed that ‘takes account of technological and administrative trends and
meets accountability requirements ... ’ (Minister for the Arts, 1994).

In 1994, the Office of the Auditor General conducted a performance examination, which
included a review of the functions of the State Archives and of record management units
within selected agencies. It found a need for clarification of the accountability,
responsibility and authority for public records management in order that a more
comprehensive records management framework could be developed. While
acknowledging recent initiatives in developing such a framework by LISWA, it found that
the Library Board did not have explicit legislative authority for these roles, nor did it
accept total responsibility for the regulation of public records. It called for the
development, implementation and resourcing of a comprehensive records management
framework at both whole of government level and within agencies (Office of the Auditor
General, 1994).

The Public Sector Management Act 1994 states as a general principle of public
administration and management that:

... proper standards are to be maintained at all times in the creation, management,
maintenance and retention of records. (s.7(h))

The Act does not specify who should have responsibility for setting these standards or
monitoring their application.

7.4.3 Public Submissions

Most submissions we received focused on the record as evidence of a business transaction,
rather than for any intrinsic historical or cultural attributes. In a submission to LISWA, the
State Taxation Department noted that:

Out of a total 176,000 files [created and used by the Department] 6,400 have been
identified by State Archives as having archival value. Therefore, our greatest need is to
be able to adequately manage and control the remaining 169,600 “active” files ...

Therefore, a far greater emphasis is required in the new legislation on not only
improving the administration of “active” records but also in highlighting the
accountability obligations that all public servants have for record keeping. This will not
only result in the production of timely, relevant, accurate and complete records during
the normal course of business but also the production of quality archives.

In his submission, Mr Mark Brogan from the Edith Cowan University School of Library
and Information Science drew upon the concept of public records as evidence for the
purposes of accountability. He said that:
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The evidence driven view of public recordkeeping suggests a requirement for legislation
which deals with issues in public recordkeeping and records management, as well as
archives management. In this sense the requirement is for a Public Records Act, rather
than merely an Archives Act (ie an Act aimed primarily at historical evidence involving
a subset of records of continuing value).

In her submission, the Information Commissioner was critical that ‘other than the Library
Board of Western Australia Act 1951, there is no legislation in this State that deals with
the wider issue of record management across the whole of government.’ She considered
that the lack of such a framework contributed to problems she encountered in different
agencies throughout the public sector. These included:

• the public being ill-informed about recordkeeping practices and consequently
suspicious about the conduct of agencies;

• informal and unsanctioned recordkeeping practices in agencies (eg records being
retained inappropriately by individuals);

• a multiplicity of unintegrated formal systems with different policies on access;

• unnecessary records being created or alternatively records not existing when they
should; and

• agencies without information management policies.

In the Information Commissioner’s view:

... there is a need for legislation dealing with records management as a whole and there
appears to be no good reason why the archiving of public records could not be included
in such legislation.

In her address at a Perth public seminar, the Archivist from the University of Western
Australia, Ms Christine Bapty, commented:

The findings of the Royal Commission in 1992 finally recognised and documented the
deficiencies of a system which was without specific legislation and had few procedures
to ensure the proper creation and management of records at every point in the records
continuum.

The Commission brought into the public arena the need to legislate to create an authority
that could effectively produce, regulate and enforce standards specifically for archives
administration and records management.

At a public hearing in Perth, Mr Laurie Varendorff, a professional member of the Records
Management Association of Australia (Western Australian Branch), noting the small
proportion of records that are eventually archived, commented:
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Record-keeping is an integral component of the day-to-day business processes and
activities of any organisation providing information for relevant decision-making and
evidence of decisions taken. It focuses on 100 per cent of records utilised by the
organisation, not just the 3 to 8 per cent that find their way over time into archives.

It is illogical for historical considerations to dominate the resources of the public
records office ... If records are not processed correctly at their creation and activity
phases it will mean more work for archivists with an unnecessary increase in cost
when the records become inactive.

At that hearing, Professor Brian de Garis, Chair of the Library Board, said that he was not
aware of any serious dissatisfactions with the way the archival end of the continuum was
being run. ‘The area of concern is more the records which are still under the control of
agencies that create them’.

7.4.4 Analysis

The majority of submissions on this issue focused on the evidentiary role of records and
their importance for accountability purposes, rather than their historical value. Criticisms
by the WA Royal Commission related to instances of unauthorised loss, destruction,
tampering or failure to create records by officials at organisational level and not to the
archival process. This would seem to confirm Professor de Garis’ view that the existing
arrangements for the management of records once they reach the stage of being archived
are adequate, and that problems, where they do exist, are at the phases of records creation
and active management.

We have noted the views expressed in various independent reviews of records
management in this State; in the Minister for the Arts Discussion Paper and submissions
to Library and Information Service of Western Australia following the release of that
paper; and in submissions to us in response to the Commission on Government’s
Discussion Paper No. 5 (COG, 1995a). These include calls for a greater focus on
management of all records, not just the small percentage that will eventually be archived;
for clarification of accountability, responsibility and authority for public records
management at all stages of the records continuum; for greater recognition of the
importance of the records management function at organisational level; and for more
consistency in records management practices by all public offices.

We are concerned to ensure that the recommendations that we make in this chapter will
greatly improve the level of management of records at agency level, while maintaining
existing high standards for the management of archives. Such legislation will therefore
need to address not only the administrative structure and reporting relationships of an
independent archives authority, but also cover matters such as the standards of records
management for all public offices, the ownership and custody of public records, penalties,
the management of electronic records and contracting out of government services. We
consider that the desired outcomes will best be achieved by one piece of legislation drafted
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so as to address the management requirements of public records for evidentiary, historical
and cultural purposes. In order to stress the importance of the management of public
records during their active phase and for their evidentiary value, we consider it preferable
to refer to public records legislation rather than to archives legislation.

7.4.5 Recommendations

1. There should be established an Act to be known as the Public
Records Act.

2. The Public Records Act should provide for the management of public
records at all stages for their evidentiary, historical and cultural
attributes.

7.5 INDEPENDENCE OF ARCHIVES AUTHORITY

7.5.1 Issues for Consideration

In view of the WA Royal Commission’s recommendation for the establishment of a
separate and independent archives authority acting under its own legislation, the following
two key questions arise:

• Does the functional model presented in the Minister for the Arts Discussion Paper
represent an independent archives authority as envisaged by the WA Royal
Commission? and

• Does independence imply not only separation of the archives authority from the
library structure but also freedom from department and ministerial direction?

The international guidelines on archival legislation provide criteria to assess the degree of
separation and independence of an archival authority in terms of:

• the provisions of the legislative instrument which establishes the archival authority;

• the degree of administrative independence and autonomy, as assessed by factors such
as place in the hierarchy, reporting lines and reporting powers, degree of
independence in relation to the authorisation of disposal, capacity to act against
illegal destruction and exercise of powers of inspection;

• the extent of discretionary powers given to a minister or chief executive officer;

• the extent to which the archival function is established as a separate function of
government (McKemmish, 1995: 6).
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The model presented in the Minister for the Arts Discussion Paper contemplated new
legislation in the form of a Public Records Act. Many features of the proposed Act would,
if implemented, provide an improved legislative model for Western Australia. For
example, it is proposed to include:

• ministerial records in the definition of public records;

• a requirement for standards to be set;

• the compulsory transfer of records to archival custody after a set period;

• the provision for formulation of performance indicators for recordkeeping in
agencies;

• the management of electronic records;

• a set archival period;

• exemption from access; and

• records of royal commissions and committees of enquiry.

On the other hand, there are doubts about the degree of administrative independence and
autonomy of the Public Records Office (PRO) within the two-agency model proposed. It
contemplated the PRO remaining within the mission and structure of Library and
Information Service of Western Australia (LISWA) and having the responsibility for
service delivery. A new entity, the Public Records Commission (PRC), would be
established with direct reporting lines to parliament and responsibility for regulatory
functions. The director of the PRO would be under the line control of the Chief Executive
Officer of the State Library, rather than an independent unit reporting directly to a board,
minister or parliament. On the other hand, the PRC would have a significant degree of
autonomy and a direct reporting line to parliament (see Figure 7.1 below).
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Concerns have been expressed about:

• the proposed size and composition of the PRC;

• whether there are any benefits in placing the operational and regulatory functions in
two separate structures;

• the relationship of the PRC to LISWA;

• the relationship of the PRC to the PRO; and

• the role of accountability officers in the proposed structure.

PARLIAMENT

Minister

Library Board of
Western Australia

Chief Executive Officer
LISWA

Public Records Office
(PRO)

Director
Public Records Office

Figure 7.1
Reporting Relationships in Model Proposed by the Minister for the Arts, July 1994

Public Records
Commission

(PRC)
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In his survey of archives legislation in Australia, Hurley maintains that the continuation of
archives authorities within library structures inevitably creates a dysfunctional system. In
commenting upon the model proposed, he states:

Regrettably, as recently as July 1994 Western Australia has proposed re-creating just
such a dysfunctional structure while appearing to respond to the recommendations of the
‘W.A. Inc.’ Royal Commission for an independent archives authority. It is proposed to
separate records management functions between an independent audit authority and an
archives which would remain within the State Library framework. This proposed
division of responsibility, if implemented, would create a crack so wide that true
accountability will slip right through it. (Hurley, 1994: 18)

In other Australian jurisdictions the archives authority operates through the model of a
statutory office holder or a corporation or board.

Archives authorities are usually staffed by public servants, subject to prevailing public
sector conditions and discipline. The archives are managed, in other words as an arm of
a departmental structure. This has been true also of the authorities established as
corporations, although these bodies are usually made formally responsible for the
management of the archives staff ... Departmental administration and financing, in other
words, the advantages of which are sometimes used in arguments favouring the single
statutory officer and advisory council, applies in both models. (Hurley, 1994: 9)

A common feature of archive authority structures is the inclusion of an advisory body to
provide professional advice. In its Report on Archives, the Queensland Electoral and
Administrative Review Commission (EARC) concluded:

... that there is a need for input and advice from a wide range of persons concerned with
public records. The establishment of an advisory council would bring this about .... [t]he
Commission considers that the important principles that should underpin the
composition of an advisory body are diversity and independence. Therefore, the advisory
council should contain representatives from each of the three branches of government.
Additionally, it should contain representatives selected form a pool of specified people/
interests including local government authorities, historians, record managers, family
history, public administration etc. (EARC, 1992: 98)

The function of the advisory body would:

... merely be to provide policy advice and act as insulator for the Archives Authority ...
(EARC, 1992: 98)

7.5.2 Actions to Date

It was partly as a response to the findings and recommendations of the WA Royal
Commission that the Minister for the Arts Discussion Paper was prepared. In a speech
made by the Minister at the launch of the Discussion Paper he stated that ‘[t]he proposed
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legislation makes good the promise of Government to establish an independent public
records authority’ (Foss, 1994: 1).

We understand that a Public Records Act is being drafted in accordance with the
framework set out in the Discussion Paper. LISWA is also implementing an administrative
restructure based on the proposed model.

7.5.3 Public Submissions

An overwhelming majority of the submissions we received were critical of the proposed
retention of the PRO within the library structure. This was seen to detract from true
independence. Submissions came from professional associations allied with the different
aspects of record management including librarians, records managers and archivists.
Individuals, as well as academics, government agencies and others with a particular
interest in the topic, made formal submissions. A similar response was encountered at the
public hearings and seminars we conducted.

Many who made submissions responded to the questions we posed in Discussion Paper
No. 5. One of those questions was:

Does the proposal to retain a Public Records Office within the State Library militate
against its independence?

The Australian Council of Archives Inc. was critical of the model proposed and did not
believe ‘that the Royal Commission’s recommendation will be achieved satisfactorily
through the proposal outlined in the W.A. Minister for the Art’s Discussion Paper ... ’

Its submission further stated:

That Paper reads like a counsel’s brief for the Library and Information Service of
Western Australia (LISWA) retaining control of the Public Records Office (PRO). It
does not canvass or evaluate alternatives and does not present a balanced assessment. It
simply develops arguments which bolster the case for control by LISWA. It is therefore
a flawed basis for determining the future of the PRO.

At a public hearing in Perth, the Hon. Phillip Pendal MLA, was critical of the proposed
model as not complying with the recommendation of the WA Royal Commission for a
separate and independent authority:

It is ... unacceptable to me ... that the minister’s discussion paper of July 94, should
contain in its executive summary, an argument for something less than a truly
independent body.

Mr Chairman, independence is something like pregnancy. You can neither be a bit
pregnant nor a bit independent and yet that is what the government proposes.
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... yes it would be possible to save money by going down the government’s path and
placing the public records office within the library service but so too could we save
money – and I would suggest lots of it – by placing the auditor-general’s office under the
state treasury but to do so would jeopardise not only the substance of the arms-length
principle but the appearance of it as well.

In their submission, archivists Mr Simon Davis and Ms Anne-Marie Schwirtlich
considered:

An independent archival authority’s responsibility for public records across all arms of
government would be significantly undermined if the authority was subsumed within a
government agency that was responsible to the government of the day through a
minister. In such a scenario, the authority’s strategic direction would be secondary to the
needs of both its superior government agency and the minister. The authority would also
lack a clear and unambiguous reporting line to Parliament.

At the Perth public seminar Ms Christine Bapty stated:

To introduce complicated reporting and decision making arrangements, such as the
Minister for the Arts paper proposes, would not be conducive to ensuring independence
in the suggested formula.

The Australian Library and Information Association (Western Australian Branch)
concluded that the:

... Public Records Commission and Office should be a separate statutory authority,
independent of any government department, in order to maintain its independence and
integrity. The proposed location and reporting structure denies this.

The different functions of a public records office and a library were highlighted in the
submission from the Australian Society of Archivists Inc.:

The function of a Public Records Authority is to maintain a record of the State’s
activities as evidence of what actually happened. A library and information service is
concerned about information – a different matter.

The model proposed by the Minister for the Arts would create functional difficulties for
the Public Records Authority. (emphasis in submission)

At the Perth public hearings, Mr Mark Stevens, the President of the Australian Society of
Archivists Inc., went on to highlight the ‘tension between the organisational objectives’
created by the model and the possible detrimental impact on proper record management:

Records management functions must be focused on a wider range of public purposes of
which the creation of good archives is only one. The wider purposes cannot easily be
achieved within a library structure which, by its nature and mission, stresses access as
the prime responsibility. Improved access is one of the purposes of a public records
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authority but not the only one. It is this tension between the organisational objectives
which, we believe, will perpetuate the dysfunction that has hindered the development of
proper management of public records in the past.

Similarly, in her submission, former State Archivist, Miss Margaret Medcalf, pointed to
potential conflict of interest problems in the ‘chain of command’ proposed:

The chain of command through the Chief Executive Officer to the Library Board to the
Minister to Parliament is such that the authority of the Director: PRO would be weak.
Even though the Director: PRO would have a direct line to the Public Records
Commission, this may only be concerned with standards ... I do not wish to suggest that
the present CEO or Library Board would have any desire to act towards the PRO in any
way that was not promotional. However with the best will in the world there would be a
conflict with the whole Statewide Library and Information Service to administer the
pressures which may be brought to bear from groups in those areas. The PRO is a
different sort of organisation and has different requirements.

In its submission the Aboriginal Affairs Department supported a model with a direct
reporting line to Parliament for the following reason:

Aboriginal affairs is often a contentious issue and access and research into WA’s
Aboriginal history complicated by the extent and type of information about Aboriginal
people that was kept by various State governments up until the recent past. If the overall
responsibility for preserving public records resided in an Institution that was seen to be
answerable only to Parliament itself, then some stated community concerns about access
to and use of archives should be allayed.

At the Karratha public seminar Ms Petit said:

... one of the recommendations I would make would be that the record does come under
a body that answers directly to parliament. I mean in government in terms of its finance
that happens in relation to that. The financial records are audited, both internally and
externally, and no such system applies to records and that is through a body that reports
directly to parliament. I would suggest certainly in terms of the records system that
perhaps a similar approach should be looked into.

In support of the model proposed in the Minister for the Arts Discussion Paper, the
Library Board of Western Australia submitted that:

It addresses accountability by providing for a direct reporting line to the Parliament, a
feature not present in any other public record legislation. (emphasis in submission)

At the Perth public hearing Professor de Garis considered:

The beauty of the system that we are proposing is, as I see it, that by leaving the archives
and records management process administratively still linked with the Library and
Information Service, it can draw its rations from a larger organisation.
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... I don’t want to give you the impression that the Library Board and LISWA are
determined to try to hang on to this bit of an empire at all costs. We are simply trying to
find a way to respond to the challenge thrown down by the Royal Commission on
business practices in as economical and efficient a way as we can.

At the Perth public hearing, Dr Lynn Allen, the Chief Executive Officer of LISWA,
elaborated on the perceived benefits of the proposed model and stressed that the reason for
the proposed retention of the PRO within LISWA ‘ ... is because we share a vision that
makes this sensible’. She went on to point out the perceived cost sharing advantages of the
model and mentioned the synergy of professionals working in LISWA:

It is logical for the public records office to be placed within LISWA as the synergy we
already experience with differing information and professionals working together should
be retained and for that synergy to be lost would be a great disappointment.

The Hon. P. Foss MLC, at the Perth public hearings, in supporting the model proposed,
stressed the importance of ministerial accountability and contrasted this with what he
called, ‘second class accountability’:

Basic accountability is through ministerial accountability because that accountability is
where you can be directly questioned, where you can be held politically responsible,
where you are able to direct policy and be held responsible for the direction of that
policy. It is the fundamental constitutional Westminster method of accountability. Any
departure from that to where people are not accountable through a minister is only where
it is absolutely necessary, where second-class accountability is acceptable.

He then went on to ask: ‘Should the people who educate, set the rules and instructions be
independent of a minister? Should the people who do the job within the department be
independent of a minister?’ He concluded:

To take people who carry out the work of government — the actual work of
government — and remove them from the first line of accountability, is contrary to what
I believe is basic to the Westminster constitution.

The Minister also queried how a body which was not answerable to a minister could itself
be accountable:

I think it is extraordinary that a body that is there to see to accountability should claim
not to be accountable itself. Who is going to audit the performance of your public
records office?

On the other hand, at the Perth public hearing, former State Librarian Mr Bob Sharman,
rejected the suggestion that an archives authority should be subject to ministerial direction
because:

Regrettably, I am afraid, sometimes it may be the minister who is most anxious for it not
to work. We saw cases with the Royal Commission ... where there was at least a
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suspicion that some records had been removed on the authority of ministers and just
weren’t available to the commission. So if you are going to rely upon a minister, you
might be relying upon the wrong person.

While the majority of submissions rejected the two-agency model proposed in the
Minister for the Arts Discussion Paper, there was a diversity of viewpoints on the most
appropriate structure. Some suggested a statutory officer model while others called for a
statutory body operating under its own legislation and directly accountable to parliament.

In his submission Mr Mark Brogan recommended that:

The LISWA two agency model should be abandoned in favour of a single entity (the
Public Records Commission) encompassing the service provision and regulatory
functions. The Public Records Commission should report to the Parliament, rather than
to a Minister.

A similar model was supported by the Australian Council of Archives Inc. In its
submission it concluded:

... the ACA does not believe that separation of regulation and operation is necessary or
desirable and shares the ASA’s view that a better model would be the establishment of a
Public Records Office under its own legislation, separate from LISWA and reporting
directly to Parliament through its Minister. It should be supported by an advisory council
along the lines established under the Australian Archives Act of 1983.

At the public hearing in Perth, Mr Andrew Murray of the Australian Democrats
recommended the complete separation of an archives authority from the executive:

We make no apology for saying that the executive is not to be trusted with this matter
because in the past they have proved they are not to be trusted and it is for that reason we
believe the IAA [independent archives authority] needs to be absolutely independent and
an accountability authority in its own right.

The Records Management Association of Australia (Western Australian Branch) seemed
to favour the independent officer model:

The new agency should be created by statute and report directly to Parliament in the
same manner as the Freedom of Information Commissioner and the Ombudsman. As
with these bodies and others, it should be placed beyond ministerial and political
interference ... [t]he new agency should be established as a single entity and
appropriately staffed and resourced via the consolidated revenue fund ...

In contrast, the Auditor General of Western Australia, Mr Des Pearson, concluded in his
submission that ‘[t]here is a need to re-examine the establishment and roles of an
Independent Archives Authority’. He went on to state:
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At present besides my Office there are at least another four independent bodies ... and
COG should consider the desirable number and spread of similar independent bodies
throughout the public sector.

This view was also expressed by the Information Commissioner in her submission:

... I question the desirability of yet another independent body reporting to Parliament. In
my view, the responsibility for records management should lie at agency level, ie. with
the CEO. In relation to public records and archive records, I consider there is scope for
enhancement of the existing arrangement by the enactment of comprehensive legislation
and the development of standards.

In reply to such criticism Ms Jenny Edgecombe of the Australian Society of Archivists
Inc. stated at the Perth public hearing:

... we consider that public records are so important for accountability for governments
and for government agencies, that whatever it takes to have those public records kept
properly, the state should be willing to go for really. It is not a matter of whether there
are too many commissions. If it takes a commissioner to do it, well, that is what we
should have.

Mr Stevens also added at the Perth public hearing:

... the growth of such officers does tend to lead one to reflect on whether one can trust
ministers, I suppose, at the end of the day.

While many submissions saw some usefulness in the establishment of a body, such as the
PRC which would be directly accountable to Parliament, there were concerns expressed
about the proposed composition of the PRC and its relationship with the PRO.

Ms Bapty raised such concerns in her address at a public seminar:

It is dangerous and inefficient to expect that a group of retired judges and public servants
should be able to make decisions about matters which require extensive practical
experience in the field. If this type of body is to succeed there needs to be a
concentration of specialised skills and a direct reporting mechanism between the PRO
and the PRC ... it would be reasonable to question whether membership of this
committee is simply a sinecure. One then has to ask who is making the decisions and
how independent and unbiased the proposed model is designed to be.

Similarly, the Australian Library and Information Association expressed:

... puzzlement at the size and composition of the PRC and concerns that the integrity of
the PRC could be compromised if its membership is too small. Members also see a need
for representation by active members of the legal profession and the appropriate
professional associations ... How will the PRC be resourced both in financial and human
terms?
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The Australian Society of Archivists Inc. supported the notion of an advisory body:

The Society believes that there should be a Public Records Advisory Council, on the
analogy of the Advisory Council on Australian Archives. It should have a wide advisory
and consultative role, over the whole spectrum of the Authority’s responsibilities. There
should be representatives of the archival and records management professions on the
Advisory Council, and of the legal profession. There should be at least two historians in
membership – one an academic working within one of the universities, and a freelance
or amateur historian. One person should be appointed to represent the heritage area and
there should be community representatives – with a responsibility to ensure that the
advisory role is being carried out. The Council should be prohibited from having any
serving politicians in its membership.

The Society does not believe that the Advisory Council should have other officers with
statutory responsibilities for accountability as members (eg The Auditor General, the
Ombudsman, the Information Commissioner) because of a danger of conflict of interest.

The Society believes that the public accountability role of the Authority would be
undermined if wide discretionary powers, such as those for exempting classes of records,
were to be vested in an individual other than the Principal Archivist.

The appropriateness of retaining an archives authority within an arts portfolio was raised
be some of those who made submissions. In her address at the public seminar, Ms Bapty
suggested that it was unreasonable for an independent archives authority to sit within an
arts portfolio as there was a danger that ‘ ... records management may not be fully
recognised.’

Similarly, Mr Laurie Varendorff, as spokesman for the Records Management Association
of Australia (Western Australian Branch), posed the following question at the Perth public
hearings:

Where does the state records office sit in the scheme of government? Well, the
association believes that is the government’s role to decide where in the government
structure the state records office should reside. However, it is our strongly-held view that
it should not be part of the arts portfolio because records management is a business
activity, not a facet of arts and culture. As an example we would like to see the records
office being part of the public sector management office or some other appropriate body
as a functional records management consultative agency and provided within
government with the responsibility to develop policies, standards and provide disposal
advice.

7.5.4 Analysis

Some of the arguments used to support the administrative structure proposed in the
Minister for the Arts Discussion Paper are that it:

• is not overly bureaucratic;
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• provides a one stop reference point for published material and government archives;

• recognises that there may be cost savings associated with the use of shared facilities
and other resources;

• appreciates that technology of information management in libraries and archives may
be converging;

• separates the operational and regulatory functions which prevents conflict of role;
and

• contemplates a direct reporting line by the Public Records Commission (PRC) to
Parliament.

On the other hand, it is argued that there are the following disadvantages in the model
proposed:

• the retention of the Public Records Office (PRO) under the managerial control and
direction of Library and Information Service of Western Australia (LISWA), the
CEO and the Library Board, may compromise the independence of the PRO;

• it is dysfunctional and confusing to have PRO located within LISWA in view of the
different role and function of archives authorities from those of libraries and may
impair the proper management of public records;

• the PRO will have to constantly compete with a larger agency (LISWA) and may be
marginalised and resource starved;

• it is inappropriate to separate the operational and regulatory functions of an archives
authority because of the need to have some concentration of specialised skills; and

• questions surround the proposed composition of the Public Records Commission
(PRC) and its relationship with the PRO.

As mentioned, the overwhelming majority of those who made submissions were critical of
the model proposed in the Minister for the Arts Discussion Paper. This contrasts with the
support which LISWA is said to have received when it sought comments on the proposed
model shortly after the Discussion Paper was publicised. In the course of our review for
Specified Matter 9 we received some criticism of the consultation process conducted by
LISWA particularly of the manner in which support was assessed.

Although there are advantages in the model proposed, we have reservations about
whether, in fact, it represents an independent archives authority as recommended by the
WA Royal Commission. As the WA Royal Commission itself pointed out ‘ ... overall
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responsibility for records cannot be left with ... officials. A separate body should be
entrusted with the general oversight of public records, equipped with powers adequate to
the purpose’ (WA Royal Commission, 1992: II 4.3.3). The proposed retention of the PRO
in the LISWA structure would, we believe, be contrary to the recommendation of the WA
Royal Commission calling for the establishment of a separate and independent archives
authority acting under its own legislation. To be truly independent the PRO must have a
direct reporting line to parliament. Independence implies not only separation from the
library structure but also from departmental and ministerial direction.

The events of the 1980s bear testimony to the inadequacies of the traditional Westminster
line of ministerial accountability. The proliferation of statutory officers directly
responsible to parliament is indicative of public distrust in ministerial responsibility as a
means of bringing public administration under the scrutiny and control of parliament. We
do not concur with those who argue that anything other than ministerial responsibility is
second class accountability. Nor do we agree that without ministerial oversight public
officials would be left unaccountable. Any independent archives authority would be
subject to review by other statutory officers such as the Auditor General, the
Parliamentary Commissioner for Administrative Investigations(Ombudsman) and the
parliament itself. In addition, independent peer review of the performance of the archives
authority in accordance with the public record standards could be carried out. A similar
situation applies in respect of the Office of the Auditor General. The auditor of the Office
of the Auditor General is appointed under s.81 of the Financial Administration and Audit
Act 1985 by the Governor and conducts an independent audit of the financial statements
and performance indicators in accordance with the same legislative requirements that
apply to all other departments.

In the main, two models were presented in the submissions, namely an:

• independent statutory body combining both the regulatory and operational roles; or

• independent statutory office holder combined with an advisory council.

There are advantages and disadvantages in each model. Nevertheless, we consider that an
independent statutory officer (Commissioner for Public Records) heading a Public
Records Authority and supported by a Public Records Advisory Body would be the most
appropriate for this State. This model, we believe, offers the best hope of preventing
corrupt, illegal or improper behaviour by public officials. In reaching this conclusion we
are conscious of the comments made by the Auditor General, who called for some
rationalisation of the proliferation of statutory office holders with direct reporting lines to
parliament. Nevertheless, we consider the statutory officer model most appropriately
recognises the importance of public records management in terms of administrative
efficiency and accountability. In our proposal, the statutory officer would report directly
to parliament rather than to a minister, thus ensuring complete independence (see
Figure 7.2 below).
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The model we propose is as follows:

Figure 7.2:
Public Records Authority — Proposed Reporting Relationship

A similar model which has proved to be successful in the Western Australian context, is
that of the Information Commissioner. As an independent officer, the Information
Commissioner is directly accountable to Parliament for the performance of her functions
under the Freedom of Information Act 1992 (FOI Act). The Information Commissioner
has the dual responsibilities of dealing with complaints about decisions made by agencies
concerning FOI applications as well as a significant public education role.

To ensure that the administrative structure which we propose does not perpetuate the
custodial view of what a public records program should be, we consider it appropriate to
remove the Public Records Authority from the arts portfolio. A more appropriate portfolio
allocation would be with the Minister for Public Sector Management.

The WA Royal Commission recommended that archives legislation should make
provision for an advisory body with links with other accountability officers:

It should establish, whether through an advisory body or otherwise, a consultative
process between the authority and the Auditor General, the Ombudsman, a
representative of the Supreme Court and the Information Commissioner ... these
agencies having functions in which the examination of records has a prominent part.
(WA Royal Commission, 1992: II 4.3.5)

Currently LISWA has in place a body performing similar functions to an advisory body;
the Standing Committee on Public Records. There are 12 members of this group made up
of:

Parliament

Advisory BodyCommissioner for
Public Records

Public Records Authority
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• two members of the Library Board;

• nominees of the Australian Society of Archivists Inc. (Western Australian Branch),
Records Management Association of Australia, Records Management and
Information Liaison Group, and Local Government Records Management Group;

• a person with a legal background;

• an historical and/or social researcher of academic standing;

• Chief Executive Officer of LISWA (ex officio);

• Director, State Archives; and

• the Manager, Records Management Office as Secretary to the Committee.

The terms of reference for the Standing Committee are to make recommendations to the
Library Board about:

• the retention and disposal of public records; and

• other matters incidental thereto (LISWA, 1994a: 9).

We believe there is considerable merit in linking an advisory body to the administrative
structure we propose. The issues dealt with by an archives authority are often complex and
wide ranging advice from a cross section of professionals would, we believe, enhance the
operation of the structure. The advisory body would have no determinative powers. The
establishment of advisory bodies is a common feature of most archives administrative
structures and was supported by most of the submissions made to us.

We do not consider it appropriate for other accountability officers such as the Auditor
General, the Ombudsman, the Information Commissioner or a representative of the
Supreme Court, to be members. We believe their involvement would have the potential for
conflicts of interest. The purpose of the advisory body will be to advise the Commissioner
of Public Records on all matters involved with public records management.

Advisory body members would be appointed by the Minister responsible for the
administration of the Act and would comprise members with expertise in:

• historical research;

• local government;

• records management;
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• archives management;

• state public administration;

• law;

• information technology.

7.5.5 Recommendations

1. The Public Records Act should provide for a Public Records
Authority headed by a Commissioner for Public Records and staffed
by employees subject to the provisions of the Public Sector
Management Act 1994 .

2. The Public Records Act should provide for the Commissioner for
Public Records to:

(a) be a person eligible for professional membership of the
Australian Society of Archivists Inc.;

(b) be appointed by the Governor and hold office for a period not
exceeding 10 years; and

(c) have his or her remuneration determined by the Salaries and
Allowances Tribunal.

3. The Public Records Act should provide for the functions of the
Commissioner for Public Records to include:

(a) receiving public records into his or her custody as required by
the provisions in the Act; and

(b) reporting direct to Parliament annually or as needed on any
public office which compromises the integrity of public records
or instances where public records have been unlawfully
disposed of or destroyed.

4. The Public Records Act should provide for the establishment of an
Advisory Body to the Commissioner for Public Records, appointed
by the Minister, comprising members practising in:

(a) historical research;
(b) local government;
(c) records management;
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(d) archives management;
(e) state public administration;
(f) law;
(g) information technology.

5. The Public Records Act should provide for the Minister for Public
Sector Management to be responsible for the Public Records Act.

7.6 STANDARDS

7.6.1 Issues for Consideration

Standards are useful in providing guidance for the implementation of records management
strategies, procedures and practices, as well as in establishing a yardstick by which the
effectiveness of a records management system can be measured:

... setting standards provides an objective basis upon which to assess the effectiveness of
records management systems. The testing of systems will be important not only from the
viewpoint of the Ombudsman in investigations of administrative actions but also for
FOI, Privacy and Judicial Review legislation. The dividends are better records resources
and consequently better government.

To empower an archival authority as a standards setting body goes far beyond the
traditional functions performed by such bodies. It would enable a profound influence to
be exerted throughout the continuum of records ... (EARC, 1992: 45).

The establishment of uniform records management standards may also produce benefits of
efficiency and cost-savings. Standards are often issued for the management, preservation
and destruction of records, but increasingly it is considered that standards should cover the
whole of the records continuum from creation to disposal or preservation. Additionally,
standards could assist public sector agencies to deal with the technological advances being
made in recordkeeping. Standards Australia, a committee comprising representatives of
interested bodies from Commonwealth, state, territory and industry organisations, has
developed a draft Australian Standard for Records Management.

One important aspect of the work undertaken by State Archives through its Record
Management Office, is the establishment of records management practices and standards
for government agencies. The Library Board Act does not specifically address the issue of
standards, but s.29(a) has been interpreted as being sufficiently wide to empower the
Library Board with the authority to set standards. This section provides:
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29. It shall be the duty of the Board,

(a) to advise and assist public offices in matters of record management,
including the creation, maintenance, security and disposal of records;

... and the Board shall have all powers as may be reasonably necessary for
the carrying out of that duty.

Despite the wide interpretation placed upon s.29(a), it is not considered to empower the
Board with responsibility for monitoring and regulating compliance with standards. In
some Australian jurisdictions the relevant archives legislation imposes a duty upon the
archives authority to introduce record management standards. For example, s.12 of the
Public Records Act 1973 (Vic.) states:

12. The Keeper of Public Records shall establish standards for the efficient
management of public records and in particular with respect to

(a) the creation, maintenance and security of public records;
(b) the selection of public records worthy of preservation;
(c) the transfer of public records to the Public Records Office; and
(d) the segregation and disposal of public records not worthy of

preservation  —

and shall assist public officers in applying these standards to records under their
control.

In other jurisdictions the archives legislation is silent on the question of records
management standards (Archives Act 1960 (NSW)) or the archive authority may have the
power but is not compelled to set standards (Archives Act 1983 (Cwlth)).

7.6.2 Actions to Date

LISWA has been active in developing a number of records management policies,
practices, standards and guidelines since the WA Royal Commission, including:

1992 Records Disposal Handbook
1992 Policies and Standards Manual
1992 Disposal Authorities
1992 Standards for Records
1992 Training for Records Officers
1992 Use of Intermediate Records Repository
1993 Mail Management
1993 Records Disposal Guidelines for Staff of Ministerial Offices
1994 Records Management Standards for Document Imaging Systems
1994 General Disposal Authorities Manual
1994 General Disposal Authority for Human Resources Management Records
1995 Normal Administrative Practice for Public Records.
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In addition draft standards have been prepared relating to:

• Guidelines on the Management of the Public Records Created Using Word
Processing and Electronic Mail; and

• General Disposal Authority for Financial and Accounting Records.

The Minister for the Arts Discussion Paper suggests that any new legislation in Western
Australia should contain a requirement for recordkeeping standards to be set (Minister for
the Arts, 1995). This is in line with the WA Royal Commission’s recommendation that
archives legislation should ‘ ... require the archives authority to set standards in record
creation, maintenance and retention.’ (WA Royal Commission, 1992: II 4.3.5(c)). There is
no discussion in the Minister’s Paper of the issues which would need to be covered by
standards as this is one of the functions to be undertaken by the proposed PRC.

In the Minister’s model, it is proposed that both the Public Records Commission (PRC)
and the Public Records Office (PRO) would have some role in standards. The functions of
the PRO would include the:

• development of recordkeeping standards; and

• provision of advice on the implementation of standards.

The PRC would have the task of:

• identifying and articulating issues for which standards need to be formulated; and

• endorsing standards.

As well, in conjunction with the Auditor General, the PRC would ensure procedures are in
place for monitoring standards and that performance measures are developed to evaluate
agencies’ adherence to the standards.

In the Discussion Paper it is argued that the effectiveness of the proposed regulatory
structure would be enhanced by this two agency model which separates the service
delivery role from the regulatory role:

The separation of statutory and functional responsibilities ensures that there is no
conflict of interest. The ‘helper’ and the ‘watchdog’ are not the same. (Minister for the
Arts, 1994: 15)

The PRC, which would have a direct reporting line to parliament, would monitor and
regulate agency performance in public records management. The PRO would not have any
regulatory role.
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In 1994, the Office of the Auditor General prepared a report on Accountability for Public
Sector Records Management. It drew attention to poor accountability and records
management practices, deficiencies in the existing management framework and the
legislation covering records management. This Report noted that:

During the examination it was found that whilst LISWA appears well placed to provide
Government with policy advice, leadership and support with respect to public sector
records management it does not have the explicit legislative authority to support these
roles.

For instance, there is no provision in the current legislation for the issuing of public
records standards and guidelines nor the monitoring of compliance with them. (Office of
the Auditor General, 1995: 49)

The Report concluded that the Library Board Act does not clearly support a records
management framework and suggested improvements. One of these was the need for
legislation to include a provision for the issuing of public records standards and guidelines
(Office of the Auditor General, 1994: 55).

7.6.3 Public Submissions

The submissions we received expressed strong support for public records legislation to
contain a requirement for public sector records management standards. Mr Mark Brogan
stressed the importance of such standard setting powers:

If evidence is to be created, managed and preserved in ways which ensure
accountability, public records legislation is required to:
... promulgate standards for public sector records management (increasingly important in
ensuring electronic evidence) ...

There was, however, some disagreement over the question of which authority should have
responsibility for setting standards. These differences were highlighted in the responses
we received in the submissions to the following question posed in Discussion Paper
No. 5:

Should the same body have responsibility for both setting and monitoring standards?

In the submission from the Library Board of Western Australia, the different roles
contemplated for the PRO and the PRC were highlighted, with this model seen as
effectively separating the operational side of a public records authority from the
monitoring, reporting and auditing role:

The approach taken is analogous to that of the Commission for Public Sector Standards,
which sets and monitors broad principles and standards for human resource records
management but, agencies themselves must put those principles and standards into
practice and CEOs are accountable for the process.
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Dr Allen, the Chief Executive Officer of LISWA spent some time at the public hearing
explaining the ‘ ... wisdom of separating the carrot and the stick’:

The Public Records Commission reports directly to parliament. It is made up of
independent persons from the community and not a bureaucratic device. It has teeth and
can comment on any aspect of public records including failure of CEOs, ministers and
other agencies to resource the functions, to follow standards or implement policies. The
Public Records Office, on the other hand, is a body of professional records and archives
experts who can be held accountable for the extent to which they contribute to the
improvement of records and archival management in the public sector. If you like, the
PRO is the carrot and the PRC the stick.

Mr Simon Davis and Ms Anne-Marie Schwirtlich considered in their submission that it
would be feasible for the same body to set and monitor standards, but they concluded:

... it might be more appropriate and be seen to be more appropriate were two statutory
authorities established to achieve this. If one body were to have both regulatory and
operational responsibilities this body should be an independent statutory authority
responsible to Parliament and not the executive arm of government.

On the other hand, the Australian Democrats, and the Education Department of Western
Australia, concluded that there were benefits with the one body being entrusted with both
functions. The Australian Democrats submitted that an archives authority:

... should both set and monitor standards, to ensure consistency and a specialist
approach.

Similarly, the Australian Society of Archivists Inc. concluded that:

In Western Australia, there are no compelling reasons for dividing the responsibilities
for monitoring from those of service delivery ... Any shortcomings in the monitoring and
reporting in the past have been due to inadequate resources, the absence of mechanisms
for monitoring and reporting, and the absence of penalties for non-compliance, all of
which can be adequately addressed by new legislation.

This view was reinforced by the Australian Council of Archives Inc. which said:

... the Minister’s model mistakes the true character of what constitutes ‘regulation’ in a
record keeping environment. It is a mistake to suggest that one body can ‘draft’ and
another ‘approve and monitor’ standards. Those two activities belong together. So does
much else which the Minister’s model assigns on different sides of the proposed line of
division.

The Records Management Association of Australia (Western Australian Branch)
recommended:
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The proposed State Records Office should be responsible for:
... the development, promulgation and promotion of policies, practices and standards for
records creation, use, storage and disposal ...

In his submission, Mr Mark Brogan considered that there was some merit in the separation
of the auditing and service provision role because:

In common with many other regulatory functions, there is an undeniable problem of
capture associated with the provision of archives and records services in the public
sector.

Nevertheless, he concluded that:

Because in the long run, government is unlikely to fund two entities in a way which will
ensure their effectiveness, my personal view is that only a single entity should be created
which combines the regulatory and service provision functions.

Accordingly he recommended that:

The LISWA two agency model should be abandoned in favour of a single entity (the
Public Records Commission) encompassing the service provision and regulatory
functions. The Public Records Commission should report to the Parliament, rather than
to a Minister.

Another question posed in Discussion Paper No. 5, to which many of those who made
submissions responded, was:

If the Public Records Commission were responsible for endorsing and monitoring
standards would this really separate the regulatory and operational roles?

Mr Davis and Ms Schwirtlich stated:

This would depend on:

• how the Public Records Commission and the Public Records Office are
constituted; and

• to whom and how they report.

In its submission the Library Board argued that:

... the work to be done by the Public Records Office would be operational. The principle
of the model is that the Public Records Office could itself be monitored and any
deficiencies reported to Parliament.
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If it were the Public Records Office that had a monitoring role, then the independence of
the Public Records Commission would obviously be weakened, as would the efficacy of
the monitoring process, since it would not be carried out by an independent body ...

In practice, no doubt officers of the Public Records Office would themselves come
across record keeping malpractices in agencies and will therefore be the eyes and ears of
the administrative network. Consideration of that information will be the province of the
Public Records Commission, which will be the independent body to assess its veracity,
validity and relevance to any standards in existence. It is essential that the concept of the
model be understood by the Commission on Government. The PRC would be the ‘big
stick’ while the PRO is the ‘carrot’ focussing on improving records management rather
than discovering failures.

On the other hand, the Australian Democrats’ submission criticised the proposed
separation of the two roles as proposed in the Minister for the Arts Discussion Paper:

Separating the regulatory and operational roles into two different agencies has little to
commend it in this case, since the two are necessarily intertwined by the nature of
archiving.

Certainly there is no danger with both functions being under one control, provided there
is an effective appeal mechanism, freedom from government executive control, and
monitoring of the ... [archives authority] by the Auditor General. Such a combination of
regulatory and operational roles is the case with many regulatory agencies, and there is
much merit in this practice ... The Australian Democrats envisage an ... [archives
authority] which would have separate divisions for its various functions, but which
would be a unified body.

... The ... [archives authority] Act needs to require standards regulation and enforcement
to have equal weight with the provision of an archives facility. There is always the
danger that the service or operational role of the agency will consume all the resources,
and that regulation, scrutiny and enforcement of government record keeping by the ...
[archives authority] will suffer badly in comparison. This is apparently the problem at
present.

A few submissions set out various issues which should be addressed in standards. For
example the Australian Society of Archivists Inc. concluded that:

At archives level, the Society believes that there should be standards on

• preservation of the physical format (paper records)
• maintenance
• appraisal
• arrangement and description
• use/access
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The Records and Information Management Liaison Group argued that:

Minimum requirements should be set for the:

• initial CREATION and capture (emphasis in submission)
• documentation (ie registration, indexing and classification)
• organisational and other accountability requirements
• appraisal and disposal
• storage (including repository/storage services contract standards) and handling
• preservation and long-term accessibility of records at both the agency level and in

the public records authority.

Standards Australia have developed draft Australian standards for records management
which, upon finalisation, assessment of relevance, and amendment by the public records
authority for the West Australian environment, should be adopted in full by all agencies
and the public records authority.

At the Perth public hearings, Ms Vicky Wilson from the Edith Cowan University School
of Library and Information Science, commented on the need to develop standards for
electronic recordkeeping:

There is a critical need for a partnership between ... the management information
systems people, and the records people to develop standards for electronic record
keeping and to develop strategies for electronic record keeping, and this will be done
through a combination of policies, standards, processes and technology, and it is not
impossible. It is extremely hard, but it is not impossible.

Mr Davis and Ms Schwirtlich considered that the matters to be dealt with in standards
should be determined by the archival authority. Their submission concluded that:

The statutory powers of the archival authorities concerning records management
standards should be broad enough in scope to allow the authorities to create such
standards as they see fit.

7.6.4 Analysis

Some of the key issues to have emerged from the submissions on the question of standards
are:

• whether there should be specific legislative provisions for the issuing of public
records standards and compliance with them;

• should issues addressed in standards be set out in legislation or should this be left to
an expert body?

• who should be responsible for setting standards?
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• should the standard setter also be the regulator?

We consider that there is a clear need for archives legislation to address the:

• establishment;

• monitoring of; and

• compliance with

recordkeeping standards.

This is apparent from the submissions made to us and the various reports which have
highlighted the deficiencies in the Library Board Act. Record management standards are
essential in ensuring consistency in practices throughout the public sector. They may
result in a more open and efficient public administration. In addition, archives legislation
should make provision for procedures to deal with the adherence to and monitoring of
standards once set.

The more complex issue is whether the Public Records Authority should have the sole
responsibility for both standard setting and compliance. From the submissions we consider
that it would be feasible and desirable to have the one authority charged with these
responsibilities. The model presented in the Minister for Arts Discussion Paper
contemplates legislation which contains a requirement for recordkeeping standards, but
divides the regulatory and operational aspects between two agencies. This was likened by
the Library Board to the Commissioner for Public Sector Standards. Under the Public
Sector Management Act 1994 the Commissioner for Public Sector Standards not only
establishes standards but also monitors and reports on compliance with those standards
(s.21).

We consider that it would not be appropriate for the legislation to specify the issues to be
covered by standards. Ideally, standards should attempt to address all issues relating to the
record continuum including the creation, management, preservation and destruction of
records. Standards are particularly desirable in establishing guidelines for dealing with
electronic records, in view of the rapid developments in information technology. In the
past, little attention has been given to developing standards and policies for the
management of active records. To ensure that the proposed legislation is framed in a way
that ensures that it will be able to deal appropriately with new developments in
technology, we consider that it would be more appropriate for the Commissioner for
Public Records to identify the particular issues which need to be covered by standards.
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7.6.5 Recommendations

1. The Public Records Act should provide that the functions of the
Commissioner for Public Records include:

(a) identifying issues for which standards need to be formulated;

(b) developing standards for the creation, maintenance,
preservation and disposal of and access to public records;

(c) advising on the implementation of standards;

(d) providing advice, assistance and training of public officers in
the implementation of standards;

(e) ensuring that procedures are in place for monitoring standards
and, in conjunction with the Auditor General, developing
performance measures to evaluate agencies’ adherence to the
standards; and

(f) revising and amending standards.

2. One of the objects of the Public Records Act should be that public
records are kept and that the quality of public records is such that it
enhances the transaction, monitoring and auditing of public sector
business.

3. The Public Records Act should require public sector bodies to keep
full and accurate records which are managed in accordance with
standards developed by the Commissioner for Public Records.

4. The Public Records Act should provide for the deliberate non-
compliance with standards promulgated by the Public Records Office
to constitute a disciplinary matter.

7.7 DEFINITION OF A PUBLIC RECORD

7.7.1 Issues for Consideration

Public officials perform numerous transactions each day, which may include such varied
activities as drafting legislation and policy documents; entering and manipulating
computer data; registering details of births, marriages and deaths; preparing or amending
architectural drawings, maps and plans; registering land and property transactions;
preparing reports; driving vehicles; researching technical and scientific data; invoicing
clients and paying accounts; negotiating contracts; responding to directions from senior
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officials or ministers; making films, videos or sound recordings; developing educational or
training courses and syllabuses; providing patient care and many others.

Certain aspects of each transaction must be recorded in order to meet legislative,
administrative or policy obligations. In recording these transactions, officials may use
handwritten notes, typewriters, voice or electronic mail, computers, telephones, facsimile
or telex machines, cameras or audio recorders or a wide range of other media. Each time
an official documents a transaction, regardless of the medium used, a record has been
created.

In developing public records legislation, it is necessary to decide what constitutes a public
record. Issues to be considered include:

• whether any definition of public record should attempt to identify and include all the
possible types of record and their physical form or use broader, less specific
terminology and not try to link the record to its physical format;

• the effect of changes in technology; and

• the management of ephemeral records and multiple copies of records.

The Library Board Act and corresponding legislation in the commonwealth and other
states all contain definitions of public records, most of which relate to the physical form of
the record. Relevant definitions in the Library Board Act are:

“public record” means –

(a) any record made or received by a public officer in the course of his duties;

(b) any record made or received by a court or person acting judicially in Western
Australia; and

(c) any copy of any public record as defined by this Act; ...

“record” includes any document, book, plan, paper, parchment or other material or part
thereof on which is any writing or printing or which is marked with any letters or marks
denoting words or any other signs capable of carrying a definite meaning to persons
conversant with them, photographs, and any other device by means of which information
is recorded or stored;

“non current public record” means any public record that has ceased to be in current use
in the public office in which it was originally made or received, or the public office in
whose custody it has been placed after being so made or received ... (s.3(1))

The Library Board Act clearly defines public records in terms of their linkage to official
business and their physical form.
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An example of a definition that characterises records not by their physical form but by
their creation in the context of a business activity and their retention as evidence of that
activity has been developed by Standards Australia. After issuing a draft standard earlier
this year, the following definition of a record was agreed by the relevant Standards
Australia editing subcommittee and is expected to be included in the Records Management
Standard to be published in December 1995.

recorded information, in any form, including data in computer systems, created or
received and maintained by an organisation or person in the transaction of business or
the conduct of affairs and kept as evidence of such activity. (Standards Australia, 1995)

7.7.2 Actions to Date

The Freedom of Information Act 1992 defines ‘record’ as meaning ‘any record of
information however recorded’ (schedule 2) which includes amongst others:

(a) any paper or other material, including affixed papers on which there is writing; ...

(c) any drawing, pictorial or graphic work, or photograph; ...

(e) any article or material from which sounds, images or writing can be reproduced
whether or not with the aid of some other article or device;

(f) any article on which information has been stored or recorded, either mechanically,
magnetically or electronically.

This approach aims at ensuring that the definition will remain valid regardless of future
technological changes.

In the Minister for the Arts Discussion Paper the following definitions are proposed:

A “record” is any medium in, on or upon which information is recorded or (in the case
of electronic records) transmitted and received, and any copy thereof. (At the Bill stage
this will include a list of the various media that constitute a record).

A “public record” is a record

– created or received by a public officer in course of duties; or
– made or received by a Court or person acting judicially; or
– created or received by a Minister of the Crown acting in that capacity (but not

constituency or party records); or
– a copy of a public record i.e. a copy in both the same or a different format.

A “non-current public record” is a public record that is no longer in regular use.
(Minister for the Arts, 1994: 6)
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This definition of record is similar to that of the FOI Act in using non media-specific
terminology in the main definition, but proposing that it be supported by examples.

In submissions to LISWA about the Minister’s Discussion Paper, the move towards a
broader definition was both supported and opposed. The Australian Library and
Information Association (Western Australian Branch) supported the change in principle,
while the Department of Training considered that ‘the definition needs to be very specific,
and include provisions for issues such as distribution of multiple copies of a record’. The
issue of whether every draft of a document, every note of a telephone conversation and
multiple copies of a record would be included if a very broad definition were to be used,
was raised in a number of submissions.

7.7.3 Public Submissions

We received a number of submissions that addressed the issue of what constitutes a public
record. Most concentrated on the issue of whether or not the definition should be specific
about the physical format of the possible record types. There was diversity of opinion on
this issue.

The Australian Society of Archivists Inc. considered:

that “record” should be defined in terms that are not dependent upon the form on or in
which the essential data of record is kept. The important point is that a record is the
evidence of a transaction or “dealing”.

It suggested the following definitions:

... a record is that which is created and intended to be kept as evidence of agency or
individual functions, activities and transactions ... [T]o be considered evidence a record
must possess content, structure, context and be part of a record-keeping system.

A public record is a record which is generated or received in the course of the business
of a public authority, or in the course of business undertaken on behalf of a public
authority. (i.e. Public record can include records generated outside a government
department which support the public business activity).

This definition of a record was suggested by a number of submissions.

The Australian Council of Archives Inc. supported these views and commented that ‘[i]t is
the function rather than the format which distinguishes a record and too much emphasis on
the latter may promote confusion.’

Similarly, in their submission, Mr Simon Davis and Ms Anne-Marie Schwirtlich
considered:
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Most current definitions of a public record consider a record to be a physical entity, a
“thing”. Records are not “things”, they are evidence. Any definition for new legislation
should emphasise the evidentiary nature of a record. Such a definition ensures that the
most valuable characteristic of a record (its ability to be used as evidence of a particular
activity or transaction) is retained whilst also giving the Public Records Office
significant flexibility to preserve and store the record using whatever physical carrier it
considers is the most appropriate and cost-effective ... The definition should be as
technologically and format neutral as possible. (emphasis in submission)

On the other hand, some submissions took the view that the rapidly changing
technological environment should be recognised in the definition.

Mr Brogan considered that it was necessary to get away from ‘[t]he perception of archives
as ‘dusty old paper records’ [which] is entrenched in thinking about recordkeeping. ...
Public Records should be defined under the Public Records Act to be explicitly inclusive
of electronic records.’

The Records and Information Management Group considered that:

If a similar definition [to that included in the Freedom of Information Act] is adopted, it
will require regular review and updating as information media change. ... any definition
must refer to electronic records.

Few submissions referred specifically to the issue of including ephemeral records in any
definition. While the Australian Democrats considered that: ‘Ephemeral records do need
to be identified in the legislation and to be distinguished from those records that have a
short or medium term value, or a long term enduring value’, the Records and Information
Management Liaison Group considered that: ‘Any attempt to define ephemeral records in
the legislation would be extremely difficult and unlikely to achieve the desired outcome.’
It considered that it would be better to deal with the issue by the use of administrative
instructions and retention and disposal schedules.

7.7.4 Analysis

There appears to be consensus amongst professional archivists and records managers that
definitions of records should not continue to focus upon the format of the record, but upon
the content, the reason for the generation or receipt of the record. Although we recognise
the interests of those whose concerns lie mainly in the preservation of archives for their
historical value, we are more concerned with accountability issues. It is the management
of records for their evidentiary value, from the time they are created to their subsequent
disposal or permanent retention, that concerns us. It is important that any definitions are
therefore clearly understood, not only by users of the archives, but by all officials
generating and managing public records.

While agreeing with the need for a broad definition, we consider it important that
sufficient information is given so that people who are not trained in records management
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will be able to use the definition. We therefore believe that there is a need for supporting
material in addition to the definition. Such supporting material could be included in
guidelines issued by the Public Records Authority or it could be issued as regulations to
the Act. However we consider it more useful to follow the pattern established by the
Freedom of Information Act 1992. That Act contains a stand alone definition, which is not
media-specific and is supported by examples. This ensures that the definition itself is
sufficiently broad and will not result in new forms of technology falling outside its ambit,
while providing guidance about the actual media forms included.

We do not consider that ephemeral records should be included in a definition of a record.
To do so would go against the intention of providing a broad definition and would be
almost an impossible task. Ephemeral records should be managed using retention and
disposal schedules or normal administrative practice.

There seems to be no need to refer to copies in any definition of public record. They
would automatically be captured in the definition that we propose and, as with ephemera,
should be managed in accordance with usual records management practices.

We consider that a record becomes a public record when it is generated or received in a
public office or on behalf of a public office. The definition of what constitutes a public
office is discussed in 7.8. The matter of records generated or received on behalf of a
public office is becoming more important as functions previously carried out by public
offices are now being contracted to private companies. The functions are still being
provided from the public purse and it is important that the records of such services are not
lost. This issue is discussed further in 7.10.

In Chapter 3 of the Commission on Government’s Report No. 1, we described at some
length the operation of cabinet and made a number of recommendations about the records
that should be created and or retained. We expand further upon those issues in 7.8.4 and,
based upon considerations discussed there, we have formed the view that cabinet records
should be defined as public records for the purpose of public records legislation.

7.7.5 Recommendations

1. The Public Records Act should provide for a definition of ‘record’ to
be expressed in a manner which is not format bound. It should not
include reference to ephemera, or to copies. The definition should be
supported by a list of media that are covered by the definition. An
example of a suitable definition is:

A ‘record’ is that which is created and kept as evidence of agency or
individual functions, activities and transactions. To be considered
evidence, a record must possess content, structure and context and
be part of a recordkeeping system.
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Examples of records include:

(a) any paper or other material, including affixed papers on which
there is writing;

(b) any map, plan, diagram or graph;

(c) any drawing, pictorial or graphic work, or photograph;

(d) any marks, figures, symbols or perforations upon paper or other
material having a meaning for persons qualified to interpret
them;

(e) any sounds, images or writing which can be reproduced from
any article, whether or not with the aid of some other article or
device;

(f) information stored or recorded, either mechanically,
magnetically, electronically or by any other technique.

2. The Public Records Act should provide for a definition of ‘public
record’. A suitable definition is:

a ‘public record’ is a record generated or received by a public official
in the course of duties, or generated or received by cabinet in the
course of its functions, or generated or received in the course of
business undertaken on behalf of a public office.

7.8 PUBLIC OFFICES FOR THE PURPOSES OF ARCHIVES

In the Commission’s Discussion Paper No. 5, it was noted that:

It could be argued that all public officials should fall within the scope of archives
legislation. Additionally, all matters concerning the business of public administration
should be recorded and preserved for accountability, heritage and future administrative
reasons. As these records are funded from the public purse, it is argued that they should
be public property. (COG, 1995a: 9)

Unless specifically defined in the legislation, disputes may occur about whether records
produced by these officials should be subject to the legislation.

Within the Executive, it cannot be assumed unless it is expressly stated (because the role
of the archives authority will otherwise be challenged) that an archives law applies to the
Vice-Regal representative, Royal Commissions and Boards of Inquiry, the Executive
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Council, or the Cabinet ... Statutory authorities of various kinds have until recently been
regarded as coming within the ambit of archives laws, although in some cases (and for
no apparently logical reason) public hospital, universities and colleges, and public
schools have sometimes been treated as if they were not covered. (Hurley, 1994: 10)

The definition of ‘public office’ in the Library Board Act includes government
departments, statutory authorities, the universities and local government (s.3(1)). While
not specifically included in the definition of ‘public office’, certain limited records of the
courts also come within the Act’s jurisdiction by way of the definition of ‘public record’
(s.3(1)):

‘public record’ means –...

(b) any record made or received by a court or person acting judicially in Western
Australia; ...

The following are not clearly covered by these definitions include:

• the Governor;

• Parliament;

• ministers;

• electorate offices;

• cabinet;

• judges, courts and other tribunals when not acting judicially;

• royal commissions and other inquiries; and

• government trading enterprises (GTEs).

Those bodies currently included in the definition of a ‘public office’ under the Library
Board Act should similarly be included in the proposed Public Records Act. This is
provided for in the Minister’s Discussion Paper. Accordingly, we will only address those
classes of public office not currently covered by the Library Board Act.

Despite the inclusion of local government within the current definition, we also mention
recordkeeping requirements of local governments generally.
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7.8.1 LOCAL GOVERNMENT

7.8.1.1 Issues for Consideration

The recordkeeping requirements of local government authorities (LGAs) are subject to the
Library Board Act and other legislation such as the Local Government Act 1960 and the
Building Regulations 1960. The records created by LGAs range from town planning
issues to the health and welfare of citizens.

The Local Government Act 1960 recognised the importance of records by allowing a
council under s.238 to ‘make by-laws for the custody of the records of the council’. The
Local Government Bill 1995, which if enacted will replace the 1960 Act, provides that
chief executive officers of local government must ‘ ... ensure that records and documents
of a local government are properly kept for the purposes of this Act and any other written
law’ (cl. 5.41). In addition, regulations may be made in relation to the keeping of
documents and records by a local government (cl. 9.5).

The issues raised in relation to LGA recordkeeping include whether:

• LGAs should continue to be included in the definition of a public office in the Public
Records Act;

• regional repositories should be set up for local government archives (this issue is
addressed in s.7.16); and

• local government should be represented on any advisory body set up under the
Public Records Act.

7.8.1.2 Actions to Date

The Minister for the Arts Discussion Paper included ‘ ... all agencies constituted under the
Local Government Act; and other local authorities, corporate and incorporate ... ’ in its
definition of a public office for the proposed legislation (Minister for the Arts, 1994: 6).

In 1994 LISWA launched a General Disposal Authority for Local Government Records,
which was developed as a joint initiative of the Records Management Office of the State
Archives and the Local Government Records Management Group.

7.8.1.3 Public Submissions

One of the few written submissions we received that addressed local government
recordkeeping issues was from Ms Lise Summers, who stated that:
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Local government has to some extent been ignored, and tends to ignore the current
legislation. Training at all levels of municipal government into effective records keeping
is imperative ...

Within the local government Authority for which I work, there is little understanding of
the role of records management, let alone responsibility under the Library Board Act.
The recent record disposal schedule has been disseminated to all authorities and has
identified records which may be destroyed, but the question of the archives of the
Council has not really been addressed. The Act is honoured in the breach rather than the
letter – mostly through ignorance (“doesn’t really affect us”). ...

It seems likely that other Councils too, routinely disregard the Library Board Act, which
states that public records must be transferred to the Archives. ... There is an undeniable
need for training and public programs, not just legislation. Should new legislation be put
in place, care must be taken to either recognise and support current practice, or to ensure
that all affected agencies are apprised of their responsibilities and obligations.

The issue of the physical retention of records in local areas was raised by many members
of the public at regional public hearings. This issue is addressed at s.7.16.

7.8.1.4 Analysis

Local government recordkeeping was also mentioned in the Inquiry into the Shire of
Boddington conducted in 1994 by Mr Peter Kyle. This Inquiry highlighted the
deficiencies in the recordkeeping practices of the Boddington Shire Council, and made the
following recommendations in relation to local government recordkeeping:

... that a model by-law relating to the custody and security of documents and electronic
data be prepared and councils be encouraged to adopt and enforce it strictly.

... that consideration be given to the involvement of Local Government in the archives
authority recommended by the Royal Commission. (Kyle, 1994: 239)

As noted by Mr Kyle ‘[l]ocal government is as much a part of the public administration of
the affairs of this State as any other instrument of government. Furthermore its close
involvement with the lives of individual citizens makes it a significant source of historical
data’ (Kyle, 1994: 239). In view of this, we consider that local government should
continue to be included in the definition of a public office for the purposes of the new
Public Records Act.

The responses received by LISWA from local government, in relation to the Minister for
the Arts Discussion Paper, clearly indicated that there is a need for local government to be
represented on any archival body or commission that is established. As the City of
Melville stated as a part of the Western Australian Municipal Association’s submission to
LISWA:
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It is considered essential that Local Government be represented on the Commission to
ensure a democratic distribution of current information enabling the development of
Authoritative Resource Management to occur at all levels of Government.

Accordingly, we are of the view that it is essential for local government to be represented
on the proposed Advisory Body to ensure that local government issues are adequately
represented and addressed in relation to all recordkeeping considerations. This has been
reflected in Recommendation 7.5.5.4(b)

7.8.2 MINISTERIAL OFFICES

7.8.2.1 Issues for Consideration

Whether ministerial records are subject to the provisions of the Library Board Act is a
matter of contention. A former State Librarian has said:

... although it may have been doubtful whether or not the Public Records provisions of
the Library Board of WA Act applied to them [ministers] ... I do not necessarily agree
that ministerial office files are exempt from the archival legislation, but it is not an area
that has ever been put to the test. (B. Sharman, 1994: 199)

On numerous occasions the WA Royal Commission found that records of various
transactions held in ministers’ offices had either been removed, tampered with or
destroyed. In commenting on one particular incident, the WA Royal Commission stated
‘ ... all records in a minister’s office, other than personal or purely political ones, are
public property’ (WA Royal Commission, 1992: II 4.3.7).

7.8.2.2 Actions to Date

Until 1993, State Archives acquired the papers of ministers at the discretion of individual
ministers. In September 1993, the Premier issued Circular to Ministers No. 39/93:
Records Disposal Guidelines – Ministerial Offices, which stated that: ‘Records created in
the course of a Minister’s ministerial duties are public records’ and that they must be
transferred to State Archives at the end of the ministerial term. It distinguished between
those records and records associated with the minister’s constituency commitments,
political party work and personal life.

Ministerial records also come within the scope of the Freedom of Information Act 1992
but may be subject to exemption. The Commission’s Discussion Paper No. 5 suggested
that it would therefore be consistent for them to be included in the definition of a public
record for the purpose of archives legislation.

The definition of public record proposed by the Minister for the Arts Discussion Paper
includes a record ‘created or received by a Minister of the Crown acting in that capacity
(but not constituency or party records)’ (1994: 6).
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7.8.2.3 Public Submissions

Consistent with all submissions we received on the issue of ministerial records, was that
from the Records and Information Management Liaison Group which stated:

Ministerial records need to be included in the definition of public records in any new
public record legislation. ... Records related to a Minister’s political party work, or his/
her personal life should not be included in the definition of public records ...

Mr Simon Davis and Ms Anne-Marie Schwirtlich wrote:

Excluding ministerial records from the definition of public records would seriously
degrade the accountability of an important section of executive government and would
make it extremely difficult for the Public Records Office to ensure that a comprehensive
and credible record of government activity is preserved ... All the records of a person
acting in his or her capacity as Minister of the Crown should be defined as public
records ... The Public Records Office should have the same statutory powers over the
records created by ministers as it does over the public records created by government
agencies. The Office should, for instance, be able to make determinations on those
public records in the personal custody of current or former ministers.

Mr Mark Brogan emphasised the role of records as an integral part of other accountability
processes:

If the evidence of executive decision making and action cannot be scrutinised for reasons
of privilege or because records are ‘private’ rather than ‘public’, ministerial
responsibility and other processes of accountability cannot operate efficiently.

Records created by Ministers which relate to business transacted by them in an official
capacity must be considered public records, and must be extended the full protection
afforded by a contemporary Public Records Act, which makes the corruption or
improper disposal of a public record a criminal offence. (emphasis in submission)

The requirement for Ministers to maintain party political or private recordkeeping in
conjunction with their offices is overstated, and runs contrary to the expectation that
affairs of State should be separated from those of political parties. The focus of
recordkeeping for political parties should be the party itself, not a Ministerial office.

7.8.2.4 Analysis

There were no submissions favouring the exclusion of ministerial records from the
coverage of public records legislation. Indeed the overwhelming weight of opinion is that
ministerial offices and records need to be included in the definitions of public records
legislation. We concur with the arguments supporting inclusion because of the need for
accountability and to ensure that comprehensive records of executive government are
retained.
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The Records Disposal Guidelines – Ministerial Offices issued by the Premier have rightly
removed the discretion that was previously allowed in relation to the disposal of these
important public records. New public records legislation will provide the opportunity to
codify this administrative initiative and bring ministers’ records formally into a sector-
wide framework of records management. The inclusion of ministerial offices within the
legislation will also provide for consistency with the State’s FOI Act in terms of the
public’s right of access.

In support of the submissions received, we concur with the definition in the Premier’s
guidelines that: ‘Records created in the course of a Minister’s ministerial duties are public
records’ and that they are to be distinguished from records associated with electorate,
party political and personal matters (Western Australia, Premier, 1993a).

7.8.2.5 Recommendation

1. The Public Records Act should provide for a definition of ‘public
office’ which specifically includes ministerial offices.

7.8.3 ELECTORATE OFFICES

7.8.3.1 Issues for Consideration

The records created or received in the electorate offices of members of parliament
generally consist of correspondence between the member and his or her constituents, as
well as personal and party political documents. At present, members of parliament may
lodge their electorate records with LISWA. They are classified as private records and,
with effect from 1 July 1995, all such records are lodged in the J.S. Battye Library of West
Australian History rather than the State Archives.

No other state or federal archives legislation specifically includes the electorate records of
members of parliament. The Australian Archives is empowered to hold such records if
deposited.

7.8.3.2 Actions to Date

The definition of public office in the Library Board Act does not include electorate offices
and there is no mention of them in the Minister for the Arts Discussion Paper.

7.8.3.3 Public Submissions

Most of the submissions received on the electorate records of members of parliament
stated that they should not be included in the Public Records Act. The Australian
Democrats considered that:
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... it would be an unnecessary duplication ... Parliamentary work is governed by the
parliament’s public records regulations ... Political party work is governed by the
Political Finance Act (PFA) [yet to be proclaimed] ... Constituency work is related to the
duties of a member of parliament on behalf of their constituents. Much of this work may
be considered as private as medical or family papers in government hands, and should be
classified by the IAA [independent archives authority] in the same way. There is a need
for constituents to be able to communicate in confidence with their elected
representative.

Private political party documents and politicians personal correspondence must remain
just that – private and personal.

The Australian Society of Archivists Inc. argued that:

Electorate records of Cabinet Ministers should be regarded as private, but ministers
should be encouraged to deposit them, at the end of their usefulness in current
management, in the Battye Library of WA History, or with the Public Records
Authority. They should not however be regarded as public records. It should be stressed
that these personal records should be housed by an institution which is prepared to allow
the depositor to access them with the greatest possible ease, after their deposit, and at
any time up to his/her death.

The Library Board’s submission considered that the inclusion of electorate records in the
Public Records legislation would be ‘inappropriate’ based on the following argument:

Electorate records are biased heavily in favour of the political party creating them. That
is to say, they are in the political arena and at that level reflect the interface between the
Parliamentarian and the constituent as an individual rather than as a public sector client.
It would be inappropriate therefore for them to be regarded as Government records in the
proposed legislation.

On the other hand, Mr Simon Davis and Ms Anne-Marie Schwirtlich considered that
electorate records should be defined as public records. They argued that:

Parliamentarians are representatives of the people in the legislative arm of government.
Their electorate records provide evidence of this representative role and should thus be
defined as part of the public record of the state.

Electorate records may also contain confidential information about private citizens and
their grievances against government. By classifying electorate records as public records
the integrity of any confidential information contained within the records will be
preserved through either secure disposition (of temporary value records) or the
exemption provisions of a Public Records Act.

The Records and Information Management Liaison Group supported this view in its
submission by stating that:
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... all electorate records which record publicly funded transactions should be classified as
public records as a measure of accountability to the general public. Records relevant to a
members party political work and personal life should not be classified as public records.

7.8.3.4 Analysis

The majority of records created in a member of parliament’s electorate office consist of
correspondence with constituents or of party political matters. The public funding received
by electorate offices comes directly from the Ministry of Premier and Cabinet, and those
transactions will be documented by that department.

We recognise that some of the documentation created in a member of parliament’s
electorate office may have evidentiary, social and historical significance, but we do not
believe that they should be considered to be public records. We concur with the
recommendations made by the Australian Society of Archivists Inc. that members of
parliament should be encouraged to deposit their electorate records in the J.S. Battye
Library of West Australian History.

7.8.3.5 Recommendation

1. The Public Records Act should provide for a definition of ‘public
office’ which does not include an electorate office of a member of
parliament.

7.8.4 CABINET

7.8.4.1 Issues for Consideration

In the Commission on Government’s Report No. 1, we noted that: ‘Cabinet has no formal
recognition in constitutional documents ... [but it] has a pivotal role in our system of
government ... the major decisions of government are made in this forum’ (COG,
1995b: 11).

The WA Royal Commission raised significant concerns about the quality of cabinet
records. The lack of documentation clearly frustrated its investigations. It commented:

Pervading all of this period was a clear disregard of the formal cabinet procedures ...
Nowhere was this more apparent than in the attitude taken to record keeping. In some
crucial meetings of Cabinet in late 1987 and 1988, for example, no record ever appears
to have come into existence, no agenda, no submissions, no recorded decisions.
(WA Royal Commission, 1992: II 4.2.7)

In recommending the establishment of an independent archives authority, the WA Royal
Commission stated in relation to cabinet records that:
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One of the responsibilities of that body will be to monitor compliance with standards set
for record creation, maintenance and retention. That responsibility should extend to
cabinet records. The monitoring process should be exercised in consultation with the
Parliamentary Secretary of the Cabinet. We envisage that revealed deficiencies in the
keeping of proper cabinet records would be a matter of report to Parliament either by the
Auditor General or the proposed archives authority, although necessarily in a way which
would respect cabinet confidentiality. (WA Royal Commission, 1992: II 4.2.11)

The Library Board Act makes no specific mention of cabinet records and there is some
doubt as to whether the provisions of the Act apply to such records. A similar situation
prevails in other jurisdictions although both the Tasmanian and Commonwealth archives
acts, by comparison, contain specific provisions in relation to the public access to cabinet
documents.

7.8.4.2 Actions to Date

The Premier issued Circular to Ministers No. 39/93 which stated that:

... [cabinet] documents are the property of the Western Australian Government. When a
Minister ceases to hold Cabinet office for any reason, all Cabinet documents held by the
Minister must be returned immediately to the Department of the Premier.

It is appreciated that the Cabinet documents of the Government are extensive. If a
Minister wishes at any time to reduce the volume of his or her Cabinet documents, those
regarded as surplus must be returned to the Cabinet Secretariat. (Western Australia,
Premier, 1993a)

In the Commission on Government’s Report No. 1 we made a number of
recommendations about the type of records that should be kept by cabinet and public
access to those records under FOI legislation.

The Minister for the Arts Discussion Paper proposed to include, within the definition of a
public record, those records ‘created or received by a Minister of the Crown acting in that
capacity’ (1994: 6). Cabinet records would fall within this definition.

7.8.4.3 Public Submissions

All the submissions received on this issue supported the inclusion of cabinet
documentation in the new public records legislation. The Australian Democrats stated
that:

All Cabinet records should be archived. Cabinet documents are amongst the most
important government documents of all, and most need to be properly recorded and
stored. It is for the archivists, not Cabinet, to classify records on a spectrum from no-
value to lasting-value, and to dispose of those records accordingly.
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In his submission, Mr Mark Brogan expressed the need for Cabinet to be defined as a
public office in terms of the new public records legislation:

The Royal Commission into WA Government Business Dealings and more recently the
Easton Royal Commission [Royal Commission into Use of Executive Power] have
suggested the urgent need to establish Cabinet as a public office within the meaning of
public records legislation. Cabinet is an arm of Executive government which is
responsible through the conventions of collective and individual responsibility to the
Parliament. Together, the Easton Royal Commission and Royal Commission into WA
Government Business Dealings demonstrate

• that record keeping procedures for Cabinet have been built around party and
individual requirements, as much as around a view of Cabinet as a properly
constituted arm of Executive government responsible to Parliament;

• a manifest public interest exists in ensuring that evidence of government decision
making at the highest level of government is created, managed and preserved ....

The Library Board indicated in its submission its intention of including cabinet records in
the proposed Public Records Act:

Since 1984 the Public Records Office has been receiving Cabinet minutes and decisions
in terms of an arrangement with the Department of Premier & Cabinet. They are
available for public inspection at 30 years, being restricted until that time. Coverage of
these records goes back to 1948.

The present definition of a Public Record in the Library Board Act does not explicitly
cover Cabinet records. It is the Minister’s intention that the above arrangement will be
specifically incorporated into the new legislation presently being drafted.

The issue of the enforcement of records management rules was addressed by the
Australian Society of Archivists Inc.:

With regard to the enforcement upon Cabinet of rules for records management, in the
Society’s view, the Public Record Authority should have, as one of its roles, the drawing
up of record-keeping standards and practices for government agencies. ... If a Retention
and Disposal Schedule is drawn up with respect to the records of Cabinet, and its terms
have not been observed, the Public Records Authority will know of the failure to observe
those terms.

7.8.4.4 Analysis

Because cabinet is not recognised as a legal or constitutional entity it may be difficult to
include cabinet in the definition of a public office. Nevertheless, because of its pivotal role
in our system of government, we consider that the records created by cabinet are vital for
accountability, historical and social reasons. Consequently, cabinet records should be
specifically included in the definition of public records to ensure that there is no doubt
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about their coverage. The proposed Public Records Act should provide measures to
enforce appropriate recordkeeping standards and practices in cabinet.

7.8.4.5 Recommendation

1. The Public Records Act should provide for a definition of ‘public
record’ to specifically include a record generated or received by
cabinet.

7.8.5 COURTS

7.8.5.1 Issues for Consideration

The Library Board Act includes ‘ ... any record made or received by a court or person
acting judicially in Western Australia ... ’ within its definition of a public record
(s.3(1)(b)). That definition does not extend to the administrative and other records of the
courts and individual judges of those courts. Those records are likely to have historical
significance and be relevant to the accountability chain. State Archives currently holds
some Supreme Court records, but few other court records. While there seems to be little
disagreement about the inclusion of courts within the ambit of archives legislation,
concerns are often raised about issues of ownership and inspection of court records.
Sometimes the separation of powers doctrine is mentioned to justify the exclusion of court
records from archives legislation.

7.8.5.2 Actions to Date

There was no specific mention of court records in the Minister for the Arts Discussion
Paper. The Ministry of Justice responded to LISWA’s request for comments on the
Discussion Paper by stating:

The status of court records will require further discussion to clarify both ownership and
access. The Supreme Court is of the view (and arguably speaks on behalf of the other
courts) that its statutory control and ownership of the court record overrides any rights to
ownership or decision about access conferred on the Public Records Office.

7.8.5.3 Public Submissions

While we received no specific submissions on this issue, the Australian Society of
Archivists Inc. in recommending that the public records for all arms of government should
be covered, commented:

Court records are already held in abundance in the Public Records Office of WA, and no
particular problems appear to have arisen from this.
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7.8.5.4 Analysis

In general, most submissions were supportive of archives legislation which included a
wide definition of public office and one which would include all constitutional branches
of government. For this reason we consider that the definition of public office should
include the courts and tribunals of Western Australia.

7.8.5.5 Recommendation

1. The Public Records Act should provide for a definition of ‘public
office’ which specifically includes the courts and tribunals of
Western Australia.

7.8.6 ROYAL COMMISSIONS AND OTHER INQUIRIES

7.8.6.1 Issues for Consideration

The Library Board Act does not refer to royal commissions or other inquiries. By
comparison, commonwealth archives legislation, states that the records of royal
commissions are commonwealth property. Custody of records, is determined by the
responsible minister. Under the legislation, a royal commission may prohibit the
publication of any document, but this does not affect public access once the document
comes into the open access period (Archives Act 1983 (Cwlth) s.22)).

7.8.6.2 Actions to Date

The Royal Commission (Custody of Records) Act 1992 was passed to deal with the records
of the WA Royal Commission after its investigations had concluded. The Act was
controversial, as initially it gave the WA Royal Commission wide discretionary powers
for the disposal and destruction of records. An amendment to the Act subsequently
modified the powers to destroy records, by making them subject to the Library Board Act.

The Minister for the Arts Discussion Paper proposed that the definition of public office
should be extended to include royal commissions and committees of inquiry established
by the Western Australian Parliament. It also proposed that special conditions regarding
public access to the records of these bodies may be prescribed by such commissions, with
the conditions subject to periodic review. Under this scheme, records would be transferred
to the proposed Public Records Office upon completion of the work of the commission.

7.8.6.3 Public Submissions

All submissions received on the topic of royal commissions and other inquiries supported
their inclusion in new public records legislation. Most of those submissions favoured their
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being subject to the same terms of retention, disposal and destruction as most other public
records.

Mr Mark Brogan stated:

Royal Commissions are fixed term public offices appointed by the Executive arm of
government, usually pursuant to statute. They are not courts, although their processes
may be quasi-judicial. There is no valid argument therefore based on the separation of
powers which can be brought to bear which establishes why they should not be subject to
the ‘same terms of retention, disposal and destruction as most other public records’. ...
The notion that Royal Commissions should have some extraordinary privilege with
respect to the evidence they gather or create (vis a vis retention or destruction) is
rubbish.

The Australian Democrats said:

Such commissions are an instrument of executive government and parliament, and
precisely because their material is invariably controversial and serious, it needs to be
cared for in the interests of the people.

Mr Simon Davis and Ms Anne-Marie Schwirtlich drew attention to practices in other
jurisdictions in relation to commissions of inquiry:

The Commonwealth and several of the States when establishing commissions or
inquiries establish them with their own records management units. The Commission on
Government might wish to consider whether the Public Records Office should be staffed
and resourced in such a manner that would allow it to undertake the records and archives
management function for all such commissions and inquiries.

7.8.6.4 Analysis

We are not aware of any case for excluding royal commissions from the jurisdiction of an
independent public records authority and have not received any submissions favouring
exclusion. Royal commissions and other inquiries are clearly public offices in terms of
their funding and their functions are usually of great public interest. We concur with the
submissions received, that they should be included in the definition of public office in any
new public records legislation.

7.8.6.5 Recommendation

1. The Public Records Act should provide for a definition of ‘public
office’ which specifically includes royal commissions and other
inquiries funded from the Consolidated Fund.
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7.8.7 THE GOVERNOR’S OFFICE

7.8.7.1 Issues for Consideration

Viceregal records have been sent to State Archives on an informal basis for many years.
Such records are an important source of West Australia’s historical information since
European settlement, as correspondence between the Governor of Western Australian and
the Crown has continued since the settlement of the colony.

The issues of whether viceregal records can or should be included within the scope of
archives legislation was raised in both the Electoral and Administrative Review
Commission’s (EARC) Report on Review of Archives Legislation and the Senate Standing
Committee on Constitutional and Legal Affairs’ Report on the Freedom of Information
Bill 1978, and aspects of the Archives Bill 1978. As stated in the Senate Standing
Committee on Constitutional and Legal Affairs report:

In the case of records of the Governor-General other considerations are involved. The
Governor-General is in direct correspondence with the Monarch, and consequently
identical holdings exist in Britain and Australia of the correspondence passing between
them. In Britain, royal documents are not made available until sixty years has elapsed
since the date of creation (though special access is sometimes given earlier that this
date). This consideration will apply to only a very small number of vice-regal
documents. Apart from that, however, the Director-General of Archives was not able to
suggest additional justification for the exclusion of these records, indicating to the
Committee that it was a matter of government policy that the records described in Part V
should be excluded. (Senate Standing Committee on Constitutional and Legal Affairs,
1979: 339)

Accordingly, the commonwealth archives legislation included the office of the Governor-
General in its definition of a ‘Commonwealth institution’, making these records explicitly
subject to some of the legislation’s provisions. The EARC’s report quoted the response
from Dr J. Stokes, Director, Access and Client Services, Australian Archives on the
subject of including the Governor-General in the definition:

This had the effect of bringing in the administrative records of the Governor-General’s
office but not personal correspondence between the Governor-General and the Monarch.
The only problems which have arisen in this area have related to correspondence with or
relating to the monarch which has ended up on departmental files. At the request of the
British Government we’re still withholding for 75 years correspondence relating to the
abdication of King Edward VIII in 1936. This would certainly make an interesting case
if it ever got to the Administrative Appeals Tribunal. (EARC, 1992: 22)
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7.8.7.2 Actions to Date

The Minister for the Arts Discussion Paper makes no reference to the inclusion or
otherwise of viceregal records.

7.8.7.3 Public Submissions

All submissions on the topic of viceregal records supported their inclusion within the
scope of public records legislation. The Australian Democrats stated:

The Viceregal [sic] may consider that he is in the service of the Queen, but the Queen is
responsible to the people. Those records belong to the people.

Mr Mark Brogan emphasised the need for a broad definition of a public office:

The broadest possible interpretation of public office should be adopted explicitly
providing for the records created by offices currently (perhaps erroneously or
mischievously) thought to be outside the ambit of legislation. These offices include
Viceregal, Cabinet, Ministers and Parliament.

Although the Minister for the Arts Discussion Paper did not make specific reference to
viceregal records in terms of its proposed public records legislation, the submission
received from the Library Board signalled an intention to include viceregal records:

The Public Records Office has been the official custodian of Governor’s records for
many years. Recent and planned legislation elsewhere in Australia includes these
records. As records which document the link between this State and the Crown, this most
important source of information should formally be built into the proposed legislation.
Parliamentary Counsel is being instructed accordingly.

In its submission, the Australian Society of Archivists Inc. commented:

Vice Regal records should definitely be included in the definition of public records.
From the earliest days of European settlement Governor’s records have been of basic
importance and are now regarded as first-class material for the study of the history of the
Colony (particularly) and of the State.

These comments were supported by the Australian Council of Archives Inc., which went
on to state in its submission that:

In the early years of European settlement the Governors played a key role as heads of the
public service and the removal of their records from archival custody would leave a huge
gap in the official record. Indeed, it could be argued that in the period before responsible
government the Governors were merely the executive officers of the British Government
and had no “vice regal” function as we understand it. Any proposal to exclude Viceregal
records from the archives legislation should be considered in this context.
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7.8.7.4 Analysis

All of the submissions received supported the inclusion of viceregal records in the Public
Records Act. In addition, the Official Secretary for the Governor, Mr Kevin Skipworth
stated in correspondence to the Commission that:

Whilst the Governor’s Establishment is not legally bound by the provisions of the
Library Board of Western Australia Act 1983, it would be my intention to comply with
any reasonable request relating to requirements under such legislation, within the
capability of the existing limited resources. This Establishment regards its records as
being an important part of the State’s heritage and is conscious of protecting important
records relating to the history of the State.

We consider that it is in the public interest that the records of the Governor should be
collected and preserved under the Public Records Act, and that the office of the Governor
be included in the definition of a public office in terms of the Public Records Act. Any
correspondence which is of a particularly sensitive nature would, we believe, be
adequately protected under the access provisions of the legislation.

7.8.7.5 Recommendations

1. The Public Records Act should provide for a definition of ‘public
office’ which specifically includes the Governor and his or her staff.

7.8.8 PARLIAMENT

7.8.8.1 Issues for Consideration

Some published records of the Legislative Assembly and the Legislative Council, from the
1890s to 1965, are in the possession of State Archives. The archived records mostly
consist of papers presented to parliament, petitions, Bills and tabled papers. The
arrangements for the transfer of these records to State Archives were informal and have
lapsed in recent times.

The potential scope of a parliamentary collection is indicated by the following categories
of archival records, identified by research into the records of the Australian Parliament:

• unique records generated by either chamber and their committees in their legislative,
representative and enquiry functions, for example, Bills or Acts, committee material
(including correspondence, transcripts, minutes, mailing lists), Hansard reports, the
Votes and Proceedings and Journals;
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• records which have their primary origin in another institution, for example, a
departmental report or statutory rules; and

• administrative records, for example, the personnel files of staff, catering records,
plans and sketches for the building and gardens of Parliament House (Strangman,
1992).

While it may be in the public interest that the records of the legislature are preserved, it
may also be argued that the placement of parliamentary archives under the control of the
executive arm of government is contrary to the principle of the separation of powers.
Possible solutions to this issue are:

• the establishment of an independent archives authority;

• separate archives systems for each arm of government (it should be noted that court
records are currently kept by State Archives); or

• an archive within the executive branch, that is responsible for the keeping of
parliamentary archives, but having limited powers in relation to access and disposal
of current parliamentary records.

The Australian Archives is administered within the executive branch of the federal
government. Special arrangements for the application of archives legislation to the federal
parliament are provided for in the Archives Act 1983 (Cwlth). They involve promulgating
regulations to extend the Act’s application to records of the parliament. Such regulations
are now in force after much consultation with the relevant Presiding Officers. The
regulations were gazetted on 11 May 1995.

7.8.8.2 Actions to Date

There was no mention of parliamentary records in the Minister for the Arts Discussion
Paper.

7.8.8.3 Public Submissions

All submissions received on the topic of parliamentary archives supported their coverage
under public records legislation. Most considered that arguments against their coverage on
separation of powers grounds would be overcome by the establishment of an independent
archives authority reporting direct to parliament.

The Records and Information Management Liaison Group stated:

The key word here is independent. That is, reporting not through a Minister but direct to
Parliament. In this way records held by the public records authority could not be seen as
under the control of the Executive arm of government.
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In their submission Mr Simon Davis and Ms Anne-Marie Schwirtlich wrote:

As an ‘independent archives authority’ the Public Records Office should be responsible
to the people of Western Australia, through Parliament, not to executive government. As
such, there should be no conflict of interest in making the one authority responsible for
the records of all arms of government. ...

If, however, the Public Records Office remains submerged within an agency that reports
to a Minister – or even if the Office reports directly to a Minister – there can be no
guarantee that the Office will have the requisite independence to act on behalf of all the
arms of government.

At the Perth public hearing, an independent Member of Parliament, the Hon. Phillip
Pendal MLA, said:

I think in fact all public records including parliamentary records ought to be under the
control of the public records commission, and indeed to give that same person the same
level of independence if he or she found that parliamentary records were going missing
the obligation would be to report to the parliament on that. So I can’t see a special case
being made out for parliament’s record keeping to be kept separate.

A strong claim for the need for Parliament to control its own records was made by the
Clerk of the Legislative Council, Mr Laurie Marquet, at the Perth public hearing:

Because they are the records of the two houses, I don’t believe they should pass out of
the houses’ control ... parliament ought to be responsible for its own archives. One of the
things I think you have got to bear in mind is within those archives there will be
documentary evidence that, for one reason or another, has never been published. That
material can be published but even now it can only be published by an order of the house
and it might have been 30 years ago.

The submission of the Library Board referred to the legislation proposed by the Minister
for the Arts Discussion Paper:

A feature of the proposed legislation is that agencies may arrange for their records to be
retained by that agency. The rationale is that, if the agency meets standards relating to
storage, management and access, there may well be good reasons for it to be allowed to
run its own archival program.

For reasons of accountability and cultural heritage it is important for a central public
records authority to have a co-ordinating role in administering the legislation, but over
and above that it is not a prerequisite for all records to be kept in the physical custody of
the Public Records Office.

Parliamentary records should be included in the new legislation. Actual custody would
be subject to the sorts of arrangements predicated by the above.
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7.8.8.4 Analysis

We believe that there is a strong public interest in having the parliamentary records
available for archival access. The comments of a former Clerk of the Western Australian
Legislative Assembly, Mr B. L. Okely, in a paper delivered to the Sixteenth Conference of
Presiding Officers and Clerks of Parliament, are relevant:

[There] is the question of the rightful responsibility for the records. Most Houses of
Parliament place the custody of documents under the responsibility of the Clerk. This is
all very well for the current routine sessional papers but, when documents are seen as
having a greater historical than Parliamentary significance and are being sought chiefly
by researchers and historians rather than by Parliamentary Members or officials, it seems
to be inappropriate to maintain that they should be regarded as purely ‘Parliamentary
papers’. If then, papers of two Houses in a bicameral Parliament are determined as
‘archives’, in whose care should they be left; that is, one of the two Clerks, or both of
them, or a separate archivist, either within or without the Parliamentary institution.
(Republic of Kiribati, House of Assembly, 1985)

We believe that the model we propose for an independent Commissioner for Public
Records reporting direct to Parliament overcomes any potential concerns about the
appropriateness of archives legislation including parliamentary records. This conforms
with the opinions expressed in the submissions we received. The inclusion of
parliamentary records within the coverage of new public records legislation is a significant
opportunity to ensure uniformity in records management throughout all branches of
government. Additionally it facilitates access to these important public records for the
people of Western Australia. The concerns of the Clerk of the Legislative Council are
noted, but we believe that these concerns can be accommodated under the access
provisions of the legislation.

We note that the submission from the Library Board proposed the inclusion of parliament
within the legislative model proposed by the Minister for the Arts, and takes account of
the independence of parliament through the notion of it being separately administered. We
maintain, nonetheless, that the reporting structure proposed does not guarantee
independence.

7.8.8.5 Recommendation

1. The Public Records Act should provide for a definition of a ‘public
office’ which specifically includes the Western Australian Parliament.
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7.8.9 GOVERNMENT TRADING ENTERPRISES

7.8.9.1 Issues for Consideration

In addition to departments, governments deliver services or regulate activities through
statutory authorities and government trading enterprises (GTEs). Generally, ministerial
control is at its simplest and strongest when operating through departments. Statutory
authorities and GTEs experience less direct ministerial control. A statutory authority is
established under its own legislation which defines the powers and duties of the authority
and its relationship with government. Often, the authority may be governed by a board or
a commission which in turn reports to the minister.

GTEs are a particular form of statutory authority. They are unique in that they sell their
services and can obtain a substantial proportion of their revenue from such sales, and some
have even greater autonomy through corporatisation. The stated purpose of corporatisation
is to remove GTEs from some of the perceived bureaucratic shackles of government so
that they can operate along private sector lines.

Some GTEs view the accountability requirements of archives legislation as an
unnecessary bureaucratic burden that hinders their attempt to be competitive. This
argument has been used at the commonwealth and state levels. Livia Iacovino stated:

Ironically agencies have argued that the Archives Act 1983 handicaps their efficiency,
because of the additional regulatory control and scrutiny imposed. Government Business
Enterprises ... have sought exemption from the legislation and a large number of
agencies are able to use their enabling legislation to ensure that they are not established
for a public purpose. (Iacovino, 1993: 40)

7.8.9.2 Actions to Date

Although the Minister for the Arts Discussion paper does not specifically refer to GTEs,
the paper states that public office includes ‘all State Government Departments, agencies
and instrumentalities corporate and incorporate’ which is assumed to include GTEs
(Minister for the Arts, 1994: 6).

7.8.9.3 Public Submissions

The common view of submissions, when responding to the question asked in Discussion
Paper No. 5:

Alternatively, should a public sector body competing with the private sector be
exempted from archives legislation?
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was that offered by the Records and Information Management Liaison Group:

No, public sector bodies are publicly funded and should be openly accountable for any
actions undertaken.

7.8.9.4 Analysis

Although GTEs may be freed of many of the restrictions imposed on more traditional
government agencies, ultimately they are accountable to a minister and they either spend
or risk public funds. It can be argued, therefore, that GTEs should be treated no differently
from other government agencies as far as basic accountability measures, such as
recordkeeping, are concerned. Because of the large risk to which GTEs can expose the
public purse, it is essential that GTEs be included in any archives legislation.

Although we recognise the desire of GTEs to be excluded from many public sector
requirements that could increase costs, we do not believe that exclusion from public
records legislation is warranted. Moreover, we believe that an effective record
management system can bring about cost benefits for an organisation, as explained in
s.7.18.

7.8.9.5 Recommendation

1. The Public Records Act should provide for a definition of a ‘public
office’ which specifically includes government trading enterprises
and corporatised bodies.

7.9 OWNERSHIP OF PUBLIC RECORDS

7.9.1 Issues for Consideration

The WA Royal Commission stated that archives legislation ‘ ... should affirm the public
ownership of public records’ (WA Royal Commission, 1992: II 4.3.5).

Section 24(b) of the Library Board Act states that the Board shall be deemed to represent
the Crown. Under s.22 of the Act, the Library Board of Western Australia has custody and
control of all state archives. An agency may, nonetheless, seek the return of an archive
after it has been transferred to State Archives and the Board is required to make it
available to the agency (s.26(2)).

It has been argued that one of the undesirable consequences of this provision would be a
possible breakdown in accountability. For example, there would be nothing to prevent an
agency from recalling archives that might be politically embarrassing if released.
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The current legislative provisions are unclear on the issue of ownership of public records.
Section 26(2) appears to give agencies an overriding right to custody of archived records.

As Hurley points out, in archival legislation there is a distinction between ownership,
custody and possession. Archives laws rarely confer ownership on an archives authority.
Ownership generally resides with the Crown (the State) and an archives authority
discharges its responsibility through custody and possession (Hurley, 1994: 19).

On the other hand, there is what might be described as a departmental view of records, of
which Doust, quoted by Hurley, wrote:

Departments right from the early 1890s had stressed that records were ‘their’ records:
there was little conception of the records as ‘public’ records which the public had some
wish to see preserved and to which it might have reasonable access, with necessary
safeguards. In the departments, too, and particularly in those whose business lay with
individual members of the public, there was some element of censorship, and this may
have extended to an attempt to cover-up administrative blunders of [sic] the reasons for
unpopular policies. (Hurley, 1994: 16)

7.9.2 Actions to Date

The Minister for the Arts Discussion Paper proposed that:

Ownership of Public records, once transferred as archives to the custody of the Public
Records Office, will be vested in the Public Records Office.

Records of Public Offices privatized or otherwise disposed of by the State will be
subject to a provision of the legislation. The successor body (eg a privatized public
utility) will be required to ensure that publicly created records of significance are
transferred to the PRO for preservation and access ... (Minister for the Arts, 1994: 12)

In 1993, the Western Australian Information Policy Committee issued a policy which
reads as follows:

The State of Western Australia is the owner of information held by public sector
agencies.

The Western Australian Government adopts the principle of custodianship for the care
and maintenance of certain information sets within the Western Australian public sector.

Accountable officers/body will be accountable for their agency’s responsibilities as a
custodian agency. (Government of Western Australia, 1993)
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7.9.3 Public Submissions

In its submission, the Australian Council of Archives Inc. expressed the view that the
Crown is the rightful owner of public records throughout their entire life cycle:

The ACA considers that ownership of public records begins and should always remain
with the Crown (ie the State), with custody and control being transferred from the
originating agency to the Public Records Office at time of transfer. ... where the creating
agency still exists, it should have the right of access to its records but, except in very rare
cases, this should be exercised on Public Records Office premises.

The Records and Information Management Liaison Group submitted that ownership
should be transferred from the agency to the public records authority when a document
came into the open access period:

The originating agency should retain ownership of the records, regardless of their
physical location, until the records reach their public access period. During this period
the agency is responsible for the granting of access to these records either inside or
outside of FOI provisions.

Once the records are available for public access ownership of the records should be
vested in the public records authority. Should agencies require that the records be
returned following the expiry of access restrictions the records may be loaned back to
the agency or requested back permanently through the replacement for SCOPR
[Standing Committee on Public Records] ...

The Library Board of Western Australia stated that:

The Board’s contention as outlined in the Minister’s discussion paper is that ownership
of State archives ... should be vested in the agency responsible for the Public Records
Office based upon the following:

• the archival authority is responsible for the preservation of the record. That
responsibility cannot be carried out effectively if the record is subject to physical
movement to and from the agency, and used within it for agency purposes as if it
were a current file, eg by being updated, culled and otherwise changed

• the archival authority spends a great deal of money on caring for the record, and
once the record reaches a certain age, the authority should be enabled to exercise
concomitant rights over the records in respect of ... its preservation, facilitating
access ... and reproducing and publishing excerpts from the records for public
dissemination etc.

• records over a certain age possess qualities that in practice are of no concern or
business of the originating agency. ...

• over time, the functions of an agency tend to be subsumed in those of another
agency and ... become so diverse as to defy the identification of the successor
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agency. In such cases ... problems of provenance ... [may] be avoided by vesting
ownership with the Public Records Office.

A member of the public, Mr Allan Mottram, claimed in his submission that:

The records are actually State Government property ... they must remain the property of
the State Government under the guardianship of the Public Records Office.

On the other hand, the Australian Society of Archivists Inc. maintained that the
originating agency should retain ownership:

Ownership of records should stay with the originating agency, except where that agency
has become defunct, in which case it should vest in the Public Records Authority. Where
the creating agency still exists it must always have the right of access to its records, but
except in very rare cases it should exercise this right on Public Records Authority
premises.

Similarly, in its submission, the Western Australia Police Service supported ownership by
the originating agency:

The ownership of the record should stay with the originating agency, unless a relinquish
agreement has to be made. It should also be the responsibility of the Agency to
determine the level of access and when a record can be made available to the public ...
This level may be challenged by the Archive authority or by the Freedom of Information
Commissioner.

7.9.4 Analysis

We are of the opinion that the distinction made by Hurley between ownership, custody
and possession is a useful one. If we accept that public records are just that, it may be
argued that the Crown (ie the State) is the rightful owner of these records, on behalf of the
people. The Government’s Information Policy adopts this position.

To assert that all public sector agencies, including an archival authority, are custodians of
the public record carries with it notions of public trust and accountability. These are the
very concepts that the WA Royal Commission’s recommendations were designed to
promote. On the other hand, to vest ownership with agencies may tend to perpetuate the
notion, discredited by the WA Royal Commission, that the records of office may be
treated and disposed of, as if they were private property.

Accordingly, we concur with the submission of the Australian Council of Archives Inc.
that ownership of public records resides with the Crown and that custody and control
should be transferred to the proposed Public Records Authority with the transfer of the
record. This should be made explicit in the legislation.
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As to agencies’ right of access, we believe that the concerns about ownership expressed in
submissions may be based on the perception that transfer to archives seals off access to
records. We believe that this is incorrect. In fact, it is the job of a public records authority
to promote the best possible access within the limits of its legislation. In addition,
improved cataloguing technology should mean that archived records can be retrieved with
greater efficiency.

We accept the submission from the Library Board concerning the problem of the physical
movement and use of a record by an agency, subsequent to archival transfer. The proposal
from the Australian Council of Archives Inc. and the Australian Society of Archivists Inc.
that the right of access should be exercised, except in rare cases, on public records
authority premises is, in our opinion, the most appropriate solution.

7.9.5 Recommendations

1. The Public Records Act should:

(a) affirm that ownership of public records resides with the Crown
throughout the life of the records;

(b) state that custody and control of the records should transfer
from the originating agency to the Public Records Authority
upon transfer of the records; and

(c) affirm that agencies should continue to have rights of access to
records that were previously in their custody. These rights of
access should be exercised on the Authority’s premises, unless
the Authority decides otherwise.

7.10 CONTRACTING OUT AND PRIVATISATION

7.10.1 Issues for Consideration

In the public sector there is an increasing trend towards contracting services to the private
sector. Initially, contracting was limited to non-core areas, such as cleaning or information
technology services, but increasingly core activities, such as bus or health services are
contracted out also. In addition to the direct contracting out of services, the public sector is
also being required to tender against the private sector.

The trend of contracting out traditional government services and requiring government
services to compete against the private sector is a worldwide phenomenon. The rigours of
global competition and the principles of the Hilmer reforms have put significant pressures
on state governments to undertake microeconomic reforms (Hilmer, 1993). It is argued
that these changes are contributing to a fundamental shift in the way governments operate
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and in the ethos of the public sector. Osborne and Gaebler feel that the role of government
has ‘ ... begun to shift to systems that separate policy decisions (steering) from service
delivery (rowing) ... [f]reeing policy managers to shop around for the most effective and
efficient service providers helps them squeeze more bang out of every buck’ (Osborne and
Gaebler, 1992: 35).

The changes in service delivery brought about by contracting out are having some effect
on the management of public records. These effects can take two forms:

(1) the contracting out of the management of an agency’s records; and

(2) with the contracting out of services to private service providers, the records
management involved with the provision of those services is no longer in the hands
of or owned by the public sector.

Considerable concern has been expressed about the implications of contracting out this
records management function. It is argued that contracting out records management
should not take place because:

• records management is a core business of any enterprise and can not be contracted
out on a cost effective basis;

• records are the corporate memory of an organisation that can only be maintained by
those employees who work within an organisation; and

• an organisation exposes itself to significant risks when records management is
contracted out, in terms of security, accuracy and completeness of information.

On the other hand, some functions involving aspects of records management have been
contracted out in a way that has saved an organisation money without exposing it to undue
risks. The payroll function of many private sector organisations, for example, has been
contracted out in a way that has allowed for proper auditing while freeing resources to be
directed at core business activities.

Another set of issues raised by contracting services to private service providers, is the
management of records involved with the provision of those services. As traditional
government services are contracted out, there is a concern that accountability may be
reduced unless there are adequate recordkeeping obligations imposed in contracts. Some
argue that as public funds are being used to pay for the services contracted out, it is critical
that accountability mechanisms are maintained.

In correspondence with the Chairman of the State Supply Commission, Mr Craig
Lawrence, we were advised that:
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... there are no general conditions of contract relating to this issue. This is because in
normal circumstances, the public authority letting and managing the contract keeps
sufficient records to determine effective management of the contract and to satisfy audit
requirements. Where a contract is let that requires the contractor to keep and maintain
records of transactions, those requirements are built into the contract as special
conditions of contract and are normally purpose drafted for the occasion with the help of
appropriate expert contract or legal advice.

The Supply Commission went on to explain that it has a number of common use contract
arrangements and that:

... the Commission sometimes finds it convenient to ask the contractor to keep records of
transactions or usage by various public authorities, rather than asking user public
authorities to forward the information. In those instances the Commission builds the
record keeping requirements into the tender documents at the start of the tender process.

The Supply Commission offered advice on ensuring proper accountability when a public
authority wishes to outsource it records management activities:

A solution would appear to be for the public authority to retain control of policy issues
such as method and period of retention with a back up being to perhaps give the Library
Board of Western Australia legislative mandate for independent access to monitor and
ensure effective records management in the public interest.

In addition to contracting out, the privatisation of a government agency raises issues
concerned with records management, such as the question of the pre-existing records of a
privatised body. Hurley states:

If pre-existing records are “sold” along with a privatised body, it is difficult to see on
what basis the records could be deemed to remain public records. Indeed, in the case of
some businesses (e.g. insurance) the records are the principal asset of the business. There
is a long history of “records following function” in transfers of responsibility between
governments and this would seem to be a further illustration of the principle. On the
other hand, the contracts of sale seldom deal with records and the practical implications
(especially when older records have already been transferred to and remain with the
archives authority) will continue to provide headaches. (1994: 11)

The Commonwealth Government has recently recognised this issue with the enactment of
the Archives Amendment Act 1995 (Cwlth). The explanatory memorandum which
accompanied this legislation explained that:

These amendments are intended to ensure that records of the Commonwealth are not
inadvertently removed from the operation of the Archives Act as a consequence of a
change in structure of certain bodies such as Government Business Enterprises. The Bill
provides for:
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• bodies that are either established for a public purpose or subject to
Commonwealth control to remain subject to the Archives Act unless specifically
excluded from the operation of the Act; and

• the prior records of bodies which are subsequently removed from the application
of the Archives Act to remain subject to the Act unless specifically excluded from
its application.

However, the proposed amendment will not prevent the transfer of Commonwealth
records to commercial bodies where the Government decides this is necessary. (Lee,
1994)

7.10.2 Actions to Date

In Western Australia, the McCarrey Report identified a wide range of government services
that could be contracted out and strongly supported the notion of competitive tendering
(WA, Review of Public Sector Finances, 1993). This recommendation has become
government policy. The commitment to contracting out was strengthened in recent times
with the publication of Circular to Ministers 46/93: Competitive Tendering and
Contracting and Circular to Ministers 46/94: Contracting Out of Services. Contracting out
has become widespread across the Western Australian public sector, but as yet, few
agencies have been privatised.

The Minister for the Arts Discussion Paper proposed that:

Records of Public Offices privatized or otherwise disposed of by the State will be
subject to a provision of the legislation. The successor body (eg a privatized public
utility) will be required to ensure that publicly created records of significance are
transferred to the PRO for preservation and access in terms of this Act. (Minister for the
Arts, 1994: 12)

This year the Water Authority of Western Australia let a tender to contract out certain
aspects of its records management, following its determination that these aspects of
records management do not constitute core business. The only aspects of records
management which it is contracting are those related to the delivery service:

• storage;

• distribution;

• management of the data base; and

• some file management and control functions.

Index systems have not been contracted out, nor has the development of policies about
records management.
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7.10.3 Public Submissions

Many of the submissions we received mentioned the need for the issue of contracting out
to be addressed in archives legislation. Most submissions focussed on the need for
adequate records to be kept, regardless of whether the service is delivered by government
or contracted out. For example, Mr Simon Davis and Ms Anne-Marie Schwirtlich stated:

There is no justification for making the actions of government agencies less accountable
to the people (through sub-standard recordkeeping) simply because a government wants
to change its mode of service delivery.

This sentiment was supported in Mr Dom and Ms Roseline Cuscuna’s submission:

It is essential when government functions are privatised, outsourced or contracted to the
private sector that their records and management information systems are retained within
government and are adequately maintained for audit and archive purposes.

This view was also supported at the Mandurah public seminar. Mr Fowler, commenting on
the need for contractors undertaking work for the government to be required to keep
records, said:

If they are being paid by the government for the job, then they are technically
responsible to the government and therefore any paperwork should be involved with the
government as well.

In their submission, the Australian Democrats recognised the complexity of this issue and
expressed a concern that it would be too onerous to require the private sector to meet
government’s recordkeeping obligations whenever goods or services were supplied:

Plainly, every supplier of everyday goods and services does not need to comply with
government record keeping practices. That would be too onerous, and we must guard
against excessive unnecessary controls.

It went on to suggest appropriate ways of dealing with the complexities:

The IAA [independent archives authority] itself would need to develop guidelines and
principles as to what kinds of contracts need stricter accountability rules regarding
records, outside of those existing rules that already apply through government tendering
and purchasing practice.

In its submission, the Australian Society of Archivists Inc. put forward a solution to the
problem:

Where there is contracting out of governmental services there must be, at the inception
of the arrangement, contractual arrangements to settle the ownership and custody of
records to be generated. These must specify that the records have to be submitted to the
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Public Records Authority as other public records are. Arrangements must be made to
specify compliance with relevant legislation.

The appropriateness of contracting out records management was raised in some
submissions. In general terms they argued that records management was a core business of
an agency and therefore it was inappropriate to consider contracting the function out. For
example Mr Davis and Ms Schwirtlich stated:

As a matter of principle the State should not contract out the management of its records
– records are a fundamental resource for, and responsibility of, accountable
governments.

At the Perth public hearing, Ms Vicky Wilson explained that it is necessary to consider
what aspects of records management are contracted out before determining the
appropriateness of contracting:

... I feel there are some fundamental misunderstandings here between a custodial role
and the role of the intellectual control of the information stored in those records – or the
evidence stored in those records. I don’t believe you can ever take away the agency’s
responsibility for the intellectual control and any decision-making about those records
must rest with the responsible officer within the agency.

I understand people’s qualms about the development of contracts. However, the private
sector has run for many thousands of years on contracts and although we will never get a
totally perfect system, I believe it is possible to establish contractual control over out-
sourcing. The only thing that can be out-sourced, though, is that rapidly diminishing
custodial role. Nothing else, none of that intellectual control can be out-sourced.

7.10.4 Analysis

When discussing the contracting out of records management, it is critical to ascertain
exactly what functions are being contracted out. There is significant difference between
the contracting out of decision making involved with record retention, file creation and
record destruction and the more administrative or custodial duties of file fetching, storage
and distribution.

Some of the concerns raised by this issue may be based on inadequate information about
the functions to be contracted out.

We are of the view that each agency must make its own determination as to whether its
records management function can be successfully contracted out. Nevertheless, we must
emphasise that contracting out does not involve contracting out accountability. For some
agencies, it may be possible to contract out the administrative functions of records
management. For others contracting out in any form will not be cost effective and there
may be insurmountable problems concerning confidentiality or security. Therefore, we do
not propose a blanket prohibition on the contracting out of records management.
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When the provision of government services is taken over by private contractors, it is
critical that there be clear contractual obligations on the contractor, which detail the
recordkeeping requirements. These requirements should be included in any contracts
drawn up for the provision of services and should make reference, where appropriate, to
the proposed Public Records Act. To ensure uniformity across the public sector, the State
Supply Commission should require agencies to include records management clauses in
contracts through appropriate amendments of the State Supply Commission Supply Policy
Manual.

When a public asset is privatised, the assets of the business which have been purchased
will include the records of the business. Other than records of a cultural or historical
nature which are not essential to the operations of the business, the records of a privatised
entity should not be covered by public records legislation.

We believe that the provision for the ownership of records in a privatised agency outlined
in the Minister for the Arts Discussion Paper is appropriate, with the additional
clarification that only cultural or historical records should be transferred to the Public
Records Authority. The provision currently reads ‘the successor body (eg a privatised
public utility) will be required to ensure that publicly created records of significance are
transferred to the PRO for preservation and access in terms of this Act’ (Minister for the
Arts, 1994: 12).

7.10.5 Recommendations

1. The Public Records Act should provide for the functions of the
Commissioner for Public Records to include:

(a) issuing records management standards concerning contracting
out for use by the State Supply Commission; and

(b) having the power to conduct audits of contractors’ records to
ensure that contractual obligations are met.

2. The Public Records Act should provide for privatised government
agencies to be required to ensure that publicly created records of
cultural or historical significance are transferred to the Public
Records Authority.

3. The State Supply Commission should develop and implement
policies requiring government agencies to specify records
management obligations in all contracts for government goods and
services, consistent with any standards that may be prescribed by
the Commissioner for Public Records.
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7.11 POWER OF INSPECTION

7.11.1 Issues for Consideration

The WA Royal Commission stated that the legislation for an archives authority should
include the following features, which reflect some of the concerns arising out of its
inquiry:

It should require the archives authority to set standards in record creation, maintenance
and retention. ...

It should empower the authority to inspect the records of every agency of government
for the purpose of monitoring compliance with those standards. (WA Royal
Commission, 1992: II 4.3.5)

As was stated in the Commission’s Discussion Paper No. 5, the Library Board Act has no
specific provisions for:

• the monitoring of compliance with public records standards and guidelines; and

• an archival authority to have a general right of access to all public records in the
custody of a public office (COG, 1995a: 8).

Discussion Paper No. 5 sets out the argument that the power of inspection of public
records is an important link in a chain of accountability, which includes the mandatory
archiving of records and public rights of access. It suggested that:

... unless arrangements are in place for assessing the value of records, authorising their
retention or disposal and preventing their destruction, then public access cannot be
guaranteed. Powers of inspection are not explicit in the Library Board Act, although s.29
states that ‘the Board shall have all such powers as may be necessary for the carrying out
of [the] duty’ of ‘ ... selecting for preservation non-current records notified to the Board
by public offices.’

Those who oppose an archives authority having a power of inspection over the records of
the court, parliament and the governor, often raise the notion of the separation of powers.
The Queensland Electoral and Administrative Review Commission (EARC) considered
that this would be contentious even if an archives authority was constituted as an
independent body, because:

... the role that the Authority would be carrying out would be essentially a function of the
executive government. The prospect, therefore, even though remote, for interference
with the other arms of government would be a real one and thus should be avoided.
(EARC, 1992: 55)
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Accordingly, EARC recommended that the right of inspection should not apply to the
courts, parliament or the governor:

... except after consultation with the administrative officer of the agency concerned,
whose agreement to the inspection should not be unreasonably withheld. If agreement is
unreasonably withheld the matter should be included in the annual report of the Archives
Authority. (EARC, 1992: 55)

Additional considerations also apply in relation to Aboriginal culturally confidential
material. The Federal Court in Aboriginal Sacred Sites Protection Authority v Maurice; re
the Warumungu Land Claim (1986) 10 FCR 104, and the Western Australian Supreme
Court in WA Museum and Registrar of Aboriginal Sites v the Information Commissioner
(1994), unreported; Sct of WA; Library No. 940341; 13 July 1994, have upheld the right
of Aboriginal people to have their documented, confidential, cultural practices and beliefs
respected. This may impinge on an archival authority’s right of inspection.

7.11.2 Actions to Date

The Minister for the Arts Discussion Paper proposed public records legislation to include:

Penalties ... for denying reasonable access to PRO staff wishing to inspect public records
held by a public office. (This is to enable PRO staff to survey and appraise records for
preservation purposes, and to enable staff to discharge other duties in terms of the Act.)
(Minister for the Arts, 1994: 10)

Opposition to these proposed rights of inspection were expressed by some government
agencies in responses to the Library and Information Service of Western Australia
(LISWA), regarding the Minister’s Discussion Paper. The following quote from the Chief
Executive Officer of the Department of Resources Development is representative:

I see little need for the Director of Public Records to have direct and unrestricted access
to the actual records of an agency. There are certainly situations where documents
clearly should not be available to others. Some examples would be in matters of a
commercial nature, medical records etc. The stipulation of penalties for non compliance
in this situation seems to be severe.

Similarly, the Acting Chief Medical Officer of the King Edward Memorial Hospital for
Women and Princess Margaret Hospital for Children, wrote in correspondence with
LISWA:

Whilst respecting the confidentiality aspects of the proposed legislation it is not
acceptable that staff of the Public Records Office should in any way be able to inspect
patient records as suggested ...

Appendices 1(b) and 1(c) of the Minister’s Discussion Paper, concerning monitoring and
compliance, indicated a key role for the Auditor General. It suggested that the Office of
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the Auditor General would audit compliance with standards through agreed performance
indicators. It also proposed that one of the functions of the Public Records Commission
would be: ‘In conjunction with the Office of the Auditor General, to ensure mechanisms
are in place for the monitoring of such standards, and that performance measures are
developed to evaluate agencies’ adherence to the standards’ (Minister for the Arts, 1994:
7, 8).

We note that in subsequent correspondence with LISWA, the Auditor General wrote:
‘Whilst the Office would be pleased to consult with the proposed Commission about how
it might implement an effective program to monitor compliance, the primary
responsibility for this function should lie with the Commission’. With regard to the
suggested formulation of performance indicators, the Auditor General stated that:
‘Although the Office would welcome the opportunity to assist informally with this process
the responsibility to develop performance indicators should rest with the agency
involved’.

7.11.3 Public Submissions

Most of the submissions we have, support providing an archives authority with the right of
inspection. Mr Allan Mottram stated in his submission that:

... the archival authority must have the power of inspection of all public records for the
purpose of assessing the archival value of the records, and a means of checking that all
records of at least archival value are being passed on, the authority could also authorise
disposal of unrequired records which would help save costs, if it is left to a voluntary
basis too much could be missed as voluntary very rarely works.

The Australian Council of Archives Inc. submitted that:

The Public Record Office must have the power to inspect all public records and
problems of confidentiality can be met by including in the archival legislation special
sanctions against divulging. In this connection, the ACA would like to quote from the
International Council on Archives publication, Archival and Records Management
Legislation and Regulations ... prepared by the distinguished Dutch archivist, Eric
Ketelaar ...

‘The legal link between records management and the archives is formed by giving
the latter the right of inspection, not only regarding the disposal of records, but, in
principle, of all records management functions and operations involved with
current and semi-current records. Inspection is useless without a provision for
sanctions as an ultimate remedy.’

Mr Simon Davis and Ms Anne-Marie Schwirtlich suggested in their submission that the
legislation should:
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... also provide for the Public Records Commission to have the power to conduct audits
of public recordkeeping and to report (to Parliament) or sanction those agencies not
conforming to standards.

In its submission, the Aboriginal Affairs Department recommended that Aboriginal affairs
records which contain culturally restricted information should be excluded from the
archives authority’s general power of inspection over public records. The Department
explained:

The expected right of an archival authority to have the power of inspection over all
public records could cause problems in relation to documents describing or depicting
restricted men-or women-only culturally confidential ceremonies. Aboriginal custodians
or providers of such information may not agree that staff should have the overriding
right to inspect documents which contain this sort of information.

7.11.4 Analysis

The weight of professional and public opinion supports the provision of a general right of
inspection of public records. Without it, an authority would be ill-equipped to carry out a
public records management role. More importantly, we believe that the lack of such
powers could present a serious gap in the chain of accountability.

The objections by agencies on the grounds of confidentiality or privacy are recognised,
but archivists are trained to deal with confidential material according to strict guidelines.
Archival legislation recognises privacy concerns by the inclusion of exemption provisions
in relation to public access.

We support the view of the Auditor General that the archives authority is the appropriate
agency to monitor compliance with the legislation and standards. This has implications for
the adequate resourcing of the authority to undertake this role.

We believe penalties for agencies that refuse access would only be appropriate if the
prescribed penalty were a report to Parliament by the authority. In our opinion, this is an
adequate sanction.

The matters raised by the Aboriginal Affairs Department are significant and require
special attention in terms of inspection provisions. We understand that the proportion of
archival material that is culturally confidential is minor. Public records legislation does,
nonetheless, need to provide for its appropriate protection, in recognition of its importance
to both Aboriginal communities and the State as a whole. Particular consideration may
need to be given to the inspection of culturally confidential documents by Public Records
Authority staff. Indeed, decisions of the courts support such sensitivity. We believe,
nonetheless, that there is a public interest in ensuring that this material is being properly
cared for and managed by the State, as with all public records. Accordingly, we propose
that the legislation should make provision for this material to be monitored in consultation
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with the relevant Aboriginal organisations, groups and individuals. We stress that this
function should only be carried out in ways that are culturally appropriate and acceptable
to Aboriginal people.

7.11.5 Recommendations

1. The Public Records Act should provide for the functions of the
Commissioner for Public Records to include:

(a) the right of inspection over all public records except public
records containing culturally confidential information to
Aboriginal people. Instead, monitoring of such material should
be undertaken in consultation with relevant Aboriginal
organisations, groups and individuals. This monitoring function
should be carried out in ways that are culturally appropriate and
acceptable to the Aboriginal people concerned; and

(b) reporting to Parliament cases in which he or she has been
refused access to the public records.

7.12 ACCESS TO ARCHIVES

7.12.1 MANDATORY ARCHIVING OF RECORDS

7.12.1.1 Issues for Consideration

One of the criticisms of the Library Board Act is the absence of a requirement for
mandatory transfer of public records. State Archives relies on the goodwill of agencies to
transfer non-current records to them. Additionally there is no provision in the Library
Board Act preventing an agency from recalling previously archived records and returning
them to current files. These two legislative omissions are characteristics which Hurley
uses in his model of archives legislation to distinguish first generation, custodial-based
legislation from the more proactive second generation examples:

The archives authority was seen as a passive recipient of records deemed to be of
permanent ‘archival’ value once government has finished with them. It can regulate
disposal to the extent of forbidding destruction when it perceives historical value and its
business is primarily to house, preserve, and facilitate public use of such records after
they arrive (unless the government wishes to restrict access). (Hurley, 1994: 6)

Those who support a requirement for mandatory transfer after a certain time, stress the
public interest in allowing access to information held by government. On the other hand,
opponents of a mandatory transfer requirement, raise concerns about the administrative
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strain that this will place on agencies. Some argue that the requirement is too inflexible
and agencies should be under no compulsion to transfer their records.

In recognition of technological advances and the increasing use of electronic records a
distinction may need to be drawn between physical and intellectual access.

7.12.1.2 Actions to Date

The Minister for the Arts Discussion Paper proposed that agencies:

• will be required to transfer public records no later than 25 years after the creation of
the earliest part of that record; but

• may seek an exemption where they wish to restrict access for a longer period or up to
75 years after an exempt records creation when all public records shall be made
available for public scrutiny.

Once transferred to, or in the custody of, the PRO, it proposed that public records be still
available for use or for borrowing by the transferring office ‘ ... unless this action will be
detrimental to their preservation by virtue of intrinsic value fragility or age’. It is also
stipulated that ‘[p]ublic offices are not to add to or alter an archive other than in
accordance with the FOI Act’ and ‘[r]ecords borrowed will be returned within a set period
to the Public Records Office’ (Minister for the Arts, 1994: 12).

7.12.1.3 Public Submissions

In Discussion Paper No. 5 one of the questions asked was:

Should there be a provision for mandatory transfer of records to State archives?

There was general agreement for such a provision in the submissions we received. Most of
those who responded simply answered this question in the affirmative without
commenting further. Nevertheless a few did qualify their support. For example, the
Australian Democrats responded by stating:

Yes, unless the ... [archives authority] itself accepts that the archival facilities at the
government agency concerned are adequate, or that there are other good reasons that
mandatory transfer should not occur. Such exceptions and the reasons therefore would
need to be notified to Parliament as amendments to regulations, and would therefore be
capable of denial by Parliament.

In its submission, the Education Department of Western Australia questioned the inclusion
of a mandatory transfer provision in the legislation:
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The agencies’ authorised retention and disposal schedules, which have been approved by
the Standing Committee on Public Records, should be used to transfer records to
archives rather than a set mandatory provision.

Records that have been archived should be available for return to the originating agency
to become part of the current records again. Records in the archives are owned by the
originating agencies. If these records are needed by them to conduct their business
activities they should be returned to them. State archives should retain a custodial role.

7.12.1.4 Analysis

Agencies may be fearful of a proposal to include a provision for the mandatory transfer of
public records after a stipulated period of time. Nevertheless, we consider that such a
provision is indispensable if Western Australia is to have archives legislation which gives
public access to government information. It will also ensure that agencies are not left with
considerable discretionary powers to decide whether, and when, to make documents
available to the public via archives access. Public access should not be subject to the
discretion of agencies. While acknowledging that there should be a provision for
mandatory transfer it is important to stress that this does not necessarily mean physical
transfer, especially in relation to electronic records. We consider that the proposal
contained in the Minister’s Discussion Paper, for agency access to records which it has
transferred, should be permitted, provided that such records are not damaged or altered
and that there are time limits placed on their return.

7.12.1.5 Recommendation

1. The Public Records Act should provide for the mandatory transfer of
public records to the Public Records Authority.

7.12.2 ARCHIVAL PERIODS

7.12.2.1 Issues for Consideration

The period of time during which a public record is unavailable for public access is
generally referred to as an archival period. All archives legislation recognises that there is
a period when public records must be closed to public access. Thirty years has generally
been considered to be an acceptable archival period, although the South Australian
legislation provides for a 20 year period (Libraries Act 1982 (SA)). No specific archival
period is prescribed in the Library Board Act. In the absence of any set legislative period,
30 years seems to have become the accepted period in practice.

There are generally two possible dates from which an archival period could commence,
namely:
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• the date of the last dealing with the record; or

• the date of creation of the document (generally measured from the end of the
calendar year during which a record came into existence).

7.12.2.2 Actions to Date

The Minister for the Arts Discussion Paper proposed that:

• a 25 year archival period should apply from the creation of the record;

• agencies may permit access sooner than 25 years;

• an application for exemption of a specific document or series of documents may be
made to the PRC where a longer archival period is thought necessary; and

• exemptions once granted should be reviewed every five years with all exempt
records being available 75 years after their creation (Minister for the Arts, 1994).

7.12.2.3 Public Submissions

In summary, the submissions which commented on this issue were generally supportive of
a uniform archival period being set out in legislation. There was some controversy over
the appropriate time, with suggestions ranging from ten to 30  years. Few commented on
when the archival period should commence. The issue which attracted considerable
controversy, was the proposal for a 75 year limit on exempted records and the question of
exemptions generally.

The Library Board, in its submission, pointed out the anomalous position created by the
current legislation and the benefits of the uniform period proposed in the Minister’s
Discussion Paper:

The present legislation ... results in an anomaly whereby some records are open at an
early age (eg 10 years) whereas others may be restricted for inordinately long periods,
even though the need for confidentiality has long since past. There is no incentive for
agencies to open records if they do not wish to do so.

The new proposals will impose a degree of conformity into a system by making agencies
justify why records should not be opened at 25 years, striking a reasonable balance
between the poles of confidentiality and openness.

While it could be seen as a signal of democratic openness, the setting of a shorter period
could result in administrative difficulties owing to a plethora of agencies seeking
exemption from what they would regard as an unreasonably short closed period.
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On the other hand, by setting a fixed closed period before which a record could not be
available at all, an agency wishing to make its records available early would be unable to
do so. Thus the public’s right to access would be diminished in comparison with the
present situation.

In the submission from the Australian Society of Archivists Inc., it concluded that:

It is appropriate to set a maximum period after which records should be open to access,
but not a minimum. There should be a general right of access after 30 years.

On the other hand, the Records and Information Management Liaison Group proposed that
an appropriate period would be:

Fifteen years, to be consistent with the mandatory transfer period and promote openness
in the dealings of Government.

Mr Mark Brogan concluded that:

Subject to exemptions of the form contained in the current FOI Act, all public records
should become available for public access after 30 years. A decision to exempt, should
be contestable via an appeal process.

One of the few submissions which rejected the establishment of a uniform archival period
was that from the Western Australia Police Service:

To ensure the history of the state is kept intact, it is important to have mandatory
lodgement of records to the Archives Authority. The time should be determined by the
Government Agency in accordance with set retention and disposal schedules that have
been agreed to by both parties.

In her submission, Ms Wendy Birman, former Chair of the Library Board, considered that:

Twenty five years has been suggested as an appropriate period.

She went on to point out that:

Experience of the Standing Committee on Public Records suggests that archival periods
should not be mandatory but set according to the type of public record in consultation
with the issuing agency.

7.12.2.4 Analysis

Having decided that the Public Records Act should make provision for a statutory right of
public access, it is necessary to further consider whether the legislation should provide for
a uniform archival period, which applies to all public records, with provision for general
exemption. This is the model proposed in the Minister for the Arts Discussion Paper. A
further consideration is whether the 75 years limit on exemptions, as proposed, is
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appropriate. The general view expressed in the submissions is that there is a need for a
uniform archival period to be clearly set out in legislation. There is, nevertheless, some
controversy over what is the most appropriate time and the date from which such a period
should be calculated to commence. Even more contentious is the proposal to include a 75
year limit on exempt records.

Similar concerns were raised by many agencies which responded to LISWA when
comments were sought after the Discussion Paper was first distributed. In particular,
public hospitals warned of the administrative and cost burdens which the proposed model
could entail. Additionally, the 75 year limit on exemptions was not considered to take
account of privacy aspects of information in many medical records and it was suggested
that some records may warrant permanent exemption from access.

We consider that to be effective, the Public Records Act should have a set archival period
and mandatory transfer requirement. The 25 year period proposed would seem to be
consistent with legislation in other jurisdictions and generally in keeping with the
submissions made to us. We also consider that this archival period should commence from
the date of creation rather than the date of the last dealing. To rely on the latter would
introduce considerable uncertainty and has the potential for agencies to revive otherwise
inactive files in order to delay mandatory transfer. In order to allow adequate time for
administrative and archival functions, the mandatory transfer of records to the Public
Records Authority should take place two years before the records become available for
public access.

7.12.2.5 Recommendations

1. The Public Records Act should provide for:

(a) the date of mandatory transfer of public records to the Public
Records Authority being 23 years from the date of creation of
the public record; and

(b) an archival period of 25 years from the date of creation of the
public record after which time the public will have a right of
access to public records (other than exempt public records).

7.12.3 PRIVACY

7.12.3.1 Issues for Consideration

The inclusion of exemptions in archives legislation is often questioned, as it is argued that
all records lose their sensitivity over time and, provided there is a sufficient archival
period, all records should be available for public inspection. Nevertheless, the setting of an
archival period is necessarily arbitrary and it is often difficult to establish an exact point of
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time when all documents should be available for public inspection. Consequently, archives
legislation often sets a minimum archival period, but allows for exemptions for certain
categories of documents which are considered to warrant exemption from public access
beyond the archival period set.

Central to any discussion of public access to records is the right of privacy of individuals
mentioned in the records. The preserving of archives for use by third parties for purposes
other than those for which the records were created, has significant privacy implications.
Ideally, archives legislation should strike a balance between the competing public interest
of archival access and the protection of privacy. Most public records are destroyed when
they are no longer required for business. Nevertheless, there are some records which are
retained for their informational value and which may include some personal information.
For example, medical or welfare files, or those records tracing an individual’s dealings
with government.

The Library Board Act contains a provision which restricts access to records of such
‘ ... private or personal nature that they should not be open for general public consultation’
(s.32(5)). The Archives Act 1983 (Cwlth) contains a number of categories of exemptions
from access which tend to mirror those exemptions found in the federal FOI legislation.
One of these categories of exemptions includes ‘ ... information or matter the disclosure of
which ... would involve the unreasonable disclosure of information relating to the personal
affairs of any person (including a deceased person)’ (s.33(1)(g)). It is recognised that what
constitutes an ‘unreasonable disclosure in relation to personal affairs’ is a matter of
individual perception. Nevertheless, the Australian Archives Access Manual has provided
some guidance and policy direction on the release of personal information. In general, it is
considered not unreasonable to release basic information about named individuals after 30
years. This includes information relating to date and place of birth, educational
qualifications, employment history, religion, details of immigration and naturalisation and
readily observable physical characteristics. Information concerning criminal convictions is
released where the case was heard in open court, although aggregations are usually not
released.

The following information is generally not released:

• financial history, such as debts and credit ratings;

• medical information (at least during the known or assumed lifetime of the subject)
although isolated references to minor ailments or injuries may be released earlier;

• personal relationships including marital problems, sexual preferences, domestic
violence, incest, adoption, illegitimacy, prostitution;

• intellectual capacity;
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• transcripts of telephone intercepts; and

• information provided in confidence to government authorities (House of
Representatives Standing Committee on Legal & Constitutional Affairs, 1995: 142,
143).

No general guidelines have been formulated by LISWA to assist transferring officers in
identifying personal information. Additionally, the Library Board lacks the resources
systematically to search transferred records for that purpose. In a 1990 report of the Law
Reform Commission of Western Australia, it was noted that before medical records are
transferred to State Archives, transferring officers should identify any patient-identifiable
information and impose restrictions on that material (Law Reform Commission of
Western Australia, 1990: 15).

7.12.3.2 Actions to Date

There is no specific discussion of the privacy implications of archival access in the
Minister for the Arts Discussion Paper, although it noted that ‘[c]onfidentiality or secrecy
of information in public records is not a justification for destroying them. At the same
time, strict security must protect individuals’ and agencies’ rights’ (Minister for the Arts,
1994: 5). It proposed that a transferring officer could seek an exemption from the 25 year
access requirement without stipulating specific categories of exemptions. It further
proposed that exemptions granted should be reviewed every five years with all exempt
records being available 75 years after the records creation.

7.12.3.3 Public Submissions

In commenting favourably on the proposal contained in the Minister for the Arts
Discussion Paper, the Library Board of Western Australia considered:

In the matter of access, the thrust of the new legislation is to provide a reasonable balance
between confidentiality in records and access to them for research and other purposes.

In pointing out why the federal model was rejected the Library Board stated:

The Federal model tends to place the public record authority in a position where it might
be perceived by the public to be a censor. Moreover, the Australian Archives in
administering the procedures bears a heavy administrative load for which resourcing
would not be available at a State level.

The proposed WA model places the onus on the agency to ensure that privacy is not
infringed, and to alert the Public Records Office where records are of a sensitive nature.
...

In a democratic society, general exemptions from certain categories of records should
not be entrenched into legislation.
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In its submission the Australian Society of Archivists Inc. saw merit in ‘ ... providing for
exceptions to access in the case of particular records, on the basis of the privacy of the
individual’. It then commented on the provision contained in the commonwealth
legislation and concluded ‘[t]he Western Australian legislation might well contain a
similar provision.’

In the submission from the Records and Information Management Liaison Group, the
provision in the commonwealth legislation was suggested as a suitable model but with
‘[a]mendment ... to better suit the West Australian environment.’ It was opposed to the
proposed limitation of 75 years on exempt records and recommended:

... In some cases a hundred years or perhaps exemption from access for all time in the
case of particularly sensitive records ...

Those associated with medical records expressed serious reservations about whether the
Minister for the Arts proposals adequately recognised the sensitive nature of much of the
information contained in such records, and the need for protection beyond 75 years. In a
submission from Mr Tim Nelson, the Convenor of a Working Party on Patient Information
Retention and Disposal Schedule, he stated:

The proposed 75 year limit on public access to records is not appropriate for patient
records which contain information of a sensitive or confidential nature. While such
sensitivity does not justify the premature destruction of these records, they should not be
open to public access ...

Special protection provisions must therefore be defined and applied to such records.
Different types of records will require different limited access provisions according to
the nature and sensitivity of information they contain ...

Mandatory transfer after a 25 year period is particularly unrealistic. Patient records may
still be ‘active’ within the facility and as such must remain available for ongoing patient
care purposes.

On the other hand, Mr Simon Davis and Ms Anne-Marie Schwirtlich considered that the
proposed 75 year expiry on exemptions would be ample time. They also pointed out that:

Concepts of privacy are culturally specific and can change within cultures over time.
The legislation should provide that access to public records ought not to be at the
expense of the privacy of individuals. The Public Records Office should then, as a
matter of policy, determine periods of exemption.

7.12.3.4 Analysis

The Minister for the Arts Discussion Paper recognises that the public interest in archival
access needs to be restricted in certain instances. It proposed therefore, that exemptions
could be requested to restrict access beyond the 25 years. Nevertheless, no specific
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grounds of exemptions were stipulated. Some submissions contrasted the blanket
exemption proposed with the commonwealth archives legislation.

That legislation sets out categories of exemptions, one of which specifically exempts
information relating to the personal affairs of any person if such disclosure would
constitute an unreasonable disclosure of an individual’s affairs (Archives Act 1983 (Cwlth)
s.33(1)(g)). The commonwealth model of setting out in legislation specific categories of
documents which warrant exemption beyond the archival period is, we consider,
preferable to legislation which confers a general discretionary power of exemption upon
the archives authority. In particular, there is need for a specific provision exempting
personal information. The commonwealth provision could provide a useful model. Any
such exemption should be consistent with the personal information exemption contained
in the Freedom of Information Act 1992 (Sch.1 cl.3).

The proposed 75 year limit on exemptions was subject to some criticism, particularly from
those involved with medical records, as it was considered inappropriate to place a time
limit after which all documents would be available for public access. At present, there are
no approved retention and disposal schedules in place for public hospital records and most
hospitals have adopted their own procedures, with little consistency in practice between
institutions. A working group has been formed to consult with the Standing Committee on
Public Records with a view to developing appropriate retention and disposal schedules for
public health records. The introduction of a 75 year limit on exempt documents would
place considerable administrative burdens on these institutions and would not recognise
that some records may still warrant protection beyond that date.

We are mindful of the fears of those who consider that the proposed 75 year limit on
exemptions does not allow for sufficient examination of the possible prejudice that will be
occasioned by disclosure. It does not seem useful to set an arbitrary legislative time limit
beyond which documents are considered to lose their confidentiality. The age of a
document will no doubt have a significant bearing on any determination regarding
exemption but should not be the deciding factor.

7.12.3.5 Recommendation

1. The Public Records Act should provide for specific exemptions from
access after the 25 year archival period, one of which is to restrict
the disclosure of personal information.
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7.12.4 OTHER EXEMPTIONS

7.12.4.1 Issues for Consideration

In addition to privacy, claims for exemptions from public access to archive records are
frequently made on other grounds. The commonwealth archives legislation sets out 11
separate grounds on which a public record may be exempted from access. Although fewer,
these exemptions more or less mirror those contained in the federal FOI legislation. There
is no time limit placed upon these exemptions. Additionally, members of the public may
request a review of a decision denying access to records, with provision for appeal rights
to the Commonwealth Administrative Appeals Tribunal.

In the course of our review of this Specified Matter, little discussion centred on what
categories of records warrant exemption. Nor was there much debate on whether the
legislation itself should set out categories of exemptions, rather than merely contain a
general discretionary provision allowing the archives authority to make such
determinations. There was some debate on the suitability of many of the proposals
contained in Discussion Paper No. 5 in respect of Aboriginal archival records. In
particular, it was suggested that the proposed Public Records Act should place greater
recognition on the unique place of Aboriginal archival records in the State’s heritage and
of the need to manage them sensitively and ethically.

At present, there are various services provided by the Aboriginal Affairs Department
which administer the access to and research into archival records containing information
about Western Australian Aborigines. These are the:

• Archives Research Service; and

• Aboriginal Family History program.

In addition, there is a Register of Aboriginal Sites, a portion of which is restricted and
access controlled. Archival files are vetted prior to releasing them to researchers.
Departmental statistics show that only about nine per cent of these records have remained
completely closed for general research (Aboriginal Affairs Department, 1995: 6).

Archives legislation in other Australian jurisdictions does not specifically exempt such
records. Nevertheless, proposed new draft archives legislation for South Australia
contains, as one of the functions of the archives authority, ‘to assist in identifying official
records in the custody of State Records the disclosure of which might constitute a
contravention of aboriginal tradition’ (State Records Bill 1995 (SA) cl.7(f)).
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7.12.4.2 Actions to Date

There is no discussion of the place of Aboriginal archival records in the Minister for the
Arts Discussion Paper and the proposed mandatory transfer and exemption provision
would apply to all public records.

7.12.4.3 Public Submissions

We received a lengthy submission from the Aboriginal Affairs Department outlining its
concerns about the following aspects of the Minister for the Arts Discussion Paper:

• mandatory transfer of records;

• power of inspection over all records regardless of what they are; and

• archival periods limited to a maximum of 75 years.

It was critical of the proposed 75 years limit on exemptions and recommended a proposed
archival period of at least 100 years for some types of Aboriginal personal records. The
following problems with the proposed mandatory archiving or records contained in the
Register of Aboriginal Sites was highlighted:

This provision assumes that records have a definite life cycle of file creation, use, and
completion and that after a certain period the documents are no longer needed and the
file can be archived to provide a public record of what the agency has done about a
certain issue. ...

The Register of Aboriginal Sites ... is an ongoing record set which is an organic whole
and the archiving of any part of it on the arbitrary basis of the age of the information
would make administration and management of the entire register difficult, as well as
perhaps providing out of date or misleading information to researchers.

As mechanisms already exist to facilitate access to and research into the register, the
reasons for imposing mandatory archiving might be less relevant for this and similar
registries.

Accordingly one of its recommendations was:

That the transfer date of records to an archives authority be determined from the date of
last action on the records, or if this is not accepted, then that the Aboriginal Sites register
be exempt from mandatory archiving of records.

It also recommended:

That relevant Aboriginal organisations, groups and individuals be involved in the
development of management systems and access policies concerning Aboriginal
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information on State Government archival records under the control of an archives
authority.

On the other hand, in its submission, the Australian Society of Archivists Inc. concluded:

The Society is however cognisant of problems relating to aboriginal records. The Society
believes that, to write aboriginal records into its recommendations (specifically as an
exception to 75 years) is not fair to other groups. In the interests of maintaining as wide
access as possible to public records, the Society believes it is inadvisable to make
blanket rulings on matters like this in legislation.

Mr Stevens, the President of the Australian Society of Archivists Inc. further elaborated on
the issue of Aboriginal records at the public hearing. He stated:

Where, I think, we might begin to differ from those who claim special treatment for
Aboriginal records and, by extension, to other groups that might claim privilege in this
way, is the view that one sometimes sees espoused, that records about certain individuals
or groups are, in any meaningful sense, their property, chattel property, let alone
anything else.

7.12.4.4 Analysis

While agreeing that the exemption of certain records from the provisions of archives
legislation necessarily detracts from the overall objective of public access to public
records, we have concerns about the mandatory transfer of records relating to the Register
of Aboriginal Sites. Those concerns arise not only from the sensitive nature of much of the
material on the Register, but also because of the evolutionary nature of this Register.
Accordingly, we consider that the Register of Aboriginal Sites should be specifically
exempt from the mandatory transfer provisions of the proposed Public Records Act.
Additionally we support the recommendation made by the Aboriginal Affairs Department
for the involvement of Aboriginal organisations and individuals in the development and
management of appropriate access policies concerning Aboriginal archival records.

We also consider there should be a specific exemption for certain personal information.
We further contemplate that additional categories of exemptions should be set out in the
proposed Public Records Act, which should complement those contained in the Freedom
of Information Act 1992. Obviously, there would not be the need for as many exemptions
in the Public Records Act, in recognition of the fact that after 25 years many documents
will have lost their sensitivity. Decisions concerning exemption should be left to the
Commissioner for Public Records rather than the agency from which the documents came.
There should also be a right of review of exemption decisions.
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7.12.4.5 Recommendations

1. The Public Records Act should provide for the exemption of the
Register of Aboriginal Sites from the provisions of the Public
Records Act requiring mandatory transfer of public records.

2. The Public Records Act should provide for relevant Aboriginal
organisations, groups and individuals to be involved in the
development of management systems and access policies
concerning Aboriginal information in public records.

3. In addition to the above exemption and that recommended in
7.12.3.5, the Public Records Act should provide for specific
categories of exemption which continue after the 25 year right of
access. Such exemptions should complement those contained in
Schedule 1 of the Freedom of Information Act 1992  but be less
extensive and should not include the following:

(a) cabinet and executive council (sch.1. cl.1);
(b) deliberative processes (sch.1. cl.6);
(c) the State’s economy (sch.1. cl.9);
(d) the State’s financial or property affairs (sch.1. cl.10);
(e) effective operation of agencies (sch.1. cl.11); and
(f) information protected by certain secrecy provisions (sch.1.

cl. 14)

4. The Public Records Act should provide for no time limit on
exemptions, but once granted, exemptions should be reviewed every
three years by the Commissioner for Public Records.

7.12.5 RELATIONSHIP OF FREEDOM OF INFORMATION AND
ARCHIVES LEGISLATION

7.12.5.1 Issues for Consideration

There are similarities between FOI legislation and archives legislation. Both cover aspects
of information access, record handling and management in the public sector. Nevertheless,
there are important differences. Generally, FOI legislation provides access to current and
semi-current records, whereas archives access is available to non-current records. FOI
access relies on a specific application being made and usually imposes fees and charges.
On the other hand, material available through archives is generally freely available to the
public and requires no formal application. FOI legislation is directed at information
access, whereas archives legislation, particularly so called second and third generation
archives legislation, goes beyond mere access.
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An extensive review of the relationship between FOI access and archives access was
undertaken by the Legal and Constitutional Committee of the Victorian Parliament. Its
Report set out three models to ensure the two systems of access are complementary. In
summary, the three models provided are:

• the no-nexus model, in which there is no nexus between FOI and archives schemes
except a general exclusion from FOI coverage records which are available under the
archives regime;

• the complete nexus or Commonwealth model, in which FOI applies for records less
than thirty years. After thirty years FOI no longer applies and appealable access
rights to all records come under the archives regime; and

• the partial nexus model, in which after thirty years, access is by way of archives but
FOI provisions apply in respect of exempt records until they become available for
release (Parliament of Victoria, 1989).

In Western Australia, the Freedom of Information Act 1992 contemplates separate archival
access and attempts to integrate the two systems. It provides that public records transferred
to State Archives, but which have not reached their public access period, are subject to
FOI legislation (Sch.2 cl.7). Nevertheless, once available for inspection in State Archives
the access provisions of the FOI legislation cease to apply (s.6(c)). Effectively this means
that once archival access is available, access under FOI ceases. Because the FOI
legislation in this State has unlimited retrospectivity, it is possible to devise a scheme in
which there are no significant access gaps.

At the federal level, it has recently been proposed that there be single information
legislation combining the federal privacy, FOI and archives legislation:

A single Act is most appropriate for today’s information society. Consumers would then
be able to find all the law relating to government information in a single piece of
legislation ...

Ideally, the single Act would contain one set of procedures and one set of exemptions for
all kinds of access, regardless of the age or nature of the document. (ALRC & ARC,
1995: 131)

7.12.5.2 Actions to Date

In the Minister for the Arts Discussion Paper, there was no specific mention of how the
proposed Public Records Act would be integrated with existing FOI legislation. It
recommended that ‘[o]wnership of Public records, once transferred as archives to the
custody of the Public Records Office, will be vested in the Public Records Office’
(Minister for the Arts, 1994: 12). To implement this proposal, it may be necessary to
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amend the Freedom of Information Act 1992 to ensure that FOI access is available until
public records are available for inspection by the public via archival access.

7.12.5.3 Public Submissions

The public submissions expressed a general approval of a simple system in which archival
access should operate once FOI access ceased. Most also considered that agencies should
be required to process FOI applications, even if the records had been transferred to State
Archives but had not yet been processed for archival access.

For example, the Records and Information Management Liaison Group stated:

Under current FOI provisions access to all public records is covered by FOI legislation
until the record is available on open access. Once on public access FOI legislation is no
longer applicable as the record is freely available. The existing provisions should remain
unaffected by any proposed public records legislation.

Similarly the Australian Society of Archivists Inc. concluded:

FOI access should apply to records which have been transferred to archives even though
they have not yet reached the public access period. This is because it would be
inappropriate to make an exception for such records. But the agency responsible should
delegate to the Public Records Authority responsibility for making the records available,
and this should be on the Authority’s premises. Once records reach the open access
period, there is no longer any need for Freedom of Information legislation. They are
available – and are available in the original form (not merely as photocopies).

It was pointed out in the submission from the Education Department of Western Australia
that:

The Australian Law Reform Commission’s review of the Commonwealth Freedom of
Information Act has suggested that consideration should be given to amalgamating
legislation relating to public records, privacy and freedom of information. This approach
has some merit in ensuring the integration of each.

7.12.5.4 Analysis

The Minister for the Arts Discussion Paper did not specifically suggest how the proposed
Public Records Act should relate to the FOI procedures currently operating in this State.
The function and role of archives legislation is similar to, but different from, FOI
legislation. In addition, FOI access is procedurally different from archives access. While
there may be some merit in these different access regimes being contained in the one
legislation, such a proposal is beyond the scope of this Specified Matter. In introducing
new archives legislation, considerable thought needs to be given to ensuring that the
archival access provisions complement, and are consistent with, those provided by way of
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FOI legislation. Accordingly some of the recommendations we make may entail
consequential amendments to the Freedom of Information Act 1992.

We recommend a system in which:

• records less than 25 years old (from the date of creation) are subject to FOI access,
appeal provisions etc;

• records 25 years old (from the date of creation) or more are subject to archival
access;

• specific categories of exempt records will be set out in the Public Records Act which
will be less extensive than those contained in the Freedom of Information Act 1992
but complementary to them;

• the Commissioner of Public Records will determine whether documents qualify for
exemption;

• exemptions will be made on either a series or document by document basis; and

• legislation will confer a right of review of exemption decisions by way of appeal to
an appropriate appeal body from a decision of the Commissioner of Public Records.

Although we have set an archival period of 25 years we have proposed that agencies will
be required to transfer records to the Public Records Authority 23 years after the date of
creation. This will mean that the Public Records Authority will have two years in which to
prepare records for public access and assess whether public records should qualify for
exemption. During this time, the public should be able to apply for access to those records
by way of an FOI application.

7.12.5.5 Recommendations

1. The Freedom of Information Act 1992  should be the governing
legislation for access to public records less than 25 years old (from
the date of creation).

2. The Public Records Act should be the governing legislation for
access to public records that are more than 25 years old (from the
date of creation).

3. Similar categories of exemptions from access should apply in the
Freedom of Information Act 1992  and the Public Records Act.
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4. The Public Records Act should provide for:

(a) the Commissioner for Public Records to determine on a class or
document basis whether records fall within the exemption
categories set out in the Public Records Act; and

(b) a right of appeal to an appropriate appeal body for a review of
an exemption decision made under the Public Records Act.

7.13 TECHNOLOGY

7.13.1 Issues for Consideration

Dramatic developments have taken place in information technology and the
telecommunications industry over the last decade. Facsimile machines, e-mail, interactive
computers, multi media and the internet are all in use in government agencies. This
growth is likely to continue, but there are concerns that strategies for the management of
these new forms of records and archives have not kept pace with the technology.

These systems are presenting new and very complex challenges for records managers
throughout the public sector. Bearman (1993) has commented that the apparently simple
goal of records management in providing for organisational accountability has become far
from simple in the era of electronic information systems.

In the public sector accountability must protect privacy at the same time that it assures
the public right to information about the operation of its government. To provide such
continued and accountable access, organisations are struggling to redefine archival
programs in order to document and preserve the information content, structure and
context of the electronic activity they undertake as part of their missions’. (Bearman,
1993: 15)

Wilson (1994) identified some of the problems confronting records managers and
archivists:

The Management Information Systems (MIS) [... A computer-based system of
processing and organizing information so as to provide various levels of management
within an organisation with accurate and timely information needed for supervising
activities, tracking progress, making decisions and isolating and solving problems.
(Microsoft Press, 1994: 250)]  that have been developed to meet the information needs
of the business community provide efficient support for business activity, but they do
not address the evidentiary nature of records or the need for accountability, particularly
in public sector agencies. To meet the needs of the organisation for efficient and timely
information, MIS are specifically designed to provide data that is non-redundant, timely
and reusable. Officers in the organisation need to be able to access and manipulate that
data and create new records to support their business activities.
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In contrast, an electronic information system which has been specifically designed to
preserve records for the purposes of evidence and accountability does exactly the
opposite. In order to preserve evidence of past transactions, the records in such an
evidentiary system need to be redundant and non-reusable. They must accurately reflect
the business transactions of the organisation, the lines of responsibility and the
continuity of events over time. By their very nature, they cannot be changed or
manipulated, as this would immediately destroy their veracity as evidence. (Wilson,
1994: 55)

In addressing the effect of technology upon records management, consideration needs to
be given to:

• the medium on which information is captured;

• the equipment by which the medium is read;

• the effect of obsolescence;

• the purposes for which the data are gathered and manipulated;

• the security and design of systems;

• the transferring of records from one medium to another and the effect on evidentiary
value;

• storage; and

• access.

7.13.2 Actions to Date

In 1993, LISWA issued paper No. 4 in its research series – Electronic Records: An
Investigation into Retention, Storage and Transfer Options. The study was based on
information and advice from hardware companies and the then State IT, an extensive
literature search of material developed over the previous decade and the current situation
in Western Australia with regard to available resources, personnel and computer
equipment. The report noted ‘[u]ntil now electronic records have not been included in
retention and disposal policies. However, as public records they must be treated in the
same way as any other public records’ (LISWA, 1993: 1). The Paper made eighteen
recommendations including:

• Records managers and archivists should have access to records in electronic form in
the same way as they have access to paper records so that electronic records with
continuing value are identified and saved. ...
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• The State Archives to establish and document policies for the appraisal of electronic
records.

• The appraisal of electronic records to take place at the system design stage for all
new systems developed at government agencies. ...

• A study to be conducted to assess the best type of indexing system to set up in order
to access the electronic records for which the State Archives are responsible (this
includes both custodial and non-custodial records). ...

• A study to be conducted into the current and future status of the legality of the
different forms of electronic records as evidence.

• The custodial component of the management of electronic records to be flexible and
progressive with the ability to assimilate emerging technical standards and
technologies. ... (LISWA, 1993: 5, 6)

In 1993, the Western Australian Information Policy Committee, a body set up by the
Department of Premier and Cabinet, circulated Managing the Information Resource: a
Management Perspective on the Government’s Information Resources. The paper covered
a number of areas such as the role of information; community expectations; ethics and
information; and technology supporting information. The paper called for ‘a set of
standards and functions that will enable and encourage the use of government information
throughout Western Australia’ and that ‘systems and applications should be consistent
with the technology strategy’ (Public Sector Management Office, 1993). Subsequently,
the Committee, later to become the Information Policy Council, commenced issuing
information policies to government agencies for inclusion in an Information Policy
Manual.

The Executive Summary of the Minister for the Arts Discussion Paper indicated that the
proposed legislation would make specific provision for electronic records, but gave few
details. It indicated that electronic records would be included in the definition of a record,
and that treatment or modification of an electronic record in a way that deletes or alters the
record, would be deemed to be destruction of the record. In response to the latter proposal,
the State Taxation Department argued that the end user of a system, such as its integrated
Revenue Collection Information Service, records management and office automation
systems, would be best placed to judge when the value of data had declined or expired,
such that it could be deleted or saved electronically or stored to another medium. It agreed
that electronic records should be subject to the same retention and disposal schedules as
other records and the same penalties for unauthorised destruction. The Department of
Minerals and Energy raised the issue of dynamic electronic information systems which are
updated as the relevant information changes.
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The Discussion Paper proposed prohibiting the unauthorised destruction of the original of
any record which has been transferred onto microfilm or any other alternative media.
There was criticism that this would defeat the purpose of microfilming. The Department
of Training also pointed out that this would mean the retention of any electronic record
which had been printed to paper.

In 1994, Edith Cowan University established the Electronic Recordkeeping Research
Group to investigate electronic recordkeeping practices in the Western Australian public
sector. It started from the premise ‘ ... that there is a need to build in greater levels of
accountability into electronic recordkeeping systems in Western Australian public sector
agencies’ (Wilson, 1995: 1). It surveyed agencies to attempt to obtain information on
‘ ... [t]he extent of digital recordkeeping in the WA public sector; patterns of technology
use [and] agency awareness of issues in electronic recordkeeping likely to impinge on
agency performance and accountability’ (Wilson, 1995: 2). The survey found that non-
recordkeeping technologies are widely used, with 100% using fax (40% using computer
fax) and 67% using e-mail and a further 10% planning its introduction within a year. The
agencies appeared to be moving quite quickly towards decentralised information
processing. Where policies had been formulated, they were mostly concerned with
backing up of data from systems and networks (Wilson, 1995: 3, 4).

In May 1995, the Office of the Auditor General issued a report – Performance
Examination – Management and Control of Minicomputer based Systems in Western
Australian Government Agencies. The report noted that the trend towards mid-range or
minicomputer-based systems had gathered momentum rapidly over the last five years, and
that although mainframe and micro-computer (or PC) based systems were expected to
remain important, the majority of corporate system implementations within the public
sector are occurring in mid-range systems. The examination focused on the management,
effectiveness, efficiency and level of control associated with the systems in eight medium
and large size agencies, and specifically addressed areas such as computer access security
and system backup. It concluded that:

The majority of agencies reviewed were significantly exposed to unauthorised
amendment, loss or disclosure of valuable and confidential information assets, including
systems and data ...

In at least half of the agencies reviewed:

• It was not possible to confirm that all changes to systems were valid and
authorised.

• Whilst some agencies have procedures for controlling systems changes, in most
cases they can be easily circumvented as technical staff have ongoing access to
directly update the program code of the ‘live’ system, without trace.

• Backup copies of data and systems were either not stored off-site or, if stored off-
site, not periodically tested ...
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The main causes [of these problems] are:

• The administration of systems residing on minicomputers is often being left to the
user ...

• Insufficient resources being allocated to managing and controlling these systems.
(Auditor General, 1995: 2-4)

The report made a number of recommendations to reduce the risk of loss, destruction or
disclosure of valuable government data and systems, calling for improved standards of
computer access security, data and software backup and improved education and training
for staff about their responsibilities in this area.

7.13.3 Public Submissions

A number of the submissions we received that specifically addressed the issue of
electronic recordkeeping, commented on the potential benefits that could result. The
Records Managers Association of Australia (Western Australian Branch) recognised that:

... technological advances will allow the costs of implementing an effective records
management system to be kept to a minimum ... the technology already exists to make it
much easier to police the integrity of the records system electronically.

The Australian Democrats agreed that:

The nature of electronic records leads to unprecedented opportunities for archivists, and
government agencies, that were not really possible in the days of paper records only.
Electronic records lend themselves to far better space utilisation. There is the
opportunity to increase security through duplicate copies, separately housed and stored.
Access is so much easier via modem links, for anyone anywhere in WA, or indeed
elsewhere.

Mr Max Joynes of the Strategic Information and Information Technology Unit in the
Ministry of Premier and Cabinet commented on other potential advantages. At a public
hearing in Perth he said that:

The opportunity is there to provide a greater accessibility to that information [electronic
records in archives]. Because it is electronic it can be electronically searched. It can be
electronically distributed very easily. So instead of an archive being something which is
very physical that you go to, that you wade through boxes of paper, in the future the
archive may well be something which is electronic, indexed, searchable, accessible in
the same context as, say, a catalogue from a library.

On the other hand, some submissions raised potential or actual problems. Mr Mark Brogan
noted particular concerns with electronic information technologies, which increase user
control over retention and disposal, and are being used for business transactions. He cited
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the United States National Archives and Records Administration’s recent policy on
electronic mail which became effective from 27 September 1995:

Agency personnel must apply the same decision-making process to e-mail that they
apply to other documentary materials regardless of the media used to create them.

Some departments identified particular problems relating to the management of electronic
records. The Education Department cautioned against the legislation incorporating too
much about electronic records because of the pace of change. The Police Service
addressed the issue of the equipment needed to access some electronic media becoming
obsolete, leading to storage and maintenance problems for agencies required to keep
obsolete equipment for access purposes. The Auditor General noted that a lot of
communications by public officials, including some of those on e-mail, would not usefully
add to after-the-event accountability or significantly add to historical research.

Some submissions considered that positive action was needed to ensure that the benefits of
the new systems outweighed the problems. At a public hearing in Perth, Ms Vicky Wilson
said:

I ... have a real problem with this business of singling out electronic records as some
kind of special thing with a life and a mind of its own. As far as I am concerned, there is
deep confusion ... and we are confusing the message with the medium. A record is a
record. I don’t care how it is stored – paper, stone, electronically, it is still a record and it
needs to be managed and it needs to be managed professionally. I believe that the same
principles and practices which can be applied to paper records if they are properly
formatted can be applied to electronic records ...

[T]he problem of the electronic record, of access to the electronic record, of retrieval of
the electronic record will be taken care of by a mixture of the technology plus policies,
practices, standards, etcetera, and it’s not possible to say there is going to be a blanket
solution one way or the other.

In its submission, the Australian Society of Archivists Inc. commented that:

With regard to electronic records, as with all records, there should be provision for the
development of standards, and this should go hand in hand with the education of records
officers. It should be a responsibility of the Public Records Authority to see that these
standards are developed.

At the Perth public seminar, Ms Christine Bapty urged that:

This redefinition [of what constitutes a record] needs to be taken into account now as it
will shape many of the facets of the new authority. For example, the resources required
to deal with electronic records and the issues surrounding them will be different from
those relevant to paper records. There will be obvious effects for practical issues like the
staffing profile of the authority, the physical location of the authority, access provisions
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for researchers to electronic records of the future and the transfer arrangements for
electronic records. Practitioners are now being faced with new issues on access, privacy,
confidentiality and security. In short there is a revolution happening in the way that
records are created, managed and accessed and we ignore it at our peril.

At a Perth hearing the Hon. Phillip Pendal MLA commented on the ease with which ‘it
was so easy on a computer to alter a record, simply by erasing the word ‘not’ and the
memo reads in the opposite direction ... and if we don’t have the answers to that, I imagine
that we are going to have to get them pretty quickly because we are relying more and more
on them as the months go by.’

Ms Rica Erickson, in her submission, made a plea that changes in the way that archives
are accessed by researchers should not disenfranchise those who are not computer literate.
She called for the retention of card index systems and other paper records until almost the
total population is technologically adept.

7.13.4 Analysis

We accept the view put in a number of submissions that electronic records are simply one
of a range of ways in which information is recorded. The speed at which new technologies
are being introduced presents special challenges, not only to central records authorities,
but also to chief executive officers, records managers, information technology managers
and all public officials. If current recordkeeping practices are not adequate for the purpose,
they must be amended or supplemented to ensure that the government and its agencies
remain properly accountable. As Janine Riley said in a submission to LISWA:

... archival records in electronic form will have to be identified before they are created
and a change in approach may be necessary whereby we will be documenting
recordkeeping systems rather than the records themselves. Certainly these records and
systems will have to be managed in situ rather than being transferred to archival custody.
Such management strategies imply archival intervention at the recordkeeping systems
design stage to ensure that recordkeeping principles are observed and strategies adopted
to preserve the integrity of the system by establishing its context.

We note the work that the State Archives has undertaken recently to address this problem.
However, research such as that conducted by the Electronic Records Research Group and
the Office of the Auditor General seems to confirm that electronic management systems
are being introduced and implemented faster than policies and practices can be developed
to ensure proper records management and security of the information being gathered and
manipulated.

We are concerned to note the situation as described at the Perth public hearing by Mr
Joynes of the Strategic Information and Information Technology Unit that ‘in the current
administrative environment with record management sitting under LISWA that it [the
management of electronic recordkeeping] sort of falls between the cracks a little bit’. But
we consider that the Public Records Authority is the appropriate body to oversee the
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management of all forms of public records and that it should be resourced adequately for
this purpose.

We have recommended that the definition of ‘record’ will itself be broad and media-free
(Recommendation 7.7.5.1), which should ensure that all electronic records or records
created using future technologies will be captured by that definition. This being so, we can
see no reason why electronic records should not be routinely included in retention and
disposal schedules developed by public offices in consultation with the Public Records
Authority.

The issue of the conflict between management information systems and recordkeeping
requirements, which was described in 7.13.1, is of concern. We are aware that work is
continuing into attempting to overcome these problems, but that resolution may not occur
in the short term and that it is probable that no one solution will suit all circumstances.
Agencies may need assistance in identifying what records should be retained and how this
should be done. We are of the view that legislation should provide for the Public Records
Authority to provide assistance to agencies in making such identification.

We believe that it may be neither appropriate nor necessary for electronic records, and the
systems of which they are part, to be physically transferred to the Public Records
Authority when they reach the age for mandatory transfer, although such records must be
recognised as forming part of the State’s archives. The legislation should provide for
agreements to be made between the Public Records Authority and public offices for the
public offices physically to retain records systems where appropriate. Such agreements
should specify what records are being retained and provisions for access to the records by
users once the archival period has been reached.

The issue of hardware and software becoming obsolete is one that is already causing
concern to records managers and chief executive officers alike. Agencies are faced with
the alternatives of either allowing their records to become inaccessible as the equipment or
software needed to access them becomes redundant; of maintaining otherwise obsolete
systems to enable continuing access to records; or of transferring records from one
medium to another, perhaps repeatedly. We recognise that the costs associated with this
process are considerable, in terms of staffing, storage space and transferral. Unfortunately,
if the public record is to continue to provide a safeguard against corrupt, improper or
illegal conduct, the alternative of allowing the records to be lost is not acceptable. Chief
executive officers will need to select the most suitable option for their agency’s
requirements and will be held accountable for doing so.

In part 7.6 we commented that one of the functions of the Commissioner for Public
Records would be to identify and articulate issues for which standards need to be
formulated, but that the legislation should not specify the issues to be covered by
standards. Given the increasing importance of copying records from one medium to
another to ensure the completeness of archives in an electronic age, we believe that we are
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justified in identifying this as an area where there must be standards. On the other hand,
we do not accept that having transferred the original records in a manner that accords with
such a standard, the agency would need to retain the original record. We consider that
retention and disposal schedules should address this issue.

We sympathise with the plight of archives users who are not computer literate. While
recognising that there are probably few agencies, if any, that continue to use paper indexes
of their records, we consider that where such indexes do exist, they should be transferred
to the Public Records Authority with the records to which they relate, when such records
reach the mandatory transfer period.

7.13.5 Recommendations

1. The Public Records Act should provide for the retention and disposal
schedules to be developed by agencies in consultation with the
Commission for Public Records to include requirements for the
retention and disposal of electronic records.

2. The Public Records Act should provide for the functions of the
Commissioner for Public Records to include assisting agencies to
identify information or metadata which needs to be captured and
maintained with records of enduring value if they are to remain
identifiable and accessible over time.

3. The Public Records Act should provide for agreements to be entered
into between the Commissioner for Public Records and public offices
to enable the public offices to retain custody of an electronic records
system, or part of a system. Any such agreement shall identify the
records retained and provisions for access to the records by users
once the archival period has been reached.

4. The Public Records Act should provide for chief executive officers
and chief employers to ensure that all information systems in use in
their agencies, including electronic mail systems, are capable of
creating, capturing, maintaining, accessing and retrieving records for
their evidentiary value, in accordance with standards established by
the Commissioner for Public Records. Where new information
systems are being developed, these requirements shall be addressed
at the design stage.

5. The Public Records Act should provide for the functions of the
Commissioner for Public Records to include developing standards
for records to be copied from one medium to another by which the
copies will meet the requirements of the Evidence Act 1906.
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6. The Public Records Act should provide for chief executive officers or
chief employers for ensuring that when electronic hardware or
software used to access and retrieve information on an electronic
information system is superseded or becomes obsolete, such
equipment is maintained for the life of the record or that the
information is transferred to another medium in accordance with
Recommendation 5 above.

7. The Public Records Act should provide for original records copied in
accordance with Recommendation 6 above to be destroyed in
accordance with an approved Retention and Disposal Schedule.

8. The Public Records Act should provide for the retention of original
record indexes when such indexes are copied from paper to another
medium, to be transferred to the Public Records Authority with the
records to which they relate.

7.14 DISPOSAL OF RECORDS

7.14.1 Issues for Consideration

The enormity of the quantities of records within modern government requires that any
aspiration to acquire historical documents carries with it the necessity to select them,
which in turn involves discarding what cannot be kept (inevitably, most of it). (Hurley,
1994:16) (emphasis in text)

Section 30(2) of the Library Board Act states that public records or classes of public
records in the custody or control of a public office can only be destroyed or disposed of:

• if the destruction or disposal is in accordance with a retention and disposal schedule
which had been authorised by the Library Board;

• if the Board has advised in writing that it does not require that public record or that
class of public record to be transferred to the Board for inclusion amongst the State
archive; or

• if the Library Board does not object when notified of the intention to destroy or
dispose of them.

Disposal of a public record is not defined in the Library Board Act.

To assist the State Archives in the discharge of these responsibilities, the Library Board
established a Standing Committee on Public Records in 1991 to make recommendations to
the Board on the retention and disposal of government records and related matters.
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Retention and disposal schedules, ad hoc disposal authorities and disposal lists are
designed to ensure that records are not destroyed without due processes of evaluation and
authorisation. Destruction must be assessed by the Standing Committee which makes
recommendations to the Board for the latter’s approval.

Commonwealth archives legislation has sought to move away from the situation where
every administrative action affecting the disposal of records would require formal
approval of Australian Archives by introducing a Normal Administrative Practices (NAP)
provision in its archives legislation. Under the Archives Act 1983 (Cwlth), disposal means:
destruction; transfer of custody; transfer of ownership; and damage or alteration of a
commonwealth record (s.24(1)). This NAP provision is not intended to undermine the
retention of valuable records, nor to replace records disposal arrangements formally
agreed between an agency and Australian Archives. The provision has been designed to
allow for the disposal of records without disposal authorisation to facilitate efficiency in
public administration. The Australian Archives is not empowered to approve NAPs, but
s.24(2)(c) does give the Archives the power to disapprove a departmental practice if it is
clear that the disposal of valuable records is occurring.

In accordance with NAP, Australian Archives has developed guidelines and booklets to
assist records users and managers to make disposal decisions for material that is clearly
ephemeral or that may have administrative value for a limited period of time. Generally
the guidelines state that records may be destroyed where they are:

• duplicated;

• unimportant;

• of short term value; or

• a combination of these.

The advantages of NAP are that it provides a more effective use of resources and
improved coverage of an increasing volume of public records. The disadvantages include
the possibility of valuable records being destroyed.

7.14.2 Actions to Date

The Library and Information Services of Western Australia has completed a guide to
Normal Administrative Practices to assist agencies in distinguishing between important
and ephemeral records in their everyday activities. This guide has been issued to all
Western Australian government agencies. Disposal of public records under this guideline
will still need approval.
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The Minister for the Arts Discussion Paper stated that:

An officer in charge of a public office may destroy a public record only:–

• in terms of a formal disposal authority approved by the Public Records
Commission; or

• where approval is given in writing by the Director of the Public Records Office in
accordance with policies adopted by the Public Records Commission. ...

Before an officer in charge of a public office destroys or disposes of any public record,
that person or his/her delegate is required to certify in writing that such disposal is in
accordance with an authorized Disposal Authority. (Minister for the Arts, 1994: 10)

7.14.3 Public Submissions

The majority of responses received on this issue strongly supported the use of normal
administrative practices as a means by which agencies could determine what documents
may be disposed.

In response to the issue raised in Discussion Paper No. 5:

Should new archives legislation include alternative provisions for the disposal of sub-
classes of records such as normal administrative procedure?

the Australian Democrats stated in its submission:

Yes. Normal housekeeping requires it. It is clearly desirable that WA does not get
swamped with any requirement to keep records unnecessarily. The experience of the
Library Board of WA, Standards Australia, Federal Australian Archives, and
international best practice should be drawn upon, coupled with clear guidelines by the
new IAA [independent archives authority] Act, and adequate training of the public
service in IAA requirements.

Mr Simon Davis and Ms Anne-Marie Schwirtlich concurred with this response stating in
their submission that:

Within the Commonwealth sphere such provisions are generally regarded as enhancing
the efficiency of the disposal process. The legislation should, however, give the Public
Records Office or the Public Records Commission the power to outlaw particular
practices as “normal administrative procedures”.

Mr Greg Black, Director General of the Education Department of Western Australia,
stated in his submission that:

Archives should include provisions for disposing of records as a normal administrative
procedure which could be exercised by officers throughout an agency not only a
dispositions officer.
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The only submission that opposed the use of normal administrative practices in Western
Australia was that received from the Australian Society of Archivists Inc. which stated
that:

A provision for the disposal of records according to “normal administrative procedures”
(NAP – as in the Commonwealth sphere of government) should not apply in WA. If the
word “ephemeral” were to be used in legislation, it would need to be tightly defined. It
needs to be borne in mind that not all records which do not merit indefinite preservation
(as archives) are ephemeral. There are great quantities of records which are, in fact, of
some value, but only for a limited term.

The Auditor General commented:

In determining what public records should be retained and what records should be
disposed of and when, it is important to balance long term interests in accountability
with the practicality and cost of retaining the records involved. The focus should be on
retaining an authoritative record of decisions by officials.

7.14.4 Analysis

We believe the use of retention and disposal schedules should be continued. At present the
Standing Committee on Public Records (SCOPR) makes recommendations to the Library
Board on retention and disposal schedules. The proposed Advisory Body should take over
this role from SCOPR.

From the submissions received, there would seem to be considerable support for the use of
normal administrative practices for the disposal of ephemeral public records within the
Western Australian public sector.

According to the Records Disposal – A Handbook for Government Agencies produced by
the State Archives of Western Australia, the proportion of records that will ultimately be
retained as archives is about 3 to 8 percent of the total records created by an agency
(LISWA, 1992).

It is our view that NAPs, which allow for the disposal of records without specific disposal
authorities, will facilitate efficiency in public administration. In recommending the use of
NAPs we believe that the disposal of public records should be prohibited unless it is
required under legislation; authorised by the proposed Public Records Authority; or as part
of a normal administrative practice of the agency concerned.

NAPs should not replace existing retention and disposal schedules, they should only be
used in relation to insignificant documents that have no administrative, legal, fiscal,
evidential or historical value. Officers should be sufficiently trained and provided with
comprehensive guidelines to enable them to distinguish between significant and
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ephemeral public records. The Public Records Authority should retain the power to
disapprove of any practices that may put significant public records at risk.

7.14.5 Recommendations

1. The Public Records Act should:

(a) define clearly what constitutes the disposal of a public record;

(b) permit the Commissioner for Public Records to approve
retention and disposal schedules after considering advice from
the Advisory Body;

(c) provide for normal administrative practices to be used within
government agencies in line with clearly drafted guidelines; and

(d) allow the Public Records Authority to monitor and disapprove of
any practice that could place valuable public documents at risk.

7.15 PENALTIES

7.15.1 Issues for Consideration

Most archives legislation in force currently in Australia prohibits the unauthorised sale,
destruction or transfer of public records and imposes a penalty for breach. The sum
imposed is generally quite small ranging from $200 in the New South Wales Archives Act
1960 (s.18(2)) to $2,000 in the Commonwealth Archives Act 1983 (s.24). Proposed new
archives legislation in South Australia imposes a maximum penalty of $10,000 or two
years imprisonment for the intentional damage, destruction of removal of an official
record (cl.17 State Records Bill 1995 (SA)).

One of the frequent criticisms of the Library Board Act is that it does not impose penalties
for deliberate tampering with public records, their illegal destruction and poor or negligent
recordkeeping. Section 30 imposes a duty upon the officer in charge of a public office
with responsibility for the maintenance of a public records management system and
prohibits the destruction of public records other than in accordance with the Act.
Nevertheless, it does not attach any penalty to such action.

Section 85(d) of the Criminal Code states that any public officer who corruptly falsifies,
destroys, alters or damages any record is guilty of a crime and is liable to imprisonment
for 3 years. It is questionable whether ministerial records are subject to the Library Board
Act or elected officials subject to the Criminal Code provisions, as the definitions in those
Acts are not extensive. Australia wide, it is extremely rare for prosecutions to be
commenced for the unlawful tampering with or destruction, of public records. Evidentiary
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problems are often given as one of the reasons for the unwillingness of agencies to resort
to remedies, even if available. If a record is missing it may be difficult to prove that it ever
existed. Additionally, identification of the person who allegedly committed the offence
often proves to be impossible, as public records are generally handled by a number of
people. The point at which a document becomes a public record is also difficult to clarify.
One commentator has noted:

Every archives law in Australia makes it unlawful to destroy official records without the
concurrence of the archives authority and also makes it an offence to unlawfully destroy
official records. So far as public officials (ministers and public servants) are concerned,
these provisions are a dead letter. No public official has ever been convicted of unlawful
disposal. There has never been a case in which proceedings have even been commenced.
The only reasonable conclusion is that, just as married men never flirt, Australian public
officials never unlawfully destroy records. (Hurley, 1994: 16)

Consequently, it is frequently questioned whether penalties serve any useful purpose.
‘Might a better approach involve identifying, rewarding and publicising best practice,
establishing a strong training and advisory role for the archival authority, and empowering
it to establish strategic alliances with public offices and other players in the accountability
game?’ (McKemmish, 1995: 8). On the other hand it is asserted that, as a deterrent,
penalties provide a useful role.

If it is decided that there should be provision for penalties within archives legislation it is
then necessary to consider whether there is a need to retain the provision in the Criminal
Code.

7.15.2 Actions to Date

The removal of documents from ministerial files and the absence of any effective
legislative sanctions for such action were highlighted by the findings of the WA Royal
Commission.

The Minister for the Arts Discussion Paper pointed out, as one of the defects of the current
legislation, the absence of penalties for illegal destruction of records and the ability to
report to parliament instances where public records have been unlawfully disposed of or
destroyed. Accordingly, it proposed that the new Public Records Act will contain penalties
for:

• unlawful destruction of records; and

• denying reasonable access to PRO staff wishing to inspect public records held by a
public office.
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It also proposed that parliament should be notified of instances where public records have
been unlawfully destroyed or disposed of and that ministerial records should be included
in the definition of public records.

The 1994 report on Accountability for Public Sector Records Management by the Office
of the Auditor General, recommended the inclusion within the Library Board Act of
sanctions to discourage the unlawful disposal or destruction of public records and other
breaches of the Act (Auditor General, 1994: 55). Additional recommendations called for
the provision of adequate induction and training of all personnel with respect to records
responsibilities (1994: 59).

In 1991, the Standing Committee of Attorneys General established the Model Criminal
Code Officers’ Committee to develop model uniform criminal laws for Australia. This
Committee has not yet dealt with provisions such as those contained in s.85(d) of the
Criminal Code.

7.15.3 Public Submissions

The majority of those who made submissions commented on the need for specific
penalties to be included in archives legislation for the unlawful destruction of, or
tampering with, public records. Yet, few mentioned what they considered to be a suitable
penalty, or whether it would be necessary to retain the Criminal Code offence alongside
more specific penalty provisions contained in archives legislation.

For example, the Records Management Association of Australia (Western Australia
Branch) pointed out that:

Recorded information is a valuable resource to both government and the people of
Western Australia. It follows that the new legislation should include provisions to
strongly discourage the destruction of information about transactions of government, set
down minimum record keeping standards and to provide audit trails for accountability.

After noting in its submission that it is intended that some penalties will be included in the
Public Records Act proposed by the Ministers for the Arts, the Library Board considered
‘... ongoing education and training for public officials is the more effective way to
proceed.’

The Australian Society of Archivists Inc. supported the need for penalties within archival
legislation and went on to state:

When such penalties are in place it would be possible to remove the ones from the
criminal code. Laws having a specific application should win out over general
legislation. ... There should be better training and education available for public
official[s] in record-keeping in any case, whether or not there are penalties.
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On the other hand the Australian Democrats considered that ‘[i]t may be appropriate for
some offences to remain in the Criminal Code’. They went on to conclude that ‘[t]he
penalties themselves, how they were framed, and the resources and will to use them, need
to be examined by COG.’

The need for training was stressed by the Education Department:

The responsibilities of officers needs to be more clearly defined before penalties could
be considered. Codes of conduct and departmental policies could make the requirements
clearer.

Training within agencies about records responsibilities would assist staff to meet their
responsibilities.

Disciplinary measures should be the first type of penalty considered. It would seem to be
more accessible to an agency and more apparent to its staff. Penalties could range from a
reprimand through to dismissal or criminal charges, if warranted.

7.15.4 Analysis

From the submissions received there appears to be some controversy over the
appropriateness of a sanctions-orientated approach to breaches of certain provisions of
archives legislation, as opposed to an educative-training approach. Nevertheless, even
those who considered that greater emphasis should be placed upon training and education,
were supportive of a provision for penalties.

In our view, it is possible to have archives legislation which contains effective penalties as
well as emphasising training and development with respect to records responsibilities.
They are complementary. Adequate resources devoted to training and education and the
issuing of standards, may ensure that records are created, managed and not destroyed
without the necessary authorisation. Stringent penalties are needed to complement training
and standards to punish those who unlawfully destroy or tamper with public records.
While it may be difficult to draft penalties which are capable of being enforced, we
consider that it is not an impossible task and similar provisions in more recent archives
legislation in other jurisdictions may be useful to emulate.

Few submissions addressed the actual type of penalty that would be suitable. We consider
that a monetary fine of a significant amount and or imprisonment should be set and
reviewed regularly. This would send strong messages to the public sector on the
seriousness of the offence and illustrate the government’s commitment to the role of
public records management.

While it may seem unnecessary to have a provision such as s.85(d) of the Criminal Code
operating if there is an effective provision in archives legislation, we are reluctant to make
any specific recommendation in respect of this section. The Criminal Code is currently
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being reviewed by the Model Criminal Code Officers’ Committee, which will no doubt
consider the usefulness of this provision as part of the review process.

We consider that the intentional removal, disposal or damage of a public record should
constitute a criminal offence. The provision should bind any person and include members
of the general public as well as those in the public sector. In other cases, breaches of
archives legislation should warrant disciplinary action. Section 7(n) of the Public Sector
Management Act 1994 sets out, as one of the general principles of public administration
and management, the maintenance of proper standards in creation, management,
maintenance and retention of records. The maintenance of proper records is also one of the
functions of a chief executive officer or chief employee (s.29(i)(n)). The Recommendation
we made in 7.6.5(3) is designed to reinforce these duties.

7.15.5 Recommendations

1. The proposed Public Records Act should provide for:

(a) making it an offence for any person, without the proper
authority, to intentionally remove, dispose or damage a public
record; and

(b) a person who commits such an offence to be liable to a penalty
of up to $10,000 and or imprisonment for two years.

7.16 LOCATION

7.16.1 Issues for Consideration

The State Archives is currently located within the Alexander Library Building, which also
houses the J.S. Battye Library of West Australian History, the Film and Video Library and
the LISWA administration. The Department for the Arts is also within the complex.

This co-location of archives within the Alexander Library Building provides the
convenience of a one stop shop for researchers and is given as one of the reasons for
continuing the administrative link between State Archives and LISWA. The Minister for
the Arts Discussion Paper stated:

Through LISWA’s operational structure the person in-the-street is able to visit one
building to consult the fullest array of material in all media and from all sources,
whether those sources are conventional publishers (in the case of books) or Government
agencies (in the case of public records). The availability of published material and
uniqueness also means that synergy is achieved through a range of professionals all
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working together in a single environment to provide the best possible service to
LISWA’s many users. (Minister for the Arts, 1994)

Whilst most archives are housed within the Alexander Library Building, State Archives
also houses archives in its Edward Street and Dianella repositories. In addition, s.26(1) of
the Library Board Act states that the Board may enter into an agreement with a public
office for any or all of the State archives of that public office to remain in the custody of
that public office. At present, there are three agreements with the Library Board under
s.26(1). These agreements are with:

• the University of Western Australia;

• Murdoch University; and

• BankWest.

The Commission’s Discussion Paper No. 5 also raised the issue of whether the legislation
should provide for decentralised and or commercial repositories. Given the volume of
records created and required to be kept by government agencies, many agencies with
limited storage capacity need to transfer inactive records to alternative locations. At
present, they have the option of transferring these records to the State Archives
Intermediate Records Repository in Dianella, or using commercial repositories. Under the
current legislation, there is no specific provision dealing with the use of commercial
repositories for records. Guidelines for the use of commercial repositories have been
issued as part of the Policies and Standards Manual produced by State Archives. These
guidelines identify the factors that should be taken into account when selecting a
commercial repository, including:

• location;

• construction of repository;

• shelving;

• vital record and archival storage;

• storage containers; and

• services such as insurance, pickups, inventory listings, retrieval and destruction
(LISWA, 1992a).

In addition, the Library Board Act makes no provisions for the establishment of regional
repositories. Some agencies, particularly local government authorities, are critical of the
absence of such a provision as they would prefer their records to be retained locally. In
contrast, s.14 of the Public Records Act 1973 (Vic.) provides for the appointment of
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places of deposit for any specified classes of record and, under the Archives Act 1983
(Cwlth), archives and copies of records forming part of the archives may be kept at such
places as the Director-General considers appropriate. Section 63(2) of the Commonwealth
Act states that, in considering the places at which material of the archives should be kept,
the Director-General shall take into account the convenience of persons who are likely to
require access to the material.

7.16.2 Actions to Date

The Minister for the Arts Discussion Paper stated that its proposed Public Records Act
would allow the Public Records Commission to enter into an agreement with a public
office for:

• all or any of the public records of that office which are considered to be
government archives to be retained by that office;

• any of the public records of that office to be kept in approved commercial
repositories (other that an intermediate records repository maintained by the
Public Records Office itself). A public office may not utilise commercial
repositories other than in accordance with such an agreement. (Minister for the
Arts, 1994: 11)

7.16.3 Public Submissions

The majority of submissions received stated that the convenience of a physical co-location
of State Archives with other LISWA facilities should not be a factor in determining the
legislative and administrative arrangements of the Public Records Authority. This
sentiment was expressed by Ms Christine Bapty who stated in her address at the Perth
public seminar that:

From a researchers point of view I cannot accept that the researcher requires resources to
be located in one central location. Researchers are already accustomed to using records
held outside the Alexander Library Buildings and will adjust to changes. We are already
accustomed to the idea of records being stored off site and researchers are well known
for being able to plan the use of their time effectively and order materials well in
advance. In this electronic age it may not be necessary for the researcher to visit the site
where records are actually held.

This view was supported by the Australian Society of Archivists Inc., which stated:

The Society believes that physical co-location should be a minimal factor in determining
anything to do with an independent archives authority. There will always be repositories
other than the Alexander Library Building to which users of archives will need to go –
the Australian Archives in East Victoria Park, the archives of the Universities, the Royal
Western Australian Historical Society, the Western Australian Genealogical Society,
many public libraries, archives institutions in businesses, churches and private
associations, etc. Therefore the needs of the Western Australian public for an efficiently
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administered Public Records Authority with maximum guarantees that no record will be
illegally destroyed, and a well preserved right of the Principal Archivist to report direct
to Parliament, without having to depend on the co-operation of public officers superior
to him or her, far outweigh any considerations of location within the metropolitan area.

Mr Simon Davis and Ms Anne-Marie Schwirtlich concurred with this response stating in
their submission that:

The convenience of physical co-location should have absolutely no bearing on the
legislative and administrative arrangements for the Public Records Office. ... there are
compelling arguments for creating an independent archival authority. Where that
authority decides to physically locate itself is a matter for the authority.

On the other hand, the Library Board of Western Australia stated in its submission that:

In the public discussion paper the advantages were explained of having a one-stop
research centre. But this factor is only one of a range of factors making the continued
integration of the public record with the Library Board a cost effective arrangement.
Others are associated with the administrative and support infrastructure present in the
current environment which, of course, happens to reside in the Alexander Library
Building. The question posed by the Commission could just as validly ask whether there
were any justifiable reason for removing the Public Records Office from a location
which suits its clients and administratively provides all the necessary corporate
technological support!

The Australian Library and Information Association supported the need for the archives
authority to be a separate statutory authority but stated:

that the statutory authority should be geographically located close to LISWA in order to
maintain strategic information alliances.

In response to the issue raised in Discussion Paper No. 5:

Could LISWA and the Public Records Office share the same buildings, but be
administered separately?

the Australian Democrats stated in its submission:

Yes, but it is not desirable at least for the principle location, in the interests of
independence, security, and the very different function of each.

For non metropolitan regional LISWA and IAA [Independent Archives Authority]
facilities, it may make economic sense to house the two agencies jointly.

It may be useful, for security purposes, for there to be duplicated copies of certain high
value electronic IAA records, which could be housed in LISWA facilities.
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The Records and Information Management Liaison Group concurred with this response
stating that:

Yes. However preference is for a separate location and building so that officers and the
general public can see LISWA and the public records authority as separate identities and
with disparate roles. State Archives repository space is currently at full capacity and new
premises are needed.

Mr Davis and Ms Schwirtlich’s joint response to this issue was:

Yes. It would be desirable for the search room and other public access areas of the
archival authority to be located as close to the authority’s main repository as possible.
Such an arrangement would allow the authority to offer researchers the most efficient
and timely access to public records possible.

In our Discussion Paper No. 5 we raised the issue:

Should legislation provide for decentralised and/or commercial repositories?

The responses to this question often involved discussions of existing arrangements as well
as community concerns about the transfer of historical documents from regional
communities and the need for regional repositories. For example, in its submission, the
Records and Information Management Liaison Group stated that:

Existing arrangements made under the Library Board Act, 1951–1983 s.26 should be
honoured and there should be latitude for agency and public records authority use of
decentralised/commercial repositories in the new legislation – subject to the standards
regulating such storage.

Consideration should also be given to general access considerations for members of the
public, that is, records should be made available in a timely manner in a centralised
location and co-ordination point.

The need for regional repositories was supported by the Australian Society of Archivists
Inc., which stated in its submission that:

There is a need for the legislation to provide for regional facilities in this State, but with
a population distributed very thinly (except in the metropolitan area and to a lesser
extent the south-west) over widely separated parts of a huge area there is probably little
likelihood of it being implemented in the near future. With regard to the use of
commercial facilities, the problem of maintaining the integrity of the records needs to be
addressed.

At the Katanning public hearings this view was supported. Ms Ainsley Evans said:

... public records should not all be sent to a specific archives. We have great problems
here when records leave the town. If somebody wants to do research, they go to the
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source of the body. We have got shire records that have gone out of town, church records
that have gone out of town. If people want to do research, this is where they come, so it
poses a huge problem.

At the Albany public hearing, Ms Ethel White said that:

I think there should be a local representative just for archives but there should also be a
copy in Perth because we have heard of other cases where places have been bombed,
burnt down. Those records have gone and there’s no substitute for them.

7.16.4 Analysis

At present, the State Archives provides approximately seven kilometres of shelf space in
the Alexander Library Building, approximately half a kilometre of shelving for maps and
plans in the Edward Street repository and the potential for approximately fourteen
kilometres of additional archival shelving in the Dianella repository. The Dianella
repository currently houses the Intermediate Records Repository and, at this stage, only
one third of this repository has been upgraded for archival storage. Both the Alexander
Library Building and the Edward Street repositories have reached full capacity. The
University of Western Australia, Murdoch University and BankWest maintain their own
archives. The State’s archives are therefore already housed in different locations and
researchers are required to go to various places for their material. In view of this, the
convenience of a physical co-location between State Archives and other LISWA facilities
should not be a factor in determining the legislative and administrative arrangements for
the proposed Public Records Authority. We see some merit in setting up a search facility
within the Alexander Library to allow the public to access a comprehensive register of the
State’s archives. This register should detail where a record is located or access it
electronically where appropriate.

In relation to the existing agreements for approved repositories under s.26(1) of the
Library Board Act, we consider that the Public Records Act should ratify the existing
agreements subject to a five yearly reporting requirement to the Commissioner for Public
Records. This reporting obligation would require approved repositories to confirm to the
Commissioner for Public Records that records are being kept in appropriate conditions
and according to prescribed standards.

The need for regional repositories for archival material has been supported on a number of
occasions, particularly in relation to local government and regional community records.
Many of these records have significant historical value that relates directly to the
community. In view of this fact, we consider that the Public Records Act should make
provision for the establishment of regional repositories. The ultimate decision should be
left to the Commissioner for Public Records after a thorough evaluation of each case.

Where a regional repository is not considered feasible, and there is an express desire for
historical documents to remain in the region, we recommend that copies of such
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documents be kept for public inspection at regional library facilities. The originals should
remain in the custody of the Public Records Authority to ensure their preservation, unless
specific authorisation has been given by the Commissioner for Public Records for the
documents to be located in the region under approved conditions. In that situation, we
recommend that a copy of the document be stored with the Public Records Authority.

The Public Records Act should also make provisions for regulations to be drawn up in
relation to the use of commercial repositories for the storage of intermediate records. As
stated in the Records Disposal Handbook ‘[i]ntermediate records storage is used for
records which are of declining current value, or which have not attained the prescribed age
for destruction’ (LISWA, 1992b: 14). The regulations provided for in the Act should
outline the factors to be taken into consideration when selecting commercial repositories.

7.16.5 Recommendations

1. The Public Records Act should provide for:

(a) a search facility to be set up at the Public Records Authority
which allows electronic access to a comprehensive register of
archival material;

(b) ratification of the existing agreements between the Library
Board and approved repositories pursuant to s.26 of the Library
Board of Western Australia Act 1951–1983  subject to a five year
reporting requirement to the Public Records Authority;

(c) regional repositories to be established where appropriate;

(d) the functions of the Commissioner for Public Records to include
approving places of deposit for specified classes of records;
and

(e) regulations in relation to the use of commercial repositories for
intermediate records storage.

7.17 FUNDING AND FEES

7.17.1 Issues for Consideration

The effectiveness of any government agency is strongly influenced by the amount of
resources at its disposal. An independent archives authority will be ineffective if its
funding is inadequate for the task, but the government must balance the funding needs of
public records management against other competing funding claims.
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Some argue that the revelations of illegal, corrupt and improper conduct by recent
enquiries such as the Queensland Fitzgerald Inquiry and the WA Royal Commission, have
necessitated the provision of greater funding of accountability measures, including public
record authorities. This view was supported by the Queensland Electoral and
Administrative Review Commission (EARC) which recommended that  ‘ ... the Archives
Authority be given an increase in the annual operational funding presently provided to the
QSA [Queensland State Archives] by the government to enable the new Authority to
properly carry out its enhanced functions’ (EARC, 1992: 102).

Currently there are 15.5 Full Time Equivalents (FTEs) in the Public Records Office (one
FTE equals one full time employee for a year) of whom 14 are dedicated to public records
and 1.5 to private archives. Upon the transfer of the private archives function to the J.S.
Battye Library of West Australian History in January 1996, those FTE’s will be devoted
to the State Archives. The direct costs of running the Public Records Program for 1994/5
was $1,206,826 and the budgeted expenditure for 1995/6 is $1,290,900 (Allen, 1995).

To supplement direct government funding it may be possible to initiate a user pays
regime. This possibility was considered by EARC:

At one end of the archival continuum, the Archives Authority could charge government
agencies (government clients) for the housing, preserving, destroying etc of their
records. At the other end of the continuum, the Archives Authority could also charge
persons (public clients) for access to the public records it holds. (EARC, 1992: 102)

Under such a system, it could be argued that cost pressures would require agencies to be
more prudent in their consideration of which records to retain and this would prevent the
unnecessary storage of large amounts of files and papers. On the other hand, levying
charges could distort decision making and result in the destruction of critical records. In
the EARC Report this view was put forward by Ms G. Acland, University Archivist and
Co-ordinator, Records Management, University of Queensland, who stated:

It is difficult, even for a pragmatist, to find any convincing arguments that archives can
be exploited economically except at the most simplistic levels or in the marginal areas.
(EARC, 1992: 103)

EARC considered the various options available for charging and stated:

Whilst the Commission considers that no charges should be levied for access to public
records, it considers that it would not be inappropriate that photocopying charges and the
like be levied. These charges should apply in respect of both individuals conducting their
own research in the public search room and those requesting information through the
remote reference service. This should serve to ensure that those who use the reference
service restrict their enquiries to a bare minimum and are precise about the information
they request. (EARC, 1992: 106)
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Accordingly, EARC went on to recommend:

... archives legislation not confer power on the Archives Authority to levy charges
against people seeking access to public records; except that the Authority should have
power to levy charges for copies of records made and supplied. (EARC, 1992: 106)

7.17.2 Actions to Date

The Minister for the Arts Discussion Paper did not mention whether there is to be any
additional resourcing for the proposed Public Records Office. The only mention of
resourcing is where it stated:

... for administrative and operational purposes it [the Public Records Office] will remain
in the LISWA structure, thus obviating the creation of an additional bureaucracy and
enabling it to take advantage of LISWA’s support services such as Preservation,
Microfilming, Human Resources and so on. (Minister for the Arts, 1994)

and

The PRO remains with LISWA and is thus less resource-intensive than a new
bureaucracy. It is therefore the most cost effective solution. (Minister for the Arts, 1994:
15, 16)

In describing the resourcing of the Public Records Commission, it proposed that there will
be limited staff with modest resource requirements:

Resourcing must be allocated to support the Commission itself. Appropriate staffing
would comprise an Executive Officer, a Research and Audit Officer, and clerical
support. As well, suitable office accommodation would be needed. (Minister for the
Arts, 1994: 15)

7.17.3 Public Submissions

Concerns were expressed in some submissions over the level of funding to be provided to
the proposed Public Records Office. The Records and Information Management Liaison
Group said:

The Record Management Office has performed a remarkable role considering its
extremely limited resources. For this reason the assistance provided to agencies has been
limited and the production of standards, guidelines etc extremely slow.

The new public records legislation being drafted and the new structure of LISWA does
nothing to resolve these problems. Whilst public record keeping remains within Library
legislation and LISWA it seems unlikely that adequate resources will be allocated.
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The Records Management Association of Australia (Western Australian Branch)
expressed a similar view:

We note however that the Records Management Office in the Public Records Office of
LISWA has been consistently understaffed and under resourced since its inception in
1989 and that the Library and Information Service of WA (LISWA) has been unable, or
unwilling, to secure funding to support adequate records management in this State.
Notably, additional funds have been found to support other LISWA activities.

Ms Summers supported this view in her submission, but went further, arguing for a
formula guaranteeing a level of funding:

The lack of staffing and funding has meant that the archives staff are only able to be
involved with a small proportion of their supposed client group, mostly Perth based.
They have had, perforce, to be reactive rather than proactive, “rescuing” rather than
“surveying” the state’s records. Unless any new legislation sets out explicitly forms and
amounts of funding (identified as either proportions of the Budget or of GDP for the
State) then this situation is likely to be continued. It is hard to be independent when you
are forced to live on welfare.

The submission from the Library Board strongly rebutted the argument that, because the
PRO would report to the chief executive officer of the Library, the PRO would suffer from
inadequate resourcing due to other priorities:

It is disappointing then, that there is an implication in the paper [Discussion Paper
No. 5] that the organisation is a ‘library’ headed up by a ‘librarian’ and that somehow
records are second to the library function

rather, it argued that the structure proposed in the Minister’s Discussion Paper:

... ensures that the taxpayer’s dollar is used in the most effective way by building upon
present resources.

In considering the resourcing described by the Minister’s Discussion Paper, the Australian
Council of Archives Inc. said:

This level of resourcing does not inspire confidence in the Public Records Commission’s
ability to carry out its role.

Many submissions addressed the issue of user pays for funding the archives. There was
overwhelming opposition to the charging of fees, other than modest photocopying
charges.

The Australian Democrats said:

The decisions concerning the protection, disposal, storage or destruction of records can
not be primarily influenced by cost ... User pays can not be a blanket principle either.
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Access to archival records may be mandatory for environmental, legal, land or public
interest matters. It is a service that has to be provided and needs to be free.

The Australian Society of Archivists Inc. said:

The Society believes that the provision of public records services is a responsibility of
government, which should pay for it. Certainly there could be provision for recovery in
minor aspects of its service, such as researchers paying for photocopies, and a number of
aspects of the Authority’s public face could be income-earning (eg publications,
exhibitions). But that is all.

The Australian Council of Archives Inc. had a different view from the Australian Society
of Archivists Inc.:

The ACA shares the ASA’s belief that the provision of public records services is
fundamentally the responsibility of Government, which should pay for it. However the
ACA differs from the ASA in considering that there is room for a user-pays system and
especially one which encourages Government agencies to:

• develop disposal schedules;
• reduce excessive retention periods;
• arrange the early transfer of permanently available records into climate controlled

storage;
• carry out the timely destruction of unwanted records.

Nevertheless, these charges should be planned and applied with caution. As regards
research use of archives by private individuals, the ACA does not favour charges for
basic access to public records although it sees no objection to charges for add-on
services such as photocopying.

7.17.4 Analysis

LISWA’s argument that the Minister’s Discussion Paper has particular merit because it
allows overhead cost sharing with the Library, is not a sufficient justification for retention
of the proposed Public Records Office in the library structure. We are aware that for some
time the Arts portfolio (comprising the Western Australian Museum, the Art Gallery of
Western Australia, LISWA, the Perth Theatre Trust, ScreenWest and the Department for
the Arts) has been investigating sharing corporate service overhead costs through a
common bureau service. There is no reason why the Public Record Office, even if
independent of the LISWA structure, could not be a part of this bureau and thus keep costs
to a minimum.

Although many submissions claim that the current archives function within LISWA
results in inadequate funding we are not in a position to make a judgement, in dollar
terms, of an appropriate level of funding required. This would require financial benchmark
data, as well as a more detailed review of the current management practices of LISWA.
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At a minimum, we would expect that the proposed Public Records Authority would not
suffer any decrease in funding upon its establishment. Indeed it would be expected that to
carry out its enhanced recordkeeping functions, the Public Records Authority would
require an increase in funding. There would also be initial establishment costs. The
prevention of corrupt, illegal and improper conduct necessitates that the Public Records
Authority be properly funded. It should be pointed out that an effective records
management system for the public sector may also provide significant cost benefits.

The Public Records Authority, like all modern government agencies, will be required to
continually seek new ways of operating at lower cost. Despite these pressures, we do not
think that it is appropriate for the Public Records Authority to resort to punitive or
potentially distorting measures such as pricing regimes for government agencies. We do,
however, recognise that minor charges, such as photocopying fees or other technology
copying fees are appropriate. In addition, we recognise that some users may require
services that impose significant costs on the Public Records Authority. For example, royal
commissions or other inquiries may request detailed searches that necessitate the hiring of
extra staff. We believe that such costs should be recovered from the user generating them.

7.17.5 Recommendations

1. The Public Records Act should provide for:

(a) the Public Records Authority to receive, as a minimum, the
current funding of the archives function within LISWA, pending
more detailed analysis of appropriate funding levels; and

(b) limiting the levying of charges to rates that do not exceed cost
recovery for consumables (such as copying of records).
However, where agencies or other users require services that
impose considerable resource costs, the Public Records
Authority should be able to recover these costs from the user.
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CHAPTER 8  PARLIAMENTARY SCRUTINY AND
REVIEW

8.1 PARLIAMENT AND THE PEOPLE

Parliament is the principal institution responsible for ensuring government is accountable.
Other agencies are involved too, but as the only element of our democratic system that is
representative of the people, Parliament is supreme.

In conducting hearings and seminars around the State we have become aware of how far
the operation of Parliament has fallen in the esteem of the general public. The
parliamentary procedures intended to provide detailed public examination of legislative
proposals and public administration are widely regarded as inadequate to cope with two
major trends of the 20th Century — executive dominance of parliament and the increasing
complexity of government.

Many people have spoken to us about the need for a revival of Parliament. It is a major
undertaking that will require concerted action on several fronts, including electoral reform
(addressed in Report No.1), reconsideration of the financial arrangements for Parliament
(to be covered in the next phase of our work) and development of the scrutiny and review
role of Parliament (Specified Matters 17 and 18).

Specified Matter 17 of the Commission on Government Act 1994 requires us to inquire
into:

The means best suited to be adopted by Parliament to bring the entire public sector under
its scrutiny and review, having regard particularly -

(a) to the use of parliamentary committees for the purpose;
(b) to question time; and
(c) to the manner in which the departments and agencies of government should be

required to report to Parliament.

Specified Matter 18 requires us to consider:

The role of parliamentary committees on legislation including the accommodation of the
right of the public to make representations on legislative measures referred to any such
committee.

In the following three chapters we examine the scrutiny and review role of Parliament and
the role of parliamentary committees on legislation. This chapter is devoted to broad issues
related to both Specified Matters, including the Legislative Council’s role as a house of
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review and the establishment of a comprehensive and effective committee system.
Specified Matter 17 is dealt with in Chapter 9 and Specified Matter 18 in Chapter 10.

Our intention in the next three chapters is to express our view of how Parliament should
operate in Western Australia, as the institution at the apex of our system of responsible
government and representative democracy. Supported by independent accountability
agencies, Parliament should have broad oversight of the entire public sector and the ability
to probe as deeply as may be necessary in the public interest. Parliament and its activities
should be open to the people, and responsive to their views. The former Chief Justice of
Australia, Sir Anthony Mason, encapsulated the extent of the responsibility of members of
parliament to the people they represent:

The representatives who are Members of Parliament and Ministers of State are not only
chosen by the people but exercise their legislative and executive powers as
representatives of the people. And in the exercise of those powers the representatives of
necessity are accountable to the people for what they do and have a responsibility to take
account of the views of the people on whose behalf they act. (Australian Capital
Television Pty Ltd v Commonwealth of Australia (No.2) (1992) 108 ALR 577 at 594)

The purpose of our recommendations on Specified Matters 17 and 18 is to make
government more open and accountable to Parliament, and, through Parliament, to the
people; the measures we propose are designed to contribute to the prevention of corrupt,
illegal and improper conduct.

Our inquiries have revealed that there has been considerable activity in Parliament already
on some of the matters discussed in Chapters 8, 9 and 10. Some reforms have already been
put in place; others have been proposed by committees or individuals and are awaiting
decision; others still are in the process of being developed. We have acknowledged
achievements and proposals wherever we are aware of them.

8.2 THE ROLE OF THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL

From time to time, the value of having a bicameral parliamentary system is thrown into
question. Critics point to the existence of unicameral parliaments such as those of
Queensland and New Zealand; they argue there is no purpose served by having legislation
pass through the various stages in one house only to be subjected to the same process in
the other house.

At the Perth public hearing the Hon. John Cowdell MLC summed up for us his view of the
‘value added’ to the work of Parliament by the Legislative Council as it operates:

We do everything that the Legislative Assembly does, that is, other than initiate money
Bills, but we do it less well. The Legislative Councillors sit around doing nothing
worthwhile in legislative session. We have futile set piece debates that go for hours and
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hours and effect no change whatsoever ... We have five government ministers who get
on with their job, which is administering, occasionally sitting there signing Christmas
cards in the House, but that’s fine. That’s perhaps a symbol of them getting on with a
worthwhile role. We have four shadow ministers who are also pursuing a critical role in
the public forum and we have the President who is pursuing an administrative role. The
other 24 of us define our roles in terms of the electorate constituency groups, party
committees, you name it, anything but a legislative role. Our function is purely formal.
We are the rubber stamp.

If it were accepted that the Legislative Council at present plays a limited role in the
government of Western Australia, the solution is not necessarily abolition: unicameral
parliaments have their own problems.

Dr Bruce Stone of the Politics Department of the University of Western Australia regards
bicameralism as offering the potential for genuinely responsible government, in that it
allows what amounts to a separation of powers between the executive and the legislature:

... the justification for strong upper houses in Australian government is precisely that for
a strong separation of powers elsewhere: that it forces governments to justify their
policies, to negotiate with political representatives outside their ranks, and to accept
compromises which take account of the interests and opinions of significant minorities.
Indeed, the model ... looks something like a separation of powers with the executive,
covered with a thin parliamentary veneer, confronting an independent parliamentary
chamber in the form of the upper house. (Stone, 1994: 58)

The WA Royal Commission emphasised the need to differentiate the roles of the
Legislative Council and the Legislative Assembly, so that one does not simply repeat,
without much variation, the work of the other:

Our two houses of parliament are not, and are not intended to be, mirror images of each
other. Each makes, and should make, a distinctive contribution to the process of
government. (WA Royal Commission, 1992: II 5.3.1)

The WA Royal Commission envisaged the primary role of the Legislative Council as
being the systematic oversight and review of the public sector as a whole:

... a Council committed to the role we propose and armed with the procedures and
powers we suggest in this report, would give ministers, public officials and statutory
authorities alike considerable reason for pause before even contemplating embarking on
actions similar in character to those into which we have inquired. (WA Royal
Commission, 1992: II 5.3.6(e))

Some may believe that enhancing the review role of the Legislative Council would entail
the diminution of its significance as a legislative body. But this was not the view taken by
the Select Committee on a Committee System in the Legislative Council; its conception of
the future of the Council was of a house with significant powers to review and revise
legislation, without being a threat to the government of the day:
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Your committee accepts the constitutional role of an upper house as being one of
revision and investigation. Its absolute veto over legislation may be likened to the
reserve powers of the Crown, ie, if it is to be used at all, it is used sparingly and in cases
of necessity. (Western Australia, Legislative Council, Select Committee on a Committee
System in the Legislative Council, 1984: 2)

We agree with the views expressed above. In Report No. 1, we recommended that a major
role of the Legislative Council should be that of a house of review and that an appropriate
electoral system should be adopted to enhance this role (Recommendation 51). We believe
that if the Legislative Council is to fulfil its potential additional reforms are required.

8.3 MINISTERS IN THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL

8.3.1 Issues for Consideration

Dr Bruce Stone, a proponent of a strong upper house for the Western Australian
Parliament, argues that complete removal of ministers would have a positive effect:

Such a change would strengthen the sense of an institutional separation of the functions
of governing and control, or review, of government. (Stone, 1994: 58)

The WA Royal Commission supported the concept of an upper house without ministers,
despite qualms about the difficulties involved in bringing about such a significant change:

However desirable in principle, we consider it most probably impractical to prevent
Council members from holding ministerial offices. In saying this we, nevertheless,
believe that such a prohibition could have a considerable effect on the approach the
members of all parties would take to the discharge of their responsibilities as Councillors
and it would indicate more sharply than is now the case that it is the Legislative
Assembly which is the House of Government. (WA Royal Commission, 1992: II
5.3.6(c))

In a review of the Commonwealth Parliament, the former Deputy President of the Senate,
Mr David Hamer, expressed a similar view, one of support in principle, with reservations
about the practicalities:

Logically, there should be no Ministers in the Senate, but that will be difficult to
achieve; senators rather like being Ministers. Perhaps a more serious objection is the
narrowing of the selection field if Ministers were not available. (Hamer, 1989: 40)

8.3.2 Actions to Date

No proposals have been presented to remove ministers from the Legislative Council since
the WA Royal Commission.
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8.3.3 Public Submissions

The majority of submissions that addressed the question of whether there should be
ministers in the Legislative Council favoured their removal. Most focused on the principle
involved. Mr David Clements expressed this view in his written submission:

The Legislative Council is to be a true house of review. Council members are not to be
ministers. The Council is to provide committees of government accountability.

Dr Geoff Gallop MLA addressed the issue at the public hearing in Perth on electoral
reform:

The Legislative Council ... ought to be a house of review. It’s certainly my considered
opinion that if you are going to have a house of review you can’t have any ministers of
state in there. I think the way that the Legislative Council works is almost from the
beginning going to be very, very negatively influenced by the presence of ministers ...

The Clerk of the Legislative Council, Mr Laurie Marquet, spoke at the public hearing in
Perth in support of change to the current arrangements:

... I believe that there should not be ministers in the upper house, that the Legislative
Assembly should be recognised as the place where governments stand or fall; obviously
that has ramifications for the powers of the Legislative Council as well, but it would be
nice ... if the Legislative Council were to form itself, if you like, into a grand committee
and deal with matters in depth ...

The Hon. John Cowdell MLC made a number of arguments at the public hearing in Perth
in favour of retaining ministers in the Legislative Council:

I ... look at the Senate model, which operates an effective committee system while also
having serving ministers. I look at the situation in the Assembly ... where you are saying
‘All right, if the government party or the coalition parties have, say, 30 members out of
57 on their side, 16 or 17 of those members are going to have to be ministers’. You are
getting down on the talent pool there ... you find one of the features of having Council
ministers is that there isn’t the same concept of a marginal seat and there can be a lot
more generous allocation of time to ministerial duties, and you shouldn’t entirely ignore
that.

While Mr Les McCarrey, speaking at the public hearing in Perth, agreed with Mr Cowdell
about the advantage of maintaining the largest possible pool of talent for the cabinet, he
also felt that the presence of ministers would be inappropriate once the Council was
constituted as a true house of review:

... it’s very important to tap the best talent you have and, you know, talent gets spread a
bit thin throughout all State Parliaments - I am not singling out our State Parliament -
and there have been, historically, very able ministers drawn from the Council. But if its
role changes ... there would be a conflict of interest, obviously, in terms of the role of
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members of the council if they were also ministers. If it were to take that course, then
clearly the government of the day should be appointed from within the Legislative
Assembly.

A number of Council members considered that even if ministers were not removed from
the upper house, their numbers should be reduced from the present five, which is
apparently unprecedented. The Hon. Jim Scott MLC suggested having a single minister,
who would be the leader of the government in the house.

The Hon. Phillip Pendal MLA, a former member of the Legislative Council, suggested at
the public hearing in Perth that a maximum number should be set:

I would say that it is quite wrong that five members of the ministry are in the Upper
House. If you take out other officers: the whips, party secretaries, and the President and
the Deputy President, you virtually find that everyone gets a job and that is bad for the
scrutiny process. I think ... we might even write into the Constitution that there should be
no more than three ministers in the Upper House.

8.3.4 Analysis

Although the majority of parliamentary experts accept the rationale for an upper house
without ministers, most of them are reluctant to bring about change.

Some of the arguments presented in favour of retaining ministers in the Legislative
Council have force. It is true that the Australian Senate has greatly enhanced its role and
reputation, without removing ministers, by expanding its committee system. Able and
diligent ministers in Western Australia have come from the Legislative Council: the
exclusion of Council members from the talent pool from which cabinet is drawn would be
a loss.

We have already stated in Report No. 1 (9.3.11) that removing ministers altogether from
the Legislative Council would enhance the review and scrutiny role of the house. We are
aware that there would be consequences for parliamentary practice: question time, the
introduction of Bills and the management by government of the passage of legislation are
some of the matters that would require attention.

It is symptomatic of the executive dominance of our parliamentary system that with so
much other important work to be done the only prize Parliament has to offer is a ministry.
We believe that some of the reluctance to remove ministers from the Legislative Council
might be overcome if a committee system were established that offered Council members
the opportunity and the incentive to channel their energies into the task of making the
Council operate as a more effective house of review. A number of recommendations in
this chapter are intended to contribute to this end.
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At this stage in our inquiries we have come to the conclusion that the number of ministers
in the Legislative Council should be reduced to one, the minimum required under the
Constitution Acts Amendment Act 1899 (s.43(3)). We intend to return to the issue of
removing all ministers from the Council and dealing with the consequences in Report
No. 5.

8.3.5 Recommendation

1. The number of ministers permitted in the Legislative Council should
be reduced to one, the minimum required at present by the
Constitution Acts Amendment Act 1899.

8.4 PARLIAMENTARY COMMITTEES

8.4.1 THE ROLE OF PARLIAMENTARY COMMITTEES

Although the history of parliamentary committees is almost as long as that of parliament
itself, the trend over the past 25 years, in legislatures around the world and in Australia,
has been towards the development of systems of committees. The idea is that a committee
system should provide comprehensive coverage of all matters for which parliament has
constitutional responsibility, ensuring that no area is inadvertently left unattended:

... the underlying principle [is] that a small number of members is better placed to deal
with some aspects of business than is the House ... (Western Australia, Legislative
Council, Select Committee on a Committee System in the Legislative Council, 1985: 20)

What can a committee do that cannot be done by the house as a whole? Committees can
call witnesses, but there is no reason in principle why witnesses should not be called to
give evidence at the Bar of the House. What, then, is the point of committees; in particular,
what special contribution can they make to parliamentary scrutiny of the public sector and
of legislation?

The most obvious argument in favour of committees is that they permit the division of
labour: several committees can meet at the same time, enabling many more matters to be
dealt with than would otherwise be possible. One important side-effect is the saving of
time in the house; another is the opportunity afforded to backbenchers of developing their
skills and knowledge in a specialist area.

It has been put to us, however, that a more fundamental advantage of committee work is
that it operates in an environment quite different from the highly charged atmosphere of
the Chamber. Discussion in committees is typically much less partisan than debate across
the floor of the house, permitting the exchange of views and the formulation of reasoned
conclusions.
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Some of the expectations that have developed in regard to the investigatory capacity of
parliamentary committees may have been somewhat inflated. It has frequently been
pointed out to us by Members of Parliament that between performing their regular
parliamentary duties and striving to meet the expectations of their constituents, their time
is more than fully occupied. However enthusiastic they may be to serve on committees, the
time they have to devote to them is limited. Committee members are typically not expert
in the areas into which they inquire — nor, as representatives of the people, is it fair to
expect them to be.

A considerable amount of the monitoring and investigatory work required for Parliament
to fulfil its constitutional responsibilities is carried out by what we have termed
‘independent accountability agents of the Parliament’, such as the Auditor General and the
Parliamentary Commissioner for Administrative Investigations (the State Ombudsman),
who report their findings to Parliament. Much of the role of the committees is supervisory.
But parliamentary committees also have a unique role to play:

... committees are [not] the only information source for Parliament ... But committees
can act as a bridge between the community and Parliament in a way which fits them
particularly well to monitor the initiatives and actions of executive government, and to
test the response of government to the policy findings of external research bodies. Thus
committees have a role in promoting discussion, in acting as a quality assurance check
on government, and in monitoring and measuring the performance of government
against community expectations. These functions draw on parliamentarians’ particular
role as elected representatives of the community. (Queensland, Parliamentary
Committee for Electoral and Administrative Review, 1993: 9)

It is through its committees that Parliament can be provided with systematic access to the
information that the committees have the capacity to marshal; information from the
independent accountability agencies and other experts, from the public sector and from the
public. Armed with this information and with the considered advice of its committees,
Parliament can be much more than a rubber stamp for whatever the government proposes:
any consent it gives will be informed consent.

8.4.2 CURRENT COMMITTEE STRUCTURE IN THE PARLIAMENT OF
WESTERN AUSTRALIA

There are four standing committees concerned with scrutiny and review in the Legislative
Council. The Committee on Government Agencies was first appointed in 1982 and three
others were established together at the end of 1989: the Committees on Constitutional
Affairs and Statutes Revision, Estimates and Financial Operations, and Legislation.

There are two standing scrutiny and review committees in the Legislative Assembly. In
1986 the Public Accounts and Expenditure Review Committee replaced the Public
Accounts Committee that had operated with more limited powers and few resources from
1971. The Standing Committee on Uniform Legislation and Intergovernmental
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Agreements was created in 1993 in response to a recommendation from a select
committee.

Two standing committees span both houses, the Joint Committee on Delegated Legislation
and the Joint Committee on the Commission on Government, the former established in
1987 and the latter in 1994. The Committee on the Commission on Government will
expire in February 1997, three months after the Commission on Government is due to
expire.

Several domestic standing committees are responsible for various aspects of parliamentary
management such as services provided to members and officers of both houses, the
Parliamentary Library, the printing of Hansard and amendments to standing orders in each
house. These committees do not form part of the system of scrutiny and review discussed
in 8.4.3.

There are five select committees in the Legislative Assembly and two in the Legislative
Council, investigating topics that range from heavy transport, to parliamentary procedure,
to national parks. Committees of this kind have played a useful role in investigating
matters of special interest that may not come within the ambit of any standing committee,
but because of their transitory nature they are not usually regarded as part of the
committee system.

8.4.3 A COMPREHENSIVE STANDING COMMITTEE SYSTEM

8.4.3.1 Issues for Consideration

Under consideration here is the general nature of the committee system most appropriate
for the Parliament of Western Australia: in particular, where should the committees be
placed and what type of committees should they be?

Location of Committees

In unicameral parliaments such as those of Queensland and New Zealand the question of
the location of committees does not arise: all parliamentary functions must of necessity be
housed in the one chamber. A bicameral parliament allows several options:

• a system confined to the upper house;

• a system confined to the lower house;

• a single system spread across both houses (as in Western Australia at present, and
South Australia);

• separate systems in each house (as in the Commonwealth Parliament);
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• a system of joint committees (as in Victoria).

There are powerful arguments for a committee system in the upper house of a bicameral
parliament. The bi-partisan working relationship that is an essential ingredient in the
success of a parliamentary committee is more likely to develop in the less confrontational
atmosphere of the upper house; most importantly, these committees are more likely to
operate independently of the executive, especially if the government of the day does not
enjoy a majority in the upper house. The Queensland Parliamentary Committee for
Electoral and Administrative Review (PCEAR), in developing a committee system for its
single chamber, was well aware of the difficulties under which it was operating:

A Legislative Assembly, of necessity, is dominated by the executive, particularly given
the Australian tradition of strong party discipline and control of Members of Parliament.
In other Parliaments the presence of an Upper House, which may have a political make
up different to that of the Lower House, at least provides the opportunity of some
scrutiny of government action independent of the executive. This opportunity does not
exist in Queensland. (PCEAR, 1993: 23)

The committee system developed in the Australian Senate over the past 25 years as a
consequence of the loss of executive control of partisan majorities in the Senate is
generally recognised as a major success story of the Commonwealth Parliament. If it is
accepted that the primary justification for an upper house is its function as a house of
review, then a committee system capable of undertaking comprehensive review on behalf
of the house is essential.

In 1983 a select committee was established in Western Australia under the chairmanship
of the Hon. V. J. Ferry MLC to investigate and report on the need for a committee system
in the Legislative Council. The Committee visited the Commonwealth Parliament and the
Parliaments of New South Wales and Victoria in the course of its inquiries. In its interim
report, tabled in the Council in April 1984, the Committee expressed its view that the
primary role of the Council should be one of revision and investigation, and that a
comprehensive committee system was required if that role was to be performed
adequately:

Under present procedures, debates in the Council tend to follow patterns similar to those
in the Assembly. In the absence of a member having a particular interest or expertise in a
subject, it is likely that debate will centre on the same points in both Houses. (Western
Australia, Legislative Council, Select Committee on a Committee System in the
Legislative Council, 1984: 3)

The Committee tabled its final report in September 1985, recommending that:

... the Council establish a system of standing committees to scrutinise legislation,
delegated legislation, administrative agencies, estimates of expenditure, petitions, and
examine matters of a constitutional or legal nature. (Western Australia, Legislative
Council, Select Committee on a Committee System in the Legislative Council, 1985: 1)
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The report was the basis on which three standing committees (Constitutional Affairs and
Statutes Revision, Estimates and Financial Operations, and Legislation) were appointed at
the end of 1989 to join the Government Agencies Committee established seven years
before.

Lower house committees are a different matter. Given the undeniable obstacles in the way
of committees achieving much independence from the executive in the house of
government, it can be argued that with a strong standing committee system in the upper
house there would be no need to develop a system in the lower house at all.

The Clerk of the Australian Senate is sceptical about the value of a committee system in
any lower house:

... the establishment of comprehensive standing committee systems in lower houses has
not loosened the executive stranglehold over the legislature or greatly enhanced
legislative scrutiny and control of government by cabinet and bureaucracy. (Evans,
1991: 53)

If the roles of the two houses in the Western Australian Parliament are to be differentiated
more clearly, concentrating on building up committees in the upper house would be one
way of achieving that goal. On the other hand, since the majority of legislation, and all
budget legislation, is introduced in the Assembly, there is a case for developing legislative
scrutiny committees there.

The system of joint committees in the Victorian Parliament seems to have been a mixed
success (Queensland, Electoral and Administrative Review Commission, 1992: 68-69).
According to Dr Bruce Stone, the fundamental problem with a joint committee system is
precisely that it undercuts the whole rationale of bicameralism — which is that each house
has its own role to play. In other words, if there is to be a joint committee system (as
opposed to joint committees for specific shared purposes, such as the scrutiny of
subordinate legislation), it becomes difficult to justify the trouble and expense of two
houses.

The two other options are a single committee system spread across the two houses, which
is what we have in Western Australia at present, or separate systems in each house. There
is a strong argument for the former solution in a small parliament. Separate systems are a
possibility for each house, but ideally they would complement rather than mirror each
other.
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Type of Committee

The Queensland Electoral and Administrative Review Commission (EARC) Issues Paper
17 (1991: 23-4) identifies two types of parliamentary committee system:

• those composed of specific purpose committees, each designed to scrutinise and
bring to account particular aspects of bureaucratic activity. Examples include
estimates committees, public accounts committees, public works committees,
scrutiny of Bills committees and subordinate legislation committees; and

• integrated systems of committees, with each committee (from now on referred to as
portfolio-related committees) applying a range of scrutiny functions to a group of
government departments and agencies.

The current scrutiny and review system in the Western Australian Parliament falls into the
specific purpose category, with two committees in the Legislative Assembly (Public
Accounts and Expenditure Review, and Uniform Legislation and Intergovernmental
Agreements), four in the Legislative Council (Constitutional Affairs and Statutes
Revision, Estimates and Financial Operations, Government Agencies, and Legislation),
and one shared (the Joint Committee on Delegated Legislation).

The powerful United States Congressional committees are an example of an integrated
system. Since the late 1970s a number of parliaments around the world (including that of
the United Kingdom, Victoria and South Australia) have drawn on the American
experience in establishing their own integrated system. Within such a system each
committee is responsible for making a set of departments/agencies account to parliament
for their expenditure and administration, and usually for examining relevant legislation.

In the Commonwealth Parliament there is an integrated system in both houses. The House
of Representatives has eight general purpose committees which inquire into and report
upon any matters referred to them by the house or a minister, including any pre-legislative
proposal, Bill, motion, petition, vote or expenditure, other financial matter, report or paper.
The Senate has eight pairs of legislative and general purpose committees which between
them perform a range of portfolio-related functions, including examining legislation,
monitoring administration and annual reports, scrutinising estimates of government
expenditure, and investigating any other matter referred by the Senate.

In 1985 New Zealand introduced an integrated system of 13 committees, each with its own
subject area and with very substantial powers, including the authority to initiate inquiries
without formal reference from the house.

Portfolio-related committees are widely recognised as offering a number of significant
advantages: if constituted to cover the full range of government activity, they permit
comprehensive and systematic scrutiny of all areas for which parliament has constitutional
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responsibility; they enable backbenchers to gain experience and detailed knowledge in a
particular subject area; sub-committees of informed and interested members can be set up
to undertake specific inquiries that otherwise would require a select committee.

The Electoral and Administrative Review Commission, in a major review of parliamentary
committees (EARC, 1992), advocated the adoption of the integrated approach: it
recommended that Queensland establish a comprehensive system of committees with
wide-ranging investigatory powers. But the Parliamentary Committee for Electoral and
Administrative Review (PCEAR) which reported on the EARC review rejected the system
proposed, arguing that it was too ambitious for a small, unicameral parliament whose
members serve a large geographical area. The Committee was particularly concerned
about criticisms that have emerged about the functioning of the New Zealand system,
where committees appear to have been unable to meet the full range of their
responsibilities:

... the committees have not found great success as agents of accountability. They have
not set out to measure performance nor even, it seems, to come to grips with their role in
the accountability chain. The natural consequence of creating multi-purpose committees
was for one of the purposes to take predominance over the others. As it turned out, it was
the legislative purpose that predominated. (Skene, 1990: 11)

The PCEAR took the view that the first task of a system of parliamentary committees was
to assist parliament to meet its core responsibilities; further, it concluded that given the
current stage of development of the Queensland Parliament, that task would be best
performed by a system of specific purpose committees. Such a system has recently been
introduced under the Parliamentary Committees Act 1995 (Qld).

8.4.3.2 Actions to Date

The Legislative Assembly Select Committee on Procedure is inquiring into terms of
reference that include reporting on procedures for the examination of legislation and the
value of developing a new committee system. The Committee is expected to report to the
house by the end of 1995.

The Commission on Government has recommended that the existing Legislative Assembly
Public Accounts and Expenditure Review Committee and the Legislative Council
Standing Committee on Estimates and Financial Operations be abolished and replaced by
a Legislative Council Standing Committee on Finance and Audit, and a Legislative
Assembly Standing Committee on Estimates and Financial Operations. (Report No. 1,
Recommendation 31)
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8.4.3.3 Public Submissions

Most of the public submissions received on this topic were from Members of Parliament.
The Hon. Hendy Cowan MLA, Deputy Premier, commented on the impact on committees
of party politics:

The Parliamentary Committee system is not as effective as it should be. It deals with
non-partisan issues very well (eg the Landcare select committee). But where there is
some partisan issue, the system generally fails. There will always be a problem with
politicisation of committees investigating politically contentious issues. This problem
may be rescued in some cases if an independent MP held the balance of power in such a
committee. But where the subject matter of a committee is highly partisan, there is no
internal solution to the problem.

The Hon. John Cowdell MLC, at the public hearing in Perth, was in favour of a committee
system in the Legislative Council, but cautioned that:

... in a parliament the size of the Western Australian Parliament you can only operate a
very limited committee system and we shouldn’t overemphasise what a parliamentary
committee system ... in an upper house of only 34 or the proposed 35 members can do.
We have to be careful of overloading the individuals that have to be spread over, say,
five or six different committees.

The Hon. Hendy Cowan MLA, Deputy Premier, favoured an integrated committee system
modelled on that of the Senate for the Legislative Council. The Senate system was also
supported by the Australian Democrats in their written submission:

The Senate is a far better model than the Legislative Council model. The Discussion
Paper outlines eight Senate general purpose and legislative standing committees, each
with a reference committee for general investigation, as well as a legislation committee
for legislation, expenditure and annual reports. The Australian Democrats support this
approach, and recommend Legislative Council committee restructuring along these
lines.

At the public hearing on Specified Matters 15 and 16, Dr Geoff Gallop MLA was another
advocate for an integrated committee system in the Legislative Council:

It’s my view that the Council ought to be based on standing committees and they should
be kept to a minimum number, and I suggest in my submission four such standing
committees: a legal and constitutional affairs, a finance and public administration, an
economic development and a health, education and community development committee.
Those committees should form the basis of the operation of the Legislative Council.

The Clerk of the Legislative Council, Mr Laurie Marquet, was opposed to an integrated
committee system in the Council, arguing that the idea had been rejected after extensive
consideration by a committee set up for the specific purpose of recommending a
committee system.
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Two members argued that an integrated system of portfolio-related committees should be
located in the Legislative Assembly.

In his written submission Mr Max Trenorden MLA recommended four standing
committees in the Legislative Assembly in addition to the Public Accounts Committee,
each with a total of five members. Mr Trenorden went on to suggest that only a handful of
members should be encouraged to serve on more than one committee and to propose that
there should be no duplication of members on the four portfolio-related committees. At the
public hearing in Perth Mr Trenorden said:

I would split the four standing committees into a portfolio basis representing the
ministers, but I would give them total powers. I would have no trouble giving them total
powers because what the reality is going to be is they will be legislation committees,
because the pressure on legislation will be overwhelming. If you look at the New South
Wales system, which I have done in detail, they have committees that have the powers,
but even with the high number of committees ... with much larger numbers of members
of parliament, they are still forced to concentrate on legislation. That is why I would also
keep a public accounts committee or an investigation committee as a specialist role
because I don’t believe these committees would have the time to do anything else but
examine legislation.

But Mr Trenorden did not envisage the portfolio-related committees being completely
confined to the scrutiny of legislation:

Each committee could carry an estimates function, though the main thrust for estimates
should be in the Upper House, away from the government of the day.

... The estimates and legislative roles, however, should not preclude special
investigations of matters of contention or interest within the portfolios. ... I consider that
the investigative role would still be carried out within these committees by way of sub-
committees.

Mr Larry Graham MLA, at the public hearing in Perth, supported the establishment of four
portfolio-related standing committees in the Legislative Assembly, suggesting the
following division of areas of responsibility:

• Treasury, Finance and Economic Affairs;

• Tourism, Transport and Communications;

• Constitutional and Federal Affairs; and

• Police, Health, Housing and Community Services.

He proposed that the responsibilities of the first committee include Government Trading
Enterprises as well as the current role of the Public Accounts and Expenditure Review
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Committee. The Constitutional and Federal Affairs Committee would cover parliamentary
law reform and non-government organisations, and investigate petitions in the Legislative
Assembly. All these committees would be able to oversee government departments via
their annual reports and/or other reports to Parliament. Mr Graham added:

... they should be five-member committees, the government majority on those
committees should reflect the majority in the house, that is the government should
maintain a majority on the committees. They should have powers, and significant
powers, similar to the Public Accounts Committee now, and they have to have resources.

8.4.3.4 Analysis

In reviewing the various possible models for a committee system for the Western
Australian Parliament, we have had two considerations in mind.

First is the need to be realistic about what can be achieved in a small parliament: systems
that work satisfactorily in Canberra, with 148 members in the House of Representatives
and 76 in the Senate, and a substantial research pool and other resources, might be out of
the question in Western Australia. Comparisons with legislatures in the United States (435
in the Congress and 100 in the Senate) and the United Kingdom (651 in the House of
Commons and about 1100 in the House of Lords) are even more stark: although we can
certainly learn from their experience, our circumstances are very different. The Australian
parliament closest in size to ours is that of Queensland. It has 89 Members, whereas
Western Australia has a total of 91, and in both states many Members of Parliament are
obliged to travel long distances to serve their far-flung constituencies. In Western
Australia, however, we have the advantage of a bicameral system and the partial
separation of the legislature from the executive that it makes possible, so that decisions
about a committee system for Queensland would not necessarily apply to Western
Australia.

The second consideration has been the concept of the Legislative Council developing, with
its other functions, into a genuine house of review.

Location of Committees

It has been relatively straightforward, therefore, for us to reject the establishment of a
system of joint scrutiny and review committees on the grounds that such a system would
be inconsistent with the further differentiation of the functions of the two houses that we
advocate. In so doing, we do not intend to reject joint committees altogether: indeed, in
Report No. 1 we recommended the creation of a Joint Audit Committee.

Equally easy has been the decision in favour of a strong, comprehensive committee system
in the Legislative Council, which we envisage as becoming a house of committees. No one
in the Western Australian Parliament has emerged as opposed to a committee system in
the Council. On the contrary, it was on several occasions put to us by members of the
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Council that if its future does not lie in developing a strong and effective committee
system, the Legislative Council has no future at all.

The case for a committee system in the Legislative Assembly is less obvious: proceedings
in the house of government are inevitably dominated by the executive and dramatised by
the cut and thrust of party politics, neither of which is conducive to dispassionate review.
In Report No. 1, we have accepted the need for standing committees of scrutiny in the
Assembly by recommending that a Committee on Estimates and Financial Operations be
established there. It can be argued that the best plan would be to make no further changes
in the Assembly, so that any forthcoming increase in parliamentary staff and resources
could be channelled into building up the work capacity of the Council committee system.

Although at first sight the concentration of standing committees in the upper house is an
attractive option, it ignores the evident enthusiasm of some lower house members to be
involved in committee work: in a small parliament such a resource should not be wasted.
We have also been impressed by the argument that legislation should receive scrutiny by
committee in the house where it originates, and where, ultimately, any amendments passed
by the Council would have to be accepted.

We have come to the conclusion that there should be standing committees in both the
Legislative Council and the Legislative Assembly.

Type of Committee

Although there is some support for replacing the present system of specific purpose
committees in the Legislative Council with an integrated system of portfolio-related
committees, the idea finds no favour, as far as we have been able to establish, in the
Council itself. It has been put to us that the present system, which did not exist in the
period into which the WA Royal Commission was inquiring, and which was in the
fledgling stage when the WA Royal Commission’s report was being prepared, should be
given the opportunity to show what it is capable of before it is rejected. We have noted,
and will discuss in Chapters 9 and 10, the intention of some Council committees to
develop their capacity further.

Another argument for retaining specific purpose committees in the upper house is that
used by the Parliamentary Committee for Electoral and Administrative Review when it
urged that parliamentary committees in Queensland should be strongly focused on the core
responsibilities of the Parliament rather than have a multiplicity of functions.

We accept that the system in the Legislative Council should remain one of specific
purpose committees for at least long enough to give them a fair trial with adequate
resources.
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The proposal put to us by Mr Max Trenorden MLA for an integrated system of four
committees in the Legislative Assembly offers a number of benefits: portfolio-related
committees would allow members to build up expertise in a particular area, thus enhancing
the depth of their scrutiny; the committees could delegate their functions and powers to
sub-committees for specific inquiries, possibly eliminating the need for some select
committees; having multiple functions, the committees would complement rather than
mirror the specific purpose committees in the Legislative Council.

Portfolio-related committees capable of forming sub-committees would require a
minimum of five members, three government party members and two non-government
party members. We agree with the argument, which indeed seems self-evident, that
ministers should not be eligible to be members of any committee responsible for the
scrutiny and review of the executive.

We are aware that the establishment of an additional four standing committees in the
Assembly under the conditions we describe would create problems, particularly given our
recommendation that no ministers be appointed from the Legislative Council. At present,
32 of the 57 members in the Assembly belong to the government parties. With 17
ministers in the Assembly and the Speaker unavailable, there would be a maximum of 14
government members to fill places on seven standing scrutiny committees (the portfolio-
related committees, the Estimates and Financial Operations Committee [Report No. 1,
Recommendation 31], the Committee on Uniform Legislation and Intergovernmental
Agreements, and the Joint Committee on Delegated Legislation). There are also domestic
committees to be provided for, as well as the current select committees. With a smaller
majority, or a minority government, the problem of making up the government numbers
on the committees would be exacerbated.

The situation is not, we believe, as bad as it first seems. The duties imposed by
membership of a domestic committee are not usually onerous and, as we have suggested,
select committees could be expected to become less numerous over time. The scrutiny of
uniform legislation could be performed by the portfolio-related committees or transferred
to a specific purpose committee in the Legislative Council.

Part of our intention in recommending in Report No. 1 that the number of seats in the
Assembly be increased by four was to enlarge the pool of members available for
committee work. We regard this recommendation (Recommendation 42(4)) as an
important component of our overall package of reform.

A further issue to be addressed if a portfolio-related system were introduced in the
Legislative Assembly would be that of resources. Spreading the current research staff and
resources over a greatly expanded committee system might reduce productivity. We regard
the resource issue as being of the utmost importance, and discuss it in more detail in 8.4.4.
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In considering the potential benefits of an integrated committee system in the Legislative
Assembly against the drawbacks, we have come to the conclusion that the former
outweigh the latter. We regard four as the maximum number of portfolio-related
committees feasible in the Assembly; the committees should be phased in as the resources
they require become available.

Remuneration

To be effective, committees and their members need to have high status in the Parliament
and in the community. Remuneration is one way of recognising and enhancing the prestige
of committees. In Report No. 1 we recommended that Chairpersons of two proposed
Committees (Finance and Audit, and Estimates and Financial Operations) receive
appropriate remuneration for their services. Given the high level of activity we expect of
the various committees discussed in this section, we believe that the chairpersons of all
standing committees should be paid for the additional work involved.

8.4.3.5 Recommendations

1. The committee system in the Legislative Council should be
developed to bring the entire public sector and all proposed primary
legislation and subordinate legislation, under review. The system
should comprise the following special purpose committees:

(a) the Finance and Audit Committee (Recommendation 31 in the
Commission’s Report No. 1 );

(b) the Public Administration Committee (see 9.3.2);

(c) the Constitutional and Federal/State Affairs Committee (see
9.3.2); and

(d) the Legislation Committee (see 10.3.2).

2. The Legislative Assembly should establish the following system of
committees:

(a) The Estimates and Financial Operations Committee
(Recommendation 31 in the Commission’s Report No. 1 ); and

(b) up to four portfolio-related committees (see 9.3.2 and 10.3.2).
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3. The portfolio-related committees proposed for the Legislative
Assembly should

(a) each consist of three government party members and two non-
government party members; and

(b) be able to delegate their functions and powers to sub-
committees.

4. The Standing Committee on Uniform Legislation and
Intergovernmental Agreements should be abolished and its functions
transferred (see 10.3.2.5) .

5. There should be two permanent joint committees with scrutiny-
related functions:

(a) The Joint Audit Committee (Recommendation 31 in the
Commission’s Report No. 1 )

(b) The Joint Standing Committee on Delegated Legislation (see
10.3.4)

6. Ministers should not be eligible to become members of a committee
with scrutiny and/or review functions.

7. The high status of the position of chairperson of a standing scrutiny
and review committee should be recognised by remuneration to be
determined by the Salaries and Allowances Tribunal.

8.4.4 COMMITTEE STAFFING AND MANAGEMENT

8.4.4.1 Issues for Consideration

It is widely acknowledged that an important determinant of the effectiveness of a
committee system is the quality of its administration. The ability of staff to provide a high
standard of procedural, research and administrative support to committees impacts on the
quality and quantity of information made available to members for their consideration.
The Report of a Select Committee on a Committee System in the Legislative Council
(1985) chaired by the Hon. V.J. Ferry noted:

10.2 - Staff - It is clear that each committee will require a secretary charged with the
administrative tasks associated with the committee’s work. That officer is also
responsible, at an immediate level, for advising the member in the chair as to
practise and procedure to be followed by the committee.
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10.3 - Additionally, advisory and research staff will be required to assist the committees
in their investigations. Committees rely heavily on adequate numbers of
competent persons being made available to them.

10.4 - We make it clear that little will be gained from understaffing the committees.
Much of the groundwork, now and in the future, is and will be done for members
by parliamentary staff. There is a distinct likelihood that the workload of the
committees, within a comparatively short space of time, will be such that a real
demand for additional staff is created. That demand should be met. (1985: 15)

In a review of the Senate standing committee system, the Clerk, Mr Harry Evans,
expressed a view that members must be educated to accept a greater degree of
specialisation in their parliamentary activities, as a culture of specialisation is essential to
the successful operation of a committee system (1991: 53-54). In this context Mr Evans
observed:

Members need better staff. They do not need more staff, but staff who are hired and paid
at a substantially higher level and who are able to provide the sort of assistance members
really require, that is, assistance to focus on the decisions which actually need to be
made by members and to control the information relating to those decisions. (1991: 54)

The Commission notes that the typical staff profile of a Senate Committee — committee
secretary, research officers (at three levels of seniority) and an executive assistant — is
significantly more generous than that of the Western Australian Parliament. Nonetheless,
we are also mindful of the following comment from the Committee Office in the
Department of the Senate Annual Report 1994-95:

With committee activity continuing at a very strong level, the funds provided in the
1995-96 Budget will not be sufficient to cover all planned inquiries. The
recommendations of the Committee Office review could, if accepted, provide some
relief but otherwise Committee Office staff will find it difficult to establish even more
cost-effective ways of supporting committees unless committees decide to curtail their
activities in view of budgetary restraints. (Commmonwealth of Australia, Department of
the Senate, 1995: 108)

Discussing reforms to the Canadian House of Commons committee system since 1985,
Canadian academic Dr Magnus Gunther states ‘... reforming Parliament and particularly
its committees requires more than just procedural and structural change. It requires above
all, changes in attitude and will on the part of members’ (1991: 208). Dr Gunther identifies
the degree of expertise of committees as one of the critical variables which affect their
functioning.

Effective committees require information, intelligence and expertise. This means having
adequate research staff and access to other sources of information and expertise (interest
groups and bureaucrats) and to opportunities which enable individual legislators to
develop expertise themselves. In short, the less expert the legislator the greater will be
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his or her deference to the executive and the weaker their contribution as members of
committees. (1991: 209)

8.4.4.2 Actions to Date

There have been no changes to the Legislative Council’s committee system since the WA
Royal Commission. A Legislative Assembly Select Committee on Procedure has an
examination of the value of developing a new committee system as a term of reference.
The Committee is expected to report to the house before the end of 1995.

8.4.4.3 Public Submissions

In our Discussion Paper No. 8, we briefly discussed the staffing and management
implications of an expanded committee system. We have received a number of
submissions on this issue, mainly from Members of Parliament.

Without exception they have expressed views on the inadequate resourcing of the existing
committee system.

At the public hearing in Perth the Hon. John Cowdell MLC, lamented the ‘very limited
allocation of staff and resources’ available to Council committees:

We have three researchers and three clerks. We have got five committees so we don’t
even have a clerk and a research assistant per committee. We have six that we share
between five. Mind you, in there I think there is one assistant on top of that as well.

I would suggest to you that the minimum would require at least five plus five; five clerks
and five assistants.

In his written submission, the Hon. Hendy Cowan MLA, Deputy Premier stated:

The issue of resourcing committees needs to be addressed. Because of the specialist
skills and knowledge often needed to service a committee, having researchers on the
permanent Parliament House staff seems inadequate. Parliamentary committees should
have the power to second an officer from any government department and the authority
to contract someone from the non-government sector with the necessary skills and
experience.

Mr Larry Graham MLA, stated at the public hearing in Perth:

They [committees] should have powers, and significant powers, similar to the Public
Accounts Committee now, and they have to have resources.

If by way of anecdotal evidence I can put the resources argument to you simply, the
Public Accounts Committee is currently doing an investigation into assistance to
industry. It’s doing that with the three staff of the Public Accounts Committee who are
excellent staff. It is not a criticism of them but it is doing it without any accounting
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experience, without any corporate legal assistance and without any actuarial assistance,
so these people will put up to us as the Committee a report that is within the bounds of
[their] knowledge, not necessarily within the bound of the knowledge of industry or
government.

The Hon. Phillip Pendal MLA is one of a relatively small number of Western Australians
who have been a member of the Legislative Council and the Legislative Assembly. In a
written submission Mr Pendal praised recent governments for their preparedness to
commit greater funding to the parliamentary committee system, but cautioned that this is a
reminder ‘that scrutiny comes at a cost; that scrutiny of government by backbench MPs
and committees cannot occur without resources.’ Arguing in support of improved funding
for parliamentary committees Mr Pendal contrasted ‘... the resources parliamentary
committees receive vis a vis what the public purse provides to government’:

Some 100,000 people work for the West Australian Government. Yet fewer than 25
people service the professional research needs of the entire State parliamentary system.
That imbalance is not just pitiful, it is quite dangerous, and it underlines the enormity of
the task the Parliament has in scrutinising the public sector.

In a written submission Mr Max Trenorden MLA outlined his view that both houses
require a strong committee system. Mr Trenorden proposed a system of four standing
committees to be formed in the Legislative Assembly indicating:

The Standing Committee system should be well staffed with appropriate qualified staff. I
would envisage each Standing Committee should have 2 research officers, one of whom
is also the secretary. This staff should also staff any sub-committees.

The system should also have a Committee Director, who should have responsibility for
the smooth running of the system, including staffing, accommodation, information
technology etc. This Director should report directly to the Clerk of the House.

A written submission from the Aboriginal Legal Service of Western Australia (Inc.) (ALS)
suggests that ‘Parliamentary Committees or any body of review is limited by the scope of
its inquiry, the sources of its information and the capabilities of its staff.’ Noting the
current policy of Aboriginal self-determination which emphasises Aboriginal
representation and participation, the ALS propose:

Aborigines with legal or research qualifications or those specialising in Aboriginal
affairs should be encouraged to become part of the staff of relevant Parliamentary
Committees.

In Reform and Recovery: An Agenda for the New Western Australian Government,
published by the Institute of Public Affairs (IPA) it is asserted that the main task
confronting the Legislative Council is to ensure that a good system of Standing
Committees becomes more firmly established: ‘... attention must be given to adequate
skilled secretariat support’ (1993: 19). Mr Tony Rutherford, from the IPA, reaffirmed the
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need for high quality staff for committees when, commenting on the calibre of committee
staff in the Senate, he told the Perth public hearing:

The other resource that I think has been very important over the years in the federal
parliament is the secretarial resources that are given to all of the committees of the
federal parliament. They are, in my experience all extremely good people who have a
deep knowledge, expertise and commitment to whatever the given subject is. They make
senators sound as wise as Solomon, drafting reports for them, taking them through
difficult subjects.

... it becomes a career for people. It’s attractive enough, stimulating enough, to keep
them in there, which is a very important thing.

8.4.4.4 Analysis

In Report No. 1 we recommended two new standing committees and concluded that in
order to carry out their responsibilities effectively:

The Committee[s] must be properly resourced and supported by senior full time staff
qualified in accounting, policy analysis or law. (COG, 1995b: 11)

In this section we further examine the needs of committees such as we envisage for the
Legislative Council. Key components include:

• the parliamentary library;

• staff with appropriate qualifications and experience;

• a Committee Office with a Committee Director;

• information technology support; and

• funding.

The Parliamentary Library

Parliament cannot operate effectively without the support of a comprehensive
parliamentary library service. In 1992 Dr David Lovell commenced a study in the
Australian Federal Parliament to explore whether parliamentarians have the opportunities,
the motivation, and the resources available to be good legislators, as well as what being a
‘good legislator’ might mean. Reporting his findings he stated:

The Parliamentary Library and the Parliamentary Research Service in particular, play an
important role in servicing the informational requirements, but the Parliamentary
Research Service should be explicitly tasked to assist parliamentary committees in the
first instance, and backbenchers in the second. Because of their extensive resources,
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Ministers should have low priority in the use of the Parliamentary Research Service.
(1994: xvii)

The Western Australian Parliamentary Library is the only parliamentary library in
Australia which does not employ subject-specialist research staff to provide individual
members and committees with a comprehensive research service. We believe this situation
should be addressed and we return later to a more detailed analysis of the parliamentary
library.

Staffing

Members of committees constantly complain they have inadequate staff resources. When
we examine the Australian Senate, frequently cited as a model we may wish to emulate,
even they are not immune from this problem. Notwithstanding the talent and dedication of
the existing committee staff, it is evident to us that additional staff, particularly high
calibre senior research personnel, will be required to service the committee system we
propose. We see the need for a permanent core staff who possess knowledge of the
parliamentary process and the personal qualities to work in a political environment
combined with the flexibility to engage additional general staff and specialist expertise
where required. In many cases specialist staff will only be needed for the duration of a
particular phase of a committee’s program. Short term and periodic specialist staff could
be recruited through the universities, business and the public sector. In order to attract
suitably qualified and experienced research staff it will be necessary to create an
appropriate career structure and incentives. We particularly note the comments of
Mr Tony Rutherford regarding the staffing of Senate committees.

Consistent with the typical staffing profile of a Senate committee and the staffing pattern
recommended by the Select Committee on a Committee System in the Legislative Council
we envisage three categories of staff: firstly, the committee secretary, responsible for
procedural advice and organising secretarial and administrative support; secondly,
experienced, well qualified research staff; and thirdly, highly competent secretarial and
administrative staff. The Senate employ research staff at three levels: research officer,
senior research officer and principal research officer. We believe the Western Australian
Parliament could adopt a similar hierarchy to ensure an appropriate balance of support to
each committee.

A Committee Office

Traditionally, the staffing of committees has been determined by the committee chair in
consultation with the Presiding Officer and the Clerk, with staff reporting to the Clerk.
While this fundamental reporting arrangement is logical, we see the need for the
establishment of a new office, the Committee Office. This office will be managed by a
Committee Director and will be responsible for providing each committee with a
competent secretariat team consisting of a committee secretary, one or more research
officers and an executive assistant. The number of research officers will depend on the
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workload with permanent officers being supplemented from time to time with temporary
employees, staff on secondment from other departments and by contract researchers or
advisers.

Information Technology Support

In addition to the information technologies available through the Parliamentary Library
such as online databases and CD-ROM reference tools it is essential that appropriate
software and hardware is readily accessible to all committee staff.

Funding

As the Report of the Select Committee on a Committee System in the Legislative Council
stated, it is important that committees are adequately funded in respect of the above
activities and requirements.

8.4.4.5 Recommendations

1. A Committee Office should be established under the leadership of a
Committee Director with responsibility and the resources to provide
each committee with a competent secretariat.

2. An information technology plan should be implemented to support
the committee system.

3. Adequate funding should be made available to support fully a system
of standing committees in both houses of Parliament.

8.5 MANAGEMENT OF PARLIAMENT

In his study of Australian parliaments, Getting our Houses in Order Dr Dean Jaensch
writes:

Consider a hypothetical new member imbued with a zeal to be the best ‘representative’
possible – who intends to involve himself fully in the legislative process, participating in
debates with well-researched, positive and, if necessary, critical speeches. The member
intends to involve him or herself in party and committee work, in the activities of a
representative of an electorate, and be seen as a person who has the potential for
leadership in his or her parliamentary career.

Do the facilities available to the aspiring parliamentarian allow for these admirable aims
to be fulfilled? Do we, as the public ‘masters’ of the system, provide what is necessary,
let alone understand that it is necessary ... How often does the Australian public examine
the facts of life of members of Parliament: ask whether the facilities available to the
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members are adequate, whether salaries are sufficient, whether working conditions are
conducive to the aims of the job? (Jaensch, 1986: 103)

Two interrelated issues which are frequently identified as impediments to the work of
members of parliament are coping with the information explosion and a lack of time.
Members of Parliament have consistently raised these issues with us informally and by
means of formal submissions.

8.5.1 INFORMATION NEEDS OF MEMBERS

8.5.1.1 Issues for Consideration

The WA Royal Commission emphasised the important link between information and
accountability:

Information is the key to accountability. Given Parliament’s role as the primary
accountability agent of the public, accurate information is its lifeblood. Without it,
Parliament can be neutralised, the public left vulnerable. (WA Royal Commission, 1992:
II 2.4.2)

In September 1990, the House of Representatives Standing Committee for Long Term
Strategies commenced an inquiry; Australia as an Information Society. One term of
reference was to consider ‘Parliament and information issues in the context of
Parliamentary decision making.’ In 1991 the Committee released an Issues Paper, The role
of Parliament in an age of Executive dominance. On the basis of our investigations, the
opening paragraph of this paper is an apt description of the present situation in Western
Australia and raises important issues for consideration:

The declining relevance of parliament has become a major topic in recent times. Among
the public there is widespread cynicism about many aspects of parliamentary
government, and among members of parliament themselves a common feeling of
frustration and helplessness. Much of the disenchantment stems from the feeling that it
is the executive which dominates parliamentary proceedings and restricts the capacity of
members to debate issues and make decisions. Even if members today have the capacity
to be better informed than ever before, there is a feeling that they are unable to get the
information they really need, cannot adequately process the information they do receive
or cannot use it effectively in the course of parliamentary deliberations. (Commonwealth
of Australia, House of Representatives Standing Committee for Long Term Strategies,
1991: 1)

When talking to members of Parliament they frequently commented to us that they did not
have sufficient time to read all the material they receive – ‘I haven’t read that; we just get
so much paper, huge amounts of paper.’ One British parliamentarian is reported to have
declared: ‘The large waste paper baskets they give us here are the most important tools of
our trade’ (Lovell, 1994: 84).
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In Reform and Recovery, the IPA under the heading Parliament and the Executive
conclude:

Members badly need more time and information. ... Information is more expensively
acquired. We suggest here two or three means; unlike most of the recommendations in
this book they do involve some increases, not major, in outlays. (IPA, 1993: 16)

Possible means of improving the present situation include:

• increasing the staff and range of facilities and services offered to members through
the Parliamentary Library;

• increasing the allocation of research staff to Members of Parliament;

• greater use of information technology; and

• the establishment of an independent policy secretariat funded out of Parliament’s
own appropriation.

8.5.1.2 Actions to date

There has been minimal change since the WA Royal Commission, although Members of
Parliament now have the facility to access Hansard and the Parliamentary Library
catalogue by modem from their electorate office.

8.5.1.3 Public Submissions

In COG Discussion Paper No. 8 (1995a: 13) we outlined the staffing structure of the
Western Australian Parliamentary Library. Unlike other Australian and many overseas
parliamentary libraries, the Western Australian Parliamentary Library does not employ
subject-specialist research staff. The submissions we received relating to the Parliamentary
Library spoke favourably of the existing service. However, several Members of Parliament
submitted that beneficial changes could be made to enhance the library’s role.

In a written submission the Hon. Hendy Cowan MLA, Deputy Premier argued:

The Parliamentary Library service should be reviewed in light of the rapidly developing
information technology and the evolving role of MPs. The review should be directed
towards providing research and analytical services in addition to its current reference
service.
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At the public hearing in Perth the Hon. John Cowdell MLC stated:

I may point out to the Commissioners that we have the absolute disgrace in Western
Australia; that our parliament library has no research capacity whatsoever. I think it is
the only parliamentary library in the country that doesn’t.

In his written submission the Hon. Phillip Pendal MLA agreed the library was under-
resourced, but he preferred the introduction of an Imprest Account for Research in
preference to the employment of subject-specialist research staff in the library:

By virtue of such a system, the existing Parliament House library service would in all
probability be used more efficiently, given that it would be accessed by more people
(trained research assistants) to get the most out of an information system.

For my part this would be preferable to the suggestion in the COG Discussion Paper
where the idea of the subject specialist research staff is canvassed.

Appearing at the public hearing in Perth, Mr Larry Graham MLA stated:

The Parliamentary Library is an excellent organisation but it is subject to budget
restraints. We are the only Parliament ... where members research and write their own
speeches ... In every other parliament in Australia the library has designated researchers,
so you go to them and say, ‘I want to speak on Bill A. These are the sorts of things I
want to talk about’, and they do the work for you and, if you ask them, they will prepare
a speech for you, so the criticism is unfair, but the criticism of the service is valid.

In a written submission Mr Max Trenorden MLA stated: ‘The Parliamentary Library
should be enhanced to mirror the Canadian system where the Library is also a research
resource for all Members and committees.’

In a written submission the Australian Democrats made the following comments in
relation to the Parliamentary Library:

The Federal parliamentary library has been accorded high praise by many
parliamentarians for its services. The WA parliamentary library needs to emulate it
wherever practical.

The WA Branch of the Australian Library and Information Association submitted the
following comments on the Parliamentary Library:

The staffing levels of the Western Australian Parliamentary Library are such that it
would be very difficult for the library to satisfactorily meet the information needs of
parliament and its committees. When comparing the numbers of staff employed ... it is
clear that the WA library is under resourced. While the library has made good use of
information technology to efficiently provide its services it is not in a position to be as
proactive as is required to adequately meet the extensive information needs of an
informed parliament.
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In a written submission, Dr Russell Cope, a former Parliamentary Librarian in the New
South Wales Parliament, between 1949 and 1991 argued:

... for a clearer recognition of the potential of parliamentary libraries to offer
differentiated services capable of meeting most information needs of members, their
staffs and of the parliamentary establishment itself. A strengthening of the library is
advocated as of equal importance to the creation of a research capacity, but it must be
conceded that the culture of parliamentary administrations is not conducive to this goal.
By nature parliamentary administrations are conservative and have a very weak record
of innovation from within, even though there are persons of considerable talent and
ability in charge of them. Parliamentary libraries are essentially innovative and
explorative in their professional orientation, but this quality is sometimes interpreted as
threatening by the administrative chiefs and by governments which are not eager to
make the opposition more effective than necessary ... [I] believe Australian
parliamentary libraries have still a long way to go before it can be said that they have
developed all their potential.

Several submissions outlined the difficulties Members of Parliament face in attempting to
manage the flow of information, particularly the limited resources available to assist
individual members. Mr Tony Rutherford, from the IPA, summarised the situation
succinctly at the public hearing in Perth:

The point I think I really want to make most clearly is this, that Parliament is only as
good as the resources that its members bring to it and I don’t think we can emphasise
that point enough. Members of Parliament are a fairly average cross-section of the
community.

Somewhere along the line we also ask them to be very responsible members of
Parliament, to sit in judgment on budgets of several billion dollars, to think seriously
about very complex legislative issues, to think seriously about issues which are the next
stage on, issues which are likely to develop into legislation which need policy responses.

If you turn up for an average day of sitting in the Federal Parliament and then if you go
and sit up on the hill for a day you do notice a distinct difference in standards, but to the
extent that the average federal member or senator sounds wiser, better informed than his
state counterpart, that is largely a function, almost entirely a function, of the resources
available to him. I can speak from personal experience, for instance, of the magnificent
resources that the Parliamentary Library in Canberra gives to its members.

Mr Rutherford informed the Commission that ‘... every member of parliament and senator
at the federal level has three staff; some have four; ministers of course and shadow
spokesmen have a lot more ... I don’t believe that any member of parliament at any level,
state or federal, can do without that.’ Later in the hearing Mr Rutherford suggested that
each member of the Western Australian Parliament could justify having two full-time staff
members each, as long as there was some control exercised on the qualifications of the
non-clerical person so that you encourage them actually to put on a research person:
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The temptation is always to use the research position for low political purposes. In the
end there is nothing you can do to stop that, but as long as you encourage them to
employ qualified research people, I think you have done all you can do.

Mr Jack Evans of the Australian Democrats indicated at the public hearing in Perth that:

I can’t understand how a parliamentarian can operate effectively without a research
assistant, an electorate assistant and a secretary - at least three staff, absolute minimum.

... We have to recognise that here are potentially 300 public servants who could do a
fantastic job to make the Parliament far more effective, far more efficient and if we had
to make provision for those there is probably enough funds if you replace the public
relations staff with research staff as a first step because research staff are essential;
public relations staff are not.

Members of Parliament who made submissions to us also commented on their need for
additional research assistance. Two members, the Hon. Phillip Pendal MLA and Mr Larry
Graham MLA, proposed that a system similar to the imprest account for member’s travel
could be established. In a written submission Mr Pendal outlined his proposal:

I believe that the State should introduce an Imprest Account for MPs for research
purposes, in much the same way as an Imprest Travel Account works. The beauty of this
system is that the money is spent only as and when it is needed.

An MP could, for example, choose to appoint a full-time research assistant, or sub-
contract 10 or 20 or 30 research assignments annually to perhaps 10, 20 or 30 ... people.
In the case of some MPs they may choose not to use the Imprest Research Account at
all, or only occasionally. That in itself would ensure that money was not spent
unnecessarily.

At the public hearing in Perth Mr Larry Graham MLA explained to us that in a recent
submission to the Salary and Allowances Tribunal the Australian Labor Party proposed
that members have access to a draw-down account to allow for research assistance.

In addition to recommending an increase in the number of staff available to Members of
Parliament and upgrading the facilities of the Parliamentary Library, the IPA recommend
the establishment of an Independent Policy Secretariat, separate from the public service,
and funded out of Parliament’s own appropriation:

This need have no more than eight or nine staff, biased toward economists (or, more
broadly, policy analysts) with perhaps one lawyer. The task of the IPS would be to
provide an independent assessment, primarily economic, of each measure introduced
into Parliament, before debate takes place. A particular task will be a comprehensive
analysis of each year’s budget. (IPA, 1993: 17)
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8.5.1.4 Analysis

Members of Parliament require an objective and non-partisan library service that can
provide information in a timely and confidential manner. The Mission Statement of the
Western Australian Parliamentary Library is: ‘To make relevant, accurate and timely
information available to Members of Parliament, their staff, Parliamentary staff and other
users’ (Western Australia, Treasury, 1995: 9).

A recent major study of the information requirements of Australian parliamentarians
concluded, amongst other things, that the three major sources of information for
parliamentarians and their staff - in terms of both their frequency of use and the regard
held for them - are newspapers and periodicals, the Parliamentary Library, and office
files. (Lovell, 1994: 83)

A survey of federal parliamentarians conducted by Dr David Lovell asked respondents to
rate parliamentary services in terms of importance:

... 97.4% of respondents rated their office staff as moderately to very important; 93.5%
rated the Parliamentary Library generally to a similar degree; 92.3 % rated the
Parliamentary Research Service [of the Parliamentary Library] similarly; 85.9% rated
Hansard similarly; and 85.7% rated committee staff similarly. Asked to identify the
single most important parliamentary service which supported their legislative role,
respondents overwhelmingly chose their office staff (69.2%), with the Parliamentary
Library second at 11.5%. (Lovell, 1994: 84)

The Western Australian Parliamentary Library is the only parliamentary library in
Australia which does not have a separate research branch. Typically in other Australian
and overseas parliaments such as the United Kingdom (UK) House of Commons and the
Canadian House of Commons a division of the parliamentary library, known as the
research branch or research service, provides specialised research for members,
committees and their respective staffs. This pattern of development can be traced to a UK
House of Commons Select Committee report in 1945-46 which recommended that in
addition to requiring a modern and efficient library-based reference and information
service members required a specialised research service:

In placing this research function in the Library, rather than recommending the formation
of a separate parliamentary research unit, Members of the Select Committee were again
breaking new ground. They established, in the process of doing so, the important
principle that library, information and research facilities for the legislature should be
integrated and mutually dependent the one on the other for their effective and
economical running. Today, the much larger library-based organisations which have
grown up, for example in Westminster, Canberra and Ottawa, and which still combine
these three related functions, owe much to the foresight of early bodies of Members such
as the 1945-46 Select Committee which plotted the basic course to be followed.
(Menhennet, 1991: 75)
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Most of the work performed by these research units is on behalf of individual members or
committees. In the Federal Parliament, the Parliamentary Research Service (PRS) structure
comprises seven research groups organised on a subject basis. The focus of the PRS is
outlined in the Department of the Library Program Performance Statements 1993-94:

The Program’s operational strategy is to maintain the precedence of work for individual
clients. To lesson the reactive nature of work patterns inherent in this type of service, a
‘Forecast of Issues’ paper is written in each subject area. This provides a focus for the
development of expertise by individual officers during the forthcoming financial year,
suggests areas where material for general distribution may most usefully be prepared and
assists co-ordination of the Department’s actions to anticipate client requirements.
(1994: 39)

We propose that the Western Australian Parliamentary Library should develop a similar
research capability to service the research requirements of individual members and
committees. We believe, on the basis of submissions made to us, that an increase in the
existing library budget is justified.

Serious consideration should also be given to the research needs of individual Members of
Parliament. Additional research capacity is particularly critical for opposition members,
independent members and to a lesser extent the government backbench.

All members are entitled to an electorate office and an electorate officer who is employed
on a contract for the term of the member. The two options which have been put to us to
meet the information (research) needs of members are:

• each member should have an entitlement to a research officer, employed on similar
conditions to an electorate officer; or

• each member should have access to a Research Imprest Account similar to a
member’s Travel Imprest Account.

The Queensland Electoral and Administrative Review Commission (EARC) reported on
the information and resource needs of non-government members of the Queensland
Parliament in 1991. At that time New South Wales was the only State that unconditionally
provided all Members of Parliament with more than one full-time staff entitlement (two).
Both Victoria and Tasmania had (or were considering) provision for a member to access
an imprest type account for research purposes (EARC, 1991: 103). The entitlement sought
was $11,000 and $10,000 respectively. Since 1991, New South Wales has increased the
FTE entitlement for independent members to three and South Australia has increased all
members entitlement by 0.6 FTE to 1.6 FTE.

We have received a number of submissions which support the entitlement of each member
to additional staff assistance for research duties. Most have favoured granting members the
right to employ a research officer. The IPA have supported an increase in staff,
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particularly for opposition members who lack the degree of access to ministers’ offices
and departments available to government members. For individual members the IPA
recommend:

the allocation of extra staff to Opposition Members in the ratio of two positions to each
three Members. In this way Members will have to prove that they can use staff well – or
lose them to their more eager colleagues. Independent Members ... should have one
similar extra staff position each. Government backbenchers should have additional staff
allocated on the basis of no more than one extra staff for every two members ... These
new staff positions should be adequately salaried, say, at the level of departmental
research officers ... [and] should be excluded from permanency of tenure. (IPA, 1993:
16)

Members of Parliament have two major areas of responsibility; their constituency role and
their legislative role. We believe there is a compelling argument that both roles should be
equally recognised in the allocation of staff resources to members. On the basis of the
submissions received and our discussions with members we are convinced that most
members would welcome the opportunity to engage an additional staff resource for
research purposes. We believe that the addition of a research officer position (one FTE - to
enable job splitting) to the existing staff entitlements of each member has the potential to
make a significant impact on the ability of members to fulfil their legislative
responsibilities.

Greater use of information technology to the advantage of Members of Parliament and the
public will continue to be a challenge for the Parliament and its officers for the foreseeable
future. For individual members, this might include greater access to online services,
enhanced e-mail facilities and custom designed databases, with a keyword search
capability, incorporating information such as the State budget and the annual reports of
government departments and agencies. In passing, we note the Parliament of Australia
Internet Trial which aims to provide wide community access to a range of parliamentary
material on people, business and records of the Australian Parliament. It includes:

• What’s on Today, the House of Representatives Daily program;

• weekly Hansard reports, the official Hansard record which is available two to three
weeks after the last day of a fortnight sitting. Hansard can be searched using
keywords; and

• biographical data on members and senators.

The suggestion of an independent policy secretariat has merit. We note that a similar body
exists in the Canadian House of Commons. At this stage we are not inclined to further
pursue this option due to our proposal to establish a research branch within the
Parliamentary Library. However, we believe this proposal should be revisited at a later
date as part of an overall assessment of the effect of the changes we propose.
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8.5.1.5 Recommendations

1. The Parliamentary Library should be restructured to include an
appropriately staffed Research Branch to provide a specialist
research service to members and committees.

2. All members, excluding ministers, be granted an entitlement to
engage research staff (one FTE) on the same basis as electorate
officers are employed.

8.5.2 MANAGING PARLIAMENT’S TIME

8.5.2.1 Issues for Consideration

At the same time as the pressure of parliamentary business rises, the non-parliamentary
demands on members are also increasing. This is in addition to pressures from the
government of the day to speed the passage of legislation. In 1993 the House of
Representatives Standing Committee on Procedure was given a broad term of reference:

To inquire into and report on the practices and procedures of the House generally with a
view to making recommendations for their improvement or change and for the
development of new procedures. (Commonwealth of Australia, House of
Representatives Standing Committee on Procedure, 1993: v)

Specific terms of reference included:

• the sitting times of the house and the programming of its business;

• questions without notice;

• the role and operation of committees of the house; and

• legislative procedures.

The sitting times reference in the inquiry arose because of members’ growing
dissatisfaction with current sitting hours, particularly late night sittings. There was also
concern that the house ought to be spending more time on the consideration of legislation.

Members expressed concerns about the adverse consequences of late night sittings on their
own health and on that of parliamentary staff. Many also questioned the effectiveness
given that a member’s working day starts early, even if the Parliament does not sit until
the afternoon. Members were also aware of community disquiet about the way that
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Parliament operates, and that parliamentary sitting hours are one element of such criticism.
Similar observations can be made about the Western Australian Houses of Parliament.

The Standing Orders of the Parliament prevent committees from meeting while the
Parliament is sitting. This means committee meetings are frequently held either
immediately before the house is scheduled to sit, or during the evening dinner break. As a
result the time for committee meetings is very limited. Combined with the other demands
on members at non-sitting times the opportunity for committee work is seriously
diminished. Standing committees can continue to meet during an adjournment, but their
work must cease on prorogation.

8.5.2.2 Actions to date

The Legislative Assembly Select Committee on Procedure is undertaking an inquiry into
the more effective use of time in the Legislative Assembly, with particular reference to:

• procedures for examination of legislation;

• organisation and priority of business;

• the value of developing a new committee system; and

• opportunities for private members.

The Committee’s report to the Assembly is due towards the end of 1995.

8.5.2.3 Public Submissions

Mr Max Trenorden MLA submitted that:

Time for Committees and for Private Members, as against Opposition time, is important
to reclaim some power for the Parliament ... Time must be found for committees to sit
and this could be accommodated by scheduling Wednesday mornings for this process.

... This contentious area could be eased by better management of time consuming
processes in the House. A committee system is one of those, allowing business which is
currently conducted before the House to be conducted in committee.

The Parliamentary Commissioner for Administrative Investigations (State Ombudsman),
Mr Robert Eadie suggested in his written submission that:

The current sitting times and composition of the Upper and Lower Houses cause
parliamentary committees a number of practical problems. Firstly, it is the convention in
Western Australia that parliamentary committees cannot sit while Parliament is itself
sitting, unless special permission is sought from the appropriate House. To cater for this
restriction, it has been the practice for both Houses to set aside a particular day for
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Standing Committees to meet. It could be argued, therefore, that unless this convention
were to be amended, any extension of the current sitting times could well result in a
reduction in the time available for public sector scrutiny by committees.

Some time ago (during the term of the previous government), it was proposed that the
Legislative Council should sit for only two days per week and that the third day would
be devoted to committee meetings. The proposal was not taken up at the time and, to my
knowledge, has not been reconsidered since. It may be that, if changes to the functions
of the Upper Houses were to be considered to emphasise its role as a house of review,
the setting aside of a whole day for committees would overcome the problem.

Addressing the public seminar in Perth, Dr John Uhr commented:

Australian Parliaments are notoriously mean with their time, and sit far less frequently
than do most comparable parliaments ... Each house of the Western Australian
parliament sits, on average, for about 55 days, which is about par for most state
parliaments. The Commonwealth houses stretch it out, to around 65 days for the House
of Representatives and around 75 days for the Senate ... The conclusion is that
Australian parliaments do not give themselves enough time to do all the work that the
community might reasonably expect them to perform.

... the real difference between typical state performance and that of the Commonwealth
is that federal members spend considerably more time on parliamentary committees, the
work of which often flows into and enhances the primary work of the chambers. The
recently established House of Representatives legislative committee (or Main
Committee as it is called) last year gave members almost an additional two weeks of
time to devote solely to debating Bills. Figures for committee time in the Senate show
that senators now spend around twice as much time in committee hearings as they do in
chamber business.

But time of course can be used well or wasted, and figures alone do not tell the full
story. Let me use Commonwealth examples to make a point about different ways in
which time can be managed. During the late 1980s, the Senate began the practice of not
considering Bills which came from the House after a certain date near the end of the
sittings. One effect was to force the government to alter its use of House procedures to
stagger its consideration of Bills, which are now introduced in one period of sittings with
the expectation that they will not pass the House until the next period of sittings. That is
one example of how even finite legislative time is elastic, and can bend under the
pressure of institutional will.

At the public hearing in Perth the Hon. John Cowdell MLC was very critical of the
existing use of time for committee purposes in the Legislative Council:

If you can’t break through the grid then you don’t have a game at all and we don’t break
through the grid at the moment of the parliamentary timetable. Committees are a fringe
activity. They occupy the leftover bits of time ... I have sat on committees that have met
in the corridors of Parliament House at midnight, for example, such is the timetable. One
committee this week, the legislation committee, requires two meetings. They have fitted
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in one in a tea break while the house is sitting because we are not allowed to sit while the
chamber is in session itself.

... I suggest that the Legislative Council could quite easily amend its sitting schedule. It
does at the moment not sit until 3.30 on a Tuesday and 2.30 on a Wednesday and
Thursday. I am arguing that the Council could, should, devote Wednesday afternoons
and Wednesday evenings to committee sessions. That puts it firmly right in the middle
of the weekly sitting program on a Wednesday. That would allow two significant
allocations of time including an evening session which I think is important for allowing
members of the general public to appear before committees. Most often when we meet it
is at a time when members of the general public cannot come before committees or they
have to take a half day off work or whatever. It would be worthwhile to have an evening
session in there.

If the government was concerned about the loss of legislative time let me argue that this
could be simply rectified if the Council were to meet at 2.00 on a Tuesday, at 10.00 on a
Wednesday and 10.00 on a Thursday. In other words introducing essentially two
morning sessions as well. That would almost give them the lost time, if that were
necessary, to allow for a central allocation of time for committee work on a Wednesday
afternoon and a Wednesday evening. That is if you subscribe to the trade-off formula. I
don’t entirely subscribe to the trade-off formula on the basis of the amount of wasted
time even in the current sitting hours of the Council. That is the first important thing:
breaking through the grid, giving a prominent allocation of time, not the fringe.

8.5.2.4. Analysis

For a standing committee system to operate effectively, the system must have adequate
resources. Time is a critical resource in this context. We have received submissions
claiming that there is a lack of time available for committee work in the Western
Australian Parliament. In the Australian Senate the ratio of committee hours to senate
hours is over 3:1 for the 1994-95 financial year, reflecting the long hours committees
devote to evidence gathering and report deliberations (Commonwealth of Australia,
Department of the Senate, 1995: 105).
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(Commonwealth of Australia, Department of the Senate, 1995: 105)

Senate Standing Orders enable committees (including sub-committees) to meet in private
while the Senate is sitting. The Committee can transact business and take decisions
providing a quorum is present and there is at least one government party member and one
opposition party member present. In order to meet in public (for example to hear evidence)
when the Senate is sitting, leave must be granted.

Unlike Western Australia, Senate Standing Orders permit standing committees to continue
to transact business despite the prorogation of Parliament, or the dissolution of the House
of Representatives. However, as prorogation only occurs before a general election, this
issue is not as topical in the context of the Federal Parliament as it is in Western Australia.
A full discussion of the impact of prorogation on the work of parliamentary committees
follows in 8.5.3.

Sitting Times

Before considering the effect of the Standing Orders of the Western Australian Parliament,
which do not allow committees to meet while the house is sitting, we will consider another
time related issue. Adjustment to the number of sitting days and sitting hours appears to
offer potential for allowing more time for committee activity. As Dr Uhr commented at the
Perth public seminar, the Western Australian Parliament sits for about 55 days, spread
over two sessions each year. Although this is about average for other Australian
parliaments, it is lower than the Federal Parliament and almost 50 per cent less than
Canadian provincial (state) parliaments.

In session, the Western Australian Parliament usually meets three days a week, Tuesday to
Thursday. The current sitting times are as follows:
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Figure 8.1:  Hours of Senate Committee Meetings compared 
with Sitting Hours of the Senate
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Legislative Assembly —

Tuesdays – 2 pm to 6 pm 7.30 pm to 11 pm
Wednesdays 11 am to 1 pm 2 pm to 6 pm 7.30 pm to 11 pm
Thursdays 10 am to 1 pm 2 pm to 6 pm –

Legislative Council —

Tuesdays 3.30 pm to 6 pm 7.30 pm to 11 pm
Wednesdays 2.30 pm to 6 pm 7.30 pm to 11 pm
Thursdays 2.30 pm to 6 pm –

In 1993, the House of Representatives Standing Committee on Procedure made the
following recommendation incorporating 65 hours of sitting over a two week period:

134.  It is recommended that:

(a) the House continue to sit on a four-week cycle of two sitting weeks followed by
two non-sitting weeks;

(b) The House sit on Monday to Thursday of each sitting week;

(c) The sitting hours of the House to be as follows –

Mondays 12.30 pm to 8 pm
Tuesdays 12.30 pm to 8 pm
Wednesdays 9.30 am to 1 pm 2 pm to 8 pm
Thursdays 9.30 am to 1 pm 2 pm to 6.30 pm

(1993: 33)

The present sitting hours of the Federal Parliament are:

House of Representatives —

Mondays – 12.30 pm to 8 pm
Tuesdays – 12.30 pm to 8 pm
Wednesdays 9.30 am to 1 pm 2 pm to 8 pm
Thursdays 9.30 am to 1 pm 2 pm to 6 pm
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Senate —

Mondays – 2 pm to 8 pm
Tuesdays – 2 pm to 8 pm
Wednesdays 9.30 am to 1 pm 2 pm to 8 pm
Thursdays 9.30 am to 1 pm 2 pm to 8 pm

We believe it is desirable for the Western Australian Parliament to lengthen each
parliamentary session by two sitting weeks and adopt a revised pattern of sitting hours
along the lines recommended by the House of Representatives Standing Committee on
Procedure.

This has the potential to overcome some of the problems associated with late night sittings
and build in regular periods of time for committee and party meetings.

Standing Orders

The Standing Orders of both houses of the Western Australian Parliament prevent
committees meeting while the house is sitting. It is argued that practical reasons such as
distance, associated travel time and costs, time away from electorates and family make it
impractical for committees to conduct regular meetings during parliamentary
adjournments and recess. The major exception to this is where committees may wish to
undertake travel either intra or inter state, or even overseas. It has been put to us that an
amendment to the Standing Orders to enable committees to meet while the house is sitting
would greatly improve the effectiveness of the committee system. In considering this
proposal we are mindful of the size of the Western Australian Parliament. If too many
members were absent from the chamber at any one time a quorum may be difficult to
achieve. There is also the public perception of a house in session with only the minimum
number of members in attendance. Notwithstanding, we believe that there is scope for an
amendment to the Standing Orders of the Parliament to enable committees to meet in
private, under similar conditions which pertain to the Senate.

Another possibility is the greater use of information technology to conduct committee
meetings using teleconferencing, videolinks or other electronic means. The House of
Representatives Standing Committee on Procedure recently conducted an inquiry into the
‘Application of Modern Technology to Committee Proceedings’. The Committee
concluded:

... that modern technology offers committees the opportunity for increased flexibility and
effectiveness in the way they carry out their functions. Its use needs to be carefully
managed to ensure that committee proceedings (as part of the wider proceedings of
Parliament) continue to be protected, to ensure that the quality of evidence received by
committees is maintained, and to ensure the continued application of the necessary
safeguards for members of the public who take part in, or who are affected by, those
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proceedings. (Commonwealth of Australia, House of Representatives, Standing
Committee on Procedure, 1994: vii)

8.5.2.5 Recommendations

1. An additional two sitting weeks should be added to each
parliamentary session.

2. Hours of sitting should be extended to approximate those of the
House of Representatives and the Senate.

3. Standing Orders should be amended to allow committees to meet
while the house is sitting.

8.5.3 PROROGATION

8.5.3.1 Issues for Consideration

The parliamentary cycle operates in sittings, sessions and parliaments. A sitting refers to a
single day’s business, a session refers to a block of sitting days, and a parliament exists
from the time the governor summons parliament to meet after a general election until it is
dissolved before the next election. Prorogation terminates a session of parliament; it
originates from the Westminster tradition whereby the Crown determines when parliament
should commence and conclude its deliberations:

The prorogation of parliament is a prerogative act of the Crown. Just as Parliament can
commence its deliberations only at the time appointed by the Queen, so it cannot
continue them any longer than she pleases.

... The effect of prorogation is at once to suspend all business until Parliament shall be
summoned again. Not only are the sittings of Parliament at an end, but all proceedings
pending at the time are quashed ... Every bill must therefore be renewed after
prorogation, as if it were introduced for the first time. (May, 1989: 222)

In Western Australia the Governor’s power to prorogue Parliament is an exercise of
statutory authority under s.3 of the Constitution Act 1889, and not, as is the case in the
United Kingdom, an exercise of the prerogative powers of the Crown.

Section 3 of the Constitution Act 1889 (CA) states that:

It shall be lawful for the Governor to fix the place and time for holding the first and
every other session of the Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly, and from time
to time to vary thereof: and also to prorogue the Legislative Council and Legislative
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Assembly from time to time, and to dissolve the Legislative Assembly by Proclamation
or otherwise whenever he shall think fit.

According to the Final Report of the Joint Select Committee on the Constitution, s.3 ‘is
entrenched [in the constitution] by the requirement for a referendum under the provisions
of CA (s.73(2))’ (Western Australia, Joint Select Committee on the Constitution, 1991:
(2) 20).

The Governor, on the advice of the government, has the power to decide the date of
prorogation after which all parliamentary activities are immediately suspended. This
means that any Bills or motions on the Notice Papers cease to exist unless restored by
resolution at the next session. Standing committees continue to exist despite prorogation,
but, they are not able to meet and transact business. Once Parliament has been reopened
any inquiries by a standing committee commenced in the previous session are
automatically resumed unless the subject of the inquiry was referred to the committee by
the house in the previous session. In that case, inquiries relating to that subject cease at the
time of prorogation and that subject must again be referred by resolution to the house.

Select committees, on the other hand, cease to exist after prorogation. If such a committee
is to continue its activities in the new session, the committee and its membership must be
reappointed by resolution and its terms of reference renewed. A resolution of the house is
also required if the committee wishes to use the minutes of evidence and records of the
previous committee.

Thus while parliament can establish a select committee to inquire into the conduct of the
executive, the executive has the power, through prorogation, to terminate that inquiry
before it has been completed.

The effect on select committees of the prorogation of parliament in 1991 was referred to
by Emeritus Professor Martyn Webb and Associate Professor Patrick O’Brien, who wrote:

... it is not too fanciful to compare the Premier of Western Australia’s recent proroguing
of the Western Australian parliament aimed at dismissing both these Committees, to
King Charles’ dismissal of a recalcitrant parliament — an act for which he was later
executed. (O’Brien, 1991: 344)

The practice in Western Australia, unlike other states and the Commonwealth, is for
Parliament to be prorogued and reopened by the Governor each year. The practice is based
on the interpretation of s.4 of the Constitution Act 1889, which states that there shall be a
session of the Legislative Council and the Legislative Assembly at least once in every
year. On most occasions prorogation has occurred relatively close to the next opening but,
in 1985 prorogation occurred in November while the Legislative Council was still sitting.
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In 1985, a report produced by the Select Committee on a Committee System in the
Legislative Council addressed the issue of prorogation:

Although little or no inconvenience is caused by a prorogation at the present time, its
effects on the operation of a committee reviewing proposed laws would be drastic. A
committee may exist for the life of a Parliament, or until otherwise ordered, but little
point is served if the committee is barred from conducting business for some months in
each year by reason of prorogation. (Western Australia, Select Committee on a
Committee System in the Legislative Council, 1985: 5)

In view of the problems associated with prorogation, the report went on to state:

Various Commonwealth legislatures have approached the problems stemming from
prorogation differently. For example, the UK Parliament follows the strict common law;
attempts to thwart it by simple resolution have come to naught. The Australian Senate
ignores the same law on the ground that the common law of England does not, and
should not, apply where local conditions require separate consideration and give rise to
different traditions. The New Zealand Parliament has overridden the common law by
Act which enables the House of Representatives to keep parliamentary business,
including legislation, alive by resolution exempting named items from the effects of
prorogation.
...
We understand that submissions directed towards the enactment of legislation along
New Zealand lines has been requested in the past few years, and we would urge that such
legislation be enacted as quickly as possible. Only then will a standing committee
charged withe scrutiny of “live” legislation be able to function effectively; time being of
the essence. (Western Australia, Select Committee on a Committee System in the
Legislative Council, 1985: 6)

In response to this report the Prorogation of Parliament Bill was introduced into
Parliament in 1989 by the Hon. Norman Moore MLC in the Legislative Council. The Bill
was reintroduced in 1990 and 1991. The purpose of the Bill was to enable either house by
resolution to carry forward business from one session to the next despite the intervention
of a prorogation of Parliament. In 1991, the President of the Legislative Council was asked
to rule on this Bill in relation to two matters:

1. whether the bill required to be passed with an absolute majority on the second and
third readings; and

2. whether, in addition to the absolute majority requirement, a referendum is
required before the Bill is presented to the Governor for the Royal assent.
(WAPD, Council, 14 November 1991: 6730)

In making his ruling the President took a cautious approach choosing not to rule on the
issue of whether the Bill affects the constitution of either house. His ruling went on to state
that:
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No harm is done by leaving this question open because I rule that to avoid any question
of validity of legislation, including this bill, being raised before the court, section 73 (2)
(e) of the Constitution Act applies and it will be necessary for the Bill to pass the second
and third readings with an absolute majority, and, if passed by the Assembly, be put to
referendum before the Governor is asked to give assent. (WAPD, Council, 14 November
1991: 6731)

The ruling means that statutory committees such as those in the House of Representatives
that allow committees to meet and transact business notwithstanding any prorogation of
Parliament could not be established in Western Australia without an absolute majority in
both houses and a referendum as per the President’s Ruling.

8.5.3.2 Actions to Date

The Legislative Council Notice Paper 24 August 1995 listed a motion by the Hon. John
Halden MLC to review the use of prorogation. The motion read:

That this House requests the Government to review the use of prorogation of Parliament
each year and that the practice be discontinued with the intention that no prorogation
occur within the life of the Parliament, except immediately before dissolution of the
Legislative Assembly and that at the commencement of the Parliamentary sitting in each
calendar year the speech from the throne be replaced with a Ministerial Statement setting
out the Government’s legislative program for the year and that an opportunity be given
for debate in the nature of that of the Address-in-Reply. (Western Australia, Legislative
Council, 1995:1)

8.5.3.3 Public Submissions

All the submissions received in relation to the prorogation of Parliament recognised the
disruption it causes to Parliament’s role in the scrutiny of the public sector, as well as the
potential for government to use prorogation as a political tool. Mr Laurie Marquet, Clerk
of the Legislative Council, stated at the public hearing in Perth:

Prorogation is a rather antique weapon, if you like, and can be used and has been used in
this state within the time that I have been clerk for political purposes. Whilst something
is available one can’t really complain if it is used for that purpose, and it would be stupid
to suppose that a weapon such as prorogation wouldn’t be used for political reasons on
occasions, but it does cause major inconvenience.

At the Perth public seminar Mrs Audrey Hine stated:

It can be embarrassing so they prorogue parliament very suddenly and I just think that’s
absolutely immoral. I just think accountability in that respect was absolutely
disgraceful — absolutely.
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In relation to the operation of committees after Parliament has been prorogued, Mr
Marquet stated:

In terms of committees here it is a confounded nuisance. Not only does it kill select
committees but it obviously suspends the operation of any committee and if the house
itself can’t meet then by stronger reasoning obviously a creature of the house, a
committee, certainly can’t meet during a prorogation.

The Hon. John Cowdell MLC supported the continuation of parliamentary committees
despite prorogation. As stated at the public hearing in Perth:

I certainly think that there should be a way for allowing committees to continue that
work during the course of a parliament ... All I am saying is there must be a formula
where in fact the committees can continue to do some work without laying off staff and
having to be reconstituted each time, which could be of satisfaction to the government as
well where they weren’t in a position of pursuing a vendetta against the government.
Prorogation is occasionally used to stop committees in terms of partisan attack on the
executive government, but there must be some formula where we can lessen that and in
fact allow continuity for the committees. Yes, I think that needs to be addressed. I don’t
have the solutions.

The Australian Democrats stated in their written submission that:

In the event of prorogation continuing to occur during a parliamentary term, the
committee structure must be allowed to function, and select committees as well as
standing committees to continue their work even when parliament is prorogued.
Otherwise the work of parliament is unnecessarily interrupted. In cases of executive
manipulation, mid term prorogation may enable the executive to close down a select
committee with which they are uncomfortable, when parliamentary sittings are ended
and prorogation occurs.

Many of the submissions proposed that the practice of prorogation during the term of
Parliament should be discontinued. This sentiment was expressed by the Hon. Hendy
Cowan MLA, Deputy Premier, who stated in his written submission that:

Parliament should not be prorogued between Sessions. This means that Parliamentary
committees should continue to function when Parliament is in recess, except for the
period immediately preceding a general election.

The Australian Democrats held a similar view. As stated in their written submission:

Prorogation during the term of parliament should be ended as a practice. Prorogation
should only occur at the end of a parliamentary term.
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8.5.3.4 Analysis

We consider that the capacity of parliamentary committees to scrutinise and review the
public sector should not be subject to disruption or discontinuation by the executive’s
power to prorogue Parliament. We recognise, however, that the statutory authority for
prorogation derives from s.3 of the Constitution Act 1889, which can only be changed by
referendum. In view of this, and the doubts raised by the President of the Legislative
Council’s ruling on the Prorogation of Parliament Bill 1991 about the validity of any
legislation designed to overcome the effects of prorogation on committees, the issue of
prorogation will need to be re-examined in the final phase of our inquiry in Report No.5.

8.5.3.5 Recommendation

1. Prorogation should not hinder the work of parliamentary committees.
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CHAPTER 9 PARLIAMENTARY SCRUTINY AND
REVIEW OF THE PUBLIC SECTOR

9.1 PARLIAMENT AND THE PUBLIC SECTOR

Specified Matter 17 is concerned with Parliament developing its capacity to bring the
entire public sector under its scrutiny and review.

We regard the definition of public sector in the Public Sector Management Act 1994 as too
narrow to cover all areas generally considered to be within the public sector of Western
Australia. We take the public sector to include the following:

• the Governor and Executive Council;

• the Parliament and all its Committees, both Standing and Select;

• the Cabinet;

• public sector bodies as defined in the Public Sector Management Act 1994;

• ministers and their immediate offices;

• departments, government trading enterprises and agencies responsible to ministers;

• boards of statutory authorities and quasi-autonomous non-government organisations
receiving money from the Consolidated Fund;

• government-appointed committees;

• statutory officials responsible to Parliament, such as the Auditor General, the
Parliamentary Commissioner for Administrative Investigations (State Ombudsman)
and the Commissioner for Public Sector Standards;

• local government bodies; and

• the Police Service.

The scrutiny and review of a body as large and complex as the public sector is a daunting
task. It is important, in considering the role that Parliament should play in the process, for
two things to be borne in mind: although oversight of the public sector is an essential
aspect of the work of Parliament, it is not the whole; and Parliament is not the only body
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responsible for the scrutiny and review of the public sector, even if, as the only body
representative of the people, it is pre-eminent.

The WA Royal Commission identified three ways in which the public sector can be made
to account for its actions to the public: directly, as through freedom of information
legislation or the courts; indirectly, by means of accountability agencies such as the
Auditor General and the State Ombudsman, and Parliament acting in its oversight
capacity; and also indirectly, by means of the accountability of public officials to their
superiors, and, through them, to the accountability agencies. The WA Royal Commission
considered that although direct public accountability was, in a sense, the most fundamental
of the three, it would always require major and systematic supplementation:

What the public cannot do itself, it can do through agencies acting for and on its behalf.
These agencies must be given a central role in exacting accountability from the
administrative system ... The first of these agencies, both in power and responsibility, is
the Parliament. (WA Royal Commission, 1992: II  3.7.1, 3.7.2)

The Auditor General and the State Ombudsman were identified by the WA Royal
Commission as key accountability agencies that should be independent and responsible
directly to Parliament. They recommended the establishment of two additional agencies in
the same category: the Commissioner for Public Sector Standards (the recommendation
has since been implemented) and a Commissioner for the Investigation of Corrupt and
Improper Conduct. The function of agencies of this kind is to scrutinise and review the
public sector on behalf of, but also independently of, the Parliament.

Parliament should avoid duplicating work that can be effectively delegated to other
accountability agencies. Instead, Parliament should concentrate on developing activities
that capitalise on its unique position as the link between the public sector and the people.
In a system of open government, Parliament should be the point at which the processes of
indirect accountability converge. In saying this, we do not suggest that parliamentary
committees should refrain from undertaking inquiries and investigations into matters of
broad public concern.

Parliament has a range of procedures at its disposal for bringing the public sector under
scrutiny, among them general debate, grievances, petitions, matters of public importance,
and the 90 second statement now under trial in the Legislative Assembly. In our inquiries
into Specified Matter 17, we have concentrated our efforts on the three areas specifically
identified: the use of committees, question time, and the manner in which departments and
agencies should be required to report to Parliament.
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9.2 MINISTERIAL RESPONSIBILITY AND PUBLIC SECTOR
ACCOUNTABILITY

The Westminster model, which evolved to cope with a much less complex system of
government and without a strong party system, is based on the concept of a single chain of
accountability passing up through the hierarchy of the public sector to the minister, the
parliament, and finally to the people. Each public official in the chain is accountable only
to the level immediately above, so that the minister alone is obliged to account to
parliament, a notion that has become enshrined as the principle of ministerial
responsibility. According to the traditional version of the principle, the minister is directly
responsible to parliament for everything that occurs in his or her portfolio, and is obliged
to resign over any serious maladministration. But for many years, no minister in Australia
has resigned in a situation where he or she could not reasonably have been expected to
know anything was wrong, nor is there any longer the expectation of resignation under
such circumstances.

While the reinterpretation of ministerial responsibility along the lines described above may
be regarded as reasonable, it raises a serious question: if the minister is not fully
accountable to parliament, who is? If there is any area of public sector activity for which
no one can be held to account by parliament, what meaning is there in responsible
government?

The WA Royal Commission considered that public sector officials should not be able to
use the principle of ministerial responsibility to avoid public accountability for their
actions:

The object of the principle [of ministerial responsibility] was to bring the conduct of the
executive under the review and control of the Parliament. It cannot now be relied upon
for this. To the extent that it today expresses a principle of accountability to superiors
within administrative hierarchies, it serves a valuable and well recognised purpose, but
one no different from that to be found in any hierarchal organisation in either the public
or the private sector. It provides no justification for immunising the actions of officers
and agencies from the scrutiny and review of the public’s first forum, the Parliament, or
from agencies acting under the mandate of the Parliament. (WA Royal Commission,
1992: II 3.12.6)

Senior public servants are wary of suggestions that they should be directly accountable to
Parliament, arguing that their primary responsibility must be to the immediate source from
which their authority is derived, the government of the day, and that imposing additional
requirements could create a conflict of responsibilities. Since it is the minister who has the
authority to direct policy, it is clearly the minister who must be held responsible for policy
decisions and their outcomes.

In 1993 the Management Advisory Board of the Commonwealth Government released,
after extensive consultation and alteration of an exposure draft, a paper directed at
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establishing accountability principles and practices for the public service. The paper was
aimed at clarifying, among other matters, the accountability relationships between public
servants, their minister, and parliament.

The Management Advisory Board explicitly rejected the traditional version of ministerial
responsibility, maintaining that minsters have never been individually liable for every
action taken by those operating under their authority; instead, another interpretation of the
principle was proposed:

Ministerial responsibility does, however, imply that ministers accept two major
responsibilities: first, for the overall administration of their portfolios ... and secondly,
for carriage in the Parliament of their accountability obligations to that institution.
(Management Advisory Board, 1993: 6)

The role of public servants in relation to Parliament was seen by the Management
Advisory Board as being to fill the gap between the information requirements of
Parliament and what Parliament receives from ministers, by providing regular
documentation such as annual reports and by appearing as required to give evidence
directly to parliamentary committees:

The duty of the public servant is to assist ministers to fulfil their accountability
obligations by providing full and accurate information to the parliament about the factual
and technical background to policies and their administration. (Commonwealth of
Australia, 1989: 1)

The views taken by the WA Royal Commission and the Management Advisory Board
appear to be incompatible, yet it has been effectively argued that much of the difference is
semantic. Dr John Uhr points out that parliamentary committees have long had the
authority to send for and examine persons, papers and records, to make inquiries and to
report to parliament on any questions relating to public accounts:

These three duties establish that parliament’s long-declared view of accountability is
remarkably clear. Parliamentary scrutiny is not confined to shoring up ministerial
responsibility; it reaches to the direct accountability of officials. (Uhr, 1993: 13)

The historical origins of parliamentary control of public officials lies, Dr Uhr claims, not
in managerial control (which would put public servants in the awkward position of serving
two masters), but in verification and quality control:

The fact that the [public accounts] committee has no managerial authority over officials
does not incapacitate the parliamentary process of public accountability, which exists to
verify official trustworthiness. The central avenue of verification is the public record
generated by the open hearing, with its easy public access to selected officials’
explanation and justification of public administration. (Uhr, 1993: 13)
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Despite some difference in rhetoric, the WA Royal Commission’s demand for public
sector officials to be answerable for their actions to the public (WA Royal Commission,
1992: II 3.1.3) is not, we believe, inconsistent with the position taken by the Management
Advisory Board in declaring that when officials give evidence to parliamentary
committees:

... they provide information about policy on behalf of ministers, but are not empowered
to justify or defend policy judgements or options ... they have also needed to explain and
justify management and administrative decisions involving the exercise of delegated
authority, where it is not possible or necessary for ministers to deal with matters
personally and where policy judgements are not involved. (Management Advisory
Board, 1993: 7)

Such an approach ensures that responsibility for policy remains firmly with ministers,
while allowing parliament to obtain the information needed for effective review.

Although the Management Advisory Board has been criticised (for example E. Harman,
1994) for being simplistic in its assessment of accountability relationships, we believe that
it offers a useful model for thinking about the matters considered in this chapter.
According to the model, ministers have clear obligations to account to parliament, with
parliamentary questions and the estimates review process being two means of discharging
those obligations; public sector officials, although not directly responsible to parliament in
the sense of being under its managerial control, may be required to provide information
and explanations to parliament through its committees, in addition to preparing required
documentation such as annual reports. Taken together, the various accountability paths
available have the potential to open up the entire public sector to the scrutiny and review
of the Western Australian Parliament.

9.3 COMMITTEES

9.3.1 CURRENT COMMITTEES

There are four standing committees with responsibilities that entail scrutiny and review of
the public sector: three in the Legislative Council and one in the Legislative Assembly.
Two committees for the specific purpose of considering the Consolidated Fund Estimates
have also been established in the Assembly.

Estimates and Financial Operations Committee

The Estimates and Financial Operations Committee (EFOC) was established by the
Legislative Council on 21 December 1989 with five members. The Chairman and two
other members are drawn from the government party. The Committee has authority to
consider and report on the estimates of expenditure laid before the Legislative Council
each year, and any matter relating to the financial administration of the state.
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Before the establishment of EFOC, the whole house (acting as the Committee of the
Whole) would deal with the estimates process very briefly. Now, EFOC holds estimates
hearings over a one week period, during which 24 agencies are examined in depth. In
December 1994 EFOC released its Ninth Report detailing changes in its approach to
selecting agencies to be reviewed. The Committee now considers agencies whose allocated
proportion of the budget exceeds $100 million; that will introduce significant policy
changes or administrative or operational reforms; that have attracted comments from the
Auditor General; or that belong in a cluster of related agencies. In addition, Members of
Parliament can request particular agencies be looked at.

The Legislative Council’s estimates review process is quite different from that of the
Assembly: in addition to conducting examinations in more depth, EFOC examines capital
as well as recurrent estimates, and releases a report at the end of the process.

EFOC’s terms of reference permit it to undertake a wide range of other investigations
throughout the year. Its reports include Financial Administration and Audit Legislation in
Australia and New Zealand: Implications for Western Australia; Scrutiny of Financial
Administration Legislation in Various Jurisdictions; and Performance Indicators.

Government Agencies Committee

The Government Agencies Committee was established in the Legislative Council in 1982.
Its composition is distinctive in that it has six members (with equal numbers of
government and opposition members), with a quorum of four. It meets weekly when
Parliament is in session, and at other times as needed. Under the Standing Orders the
Committee is empowered to undertake and report to the house on a wide range of inquiries
into the government agencies that fall within its terms of reference; they include statutory
corporations, primary produce boards, regulatory and quasi-judicial bodies, trustees of
government agencies, advisory committees and local and regional bodies (excluding
municipal authorities).

In response to the increasing complexity of the public sector in the 1990s, and the trend
towards outsourcing, whereby service delivery is contracted out to private organisations,
the Committee released its 36th Report in 1994, discussing such issues as the nature and
classification of State agencies.

Constitutional Affairs and Statutes Revision Committee

The Constitutional Affairs and Statutes Revision Committee was first appointed by the
Legislative Council on 21 December 1989. It has three members. Its functions include
considering and reporting on any petition presented to the Council; laws which might be
repealed (for example, laws dealing with the use of horses as transport in city streets);
amendments of a technical nature that might be made to the statute book; the publication
of laws; and any matter of a constitutional or legal nature referred to it by the Council.
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The Committee has the power to call for persons, papers and records; to commission
reports; and to travel in order to gather evidence in the course of its investigations. The
final report is tabled in the Council; the minister responsible is required to report back
within four months.

Constitutional Affairs and Statutes Revision is the only standing committee in Australia
that routinely investigates petitions, a task making up about 95 per cent of its workload.
About 30 petitions, a varying proportion of which relate to public sector activities, are
received a year. Once a petition is tabled, it is forwarded to the appropriate minister for
comment. After receiving the minister’s response the Committee decides whether the
matter warrants further investigation. Investigations have been conducted into matters
such as the development of Port Kennedy as a tourist destination, and the business
activities of Western Women. In 1994, the Committee produced four reports on petitions.

Public Accounts and Expenditure Review Committee

The Public Accounts and Expenditure Review Committee (PAERC) came into being in
1986 when the Standing Orders of the Legislative Assembly were amended to replace the
Public Accounts Committee created in 1971. The new Committee was given wider terms
of reference, specifically ‘to inquire into, consider and report to the Parliament on any
proposal, matter or thing connected with the receipt and expenditure of public moneys ... ’
(Western Australian Legislative Assembly Standing Orders 412(1)). PAERC has authority
to examine public accounts forwarded by the Auditor General; to inspect the financial
affairs of government agencies; to scrutinise reports of the Auditor General and to inquire
into and report on any issue referred to it or that it deems necessary to look into. The
Committee has the power to call for persons, papers or records.

The Committee has five members, three of whom are nominated by the Leader of the
Government. The Chairman is usually a government party member. No minister may serve
on the Committee. Two members may be appointed by the Committee to form a sub-
committee to undertake inquiries on behalf of PAERC.

Once the terms of reference for an inquiry have been adopted, advertisements calling for
written submissions are placed in newspapers and periodicals, and hearings are held. Most
hearings are open to the press and the public. Once submissions have been received and
hearings have been held, the evidence is evaluated and a report is written.

At the end of an investigation, the Committee reports to the Legislative Assembly. If a
particular course of action is recommended, the minister responsible is required by
Standing Orders to reply within three months.

Since its inception, the Committee has presented 30 reports (including PAERC’s own
annual reports) covering a wide range of topics, including investigations into the Heritage
Council, the Totalisator Agency Board and the Port Hedland Port Authority. Members
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may request PAERC to inquire into a topic of concern, as when Dr Geoff Gallop sought an
investigation into State financial support for firms or industries.

PAERC has a close, informal relationship with the Auditor General’s office. The
Committee does not, at present, systematically scrutinise annual reports, but does pursue
issues raised in the General Reports of the Auditor General. These reports are another
source of topics for investigation by PAERC, a recent example being the utilisation of the
Government Corporate Credit Card.

Estimates Committees A and B

Estimates Committees A and B meet concurrently over a period of one week in September
to ‘examine and report only on proposed recurrent expenditure from the Consolidated
Fund, for the Parliament and each department or Government agency listed in the
published Estimates’ (Legislative Assembly Sessional Orders 16/8/94).

The process is relatively new, having begun in November 1990. Previously, both Budget
Bills were debated by the Committee of the Whole, a procedure seen as inadequate,
particularly when the divisions were rushed through the house to meet deadlines. Now the
Appropriation (Consolidated Fund) Bill No. 1 goes to the Estimates Committees after the
Second Reading.

Estimates Committees A and B are very different in composition and operation from
standing committees. A management committee determines which part of the
Consolidated Fund Estimates will be examined by each Committee, and the maximum
period of time allotted to consideration of each part. The timetable reduces the need for
late night sittings which were a characteristic of budget debates during the Committee of
the Whole.

This new procedure allows for more detailed scrutiny of the Estimates. The minister
attends accompanied by senior public officials of the agency under examination. At any
time, each Committee consists of a chairperson (the Chairman or Deputy Chairman of
Committees), six Members of Parliament (three each chosen by the Leader of the
Opposition and the Leader of the House), plus the Minister or Parliamentary Secretary
responsible for the proposed expenditure under consideration (or another minister acting in
that capacity). Other Members of Parliament may participate, and often do, but they do not
have voting rights.

Committee members seek information from the minister that will help them to compare
expenditure on particular items from year to year, contrast planned performance with
results achieved, observe the linkage between program expenditure and outcomes, and
follow topics of continuing interest. The majority of questions are usually put by non-
government members. Standing Orders do not permit the Estimates Committees A and B
to examine the Capital Works Program (which are still debated by the Committee of the
Whole). Only agencies dependent on the Consolidated Fund participate in the hearings;
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government trading enterprises such as the Fremantle Port Authority and Western Power
(which are self-funding) produce financial statements for the minister and for the annual
report, but are not held to account by the Estimates process.

9.3.2 CHANGING THE SYSTEM

9.3.2.1 Issues for Consideration

There is general agreement that parliamentary committees provide the most effective basis
for scrutiny by the legislature of the public sector. Mr John Taylor, then Commonwealth
Auditor General, summarised their special advantages as follows:

... the business of government is so complex and wide-ranging that some detailed
specialisation is needed if our delegates [Members of Parliament] are not to become
ciphers. Through committees, parliamentarians are directly involved in the analysis and
investigation of public expenditure. Committees serve to increase public accountability
by undertaking their inquiries whenever possible in public and by reporting the results of
their inquiries to the Parliament. Through their actions committees stimulate both
parliamentary and public debate of government activities. (1989: 64)

Some committee systems have become known world-wide for the tenacity with which
they pursue their investigations into public sector activities, and particularly the zeal with
which they extract accountability by interviewing senior public officials. The
Congressional Committees in the United States are perhaps the most famous of this type,
while the House of Commons has developed a well-regarded system that relies to a
considerable extent on the support of accountability agencies. In Australia, a system of
scrutiny and review committees has been developing in the Commonwealth Parliament
(with some reverses) since the Public Accounts Committee was originally established in
1913; it is still evolving, but the Senate committees, in particular, are generally considered
to be quite effective.

Standing committees that scrutinise the public sector differ in their structure, powers,
terms of reference and resources, but the tasks they perform fall into three main categories:

• scrutiny of expenditure estimates provided to parliament as part of the annual budget
process;

• review of the actual expenditure and efficiency of departments and agencies; and

• oversight of the operation and administration of the public sector and its agencies.

The investigation of petitions is not a task normally performed by standing committees in
Australian parliaments, with the exception of Western Australia.
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Scrutiny of Estimates

The estimates process can be handled in a number of ways. Until recently, the estimates
were examined by Parliament acting as the Committee of the Whole; lack of time meant
there was little close scrutiny:

The major financial event of the parliamentary year was the budget, planned in coy
secrecy and brought down by governments whose only expectation of Parliaments was
that within a few weeks the appropriation bills would pass on a party line vote. (Uhr,
1982: 572)

Dr Uhr was writing about the Commonwealth prior to the establishment of estimates
committees in 1970, but the situation was no different elsewhere. We were told that in
Western Australia, as recently as 1989, the Health Department estimates went through the
Legislative Assembly operating as the Committee of the Whole in four or five minutes: in
effect, there was no scrutiny at all for one of the biggest spending agencies in the State.

In the Australian Senate the examination of the estimates is the responsibility of an
integrated system of eight portfolio-related Legislation Committees.

All States now have an estimates committee system of some kind. The current estimates
process in Western Australia is described above (9.3.1): there is a standing committee
(EFOC) in the Legislative Council that examines a limited number of Consolidated Fund
Budget agencies in depth, and Committees A and B in the Legislative Assembly that cover
all. Tasmania has very recently created two committees almost identical to those in the
Legislative Assembly, while the Queensland Parliament has also recently put in place a
system of six such committees, to meet consecutively for one day each.

Estimates committees (such as the A and B Committees) that meet only once a year are an
advance on using the Committee of the Whole for the purpose, but there is a great
advantage in having at least one (like EFOC) that can follow up throughout the year on
relevant matters. Ms Bronwyn Bishop MHR wrote in anticipation of the Senate committee
reforms of October 1994:

[Estimates] hearings are essential as it is the only total overview of government
administration and expenditure that occurs and this affords a condensed scrutiny.
However, should the estimates committees become standing committees and able to
consider and follow up on outstanding answers to questions raised at hearings then the
Parliament could better satisfy itself that the duty of proper stewardship of taxpayers’
funds is being sufficiently discharged. (1993: 143)

Financial Review

In any parliament, the public accounts committee tends to be the longest established
committee with responsibility for oversight of public sector expenditure. Whereas
estimates committees are in principle forward-looking, considering government
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expenditure plans for the coming financial year, financial review committees look back at
what actually took place. Working in close collaboration with the Auditor General’s
Office, their traditional role has been to examine breaches of financial legislation,
weaknesses in financial controls and systems, and over-expenditure by departments and
agencies. The trend, however, is for their review role to expand, with that of the Auditor
General, to include the efficiency and effectiveness of agency performance.

In the House of Commons, the Public Accounts Committee bases its work on reports by
the Comptroller and Auditor General:

The committee does not seek to concern itself with policy; its interest is in whether
policy is carried out efficiently, effectively and economically. Its main functions are to
see that public moneys are applied for the purposes prescribed by Parliament, that
extravagance and waste are minimised and that sound financial practices are
encouraged ... (Erskine May, 1989: 661)

The Public Accounts Committee in Queensland has moved to a similar role, its primary
function now being ‘... to examine and inquire into annual financial reports and other
documents having adverse implications for the probity, economy, effectiveness and
accountability of the Public Sector’ (Public Accounts Committee Act 1988 (Qld) s.13(1)).

The Public Accounts and Expenditure Review Committee of the Western Australian
Legislative Assembly is described above (9.3.1).

Public Sector Oversight

The WA Royal Commission considered it was not sufficient for Parliament to focus its
attention only on the review of financial and related matters:

... given both the size and complexity of the governmental system, it seems particularly
desirable that a standing committee be constituted with responsibility for the oversight
of the organisation and operation of the public sector as a whole. Both the
Commonwealth and Victoria, for example, have such a committee and we note that this
State has already gone some distance, although not fully, down this path with the now
ten years old Government Agencies Committee of the Legislative Council. Such a
committee would, in our view, be the appropriate one to which our later proposed
Commissioner of Public Sector Standards should report and be accountable. (WA Royal
Commission, 1992: II 3.9.9)

We presume that the Commonwealth and Victorian entities referred to by the WA Royal
Commission were the now Senate Legislation Committee on Finance and Public
Administration and the Public Bodies Review Committee, which is a joint house
committee of the Victorian Parliament. As far as we have been able to ascertain, neither
committee has exactly the role which the WA Royal Commission appears to have
envisaged. The Senate Legislation Committee on Finance and Public Administration has
standing references on oversight of the establishment, operation, administration and
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accountability of statutory authorities, non-statutory bodies and companies and
associations, but not of departments. The Public Bodies Review Committee is empowered
under the Parliamentary Committees Act 1968 to undertake a wide-ranging review of any
public body nominated by either house of the Parliament, but only for the purpose of
reporting on whether the body should cease to exist.

In 1993 the Parliamentary Committee for Electoral and Administrative Review (PCEAR)
in Queensland recommended the establishment of a Public Sector Review Committee that
appears to come close to what the WA Royal Commission had in mind for Western
Australia. The terms of reference included the following:

... any matter concerned generally with the public administration of the State including
assessing the probity, economy and efficiency of a department, local authority, statutory
body or statutory office;

... any particular public office or statutory body nominated for review by the Legislative
Assembly for report on whether the body should cease to exist;

... the administration of legislation providing for the review of decisions, access to
information, equal employment opportunity or anti-discrimination;

... reviewing any standards, guidelines or any other instruments issued by the
Commission under the Public Sector Management Commission Act 1990. (PCEAR,
1993: 51)

Although a Public Sector Review Committee did not eventuate, some of its proposed
functions were assigned to the Legal, Constitutional and Administrative Review
Committee established in Queensland in 1995.

The Government Agencies Committee referred to by the WA Royal Commission is
described above (9.3.1). We are informed that the Committee plans to table in the near
future a report in response to the reaction to its 36th Report, which proposed that the
Committee’s role be expanded to include oversight of the entire public sector. The
Committee is likely to recommend that the Legislative Council make significant
alterations to its terms of reference and change its name, to reflect its new role, to the
Committee on Public Administration.

Investigation of Petitions

As discussed in 9.3.1, the Constitutional and Statutes Revision Committee is the only
parliamentary committee in Australia that investigates petitions as a matter of course.
From the point of view of members of the public with a grievance about the public sector
that cannot be pursued in any other way, the Committee fills a gap in the system of review.
It is a parliamentary organisation that operates specifically to investigate their complaints,
even if the resource capacity is lacking to follow up many petitions. The question arises
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whether there might be a less costly way of doing the job than having a committee almost
entirely devoted to the task.

Portfolio-related Committees

The portfolio-related committees recommended in 8.4.3.5 should have the capacity to
make inquiries and report to the Parliament on any matter relating to agencies within their
area of responsibility.

9.3.2.2 Actions to Date

In Report No. 1 we recommended that the existing Legislative Assembly Public Accounts
and Expenditure Review Committee and the Legislative Council Standing Committee on
Estimates and Financial Operations should be abolished and replaced by a Legislative
Council Standing Committee on Finance and Audit, and a Legislative Assembly Standing
Committee on Estimates and Financial Operations.

In addition, we also recommended that these two proposed committees should come
together as a Joint Audit Committee.

9.3.2.3 Public Submissions

We received a variety of submissions concerning the use of standing committees to bring
the entire public sector under the scrutiny and review of Parliament. Mr J.E. Knox was
positive about the contribution committees could make:

Knowledgeable, bipartisan, well supported parliamentary committees given ample time
to do their work properly and provided with appropriate powers could make a
tremendous contribution to the parliamentary duty of public sector review.

At the Perth public hearing Mr Larry Graham MLA commented on whether it was realistic
to attempt to bring the entire public sector under the scrutiny and review of Parliament:

It can’t be done in other than a random nature. No one has the resources, and I will argue
neither should they have the resources to audit all of government all of the time, but
what you can set up in parliament by using the committee system I have outlined is a
procedure whereby a committee can decide that today or this year it’s going to have a
look at this organisation, assemble a team of people and go through it line by line —
parliament currently doesn’t have that ability — and also to be able to question the
policy decisions, and currently nobody has that authority.

Also at the Perth public hearing, Mr Les McCarrey made similar comments:

Government is a vast field. I have never understood how it is supposed that a single
parliamentary committee can hope to cover it. They can only try to target areas that
might be detected as points of concern. I suppose that a sampling approach is the only
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way it can operate. I can’t conceive of a structure that would allow a total review, in a
reasonable time-frame, of the whole public sector. That is the problem. It is just too big.

Associate Professor Patrick O’Brien argued at the Perth public hearing about the need for
an intensive estimates review process:

... there needs to be ... line by line scrutiny of the Budget by Parliament, and we don’t
have that. By and large the Parliament goes through en bloc, but the Budget needs to be
scrutinised line by line by committees which again are open to public participation,
because that is our money, projections of expenditure of our moneys.

At the public hearing in Perth Mr Laurie Marquet, Clerk of the Legislative Council,
expressed the view that if parliamentary committees were to have oversight of the entire
public sector, ‘public sector’ would have to be defined in terms of function:

... if you are looking at a particular function that is being performed and it is a function
with a public purpose, then it really doesn’t matter who is performing it. That function or
the performance of that function ought to be open to scrutiny, whether by Parliament or
by, shall I say, State agencies, for example the Ombudsman, the Auditor General, and
the like.

The Hon. Kim Chance MLC wrote that the scope of the Government Agencies
Committee:

... should not be limited to agencies only — there is limited scope for a standing
Committee to review a departmental activity; the Estimates [and Financial Operations]
Committee has a role here but it is limited to activities of a fiscal nature. If the
Government Agencies Committee had a broad review role over both agencies and
departments the potential for improved scrutiny would be enhanced. This gets to the core
of the recommendation of the 36th Report which advocates its reconstitution as a
Committee on Public Administration.

At the Perth public hearing Ms Catherine Crawford, the Principal Legal Officer of the
Aboriginal Legal Service of Western Australia, argued the need for a committee with an
Aboriginal perspective:

A Standing Committee on Aboriginal Affairs, as exists in Federal Parliament, would
ensure greater review of governmental power exercised in regard to Aborigines. A
Standing Committee on Aboriginal Affairs would be most successful if established with
both reference and legislative committees to allow for a broad scope of investigation.

9.3.2.4 Analysis

Scrutiny of Estimates

In recommending the establishment of an Estimates and Financial Operations Committee
in the Assembly, and a Finance and Audit Committee in the Council, it was our intention,
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as stated in Report No. 1, to ‘... distinguish between financial management and audit
functions and the respective roles of the two houses’ (5.3.1.4). It is in the Assembly that
the appropriation Bills are introduced and it is there, in the house of government and
financial management, that it is most appropriate for the detailed scrutiny of the estimates
to take place.

We envisage the Estimates and Financial Operations Committee in the Assembly
operating along lines very similar to those that have been successfully developed in the
Council over the past five years: in depth examination of the recurrent and capital
estimates of a limited number of agencies, with big budget agencies such as health and
education being looked at annually and others varying from year to year according to the
Committee’s choice.

In any year, departments and agencies not scrutinised by the Estimates and Financial
Operations Committee could be examined by Committees A and B as at present, or the
house might prefer to revert to using the Committee of the Whole for the purpose.

Financial Review

The Public Accounts and Expenditure Review Committee has a relatively long tradition in
the Legislative Assembly and has performed very well there. But given the model we are
advocating for the Parliament as a whole, we are convinced that the audit function of the
Committee, which is so central to its work, must be removed as far as possible from the
influence of the executive. The only logical place for the Finance and Audit Committee we
recommended in our first report to replace Public Accounts and Expenditure Review is the
Council, the house of review.

As we explained in our first report, we have modelled the Finance and Audit Committee
on the very effective United Kingdom Public Accounts Committee; it would work closely
with the Auditor General and a significant part of its work would involve the systematic
review of annual reports and the systematic consideration and follow-up of reports of the
Auditor General. In addition to its systematic overview functions the Finance and Audit
Committee should have an investigative role, particularly in areas of lively public interest
where it might be desirable to conduct public hearings.

Public Sector Oversight

In the Western Australian Parliament, the Government Agencies Committee is the
standing committee that comes closest to being responsible for the oversight and
organisation of the public sector.

Under the Standing Orders of the Legislative Council, the Government Agencies
Committee has power to send for persons, papers and records, and terms of reference that
enable it to undertake a broad range of inquiries into agencies. The constraint on the
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activities of the Committee lies in the extensive schedule of agencies exempt from
examination by the Committee. The schedule includes government departments and a
number of major statutory bodies. We have been given to understand that the main role of
the Committee, when it was established in 1982, was expected to be the review of agencies
ripe for abolition or amalgamation: departments and some statutory bodies thought not to
require such review were therefore excluded from its attention.

The 36th Report of the Government Agencies Committee proposes a redefinition of the
Committee’s role:

The committee believes that Parliament would benefit from a restatement of the
committee’s functions; a restatement that takes account of Parliament’s ongoing interest
in the efficiency, effectiveness and accountability of public administration rather than
the current artificial constraints on the committee’s sphere of activity ... The
reconstitution of this committee as a committee on Public Administration, reflected in
the redrafted terms of reference, will ensure that all aspects of agency creation and
performance are reviewed in a proper context. (1994: 27)

We can see the need emerging for a public administration committee to complement the
work of the Finance and Audit Committee. We support in principle the Committee’s move
to bring the entire public sector under its scrutiny and review, although we are aware that
coordination of the activities of the two committees to avoid duplication would be
important. We envisage the Public Administration Committee operating mainly in the
non-financial sphere.

We consider that it would be appropriate for the Committee on Public Administration to
participate in the appointment of the Commissioner for Public Sector Standards, the State
Ombudsman, and the Commissioner for the Investigation, Exposure and Prevention of
Improper Conduct recommended in Chapter 4 of our Report 2, Part 1. The Committee
should also, we believe, have particular responsibility for the oversight of these
independent accountability agents of the Parliament.

Investigation of Petitions

We believe that members of the public who submit a petition to Parliament should be able
to do so in the knowledge that the petition will come to the attention of a standing
committee; further, we consider that it is more appropriate for the same committee to
undertake detailed investigations than to set up select committees for particular petitions.
Despite some concern at the potential for a committee of this kind to be used for party
political purposes, we have come to the conclusion that the procedures followed by the
Constitutional Affairs and Statutes Revision Committee in handling petitions submitted to
the Legislative Council should be continued by the Constitutional and Federal/State
Affairs Committee we have recommended in 8.4.3.5.
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Portfolio-related Committees

The portfolio-related committees we have recommended in 8.4.3.5 for the Legislative
Assembly could engage in a number of activities associated with the scrutiny and review
of the public sector: examination of annual reports, investigation of petitions presented to
the Assembly, inquiries into matters referred by the house.

9.3.2.5 Recommendations

1. In the Legislative Council, the Government Agencies Committee
should be replaced by a Public Administration Committee with terms
of reference that include the following:

(a) to inquire into and report to Parliament on matters of public
administration relating to the probity, efficiency and
effectiveness of the entire public sector;

(b) to participate in the appointment and monitor the activities of
the Public Sector Standards Commissioner, the State
Ombudsman and the Commissioner for the Investigation,
Exposure and Prevention of Improper Conduct, as proposed in
Chapter 4 and Chapter 6 of our Report 2, Part 1 .

2. The Committee on Constitutional and Federal State Affairs
recommended in 8.4.3.5 should deal with petitions in the same
manner as the present Constitutional Affairs and Statutes Revision
Committee.

9.4 QUESTION TIME

9.4.1 Issues for Consideration

The practice of ministers answering questions in parliament developed in the United
Kingdom House of Commons in the nineteenth century. Originally answered by ministers
as a courtesy to other members of parliament, over time questions came to be regarded as a
key element of ministerial accountability.

Question time affords members of the non-government parties and backbench members of
the government parties the opportunity to question ministers in relation to public affairs
for which they are administratively responsible or about proceedings in the house.
Questions can also be asked of other members in relation to a Bill or other matter
connected with the house. Ministers cannot be asked questions concerning private or party
matters.
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Over the last century, Westminster-derived parliaments have adapted the practice of
question time to suit their circumstances. In the United Kingdom House of Commons,
ministers are given at least one week’s notice of a question. New Zealand’s House of
Representatives allows questions of which at least one day’s notice has been given. Both
jurisdictions allow the use of urgent questions asked without prior notice, although they
are infrequent and strictly controlled by the Speaker.

Canada has a questions without notice period similar to that of most Australian
parliaments. The Speaker in the Canadian House of Commons by convention tends to
recognise only non-government members, so that question time is dominated by the
opposition.

Question time in the Western Australian Parliament refers to the period allowed for
questions without notice. Question time in the Legislative Assembly is far more of a
public spectacle than in the Legislative Council. For half an hour every sitting day,
ministers face a volley of questions from other members of the house, who attempt to
obtain information on the operation of government. Question time generally attracts both
media and public attention, not only for the heated exchanges and adversarial atmosphere
that it engenders, but also because the spotlight of parliamentary scrutiny can sometimes
force important issues into the open. With question time occurring at 2.00pm, there is
always the possibility of coverage in the evening news.

The Legislative Council follows a different practice from that of the Legislative Assembly.
Ministers typically read answers to questions without notice ‘... of which some notice has
been given’. The member submits the question to the minister around the middle of the
day in order to enable the minister to have an answer ready for question time at 5.00pm on
Tuesdays and Wednesdays, and 4.00pm on Thursdays. The Council works through a
greater number of questions than the Assembly, averaging twenty-two in half an hour. The
Council also allows supplementary questions.

Although question time is the traditional vehicle for ministerial accountability, its
usefulness as an accountability measure is increasingly being queried:

Despite the myths and mystique and the occasional drama, it is highly doubtful if
question time itself is more than a marginal element in the process by which Ministers
are held accountable for their actions in parliament. (Laughrin, 1989: 22)

In 1994, dissatisfaction with the standard of answers being given by the government led
the Hon. Bob Thomas MLC to move:

... that this House objects to the poor standard of answers being given by the
Government to questions ... and calls on the Leader of the House to ensure a higher
degree of accountability and ministerial responsibility by Ministers when answering
questions in the Legislative Council. (WAPD, Council, 12 April 1994: 11841)
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The Hon. George Cash MLC dismissed the claim, stating that:

... the fact that an answer given by a Minister may not suit the political purpose of the
asker is not sufficient evidence to say that the answer is not correct or factual. (WAPD,
Council, 12 April 1994: 11850)

A major problem with question time as an accountability measure is the highly partisan
nature of the exercise. In principle, members of the non-government parties ask questions
of ministers in order to gather information or raise matters to a minister’s attention; in
practice, they often seek to embarrass the government by asking a question to which they
already know the answer. Question time may also be used by the government for purposes
unconnected with accountability: a member of the government parties may, for instance,
ask a prearranged question of a minister to elicit a response that will show the government
in a favourable light; such a question is known as a Dorothy Dix question in reference to a
newspaper columnist who invented questions to answer herself.

Reforms to improve the practice of question time in the Western Australian Parliament
have recently been introduced. The practice of asking questions without notice of which
some notice is given in the Legislative Council has contributed to making question time
more productive and orderly. The Standing Committee on Procedure in the Legislative
Assembly recommended allowing supplementary questions on a trial basis, which
occurred for four sitting weeks from 19 September 1995. During the trial, no more than
two supplementary questions were allowed.

In recent years both houses of the Federal Parliament have implemented reforms to
question time. In the Senate, the length of both questions and answers has been limited
since September 1992. The asking of a question is not permitted to exceed one minute, and
the answer must not exceed four minutes. Supplementary questions and their answers must
not exceed one minute each. The time spent ascertaining points of order is not considered
part of the time allowed for questions (Sessional Order 6/5/93, J101). In addition, the
President keeps a list of senators who have asked questions during the sitting week in
order to ensure that question time is not dominated by particular members.

Senators follow the practice of giving prior informal notice of questions. A 1980 report by
the Standing Committee on Procedures determined that this was an acceptable practice as
ministers often represented other ministers, and this practice provided for a more efficient
question time (Evans, 1995: 503).

In Australian Parliaments the Speaker is usually an active member of the government
party who must submit to the electoral process, a situation that leads many commentators
to question the impartiality of the Speaker: ‘The risk is that by maintaining party
membership a Speaker diminishes respect for his office’ (Smith 1990: 14).

The Speaker is responsible for enforcing the Standing Orders. In addition to proscribing
questions that are argumentative or contain unparliamentary language, the Standing Orders
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require that answers given to questions must be relevant. The aim is to prevent ministers
from using answers to questions as a platform from which to attack the opposition. Many
commentators have argued that an independent Speaker might enforce Standing Orders
more strictly:

If the fortunes of the Speaker and the party were not so inter-linked, the Speaker might
be more prepared to enforce rules of relevance and to apply discipline. (Smith, 1990: 14)

The Standing Orders in both the Federal and Western Australian Parliaments do not
require ministers to answer questions. On 21 November 1973, and again on 9 April 1981,
the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly ruled that ‘... no minister is bound to answer any
question’. Although in practice most questions are answered, this is a critical issue for
scrutiny as ministers under pressure are able to avoid answering questions.

9.4.2 Actions to Date

The Legislative Assembly Standing Committee on Procedure recommended a one month
trial of supplementary questions. This took place from 19 September 1995. The
Committee is due to release a report on this and other matters towards the end of the year.

9.4.3 Public Submissions

We encountered strong public interest in question time and the way it is conducted. Many
public submissions expressed concern at the way question time was used for political point
scoring. Mr J.E. Knox wrote:

An apt description of question time would be that it is high farce in the best vaudeville
tradition. It is useless as a device for Public Sector Review.

In a written submission Mr David Clements expressed the opinion that question time
‘... has become a time of evasion, connivance and obfuscation’, and Ms Evans at the
Katanning public seminar said that question time ‘... was a joke’. The Hon. Phillip Pendal
MLA summed up many people’s views when he said at the Perth public hearing that
question time:

... is invariably not just rowdy but vulgar as well ... Questions are asked and then
frequently followed up by shrieking from a questioner, or other constant interruptions
apparently designed to outshout the person called upon to give the reply. Answers are
often over-reactions to the questioner, mistaking crudity for wit and designed to remind
members that when you have the numbers you have all that matters, and it is neither very
edifying nor entertaining, and certainly it is not instructive.

Both Mr Tony Rutherford, of the IPA, at the Perth public hearing and Mr Richard Carr at
the Perth seminar commented on the abuse of question time by members asking Dorothy
Dix questions. Their sentiments were echoed by Mr Sabourne at the Collie public seminar:
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I believe that is abusing the privilege of parliament because they are asking the questions
they want answered by their own particular party, and I believe it doesn’t serve any
purpose at all.

Despite the many criticisms, no one advocated dispensing with question time. The Deputy
Premier of Western Australia, the Hon. Hendy Cowan MLA wrote:

Question time may not be regarded as particularly useful by members of the public,
because it tends to bring out the worst behaviour in MPs. Despite that, it has been
moderately effective over the years in holding the government of the day to account.

Mr Max Trenorden MLA expressed a similar view at the Perth public hearing:

I believe question time is precisely that and cannot be made to be an answer time. It is an
important process because it allows the Opposition to pressure members of the Cabinet,
and occasionally expose weaknesses.

The Hon. Phillip Pendal MLA said at the Perth public hearing that question time was an
‘important accountability tool’, a view echoed by the Perth Watchdog Committee and
Mr David Clements in written submissions, and Ms Kerry Hawley and Mr Amella at the
Manjimup public seminar. Some people were very positive about question time.
Ms Graham told the Collie public seminar that she believed:

... question time in the Western Australian parliament does contribute to parliamentary
capacity to review the activities of the public sector. I think it would be a sad day if
question time was reduced or eliminated.

Many people had ideas about how question time could be reformed. Making the Speaker
more independent of party discipline and imposing time limits on the asking and
answering of questions were popular proposals. At the Collie public seminar Mr Martin
expressed concern at the ability of ministers to avoid answering the question:

I think the biggest problem with question time is you don’t always get the question
answered and parliamentarians tend to hedge around the question. Perhaps an
independent Speaker could try and control that.

Commenting on the applicability of the United Kingdom model of an independent Speaker
to the Western Australian Legislative Assembly, Mr Larry Graham MLA stated at the
Perth public hearing:

I think you would be better served looking closer at the American system where they
accept that the Speaker is partisan and draw up rules that apply to a partisan Speaker,
including committees with equal numbers where the Speaker is put in the firing line and
he’s a legitimate political target. He still maintains control in the House. Provided their
rules are spelt out early in the session and they stick by their rules, they very seldom
become a target.
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In his written submission, the Hon. Hendy Cowan MLA, Deputy Premier added that the
effectiveness of question time could be improved if there were:

... [a] requirement that a set minimum number of questions be available to the opposition
and any independent MPs, rather than be for a set period of time. This would give the
government an incentive to give direct answers rather than long-winded half answers, as
any time lost would cut into the government’s legislative program.

Dr John Uhr of the Federalism Research Centre in Canberra spoke at the Perth public
seminar about question time in the Senate:

My personal preference for ‘a system that works’ would be the current Senate system,
which has several features of note ... including time limits for questions and answers;
supplementaries; and most importantly, opportunities for questioners to register their
dissatisfaction with ministerial answers or delay in the case of answers to questions on
notice.

A number of people were in favour of imposing time limits, including Mr Andrew Murray
of the Australian Democrats at the Perth public seminar, Mr Taylor at the Katanning
public seminar, and Mr Ginnane at the Boyup Brook public seminar. At the Manjimup
public seminar Ms Hawley asserted:

I think if you were to put time limits on their opportunity to put questions and for
answers to be given, you would stop a lot of that nonsense occurring.

At the Perth public hearing Mr Larry Graham MLA gave an opinion stemming from his
parliamentary experience:

... question time should be reduced to 20 minutes and only non-government questions be
asked, and I say that having been a backbencher in Government and Opposition. There
are very few genuine government questions that come in at question time.

Some participants at our public seminars suggested a code of conduct was needed to
ensure more order and discipline during question time. At the Manjimup public seminar,
Mr Neal agreed with Mr Pottinger when he expressed the following opinion:

... question time should be a time when government Ministers must answer questions
and specific points, and all those people who have given a speech when they’re trying to
answer questions are running for time, the American style, if you like — filibuster and
all the rest of it — it’s all a nonsense. They should have to answer the questions. The
public are entitled to know what’s going on. A member can ask a question and the
Minister should be able to answer it.

Almost all the submissions we received, written and oral, had much more to say about
question time in the Legislative Assembly than in the Legislative Council. Most of the
concerns expressed have been about the rowdy behaviour and wasting of time during
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questions without notice. At the Perth public hearing, the Clerk of the Legislative Council,
Mr Laurie Marquet, explained the process now followed in the Legislative Council:

... members of ... [the] Upper House address questions to the Government. They are all
written questions, on notice, and the questions are simply put through to a designated
Minister who, if you like, acts as a post box and parcels them out amongst the several
Ministers and the replies come back in writing. I don’t see that this is a problem.

I think oral questions have limited value, particularly in the situation that we have
reached in the Legislative Council, where on any sitting day I would say a good 50 per
cent of the oral questions are asked of Ministers in the Council in a representative
capacity; that being the case, of course, some notice, at least, has to be given of that
question, so that the whole purpose of oral questions without notice is effectively
defeated. What you are simply doing is getting an oral answer to a question of which
some notice has been given.

... the traditional approach to oral questions without notice, where the Minister stands
and reels off-the-cuff the information sought, I think those days have gone. I think
government is a bit too complex for that these days.

9.4.4 Analysis

Much of the public comment on question time is highly critical. If it is true that question
time is a spectacle for the media and the public that contributes little or nothing to public
sector scrutiny, should the practice be abolished?

In fact, question time serves several useful functions. It offers members of
non-government parties the opportunity to question ministers about the handling of their
portfolios, and tests their ability to cope under pressure. According to Franks, question
time ‘institutionalises doubt’, thereby forcing governments to justify their actions
(1985: 17).

Question time brings issues to the attention of the public, keeps members on their toes and
also releases and channels ‘the tensions and passions aroused by disagreement between the
parties’ (Norton, 1993: 199).

Constituents and interest groups can have direct input to parliamentary proceedings by
convincing a member to ask a question for them. This, together with the fact that any
backbencher in a Westminster style parliament can ask a prime minister or premier a
question and expect to be answered, is a vital element of our system of parliamentary
democracy.

Making the Speaker more independent is a commonly suggested reform. In the United
Kingdom House of Commons, a Member of Parliament who becomes the Speaker must
resign from any political party: the Speaker faces the electorate uncontested, and holds the
seat until retirement. But the House of Commons has 651 members; the Legislative
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Assembly of Western Australia has 57. We accept that the small number of members in a
parliament where the government majority is often no more than one or two seats makes
an independent Speaker impracticable.

It is difficult to escape the conclusion that the intensely partisan nature of question time
will inevitably limit its contribution to public sector scrutiny. This is not to say that it will
not from time to time make a decisive contribution, but that it will do so in a sporadic
fashion.

Nevertheless, question time remains a very public part of our system of government, and a
daily reminder when Parliament is in session of ministers’ responsibility to the house. On
Tuesday 17 October 1995, the President of the Legislative Council made a statement about
the responsibility ministers and their representatives bear for the answers they provide:

A Minister who represents a Minister in the Legislative Assembly is personally
responsible for the accuracy of information given in this Chamber for his or her
Assembly colleague. That much is settled by previous rulings and by Standing Orders
Committee reports. Council Ministers cannot shed that responsibility by prefacing
answers to questions with expressions such as “the Minister has provided me with the
following reply”. A Council Minister, in reading the reply provided, adopts the words
and, importantly, is deemed to have satisfied himself or herself that the information
provided is accurate.

It is one thing to read an answer so as to make it clear that an Assembly Minister is
providing it; however, it is quite another thing to bypass the Minister and give an answer
that is identified as being supplied by a statutory officer or public servant. If ministerial
responsibility is to mean anything at all, it must mean that Ministers, politically, answer
for their own administration and, collectively, for the Executive Government. (WAPD,
Council, 17 October 1995: 8951)

We have come to the conclusion that although the possibilities for reform are limited by
the adversarial nature of question time, the experiences of the Senate and the Western
Australian Legislative Council demonstrate that it is possible to implement improvements
to current procedures in the Assembly. We therefore support amendment of the Legislative
Assembly Standing Orders to impose time limits on the asking and answering of
questions, and to ensure that a minimum number of questions are actually asked.

We are concerned at the capacity of ministers to avoid answering questions. We are aware
that any minister who persistently refuses to answer questions on a controversial topic is
likely to come under the glare of publicity. Such a haphazard check on a primary
accountability measure is inadequate. We believe ministers should be obliged to answer
properly formulated questions. We may return to this matter in our Report No. 5.
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9.4.5 Recommendations

1. The Standing Orders of the Legislative Assembly should be amended
to provide that:

(a) the asking of each question not exceed one minute;

(b) non government members be afforded the right to ask at least
ten questions in each question time;

(c) the asking of each supplementary question not exceed one
minute; and

(d) that immediate supplementary questions be regarded as part of
one question, rather than a second question, for the purpose of
recommendation (b) above.

9.5 REPORTING TO PARLIAMENT

9.5.1 REPORTING TO THE HOUSES

9.5.1.1 Issues for Consideration

If Parliament is to be effective in ensuring public accountability, it must routinely be
provided with systematic information about the activities of government departments and
agencies. A large amount of material is produced by and available from these
organisations, but the principal documents required by Parliament are annual reports,
which are tabled in Parliament by the minister responsible for the agency, and the Budget
Papers, including the Consolidated Fund Estimates and the Program Statements.

Annual Reports

The role of annual reports has been summarised by the Senate Standing Committee on
Finance and Public Administration (SCFPA) as follows:

The reports are produced to consolidate in publicly accessible form a range of
information which can then be used to:

• hold public sector organisations accountable for their performance;
• provide a ready guide or index to official activity in any field;
• recognise noteworthy accomplishments by departments and statutory authorities;
• discipline public sector managers by requiring them to focus on and publicly

explain each aspect of their activities; and
• form part of the national record. (SCFPA,1989: 6)
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In short, annual reports are the means by which public sector agencies are required to
explain themselves to the public at large, although since Parliament has the primary
responsibility for assessing the performance of government it is the primary target
audience.

The Financial Audit and Administration Act 1985 requires the accountable authority or
officer of each government agency to prepare, and submit to the relevant minister, an
annual report containing financial statements, performance indicators, a report on the
agency’s operations and any other information directed by the minister within two months
of the end of the agency’s reporting period. Detailed requirements for annual reports are
specified in the Treasurer’s Instructions, although agencies such as the Disability Services
Commission and the Directorate of Equal Opportunity in Public Employment have
separate requirements for information to be included in the operations segment of the
report. The minister is obliged to table annual reports in Parliament within 21 days of
receiving the Auditor General’s opinion on the financial statements and performance
indicators.

Annual reports are used by individual Members of Parliament as a source of parliamentary
questions and debate, and by committees during the estimates review process. To be an
effective accountability tool, the information presented in the reports must be relevant,
timely, meaningful and accurate. In our first report (5.1.1) we discussed a number of
problems identified to us by members relating to the content, presentation and timeliness
of annual reports. Some of the problems, particularly the lack of availability of audited
annual reports for the previous year in time for the August/September estimates hearings,
do not lend themselves to easy solutions.

In a 1991 discussion paper, Annual Reporting and the Parliament, the Public Accounts
and Expenditure Review Committee acknowledged that parliamentary scrutiny of annual
reports was inadequate and that there was a need for Parliament to take corrective action:

... Parliament has a responsibility to ensure that its needs are clearly defined and are
understood by the bureaucracy. It is also up to Parliament to monitor compliance with
annual reporting requirements ... at this stage the Parliament is adopting ad hoc and
ineffective control mechanisms and needs to do more before it can reasonably expect
reporting standards to meet its requirements. (1991: 1)

Budget Papers

In conducting the estimates hearings described above (9.3.2.1), members in both houses
ask questions derived from a range of documents, among them Auditor General reports;
old annual reports; and, if available, draft unaudited financial statements and performance
indicators for the previous financial year. Most used, however, and specifically designed
for the purpose, are the Budget Papers.
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The Budget Papers form part of the appropriation and supply arrangements. Under
Standing Order 303 of the Legislative Assembly, the Appropriation Bills (recurrent and
capital) are required to be supported by Consolidated Fund Estimates, with a copy to be
made available to each Member of Parliament immediately following the Second Reading
Speech.

When the Consolidated Fund Estimates moved to a program format in 1990/91, they
became very much summary documents, to be read in conjunction with the newly
introduced Program Statements. The Program Statements are a single set of documents,
forming part of the Budget Papers; they describe for each Consolidated Fund Budget
agency the objectives and nature of its programs and sub-programs, together with a
summary of the major achievements of the previous year and those planned for the period
covered by the estimates.

The Capital Works Program is another Budget Paper; it describes every planned capital
project and its funding source, both for Consolidated Fund Budget agencies and those that
raise their own revenue.

The stated primary purpose of the Program Statements is to provide performance
information to:

• better demonstrate the linkage between program expenditures and achievements; and

• assist the debate and public scrutiny of the estimates to focus on and address the
question ‘what has been and is expected to be achieved for our budget dollar?’
(Western Australia, Treasury, 1995: ix)

Because the Program Statements include the actual expenditure for each program and
sub-program in the previous financial year in addition to the expenditure estimated in the
Budget, they cannot be made available at the time of the Second Reading Speech, which at
present occurs in June, before the end of the financial year. The Program Statements are
normally tabled on the first sitting day of the Spring Session of Parliament, in August.

Being relatively new, the Program Statements are still evolving. For the first time, for
instance, key details of performance evaluations conducted or planned were included in
the 1995/96 Program Statements. Parliament has some input to the development process,
with the Estimates and Financial Operations Committee making recommendations on
changes it considers desirable. On the approval of the Legislative Council the
recommendations are forwarded to the Treasurer, who is required to respond within three
months.

With the Budget Papers, as with annual reports, timeliness, content and presentation are
the critical issues. To operate effectively as a scrutiny measure, the estimates hearings
require intense preparation on the part of Members of Parliament. Members need to
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receive the Program Statements in time to study them carefully; the information contained
must be both concise and comprehensive, and set out so as to facilitate quick comparisons
with previous years.

9.5.1.2 Actions to Date

In Report No. 1 we recommended that the Finance and Audit Committee be empowered by
statute to recommend to the Treasurer the details to be included in the report on operations
and that it periodically review the information required (Report No. 1,
Recommendation 23).

A Public Sector Management Office review of the reporting requirements of government
agencies has commenced recently, with a report expected in February 1996. The review
will examine the efficiencies of current reporting requirements and the desirability of
introducing legislation on reporting; as part of its work it will develop an inventory of all
statutory and substantive reporting requirements of delegated officers.

9.5.1.3 Public Submissions

All the following submissions were made at the public hearing in Perth. Most of the
submissions about reporting to Parliament were from Members of Parliament, many of
whom drew on their personal experience to make suggestions.

Mr Tony Rutherford of the Institute of Public Affairs, drew our attention to Senate
practice in relation to annual reports:

One thing I don’t think we mentioned ... was taking annual reports seriously. They do it
really quite well in the Senate ... The report is tabled. It is open to any member to move a
motion saying that discussion of the report be made an order of the day for a later day of
sitting.

There is often very intelligent debate on reports, and that, of course, requires a minister’s
response. That sort of thing is very small. It’s entirely costless but it makes a difference.
To get back to my hobbyhorse, it will only make a difference if the member of
parliament has got some help with reading the annual report, frankly.

Mr Max Trenorden MLA commented on the type of information contained in annual
reports:

In my experience the annual report usually is a compromise between the realisation of
the agency’s responsibilities to Parliament, on the one hand, and the desire to be sort of
racy and in tune with modern ... presentation and try to take out the prize if they can.

Mr Andrew Murray of the Australian Democrats was concerned about the level of
parliamentary scrutiny of annual reports:
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It is poor. It is necessarily poor. The way they are structured and constituted makes it
poor because unless you have that specialisation, unless your have that familiarity,
unless you have civil servant executives continually before the committee to update
them on current issues and you have that partnership, if you like, between them, it means
that when these hundreds — I think there are over 100 — of reports come into
Parliament annually, they get but a cursory glance, and the media don’t have the time or
the money to do it.

Mr Larry Graham MLA agreed that there is at present no systematic scrutiny of annual
reports:

There is currently in our Parliament, in the Assembly, no system for scrutinising reports
that are tabled, be they annual reports, be they reports of Ombudsmen. They are simply
read out in Parliament and there is no methodical system for the Parliament to oversight
or examine any or all of those annual reports ...

Mr Max Trenorden MLA spoke of the difficulties associated with the timeliness of
reports:

I have had a good long hard look at this, and the Public Accounts [and Expenditure
Review] Committee has wrestled with the question of public reports ... for some time.
The difficulty is, because of the requirements and particularly with the FAAA and the
requirements of outcomes in other matters, the time when you need to debate them and
the time you actually get them — there is usually about a 3-month gap. So you are
always talking about a report that was for the previous year, which is not much — I
shouldn’t say it is useless, but it is not of great use to the current debate.

The only way that I think you can make it more relevant is move to electronic reporting
more than hard copy reporting, and move to the situation where the estimates
committees can use those reports unaudited; that is the only way that you are going to be
able to get those reports in the hands of Members of Parliament at estimates committees,
when they should have them, is if they are ... unaudited. I don’t see any risk in that. I
mean there is risk, but I don’t see why that should not happen.

Mr Larry Graham MLA was also extremely supportive of the idea of putting some of the
volume of information Members of Parliament receive on to a computer system. In
relation to budget papers he said:

If I could get the budget papers at the same time but on computer disk, I could probably
make the system work and so could any ... average backbencher ... It’s about quick
access — from my point of view it’s not only about the big budget matters, it’s what’s
happening in my electorate; how is it spent; who spent what, where and why; what
information is available, and it is a mind-numbing task to sit down and work your way
through those budget papers to come up with anything, because if you’re having a school
built then part of the money will be allocated through CRF [ the Consolidated Fund]; the
other part will be allocated through Capital Works — well, it won’t appear in there; it
will come under a State/Federal arrangement, so if it was made available on disk and I
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could simply word search, or key a word search, or macro search or whatever, my task
and the work that I have to put in would be significantly reduced.

The Clerk of the Legislative Council, Mr Laurie Marquet, was sceptical about the
usefulness of much of the material provided to Parliament:

... in terms of agencies and the like providing information, well, they provide data. Data
is only information when it is presented in a form that is useful. I would say there is a
huge role for a parliamentary committee to get stuck into looking at what data is
provided both to Parliament and to the public generally, and trying to sort out from all
that what is useful as information. What does Parliament need to be told? More often
than not I think you will find that departments really haven’t got Parliament in mind
when they publish their reports and so on; they have got a wider audience [in mind].

9.5.1.4 Analysis

We have noted in our discussions with Members of Parliament and senior public officials,
the unanimity of their views on documentary reporting requirements: both groups argue
forcefully in favour of streamlined reporting — the former because they lack the time and,
in many cases, the technical expertise, to wade through quantities of indigestible data; the
latter because their capacity to perform other aspects of their job is being affected by the
burgeoning number of reporting requirements.

As Mr Gary Sturgess points out, everyone is looking for simplicity in an increasingly
complex world. The answer, he maintains, lies not in trying to impose simplicity on
processes of government that are inherently and unavoidably complex, but in the public
sector finding better ways to report those complex processes and their outcomes:

The problem is not unlike the one which was faced by computer designers throughout
the 1980s — increasingly complex functions with a need for even more user-friendly
keyboard functions. Apple made the breakthrough by developing the mouse and
icon-based commands.

That is the kind of solution we need — “Windows for Government”. What we need are
“smart” accountability systems which provide feedback to the operators and summarise
the signals which they are sending out to management, to ministers and parliaments, and
to the public itself. (1993: 51)

Ultimately, however, it is for Parliament to specify what it requires of the public sector. In
Report No. 1 we recommended that the proposed Finance and Audit Committee
periodically review and make recommendations to the Treasurer on the details to be
included in the report on operations that is included in the annual report. We take a similar
view on the Budget Papers, in particular the Program Statements, which are still very
much in the development stage. The process by which the Estimates and Financial
Operations Committee makes recommendations on desirable changes for the Treasurer
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appears to be working successfully and should continue; we understand that all such
recommendations made this year have been accepted and will be implemented next year.

Timeliness is a more intractable problem. It is crucial for up-to-date information to be
available in time for members to prepare for the estimates review process, which at present
takes place in late August in the upper house and in early September in the lower house.
The Estimates and Financial Operations Committee requested that draft financial
statements and performance indicators (two essential components of the annual report) be
provided to members immediately they became available. The request was agreed to and
the arrangement put in place; apparently it has been only a partial success, since the drafts
are not always ready in time for the hearings and they are not audited. The Program
Statements are hefty documents that, although finalised promptly after the close of the
financial year, do not become available until the first day of the Spring Session; this allows
little time for members to study them thoroughly. Short of pushing the estimates hearings
further back into the Spring Session, it is difficult to conceive how the problem could be
completely resolved.

We are in complete agreement with Members of Parliament who have expressed a wish to
have annual reports, Program Statements and other materials available on line. Although
electronic reporting would not solve all the timing problems, it would certainly make it
much easier for members to locate the information they require. We have discussed the
need for increased use of information technology by Parliament in 8.5.1.

9.5.1.5 Recommendation

1. The Estimates and Financial Operations Committee recommended
for the Legislative Assembly in the Commission’s  Report No. 1
(Recommendation 31) should continue the practice developed by the
current Estimates and Financial Operations Committee of making
recommendations to the house on how documentation could be
improved in terms of content, presentation and timeliness, in
particular through the use of information technology.

9.5.2 PROVISION OF INFORMATION TO COMMITTEES

9.5.2.1 Issues for Consideration

We have discussed above (9.2) the general question of public sector accountability to
Parliament, including whether, in reporting to committees, public officials are being held
to account for ‘... the manner of their stewardship’ (WA Royal Commission, 1992: II
3.1.5) or are simply assisting their minister to fulfil his or her accountability obligations.
Although debate on the topic continues, there is no doubt that practice has changed from
the days when public service mandarins were almost entirely protected from public gaze.
In pursuing their inquiries into the activities of the public sector, parliamentary committees
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in legislatures around the world are increasingly requiring public officials to come before
them to answer questions.

Having officials report directly to committees enables parliament to obtain and make
public up-to-date information at whatever level of detail they require:

Inquiries assist the Senate to obtain information which is necessary to enable it to
legislate effectively and to inform the public of the manner in which government is
conducted so that the electors will also be capable of making informed decisions.
(Evans, 1995: 433)

Some of the advantages of direct reporting may be indirect: in his submission to the WA
Royal Commission Mr Les McCarrey suggested that once the practice was more
widespread in Western Australia, ministers might be more responsive at question time,
knowing that there was an alternative source of information available on most matters.

As a general rule, public sector review committees have been given wide powers to obtain
information. In Western Australia, the committees described under 9.3.1 all have authority
under Standing Orders to call for persons, papers and records, which means they can
require any public official to appear before them.

Under Standing Order 395 of the Legislative Assembly and 454 of the Legislative Council
all witnesses who appear before a committee are entitled to the protection of the house in
respect of anything they say in evidence. Public officials are required to answer all types
of questions put to them, apart from questions that relate to matters of policy. For some
committees, the exclusion of questions on policy is based on convention, but in the case of
the Estimates and Financial Operations, the Legislation, and the Constitutional Affairs and
Statutes Revision Committees the rule has been specified:

Where a committee examines a public servant, questions of policy shall not be asked of
that person but shall be directed to the responsible Minister. A public servant is entitled
to decline to answer any question on a matter of policy. (WA Legislative Council
Standing Orders (359))

Such a provision is not uncommon. A similar exclusion is provided in the Commonwealth
Parliament by Senate resolution 1.16:

An officer of a department of the Commonwealth or of a State shall not be asked to give
opinions on matters of policy, and shall be given reasonable opportunity to refer
questions asked of the officer to superior officers or to a Minister.

In practice, we are told, committee members do not always refrain from asking questions
with policy implications; it may not, indeed, always be immediately clear just where the
dividing line between policy and fact lies.
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For a public official uncertain of what is required, the experience of reporting to a
parliamentary committee can be uncomfortable, even traumatic. What appear to be lacking
in Western Australia are current government guidelines for witnesses of the kind
developed by the South Australian and the Commonwealth Governments. Such guidelines
explain, among other things, committee procedure and how public officials should conduct
themselves during hearings.

The Commonwealth Government Guidelines for Official Witnesses before Parliamentary
Committees and Related Matters are not without critics:

... these guidelines are mainly advice to public servants as to how they should avoid or
defer questions which neither the minister nor the departmental secretary has authorised
them to answer. While this is useful and proper within its limits, it fails to address many
of the dilemmas and career-threatening choices facing public servants who find
themselves being questioned in an aggressive, hostile manner by members of a
parliamentary committee. (Selby Smith and Corbett, 1995: 19)

Selby Smith and Corbett proceed to propose a series of reforms in the Commonwealth
sphere, including training for senior public officials and members of parliamentary
committees, including chairpersons, and a review of the Government Guidelines.

An issue related to the protection of public officials from improper questioning is that of
the exposure of ministers to parliamentary committees. If the aim is for committees to be
able to obtain comprehensive information about what is going on in the public sector, and
if certain types of questions can be answered by nobody but the minister, it would seem
reasonable for it to be common practice for ministers to appear before scrutiny and review
committees.

9.5.2.2 Actions to Date

In Report No. 1 we discussed whether secrecy provisions contained in statutes might
impose a duty of confidentiality on a witness giving evidence to a committee. We
concluded that the Parliamentary Privileges Act 1891 should be amended to provide that
general statutory secrecy provisions do not limit the powers, privileges and immunities of
the houses of Parliament (Report No. 1, Recommendation 2).

We also recommended that the Legislative Council Standing Committee on Finance and
Audit, and the Legislative Assembly Standing Committee on Estimates and Financial
operations should have the power to call ministers, chief executive officers and other
relevant witnesses (Report No. 1, Recommendations 31, 3(e) and 31, 4(d)).
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9.5.2.3 Public Submissions

At the Perth public hearing, Mr Les McCarrey considered the dilemma faced by public
servants when going before committees:

[There] is the question of policy and how far one goes, because one must understand the
extent to which senior public servants are involved in the development of policy. It is
pointless to pretend otherwise. You may not initiate policy, but you do a great deal to
help flesh it out and develop it for the benefit of the government of the day.

Also at the public hearing in Perth, the Clerk of the Legislative Council, Mr Laurie
Marquet, emphasised the distinction between the accountability of public servants for their
administration and the political responsibility of the minister:

Plenty of times public servants can come up before committees and be asked questions,
and provided those questions don’t relate to policy there is no problem, but there is a
difference, I suggest, between ministerial responsibility, which is a political matter, and
administrative accountability.

Now, public servants, as far as I’m concerned, deal with administrative accountability,
but under our system [and] for as long as we maintain the nature of responsible
government it is the minister who must answer politically, and that’s encapsulated in the
doctrine of ministerial responsibility. I would not like to see that diluted by being able to
bypass the minister and go direct to the public servant.

9.5.2.4 Analysis

We agree that government guidelines are needed to clarify what is and is not required of
public officials called before parliamentary committees. Apparently guidelines were
developed at some stage in the 1980s, but despite diligent inquiries made on our behalf we
have been unable to obtain a copy. If, as we confidently expect, there is to be a
considerable increase in the amount of committee activity in the Parliament, and if it is to
become common practice for public officials to report to committees, it will be vital to
have the ground rules thoroughly worked out, and for both committee members and public
officials to be well aware of them.

As we indicated above (9.5.2.1), the standing scrutiny and review committees all have
power to send for persons to appear before them. There is no obstacle, therefore, to
committees calling before them any public official; technically speaking, ministers of the
same house could be called now. But the long-established and firm practice, based on the
principle that the house should not be subject to a body it has created, is that while a
committee may request a minister to appear it may not require him or her to do so. The
practice originated in the United Kingdom Parliament:

The effect of the qualification to the powers of committees referred to above is that
Members of the Commons, including of course many ministers, are not summoned to a
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select committee but can be invited to attend. Only an order of the House itself can
require a Member to attend a committee. (Erskine May, 1989: 629)

The same practice is followed in Australian parliaments. In the Senate, for instance:

Where the Senate conducts an inquiry directly it may order one of its members to appear
(SO 177(1)). A committee, however, has no power to summon a senator. In case of
refusal by a senator of a request to attend a committee, the committee must report the
refusal to the Senate, and the Senate may order the senator to attend the committee (SO
177(2)) and (3). (Evans, 1995: 442-443)

The procedure for inviting a minister to attend a committee of the house of which he or
she is not a member is more complicated. Under Standing Orders 392 and 393 of the
Legislative Assembly, and 451 and 452 of the Council, a message must be sent to the other
house to request that the member be given leave to attend; the house may then authorise
the member to attend, ‘... if he thinks fit’. The Commonwealth Parliament has similar
formal procedures, but Odgers’ Australian Senate Practice is instructive on actual
practice:

The standing orders are interpreted as not preventing the voluntary appearance by
invitation of members and officers of one House before the committees of the other. It is
quite common for members of the House of Representatives or state parliaments to
appear before Senate committees by invitation, and many have done so ... On several
occasions, House of Representatives ministers have appeared before Senate committees,
rather than following the usual practice of being represented by a Senate minister.
(Evans, 1995: 443)

If open and accountable government is to be a reality, from time to time parliamentary
committees will need to obtain information directly from a minister. While we recognise
that the convention is that ministers may only be requested to appear before a committee,
we nevertheless believe that committees should be empowered to call ministers from
either house. If ministers are to be removed from the Legislative Council, the active
review committees we envisage developing there will certainly require access to Assembly
ministers. These issues will also be addressed in Report No. 5.

9.5.2.5 Recommendation

1. Parliamentary committees should have the power to call ministers
from either house, chief executive officers and other relevant
witnesses.
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CHAPTER 10 SCRUTINY OF LEGISLATION

10.1 INTRODUCTION

According to Erskine May, a parliament’s functions chiefly comprise:

... legislation, consent to taxation and control of public expenditure, debate on
government policy and scrutiny of government administration ... (1989: 7)

Parliament is the major element in the legislative process, even though its role as an
independent actor in the initiation and formulation of Bills has been greatly limited by
executive control. Norton has identified two important stages where the House of
Commons takes a leading part: in scrutinising and legitimising legislation (1985: 82).
Scrutiny occurs when both houses examine and debate Bills during their passage through
parliament. Legitimacy is conferred when parliament, acting on behalf of electors, grants
its approval to that legislation. In Western Australia, this approval is enshrined in s.2 of the
Constitution Act 1889, which states that Parliament’s consent is required ‘... to make laws
for the peace, order and good Government’ of this State. Legislation gains further
legitimacy by progressing through parliament in a consistent and orderly manner. As Reid
and Forrest explain:

The legitimacy, and hence acceptance, of the law itself stems from the fact that it was
made by a competent and duly authorised body (the Parliament) in a formally correct
manner; that is, in conformity with the known and accepted procedural arrangements.
(1989: 185)

Many see Parliament’s current legislative role as its most important. In an invited address
to the Commission on Government’s Perth public seminar, Dr John Uhr claimed that the
core business of a parliament ‘... is the legislative function of considering, reviewing,
amending and passing laws’ (1995: 1). Dr Uhr restated a theme developed by Reid, in
which the effectiveness of parliamentary scrutiny of the public sector as a whole depends
on parliament’s commitment to legislating:

The more responsible is their legislating, then the more effective will be their
supplementary scrutiny of government activities. Legislative review might at times be a
slow grind, but it is the only solid basis for a system of public sector review. (1995: 1)

The extent to which parliament effectively fulfils its legislative role depends not only on
the will of the institution itself, but also on its relationship with the executive. This
relationship encompasses two conflicting democratic principles (Pick, 1992: 15). The first
is that an elected government has a right to govern, as it has been given a mandate to carry
out its legislative agenda. One of its primary objectives, therefore, is to pass its legislation
as expeditiously as possible. At the same time, parliament has a right and duty to examine
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and criticise the activities of government, including its legislation. While a balance must
be struck between these two conflicting objectives, we believe that greater parliamentary
scrutiny will result in better legislation.

10.2 THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN ROYAL COMMISSION

Specified Matter 18 of the Commission on Government Act 1994 requires the Commission
on Government to inquire into:

The role of parliamentary committees on legislation including the accommodation of the
right of the public to make representations on legislative measures referred to any such
committee.

As discussed in Chapter 8, a major concern of the WA Royal Commission was
Parliament’s capacity to function effectively as an accountability agency. It believed
Parliament had not adequately fulfilled its constitutional obligation to scrutinise and
review systematically the public sector. To redress this situation, the WA Royal
Commission recommended a review of those parliamentary procedures designed to secure
government accountability. This included examining the role of parliamentary committees,
particularly those involved with public finances, expenditure and the conduct of public
administration. In focussing on parliamentary committees, the WA Royal Commission
also considered it advantageous to review committees on legislation.

In the view of the WA Royal Commission, Parliament’s legislative role was ‘... central to
its existence’ (1992: II 5.7.1). At the same time, it also considered this role to be an
onerous responsibility, as ‘[t]he community has entrusted members with the capacity to
interfere with the rights, liberty and livelihood of citizens’ (1992: II 5.7.4).

The WA Royal Commission was keen for Parliament to strengthen its legislative oversight
role. Far from becoming merely a rubber stamp of the executive, it believed Parliament
should give its best consideration to legislative proposals, including government Bills and
subordinate legislation. The WA Royal Commission suggested that legislation committees
could be one way to achieve this goal.

Other legislatures, such as the Australian Senate and the New Zealand House of
Representatives, have embraced the use of legislation committees. Indeed, it has been
noted that: ‘[t]he use of legislation committees ... is a growing phenomenon in
‘Westminster’ democracies’ (WA Royal Commission, 1992: II 5.7.3). One reason for their
popularity lies in their ability to ‘... enhance consideration both of the detail of Bills and of
their possible effect’ (WA Royal Commission, 1992: II 5.7.6). The Commonwealth and
other state and territory parliaments have reflected this trend by having at least one
committee dealing specifically with the scrutiny of legislation.
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There was also a concern with improving the level of public participation in the legislative
process. Although Members of Parliament are responsible for making laws on the public’s
behalf, the WA Royal Commission pointed to the need for the public’s views to be also
taken into account. It suggested that attention should be given to procedures allowing the
public to participate in examining legislation, such as submissions and public hearings. In
the view of the WA Royal Commission, it was ‘... entirely appropriate that where a Bill is
sent to a committee on legislation for examination, those affected by it, those who can
contribute to its consideration, should be given the opportunity so to do’ (1992: II 5.7.7).

10.3 THE LEGISLATIVE PROCESS

10.3.1 OVERVIEW

10.3.1.1 Government Bills

As outlined in the Commission on Government’s Discussion Paper No. 8 (1995: 15),
government legislation can originate in three main ways:

• by ministers instructing their department to prepare legislation to implement
government policy;

• through recommendations made by departments and agencies to their minister for
new or amending legislation; and

• following government-to-government agreements for national legislative schemes.

Before an Act of Parliament becomes law, it begins its life as a Bill. Bills are draft forms
of Acts, which are ‘... no more than a proposal for a law or a change to the law’ (House of
Representatives Factsheet No. 7, 1994: 1).

A government Bill goes through a number of preliminary stages prior to its introduction in
Parliament. A minister must approve the concept of the Bill and submit the idea to cabinet
in a formal submission for approval. Before this, there may be ministerial and agency
consultations with interested parties. If cabinet approves the proposal, it is then sent to the
Parliamentary Counsel to prepare a draft Bill. During the drafting process, some further
consultations with stakeholders may take place. This is organised by the minister
concerned, assisted by his or her department. When drafting is complete, the sponsoring
minister again submits the Bill to cabinet for approval to print and introduce it into
Parliament.

Bills can be introduced into either house of Parliament with the exception of certain
money Bills, which may only originate in the Legislative Assembly. In addition, money
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Bills can be only amended in the lower house, although the upper house can suggest
amendments to them.

All members are entitled to introduce legislation, and although the procedures for all Bills
are essentially similar, this Report will focus on government Bills. There are usually four
main steps in the passage of a Bill through each house:

• First reading: where the responsible minister announces the title of the Bill to the
house. In the Legislative Council, Bills are publicly available at this stage.

• Second reading: where the sponsoring minister delivers a speech outlining the
content, principles and intended purpose of the Bill. This is when Bills are publicly
available in the Legislative Assembly. This is followed at a later time by a full
debate on the Bill, called the second reading debate. Both government and
opposition members speak on the Bill. In the Upper House, the Bill may be sent to
the Legislation Committee after the second reading for consideration and report.

• Committee stage, or Committee of the Whole: where the house acts as a review
committee to consider and debate each clause of the Bill and where amendments can
be made.

• Third reading: in which the Bill may be further debated and which completes the
passage through that house. The Bill is then sent to the other house where the same
steps are repeated.

When Bills have been passed by both houses of Parliament, they are presented to the
Governor for Royal Assent. Once the assent is given, the Bill becomes an Act. Acts do not
come into effect until they are proclaimed, which is either at a date set by the legislation
itself or at the discretion of the government. Proclamations are made by the Governor on
advice of the Executive Council and published in the Government Gazette.

10.3.1.2 Delegated Legislation

Acts of Parliament often contain a power to make regulations, rules, by-laws or all three.
These are called delegated legislation and are made by ministers, departments and
statutory authorities. The legislation may also be known as subordinate, subsidiary or
secondary legislation, because it relies on a principal Act for its existence. In other words:

Subordinate legislation, in its simplest form, comprises the laws made by people and
bodies other than Parliament under powers given to them by Acts passed by Parliament.
Examples include road traffic regulations which govern most of our lives, entry fees to
the zoo or a park, the rules which govern ‘bungy jumpers’. (Victoria, Scrutiny of Acts
and Regulations Committee, 1993: vii)
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Delegated legislation includes rules, regulations and by-laws, which are impractical to
include in Acts because they are too technical or are likely to require periodic change. A
large number of the legislative rules affecting citizens are in the form of delegated
legislation.

All regulations, rules and by-laws must be published in the Government Gazette and tabled
in Parliament within six sitting days of gazettal. Parliament then has 14 sitting days to
consider them. During this time, either house can disallow them. If neither house does so,
they remain in force. Such delegated legislation is seldom debated in the house.

10.3.2 COMMITTEES AND LEGISLATION

10.3.2.1 Issues for Consideration

Parliament’s ability to devote sufficient time and resources to scrutinise legislation has
decreased as the legislative workload has increased. A common problem experienced by
most parliaments has been an explosion of legislation. Over the last ten years, an average
of 134 Bills has been introduced into the Western Australian Parliament every session. At
any one time, there are approximately 20 to 25 Bills in various stages of progress through
the two houses. Late night or even all-night sittings are not uncommon to cope with the
backlog of Bills. On occasions, one or the other house finds it necessary to sit on Friday,
which is outside the normal sitting pattern of Tuesdays to Thursdays. This happens
especially at the end of sessions, resulting in what has been termed legislation by
exhaustion.

If this situation continues, it is argued Parliament could end up passing legislation without
proper scrutiny and review. The WA Royal Commission warned that Parliament is not ‘...
and should not be allowed to become, the rubber stamp of measures put before it’ (1992: II
5.7.4).

One way to overcome these problems and to improve Parliament’s capacity to scrutinise
and review legislation is through the use of legislation committees. These can assist the
smooth and timely passage of Bills through the house of parliament involved. They also
help ensure that a Bill is soundly conceived and will result in a law which has the intended
effect. Such committees can usually take more time and go into all the relevant details
associated with proposed legislation. This is a major advantage, as the pressures on
parliament as a whole can preclude it from giving similar detailed scrutiny.

Skene identified a number of ways in which committees may contribute to the passage of
legislation (1990: 2-3). These include:

• enhancing the knowledge of parliamentarians and the development of expertise;

• improving the capacity of the public to make input into legislation;
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• improving the quality of legislation;

• facilitating processes (such as bargaining, brokerage, consultation, information
gathering, and so on) which might be proceeding elsewhere; and

• increasing the responsiveness of the political system to public demands.

Legislation committees can take many different forms. Some provide a detailed
examination of legislation, while others act as gatekeepers in referring Bills to other
committees. Some legislation committees operate in one house of parliament, while in
some bicameral legislatures they can appear in both.

10.3.2.2 Actions to Date

The Legislative Assembly established the Standing Committee on Uniform Legislation
and Intergovernmental Agreements in August 1993. It arose out of a growing concern that
uniform legislation and intergovernmental agreements were by-passing state parliaments.
For example, the Western Australian Parliament was often asked to pass legislation which
it had very little chance to scrutinise.

The Committee’s role is to inform the Western Australian Parliament about uniform
legislative schemes and intergovernmental agreements, involving the states, territories and
the Commonwealth Government. In particular, the Committee:

... seeks to establish mechanisms whereby the executive branch of government informs
the Parliament about continuing developments in the unification and harmonisation of
statute law, providing Parliament with an opportunity to raise concerns and make
comments. (1994b: 1)

10.3.2.3 Public Submissions

There was general agreement that legislation would benefit from additional scrutiny and
review. As Mr Greg Calcutt, Parliamentary Counsel, affirmed at the Perth public hearing:

... it is pretty much a truism that the more scrutiny and critical review that Bills are
subjected to, both before they get to Parliament and in Parliament, the better the
legislation that is finally enacted will be.

The Hon. Hendy Cowan MLA, Deputy Premier, commented in his submission that
detailed parliamentary scrutiny of Bills should be delegated to legislation committees,
which would enable several Bills to be dealt with at the same time. He added that ‘... [t]he
current practice of debating the detail of bills, clause by clause, in a ‘committee of the
whole House’ is archaic and grossly inefficient.’
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Similar concerns were expressed at the Mandurah public seminar by the Hon. John
Cowdell MLC, who claimed that the Legislative Council’s current legislative role was
mostly:

... sheer farce. That is, most of the time that is spent going through the forms of
legislation, of reading it a first time, reading it a second time, going into committee of
the whole and then reading it a third time, is sheer play-acting for the media.

He saw a great deal of potential in the committee system, particularly in the upper house.
He emphasised the bipartisanship which operated in the Legislative Council’s Standing
Committee on Legislation, of which he was a member. Although it considered
controversial legislation, he pointed out that in the last 18 months, almost 80 to 90 per cent
of its reports had been unanimous.

A number of people highlighted the benefits of the Senate’s committee system. In a
submission to the Commission on Government, Ms Catherine Crawford, from the
Aboriginal Legal Service of Western Australia (ALS), noted Western Australia could
profit from the establishment of a legislative review process similar to that in the
Australian Senate. In particular, she thought that ‘[t]he Selection of Bills, Regulations and
Ordinances and Scrutiny of Bills’ Committees appear to effectively scrutinise the forming
and content of Bills and delegated legislation.’

Mr Stuart Kay, Advisory Research Officer to the Standing Committee on Legislation,
made a similar comment at the Perth public hearing. In his view, all Bills should be
referred to the Standing Committee on Legislation for the purpose of a scrutiny of Bills
function, similar to the Senate’s Standing Committee for the Scrutiny of Bills.

Mr Robert Eadie, the State Ombudsman, submitted that the ideal situation would be to
have all Bills referred to a legislation committee. In particular, he mentioned the valuable
role performed by the Senate’s Standing Committee for the Scrutiny of Bills.

Nevertheless, he warned that it would be impracticable for a parliament the size of that in
Western Australia to implement such a system. Instead, he suggested that if it was found
that ‘... the resources of the Upper House restrict its ability to refer all bills to a committee,
it would seem more appropriate for the Legislation Committee to continue to receive
references as the House saw fit and to examine the more controversial matters.’

Mr Max Trenorden MLA proposed an innovative plan in his submission to enhance
parliamentary scrutiny and review of legislation. His idea was to create four standing
committees in the lower house, which between them would divide up the spectrum of
portfolio responsibilities. They would all have a wide charter but their key role would be
to review legislation. Under this committee system, the legislative process would be as
follows:
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Bills on first reading should be accompanied with a statement of intent, upon being first
read they then should automatically proceed to one of the standing committees. The
House or Minister should have no say in this process. As each committee will not be
able to examine every Bill that comes their way they should decide which Bills get their
attention. The committee must have time limits in which they act. Bills that receive
attention should only have a limited “committee of the whole” stage within the House.

The establishment of subject-related standing committees was also recommended by the
Law Society and the ALS. The Law Society’s submission noted that ‘[j]oint standing
committees should be set up to consider legislation falling within certain broad areas, such
as Criminal Justice, Social Policy, the Environment, etc.’ Likewise, Ms Catherine
Crawford, on behalf of the ALS, recommended that a number of standing committees be
established in the Legislative Assembly. These would be ‘... modelled on those of the
Federal Senate (the Selection of Bills Committee, Regulations and Ordinances Committee
and Scrutiny of Bills Committee) to scrutinise Bills and delegated legislation.’

Mr Greg Calcutt sounded a note of caution at the Perth public hearing. Although he agreed
that the more scrutiny Bills get, the better, he warned:

There are always going to be stumbling blocks and the two that immediately come to
mind are firstly that in a house of 57 members with 17 people in the executive, you are
only left with 40 members and you will end up with pretty well everybody on a standing
committee.

10.3.2.4 Analysis

Currently, the Western Australian Parliament has two committees to review legislation.
One is the Standing Committee on Legislation, established by the Legislative Council in
December 1989. Its role is to scrutinise legislation during its passage through the upper
house. It can only consider Bills which have been referred to it by that house, which
occurs after the second reading or at any subsequent stage.

In a report prepared in 1991, the Committee cited its objectives as:

1. To give to members of the public the time and a method for direct access to the
legislative process and to permit legislators to have direct access to the views of
the public by way of written submissions and oral evidence.

2. To provide a forum in which various differing community views as to the content
of legislation can be aired, and, hopefully resolved.

3. To enable the detail of the wording of a Bill to be worked out in a more efficient
way than the Committee of a Whole - that is by discussion between legislators
from all political parties and Parliamentary Counsel such discussion taking place
in the light of the evidence obtained from the public.
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4. To give legislators more ready access to departmental information.

5. To record the submissions and reasons for the particular drafting as an historical
record and an aid to interpretation.

6. Where the Committee is unable to agree on a single recommendation or where
there is an apparently irreconcilable difference of view between the political
parties to recommend various alternatives to the House and the measures to
implement each alternative.

7. To recommend legislative standards in such areas as:
(a) freedoms of the individual
(b) government accountability
(c) clarity of drafting
(d) justification for legislation
(e) public convenience of legislation. (1991: 2-3)

We believe that achieving these goals is an important objective for any legislation
committee.

The Standing Committee on Legislation’s procedures for dealing with Bills depend on the
nature of their referral. As explained by Mr Stuart Kay (Advisory Research Officer to the
Committee) at the Commission on Government’s Perth public hearing:

Very often the whole of a Bill is referred for consideration and report and in that case the
Committee will give the Bill an initial consideration. Following that it may advertise for
public submissions or invite selected persons to make submissions. ... Sometimes - and
this has happened twice in the past month - specific clauses of the Bill will be referred to
the Committee. The procedure adopted by the Committee in one of those cases has been
to invite selected persons to comment on those clauses.

The other legislation committee is the Legislative Assembly’s Standing Committee on
Uniform Legislation and Intergovernmental Agreements, which was established in August
1993. It is concerned with Bills which form part of interstate or national legislative
schemes involving the Commonwealth and other state and territory parliaments. The
general aim of this committee is to provide Parliament with a mechanism to scrutinise the
appropriateness of such legislation and agreements from Western Australia’s standpoint.
Its principal term of reference is to:

... inquire into, consider and report on matters relating to proposed or current
intergovernmental agreements and uniform legislative schemes involving the
Commonwealth, States and Territories, or any combination of States and Territories
without the participation of the Commonwealth. (1994a: iii)

Of particular interest to the Commission are those legislation committee models which
operate in other jurisdictions, such as in the Australian Senate and House of
Representatives, the United Kingdom (UK) House of Commons and the New Zealand
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House of Representatives. When comparing practices in other jurisdictions, it is apparent
that no single model is used. Legislatures establish committees which best suit their
particular needs.

The Senate was the first Australian house to adopt procedures to refer Bills systematically
to committees (Evans, 1992: 55), and its procedures were particularly highlighted by the
WA Royal Commission as warranting closer attention in this State (1992: II 5.7.5).

While Bills pass through the Senate in the same way as other Westminster-style
parliaments, it has additional processes whereby committees supplement the house’s
existing legislative channels. Following a select committee inquiry into legislation
procedures in 1988, the Senate adopted new procedures for examining Bills in committees,
which came into effect in August 1990. In particular, the Select Committee had
recommended that more Bills be referred to committees and that procedures be established
for that purpose. It also attempted to achieve two seemingly contradictory aims: ‘...
speedier but more thorough examination of legislation by the simultaneous consideration
of a number of bills in committees’ (Evans, 1995: 260).

Prior to these innovations, the Senate only referred Bills to committees on an ad hoc basis,
as occurs now in the Western Australian Parliament. In particular, referral ‘... depended
upon an assessment by the majority of the Senate that particular bills required examination
in a committee’ (Evans, 1995: 260). Many of the Bills referred to committees were those
of a contentious nature and were usually substantially altered. This was nevertheless seen
as a positive development, which according to Evans, ‘... led to a general view in the
Senate that examination of bills by committees is a productive and worthwhile process
resulting in much-improved legislation’ (1995: 260).

One of the key features of the Senate reforms was the establishment of a Selection of Bills
Committee. Its functions include:

• considering all Bills introduced into the Senate or received from the House of
Representatives, except for those which contain solely financial provisions;

• acting as a gatekeeper in recommending to the Senate whether Bills should be
referred to one of the legislative and general purpose standing committees (or
occasionally select committees); and

• recommending at which stage in the consideration of the Bill the referral should take
place, and when the committee should report back to the Senate. (McNaughton,
1991: 36)

Although there are no guidelines as to how the Senate’s committees should handle Bills
referred to them, it is claimed this was deliberate, as it allowed committees to deal with
Bills as they saw fit. As Evans explains:
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It was believed that some bills would require only minimal examination, perhaps
clarification of some technical points with responsible ministers and departmental
officials; others would merit “full treatment”, including advertising for submissions and
public hearings; and some bills would require some intermediate treatment, for example,
the taking of limited evidence from interested bodies. The committees may not amend
bills, but may recommend amendments. (1995: 261-262)

The Senate’s legislative and general purpose standing committees, and occasionally its
select committees, are seen as supplementing the work done by the Senate’s Standing
Committee for the Scrutiny of Bills. Established in 1981, this Committee scrutinises all
Bills introduced into the Commonwealth Parliament. Specifically, its task is to report
whether Bills:

(i) trespass unduly on personal rights and liberties;
(ii) make rights, liberties or obligations unduly dependent upon insufficiently defined

administrative powers;
(iii) make rights, liberties or obligations unduly dependent upon non-reviewable

decisions;
(iv) inappropriately delegate legislative powers; or
(v) insufficiently subject the exercise of legislative power to parliamentary scrutiny.

(Evans, 1995: 374)

If the Committee believes a Bill contains provisions which fall into any of the above
categories, it draws the Senate’s attention to them and sets out its concerns. It also invites
the responsible minister to respond to these concerns, which allows the minister to explain
or justify the particular clause. If a response is received, the Committee reports that to the
house, to enable it to take the minister’s comments into consideration when deciding
whether to pass the relevant section of the Bill.

Similar committees have also been established in the Australian Capital Territory and
Victoria Parliaments.

The Australian House of Representatives has adopted a different approach to deal with
legislation. In February 1994, following a report of the Standing Committee on Procedure
(About Time), the House of Representatives introduced significant changes to its
legislative procedures. Faced by an increasing amount of legislative business, the
Committee sought ways to streamline legislative activity in the house while providing
additional time for the consideration of legislation (1993: 5).

The Committee concluded that:

... on bills that are uncontroversial and unopposed, there seems to be little procedural
reason why more than the traditional ‘committee stage’ could not be taken in a
legislation committee. (1993: 6)
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The Committee’s recommendations resulted in the establishment of a Main Committee, to
which Bills can be referred for their second reading and consideration in detail (ie
committee) stages. All members of the house are members of the Committee, which can
meet only while the house is sitting. This system allows two streams of legislation to be
debated at the same time ie on the floor of the house and in the Main Committee.
Nevertheless, as the Main Committee only considers uncontentious matters on which
agreement is expected to be reached, provision also exists for other Bills to be referred to
any of the house’s eight general purpose standing committees. These committees cover a
range of subjects and can inquire into any matter referred to them by the house or a
minister, including pre-legislation proposals and Bills (House of Representatives,
1994a: 2).

In the UK House of Commons, it is usual for the consideration in detail (ie committee)
stage of Bills to be carried out by specially appointed Standing Committees (A, B, C and
so on), usually comprising between 20 to 25 members. These committees review and
approve Bills but do not debate their overall scope or purpose. When necessary, Bills are
still considered in detail on the floor of the house, otherwise known as the Committee of
the Whole stage.

In New Zealand, most legislation is referred to committees. These committees have the
power to amend legislation. By dividing legislative work into discrete policy areas and
placing a committee in charge of each, the New Zealand Parliament has created legislative
specialisation across the full policy spectrum (Skene, 1990: 2)

While merit can be found in many of the legislation committee models used elsewhere, the
Western Australian Parliament should develop practices to suit its own circumstances.
We consider legislation committees to be an important means to enhance the scrutiny and
review of legislation and believe that the current Standing Committee on Legislation in the
Legislative Council should be retained. It has performed a vital role in the upper house,
although its activities have been limited by the relatively small number of Bills referred to
it so far.

While we consider the upper house to be a house of review, problems can arise if that is
the only house in which a legislation committee operates. For example, the Committee
would be inundated with Bills if they did not arrive in the upper house until they passed
through the lower one. For this reason, we consider it necessary to have legislation
committees in both houses. Therefore, we propose that the portfolio-related standing
committees recommended for the Legislative Assembly in Section 8.4.3.5 should also
scrutinise legislation. As these committees become established, they will be able to
develop expertise in a particular portfolio area and members themselves will be able to
specialise. By having the committees serve a dual purpose, their resources and staff will
also be utilised and managed in a more efficient and effective way.
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We also conclude that the Legislative Assembly’s Standing Committee on Uniform
Legislation and Intergovernmental Agreements should be abolished. Currently, this is the
only purpose-built committee in Australia to review such legislation, and it has gained
considerable status and recognition for its work. Nevertheless, other Australian
parliaments have incorporated uniform legislation review in their existing legislation
committees, such as the Victorian Joint Standing Committee on the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations and the New South Wales Regulation Review Committee. We consider that
the new Legislative Council Standing Committee on Constitutional and Federal State
Affairs should be responsible for scrutinising uniform legislation and intergovernmental
agreements. It will also have a general brief to consider any legislation with constitutional
implications.

While we have recommended in Section 8.4.3.5 that the portfolio-related standing
committees should consist of five members (three government and two non-government),
we do not wish to preclude other members from participating in their inquiries. This was a
matter for concern in the Senate, where Senators sought to increase their level of
participation on committees. Previously, those Senators who were not members of a
committee could only attend and participate in public hearings subject to the agreement of
the committee. In most cases, though, they could not attach minority reports or dissenting
statements to a committee’s report, even if they had contributed to an inquiry.

As a result of a further restructuring of the Senate committee system in October 1994,
Senators were granted participatory membership on committees. Under the new system,
while non-committee members still cannot vote, they can attend hearings, take part in
committee deliberations and attach minority reports or statements. It is claimed that in this
way, ‘... senators who have taken part in the evidence-gathering process of the committee
are now also able to attach their conclusions and views on the evidence presented’
(Department of the Senate, 1994: 116).

Members will not be prevented from further examining a Bill once it has returned to the
chamber. For example, a Bill which has been given detailed consideration in one of the
portfolio-related committees can, if necessary, be further examined during the Committee
of the Whole stage in the lower house. This is important, as legislation committees are
intended to facilitate, not replace, existing Bill procedures. Both forums are important, as
they ‘... remain equally available and the potential exists for more than one bite of the
metaphorical cherry’ (McNaughton, 1991: 36).

For these new procedures to work, there needs to be a conscious will on the part of
parliamentarians to make them work. Otherwise, the fledgling committee system could
risk the same danger forewarned for the new Senate procedures introduced in 1990:

... the new procedures risk being regarded as unnecessarily duplicative of chamber
activities and available for political point scoring, despite the opportunities they offer for
serious consideration of the detail of new legislation. (McNaughton, 1991: 44)
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10.3.2.5 Recommendations

1. The portfolio-related standing committees, recommended for the
Legislative Assembly, should examine legislation relevant to their
portfolios.

2. The Legislative Council’s Standing Committee on Legislation should
be retained.

3. Any Member of Parliament, including ministers, should be allowed to
make representation to a committee examining a particular Bill.

4. The current Legislative Assembly Standing Committee on Uniform
Legislation and Intergovernmental Agreements should be abolished.
In its place, the proposed Standing Committee on Constitutional and
Federal/State Affairs in the Legislative Council should be responsible
for scrutinising uniform legislation and intergovernmental
agreements. Its brief should also include considering legislation with
constitutional implications.

10.3.3 REFERRAL OF BILLS

10.3.3.1 Issues for Consideration

As discussed in 10.3.2, we envisage that the portfolio-related standing committees
recommended for the Legislative Assembly will perform a legislative function. This role
will also continue to be performed by the Legislative Council’s Standing Committee on
Legislation.

For these committees to act in that capacity, two related issues need to be addressed. The
first is the scope of referral; that is, whether all Bills should be sent to these committees, or
only controversial or noncontroversial ones. The second issue concerns the point of
referral in the legislative process. In other words, whether Bills should be directed to
committees prior to their introduction, after their first reading or their second reading.

10.3.3.2 Actions to Date

There have been no changes since the WA Royal Commission.

10.3.3.3 Public Submissions

Opinion varied on the proper scope and referral point of Bills directed to legislation
committees. For instance, the Law Society wrote of the benefits of allowing comment at
an early stage. It claimed that the inadequacies of the present system might be to some
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extent remedied by ‘ ... improved access to Bills, improved and more flexible facilities for
comment, at an early stage and in a time frame which allowed of considered comment.’ At
the moment, Bills were usually referred to the Law Society for comment at a very late
stage, which did not allow much time for consultation or for considering the implications
of a Bill.

In its submission, the Perth Watchdog Committee went so far as to recommend that all
legislation, after the process of going before committees, be required to lay before
Parliament for six months prior to its passage through Parliament. This would enable
elected representatives, communities and electors to have further input.

On the other hand, Mr Greg Calcutt, Parliamentary Counsel, thought that the point at
which committees currently became involved in the legislative process was appropriate.
As he explained at the Perth public hearing, ‘... I think it’s about right where it is; that is,
that they become involved at the ... completion of second reading and before committee.’

When asked whether all Bills should be automatically referred to legislation committees,
Mr Calcutt agreed in an ideal world they should. He thought that at the moment, though,
the Standing Committee on Legislation was struggling with the few Bills that were given
to it because of a lack of resources. One solution, which was already occurring, was to
refer certain clauses of Bills to the Committee. As he pointed out, ‘[m]aybe that’s the
sensible way of making some compromise instead of lumbering them with the whole of
the Bill just to ask them to look at particular aspects.’

Another suggestion relating to the types of Bills which should be referred to the Standing
Committee on Legislation was offered by the Law Society. It noted that:

... the proposal that non-controversial and unopposed bills be referred to the Standing
Committee on Legislation, while major and controversial legislation be debated in the
House ... appears to the Society to be an odd one, since logically the reverse should be
the case, allowing public consultation by the Committee on the major and controversial
legislation, while more technical Bills of restricted application may not call for such
scrutiny.

At the Perth public hearing, Mr Laurie Marquet, Clerk of the Legislative Council, went
one step further and said there were other ways to make laws other than the traditional
first, second and third readings. He explained, ‘[p]rovided you have got checks and
balances I don’t see that anything is lost by having, say, one debate on a non-contentious
piece of legislation.’

At the Perth public hearing, Mr Calcutt highlighted the need for some filtering mechanism
to sort out the Bills which did not require much scrutiny. This would avoid clogging the
committee system up with those Bills. Although he was not sure whether this could be
done before they went to a committee or whether a committee did that itself, he suggested
that ‘... if you had a properly resourced committee then perhaps the way to do it would be
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to let the committee decide what it would deal with unless it’s directed otherwise by the
house.’

10.3.3.4 Analysis

Additional review of primary legislation can be either by the Standing Committee on
Legislation in the upper house or, in rarer cases, by select committees of either house.
Referral only takes place on a case-by-case basis and there is no certainty that a Bill will
be directed to any committee. Referral relies primarily on the will of the political majority
to occur. We consider this to be an unsatisfactory arrangement, as it does not allow for any
systematic review or scrutiny of legislation.

We need to consider how to rectify this situation. One solution could be to refer all
noncontroversial or unopposed legislation to committees, as now occurs in the Main
Committee of the Australian House of Representatives. This would leave major or
controversial legislation to be debated in the house. This would accord with the traditional
view that parliamentarians work in a more bipartisan manner in committees than in the
politically-charged floor of the house. On the other hand, it could be argued that by its
very nature, controversial legislation demands the more detailed examination provided by
a legislation committee.

While a case can be made to refer either controversial or noncontroversial Bills to
committees, we believe the opportunity should exist for all Bills to be given an extra
review. This could be achieved by automatically referring all Bills to a relevant legislation
committee. That is, Bills introduced into the Legislative Assembly would be directed to
the portfolio-related standing committees, according to their subject matter. Likewise, all
Bills introduced in the Legislative Council would be referred to the Standing Committee
on Legislation. This would not preclude either house from referring a Bill to its
appropriate legislation committee, even if the Bill did not originate in that house. The
legislation committees would be responsible for determining what level of scrutiny each
Bill should receive.

We are aware that the 1988 Senate Select Committee on Legislation Procedures
considered automatic referral of Bills would waste the time of that house (McNaughton,
1991: 36). Instead, it proposed the establishment of the Selection of Bills Committee, to
recommend to the Senate which Bills should be referred to committees. While such a
committee is appropriate for a legislature the size of the Australian Senate, it would be
impractical to introduce one here. Rather, we believe that automatic referral of Bills to the
lower and upper house legislation committees will perform that task. In other words, the
portfolio-related standing committees and the Standing Committee on Legislation will be
able to filter all incoming Bills to determine whether they should undergo further scrutiny.

Another important consideration is at what stage a Bill should be referred to a committee,
and there are a host of possibilities. Currently, Bills can be referred to the Legislative
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Council’s Standing Committee on Legislation after their second reading. In the Australian
Senate, referral of Bills may take place at any stage, but occurs most frequently after the
second reading, while in the New Zealand Parliament, referral to a set of subject-related
committees happens immediately after introduction and before the second reading stage.
In both the Australian and New Zealand House of Representatives, committees can also
conduct pre-legislative examinations of draft Bills or proposals.

Many argue that the committee consideration of a Bill should take place after the second
reading, when the house has given its ‘in principle’ agreement to a Bill. At this time,
members are aware of the general intent of a Bill through the minister’s second reading
speech. Nevertheless, we believe that as Parliament operates on a tight schedule, the earlier
a Bill is referred to a committee the better, especially if it is complex or controversial. This
will provide more time to call for submissions, arrange for expert advice and organise
hearings. To this end, we recommend that all Bills should be automatically referred to the
appropriate standing committee after their first reading.

While members will not have the benefit of the minister’s second reading speech, we
believe this can be overcome by ensuring that each Bill is accompanied by a statement of
intent from the minister or Member of Parliament introducing the Bill. This would explain
the thrust of the Bill and clarify its provisions.

We understand the Standing Committee on Legislation compiled a checklist of further
information they thought might be required from ministers and departments in considering
legislation. This included:

• understanding the particular problem the Bill was originally intended to overcome;

• whether there was legislation dealing with the same or a similar topic in other
Australian states or overseas;

• whether other Western Australian or Commonwealth legislation will be affected by
the legislative proposal;

• when the public or relevant interest groups were first advised of the legislation and in
what form;

• who made submissions or representations to government over the legislation and
whether there were any particular requests for amendments; and

• what level of consultation was made from the time the legislation was first advised to
the public (1991: 10-12).
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We consider these to be legitimate questions to ask; ministers and their departments should
provide such information. As the WA Royal Commission pointed out, ‘[i]nformation is
the key to accountability’ (1992: II 2.4.2).

General policy issues should be determined on the floor of the house. As McNaughton
points out:

In our system legislative policy is formulated in the party rooms. Formulation of that
policy, and its subsequent implementation in the form of legislation, is an intrinsic part
of the political process at its most partisan. (1991: 44)

Committees should be encouraged to operate in a more bipartisan and apolitical manner.
We favour the checklist developed by the Legislative Council Standing Committee on
Legislation.

10.3.3.5 Recommendations

1. All Bills introduced into the Legislative Assembly should be referred
automatically to the relevant portfolio-related standing committees in
that house, while all Bills introduced into the Legislative Council
should be directed to the Standing Committee on Legislation. This
should not preclude either house from referring a Bill to its
appropriate legislation committee, even if the Bill has not originated
in that house.

2. All Bills should be referred to a legislation committee after the first
reading stage and should be accompanied by a statement of intent
from the minister or Member of Parliament introducing the Bill.

3. Ministers should provide adequate information to committees to
facilitate consideration of legislation. Such information should
include:

(a) understanding the particular problem the Bill was originally
intended to overcome;

(b) whether there was legislation dealing with the same or a similar
topic in other Australian states or overseas;

(c) whether other Western Australian or Commonwealth legislation
will be affected by the legislative proposal;

(d) when the public or relevant interest groups were first advised of
the legislation and in what form;
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(e) who made submissions or representations to government over
the legislation and whether there were any particular requests
for amendments; and

(f) what level of consultation was made from the time the
legislation was first advised to the public.

10.3.4 DELEGATED LEGISLATION

The Joint Standing Committee on Delegated Legislation (JSCDL) in the Western
Australian Parliament was established in December 1987. Its terms of reference are:

It is the function of the Committee to consider and report on any regulation that:

(a) appears not to be within power or not to be in accord with the objects of the Act
pursuant to which it purports to be made;

(b) unduly trespasses on established rights, freedoms or liberties;
(c) contains matter which ought properly to be dealt with by an Act of Parliament;
(d) unduly makes rights dependent upon administrative, and not judicial, decisions.

If the Committee is of the opinion that any other matter relating to any regulation should
be brought to the notice of the House, it may report that opinion and matter to the House.

Many other parliaments in Australia and overseas have parliamentary committees that
perform similar oversight roles. In the Federal Parliament, both the Senate Standing
Committee for the Scrutiny of Bills and the Senate Standing Committee on Regulations
and Ordinances have responsibilities with respect to the scrutiny of delegated legislation.
In the Victorian and New South Wales Parliaments, it is the Legal and Constitutional
Committee and the Regulation Review Committee respectively, that carry out this role.
The UK Parliament has the Joint Committee on Statutory Instruments and the House of
Lords’ Delegated Powers Scrutiny Committee to examine subordinate legislation.

The necessity of such structures in so many jurisdictions, of which the above are only a
small selection, is indicative of the proliferation and complexity of rule-making via a
delegated power. The practice of parliaments delegating this power has a long history,
dating back to the Statute of the Staple 1385. Thus the impracticability of parliaments
formulating all laws has long been recognised:

The view that the general role of delegated legislation is to fill in details in a legislative
scheme is well established. It assumes that once Parliament has debated and approved
general principles in primary legislation the executive might properly be authorised to
supply the details in accordance with those principles ... (Administrative Review Council
(ARC), 1992: 12)
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The practice of the Federal Parliament delegating law-making power to the government, or
agency of the government, has been found not to be a contravention of the doctrine of the
separation of powers. Fullagar J in Australian Communist Party v The Commonwealth
stated that: ‘... the so-called separation of powers under the Constitution does not preclude
the Parliament from authorising in the widest and most general terms subordinate
legislation under any of the heads of its legislative power ...’ ((1951) 83 CLR 1 at 257).
State parliaments enjoy similar, and perhaps greater freedom to delegate legislative power
(see Malcolm, 1992: 247-58).

Given that delegated legislative power is a vital tool of modern parliaments, it is essential
that parliaments do not lose control over rule-making once the power is conferred. This is
precisely the function of the Joint Standing Committee on Delegated Legislation (JSCDL)
in the Western Australian Parliament, as articulated in its terms of reference cited above.
That is, the Committee aims to ensure that Parliament can scrutinise rules made by virtue
of enabling Acts.

The complexity of modern government ensures that the task of adequately scrutinising all
subordinate legislation is increasingly difficult, a fact recently noted by the JSCDL
(1995: 1). The Commission on Government has consequently given consideration to some
important issues regarding the operations of the JSCDL.

10.3.4.1 Issues for Consideration

The first issue to be considered is whether the current system of scrutiny of delegated
legislation is the most effective and efficient for our system of government in Western
Australia. This involves examining the feasibility of alternative systems for scrutinising
delegated legislation.

As earlier discussed, it is not practicable to have all rules, regulations and by-laws passed
by the Parliament in the same way as primary legislation. Given that the power to
formulate such rules must be delegated, a ‘watchdog’ body must exist to guarantee as far
as possible the legality and probity of these regulations.

It may not be necessary, however, for a committee of the Parliament to perform this
function. The terms of reference of the JSCDL reveal that it largely performs a technical
function with respect to whether regulations fall within the power of the Act under which
they are made, or whether they trespass on established rights, or whether they should
properly be part of an Act themselves. It may be feasible that such functions be carried out
by an extra-parliamentary agency, with the appropriate expertise, that would report to
Parliament in the same way the JSCDL does, with the same disallowance procedures
applying. We will assess the desirability of such an innovation shortly.

Another issue is whether, if the JSCDL should be retained, it should be reformed in some
way. This might involve a change in its composition, or its size, or its terms of reference.
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The need for such change can be gleaned from the present perception amongst members of
the public and parliamentarians themselves of how effective the committee is as presently
constituted.

A third issue is whether the JSCDL can scrutinise all forms of delegated legislation. At
present it can examine any regulation that satisfies the criteria in its terms of reference.
According to s.42(8b) of the Interpretation Act 1984, a ‘regulation’ includes rules and
by-laws. This means that instruments such as ministerial orders, proclamations, codes of
practice and policy directions fall outside the terms of reference of the JSCDL. This leaves
many instruments that have legislative effect without parliamentary scrutiny. The
Commission on Government will consider the appropriateness of these arrangements.

10.3.4.2 Actions to Date

The JSCDL is currently preparing a report: The Subordinate Legislation Framework in
Western Australia, which is anticipated to be tabled late in 1995. It is expected to contain
recommendations to reform the regulatory review process in Western Australia, and
follows from the Committee’s examination of such frameworks in Washington, London
and Paris.

10.3.4.3 Public Submissions

On the question of whether a parliamentary committee was the best way to scrutinise
subordinate legislation, Dr John Uhr, a speaker at the Commission on Government’s Perth
public seminar, provided his view of the work of the Senate’s delegated legislation
committee:

It is also probably the most effective of Senate committees, judging by its positive
impact and the culture of compliance by government agencies. Such a behind-the-scenes
committee has three valuable spin-off effects: in educating parliamentarians on their
basic parliamentary responsibilities; in teaching them about the focus of their more
specific legislative responsibilities for protecting valued practices of due process and
legal form; and in instructing the bureaucracy in their administrative responsibilities to
observe appropriate public standards of law-making and bureaucratic rule. (1995: 14)
(emphasis in original)

In his submission, the Deputy Premier, the Hon. Hendy Cowan MLA, was concerned that
too much power was often given to government agencies via delegated legislation:

There should be a review of the regulation-making sections in existing Acts. Many seem
to give too much power to the government agency concerned. A standard type of
regulation making clause should be established so that the Parliament is alerted to any
regulation making power in a bill that gives more power to the government agency, via
delegated legislation, than is ‘normal’.
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He was also concerned about the types of delegated legislation that cannot be scrutinised
by the JSCDL, and thus the Parliament. He recommended that: ‘[t]he Interpretation Act
1984 should be amended so that all delegated legislation is subject to disallowance by
either house of Parliament.’ Mr Robert Eadie, the Parliamentary Commissioner for
Administrative Investigations, was also concerned at the use of such statutory instruments,
stating in his submission: ‘In my view, these deficiencies have disturbing consequences for
the overall effectiveness of the current system of public sector scrutiny.’ In a submission,
Mr Jack Evans, the National Administrator of the Australian Democrats, agreed that all
regulations, however described, should go before the JSCDL.

Mr Stuart Kay, the Advisory Research Officer to the JSCDL, said that this was one of the
impediments to scrutiny that would be addressed in the forthcoming report of the
Committee. At the Perth public hearing, he outlined the seven basic principles the
Committee had agreed on to reform the system of scrutinising delegated legislation:

• Increasing the availability of information about subordinate legislation to both
agencies and the public.

• Ensuring appropriate consultation takes place with interested parties.

• Assessing the effect of subordinate legislation on the community. This should be
done primarily by the agency making the legislation.

• Improving the effectiveness of the JSCDL by allowing it to scrutinise the entire
range of subordinate legislation.

• Agencies being required to record the internal processes of how they arrived at
subordinate legislation.

• Making judicial review of subordinate legislation available by a simple application
to review.

• Employing terminating provisions for subordinate legislation.

10.3.4.4 Analysis

In undertaking a comprehensive review of its activities, the JSCDL has acknowledged that
there are shortcomings in its scrutiny of subordinate legislation. It is apparent to the
Commission on Government, that these shortcomings relate primarily to external
constraints on the operations of the Committee, rather than deficiencies in the Committee
itself.

The Committee receives a large volume of subordinate legislation, and yet it is only
staffed by one part-time research officer. This is another example of the lack of resources
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for parliamentary committees, a factor that diminishes their effectiveness. This issue was
dealt with in Chapter 8.

Another constraint on the efficacy of the JSCDL is the lack of compliance by government
departments and agencies in providing the Committee with sufficient information with
which to examine proposed regulations. These bodies are often tardy in providing the
information, resulting in the Committee having to put on a protective notice of motion of
disallowance, simply because they have not been afforded the opportunity of properly
scrutinising the proposed rules. This device preserves the Committee’s capacity to
recommend disallowance of delegated legislation after the disallowance period has
expired. When the information is provided, it is often insufficient for the purpose; this
reflects poorly on the agencies that indulge in such practices.

There is no good reason for removing the function of scrutiny of subordinate legislation
from the JSCDL. While it may be logistically impracticable for the Parliament to make all
laws itself, it is important that law made under delegated power remain under scrutiny of
the Parliament. The JSCDL is an appropriate body to perform this role on behalf of the
Parliament.

One reform urgently required, is to bring all legislative instruments made under delegated
power within the terms of reference of the JSCDL. Some regulations avoid this scrutiny
simply because they are not called ‘regulations’, but are termed orders, or codes of
practice, or administrative policies or some other such title. All instruments devised by
government departments or agencies, which have the force of law, should be scrutinised
by the JSCDL, however they are described.

This problem is not unique to Western Australia. The Federal Parliament has grappled
with this issue in formulating the Legislative Instruments Bill 1994, which is yet to
become law. In its report on the Bill (1995), the House of Representatives Standing
Committee on Legal and Constitutional Affairs recommended that the Bill contain an
exhaustive definition of what constitutes a legislative instrument. In cases where some
doubt exists, the Attorney General should decide conclusively whether a particular
measure is a legislative instrument. The Attorney General’s decision itself would be
subject to disallowance by Parliament or review under the Administrative Decisions
(Judicial Review) Act 1977.

In Western Australia, all subordinate legislation should be open to scrutiny by the JSCDL
by an amendment to the Committee’s Terms of Reference. This amendment should make
it the function of the Committee to consider and report on any subsidiary legislation, as
defined by the Interpretation Act 1984:

“subsidiary legislation”  means any proclamation, regulation, rule, by-law, order,
notice, rule of court, town planning scheme, resolution, or other instrument, made under
any written law and having legislative effect.
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10.3.4.5 Recommendations

1. The Joint Standing Committee on Delegated Legislation should
continue.

2. The Joint Standing Committee on Delegated Legislation’s Terms of
Reference should be amended to allow the Committee to examine all
subsidiary legislation and, if appropriate, recommend disallowance.

3. The Interpretation Act 1984  should be amended to permit either
house to give effect to the Joint Standing Committee on Delegated
Legislation’s recommendations.

10.3.5 PUBLIC REPRESENTATION

10.3.5.1 Issues for Consideration

Public participation in the legislative process is seen by many as a desirable goal. When
consultation occurs, differences of opinion may be accommodated, fresh perspectives
added and affected parties can be heard. For example, the Standing Committee on
Legislation consulted with interest groups when examining the Criminal Code Amendment
(Incitement to Racial Hatred) Bill 1990. The Committee noted that:

This resulted in a Bill that was satisfactory not only to the Parliament but also to the
witnesses who appeared before the Committee. If the Committee can play this role
reconciling differences in the community, then it is a very valuable role. (1991: 4)

Although the public is represented by Parliament, this does not mean that people cannot
participate in the parliamentary process. They can interact with Parliament in a variety of
ways, such as through letters to parliamentarians, presenting petitions and involvement
with parliamentary committees. In the course of investigations, the latter usually invite
public comment and seek the views of interested bodies, although there is no formal
system to accommodate the public’s right to either participate or make representations.

It is argued that as Parliament makes laws which can affect people’s lives, so the public
should be able to have a say on that legislation. There is a need, therefore, to consider how
this might be accommodated and exercised.

10.3.5.2 Actions to Date

There have been no changes since the WA Royal Commission.
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10.3.5.3 Public Submissions

The need for more public input in the legislative process was a constant theme in
submissions and hearings. In a submission, Mr Jack Evans, National Administrator for the
Australian Democrats, maintained that the public should have a right to become involved
in the consideration of Bills during their passage through parliament. He stressed that
‘Parliament is the people’s house’ and added that ‘[p]articipative democracy needs to be
entrenched in parliamentary practice.’

In his view, participatory democracy was ‘... the antithesis of parliamentary elitism,
parliamentary paternalism, and elective dictatorship.’ He also saw no reason why the
public should not present Bills or proposed amendments to the relevant parliamentary
committees for consideration. Indeed, in his view the ‘... proper and overdue extension of
the public’s right should be CIR [citizens initiated referendum] ... [a]ny successful CIR
should of right be considered by the relevant committee and prepared for full debate as a
proposal or bill, by the house.’

At the Mandurah public seminar, the Hon. Roger Nicholls MLA raised the issue of
whether everybody should have a right to make representations to a legislation committee.
He explained:

I would be concerned if, in fact, we enshrined a sort of right that said everybody had the
right to front a particular committee or a number of committees on every piece of
legislation, although I think on the other side of the equation the public should have
access to - and I believe does have access to - the parliamentary process to make sure
that their concerns or, in fact, their own views are heard.

Mr Nicholls also did not want to see the same situation occur here as in the United States,
where the legislative process had been taken over by professional lobbyists. In his view,
professional lobbyists would ‘... try and get the views of a particular point of view or a
particular group of people heard by a selective group of people who sit on powerful
committees.’

The Hon. Hendy Cowan MLA, Deputy Premier, was also concerned that lobbyists did not
have undue influence:

The standard procedures followed by Parliamentary inquiries (and, indeed, government
inquiries) should be reviewed with the intention of encouraging greater public
involvement in the provision of evidence and submissions and to ensure that the
proceedings and deliberations are not unduly influenced by lobbyists and special interest
groups.

In a similar vein, Mr Robert Eadie, Parliamentary Commissioner for Administrative
Investigations, saw the need for ‘... the public to be provided with the opportunity to
comment, by way of public hearings where necessary, on both primary and secondary
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legislation, particularly in relation to controversial or sensitive matters’. He believed this
would ensure a more open process and, by conducting the hearings in public, ‘... reduce
the risk of selective consultation by government agencies.’

At the Manjimup public seminar, Mr John Neal said he saw a lot of value in having public
input before legislation was finalised. In his view:

... you can get a lot better input by asking the people before rather than beating them
over the head with something that doesn’t work ... and the whole legislation, however
sincere in its attempts, gets brought into disrepute because it wasn’t made bulletproof in
the first place.

An opposing view was advanced by Mr John Sabourne at the Collie public seminar. He
felt the system currently in operation in government was ample, for ‘... once you involve
the public, the wider public, you are not going to get any legislation and I believe
parliamentarians were put there by the people to make decisions on their behalf and very,
very rarely has any bad legislation come through.’

That there were problems in the current process of public consultation was highlighted in a
submission from Ms Catherine Crawford, from the ALS. While the Aboriginal community
had witnessed an extensive range of legislative and policy action by the government over
the last two years, ‘[i]n most instances the level of consultation with and involvement of
the Aboriginal community and their agencies in these processes have been minimal or
non-existent.’

She stressed that the ALS and its clients had directly experienced the difficulties of being
excluded and suggested that ‘[b]etter processes need to be put in place to ensure
Aboriginal people are informed of proposed legislative change and have an opportunity to
be heard.’

Mr Ross Ellam, at the Mandurah public seminar, also felt a lot of people did not think they
could have a say in the legislative process. It was his opinion that ‘... there isn’t a process
in place where they can actually register a complaint or register their vote as saying, “That
is really inappropriate”.’

Taking a different line, Mr Lawrence Heal asked at the Albany public seminar who should
take the blame for the lack of consultation:

We are blaming the government when in actual fact we ought to look within ourselves
sometimes and say “How often do we go to our politician and put our point of view?
How often do we ask him what he is doing in parliament, what legislation is coming up.”

Ms Ainsley Evans was someone who did put her point of view to her local Member of
Parliament. As she explained at the Katanning public seminar, she had a particular interest
in a matter and contacted her local member. He sent her information and kept her informed
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of what was happening, because she made the point that she wanted to know. Far from
having no say, she felt that ‘... to some extent we have got a fair say if we want to have it
... and I’m sure that there’s lots of other parliamentary members who would do that if they
simply knew that they had somebody in their constituency that cared.’

At the Collie public seminar, Mr Norm Wiese suggested that Members of Parliament were
responsible for the lack of public consultation:

I get the impression today that elected members seem to have developed an attitude that
they are elected to do what they themselves in their wisdom believe is right for their
electorate without a consultation ...

Ms Jenny Fry concurred:

I do believe there is a problem with parliamentarians making decisions without reference
back to the electorates and to the people that put them there. I don’t know really how
you would look at changing it but there must be some accountability, that they do refer
back to their electorate in some way ...

In his submission, Mr Jack Evans proposed a number of different ways parliamentary
committees could formally and informally secure public participation in the consideration
of Bills. These included:

... through the media, through advertisements, seminars, travelling to WA country
centres, approaches to organisations and opinion leaders, and public hearings.

In addition, Mr Evans believed that legislation committees could communicate with the
public through modern technology. This would allow ‘... an immediate interaction by mail,
facsimile, or computer with those on the committee register as interested parties in that
field of legislation.’ He noted that committees should actively seek organisations and
persons to be on their register.

Mr Stuart Kay, Advisory Research Officer with the Standing Committee on Legislation
and Joint Standing Committee on Delegated Legislation, believed that as the government
is the entity that makes the law, it has a responsibility to ensure that its citizens are
informed of the law. While he admitted that not everyone would be interested in knowing
what legislation was before Parliament, he thought:

You would publish in the Government Gazette proposals for making subordinate
legislation ... [but] it’s quite clear that the average member of the public doesn’t read the
Government Gazette so in my view it would be useful to publish an even shorter notice
in The West Australian just saying for instance, “The Fisheries Department is proposing
to make regulations to change bag limits” - something like that - and just put that notice
in The West Australian and people if they want to find out about it can then ring the
department or consult the Gazette where there would be more detail about it.
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Ms Cherrie Pearce offered a novel suggestion at the Albany public seminar to improve the
level of public knowledge about legislation. As most people owned a television, ‘... the
ABC ... could allot 10 minutes ... for that purpose and I would be really happy if my
money was spent that way - to raise my awareness about the legislation that I don’t know
and it gets passed.’

At the same hearing, Councillor Bert Newman proposed that new legislation before
Parliament should be made available through the local member’s office. He added, ‘... the
local member could be doing a service to his constituents by having an insert in the paper
of the following legislation up for discussion. ... and then if you are interested in any
specific bill or any reading then virtually you obtain that legislation and put your
comments in on it.’

This sentiment was similarly expressed by Mr Rodney Johnson, from the Perth Watchdog
Committee, at the Perth public seminar. He wanted to see all Bills going through
Parliament advertised in the newspaper. In this way, everyone would know what Bills
were being debated.

In his submission, Mr Evans commented on pre-legislative proposals and the need for
adequate community scrutiny and response. He drew attention to the British system of
having green (discussion) papers and white (proposal) papers. He noted that they would be
a great advance on current Western Australian practice and would mean that public and
parliamentary participation would be possible before ‘... political battle lines are rigidly
drawn.’ Mr Evans demonstrated the need for such consultation in unequivocal terms:

Executive determination and agendas, ministerial egos, draft-persons stubbornness, and
bureaucratic intransigence, can all get in the way of constructive change once a bill is
drafted.

A similar suggestion was offered by the Law Society. It recommended that complex or
potentially controversial legislation impacting upon the community should be introduced
by the sponsoring minister by way of a document analogous to a Green Paper at the first
reading stage. The Green Paper would then be referred to a relevant standing committee,
which would advertise it and invite written submissions. In addition, the Society
recommended that public consultation, including hearings, should also occur after the
second reading speech. Copies of the Bill should be also referred by the relevant standing
committee to interested professional and community organisations.

The Law Society also highlighted an important way in which the public could be given the
opportunity to comment on Green Papers and Bills. It noted that these documents should
be made available, not only in printed form, but also electronically and accessed through
public libraries or the electorate offices of members.

Mr Laurie Marquet, Clerk of the Legislative Council, spoke at the Perth public hearing of
the current public consultation procedures operating in that house. He said that in the
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normal course of events, the Standing Committee on Legislation immediately advertised
for public submissions on the Bill referred to it. People were invited to appear if they
wanted and provide a submission, and this was ‘... part and parcel of the way that it
approaches legislation’. Mr Marquet also pointed out that the Standing Committee on
Legislation was one of the first parliamentary committees in Australia to do this as a
matter of course, even before the Senate.

10.3.5.4 Analysis

Consultation may occur between the government and stakeholders at the pre-legislative
stage, but this is not always assured. There are only limited opportunities for the public to
participate once a Bill has embarked upon its passage through Parliament, apart from Bills
referred to the Standing Committee on Legislation or, more rarely, select committees.
While the Standing Committee on Legislation can call for public submissions and hear
evidence from interested parties, Bills may or may not be referred to it. A Bill is only
directed to the Committee if the majority of the members of the Legislative Council agree
to do so.

There are two factors which can affect the ability of citizens to give their views on
legislation. The first is the limited extent of public knowledge about the parliamentary
process. The second is the lack of formal arrangements which can accommodate the
public’s right to participate in legislative matters. Although organised groups usually have
the knowledge, resources and contacts to lobby the government, some groups and
individuals may be left out of the consultative process.

We wish to increase the opportunities available for the public to participate in the
legislative process. We also need to increase public access to the parliamentary system.
We are aware there are other methods of involving the public in the legislative process,
such as referenda. However, this is inconsistent with the approach the Commission has
taken. We will deal with the subject of referenda in Report No. 5, in relation to
constitutional matters.

In other jurisdictions, the formal consultation process varies. For example, the Victorian
Subordinate Legislation (Revocation) Act 1984 and the NSW Subordinate Legislation Act
1989 require public consultation on delegated legislation (ARC, 1992: 31). The procedure
for consultation in both states involves the publication of a notice in their respective
Government Gazettes, a daily newspaper and, where appropriate, a relevant trade,
professional, business or public interest journal (ARC, 1992: 31; 35).

In reviewing legislation, the Australian Senate can call for public submissions, and its
committees travel all over Australia to gather community views.

Parliaments overseas have introduced similar measures. In the United Kingdom, the
consultation process with the public and interested organisations starts before the drafting
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of some Bills. This is done by publishing either a Green Paper (exploratory) or a White
Paper (outlining legislative intentions). Interested parties are invited to submit their
comments and suggestions. Both papers may be debated in Parliament before the
government proceeds with the legislation (Pick, 1992: 11).

In New Zealand, advertising for public submissions is a normal function in the legislative
process. After legislation is introduced into the Parliament, members of the public and
interested parties are invited to comment and provide written and oral submissions on
pending legislation. The public now expect to have a significant input into legislation and
the committees which review proposed legislation regard the public input as important
(New Zealand, House of Representatives, Office of the Clerk, 1995).

We consider the New Zealand experience to be an instructive one. When people were
given the opportunity to participate, they took it and, in time, came to expect it. As Mr
Stuart Kay explained at the Perth public hearing:

You can’t really tell whether or not people are going to participate until they have the
opportunity. Give them the opportunity and eventually they will learn that it’s there and
they will start to participate.

Giving people the opportunity to participate means providing them with sufficient
information and knowledge about Parliament. As shown in Section 10.3.4.3, this is one of
the principles the JSCDL intends to recommend in a forthcoming report to reform the
system of scrutinising delegated legislation. That is, the Committee wishes to increase the
availability of information about subordinate legislation to both agencies and the public.
This accords with our view that the legislative process, including delegated legislation,
must be made transparent.

As noted previously, an important factor which can affect the ability of citizens to give
their views on legislation is the limited extent of public knowledge about the
parliamentary process. We believe this could be remedied by making information on
Parliament freely available, both in printed and electronic form. One way this could be
achieved would be to publish a daily summary of Parliament’s activities in The West
Australian, including its sitting times, current legislation before each house and committee
inquiries. A logical place for this summary to appear would be on the same page as the
daily ‘Court Lists’, which are already an identifiable source of information for the public.

Another avenue through which parliamentary information could be made available is by
providing direct access to on-line information about Bills and subordinate legislation.

With respect to delegated legislation, we recommend that the Joint Standing Committee on
Delegated Legislation should advertise that all instruments have been tabled. Publication
could be by way of notice in the Government Gazette, The West Australian and, where
appropriate, a relevant trade, business or professional journal. This is in line with a similar
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recommendation by the Administrative Review Council (ARC), which recommended that
the consultation procedure prior to the making of a legislative instrument should be by:

... notification of intention to make the instrument by advertisement in appropriate
national daily newspapers and, where appropriate, trade or professional and local
journals. (1992: 41)

We also believe there needs to be more formal arrangements whereby the public can
participate in legislative matters. To this end, all committees acting in their legislative
capacity should solicit public comments whenever they consider it to be appropriate. Each
Bill should be evaluated as to its level of public interest and the adequacy of consultation
already undertaken by the government prior to it being introduced. From this, a committee
will be able to determine whether to ask for public submissions and/or whether to hold
public hearings. We consider this selective approach to be more effective and efficient,
given the costs and time involved if public comments were solicited on every Bill.

An open, transparent and consultative legislative process will benefit everyone. Not only
will legislators gain valuable information and feedback, but it will enable ‘... the views of
the public to be heard directly in the parliamentary forum’ (Evans, 1995: 259). In the short
term, it might require more initial preparation and work by those formulating legislation,
but the longer term gains will be reflected in improved legislation.

10.3.5.5 Recommendations

1. The public should have access to information about Parliament
through a number of avenues, including:

(a) publication in The West Australian  of a daily summary of
parliamentary activities, such as sitting times, current
legislation and committee inquiries; and

(b) on-line information about Bills and proposed legislation.

2. The government should ensure that adequate public consultation is
undertaken on draft legislative proposals.

3. If a legislation committee determines that:

(a) there has been insufficient public consultation prior to a Bill
being introduced into Parliament; or
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(b) the level of public interest warrants further consultation,

the Committee should advertise its inquiries widely and invite public
comment through written submissions and/or public hearings. The
Committee should also seek the views of interested or affected
parties.

4. The Joint Standing Committee on Delegated Legislation should
advertise, additionally to the Government Gazette , the tabling of all
subordinate legislation by way of notice in The West Australian  and,
where appropriate, a relevant trade, business or professional journal.
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CHAPTER 11 DISCLOSURE OF POLITICAL DONATIONS
AND ELECTORAL EXPENDITURE

11.1 INTRODUCTION

Political parties and candidates are spending increasing amounts on election campaigns.
The use of television and newspaper advertising, polling and other forms of promotion
requires major political parties to raise large campaign budgets. For the same reasons,
minor political parties and independents also need to raise money to be effectively heard
and compete in a high expenditure environment. This produces a demand for large
donations which may create obligations, or at a minimum perceived obligations, between
parties, candidates and donors. When such obligations arise there is the potential for
corrupt, illegal or improper conduct by public officials. Disclosure of political donations
and contributions is a means of reducing the potential for corrupt, illegal and improper
conduct by candidates for public office.

Political donations can be defined as money, or donations in kind, given to political
parties, candidates and interest groups involved in the electoral process. It may also
include donations made on behalf of another person or group. A disclosure scheme
provides the public with information about the political financing of candidates and
parties. It enables the electorate to determine who made donations which might have the
capacity, because of their size, to influence the decisions of a member of parliament.

Supporters of public disclosure argue that it serves to deter attempts by parties and
politicians to trade preferential treatment for election funds. Full disclosure of all
donations and expenditure by political parties is the best means to reduce this potential and
enhance public confidence in the political process. Proponents of disclosure regard privacy
considerations as secondary to the need to deter undue influence over the government and
members of parliament. Although experience in other countries and other  States in
Australia has shown that it is difficult to make disclosure legislation watertight, disclosure
laws serve as a signal to participants in the political process that their actions should be
open and accountable.

The disclosure of political donations is not without its costs. Public knowledge of the
identity of a donor, while providing a strong deterrent against corruption, may also lead to
a loss of privacy for donors. Compelling political parties to disclose the identity of their
donors can violate the individual’s right to privacy. This is the strongest justification for
maintaining the non-disclosure of donations. Linked to the issue of the right to privacy, is
the right to freely associate. In a democracy, citizens have the right to form organisations
with other members of the community to influence the political process. Political parties
are a classic example of such organisations.
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While political parties are essentially private organisations they have public aims of
gaining, maintaining and influencing government. The potential for conflict arises where
strict disclosure requirements on political parties limit their activities in such a way as to
impinge on the right of individuals to freely associate. On the other hand, because political
parties seek to make public policy and spend public funds, it is essential to the integrity of
the political system that their financial support is made public. As the Canadian Royal
Commission on Electoral Reform and Party Financing stated: ‘It is essential for the public
to know what are the influences behind the parties that direct the destiny of the country.’
(CRCERPF, 1991: 422)

The disclosure of expenditure by political parties and candidates is another method of
preventing impropriety in the electoral system. Proper accounting will help to ensure that
donations and other revenues are reconciled with expenditure. Gaps between revenue and
expenditure that cannot be accounted for will reveal undisclosed donations. Electoral
expenditure is more than money spent by parties and candidates. It includes donations
from individuals or groups used in promoting or opposing a candidate, groups of
candidates or parties standing for elections.

The Report of the Inquiry into Disclosure of Electoral Expenditure (the Harders Report)
recognised that electors need ‘to know as much as possible about the individual candidates
they are asked to support and about the views of the political parties that are seeking to
govern’ (Harders, 1981: 8). Equally, the public has an interest in the cost of elections,
‘both overall and as far as practicable, in individual electorates’ (Harders, 1981: 9). The
aim of disclosing expenditure is to inform the public about the activities of political parties
because voters should be the final arbiter of the behaviour of parties and candidates. How
contestants in elections spend money to influence a poll may be important information
upon which voters make their decisions.

The following chapters look primarily at the laws regulating political finance in Australia
and how a disclosure scheme operating in Western Australia may reduce the potential for
corrupt, illegal and improper conduct by public officials. It begins with the disclosure of
donations before moving to disclosure of electoral expenditure and other matters of
political finance such as spending limits and public funding of political parties and
candidates.

11.2 THE ROYAL COMMISSION

The Western Australian Royal Commission into the Commercial Activities of Government
and Other Matters 1992 (WA Royal Commission) dealt with the issues of political party
and candidate electoral financing and the links with corrupt, illegal and improper conduct.
The WA Royal Commission recognised that private political donations caused problems in
Western Australia in the late 1980s. These included the placing of electoral advantage
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above public interest, the purchase of political favours with electoral contributions and
temporal connections between substantial donations and the activities of Government.

The reasons underlying the increasing concerns about such political impropriety were
identified by the WA Royal Commission in the following terms:

The need for substantial donations is due in no small part to the ever-escalating
expenditure in mounting political and election campaigns. The phenomenon has lead
inexorably to an increased involvement of politicians, including Premiers and ministers,
in fundraising activities. (WA Royal Commission, 1992: II 5.9.2)

The direct involvement of senior members of parliament with electoral contributions led
the WA Royal Commission to conclude that:

Personal associations and the manner in which electoral contributions were obtained
could only create the public perception that favour could be bought ...

In many instances there was an obvious temporal connection between donations and
events in which the businessmen who made the donations were involved with
Government. (WA Royal Commission, 1992: II 1.1.4)

In 1992, the Western Australia Parliament passed the Electoral Amendment (Political
Finance) Act (PFA) but this Act is yet to be proclaimed and is therefore not in force. The
Act would require the disclosure of political donations. The WA Royal Commission had
three main criticisms of PFA. First, it criticised the gaps in the legislation and stated that it
was not a comprehensive disclosure scheme. Second, the WA Royal Commission
criticised the reporting times contained in the legislation. Third, it said there was
inadequate provision for the scheme’s proper administration. Accordingly, the WA Royal
Commission recommended that specific provision be made for the disclosure of donations
and electoral expenditure. It emphasised the need for disclosure of monies received by
political parties and candidates. As the WA Royal Commission stated, the disclosure of
political expenditure:

provides some check upon malpractice and deception in the electoral process. Above all,
the electoral process itself must be open. The public’s knowledge of how monies are
expended to solicit their votes is central to an open system. (WA Royal Commission,
1992: II 5.9.4)

11.3 THE COMMONWEALTH LEGISLATION

The Commonwealth Electoral Act 1918 applies to all candidates, parties and State
branches of parties involved in Federal elections. The Commonwealth Act requires
political parties registered with the Australian Electoral Commission (AEC) and their State
branches to disclose all donations made to them and their expenditure on an annual basis,
regardless of the purposes for which the donations were made or the expenditure incurred.
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Although the Commonwealth Act does not apply to State elections as such, the broad
scope of the disclosure requirements in relation to AEC registered political parties means
that they will be required to disclose donations and expenditures in respect of State
elections and by-elections. In addition, candidates who are not members of a political
party but who are involved in a Federal election are also subject to disclosure
requirements. These candidates are obliged to disclose donations received and expenditure
incurred within a defined disclosure period. Donations received and expenditure incurred
in relation to State elections will be required to be disclosed if they fall within the defined
disclosure period. Persons who participate only in State elections and by-elections are not
caught by the Commonwealth Act.

Seventy five per cent of candidates who contested the 1993 Western Australian General
Election belonged to political parties which were also involved in Federal elections. They
were therefore subject to the annual disclosure requirements of the Commonwealth
Electoral Act 1918. The remaining 25 per cent of candidates who contested the State
election were not covered by any State or Commonwealth legislation requiring the
disclosure of political donations or expenditure. Candidates and groups not covered by the
Commonwealth scheme could have a significant impact on this State’s political and
electoral processes. The benefits for those not obliged to disclose their donations and
expenditure may give them a substantial electoral advantage. We believe that if a
disclosure scheme is to apply to State elections, then it should apply equally to all
participants.

We believe that State legislation requiring disclosure of donations and electoral
expenditure needs to do more than simply include those groups which are currently not
covered by the Commonwealth legislation. This is because the reporting times for those
covered by the State legislation would be different to the Commonwealth’s requirements.
For example, State based independent candidates would be required to report their details
of expenditure and donations after a State election. Political parties and their endorsed
candidates, who are covered by the Commonwealth scheme, would only be required to
report through the party’s annual returns and in post-Federal election returns of election
expenditure. Without State legislation, there would be no post-State election returns by
political parties and their endorsed candidates.

In our view State legislation should mirror parts of the Commonwealth legislation for
reasons of fairness and administrative simplicity. In addition, we believe a State scheme
should place additional requirements on political parties and candidates to separately
report expenditure related to a State election campaign. Such a scheme would still require
annual returns by political parties and their associated entities.

Under a State disclosure scheme, party endorsed candidates should be prevented from
avoiding disclosure by the process of channelling their donations and expenditure through
the central party administration. In this way, a candidate’s report to the Western Australian
Electoral Commission (WAEC) would include any donations received and expenditure
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made on their behalf by the central party administration as well as expenditure made by
the candidate on behalf of the party.

We wish to keep the reporting burden on political parties and candidates to a minimum by
mirroring the Commonwealth scheme as much as possible and only adding to it when a
particular need is perceived. It was suggested to the Commission that if reporting
requirements of a State scheme are materially different to the Commonwealth scheme, the
burden on the political parties and their organisational structures would be onerous. We
reject this argument for a number of reasons:

• most party endorsed candidates already report their donation and expenditure details
to their central party administration. Our recommendation would require them to
report the details direct to the Electoral Commissioner. As a result, this option should
mean little extra burden on candidates; and

• the requirement for party endorsed candidates to report their donations and electoral
expenditure separately would also overcome any inconsistency in the way that
independent candidates are treated in the Commonwealth scheme. Lower house
independents are required to report their donations and expenditure on a seat by seat
basis. A similar level of information is currently not available from party endorsed
candidates who are able to pass on all their details concerning donations and
expenditure to their party for disclosure. In the Commission’s view, party endorsed
candidates should have their financial details disclosed at the same level as
independent candidates.

In summary, we believe that a separate disclosure scheme for Western Australia is
warranted. While the Commonwealth scheme is relatively comprehensive, there are a
number of weaknesses that the Commission believes should be addressed in a Western
Australian scheme. In particular, we believe that more information could be provided in a
State based scheme which would reduce the potential for corrupt, illegal and improper
conduct by public officials. Candidate based disclosure and reporting requirements based
around State elections will ensure that the public is better informed about the electoral
process in this State.
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CHAPTER 12 POLITICAL DONATIONS

12.1 DISCLOSURE OF POLITICAL FINANCE

12.1.1 Issues for Consideration

A scheme for the disclosure of political finance involves political parties, candidates and
interest groups making public their receipts of donations and expenditures. There are a
variety of disclosure schemes in operation in Australia and around the world. The intention
of these schemes is to reduce the potential for the political system to be distorted by the
influence of money. Despite almost universal acceptance of the need for disclosure, there
are some very strong arguments against disclosure, the foremost being the need to respect
individual privacy.

In 1992 the Western Australian Parliament passed the Electoral Amendment (Political
Finance) Act (PFA). The Act has not been proclaimed because of technical difficulties
with certain sections dealing with government advertising (Circular to Ministers 1/93).
The PFA would require the disclosure of donations to political parties, candidates and
interest groups. Despite the fact that this legislation is yet to be proclaimed, there is
already a requirement for most participants in Western Australian elections to disclose
their income and expenditure under the Commonwealth Electoral Act 1918.

12.1.2 Actions to Date

In 1992 the Western Australian Parliament passed the Electoral Amendment (Political
Finance) Act. This Act contains provisions requiring the disclosure of donations to
political parties, candidates and interest groups. The Act is yet to be proclaimed.

12.1.3 Public Submissions

Dr Anthony Sayers argued for financial disclosure at the Perth public seminar:

Recent events in Western Australia clearly underscore the need for transparency with
respect to political donations. Disclosure will ensure that voters have more information
about the motivations of political parties and politicians. This can then help inform their
choices at the ballot box, the most powerful tool available to citizens of any democracy.
Encouraging citizens to make an informed decision in this way should be central to any
regulatory structure.
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At the Boyup Brook public seminar, Ms Elizabeth Treloar put the case more simply:

There will always be people who can be bought for some favour ...  I don’t know
whether total public disclosure is always good.  The fear of public disclosure might be
better.

Mr Paul McGeough argued the case for full disclosure at the Perth public seminar when he
said:

We throw this word transparency around and you have to have it in absolute terms, ...
there’s no reason why you can’t have it in absolute terms. It’s just a question of how
much as a society you want to see the fingers at work, the threads being pulled.

At the Esperance public seminar Mr Hanks argued that:

I think it’s a free country and you should be allowed to donate as much as you like as
long as it’s open and honest and they know where it came from.

There was also broad political support for a disclosure regime. Mr Jack Evans, of the
Australian Democrats, said:

The Australian Democrats strongly support a full disclosure of all political income and
expenditure.

Dr Elizabeth Constable MLA was also in favour of disclosure:

I am fully supportive of the ... disclosure of expenditure for election campaigns.

The Hon. Jim Scott MLC was unequivocal in his support for full disclosure:

I think partial disclosure is a waste of time. I think we have to have complete
disclosure ...

Dr David Honey, State President of the Liberal Party, was opposed to any disclosure
regime which would be a duplication of the Commonwealth scheme:

to introduce ... disclosure legislation at the State level or for that legislation to be
proclaimed it would be a complete duplication of the federal act. The federal act is all
encompassing.

At the Perth public hearing, Mr Jeremy Buxton explained some of the problems with a
disclosure regime:

There can be no getting away from the fact that disclosure places a major funding burden
upon political parties. On the one hand, compliance costs are considerable. Many hours
of the time of professional staff must be devoted to the furnishing of records and the
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supervision of volunteers to ensure that correct procedures are followed. Of far greater
impact is the reluctance of the private sector to make substantial donations, necessary
not only for election campaigns but for the maintenance of party organisations.

Dr Geoff Gallop MLA summed up the general view of the majority of submissions on
these issues at the Perth public hearing when he said that:

... it would be my considered view that a precondition for having a proper democracy is
that the political parties and the candidates need to have some degree of regulation of
their activities, certainly in the area of fundraising so that we can all be sure that
everything is aboveboard and that there is fairness for all players.

12.1.4 Analysis

Disclosure is grounded in the principles of openness and transparency. These two
principles begin the chain of accountability between voters and members of parliament.
Without information about the support which members of parliament receive, voters will
have less opportunity to make informed decisions about the activities of political parties,
candidates and interest groups who seek to influence an election.

The aim of disclosure legislation is to limit the potential for corrupt, illegal and improper
conduct by public officials and others involved in the electoral process. The disclosure of
donations and expenditure over certain limits may discourage certain interests from trying
to influence the political process. It is illegal to bribe a public official and it is improper
for public officials such as members of parliament to feel that they owe an individual or
group in their electorate an obligation simply because money was donated to their
electoral campaign. As well as decreasing the opportunity for corrupt, illegal and improper
conduct, disclosure will enhance the integrity of the political system.

Regulating political finance may also affect individual liberty. Opponents of disclosure
argue that privacy is more important than the need to reduce the potential for corrupt,
illegal and improper conduct. Those who would like to protect the privacy of donors,
argue that the concept of the secret ballot in elections should be extended to individuals
providing financial support to political parties and candidates. Any attempt to regulate
donations and expenditure risks compromising the freedom of the individual.

Opponents of disclosure also argue that unless we have draconian disclosure legislation
there will always be means to evade the regulation of political finance. In addition, even if
disclosure legislation does reduce the potential for corrupt donations, it may also reduce
the number of legitimate donations. This may affect the integrity of the system by
undermining the ability of parties and candidates to formulate and promote policies.

We are of the opinion that the arguments in favour of disclosure are too compelling to be
ignored. We believe that it is in the public interest to require the disclosure of pertinent
financial details of participants in the electoral process. Where there is a reasonable
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threshold level for disclosure of donations, we believe that the privacy of those donating
small amounts can be ensured without undermining the efficacy of the disclosure scheme.
In particular, it is vital to the integrity of the electoral system that large donations to
political parties and candidates be publicly disclosed. The disclosure of electoral
expenditure is also important to the integrity of the system. While political parties,
candidates and interest groups choose to spend money to promote their policies, the public
should be informed about how much is being spent.

As we have indicated earlier the Commonwealth Act covers the majority of participants in
State elections. In the 1993 State General Election, 75 per cent of all candidates who
contested seats were covered by the Commonwealth Act. This is because these candidates
were either members of political parties registered with the Australian Electoral
Commission (AEC) or independents who participated in a previous Federal election.

While the Commonwealth Electoral Act 1918 may provide a basis for any State-based
scheme, we believe that State legislation should reflect the relevant provisions of the
Federal Act. This would mean that the State legislation would not automatically take on
any amendments by the Federal Parliament, but would require a decision by the State
Parliament to accept any Federal amending legislation.

We conclude that the introduction of a scheme for disclosure of political donations and
expenditure in Western Australia is warranted. In view of the level of community concern
over the issue of political finance, we are of the opinion that the integrity of the electoral
system in this State will be improved by the implementation of a State-based disclosure
scheme. Accordingly, we recommend that such a scheme be implemented before the next
State election.

12.1.5 Recommendations

1. The Electoral Amendment (Political Finance) Act 1992 should be
repealed.

2. Amendments should be made to the Western Australian Electoral Act
1907 which will require the disclosure of political finance.

3. This legislation should be enacted before the next State election.

4. All legislative provisions dealing with electoral matters should be
consolidated in the Western Australian Electoral Act 1907 .
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12.2 DISCLOSURE BY PARTIES AND CANDIDATES OF
POLITICAL DONATIONS

12.2.1 Issues for Consideration

The details of donations which must be disclosed differs between jurisdictions in
Australia. There is no State legislation in operation in Western Australia requiring the
public disclosure of political donations to parties or candidates contesting State elections.
Nevertheless, parties and endorsed candidates contesting State elections are effectively
required under the Commonwealth legislation to disclose political donations and
expenditure. The Commonwealth Electoral Act 1918 requires parties and their State
branches to disclose donations and expenditure on an annual basis. This means that
donations to and expenditure by political parties for State election purposes are disclosed.
In addition, if an independent candidate in a State election is in any way involved in a
Federal election their donations and expenditure for the State campaign will also be
disclosed in the Commonwealth scheme. The only people who are not caught by the
Commonwealth Act are those who only participate in State elections.

The Western Australian Parliament passed the Electoral Amendment (Political Finance)
Act 1992 (PFA) which creates legislative and administrative arrangements requiring the
disclosure of political donations in a State election. If the PFA was proclaimed, it would
require the disclosure of donations including;

• the disposition of property (except by a bequest in a will); and

• the provision of a service (other than volunteer labour) to registered political parties
and candidates.

Under the Commonwealth Electoral Act 1918, disclosure of donations over $1,500 and
debts outstanding for each financial year is required by registered parties and State
branches of registered parties involved in Federal elections. Political parties and
candidates who only contest State elections are not covered by this legislation. The details
of donations made to campaign committees of endorsed State candidates, during State
elections, constitute a part of the annual return for each party registered with the
Australian Electoral Commission (AEC). Under the Commonwealth Act, parties must
complete these returns and lodge them with the AEC on a financial year basis and must be
submitted by 20 October each year. These returns become available for public inspection
on 1 February. The disclosure of political donations at the Commonwealth level means
that the names and addresses of those that give donations in excess of $1,500 to political
parties or in excess of $200 to candidates are publicly recorded and remain on file at the
AEC offices in each State and Territory for public viewing.

The NSW Election Funding Act 1981 places an obligation on parties, groups and
candidates to make a separate disclosure of each political donation as well as the name and
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address of the person making the contribution. In the NSW scheme, candidates are
responsible for disclosing donations received by them and their campaign committee. This
information allows a seat by seat comparison of donations as well as a comparison of
candidate donations within each electoral district.

12.2.2 Actions to Date

In 1992 the Western Australian Parliament passed the Electoral Amendment (Political
Finance) Act. This Act contains provisions requiring the disclosure of donations to
political parties, candidates and interest groups. The Act is yet to be proclaimed.

12.2.3 Public Submissions

Dr Anthony Sayers argued for the disclosure of donations by political parties and
candidates at the Perth public seminar:

It seems clear enough that we would wish contributions to political parties to be
transparent. Knowing how parties and politicians finance themselves is important in
working out their motivations. This information should help shape voters’ decisions at
election time. Such a view might encourage regulators to expect all donations to be
recorded. It might even suggest that donations should have to be made by individuals so
that the source of donations is crystal clear.

At the Collie public seminar, Mr N. Wiese recognised the dangers of undisclosed
donations to a political party:

If you donate favourably to the party who happens to get elected then there could be
some spin-offs for you in business that might come your way and of course we can never
prove that that hasn’t been secretly agreed.

At the Perth public hearing, the Hon. Graham Kierath MLA agreed:

... my own personal view with donations is what is wrong with donations is if they are
given with strings attached. I think that’s fundamentally what is wrong with the
donation. I would also proffer, my view is that I think that people should be able to make
a donation without necessarily being clearly identified.

The dividing line or the line that I would draw is whether that donation was sufficient to
gain favour or status.

Mr Newman, at the Bunbury public seminar, felt even more strongly over the issue of
political donations:

I feel the whole question of donations is wrong. To accept a donation it automatically
follows that it is given in the expectations of some favour at some stage along the way ...
This is why I am completely against donations of any shape or form and feel that they
shouldn’t be allowed.
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At the public seminar in Collie, Ms Graham recognised that this view could perhaps be
tempered:

... when a cause is strong enough that people do wish to support it then there must be
some provision for private funding as well but it should be very accountable and ... all
donations to political parties should be public.

While speaking at the Perth public seminar, Dr Anthony Sayers recognised potential
problems with any disclosure system:

... political parties would bear a large administrative load if they had to record every
donation. While larger parties could most probably meet this demand, smaller parties
may well find themselves unable to. This would arguably have a negative impact on the
access that new groups had to the political process.

At the same public seminar, Mr Paul McGeough discounted such fears:

Is it a burden on the small group? No, it’s not, because if it’s a small group, an amateur
group, a little pocket in the suburbs that decides they want to save their local lake so they
run one candidate, well, their disclosures will be commensurate with their size. If it’s a
small group it will be a small amount of work to make the disclosure.

At the Perth public hearing, the Hon. John Cowdell MLC recognised that a full disclosure
regime may be the best method of achieving a balance in the sources of donations to
political parties:

...  you not only need a clear disclosure of reliance, but you must make sure that there is
not, ... absolute reliance on one source of funding, because if you have absolute reliance
on one sort of funding  ... then you tend to have a corruption of the political process.

12.2.4 Analysis

Although there is no State legislation in operation in Western Australia, the
Commonwealth legislation identifies donations made to parties registered with the AEC
and to the campaign committees of endorsed candidates through the provisions requiring
parties’ annual returns. The identity of the person who paid an amount or series of
amounts totalling $1,500 or more to a party during the financial year must be disclosed in
the party return to the AEC under the Commonwealth Electoral Act 1918.

The Commonwealth legislation on the disclosure of donations requires political parties
which operate in this State, and who are registered with the AEC, to disclose:

• amounts received by, or on behalf of, a political party; and

• amounts outstanding, as at the end of the financial year, of debts incurred by, or on
behalf of, the party.
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Candidates who are not in any way involved in Commonwealth elections are under no
obligation to either record or disclose political donations to the AEC. Although candidates
in Federal elections are required to disclose donations in excess of $200, party candidates
can circumvent this disclosure requirement by requiring the donations to be made to the
party or to the candidate campaign committee. The party only has to reveal donations in
excess of $1,500.

The NSW Election Funding Act 1981 closes this loophole. It places an obligation on
candidates to disclose all donations received since the last election irrespective of whether
or not the donations were passed to the party. Returns by candidates must be provided
within 90 days of the election. In addition, the NSW legislation provides for the disclosure
of donations given to political parties which are passed on to candidates. Political parties
also report on donations received since the last election. The problem with the NSW
scheme is that political parties and candidates are not required to submit annual returns.
This results in a period, possibly as long as four years, before the disclosure of donations is
required.

While there is the problem of timeliness with the reporting of donations in NSW, the
scheme provides much more detailed information. It ensures that independent candidates,
who cannot make their disclosure through party returns, are dealt with in the same way as
other candidates.

Opponents of separate disclosure requirements for parties and candidates argue that
separating donations received by candidates from those received by the party would be an
administrative burden and in some cases impossible. We consider that it is a matter of
balancing the additional accounting requirements imposed on parties and candidates with
the benefits that full disclosure would provide.

The current absence of legislation covering independents and candidates not registered
with the AEC needs to be comprehensively addressed by a scheme requiring full and
separate disclosure. This scheme would place independents and party candidates on an
equal basis. It would also mean that AEC registered party candidates could not use the
party’s annual returns to conceal their individual donations.

12.2.5 Recommendations

1. Political parties should be required to lodge disclosure returns in
relation to donations received by the party each year.

2. Individual candidates should be required to lodge disclosure returns
in relation to donations received by them. Disclosures by a candidate
should include any direct contributions made by political parties to
the candidate’s campaign and vice versa. This disclosure should be
made after each election.
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12.3 DISCLOSURE BY DONORS OF DONATIONS

12.3.1 Issues for Consideration

The Commonwealth Electoral Act 1918 requires donors to declare annually to the
Australian Electoral Commission (AEC) their name and address and the details of any
donation, or multiple donations which in aggregate exceed $1,500, which they make to a
political party registered with the AEC. In addition, a donor must make a return within 15
weeks after the polling day of the election if the total amount or value of the donation to a
candidate was more than $200. There are no similar provisions requiring returns by donors
under the PFA or the NSW Election Funding Act 1981. The ACT Electoral Act 1992 has
provisions requiring donor disclosure where they make a donation that exceeds the
threshold (parties $1,500, candidates $200). Donor returns are required fifteen weeks after
polling day on an approved form.

12.3.2 Actions to Date

In 1992 the Western Australian Parliament passed the Electoral Amendment (Political
Finance) Act. This Act contains no provisions requiring the disclosure of donations by
donors. The Act is yet to be proclaimed.

12.3.3 Public Submissions

Mr Jack Evans of the Australian Democrats, at the Perth public hearing, supported the
majority of the Commonwealth provisions and said:

We think that amongst the solutions the Commonwealth government has taken the first
tentative steps towards remedying the situation for federal elections and that we need to
observe not just the legislation but also the outcomes of that legislation and modify
where necessary to suit Western Australian conditions, but at least follow the general
principles of their legislation, and we need to go at least as far as the Commonwealth
government has gone, if not further.

Although advocating disclosure of political donations at the Perth public seminar,
Dr Anthony Sayers recognised that such a regime could create problems for donors:

The disclosure of political donations seems a good idea but may, in fact, deter legitimate
donors who do not wish to be publicly linked to a political party. This would seem to be
an undesirable outcome.

In addition, he acknowledged that the alternative of prohibiting donations from a source
other than an individual established other problems:

A requirement to only allow individuals to donate to political parties would effectively
exclude institutional donors such as unions and corporations from direct participation in
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the electoral process. We would need to be sure that excluding such players is in fact a
valuable alternative. They have enormous sway in many social and economic arenas and
it may in fact be useful if their political preferences are made public by their donation
activities.

12.3.4 Analysis

Opponents of donor disclosure argue that it unnecessarily infringes on a donor’s right to
privacy. Furthermore, it is argued that parties and candidates are already required to
disclose the donor’s name, address and the donation which they made to the party or
candidate. Such a provision is also an administrative burden because parties who receive
donations need to ensure that the donor is notified of their legislative requirements.

Supporters of disclosure requirements on donors whose donations reach the threshold
serves as an important cross-check in a disclosure scheme. It enables the AEC to ensure
that all donations from donors are disclosed in candidate and party returns. The
Commonwealth has recently reduced the threshold for disclosure of donations by donors
from $4,500 to $1,500. This amendment will permit a more accurate comparison of donor
and party disclosure.

We have concluded that requiring returns from donors of donations over a threshold
amount is necessary to secure a check between party disclosure information and details
supplied by donors.

12.3.5 Recommendation

1. Donors to political parties or candidates should be required to lodge
disclosure returns for donations for political purposes. The Western
Australian Electoral Act 1907 should be amended to include
provisions similar to those in Division 4 of the Commonwealth
Electoral Act 1918 .

12.4 DISCLOSURE OF DONATIONS RECEIVED BY INTEREST
GROUPS

12.4.1 Issues for Consideration

Interest groups, in addition to political parties and candidates, choose to participate in the
electoral process. The Commonwealth Electoral Act 1918 describes them as third parties,
which is a term used to describe any person or organisation with disclosure
responsibilities, other than political parties or candidates. Typically, these might include
lobby groups and organisations which advertise and take action in regard to election
issues.
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The Commonwealth Electoral Act 1918 requires interest groups to lodge returns of
political expenditure. The returns must include:

• details of electoral expenditure incurred;

• gifts received by interest groups intended to be used in election campaigns, including
names and addresses of donors; and

• donations to candidates totalling $200 or more, or to a political party of $1,000 or
more.

The ACT Electoral Act 1992 has similar provisions on the disclosure of donations by
interest groups. In New South Wales interest groups are not required to disclose any
donations they receive for electoral purposes. In Western Australia the PFA would require
interest groups to disclose donations they receive only if they incur expenditure for a
political purpose.

12.4.2 Actions to Date

In 1992 the Western Australian Parliament passed the Electoral Amendment (Political
Finance) Act. This Act contains provisions requiring the disclosure of donations to interest
groups if they incur expenditure for a political purpose. The Act is yet to be proclaimed.

12.4.3 Public Submissions

Dr Elizabeth Constable MLA put forward the case at the Perth public hearing that the
public has a right to know how all politically involved organisations or groups are funded:

... people have a right to know how political campaigns are funded, how individual
candidates are funded and also how parties are funded; the notion that if people know,
then they understand how their system works and they know where funding is coming
from then they can make judgments about those individuals or the parties based on that
so I think that is fundamental.

At the Perth public seminar, Dr Anthony Sayers put the case for disclosure by interest
groups:

In general the need for transparency dictates that much of the same regime for disclosure
should apply to organisations that participate in substantial media or other campaigning
that favours one or other parties. There is an argument for attempting to achieve equity
with respect to the amount of money spent by all parties including third party
advertisers. Not only might this be defended on the grounds that the amount of money
should not affect electoral outcomes but it might even be claimed that parties with more
money have greater access to the political process.
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12.4.4 Analysis

Opponents of disclosure of donations to interest groups argue that requiring private bodies
to comply with provisions in a disclosure scheme may be administratively burdensome. In
addition, the primary objective of such an interest group may not be political. It is also
asserted that the rights of members of interest groups to freely associate may be infringed
by disclosure provisions. Members may use interest groups to voice their opinions and
disclosure requirements may limit their freedom.

We believe that disclosure by interest groups is an integral part of any disclosure scheme
as it will assist in providing an accurate profile of the financing of elections. Donations
which interest groups receive could provide them with sufficient money to influence the
political process. Interest groups may also assist political parties directly through
donations to party funds or indirectly through advertising campaigns which support the
policies of a party favouring their interests. Requiring disclosure from these groups will
also ensure the avoidance of the practice in the United States where an organisation which
is separate from a political party, but which has similar views and aims, indirectly funds
the political party and avoids disclosure.

12.4.5 Recommendation

1. Interest groups should be required to lodge disclosure returns for
donations and other income received by them explicitly for political
purposes. The Western Australian Electoral Act 1907  should be
amended to include provisions similar to the Commonwealth
Electoral Act 1918 .

12.5 THE DEFINITION OF A DONATION

12.5.1 Issues for Consideration

The unproclaimed Western Australian PFA describes a donation as the contribution of
money, property, provision of a service (other than volunteer labour) as well as annual
membership subscriptions to a political party if the membership fee exceeds $200 per
annum. The definition excludes services provided to candidates by volunteer supporters,
as well as public funding payments and annual membership subscriptions under $200 paid
to a political party.

The Commonwealth Electoral Act 1918 defines a donation as cash, any transfer of
property (except by will) for no payment in cash or kind, any transfer of property where
the payment made (in cash or kind) is less than the value of the property, and the provision
of a service free of charge or for a charge less than the normal commercial rate. This
definition excludes volunteer labour, election funding payments, annual membership
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subscriptions paid to a party and the entitlements of members, senators and ministers in
their official capacity. The ACT Electoral Act 1992 defines a gift in a similar manner.

The Commonwealth legislation requires a monetary value to be assigned to a donation in
kind. Annual returns must show the total value of all amounts received and the details of a
person who made a donation or other payment worth $1,500 or more (or two or more
donations or payments totalling $1,500 or more) to a party during the financial year. A
donation in kind has to be valued at the normal commercial rate.

12.5.2 Actions to Date

In 1992 the Western Australian Parliament passed the Electoral Amendment (Political
Finance) Act. This Act contains provisions defining donations. The Act is yet to be
proclaimed.

12.5.3 Public Submissions

The Australian Democrats suggested additional information to be included in a definition
of a donation:

Any income or gift must fall into the donations definition. In addition, to stop disclosure
avoidance, all loans, transfers of money, and all services or goods sold supplied, leased
or hired which are provided at preferential not market terms, should be disclosed.

12.5.4 Analysis

The word ‘gift’ is used in Australian disclosure legislation to include all donations.
Disclosure schemes must define the term gift clearly to ensure that the public is informed
about any assistance given to political parties and candidates. Parties and candidates may
attempt to avoid the electoral process by using donations of property or services at a
reduced rate, if the definition is not comprehensive. The definition of a donation should
assist in the policing and administering of a disclosure scheme. While a comprehensive
definition of a donation can create an administrative burden on parties and candidates, we
believe it is necessary to include such a definition of a donation in any Western Australian
legislation.

12.5.5 Recommendation

1. The definition of a donation which is defined as a gift in the
Commonwealth Electoral Act 1918  should be adopted in Western
Australian Electoral Act 1907 .
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12.6 THE THRESHOLD OF DISCLOSURE

12.6.1 Issues for Consideration

Threshold limits are amounts above which donations are required to be disclosed.
Donations valued at less than the threshold are dealt with by either not requiring disclosure
at all, or by aggregating all donations and reporting them as a single sum. The identity of
individuals donating below the threshold is not required to be disclosed.

In relation to political parties and candidates, the PFA would not require disclosure of a
donation less than $1,500. The name and address of donors contributing in excess of
$1,500 either singularly or in multiple donations would be disclosed by the recipient of the
donation.

The Commonwealth Electoral Act 1918 has a different threshold for parties and
candidates. Donations to parties are required to be disclosed when the threshold of $1,500
is reached, whereas the threshold for donations to candidates is $200. The ACT Electoral
Act 1992 sets the same threshold levels for parties and candidates as the Commonwealth
Act. In addition, donations to parties $500 or above but below $1,500, are recorded and
aggregated at the end of the financial year to ensure that the threshold level has not been
exceeded by an individual donor.

Table 12.1
Minimum Disclosure Thresholds for Donations

JURISDICTION POLITICAL PARTIES CANDIDATE

Commonwealth $1,500 $200

New South Wales $2,500 $500

Victoria
(proposed)

$1,000 $200

Western Australia
(unproclaimed)

$1,500 $1,500

Queensland $1,000 $200

Australian Capital Territory $1,500 $200
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12.6.2 Actions to Date

In 1992 the Western Australian Parliament passed the Electoral Amendment (Political
Finance) Act. This Act contains provisions detailing threshold amounts. The Act is yet to
be proclaimed.

12.6.3 Public Submissions

At the Manjimup public seminar, Mr K. Hawley raised the desirability of having a
threshold for the disclosure of political donations:

As far as political donations are concerned I believe at least there should be a level at
which donations have to be disclosed, that is the large ones ... maybe one thousand
dollars is a reasonable cut-off point. Certainly the large ones should be disclosed because
that will act as some deterrent to kick-backs.

Mr Andrew Murray, of the Australian Democrats, at the Perth public hearing,
recommended a possible threshold level:

We have suggested that the Electoral Commissioner should have the discretion not to
publish donations below a certain level, and I think it was $200 we recommended,
because there’s no chance of corrupt behaviour from the ordinary political party
supporter and they have every right to privacy. We only seek to highlight those who
make large donations and who have the potential to influence a party for some kind of
benefit and they have to recognise that they sacrifice privacy if they wish to make a
donation that size.

As did Mr Peter Wells, State Director of the Liberal Party, in a written submission:

... the Federal Government should consider raising the reporting threshold to a minimum
of $5,000. This will ensure that the general public can support a political party without
fear of being disclosed and possibly victimised later.

12.6.4 Analysis

Under a scheme where there is no minimum threshold limit, all donations would be
recorded and disclosed. Complete disclosure of all donations is the strongest mechanism
against potential corruption as it makes political funding transparent. Complete disclosure
schemes may have the effect of discouraging new and small political participants from
donating and becoming involved in the political process. In addition, such a scheme would
create costly administrative requirements.

Supporters of a minimum threshold argue that individuals who make very small donations
are not attempting to influence policy decisions, but are simply expressing their support
for the party or candidate of their choice. The imposition of a threshold may assist in
protecting the privacy of small individual donors while ensuring that large donors are still
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disclosed (EARC, 1991: 37). Numerous small donations are a sign of a healthy political
process and small donors ought to be encouraged to show support for the political process.
Only large donors are likely to exercise undue influence and so administrative burdens,
complexities and rigid requirements would be significantly lessened if small donations did
not have to be disclosed in full.

An alternative to total disclosure was discussed by the Tasmanian Royal Commission
(1991). It suggested a scheme requiring the recording of all donations, but the public
disclosure of only those donations which are significant enough to have some possible
influence on the party or candidate involved. The advantage of this would be the
maintenance of the privacy of donors who are below the threshold, while ensuring full and
detailed accounts of those above the threshold. Under such a scheme, an individual could
not avoid disclosure by making numerous donations below the threshold level. The
problem of a heavy administrative burden would, however, remain.

We are aware that the extent of the influence of a donation may depend on whether it is
being made to a political party, interest group or to an individual candidate. Large political
parties with large budgets are less likely to be influenced by small donations than are
individual candidates. For this reason we agree that different thresholds should apply to
donations made to parties and candidates.

The Commonwealth threshold for candidate disclosure currently stands at $200 while the
unproclaimed PFA would only require candidate donation disclosure at $1,500. We do not
foresee candidates being unduly influenced by a donation of a small size although $1,500
would be a reasonably large donation to a candidate. The threshold level should not
unduly compromise the privacy of the donor, but should not be too high for individual
candidates to be influenced by a donation.

In addition to the different minimum threshold levels for parties and candidates, we
believe that large donations should be immediately disclosed because they have the
potential to unduly influence a candidate or party. In this way the public is informed, often
before an election, of the large donations which a party or candidate receives, as well as
the name of that donor.

Permitting multiple donations enables the splitting of a large donation into smaller
donations of less than $1,500, without any disclosure of the name of the donor. For the Act
to have any meaningful application individuals should not be able to make anonymous
multiple donations under $1,500. Totalling multiple donations ensures that the details of
the person who made several donations, which might buy the favour of a politician or a
party, is made public.

Arguments against totalling multiple donations lie in the administrative burden it would
create because parties and candidates would have to keep records of all donations,
including those below the threshold. This burden must be weighed against the public
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interest in the information which such totalling provides. Totalling ensures that back-door
donations, the splitting of a large donation into a number of small donations, does not
occur. To avoid this circumvention of the legislation, the Queensland Electoral and
Administrative Review Commission recommended that all donations made to parties and
candidates below the threshold should be aggregated into a single sum together with a list
of the number and amount of donations.

If donors make a number of small donations under $500, which in total exceed $1,500,
then they are required to submit a return. While there may be difficulty policing this
requirement, donors who attempt to avoid disclosure by means of multiple small donations
may be traced in the audit of accounts by the Western Australian Electoral Commission.

12.6.5 Recommendations

1. The Western Australian Electoral Act 1907  should be amended to
require parties to report donations of $1,500 or above.

2. The Western Australian Electoral Act 1907  should be amended to
require candidates to report donations of $500 or above.

3. The Western Australian Electoral Act 1907  should be amended to
require the immediate disclosure of donations over $10,000 by the
recipient to the Western Australian Electoral Commission who then
release this information to the public.

4. The Western Australian Electoral Act 1907  should be amended to
require the aggregation of donations to parties by an individual
donor between $500 and $1,499. If the total donations to one
recipient exceeds $1,500 in aggregate, the details of these donations
must be disclosed.

5. The Western Australian Electoral Act 1907 should be amended to
require the aggregation of donations to candidates by an individual
donor between $100 and $499. If the total donation to one recipient
exceeds $500 in aggregate, the details of these donations must be
disclosed.

12.7 THE TRUE SOURCE OF A DONATION

12.7.1 Issues for Consideration

The Commonwealth Electoral Act 1918 makes it unlawful for a party to receive a donation
of more than $1,000 unless the true source of the donation is known. The ACT Electoral
Act 1992 similarly requires the disclosure of the true source of a donation. If an
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anonymous donation was received in excess of the threshold of $1,000 for parties and
$200 for a non-party group, candidate or independent MLA, that gift may be recovered by
the Australian Capital Territory. The PFA would make it unlawful for donations of $1,500
or more to be received unless the name and address of the person making the donation are
known or given to the recipient.

The Commonwealth legislation has three other relevant provisions regarding the
disclosure of the true donor. Section 304 of the Commonwealth Electoral Act 1918
requires the disclosure of the name and address of the person making a donation of $200
or more to a candidate. Section 305 requires a third party to disclose donations of $1,000
or more received by that person which are used to incur expenditure for a political purpose
of $1,000 or more. Finally, s.306 makes it unlawful for a party or a group of candidates to
receive a donation of $1,000 or more or a candidate to receive a donation of $200 or more
unless:

the name and address of the person making the gift are known to the person receiving
the gift or, at the time when the gift is made, the person making the gift gives to the
person receiving the gift his or her name and address and the person receiving the gift
has no ground to believe that the name and address so given are not the true name and
address of the person making the gift.

The Commonwealth legislation effectively requires the recipient of the donation to seek
out the name and address of the donor for donations which are $1,000 or more. Donations
received from undisclosed principals are unlawful and are forfeited to the Commonwealth
under s.306(5).

The true source of overseas donations may be difficult to determine because the
jurisdiction of Australian law does not extend to foreigners and they cannot be compelled
by an Australian law to make disclosure. We have noted that at the Federal level sizeable
overseas donations have been made to the major political parties. The AEC is presently
examining the problem of overseas donations.

12.7.2 Actions to Date

In 1992 the Western Australian Parliament passed the Electoral Amendment (Political
Finance) Act. This Act contains no provisions detailing requirements for disclosure of the
true source. The Act is yet to be proclaimed.

12.7.3 Public Submissions

Ms Varia Cartlege recognised the purpose of discovering the true source behind a political
donations:
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Usually, if you know the true identity of the donor, what they want to get out of it is
pretty clear. It’s probably the main reason why people want to hide behind blind trusts
and corporations.

The Australian Democrats supported disclosure of the true source of a donation:

The PFA should require that in every case the person or organisation that is the ultimate
benefactor must be fully disclosed to the complete satisfaction of Electoral
Commissioner, otherwise the donation or gift must be immediately returned, if money,
with interest added at market rates, and if goods, in the same condition as when received.
Putting the political organisation on the spot in this fashion will ensure a diligent
approach to full disclosure by them.

Mr Paul McGeough, at the Perth public seminar, also advocated disclosure of the true
source:

It’s a little bit frightening that after what we have seen in recent years in Western
Australia  that we would even be posing a question now ‘should we disclose the true
source?’ ... Of course everyone should have to disclose the true source.

12.7.4 Analysis

The value of a disclosure scheme would be severely compromised if the true identity of
each donor was not disclosed. It is important that efforts to prevent the masking of the true
identity of donors is successful. Both the Commonwealth and NSW have legislative
provisions dealing with this offence, with the Commonwealth legislation more complete in
assessing the provision of false information in a return or to a person required to lodge a
return.

By placing the responsibility for disclosure primarily on the recipients of donations, the
party or candidate who received the donation is required to state, to the best of their
knowledge, who was the primary source of the donation. The party or candidate receiving
the donation is in the best position to do this and is much more likely to be aware of the
legislative requirements.

A disclosure scheme should also give the relevant authority power to investigate if it is
concerned that a third party may actually be involved and the true source is therefore not
being disclosed. The public needs to be confident that no organisation or individual can
disguise their identity and exert undue influence on a party or candidate.

We believe the Western Australian Electoral Commission (WAEC) should be empowered
to confiscate funds, in excess of the allowed maximum for anonymous donations, from
registered parties and candidates if the recipient cannot satisfy the WAEC that the true
source of the donation can be verified. The intention of disclosure legislation is to disclose
the source or the name of the donor of the donation. If the legislation makes it possible to
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replace the true source of the donation with, for example, the name of an organisation,
company or with the name of another person, then the legislation would have no function.
The intention of a disclosure scheme is transparency and in the absence of a true source
provision, this would not be achievable.

The requirement for the true source of a donation to be disclosed again raises the issue of
the privacy rights of the donor. This is the primary argument against disclosure which we
consider is outweighed by the public interest in this information and the need for
transparency and openness to prevent corrupt, illegal and improper conduct by public
officials. We believe a threshold of $1,000 for a true source provision is sufficient to
balance concerns over privacy and the need for transparency in the electoral process. It
would be extremely difficult to draft effective State legislation to deal with donations from
overseas sources because any such provisions could be circumvented by the donations
being made to AEC registered parties at a Federal level for purportedly Federal purposes.

12.7.5 Recommendation

1. The Western Australian Electoral Act 1907  should be amended to
require the true source of any donations over $1,000 to be disclosed.

12.8 ANONYMOUS DONATIONS

12.8.1 Issues for Consideration

The NSW Election Funding Act 1981 currently contains no provisions dealing with
anonymous donations. The PFA would only allow anonymous donations which are less
than $1,500. The Commonwealth Electoral Act 1918 makes it unlawful for a party or
group of candidates to anonymously receive a donation of $1,000 or more, or for a
candidate to receive a donation of $200 or more, unless the name and address of the person
making the donation are known or ascertained by the recipient. A similar provision is set
out in the ACT Electoral Act 1992.

Due to recent amendments to the Commonwealth Act, parties are required to record all
donations and expenditure over $500. Donations and expenditure below this level do not
have to be recorded. This means that an individual could make numerous anonymous
donations to a political party and the party would be under no obligation to report those
donations. These new provisions do not apply to individual candidates who are still
required to record donations that exceed $200. Candidates are advised to keep records of
donations below this level to ensure that the $200 threshold level is not exceeded by
multiple donations from a single source.
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12.8.2 Actions to Date

In 1992 the Western Australian Parliament passed the Electoral Amendment (Political
Finance) Act. This Act contains provisions on anonymous donations. The Act is yet to be
proclaimed.

12.8.3 Public Submissions

The Hon. Roger Nicholls MLA recognised, at the Mandurah public seminar, the potential
power of anonymous donations:

... we need to be very careful we don’t lose sight of the whole reason why there is a
concern about political donations because the Royal Commission, when it looked at the
issues that were central to it, was essentially looking at a situation where somebody
made an anonymous or supposedly anonymous donation and I think we need to be very
careful that we don’t actually put honest people in a situation where they are intimidated
or essentially put at risk of being maligned and don’t do anything about the dishonest
people who are essentially going to drop a paper bag on somebody’s desk or leave it in
some convenient place with denominations of cash in it.

Mr Allan Mottram was not in favour of permitting anonymous donations. In his
submission he wrote:

All donations monetary and kind should be recorded and a receipt given and subject to
inspection by the Electoral Commission and public disclosure.

In his written submission, the Hon. Hendy Cowan MLA went further:

It should be an offence for a WA political party or candidate to receive funding from an
undisclosed source.

The Hon. John Cowdell MLC discussed the administrative implications of anonymous
donations at the Perth public hearing:

I think no anonymous donations should be received. I understand at the moment that the
Commonwealth legislation says that anonymous donations of a thousand dollars or more
are forfeit, and presumably that’s on a cumulative basis, except how you work out the
cumulative basis I do not know ... It’s just a nonsense ... I understand that the officials of
the AEC are eager that that anomaly be removed and that we go back to the
understanding we had for the previous decade which is any anonymous donations are
prohibited and the amount forfeited.
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12.8.4 Analysis

An anonymous donation may occur in three different forms:

(a) a donation may be made by an unknown individual;

(b) a donation may be made by an individual who is known by the recipient, but
who wishes to remain anonymous; and

(c) numerous small contributors who donate at a fundraising event.

Allowing large anonymous donations would leave a loophole in the legislation which
would defeat the purpose of a disclosure scheme. Where anonymous donations below a
threshold level are allowed, they may protect the privacy of the individual making small
donations while still disclosing those donations which may be large enough to buy
political influence. On the other hand, any provision for anonymous donations provides a
potential loophole for individuals, parties or candidates to avoid disclosure. Multiple
anonymous donations are a distinct possibility under such a scheme.

The Commonwealth scheme effectively provides a loophole where numerous anonymous
donations are allowed. This means that a donor may make a substantial donation by
making numerous small donations below the threshold. In our view, closing this loophole
would substantially increase the reporting requirements on parties and candidates as it
would mean that no anonymous donations would be allowed. The Commonwealth
provisions requiring donors to disclose the donations may ensure that most substantial
donations are disclosed. In addition, if the Electoral Commissioner has adequate powers of
audit, he or she should be able to investigate instances where a party or candidate receives,
what might be considered, excessive anonymous donations.

To overcome the problems of substantial donations being received anonymously we
recommend that a limit be set on the amount of anonymous donations candidates and
parties can receive. We therefore recommend that parties only be allowed to receive a total
of $5,000 per annum in anonymous donations and candidates $1,000 per annum. Any
anonymous amount received over these limits should be forfeited to the Consolidated
Fund.
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12.8.5 Recommendations

1. The Western Australian Electoral Act 1907  should be amended to
ensure:

(a) when disclosing the names of individuals or organisations from
whom $1,500 or more is received, parties should only be
required to take into account individual transactions of $500 or
more in determining whether the threshold has been reached;

(b) when disclosing the names of individuals or organisations from
whom $500 or more is received, a candidate should only be
required to take into account transactions of $100 or more in
determining whether the threshold for disclosure has been
reached;

(c) a maximum of $5,000 in anonymous donations may be received
by a party in one year; and

(d) a maximum of $1,000 in anonymous donations may be received
by a candidate in one year.

12.9 TRUSTS AND FOUNDATIONS

12.9.1 Issues for Consideration

An entity such as a foundation or trust may be used as a vehicle to financially support a
political party or candidate. In these circumstances the Commonwealth Electoral Act 1918
requires the recording of the names and addresses of the trustees. The Commonwealth Act
also requires that the true source of the donation must be known before a donation in
excess of $1,000, in the case of a party, or $200 for a candidate, can be legally accepted. If
the true source of the donation is not known, then the donation must be forfeited to the
Consolidated Fund.

The PFA would require the recording of the names and addresses of the trustees where
donations are made from a trust fund for political purposes.

There may be circumstances where a trust or an entity receives money from a variety of
sources. In this case it would be administratively difficult, perhaps impossible, to find the
true source of the donation.
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12.9.2 Actions to Date

In 1992 the Western Australian Parliament passed the Electoral Amendment (Political
Finance) Act. This Act contains provisions relating to trusts and foundations. The Act is
yet to be proclaimed.

12.9.3 Public Submissions

Mr Paul McGeough definitively stated the problem with blind trusts at the Perth public
seminar:

What is the purpose of a blind trust? A blind trust is not set up as a philanthropic
transparent operation. A blind trust by its very nature is a devious exercise. ... No to
political donations from blind trusts.

In his written submission, Mr Andrew Murray, of the Australian Democrats, was opposed
to blind trusts:

Blind trusts are created to conceal, not disclose. They are the very antithesis of an open
and trustworthy political system. The original and actual benefactors and beneficiaries of
trusts must be disclosed, otherwise the gift or donation cannot be accepted.

Mr Jeremy Buxton, in his written submission, saw some administrative difficulty:

I agree with the suggestion that in the case of blind trusts, the names of executive
committee members are sufficient information. Requiring a trust to reveal its income
source is akin to insisting that donors disclose not only their donations, but the entire
sources of income from which the donations were made.

12.9.4 Analysis

Establishing requirements for the disclosure of donations from trusts must be weighed
against the relevance of the information. If there are a large number of contributors to the
trust, disclosure of the names may be meaningless information because each contributor
effectively donated only a small sum.

The effect of a trust which masks the disclosure of the donors’ names and addresses,
defeats the purpose of the disclosure scheme. If the recipient of the donation knows the
real donor they can offer reciprocal payment in terms of policies or political favour, while
the public remains unaware of the link between the individual(s) and the substantial
donation.

The initial Commonwealth electoral legislation relating to disclosure left a loophole with
the true identity of donors using trusts or foundations being impossible to determine. This
loophole has been closed and electoral auditors can now go behind entities to establish the
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true source of donations. The Commonwealth electoral legislation does not have the
jurisdiction to investigate overseas entities, foundations, trusts and donors. This remains a
large loophole which effectively allows donors to route donations through an overseas
source to avoid disclosure.

12.9.5 Recommendation

1. The Western Australian Electoral Act 1907  should be amended to
prohibit political donations being received where the true source of
the donations is unknown. Donations of $1,000 or more to a political
party, or $200 or more to a candidate, will be prohibited unless the
true source of the donation is known. Any amounts taken over these
thresholds will be forfeited to the Western Australian Electoral
Commission.

12.10 ELECTORAL VERSUS ADMINISTRATIVE DONATIONS

12.10.1 Issues for Consideration

Since the passing of the Political Broadcasts and Political Disclosures Act 1991, the
distinction between electoral and administrative donations has become irrelevant under
Commonwealth legislation. The Commonwealth scheme now requires disclosure of all
income. The ACT Electoral Act 1992 similarly makes no distinction between donations
for electoral and administrative purposes. The NSW scheme also requires the disclosure of
the net proceeds of fund-raising activities and the aggregate of party membership fees in
addition to political donations (s. 89(c) NSW Election Funding Act 1981).

The PFA would require disclosure of all donations to political parties in excess of $1,500
irrespective of their intended use, but candidates would only have to disclose donations
received for an electoral purpose. In other words, donations to candidates for purely
administrative purposes do not have to be disclosed.

12.10.2 Actions to Date

In 1992 the Western Australian Parliament passed the Electoral Amendment (Political
Finance) Act. This Act contains provisions on the separation of donations for
administrative purposes and donations for political purposes. The Act is yet to be
proclaimed.
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12.10.3 Public Submissions

Dr David Honey, the State President of the Liberal Party, at the Perth public hearing said
that:

With regard to public funding some people try and draw a line in the sand between
expenditure on an election and expenditure on other matters. It seems to me that that’s a
distinction that can’t really be made. In essence our entire focus is on winning elections.
That’s the purpose of our party; to win elections and to win government and all of our
activities and actions are aimed at that if you look at the ultimate purpose of the
organisation.

So I don’t think you can draw a line in the sand and say that some money should be used
for expenditure and some for other purposes. I think that you have to recognise that in
the end all of your actions are for electoral purposes.

Mr Paul McGeough expressed a similar view at the Perth public seminar:

Political parties are about politics. The notion that you can separate out their
administrative costs from election costs is nonsense. All costs, all spending by political
parties is about winning elections. Again they are not philanthropists. They are there to
preserve their grab on power, to fight for more power, to fend off those trying to take
power from them ...

Mr Andrew Murray, of the Australian Democrats, agreed:

I agree with Paul [McGeough] on the earlier question that all political activity is
electoral and the only difference is whether it is long-term or short-term.

Dr Geoff Gallop MLA, at the Perth public hearing, recognised the dangers in making a
distinction between administrative and electoral expenditure:

That was a loophole in the original Commonwealth and New South Wales legislation
which has now been overcome. That was a very effective way by which money could
come into a party and not be disclosed.

At the Perth public hearing, the Hon. John Cowdell MLC argued that no distinction could
be made between administrative and election spending:

It seems to me that that is a distinction that cannot really be made. In essence our entire
focus is on winning elections.

12.10.4 Analysis

In other countries and Australian States the distinction between donations for electoral
purposes and donations for other purposes is being abandoned. Such a distinction not only
creates an opportunity to conceal suspect donations but is false as political parties exist
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solely to win election campaigns and it is impossible for them to separate electoral/
administrative purposes or functions. As Chaples states:

... party organisations exist in Australia almost entirely to organise and execute election
campaigns. Virtually everything they do is directed at winning the next national, state or
local election. It is impossible to separate the administration and electoral activity of
major parties. (Chaples, 1988: 31)

Under the Commonwealth Electoral Act 1918, regardless of the stated intent of the donor,
all amounts received are required to be included in the return. Donors to parties may still
designate the purpose of the donation, nevertheless, this will not negate the necessity to
disclose the donation and provide details of the donation in the annual return.

The disclosure requirement for candidates in the PFA is qualified by two provisions. The
Act requires disclosure for donations which are ‘...for a purpose related to an election’,
which permits non-disclosure of donations for administration; and ‘(b) the candidate has
used, or will use, the donation solely and substantially for a purpose related to an election.’
These provisions provide an opportunity for personal benefit and the use of donations at
the candidate’s discretion. This means that donations which are not for election purposes,
need not be disclosed. A donation could therefore be hidden if the donor assigns a
donation to a candidate for use other than for election purposes (for example as a donation
to contribute towards administration costs).

The legislative distinction between the administrative and electoral activity of candidates
creates a significant opportunity for the avoidance of the intention of the disclosure
legislation. Clearly, if the legislation does not require the disclosure of donations made to
the administrative arm of a candidate’s campaign, some donors will be able to evade
disclosure and the intention of the Act by donating to candidates for administration
purposes.

The provisions in the PFA on candidate disclosure are inadequate as substantial donations
given to a candidate are equally capable of influencing the recipient whether they are
given for one stated purpose or another. The public is entitled to know what donations
have been made to candidates regardless of their stated purpose. Furthermore, if
candidates are subject to disclosure obligations which materially differ from those
imposed on political parties, there will remain a real likelihood that donations and
expenditure will be channelled through individual candidates to avoid or minimise the
obligations that would be imposed on parties by the PFA.

12.10.5 Recommendation

1. The Western Australian Electoral Act 1907  should contain provisions
requiring the disclosure of all donations to political parties and
candidates, regardless of the purpose of the donation.
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12.11 MINISTERIAL FUNDRAISING

12.11.1 Issues for Consideration

The involvement of ministers in political fundraising is a matter of concern. Recent events
in Queensland (The Australian, 25/10/95) surrounding the selling of access to government
ministers at a post-cabinet cocktail party, highlighted the potential for these activities to
tarnish not just the party involved, but the process of government. Selling access to
ministers raises issues of propriety and may call into question the obligation of
government to act in the public interest.

Some parties have codes of conduct for fundraising which describe the rights and
responsibilities party members have in receiving donations. Both the Australian Labor
Party and the Liberal Party codes of conduct provide that a member of parliament or
candidate should not accept money or services on their own or the party’s behalf (ALP
Code of Conduct for Fundraising).

12.11.2 Actions to Date

In 1992 the Western Australian Parliament passed the Electoral Amendment (Political
Finance) Act. This Act contained no provisions relating to limiting fundraising activities.
The Act is yet to be proclaimed.

12.11.3 Public Submissions

At the Perth public hearing, Mr Andrew Murray, of the Australian Democrats, was firmly
opposed to senior government or political figures receiving donations:

We strongly recommend no ministers, premiers or public officers should be raising
funds or receiving money because even if it’s above board, the inference is that it might
not be above board and they would be wiser, kept away from it. Ordinary
parliamentarians and party officials are adequate for that purpose.

In a consultation with the Australian Italian Business Association, they stated:

No minister should be involved in fund raising; an honest government has no fear.

At the Perth public hearing, Dr David Honey, State President of the Liberal Party,
supported partisan fundraising by any member of parliament:

... if members of parliament do raise funds, what is the consequence of that? Within the
Liberal Party we have reached the point where we believe for our members of
parliament to be seen beyond reproach that they shouldn’t be involved in directly
soliciting funds for the organisation.
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Nevertheless, I can imagine that for small, for minor parties it may well be a practical
reality that the only individual with a high enough profile to raise funds would be the
person standing for parliament. I mean, ultimately if the sources of the funds are
disclosed and their actions are in the public view, which they are in government, then I
think that that’s enough scrutiny.

At the Perth public seminar, Mr Paul McGeough agreed:

Should ministers or premiers be barred from fund raising? Probably not, as long as the
amounts are declared. A lot of the questions on the ruling and the regulation of electoral
and political donations become meaningless if there is clearly understood disclosure as
to where the money is coming from. Who extracts the money is less important than who
pays it.

Dr Geoff Gallop MLA argued that legislating in this area was unnecessary as the major
political parties presently regulate themselves:

I think both parties now have a code of conduct in relation to fundraising. We certainly
do in the Labor Party and that relates to the distinction areas between members of
parliament and other party officials. I think there certainly ought to be codes of conduct
in relation to that.

To actually legislate in that area I suppose would be ... difficult. Let’s say a minister was
invited along to speak at a fundraising gathering. Would that be fundraising? It just
raises those sorts of difficult issues, but certainly I think the parties ought to have codes
of conduct in that area.

12.11.4 Analysis

Advocates of a specific prohibition on ministerial fundraising argue that it is important, for
reasons of perceived propriety, that ministers not be involved. Opponents of prohibiting
fundraising argue against legislation prescribing limits on who may receive donations. If
legislation was enacted which prohibited ministerial fundraising, it may make it difficult
for ministers to carry out their ministerial responsibilities.

The intention of disclosure legislation is not to prevent parties from receiving donations
but to ensure that there are no opportunities for corrupt, illegal and improper relations
between private individuals and political parties. The key issue for the Commission is the
transparency of donations and exposing any connection between government activity and
money given to political parties. The issue of the conduct of ministers and members of
parliament is examined in more detail in Specified Matter 10.

12.11.5 Recommendation

1. There should be no specific prohibition on ministers being involved
in raising funds for party political purposes.
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12.12 RESTRICTING THE SOURCES OF DONATIONS

12.12.1 Issues for Consideration

Many countries use full disclosure of political donations and expenditure as the means of
identification of the sources of potentially tainted private funds. Other countries, such as
the USA, go one step further by placing strict limitations on who may donate to political
parties and candidates. Many States in the USA have banned political donations from
organisations including corporations and holders of government contracts.

There are limitations in relation to political donations from trade unions in the UK. The
Trade Unions and Labour Relations (Consolidation) Act 1992 (TULR Act) restricts
political donations unless political resolutions have been taken by all members and passed
to establish political funds. Expenditure from political funds is interpreted broadly to
include contributions, services, conferences and publications. Members may opt out of
paying contributions to political funds set up by trade union political resolutions. Apart
from this limitation, there are no other restrictions on the sources of party finance.

There is considerable discussion in Western Australia as to the restrictions, if any, that
should apply to trade unions making political donations. At this time there is no legislation
in place in Australia which places administrative limitations or bans on specified groups or
individuals donating to political organisations or candidates.

12.12.2 Actions to Date

In 1992 the Western Australian Parliament passed the Electoral Amendment (Political
Finance) Act. This Act contains no provisions restricting the source of donations. The Act
is yet to be proclaimed.

12.12.3 Public Submissions

At the Perth public hearing the Hon. Graham Kierath MLA, when speaking about a Bill
which prohibits political donations by trade unions from members’ subscriptions, said:

... there are provisions which will require that contributions to political parties by trade
unions can only be made from a political fund established for that purpose. The only
monies that can be put into that fund are donations by the members over and above
subscription fees. If political donations are found to be made other than in this way or
contrary to an instruction from a member about how the amount he or she has
contributed should be spent, the organisation and the officials of the organisation are
guilty of an offence and liable to a penalty. The definition of political expenditure is
extensive and includes any payment directly or indirectly to a political party or to an
election candidate or a group of election candidates.
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Dr David Honey, State President of the Liberal Party, said:

I think in the case of union donations to political organisations you would know the
Liberal Party’s policy is that union members shouldn’t in effect be compelled to give
money to one political party or the other. That should be a matter of their individual
choice and that if unions wish to donate funds from union memberships to a political
party, then there should be some explicit declaration by that member that those funds
should be given to a particular party.

Dr Elizabeth Constable MLA supported the idea behind the legislation but argued that it
should apply to corporations also:

I don’t think I have got a problem with an organisation supporting another organisation,
a political organisation, or a corporation supporting a political organisation but I think
that membership should somehow have some say in whether or not they make the
donation in the first place.

Ms Stephanie Mayman, on behalf of the TLC, saw the Bill as an attempt to corrupt the
political system:

... in our view if this bill goes ahead we will be seeing a system in Western Australia
where the major political parties will be reliant on big business for the funding of
election campaigns entirely.

... So what we will have is effectively what the WA Royal Commission recommended
against. We will have a system where big business effectively funds election campaigns.
I want to submit very strongly that the union movement, both here in WA at the
Commonwealth level and in other States, has been a major contributor through its own
organisations, set up under freedom of association conventions, in this State and
federally to represent the working people and to have input into the political system
through the parties.

The Hon. John Cowdell MLC argued against the Bill and said that:

We have here the very interesting example of course of what we may call the recent
advent of the Kierath code. I think that is the worst of all possible worlds. You have a
partisan framing of restriction laws; that is, a set of restrictions imposed on union
donors. One class of corporate donor but not another.

It is not an absolute ban as you will be aware, but it is a set of restrictions ... if it is good
enough to require a general meeting of the union rather than the union board of
management and executives to set up a special fund for political purposes to approve
donations individually then why don’t you do that with respect to shareholders’
meetings? It seems a glaring anomaly that it is just an attack on one class of corporate
donor for one purpose; partisan advantage.
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Dr Anthony Sayers, at the Perth public seminar, commented generally on limiting donors:

A requirement to only allow individuals to donate to political parties would effectively
exclude institutional donors such as unions and corporations from direct participation in
the electoral process. We would need to be sure that excluding such players is in fact a
valuable alternative. They have enormous sway in many social and economic arenas and
it may in fact be useful if their political preferences are made public by their donation
activities.

The Hon. Hendy Cowan MLA, in a written submission, supported a wider approach to
donor controls:

Providing there are adequate provisions within companies and trade unions to enable
shareholders of members to have the question of making political donations resolved
internally, there should be no special constraints on companies or trade unions donating
to political parties. They should simply be subject to the same requirements as anybody
else.

Mr R. Delbridge, at the Kalgoorlie public seminar, suggested no limitations on donors, or
if there were to be limitations, a balanced approach:

I would just say to support my argument that the membership of all these unions is not
the one that’s kicking up about the political donations. It’s the political party that is not
benefiting from that donation of the percentage of their union ticket. On that basis that’s
the argument. I would say leave [the law] as it is ...

At the Port Hedland public seminar Mr Stockden said, in relation to restricting political
donations by unions, that:

I don’t think the legislation should be any more onerous on unions than it is on
corporations, which probably says, other than, if donations are declared, the union or
corporation or whatever, or individual, I think everyone is treated.

Mr Webster, at the same seminar, supported Mr Stockden when he said:

That legislation was just an out and out attack on the unions. It only affected the unions,
not any other corporation and I am just not happy with it at all. It’s a donation as any
other ... They make donations here, there and everywhere as well as other corporations.

At the Port Hedland public seminar, Mr Hopkinson suggested permission from
shareholders of companies be sought as well as that of union members before political
donations were made:

So far as unions donating funds ... and if it is required that members have to formally
make a decision [on donating] then I don’t really think that is a worry.
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By the same token, shareholders of companies should also then have to make a
conscious decision before large corporations or companies on their behalf and
unbeknownst, I would presume, donate to other parties. So if it’s good enough for unions
to have to go through the process, then it’s also good enough for corporations and all
those companies to have to go back to their shareholders and decide whether or not that
money gets passed on.

12.12.4 Analysis

Arguments in favour of limiting the ability of private institutions to make donations or
limiting the amounts of donations centre on the prevention of corrupt, illegal and improper
conduct. The purchase of political favours through electoral donations cannot be
undertaken if private institutions cannot make those donations. Limiting the amounts that
private institutions can donate can reduce the degree of political influence purchased but
not eliminate this opportunity entirely.

Restrictions on who can make donations are defended on the grounds that individuals
should make the decision concerning donations and that institutions should not be
permitted to make donations on behalf of their members without the consent of each
member. Organisations and institutions argue that while their members may have
individual thoughts on donations, if it is within their rules or articles of association that
political donations can be made and if it is to the collective benefit of the organisation that
political donations be made, then they should be allowed. If members object, then either
their funds are not donated, or they can use the rules of the organisation to legitimately
challenge the process.

We believe that limitations on certain donors are not necessary in Western Australia. The
disclosure ethos operating throughout Australia, particularly at the Federal level, has been
one of transparency in political donations and expenditure. There are minimum threshold
levels to protect small donors, and audits at a Federal level to account for large donations
and expenditures. Disclosure of large donations to the public has meant that questions
about the potential influence and corrupt, illegal or improper conduct by public officials
has been questioned.

12.12.5 Recommendation

1. There should be no restrictions placed on political donations from
trade unions or corporations provided that the donations meet the
requirements of disclosure contained in previous recommendations.
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CHAPTER 13 THE DISCLOSURE OF ELECTORAL
EXPENDITURE

13.1 THE DISCLOSURE OF ELECTORAL EXPENDITURE BY
POLITICAL PARTIES AND CANDIDATES

13.1.1 Issues for Consideration

At present, there is no State legislation in operation requiring the separate disclosure of
electoral expenditure. The ACT Electoral Act 1992 requires the reporting agent of a
candidate or groups of candidates in the election, to give the Commissioner a return
specifying details of election expenditure. The Commonwealth Electoral Act 1918 requires
political parties and their State branches, who are involved in any way in Federal elections,
to disclose details of amounts paid by, or on behalf of, a political party or its candidates, of
$1,500 or over, each financial year. In addition, the associated entities of political parties
(defined as entities wholly or mainly operated for the benefit of one or more political
parties) are also required to submit annual returns on the same basis as parties. In essence,
the Commonwealth legislation requires disclosure of donations to, and expenditure by,
candidates and parties involved in Federal elections. If these candidates and parties then
spend money on a State election campaign or receive donations for a State electoral
purpose, they will also be required to disclose these items under the Commonwealth
scheme.

Political parties, groups of candidates and individual candidates in Commonwealth
elections are also required to furnish post-election returns 15 weeks after polling day.
These returns are required by the Act to detail expenditure on broadcasting, printing,
displays, production cost of advertisements (including the production costs of any other
advertising material not covered by these), consultants’ fees, the cost of opinion polling
and donations given to other persons and organisations involved in the election.

Spending on State elections by registered parties and their State branches is not separately
disclosed after a State election under the Commonwealth scheme. Instead, if a party
registered with the Australian Electoral Commission (AEC) spends money on a State
election campaign this expenditure will be disclosed as part of the party’s annual return.
These returns have to be made to the AEC within 16 weeks of the end of each financial
year. The information may be obtained from the annual return lodged with the AEC,
which is released to the public sixteen weeks after the end of the financial year. In some
cases this may be up to seven months after the State election. Election spending by
candidates and parties who participate in State elections only, and who are not registered
with the AEC, does not have to be disclosed.
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13.1.2 Actions to Date

In 1992, the Western Australian Parliament passed the Electoral Amendment (Political
Finance) Act. This Act contains no provisions requiring political parties and candidates to
disclose electoral expenditure. The Act is yet to be proclaimed.

13.1.3 Public Submissions

Mr Heberly, at the Albany public seminar, explained the necessity of disclosure:

I think that all expenditure in election campaigns, whatever, should be disclosed. It
should be available to be looked at after the elections ... where and how the money is
spent, regardless of whether it’s broadcasting, [or] ... publicity, should be included as
local expenses regardless of where it came from ...

Mr Arnold Ward suggested a possible format for disclosure:

All parties and independent candidates, whether receiving public funding, or not, must
be required to furnish details of expenditures on the election. The Australian Electoral
Commission publication ‘Election Funding and Financial Disclosure Handbook; Vol 1’,
could provide a suitable starting point for a format to disclose both an analysis of funds
received and funds expended into appropriate classifications.

At the Perth public hearing, Dr Anthony Sayers recognised a potential problem with the
disclosure of electoral expenditure:

Once again I believe transparency should be the primary goal of any legislation in this
area. As with regulating contributions if the disclosure regime places a large
administrative burden on your small parties and independents it would tend to limit their
access to the political system.

Mr Dexter Davies, State President of the National Party, gave qualified support to
disclosure of electoral expenditure:

Expenditure details are already included in the return prepared for the Commonwealth
and we have no objection to such disclosure. However, we do believe that individual
figures relating to a campaign for a particular electorate should not be released as such
action could give opposing parties valuable information relating to future campaigns for
an electorate.

The support of the Hon. John Cowdell MLC, at the Perth public hearing, was also
qualified:

I certainly think disclosure of expenditure is of secondary importance to disclosure of
donations.
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Mr Peter Wells, State Director of the Liberal Party, was concerned about the additional
workload that State legislation would confer upon the political parties if it differed too
greatly from the Commonwealth legislation:

State legislation will only duplicate existing Federal legislation and result in additional
compliance costs and work. The only justification for State legislation is that WA based
political parties and independent candidates/MPs that are not involved in Federal
elections are exempt from any disclosure requirements. In 1993 the Secretariat estimated
that it cost the Party as a whole about $50,000 and 165 days to compile and submit the
AEC return. The following year no elections were held so there was less information
required. However, returns from each of our 33 odd constituent bodies still had to be
furnished. It is estimated that the compilation of the 1994 return cost us $20,000 to
$30,000. To minimise duplication of work and costs State legislation could be
introduced to ‘capture’ these parties but EXEMPT [emphasis in original] all other parties
already complying [with the Commonwealth Electoral Act 1918]. To ensure no
duplication or advantage to State parties and Independents, State legislation should be
identical to current Federal legislation with the following exception: The reporting
threshold for income and expenditure be $5,000.

Mr Jack Evans, of the Australian Democrats, argued that the Commonwealth legislation
was merely a starting point for any State disclosure legislation.  He said that the
Commission should:

at least follow the general principles of their [Commonwealth] legislation, and we need
to go at least as far as the Commonwealth government has gone, if not further.

The Hon. John Cowdell MLC was another who stressed the need for administrative
procedures to be similar to those used by the Commonwealth:

In the Queensland legislation ... they have done things like preparing a whole alternate
set of return forms that bear no relation to the Commonwealth ones ... and I just ask you
to consider that carefully.

13.1.4 Analysis

Those who favour disclosure of electoral expenditure argue that voters have a right to
know how much money is spent trying to solicit their vote. The amount of money spent by
a political party or candidate on a campaign is likely to have an influence on the number of
votes that a party or candidate will receive. The disclosure of electoral expenditure may
reduce the amount of money spent on elections, particularly if political parties and
candidates are fearful of the perception that they may have tried to purchase electoral
success. Disclosure may therefore inhibit excessive expenditure (Harders, 1981: 9). It may
also stop parties with large financial resources from dominating election campaigns. In
addition, if public funding of elections is provided, the disclosure of electoral expenditure
is a mechanism for accounting for funds spent. The disclosure of electoral expenditure also
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acts as a mechanism for monitoring the amounts of funds received by a political party or
candidate.

Those who oppose disclosure argue that candidates, parties and interest groups have a
right to spend their money as they see fit, and that it should not concern the public how
this money is spent. They also argue that political parties are essentially private
organisations that should not be subject to public regulation. Disclosure procedures and
the cost of compliance may also create such a burden for potential candidates that it would
discourage individuals from running for office. It is also argued that information on
electoral expenditure is of little use to the public if it is only released after an election.

The Commission believes that the disclosure of electoral expenditure in a State based
scheme is warranted. The disclosure of electoral expenditure by parties, candidates and
interest groups will provide a valuable cross check on donations received. We are also of
the view that the public should be informed about how participants in the electoral process
spend money to influence voting intentions.

13.1.5 Recommendations

1. The Western Australian Electoral Act 1907  should be amended to
require post-election returns of electoral expenditure by political
parties, candidates and groups of candidates.

2. Party endorsed candidates should be required to report their
expenditure separately from the party including any expenditure
made on their behalf by their party. In addition, where a candidate
spends money on behalf of a party that money should be disclosed
in the party’s return.

3. Party endorsed candidates should not be permitted the option of
forwarding the details of their expenditure to the central party
administration and therefore avoid separate disclosure.

13.2 A DEFINITION OF ELECTORAL EXPENDITURE

13.2.1 Issues for Consideration

Any scheme which requires the disclosure of electoral expenditure must clearly define
which items need to be disclosed. The Commonwealth Electoral Act 1918 requires the
disclosure of the following items after an election:

• the broadcasting of an election advertisement during the election period;

• the publishing of an election advertisement in a journal during the election period;
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• the display of an election advertisement at a theatre or other place of entertainment
during the election period;

• the production of an advertisement that is broadcast, televised or displayed during
the election period;

• the production of any material (other than the above) that is required to be authorised
under the Act and that is used during the election period;

• the production and distribution of an electoral matter that is addressed to particular
persons or organisations and is distributed during the election period; and

• the conduct of an opinion poll or other research relating to the election during the
election period.

The Commonwealth scheme also requires parties and their State branches to lodge annual
returns detailing all amounts of $1,500 or over spent during each financial year. The
provision is mirrored in the Queensland legislation.

The New South Wales Election Funding Act 1981 is wider than the Commonwealth
scheme in terms of post-election reporting. In addition to the items required to be
disclosed under the Commonwealth scheme, the New South Wales Act requires the
following items to be disclosed:

• expenditure on the holding of election rallies;

• expenditure on travel and accommodation by a candidate for an election;

• expenditure incurred in raising funds for an election;

• expenditure on stationery, telephones, messages, postage and telegrams;

• expenditure on committee rooms;

• expenditure classified as electoral expenditure by the New South Wales Election
Funding Authority; and

• other expenditure as may be required.

Under the Commonwealth scheme these extra items, listed under the NSW scheme, would
only be required to be disclosed by a political party registered with the AEC if the amounts
spent on those items exceeded $1,500.
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13.2.2 Actions to Date

In 1992, the Western Australian Parliament passed the Electoral Amendment (Political
Finance) Act. This Act contains no provisions requiring a definition of electoral
expenditure for the purposes of disclosure. The Act is yet to be proclaimed.

13.2.3 Public Submissions

In a written submission, Mr Jack Evans, of the Australian Democrats, offered a definition
of what constituted electoral expenditure:

The annual financial statements of all political organisations should be lodged with the
Electoral Commissioner, who should have the right to question any matters which he or
she regard as in the public interest, and if not satisfied by the answers, to investigate
those matters and publish the findings. ... All information should be disclosed, but not all
need be published. The Electoral Commissioner should be at liberty to publish details of
any item of expenditure in the public interest, but should only be obliged to print
summaries of expenditure if public interest does not dictate otherwise, summaries such
as: Capital Expenditure; Property Costs; Marketing Staff; Fees; General.

The Hon. Jim Scott MLC said at the Perth public hearing:

I think the greatest importance is that the public is seen to be served by the system, not
by particular people who may support a particular party.

At the Perth public hearing, Dr Geoff Gallop MLA alluded to the possibility that a
loophole might exist because party endorsed candidates, under the Commonwealth
scheme, can channel their disclosable finances through the central party administrative
return:

I think the major parties certainly require all of their candidates now to submit returns,
but that is a possible third loophole.

The Hon. John Cowdell MLC offered a comment on candidate level disclosure at the Perth
public hearing:

individual candidates: it is easier for them to do it annually on 30 June with their tax
returns ...

Mr Jeremy Buxton commented on the dangers of having different forms of State and
Commonwealth regulation:

That sort of thing would be rather unfortunate, for example if we followed the practice
of the ACT where of course you have federal disclosure legislation, and ... different
reporting requirements, perhaps different time frames ... you can imagine the extent of
the compliance burden.
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He went on to say:

... it’s just that it shouldn’t be required to be furnished in a different form and for
different reporting periods and so forth, and so if it was an offence in regard to spending
for a State election, for example, well, really the State electoral department would have
that information to take what action it felt was necessary.

13.2.4 Analysis

The New South Wales scheme has a more comprehensive definition of electoral
expenditure than the Commonwealth. In particular, the requirement for the disclosure of
amounts spent on travel and accommodation may be of some relevance in Western
Australian elections, given the geographic size and remoteness of many of the State’s
electoral districts and regions.

The adoption of the New South Wales scheme would, however, require political parties
and candidates to report on a basis that is different from the Commonwealth scheme. This
would mean that the parties registered with both the AEC and the Western Australian
Electoral Commission (WAEC) would face two different sets of reporting regimes, one for
the Commonwealth and one for the State. With the possible exception of details of travel
costs, the extra information provided under the New South Wales scheme may be of little
practical use. In any event, political parties are already required to report these items of
expenditure in their annual reports if they spent $1,500 or more on these items individually
during a particular financial year.

We are aware, however, of the need to give the State scheme sufficient flexibility to meet
the changing nature of election campaigning. We believe this could be achieved by giving
the Western Australian Electoral Commissioner the power to add to the list of items of
expenditure that must be disclosed.

13.2.5 Recommendations

1. The Western Australian Electoral Act 1907 should be amended to
include the following items of electoral expenditure:

(a) the broadcasting of an election advertisement during the
election period;

(b) the publishing in a journal of an election advertisement during
the election period;

(c) the display at a theatre or other place of entertainment of an
election advertisement during the election period;
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(d) the production of an advertisement that is broadcast, televised
or displayed during the election period;

(e) the production of any material (other than the above) that is
required to be authorised under the Act and that is used during
the election period;

(f) the production and distribution of an electoral matter that is
addressed to particular persons or organisations and is
distributed during the election period;

(g) the conduct of an opinion poll or other research relating to an
election during the election period; and

(h) in addition, any expenditure classified as electoral expenditure
by the Electoral Commissioner.

2. This definition should be applied to all parties, candidates and
groups of candidates contesting State elections and by-elections.
Political parties, candidates and groups of candidates should be
required to submit post-election returns of electoral expenditure
(whether or not incurred during the election period from the issue of
the writ until polling day) to the Western Australian Electoral
Commission within eight weeks after the date of the State election.

3. Political parties should be required to submit annual returns of
amounts paid, if the sum of all amounts paid by, or on behalf of, the
party to a person or an organisation during a financial year is $1,500
or more. The return must include the particulars of that sum.

In calculating the sum, an amount less than $500 or an amount paid
under a contract of employment or an award specifying terms and
conditions of employment need not be counted.

For amounts paid over $1,500 the following details should be
disclosed:

(a) in the case of a sum paid to an unincorporated association; the
name of the association and the names and addresses of the
members of the executive committee of the association;

(b) in the case of a sum paid into a trust fund or into the funds of a
foundation; the names and addresses of the trustees of the fund
or of the foundation and the title or other description of the trust
fund, or the name of the foundation; and
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(c) in any other case, the name and address of the person or
organisation.

13.3 EXPENDITURE FOR ADMINISTRATIVE PURPOSES

13.3.1 Issues for Consideration

Not all expenditure by political parties is directly related to elections. Political parties
spend money on administrative items such as stationery, telephones, faxes, and the wages
of administrative staff. The PFA would not require the disclosure of any expenditure,
either administrative or electoral. The Act does, however, make a distinction between
donations received for electoral purposes and donations received for administrative
purposes. The WA Royal Commission claimed that this ‘distinction is illusory’ (1992:
Part II, Appendix 3-2).

Neither the Commonwealth Electoral Act 1918 nor the ACT Electoral Act 1992 make a
distinction between administrative and electoral expenditure. Instead, the Commonwealth
Act requires two types of disclosure for electoral expenditure. First, political parties,
candidates, groups of candidates and interest groups are required to submit post-election
returns detailing expenditure of certain specified items. The general intention of this is to
capture the major items of electoral expenditure. Second, political parties are required to
submit annual returns detailing all expenditure of $1,500 or more on any item by, or on
behalf of, the party. The Queensland scheme mirrors the Commonwealth’s in this respect,
while the New South Wales scheme does not require annual reports. In the
Commonwealth scheme, these annual reports capture the major items of administrative
expenditure by political parties.

13.3.2 Actions to Date

In 1992, the Western Australian Parliament passed the Electoral Amendment (Political
Finance) Act. This Act contains no provisions requiring political parties and candidates to
disclose administrative expenditure. The Act is yet to be proclaimed.

13.3.3 Public Submissions

When asked at the Perth public hearing if she saw any difference between the
disclosure of electoral and administrative expenditure, Ms Helen Hodgson,
National Treasurer and National Party Agent for the Australian Democrats,
replied:

Definitely no. As a matter of practice you find that first of all there is the question of
how you categorise your expenditures. If you have office overheads it is very easy to
allocate the lot to administrative costs, whereas during an election campaign you would
say that 90 per cent of them were really for election purposes.
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Mr Jack Evans, of the Australian Democrats, advocated in a written submission the
disclosure of all administrative expenditure by political parties:

... all expenditure by political parties is election-related, either directly or indirectly.
Elections are the purpose of political parties. Candidates expenditure need not be
separately disclosed by political parties, who should rather be required to identify
income and expenditure by seat, where that is meaningful and possible. Independent
candidates would have to report, as should interest groups, subject to the limitations ...

At the Perth public hearing, Dr Elizabeth Constable MLA saw difficulties in not
separating out administrative expenditure:

I spend ... X number of dollars in a campaign and my opponent might spend in fact with
the assistance of their party two and a half times as much. Now, it might turn out that my
return might in fact look as if I had spent a lot more than my opponent.

Mr Arnold Ward argued that a distinction had to be made between administrative and
electoral expenditure:

Parties must keep their administrative and election functions as separate entities, with no
exchange of funds between the two. This measure would be to prevent a wealthy Party
from diverting funds which could give it an unfair electoral advantage.

Mr David Kerslake, Assistant Electoral Commissioner of the Australian Electoral
Commission, discussed the annual returns under the Commonwealth scheme at the Perth
public hearing:

... where annual returns have been very much simplified and that has substantially
reduced the amount of detail that parties are required to disclose.

He further discussed Commonwealth returns by individual candidates:

most candidates, or at least endorsed candidates, will lodge nil returns and they will
report all their transactions through the party return anyway.

He also raised the issue of post-election returns of expenditure:

the provisions do not try to capture every item of expenditure during an election, but the
big ticket items such as advertising and opinion polling and so on. The provisions were
introduced to complement the changes to the public funding arrangements.

At the Perth public seminar, Dr Anthony Sayers offered a solution for making a distinction
between administrative and electoral expenditure:

... you could create a period in which you say all moneys spent within that period is
considered to be electoral and money spent outside that is considered to be
administrative. The other way is, as they have in Canada, they create reasonably
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exhaustive lists of various functions which are considered to be electoral and by default
all else is considered to be administrative.

13.3.4 Analysis

The exclusion of certain types of expenditure from a disclosure scheme may reduce the
reporting burden on political parties and candidates. It could also be argued that this
information could be of little use to the public and that there is no public interest in having
these items disclosed. On the other hand, submissions to the Commission indicate that
there is strong public support for complete disclosure of electoral expenditure. Some of the
submissions recognised the potential for the non-disclosure of administrative expenditure
to hide certain expenditures. Complete disclosure may, however, place a heavy burden on
parties and candidates. A balance needs to be struck between the public’s need to know
and placing too great a burden on participants in the electoral process.

The Commonwealth scheme seems to strike the correct balance on this matter. It requires
the disclosure of certain items of electoral expenditure and requires political parties to
report annually on all matters of expenditure over a certain amount. This means that for
political parties there is no distinction between election and administrative expenditure. A
problem remains in that candidates are only required to report certain items of expenditure
post-election and there is no requirement on them to report items not listed in section 308
of the Commonwealth Electoral Act 1918 which might be classified as purely
administrative expenditure.

We are of the view that the list of items to be disclosed under the post-election returns by
political parties and candidates covers major items of expenditure. Therefore we can see
no reason to extend the reporting requirement to include other matters of administrative
expenditure by candidates.

13.3.5 Recommendations

1. Political parties should be required to submit annual and post-
election returns of expenditure as defined in Recommendation 13.2.5.

2. Candidates should be required to submit post-election returns
detailing the significant items of electoral expenditure as outlined in
Recommendation 13.2.5.

3. Parties and candidates should be required to disclose specified
items of expenditure regardless of whether the expenditure was
incurred during the formal election period, that is, from the issue of
the writs until polling day.
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4. The Electoral Commissioner should be given the power to add items
to the list of expenditure that needs to be disclosed. The Electoral
Commissioner should do this by giving sufficient notice of any
change to this list by notification in the Government Gazette.

13.4 DISCLOSURE OF ELECTORAL EXPENDITURE BY
INTEREST GROUPS

13.4.1 Issues for Consideration

Interest and lobby groups are becoming increasingly important influences on the electoral
process. In the 1990 Federal election 15.8 per cent of the total reported electoral
expenditure was made by interest groups. In the 1993 Federal election interest groups
spent almost $5,000,000 on advertising, broadcasting and publishing designed to affect the
electoral outcome.

The Commonwealth Electoral Act 1918 requires those groups that spend money to
influence elections, but do not run candidates, to disclose any electoral expenditure they
may incur on certain items when their expenditure exceeds $200. The Queensland
Electoral Act 1992 mirrors this provision. The ACT Electoral Act 1992, also requires that
groups who do not run candidates in an election, file returns of electoral expenditure
which exceeds $200. Like the New South Wales Act, the Western Australian Electoral
Amendment (Political Finance) Act 1992 would not require interest groups to disclose
their expenditure. The Act would, however, require interest groups to report donations
received for electoral purposes of $1,500 or more. The Commonwealth and Queensland
Acts also require disclosure of interest group expenditure.

13.4.2 Actions to Date

In 1992, the Western Australian Parliament passed the Electoral Amendment (Political
Finance) Act. This Act contains no provisions requiring interest groups to disclose
electoral expenditure. The Act is yet to be proclaimed.

13.4.3 Public Submissions

Submissions to the Commission indicate there is strong community recognition that
interest groups play a significant role in the political system. We also received a number of
submissions which supported a requirement for interest and lobby groups to disclose their
electoral expenditure.
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Dr Elizabeth Constable MLA supported disclosure of interest group electoral expenditure:

I think as a general rule all funding of election campaigns should be disclosed in some
way so if lobby groups and others are funding activities that will influence people’s
votes, then I think that should be disclosed.

Mr Jack Evans, of the Australian Democrats, provided the case for interest group
disclosure in a written submission:

Does the public have a right to know about electoral expenditure by interest and lobby
groups who seek to influence elections? Yes. The Commonwealth Act rightly requires
this. ... The Australian Democrats recommend that disclosure for political parties is
ongoing (that is, on an annual financial year reporting basis), but reporting may need to
be segmented by the Electoral Commissioner into election and non-election periods. We
recommend the same principle for interest groups. What items of expenditure by interest
groups should be disclosed? As for political parties, including administrative costs, but
with the exclusion for interest groups of all expenditure which does not have political
ends as its direct or indirect purpose. Should the list of items be the same as those for
parties and candidates? Yes.

At the Perth public seminar, Dr Anthony Sayers argued for uniform disclosure for all
organisations involved in the electoral process:

In general the need for transparency dictates that much of the same regime for disclosure
should apply to organisations that participate in substantial media or other campaigning
that favours one or other parties. There is an argument for attempting to achieve equity
with respect to the amount of money spent by all parties including third parties ...
Current Commonwealth legislation, it seems to me, could act as a guide in this regard.

Ms Faulkner, at the Northam public seminar, was concerned with the difficulty that some
groups could face under a disclosure regime:

I would be concerned ... that if I belonged to, say, a green groups and we issued a
newsletter that all the expenditure on that newsletter would have to be disclosed. What a
total waste of time.

At the same public seminar, Ms Jenny Sheehan agreed with the principle but argued that it
would be difficult to carry out:

I agree with the concept; it is the policing of it, and I think the idea of them not even
being able to advertise or have any ads during that election period is fine. I think that is
one way of policing it.

Mr David Kerslake, Assistant Electoral Commissioner of the Australian Electoral
Commission, explained the Commonwealth scheme’s requirements for post-election
returns by political parties:
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... parties are now required to submit in addition to the annual returns an election return
outlining expenditure during the election period which is basically the period from the
issue of the writs up until polling day and a third new requirement is that the associated
entities which are defined under the Act and include things such as trust funds now have
disclosure requirements of their own and have to put in an annual return which is fairly
similar to that of political parties.

13.4.4 Analysis

The requirement for the disclosure of expenditure by interest and lobby groups could be
seen as an unnecessary burden to place on, what are essentially, private organisations.
Interest and lobby groups may have other non-political objectives which the public has
little need to know about.

Nevertheless, we believe that there is a strong community concern that these organisations,
where they seek to influence the electoral process, should be open and accountable to the
public. Requirements for the disclosure of expenditure by interest groups can be justified
on the grounds that the public has a right to know if these groups have attempted to
influence the electoral process.

The Commonwealth and Queensland provisions seem the most appropriate. Both require
interest groups to disclose certain specified electoral expenditure, if expenditure on those
items is $200 or more. In addition, if an interest group, like any other donor, gives $1,500
or more to a registered political party or candidate they are required to complete a donor’s
return.

13.4.5 Recommendations

1. Groups, other than registered political parties, candidates and
groups of candidates, who incur expenditure for electoral purposes
on items as defined in Recommendation 13.2.5 (whether or not
incurred during the period from the issue of the writs until polling
day) should be required to disclose that expenditure.

2. An interest group should not be required to submit a return if the
total amount of electoral expenditure on individual items is not more
than $200.
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13.5 DISCLOSURE BY BROADCASTERS AND PUBLISHERS

13.5.1 Issues for Consideration

It is argued that disclosure of monies received by those providing services related to
elections will act as an audit on the returns of parties, candidates and interest groups. The
Commonwealth currently has a scheme which requires broadcasters and publishers to
furnish returns to the Australian Electoral Commission (AEC). The ACT Electoral Act
1992 likewise provides for disclosure by broadcasters and publishers. Broadcasters and
publishers who charge more than $1,000 in total are required to disclose the details of all
election advertisements that were published or broadcast by them during the formal
campaign period.

13.5.2 Actions to Date

In 1992, the Western Australian Parliament passed the Electoral Amendment (Political
Finance) Act. This Act contains no provisions to require the disclosure of monies received
by broadcasters and advertisers in providing services to parties, candidates and groups of
candidates in a State election. The Act is yet to be proclaimed.

13.5.3 Public Submissions

When discussing whether broadcasters and publishers should be required to disclose
monies paid to them for election advertising, Ms Bailey, at the Albany public seminar,
said:

... they should all be published.

Mr Heberly added:

Yes, and also how much.

When asked whether broadcasters and publishers should be required to disclose monies
paid to them for election advertising, Mr Williams, at the Bunbury public seminar, said:

Yes, I think that is quite important and I would like to see it go further in terms of
requirements for stations to provide time free of charge proportionate to the level of
support in the previous election so that the less affluent parties and candidates can get a
share of the action.

Dr Geoff Gallop MLA, while arguing for spending limits, said that:

Broadcasters and publishers [should be required to] report details of election
advertisements run during the period in which expenditure is limited.
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Mr Allan Mottram stated the reasons behind such disclosure:

Should broadcasters and publishers be required to disclose moneys received for payment
for political advertising? (a) It may be sufficient to have the accounts of candidates,
parties and interest groups audited. (b) However I must point out that if those providing
services were not compelled to disclose monies received as a result of or associated with
elections it would be quite possible for outside money to provide services such as
advertising of which no record would be kept. Not a desirable situation.

13.5.4 Analysis

The AEC has indicated that the information provided through the returns of broadcasters
and publishers, is of limited use as a cross-check. This may be because some broadcasters
and publishers are not complying with the provisions of the Commonwealth Electoral Act
1918. In their report on the operation of public funding and disclosure, the AEC
commented on some of the problems experienced with this aspect of the scheme. They
claimed that:

There was considerable variation in the quality of reporting (by broadcasters and
publishers). While it was evident that many had sought to understand their reporting
responsibilities as described in the handbook, and had diligently completed the return, it
was equally evident that others had not made any genuine attempt. (AEC 1993:  24-25)

As a result of these problems the AEC has now started to monitor media advertisements
during election periods for political advertising.

Despite these problems there seems to be a legitimate need to monitor amounts spent with
broadcasters and publishers during an election period. Disclosure of this information will
help to provide a profile of the electoral expenditure. It would also be useful in identifying
‘[w]here time or space is provided without charge or at less than normal commercial rates,
the providers will be aware of the details and able to furnish a return which includes such
details.’ (Harders, 1981: 65) If the problems encountered by the Commonwealth scheme
can be overcome then the returns of broadcasters and publishers could provide a useful
cross-check to help identify persons, organisations and practices which might otherwise be
overlooked in the disclosure process.

Although the requirement to provide this information will place a burden on the media
outlets, most will already have experience with the Commonwealth scheme. A State-based
disclosure scheme could have essentially the same reporting requirements as the
Commonwealth scheme. Broadcasters and publishers would have to report after State
elections, rather than simply after a Federal election. While we recognise the burden this
may place on some businesses, our view is that it is vital to have comprehensive
information on electoral expenditure.
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13.5.5 Recommendations

1. Broadcasters and publishers should be required to furnish returns
regarding expenditure by political parties, candidates, groups of
candidates and interest groups during an election period (from the
day of the issue of the writ to 6.00pm on polling day) on advertising.
The details provided in the returns should reflect Commonwealth
provisions. These returns should be submitted within 90 days of
polling.

2. These returns should be required in relation to expenditure incurred
in excess of $200.

13.6 SPENDING LIMITS ON ELECTIONS

13.6.1 Issues for Consideration

Limits on electoral expenditure have been utilised in many jurisdictions. Western Australia
had spending limits until 1979 and the Commonwealth had limits in place until 1980. Both
these schemes were directed toward limiting expenditure by candidates rather than
political parties.

The purpose of spending limits is to attempt to introduce some level of equality into the
electoral system. As the New Zealand Royal Commission on the Electoral System
commented:

It is inevitable that there will be some inequality between individuals and between
groups in the extent to which they can afford to spend money on electioneering.
However, if elections are to be fair and our democratic system is to prosper, it is
important that the effects of such inequalities are minimised. (1986: 190)

The New Zealand Royal Commission recommended that spending limits be imposed on
both candidates and parties during election periods.

13.6.2 Actions to Date

In 1992, the Western Australian Parliament passed the Electoral Amendment (Political
Finance) Act. This Act contains no provisions to require spending limits on elections. The
Act is yet to be proclaimed.
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13.6.3 Public Submissions

Dr Geoff Gallop MLA stated the general rationale for spending limits at the Perth public
hearing:

... liberty can be infringed by inequality.

Ms Stephanie Mayman, of the Trades and Labour Council, said at the Perth public
hearing:

... our recommendation is for public funding or alternatively a combination of the
limitation on campaign expenditure or both.

Mr Allan Mottram was in favour of restricting the amount that candidates and political
parties could spend during the election period:

Is it necessary to impose limits on both candidates and parties? Most certainly electoral
costs are getting far too high ... I would like to see a cap put on the amount that each
candidate could spend at an election, and make the election a more even playing field.

Mr Jean-Jacques Amella, spoke at the Manjimup public seminar, in favour of spending
limits:

A limit should be implemented on the amount spent by the parties and individuals at
each election, this would include any amount received in cash or kind including State
and federal news which is an about way by media owners of newspaper, radios and
televisions to provide a free advertising.

Mr Graham Hawkes, in a written submission, was in favour of spending limits:

Limitations should be placed on what may be spent to influence voting in an election. In
this way those seeking election would be able to move away from preoccupation with
seeking financial support and engage in a more equal political contest.

At the Northam public seminar, Ms Jenny Sheehan spoke of the effect of a lack of
spending limits:

I think there should be spending limits on election campaigns ... I think that what is
happening is that the debate is being removed by slick advertising so that it [limits on
spending] may ... force the parties back to debating the issues ...

Mr David Vaughan argued that spending limits should be imposed and that:

Unless spending limits are imposed, the big and well organised parties are able to go
from strength to strength whereas independent candidates and small parties are
disadvantaged. Democratic campaigns should centre on issues rather than the amount of
money which can be committed to an election campaign.
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At the Perth public hearing, Dr Elizabeth Constable MLA was one who saw potential
problems in spending limits:

I can imagine an individual candidate like myself might be disadvantaged by a limit
because ... I might need to spend that much more than my major opponent because they
have the backing of general party funding.

Mr Jeremy Buxton was another at the Perth public hearing who opposed spending limits.
He did so on the grounds that the voters could effectively deal with big spending political
parties:

I am not in favour of setting a limit on political expenditure ... and I would suggest that
in today’s society, with the media having its own attitudes, a political party might just
decide that it wasn’t getting its message across and it needed to up the ante with its
advertising, and I would also suggest if advertising is too blatant and too strident and too
pervasive it creates its own political backlash. These things in a sense are self regulating

... in fact in Queensland this year the Labor Party spent far more than the coalition
parties and it seems a lot of their spending was not wisely directed and it even created a
backlash.

He went on to say:

I strongly advise against seeking to set any limit to political expenditure. Such limits to
be effective would have to apply not only to political parties, but to independent lobby
groups at election time. This massively increases regulation. It is not the role of
government to decree that political expenditure is wasteful or for the agencies of
government to decide what level of expenditure is reasonable.

Mr Jack Evans, of the Australian Democrats, also argued against spending limits in his
organisation’s written submission:

Limits on Electoral Expenditure. Should limits be set on electoral expenditure? No, not
at this time, and not if a regime of adequate disclosure of expenditure and income is in
place. The Electoral Commissioner should be required to report if he or she is concerned
at the volume, value or nature of political income and expenditure, particularly if it
begins to exclude all but the powerful, well connected, or rich, from the political
process.

Mr Heal, at the Albany public seminar, did not support spending limits. He said:

Realistically, it is unworkable, I feel, because there are so many ways around it.
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Dr Geoff Gallop MLA explained, at the Perth public hearing, that there were ways to
avoid spending limit periods:

There is no doubt people would try and get their money spent before the 30 day period,
so I think you would have to expand out to something like 3 months.

At the Perth public seminar, Dr Anthony Sayers argued a similar case to Mr Jeremy
Buxton:

The very fact that voters take relevant information into the polling booth with them
achieves many of the goals of regulation. It seems clear that unusually high expenditure
by particular groups should twig the interest and perhaps suspicion of voters and may
work against the interests of the party on whose behalf money is spent. This of course
requires a disclosure regime which provides useful information prior to elections. This
may be problematic and may require that donating to parties be restricted to some time
before election day. Given our lack of information about the current levels and types of
expenditure, transparency would in the first instance provide information on which
decisions to regulate further could be based, for example, setting limits on expenditures.
Legislating for such limits now would appear to be in my opinion premature.

He went on to say that:

Despite this, that is the importance of money in elections, evidence from the USA and
Canada casts doubt on the claims that it is the amount of money which is spent which
ensures electoral outcomes or electoral success. It suggests rather that how it is spent has
the greatest impact on electoral outcomes. Moreover strict limits may well reduce the
chance for third parties and others to become involved in elections. I think the adoption
of spending limits should be very cautiously approached.

At the Perth public seminar, Mr Paul McGeough was satisfied with the present situation:

Why should we limit how much the political parties spend? We have an interesting and I
think useful balance in Australia now with the level of public funding of political parties,
with the level of fund raising that the parties do themselves with their own investments
and then on top of that you have the donation system which still works quite well ...

At the Karratha public seminar, Mr Kevin Richards discussed spending limits in England:

I have actually been to England and studied the English system. ... What they have done
there, they have put a limit of £8,000 on election campaigns. ...and if you exceed £8,000
and it’s proven you can go to gaol.

.... it has two good points. It means that it’s no good going out and raising a heap of
money and getting donations from either unions or private enterprise or whatever,
because once it exceeds £8,000 you can’t even expend it.

.... What it also means is that they have found socially that a lot of poor and middle class
people can attain positions in parliament to give you a balanced situation.
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.... I just believe we should restrict the amount of money that they can spend on their
electorate and by doing that all the other things will disappear.

13.6.4 Analysis

Limits on election spending could act as a mechanism for reducing the amount of money
spent on election campaigns. Election campaigns have become very expensive,
particularly with the increased use of the electronic media. If this is a problem, spending
limits may provide an answer.

Placing spending limits on campaign expenditure has a number of aims. Firstly, it attempts
to introduce some level of equality into the electoral process. If one party has superior
financial resources, spending limits could prevent that side from dominating the election.
The increasing expense of elections tends to exclude those groups in the community
without large financial backing from running effective campaigns. Those with enough
money can influence voters by spending large amounts on political advertising. Many
would regard it as unfair if a political party were to win government because of the volume
of its message rather than the content of their message (Ewing, 1992: 256).

Spending limits may also reduce the potential for political parties to receive donations
simply because they will need less money to run their election campaigns. Limits may help
to stop political corruption because parties and candidates who require large amounts of
money to run campaigns, in which no limits apply, may be forced to accept funds with
strings-attached.

The High Court of Australia made reference to spending limits for election campaigns in
its ruling on the Australian Capital Television Case ((1992) 108 ALR 577). It was found
by the majority that limits on expenditure may not impinge on the implied right to the
freedom of communication. It was suggested that if spending limits could be shown to be
in the public interest, then legislation to restrict election spending would be consistent with
the Constitution.

Previous attempts to limit expenditure in Australia, for example under the Commonwealth
Electoral Act 1918, were eroded by inflation and so failed completely. They were widely
ignored by candidates who either failed to lodge the required return or submitted one that
did not correctly report their expenditure.

There are a number of arguments against setting spending limits. Firstly, limits can be
easily avoided by the use of interest groups to fund election expenses. This may greatly
increase the number of separate bodies to be regulated, as has proven to be the case in the
United States. Secondly, incumbent members have an advantage when expenditure limits
are set because their office facilities can be used to supplement their election work.
Thirdly, limits may affect the method of campaigning. For example, spending limits in
Tasmanian elections mean that candidates are often forced to hold public meetings as a
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less expensive alternative to television, or other forms of advertising that may be less
effective. Fourthly, political parties may not be able to promote themselves to the best of
their ability.

As indicated earlier, spending limits tend to create opportunities for interest groups to
spend money on behalf of parties and candidates. In an effort to reduce the influence of
interest groups in New Zealand elections, a Royal Commission there recommended that a
ban be placed on ‘advertising by interest groups and others not authorised by particular
candidates or parties’ (NZRC, 1986: 193-194) for the official election period.

Another method of overcoming the interest group problem would be to subject them to
spending limits as well. This would certainly reduce their influence but it may contravene
the High Court’s ruling in the Australian Capital Television case. In addition, some of the
aims of spending limits may also be achieved through disclosure and public funding. For
example, it could be argued that disclosure and public funding of elections have had the
effect of equalising the electoral process. Due to disclosure, parties are now less likely to
raise and spend large amounts of money. The provision of public funding at the Federal
level, especially to smaller parties and independents now means that they are more likely
to be heard during election campaigns. Funding and disclosure have therefore made some
contribution to equalising electoral competition.

Professor Keith Ewing has argued very strongly that there is a need for both openness and
fairness in the electoral process (Ewing, 1995: 18). Openness can be achieved through
appropriate disclosure laws and fairness through the application of spending limits. He
also comments that the evidence from the United States ‘... suggests ... that rather than
restricting campaign expenditure the effect of spending limits may be to re-route the
money which will still be spent on broadly the same cause’ (Ewing, 1995: 21).

We consider that the first priority in any scheme to regulate political finance is full
disclosure. Opening up the electoral process to public scrutiny is essential to improving the
integrity of the system and reducing the potential for corrupt, illegal and improper conduct
in the public sector. We consider that spending limits on elections would add little to the
integrity of the system if they can be easily avoided.

13.6.5 Recommendation

There should be no limits on electoral expenditure by political parties,
candidates and interest groups.
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CHAPTER 14 OTHER MATTERS RELATING TO
POLITICAL FINANCE

This chapter deals with other matters relating to political finance that may prevent corrupt,
illegal and improper conduct in this State. It examines the issues of the administration of a
disclosure scheme, enforcement and penalties, disclosure for local government and the
public funding of election campaigns.

14.1 PRIVACY AND POLITICAL LIBERTY CONSIDERATIONS

14.1.1 Issues for Consideration

The unproclaimed Electoral Amendment (Political Finance) Act 1992 (PFA) would
attempt to provide a balance between the confidentiality of the donor and the provision of
public information about the funding of political parties and candidates. The PFA would
offer some protection to a person’s political liberty, rights and duties ‘that [are] relevant to
an election or of the right to make a political donation.’ Section 7 of the PFA would
penalise any attempts to hinder or interfere with an individual’s exercise of their political
right or duty. This includes the right to donate. The maximum penalties for breaching the
section is a $1,000 fine or six months imprisonment for an individual or a $5,000 fine for a
company. The Act makes no specific mention of protection from harassment, prejudice or
intimidation.

The Commonwealth Political Broadcasts and Political Disclosure Act 1991 amended the
Commonwealth Electoral Act 1918 and has addressed the protection of donors from
intimidation. Under the Act, no person can be discriminated against because they chose to
make a donation to a political party. It lists the types of discrimination including denying
access to a trade union or club, not allowing an individual to work, intimidating or
coercing an individual or inflicting any other form of detriment. Maximum penalties range
from $5,000 or two years imprisonment for an individual to $20,000 for a company.

14.1.2 Actions to Date

In 1992 the Western Australian Parliament passed the Electoral Amendment (Political
Finance) Act. This Act provided for the protection of the donors from intimidation. The
Act is yet to be proclaimed.
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14.1.3 Public Submissions

Mr Jeremy Buxton, at the Perth public hearing, said:

The question of confidentiality I think shouldn’t be underestimated. It’s not that we live
in a society where you necessarily get your windows broken because you make a
political donation but an awful lot of people who donate do have ... an exaggerated
concern for their privacy, they simply don’t want it known, and of course when you get
into larger areas such as business proprietors they may have a better-founded fear of
their relatively modest donations getting into the public arena and the question of
reprisals at industrial level, even if they can’t be quantified or detected, I think are real.

At the Manjimup public seminar, Mr John Neal agreed with this view:

... I feel that it is the right of anybody who donates to a party to have some privacy. I
don’t exactly know what disclosure means but if that in any way means that those
disclosure records are open to members of the public who could then decide that because
they voted Labor they didn’t want to support somebody who had donated to the Liberal
Party or vice versa I don’t see that as a very positive step.

In his written submission, Mr David Vaughan agreed in general:

The overriding consideration when dealing with money, politics and corruption should
be openness and accountability. People and political parties should be prepared to accept
that when seeking public office, rights to privacy are secondary to the public good.

14.1.4 Analysis

Privacy and political liberty are primary human rights in a democracy. Opponents of
disclosure schemes argue that these rights are more important than the public’s right to
information about donations to political parties and candidates. Legislation which requires
compulsory disclosure may discourage private donations for fear of reprisals. The Liberal
Party, in particular, has argued that the disclosure of donors’ details has reduced the
number of donations it receives.

Supporters of disclosure argue that the public role of political parties and candidates,
demands that information about their financial support be released. If parties and
candidates are to be entrusted with the roles of making laws and spending public funds, it
is argued that they must display integrity. Their integrity can be judged from the
transparency and openness of the party or candidate’s operations. The public role and
duties of members of parliament means that transparency and openness in the financial
support of parties is necessary to reassure the public of the integrity of the relationship
between the donor and recipient. Some proponents of disclosure legislation also argue that
disclosure thresholds will provide some protection because individuals who make a
donation under a particular amount will not have their details made public.
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The purpose of s.7 of the PFA was to protect the privacy of donors and prevent
intimidation and discrimination of donors. It was argued in the Legislative Assembly that;
‘it is the honest people who do not like to be named because they know that they could be
and are likely to be intimidated’ (WAPD, Assembly, 30/4/92: 1569). In our view, this
provision of the PFA is obscure and only seems to offer minimal protection for donors.
This section needs to be strengthened if a balance is to be achieved between disclosure and
the protection of the privacy of individuals.

The Commonwealth provision is more comprehensive. It identifies clear examples of
discrimination rather than the vague interference with political rights detailed in the PFA.
The penalties are more severe under the Commonwealth legislation, emphasising the
serious nature of protecting privacy. The Commonwealth section has never been used by a
donor seeking protection. We believe that State disclosure legislation should mirror the
Commonwealth provisions by protecting donors from intimidation, discrimination and
coercion.

14.1.5 Recommendation

1. The Western Australian Electoral Act 1907  should be amended to
include provisions, similar to those in s.327 of the Commonwealth
Electoral Act 1918 , protecting donors from discrimination and
intimidation.

14.2 LOCAL GOVERNMENT

14.2.1 Issues for Consideration

The potential for corruption or improper influence arising from political donations is not
confined to one level of government. It is important that candidates in all elections are
subject to similar degrees of accountability. Local government elections are subject to the
provisions of the Local Government Act 1960. The Act contains provisions relating to the
disclosure of pecuniary interests by councillors, but contains no requirement for those
contesting local government elections to disclose election spending or donations. There are
also no provisions for election spending limits or public funding of local government
elections. Candidates in local government elections are, however, entitled to claim tax
deductibility up to $1,000 for expenditure on local government elections.

The new Local Government Bill 1995, which is currently being debated in Parliament,
provides for the annual disclosure of financial interests of members of councils. The Act
makes no provision for the disclosure of donations received, or expenditure made, on
electoral campaigns by candidates.
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The disclosure provisions of the NSW Election Funding Act 1981 relating to donations
and expenditure apply to local government elections. This is established in the NSW Local
Government Act 1993. New South Wales is the only State or Territory which has
disclosure provisions for donations and expenditure for candidates and parties in local
government elections.

We wrote to all local government authorities in Western Australia and in their responses
they suggested that candidates in local government elections do not generally engage in
expensive electioneering. The 1992 inquiry into the City of Wanneroo, nevertheless found
some evidence of links between donations and party influence in local government
elections and recommended that ‘election donations to Councillors and other candidates
for election to Councils should be subject to disclosure’ (The Inquiry Into The City of
Wanneroo Report, 1992: 12-1).

14.2.2 Actions to Date

The Local Government Bill 1995 is currently before the Western Australian Parliament.
The Bill does not contain specific provisions requiring the disclosure of political donations
or electoral expenditure. The PFA would not include provisions on local government
elections.

14.2.3 Public Submissions

At the Bunbury public seminar, Mr Williams argued in favour of disclosure legislation for
local government elections:

I can’t see any reason in principle why local government should be any different from
State and federal government so far as disclosure is concerned.

Mr David Pottinger was of the same opinion at the Manjimup public seminar:

There is actually no difference in local government elections, State elections, federal
elections. The disclosure law should be the same for them all.

At the Perth public hearing, Dr Geoff Gallop MLA argued that disclosure should apply to
all tiers of government:

... the question of political funding ... really needs to be applied to local government
because for good reasons people are saying they want local government to play a bigger
role.
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In his written submission, Mr Rodney Johnstone agreed:

The same standards of disclosing donations which should be applied to state
parliamentary arenas should also apply to local councils to ensure that they too are held
accountable. Too often, we do not know who is supporting our local councillors. This
needs to be looked at.

Mr K. Fowler discussed the dangers inherent in the Western Australian system of local
government at the Mandurah public seminar:

I do believe that they [local government] should be covered by the disclosure laws. We
do have the position in cases where so few actually vote in elections that you can have
dominant groups ... that can get a lot of donations behind them and they put out a lot of
material ... and they can pick up votes and have sort of quite a bit of influence and there
is no record of sort of where that money or who they actually represent.

At the Perth public hearing, Mr Jeremy Buxton was opposed to this idea:

... it would be much better to let local government be dealt with under the local act rather
than through the State electoral system.

Where I think you have got to be very careful is that most local authorities are quite
small and the wards are quite small and therefore they are an effective avenue for quite
ordinary, small people to stand and take part in local government and if, in effect, you
had to run out and organise a good accountant before you stood because of all your
compliance returns, I think you’re going to discourage some worthwhile people.

While speaking at the Katanning public seminar, Ms Ainsley Evans considered that
disclosure legislation was not necessary at the local government level:

I don’t think that local government disclosure laws are very popular but then I don’t
know that they have ever been needed either. There has certainly never been a need for it
in this community ...

Local government organisations were generally in favour of disclosure. Mr R.K. Smillie,
Chief Executive Officer of the Town of Kwinana, submitted that:

To maintain the integrity of the local government system of representative government, I
believe that full disclosure of political donations, contributions, and expenditure be a
requirement in the future.

Mr David Vaughan, Chief Executive Officer of the Shire of Kalamunda, said:

... Local Government has been subject to severe criticism because of alleged corrupt
practices. The criticism (and practice) of corrupt campaign activities can be largely
overcome by full disclosure and a commitment to openness and accountability.
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Mr David Johnston, Councillor of the Town of Cambridge, submitted that:

Candidates for the office of Councillor should be able to receive donations for campaign
purposes up to the amount claimable as a tax deduction without disclosure. At present
this is $1,000. However, in many local government wards, this would not cover the cost
of printing one circular or having it posted to electors if campaign helpers were not
available. This means that I would favour disclosure for all amounts donated above and
including the initial $1,000 with candidates supplying details of all electoral expenditure
if required to the Electoral Commissioner, plus details of the source of funds.

The Shire of Ashburton’s reply was typical of regional local government opinion:

Council is of the view that some [disclosure] scheme should apply and there should be
spending disclosure ... however the practical impediments may be greater than the value
of disclosure. [There are] big differences in the scale of politics of Local Government in
country authorities as compared to the larger metropolitan councils.

14.2.4 Analysis

The provisions of the Local Government Bill 1995 regarding the disclosure of the financial
interests of members of local government would provide an incomplete picture of a
candidates finances. Without corresponding disclosure of donations which candidates
received and information on the amount they spend in elections, the public cannot be fully
informed.

We believe that if State elections are subject to disclosure provisions to prevent corrupt,
illegal and improper conduct, a similar regime should apply to local government. The
application of similar legislative provisions to local government would provide greater
accountability of local governments to their communities and would serve to reduce the
potential for corruption as well as restating the importance of that level of government.

We recognise most candidates in local government elections do not spend vast amounts of
money on their campaigns. We believe to avoid a disclosure scheme for electoral
financing on this basis would not be in the best interests of the public. The potential for
corrupt, illegal and improper conduct by public officials exists at the local government
level and a suitable disclosure scheme would reduce this potential. In order to ensure
simplicity we believe legislative action should be taken to introduce a scheme for
disclosure of donations and expenditure by candidates in local government elections.
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14.2.5 Recommendations

1. The Local Government Act 1960  should be amended to provide that:

(a) candidates in local government elections should be required to
disclose all donations from a single source that total $200 or
over;

(b) candidates in local government elections should be required to
disclose expenditure on the same items as required of
candidates in Recommendation 13.2.5;

(c) interest groups who spend monies for the purposes of
influencing a local government election should be required to
disclose their expenditure on certain items (listed in
Recommendation 13.2.5), where the amount spent on those
items is $200 or more. Interest groups should also be required
to disclose donations they receive for purposes related to local
government elections where the amount of the donation
exceeds $200;

(d) the period during which a candidate for a local government
election is required to disclose donations should commence
twelve months before the relevant election. Candidates should
be required to disclose donations and expenditure within eight
weeks of the polling day;

(e) proposed amendments in this Report relating to the true source
of donations and anonymous donations should also apply to
donations received by candidates contesting local government
elections; and

(f) reporting requirements should be administered by the Western
Australian Electoral Commissioner.

14.3 THE APPOINTMENT OF AGENTS

14.3.1 Issues for Consideration

The Commonwealth Electoral Act 1918 and NSW Election Funding Act 1981 disclosure
schemes provide for the appointment of agents by political parties and candidates. Agents
act on behalf of parties and candidates to fulfil the disclosure requirements. Under the
Commonwealth Act, where there is no appointment of an agent in relation to a party, the
registered officer of the party should be taken to be its reporting agent. In the NSW
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scheme a party must appoint an agent and candidates have the option of appointing an
agent. An agent of a party is required to furnish a return or declaration of all political
donations received and electoral expenditure incurred by the whole party within that State,
including electorate offices and local branches.

The Commonwealth Electoral Act 1918 makes it mandatory for a political party to appoint
an agent. A party that carries on activities in two or more States or Territories must also
have an agent for each of those States and Territories. A party which operates nationally
and in each State and Territory must have an agent at the national level and an agent for
each of the six States and two Territories. The agent’s responsibilities are to furnish
returns and lodge claims under the election funding and financial disclosure provisions of
Part XX of the Commonwealth Act.

Under the Commonwealth Act, a candidate may appoint an agent. If there is no
appointment of an agent, candidates are deemed to be their own agent. The Australian
Electoral Commission (AEC) then keeps a register of party agents detailing agents’ names
and addresses and their consent to act. The appointment of an agent may be revoked by
written notice to the Commission.

Under the PFA political parties and candidates would be required to appoint an agent who
would be responsible for providing the Western Australian Electoral Commission
(WAEC) with annual returns for donations received on behalf of a party and returns of
details of donations received on behalf of a candidate or group. The appointment of an
agent would be registered with the Electoral Commissioner. Unlike the Commonwealth
and New South Wales legislation, there would be no requirement in Western Australia for
the agent to lodge a return in respect of expenditure.

14.3.2 Actions to Date

In 1992 the Western Australian Parliament passed the Electoral Amendment (Political
Finance) Act. This Act contains provisions requiring appointment of agents. The Act is yet
to be proclaimed.

14.3.3 Public Submissions

Mr G. Martin raised the issue of accountability in the disclosure process at the Collie
public seminar:

I would just like to make a comment on accountability. If politicians or parties are to
report on donations ... that should be subject to a very firm certification process so the
person actually certifying is aware they are committing an offence if they give incorrect
information.
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Mr Allan Mottram argued in favour of the appointment of agents in his written
submission:

The appointment of agents to be responsible for reporting the affairs of political parties
and candidates is an excellent idea.

At the Perth public seminar, Mr Paul McGeough was more specific on the role of agents:

I would go along with the role of nominated agents in the parties only on condition that
ultimately it was the party secretaries and executive who are responsible for the actions
of the agent and not the other way around.

14.3.4 Analysis

The absence of a scheme based on agents can cloud the lines of accountability within party
and candidate organisations resulting in the administration of a disclosure scheme
becoming complicated. Commonwealth and NSW experience suggests that the
appointment of a party agent should be compulsory since each party then has a single
officer who is responsible for the obligations of a disclosure scheme. This establishes
direct accountability for the party or candidate return and makes it simpler to prosecute
offences under the legislation.

For the purposes of smooth administration of a disclosure scheme for Western Australia it
would be appropriate for political parties and candidates to appoint agents to act as the
accountable officers for the scheme and to be responsible for returns.

14.3.5 Recommendation

1. The Western Australian Electoral Act 1907 should be amended to
require political parties and candidates to appoint an agent to ensure
proper fulfilment of disclosure requirements. Candidates can appoint
themselves as agent.

14.4 PUBLIC AVAILABILITY OF RETURNS

14.4.1 Issues for Consideration

The way in which disclosure information is presented to the public may have a significant
bearing on its usefulness. A comprehensive figure covering the whole election will
provide very little information about the electoral activities undertaken in a particular
electorate. Obtaining this degree of detail may be burdensome on political parties and
candidates and of limited use to the public. A balance needs to be struck between the
public’s right to know and the creation of unnecessary administrative burdens on political
parties and candidates.
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Under NSW, Commonwealth and ACT legislation a person is entitled to see a copy of a
return or obtain a copy after paying for copying costs. The PFA would also make a similar
provision. The details disclosed in all three jurisdictions, includes the names and addresses
of donors and the date and amount of each donation above the prescribed threshold. Under
Commonwealth legislation these details are provided only on a party basis. Only NSW has
public details of both party and candidate donations and expenditure.

Given that the purpose of a scheme should be to increase the accountability of the electoral
process, it seems reasonable that the information should be made publicly available. In
Canada, details of candidates personal expenses during the election period are published in
local newspapers after elections. In addition, the chief electoral officer distributes, on an
annual basis, a compilation of the registered parties’ annual returns.

In some States of the United States of America lists of donors are made public by their
electoral authority. It is an offence to use the names on the list for any other purpose. To
prevent this the United States electoral authorities place dummy entries on the list. Anyone
found using these entries can be fined. This procedure can limit the potential for donors to
suffer harassment, intimidation or discrimination because of their support for a political
organisation. In addition, this method would assist in the detection of breaches of the
legislation.

Another important issue in the area of public availability of returns is the time between
lodging a disclosure return and it becoming available to the public. Timeliness, that is,
disclosure of information when it is relevant, is essential for the complete openness of a
disclosure scheme. Under the PFA, returns from candidates, groups of candidates and
interest groups would be provided to the Electoral Commissioner 15 weeks after polling
day and made public four weeks later. The annual returns of political parties would be
provided to the Electoral Commissioner on 30 September each year and made public four
weeks later. The Commonwealth scheme also has two periods for two categories. The
returns of political parties are released on 1 February of the following year. Information
from candidates, interest groups and donors contributing over $1,500 is released 24 weeks
after polling day.

14.4.2 Actions to Date

In 1992 the Western Australian Parliament passed the Electoral Amendment (Political
Finance) Act. This Act contains provisions regarding the public availability of returns. The
Act is yet to be proclaimed.
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14.4.3 Public Submissions

In a written submission, Mr A. Hill expressed the view that:

I am of the opinion that a register should be kept for all elected persons in all three tiers
of Government including Local Government. The register should outline any donation or
gift given by anyone without exception for what ever purpose.

At the Katanning public seminar, Ms Ainsley Evans argued that publication of disclosure
information was unnecessary:

As far as I’m concerned that would be sufficient. If somebody really wanted to know it’s
there to find out, but publishing is another cost and something else we don’t need.

She continued:

Is there a difference between being available to people who really want to know and
being publicly disclosed?

The Hon. John Cowdell MLC spoke about the usefulness of disclosed information at the
Perth public hearing:

I think you will find if you look at the record over the last 12 months, 2 years that this
information has become a factor in terms of parliamentary scrutiny of government and
quite justifiably.

At the Perth public hearing, Mr Jeremy Buxton highlighted the problem of inexperienced
volunteer staff and political parties’ returns:

The problem with immediate publication is, again you get into areas of compliance and
of course political parties during election campaigns are at their least able to find staff
and time for compliance procedures.

The Hon. John Cowdell MLC discussed the issue of disclosure times at the Perth public
hearing:

I think an annual timetable is more than adequate. I really do not see the need to chop
and change within quarters or halves within a year ...

At the Collie public seminar, Mr Ian Miffling proposed a possible solution:

I think that political parties themselves should have to table an annual report. If they
want to be a political party, be publicly accountable [they should] table a report in
parliament each year and disclose all of their income and all of their expenditure.
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14.4.4 Analysis

Disclosure legislation ensures that corrupt, illegal and improper conduct does not occur by
requiring transparency and openness in the financial relations between private individuals,
companies, political parties and candidates. The public availability of returns is one part of
this disclosure of information designed to ensure the integrity of the political system.
Denying the public access to this information would be contrary to the intention of the
legislation and would deny them information which may influence their vote.

On the other hand, opponents argue that it is possible to have disclosure of political
donations while ensuring a degree of privacy for donors which includes denying public
access to those documents. It is also argued that access to the disclosure of information
could be limited to the Electoral Commissioner and staff members. The difficulty with this
is that it would mean, firstly, that the Electoral Commissioner would have to be
independent from Parliament and not report through a minister. The Electoral
Commissioner would also require more powers to monitor the activities of parties, for
example through audits. Secondly, the public would not be fully informed about many of
the financial supporters of parties when they voted in an election because their names
would not be disclosed under such a scheme.

It may be impractical, in light of these considerations, to set up a disclosure scheme with
such limited access to information about political donations. Part of the rationale for a
disclosure scheme is to inform the public. Public disclosure places constraints on a party’s
behaviour which are generally held to be beneficial to our system of government.

The release of disclosure information must be timely for the public to benefit from
information on political financing. The timeliness of the information is central to any
disclosure scheme. The disclosure of political donations and expenditure, long after an
election, may render the information useless. On the other hand, requiring information too
early, may cut short the disclosure period for that year as well as creating an additional
burden on parties and candidates.

In light of these considerations, we propose a disclosure scheme which accommodates, to
some degree, all of these concerns. A disclosure scheme which requires public release of
disclosure information as soon as is practical after polling day ensures transparency in
relations between the public and those seeking a seat in Parliament. We believe that the
present timeliness arrangements under the Western Australian PFA and the
Commonwealth Electoral Act 1918 are too long to be effective. Disclosure information
needs to be brought into the public arena sooner. We recognise that this may place an
increased burden on all concerned with the legislation but consider it to be within the
capability of parties, candidates and interest groups.
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14.4.5 Recommendations

1. Returns of donations and electoral expenditure to or by parties,
candidates and interest groups should be available at a reasonable
cost to the public.

2. The Western Australian Electoral Act 1907 should be amended to
require all disclosure information to be lodged with the Electoral
Commissioner eight (8) weeks after:

(a) polling day for parties, candidates, groups of candidates and
interest groups; and

(b) the end of the financial year for parties.

3. These returns should then be made available to the public six weeks
after being lodged with the Electoral Commissioner.

14.5 ADMINISTRATION OF THE REGISTER OF POLITICAL
DONATIONS AND EXPENDITURE

14.5.1 Issues for Consideration

There are two main options for the administration of a disclosure scheme:

• the establishment of a separate disclosure authority which would administer all
aspects of disclosure: donations, other income and electoral expenditure. This body
could be either a corporation or under the control of a Board; or

• an established or currently existing body, such as the Electoral Commission, could
administer the disclosure provisions.

The Australian Electoral Commission (AEC) is responsible for administering the
Commonwealth disclosure legislation. The AEC comprises three members: the
Chairperson, who is a judge of the Federal Court; the Electoral Commissioner; and one
other non-judicial member who must be a Permanent Head or hold a position of equivalent
status. A Funding and Disclosure Section has been established in the Central Office of the
Commission to assist in the administration of Parts XI (Registration of Political Parties)
and XX (Election Funding and Financial Disclosure) of the Commonwealth Electoral Act
1918. The AEC is required to furnish to the minister for tabling in Parliament, a report on
the operation of Part XX of the Act.

In NSW the Election Funding Authority (EF Authority) is a separate authority from the
NSW Electoral Commission. The legislation establishing the EF Authority is the NSW
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Election Funding Act 1981 (EF Act). The EF Authority consists of a committee of three:
the Electoral Commissioner and two nominees, one by the Premier and the other by the
Leader of the Opposition. The EF Authority draws on the Electoral Commission for
administrative support. The EF Authority is required to report to Parliament on an annual
basis for each year ending 30 June.

In Western Australia the unproclaimed PFA would require the Electoral Commissioner to
administer the scheme for the disclosure of political donations. Returns concerning
donations and income would be lodged with the Electoral Commissioner. The Electoral
Commissioner would have the power to order regulations requiring the making, keeping
and auditing of records of donations and other income and requiring, and otherwise
providing for, the production, examination and copying of those records. The Electoral
Commissioner would also be required under the PFA to report to the relevant minister on
the operation of the scheme at the end of each financial year. The minister would then
table the report in Parliament.

The disclosure of electoral expenditure and the provision of public funding is not provided
for in the PFA. If these aspects of political finance were introduced it would seem
reasonable that they should also be administered by the Electoral Commissioner. If the
Western Australian Electoral Commission (WAEC) is to exercise its independence, it may
be necessary to permit the Commission to report direct to Parliament, rather than through a
minister.

14.5.2 Actions to Date

In 1992 the Western Australian Parliament passed the Electoral Amendment (Political
Finance) Act. This Act contains provisions regarding administration of a register of
political donations. The Act is yet to be proclaimed.

14.5.3 Public Submissions

In a written submission, Mr Jack Evans, of the Australian Democrats, wrote that:

[We] agree with the WA Royal Commission ... that the Electoral Commissioner must be
properly empowered and resourced to enforce the legislation (of the PFA or its
successor).

Mr Alan Mottram also argued that the Western Australian Electoral Commission should
have the power and resources to administer a disclosure scheme. He said that:

The Electoral Commission should have full powers and sufficient resources for
examination, copying, investigation, auditing, spot audits of political parties and
candidates, interest groups, and or agents, sufficient powers to verify and or ascertain the
true source of donations and the proper use of political funds. The Electoral
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Commissioner should have the power to have a police check done on all people
associated with the electoral procedure.

14.5.4 Analysis

The WAEC has the resources to deal with elections and consequently is the most
appropriate administrative body to perform this task. A further advantage is the
accountability link between the Electoral Commissioner and the Parliament, as the
Commissioner is required to report to a minister who then informs Parliament of the
Electoral Commission’s activities. This allows the Government and Parliament to monitor
any disclosure scheme.

This can, however, be a disadvantage as ministers and members of parliament have a
vested interest in the financing of elections. Ideally, these individuals should not be
involved in the administration of the scheme.

Leaving the administration of the scheme to the Electoral Commissioner would create an
increased administrative burden for that organisation. We consider, however, that the
administrative work associated with the disclosure scheme in Western Australia will not
be sufficient to warrant a separate body. Moreover, this work will be concentrated in
relatively short periods when disclosure returns are due. We believe this workload could
be managed within the WAEC, which should be granted the resources required to operate
the disclosure scheme. We consider that the legislative provisions relating to political
finance should be contained in the Western Australian Electoral Act 1907 along with all
other electoral legislation.

14.5.5 Recommendations

1. The Western Australian Electoral Act 1907  should be amended to
give the Electoral Commissioner sole responsibility for the
administration of any disclosure scheme.

2. The Western Australian Electoral Act 1907  should be amended to
require the Electoral Commissioner to report directly to Parliament
on an annual basis.

14.6 ENFORCEMENT, PENALTIES AND PROSECUTIONS

14.6.1 Issues for Consideration

Establishing comprehensive obligations on parties and candidates to disclose their
donations, other income and political expenditure is ineffective unless there are equally
comprehensive penalties and prosecution to ensure compliance. Before there can be
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prosecutions and application of penalties through convictions there must be investigation
of possible breaches of the disclosure provisions.

The Commonwealth, NSW and ACT schemes have provisions for enforcing compliance
with disclosure requirements. The Commonwealth enforcement provisions are limited,
particularly in the area of conducting audits of returns. In 1993, the Australian Electoral
Commission (AEC) expressed concern over inadequate resources to properly investigate
breaches of the Commonwealth Electoral Act 1918. The New South Wales legislation
improves on this by permitting the Election Funding Authority to inspect records relating
to disclosure by political parties or candidates. These powers appear to be hampered by an
anomaly in the NSW Election Funding Act 1981 regarding the auditing of such records. If
the declaration of a party or candidate is accompanied by an auditor’s certificate and that
certificate is in compliance with the NSW Election Funding Act 1981, the Election
Funding Authority has no power to inspect the relevant books and records. The ACT
Electoral Act 1992 provides the Commissioner with powers of investigation which
includes investigatory notices and search warrants.

The PFA would provide for the issue of search warrants and the serving of notices upon
persons for certain information. The Western Australian Electoral Commissioner would
have primary responsibility for enforcing these provisions.

Both the Commonwealth and NSW legislation provide a list of offences and penalties to
enforce compliance. The offence and penalty provisions applicable to disclosure schemes
in the Commonwealth, Australian Capital Territory, New South Wales, Queensland and
Western Australian Acts are presented below in Table 14.1:
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Table 14.1
Penalties for Breaches under the Relevant Acts

COMMONWEALTH OFFENCE
(Commonwealth Electoral Act 1918)

PENALTY

Failure to furnish a return [s.315(1)] $5,000 Political party
$1,000 Any other person

Submission of an incomplete return [s.315(2)] $1,000

Submission of a false or misleading return by an agent of a registered
political party [s.315(3)]

Not exceeding $10,000

Submission of a false or misleading return by a person who is not an agent
or a registered political party [s.315(4)]

Up to $5,000

Furnishing false or misleading information to a person required to submit a
return [s.315(7)]

$1,000

Failure to submit a return within prescribed period [s.315(8)] Not exceeding $100 for each day return is
outstanding

AUSTRALIAN CAPITAL TERRITORY
(Electoral Act 1992)

PENALTY

Failure to furnish returns [s.236(1)(a) and (b)] $5,000 Reporting agent of a party
$2,000 In any other case

Submission of an incomplete return [s.236(2)(a)] $2,000

Submission of a false and misleading return [s.236(4)] $5,000 Or 6 months imprisonment or both

Failure to submit a return in prescribed period [s.236(1)(a) and (b)] $5,000 Reporting agent of a party
$2,000 In any other case

NEW SOUTH WALES OFFENCES
(Election Funding Act 1981)

PENALTY

Failure to submit return by a registered party agent [s.96(1)] Not exceeding $10,000 - agent
Not exceeding $20,000 - party

Failure to submit a return by a registered agent of a group or candidate
[s.96(2)]

Not exceeding $10,000

False or misleading statements in a return [s.97] Not exceeding $10,000

QUEENSLAND OFFENCE
(Electoral Act 1992)

PENALTY

Failure to furnish a return [s.315(1)(a) and (b)] 100 Penalty units (party)
20 Penalty units in any other case

Submission of an Incomplete Return [s.315(2)(a)] Fine not exceeding 20 penalty units

Submission of a false or misleading return 200 Penalty units

False or misleading information [s.340(1)(a) and (b)(2), s.341(1), (2)(a) and
(b), (3)]

20 Penalty units

Failure to submit a return in prescribed period 100 Penalty units (party)
20 Penalty units in any other case

WESTERN AUSTRALIA OFFENCES
(Electoral Amendment (Political Finance) Act 1992)

PENALTY

Failure to lodge a return [Clause 175(1)] Political party not exceeding $7,500
Other cases not exceeding $1,500

Submission of a false or misleading return by an agent of a political party
[Clause 175U(3)]

Not exceeding $15,000

Submission of a false or misleading return by a person who is not an agent
of a political party [Clause 175U(4)]

Not exceeding $7,500

Furnishing a person required to submit a disclosure return with false or
misleading information [Clause 175U]

$1,500

Failure to submit a return within the prescribed period [Clause 175U(6)]Not exceeding $150 for each day return is
outstanding
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This list of penalties highlights the difference between penalty provisions for serious and
minor offences. The Canadian experience with the imposition of penalties in a disclosure
scheme demonstrates that criminal penalties are difficult to prove and often inappropriate
as most breaches are of a minor administrative nature and not wilful avoidance of
disclosure. The Canadian Royal Commission suggested that less serious violations be
‘prosecuted before the Canada Elections Commission’ (CRCERPF, 1991: 219).

The ICAC Report on the investigation into North Coast Land Development (1990)
recommended that the range of penalties in regard to the disclosure of donations and
expenditure in NSW should be widened, in particular to create an offence of knowingly
giving false information to a person required to lodge a declaration. The Commonwealth
Electoral Act 1918 is more complete in its handling of false information in a return or the
provision of false information to a person required to lodge a return, which is an offence
under s. 315 of the Commonwealth Electoral Act 1918.

There is also the issue of further penalties such as the revocation of an agent’s registration.
Under the Commonwealth Electoral Act 1918 non-compliance with a funding or
disclosure provision by any person (including an agent) does not invalidate an election.
Under the Commonwealth Electoral Act 1918 if a person who is an agent is convicted of
an offence against the disclosure (or funding) provisions, they are disqualified from
holding office as an agent. There is no equivalent provision in the NSW Election Funding
Act 1981.

The strength of penalties depends on effective enforcement provisions. In the Canadian
province of Ontario, the Commission on Election Contributions does not handle
enforcement procedure, but makes recommendations about prosecution of offences to the
Attorney General. The situation is similar to the Commonwealth Electoral Act 1918 which
requires the AEC to provide information and recommendations to the Federal Director of
Public Prosecutions. If a prosecution proceeds it is then handled by the appropriate court.

In California the body responsible for investigating electoral offences is also responsible
for prosecutions. The Fair Political Practices Commission holds hearings and investigates
possible breaches of the Californian Political Reform Act 1974. The Commission can
compel witnesses to appear, administer oaths and levy fines. The Commission’s decisions
are subject to judicial appeal. The Australian and Ontario schemes both allow judicial
appeals that may arise from decisions of a Commission.

14.6.2 Actions to Date

In 1992 the Western Australian Parliament passed the Electoral Amendment (Political
Finance) Act. This Act contains provisions regarding penalties, enforcement and
prosecutions. The Act is yet to be proclaimed.
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14.6.3 Public Submissions

A number of submissions supported the need for stringent enforcement provisions to allow
for verification of details submitted in returns. It was argued that the powers granted under
the legislation, should allow the administering authority to conduct spot audits, relevant to
an election, of the financial records of a political party, candidate or interested person.

At the Perth public seminar, Dr Anthony Sayers recognised the burden that disclosure
could place upon political parties and argued that it could be reduced by:

limits that alleviate some of this burden may be justified, as may be a role for the state in
acting as an auditor on behalf of parties. Similarly, the enforcement regimes need to be
flexible and take account of the fact that it is usually amateurs that fill important roles in
political parties at election time and this is particularly true of smaller parties.

He went on to say that:

Canadian studies have shown that amateurs are loath to take on jobs where their
mistakes can lead to criminal prosecution. This is even more so if punitive measures are
included in the legislation. ... enforcement of donation guidelines should be flexible
enough to take account of the fact that amateurs may be overseeing party finances.

Ms P. Firstenburg discussed a possible enforcement procedure:

... the Electoral Commission should be empowered to investigate, verify information and
audit all financial returns and statements of financial transactions within three months of
the election taking place.

14.6.4 Analysis

In order to ensure disclosure returns are accurate the appropriate authorities must have
adequate powers to investigate and audit. We believe the proposed provisions in the PFA
could be improved. The investigating body must be able to acquire the relevant
information from candidates, parties and interest groups. There must be greater powers
granted to the Western Australian Electoral Commission (WAEC) to conduct
investigations and audits of returns and political parties to ensure compliance with the
disclosure legislation.

We believe that breaches should carry penalties that are severe enough to deter potential
offenders. This reflects the importance we place on disclosure requirements. We believe
that stricter penalties, similar to those in the Commonwealth legislation, will ensure
compliance and enhance the integrity of the overall scheme. They will provide a
successful balance between serious offences and minor administrative offences. The New
South Wales penalties, while strict, are not as comprehensive as the Commonwealth
provisions (see Table 14.1). The automatic imposition of penalties such as the loss of a
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seat by a member, would undoubtedly reinforce the serious nature of such offences and
have some precedent in the United Kingdom.

A successful disclosure scheme must have enforcement provisions which will ensure
compliance. Without the threat of sanctions for provision of misleading information or
failure to furnish returns a disclosure scheme will not fulfil its requirements. The counter
argument is that a comprehensive and strict enforcement regime within a disclosure
scheme can unduly penalise accidental or unintentional actions. Misinterpretation of
legislation could result in extreme penalties for what are administrative mistakes and not
criminally negligent acts. We believe the Commonwealth scheme properly caters for a
difference in penalties between unintentional offences and deliberate acts.

The issue of who should investigate and prosecute serious breaches of the legislation raises
two alternatives. The advantage of having prosecutions in the hands of the Western
Australian Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) is uniform legal procedures between the
Commonwealth and Western Australia. The cooperative relationship between the WAEC
and political parties and candidates would not be jeopardised if the DPP handled
prosecutions arising from the disclosure legislation. The WAEC can investigate
complaints while the DPP can prosecute. This has an additional benefit of fulfilling the
requirement of natural justice that one body investigate while another prosecutes.

An alternative to the DPP conducting all prosecutions is the concept that minor
administrative infringements could be investigated and prosecuted by the Electoral
Commissioner. This could be suitable, provided it has no negative impact on the
cooperative relationship between the Electoral Commissioner and the political parties and
candidates. We consider the effective operation of the Western Australian disclosure
legislation requires the division of responsibilities for investigation and prosecution
between the Western Australian Electoral Commission and the Western Australian
Director of Public Prosecutions.

14.6.5 Recommendations

1. The Western Australian Electoral Act 1907  should be amended to
grant the Western Australian Electoral Commission adequate powers
to investigate and audit all individuals, groups and parties subject to
electoral disclosure legislation.

2. The Western Australian Electoral Act 1907  should be amended to
incorporate the penalties currently in force under the Commonwealth
Electoral Act 1918.
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3. The Western Australian Electoral Act 1907  should be amended to
make the Western Australian Electoral Commission responsible for
prosecuting minor administrative breaches and preliminary
investigations for all offences.

4. The Western Australian Electoral Act 1907  should be amended to
make the Western Australian Director of Public Prosecutions
responsible for the prosecution of serious breaches of the disclosure
provisions.

14.7 THE DESIRABILITY OF A PUBLIC FUNDING SCHEME IN
WESTERN AUSTRALIA

14.7.1 Issues for Consideration

Public funding of political parties has been introduced into Europe, North America and
Australia in a variety of forms over the past 40 years. In some cases, public funding has
been introduced because private funding was perceived to have fostered corrupt, illegal
and improper conduct. In other instances, public funding has been used to finance the
diversification of political representation and enhance the political activities that the
parties undertake. A further justification for public funding is the unrepresentative
allocation of funds between parties.

Public funding takes a variety of forms ranging from the direct allocation of money to
political parties and candidates, to indirect assistance by establishing various levels of tax
deductibility to donors, candidates and interest groups. In the United States of America
taxation incentive plans are used at both the State and Federal level. At State level the
schemes range from tax deductibility of donations, to tax rebates, checking off a fixed sum
of money from public revenue, the removal of donation taxes, and direct financial grants
based on donations received. In some States money is paid to the parties, in others to the
candidate. At the Federal level there is no public funding for Congressional elections, but
there is public funding for Presidential candidates both for the nominating convention and
for the Presidential election.

Canada has 27 public funding schemes operating at Federal and provincial levels. They
include candidate election reimbursements, party election reimbursement, party annual
funding (at provincial level) and tax credits. In Canada, a system of tax credits operates in
nine of the ten provinces and at the Federal level. The precise tax rebate and donation
levels vary between the provinces.

In Europe there are a number of differing methods of public funding. In France, funding is
received based upon the number of votes polled.  In Norway and Sweden funding is
received on the basis of the number of seats gained at the previous election. Germany
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commenced with a system of annual party reimbursement, but this was declared
unconstitutional and replaced with reimbursements based on the number of votes a party
receives at an election.

Public funding is inextricably linked with the social and political system of the particular
country in which it is used. It is also affected by the electoral system which is in operation
in each country. As a result overseas legislation and experience may not be readily
transferable to Western Australia.

The direct public funding of political parties and candidates in Australia occurs at the
Federal level, and at the State level in New South Wales, Queensland and in the Australian
Capital Territory. It was first introduced at the Commonwealth level in 1984. Currently,
each party receives $1.53 per first preference vote received in both the Senate and the
House of Representatives, provided a four per cent threshold of votes is obtained. This
amount is indexed to the Consumer Price Index (CPI). The sum, calculated on the votes
received, is paid direct to political parties or to independent candidates or groups of
candidates. The total of public funding for the next Federal election is anticipated to be
approximately $30 million.

New South Wales first introduced the direct funding of political parties in 1981. In the
1991 NSW general election, approximately $1.00 was paid for each first preference vote
received by a candidate in the Legislative Council (Upper House) provided that the four
per cent threshold was achieved. In the Legislative Assembly, approximately $0.60 was
paid for each first preference vote, again after the threshold had been attained. NSW
payments are also index-linked to the CPI.

The Australian Capital Territory Electoral Act 1992 provides for CPI linked public
funding at the rate of $1.00 per vote as at 1 January 1994 for parties or candidates standing
for election to the Territory’s Legislative Assembly. Unlike New South Wales and the
Commonwealth, there is a threshold of two per cent of the vote. In 1995 Queensland
introduced direct public funding of State political parties. Those who receive four per cent
of the first preference votes are eligible for public funding. The rate is index linked and at
the last election was $1.08 per vote.

There are other considerable payments made from the public purse which contribute to the
financing of political parties and candidates throughout Australia, both at State and
Federal elections. These include:

• provision of staff, office, car, telephone, postage and administration costs of sitting
members of parliament, both at State and Federal level;

• tax deductions for sitting members contributing donations to their own campaigns at
the marginal tax rate;
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• tax deductibility of interest group advertisements which may indirectly support a
party or candidate; and

• indirect benefits of global party advertising and research for all major party
candidates funded from public revenue obtained from Federal elections.

Table 14.2 summarises public payments to parties and candidates as they operate in
Western Australia. It is recognised that the provision of an office, staff and administrative
structures are necessary for members of parliament to carry out their normal duties.
Nevertheless it does give sitting members considerable advantage over non-sitting
candidates at elections. In addition, candidates from the same party can use the publicly
funded facilities of sitting members.
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14.7.2 Actions to Date

In 1992, the Western Australian Parliament passed the Electoral Amendment (Political
Finance) Act. This Act contains no provisions concerning the public funding of parties and
candidates contesting Western Australian State Elections. The Act is yet to be proclaimed.

14.7.3 Public Submissions

Mr Jack Evans, of the Australian Democrats, commented on public funding in a written
submission:

public funding for elections ... ensures access to the means of political campaigning by
active participants in the political process; and it reduces the risk of political corruption
by ensuring that political parties are not beholden to vested interests.

... public funding will increase the ability of smaller political parties to contest elections,
thereby encouraging the democratic expression of a diversity of views, and bringing
about more participative, and a less manipulative, democracy.

Dr Geoff Gallop MLA supported public funding as part of a trilogy of transparency of
political donations and expenditure, electoral expenditure limitations, and public funding
related to tax credits, when he said:

Disclosure, limitations and public funding I think provide a trio of ... measures that I
think would certainly assist in making our democracy work properly because, ideally
speaking, political parties and individual candidates should be funded from small
amounts of money from many people.

Dr Gallop also provided extensive evidence on the Canadian system of tax credits:

If you donate ... up to $100 to a political party, 75 per cent of that comes back as a tax
credit. It is a form of public funding. If you donate between $100 and $550 you get $75
back, plus a certain percentage of the amount over $100. There is a scale that takes you
up to a maximum of $500 for a $1,150 donation.

What this has done in Canada is to encourage smaller people ... to donate money ... if
you give $100 to the New Democratic Party or the Conservative Party you get $75 back.
It’s pretty painless and I think it has certainly broadened the base of Canadian politics.

The Hon. John Cowdell MLC considered a level of public funding based on votes received
would encourage electoral competition:

I don’t believe that public funding inhibits competition. In fact, the exact opposite
because of course the parties are primarily in the marketplace competing for votes, not
for money. In fact you can argue the degree to which you have no public funding then
they are more in the field devoting their time and interest to large donors and winning
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large donors and keeping themselves afloat than they are in paying attention to the
wishes of the people and voters.

The Hon. John Cowdell MLC suggested it was important that parties do not have to rely
absolutely on one group of donors and suggested direct State funding as a remedy:

Another way of doing it ... at the State level ... might [be] 50¢ a vote. Even if you said a
dollar a vote, that’s a million dollars which is chicken feed. If you said 50¢ a vote, that’s
$500,000 distributed amongst all the players. It at least provides a component where they
[parties] are not so desperate on one source that they sell themselves.

Dr David Honey, State President of the Liberal Party, recognised public funding as a
necessary corollary to disclosure legislation:

With regard to public funding, we don’t see that public funding is desirable in the
general sense. However, if you have disclosure legislation then we see public funding as,
if you like, a necessary evil which must accompany that and something which we must
accept. There is no doubt whatsoever that the disclosure legislation has had a profound
impact upon the ability of parties to raise funds and this causes a particular disparity.

Dr Honey also considered that the current Australian tax deductibility level of donations
was too low:

With regard to taxation deductibility, it is our belief that the threshold is far too low.
$1,500 would be a far more appropriate threshold. $100 is a very minor donation to an
organisation. It is not the case in the Liberal Party in this case but in other States it
wouldn’t even cover the membership of the lay organisation.

In a written submission, Mr Jeremy Buxton also encouraged greater tax deductibility of
donations:

Ideally the funding of political parties by individual citizens should be encouraged by
greater tax deductibility of donations. It was disappointing that recent amendments to the
Commonwealth Electoral Act did not raise the tax deductible amounts of gifts from the
current low limit of $100 to a more realistic figure of $1,500.

Mr Dexter Davies, State President of the National Party, favoured tax deductibility of
donations, or tax credits:

... it would be advantageous if tax deductibility for donations/contributions to political
parties was increased from $100 to a more realistic figure of $1,500, and a taxation
credit for the amount donated/contributed was allowed in those cases where the donor
fails to achieve a taxable income during a financial year.
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In a written submission, the Hon. Hendy Cowan MLA was opposed to public funding:

Public funding of political parties or candidates is vigorously opposed. The effect of
public funding is to enable the major parties to continue dominating the political process
even when their membership levels are collapsing. There are grave dangers in this for
our democratic processes, both in terms of the potential for corruption and in terms of
special interest groups wielding undue influence in the political system. Public funding
enables the major parties to take the easy option of relying on the public purse instead of
the hard option of getting as many people involved in their organisations as they can.

We need more, not less, incentive for political parties to become broadly-based in their
memberships. Public funding makes parties less reliant on the involvement of ‘ordinary
people’ in their organisations and makes them less accountable to their membership.

Mr Arnold Ward, in a written submission, stated that a fixed sum of public funding per
vote is not equitable:

The federal method of granting funding based on a monetary value per vote is not
necessarily equitable in that minor parties and independents may not receive sufficient
funding to fully inform the electors of their policies.

Mr Archer, at the Katanning public seminar, was opposed to public funding:

My personal opinion is that we shouldn’t allow any public funding of political parties. I
think as a taxpayer that if I decide to make a political donation to a party that’s my
prerogative and I don’t believe that as a taxpayer I should have taxes that I’m paying go
towards subsidising political parties no matter who they are.

Mr David Pottinger, at the Manjimup public seminar, was also opposed to public funding:

As far as public funding for elections, this is the biggest racket since Al Capone, I think.
It is bad enough paying taxes without having to pay these fellows to push a lot of rubbish
back to you that you don’t want to hear anyway and it should definitely be stopped. I
hope it never comes into this State and I wish the Federal one was stopped as well.

Mr Jeremy Buxton, at the Perth public hearing, provided qualified support for public
funding in the context of a disclosure regime:

Apart from saying it’s a necessary evil because the disclosure climate makes adequate
voluntary donations impossible, I would suggest that there is something good that can
come out of public funding in that it does make the major political parties less dependent
on sectional interests.
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14.7.4 Analysis

Supporters of public funding use four arguments to support their position. Firstly they
contend that there is a close connection between money, power and corruption. They argue
that the provision of public funding significantly reduces the connection between money
and the purchase of parliamentary favour. Under a system of public funding parties and
candidates will become less dependent on donor and interest groups. In addition, public
funding would raise the level at which influence could be purchased, eliminating some
potentially corrupt donors from the electoral system.

Professor Rolf Gerritsen, in a written submission, also contends that public funding may
reduce the potential connection between donations and purchasing electoral favour:

... if public funding is provided to political parties then the amount of any donation that
could be expected to influence a party’s policy stance would be dramatically increased,
an obvious benefit of such funding.

Raising the level at which possible influence can be purchased may eliminate some of the
smaller and middle sized donors trying to gain influence. It may further reduce the public
perception that all donations are intimately linked with purchasing favours. Public funding
is unlikely to affect larger donations, although any links between these and electoral
influence can be detected by a disclosure scheme.

Secondly, supporters of public funding suggest it provides some financial certainty to
independents and minor parties allowing greater electoral competition. Under public
funding it is argued that the public would have a wider choice of candidates and policies
and be better able to compare alternative policies and programs. Greater competition
between parties reduces the opportunity for political domination and corrupt, illegal and
improper conduct.

In Western Australia, the argument of equality of opportunity for all political groups needs
to be analysed against the proposed electoral systems recommended for the Legislative
Assembly and Legislative Council in the first report of the Commission on Government. If
the Legislative Council had an electoral system that provided significant opportunity for
representation by minor parties and independents, the need for public funding for equity
purposes would be reduced. Modification of the proportional representation system in the
Legislative Council may result in increased representation of minor parties. This has been
proven with the rise of Green Independents in Tasmania’s House of Assembly, and the
initial success of the Australian Democrats at the Federal level. All of these groups
achieved their success in systems without public funding.

Thirdly, supporters point out that political parties and candidates play a vital role in policy
development and research. They need to fund their administrative and research capabilities
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between elections to provide an alternative voice to the elected government. They need to
be able to present comprehensive policies as an alternative to those of the government.

This argument was used in countries such as Germany in the 1950s, when their political
system was weak, and in Canada where the party system is not as strong as it is in
Australia. Nevertheless, there was no evidence provided to the Commission to indicate
that party political research and development in Western Australia required public
funding. The Queensland Electoral and Administrative Review Commission, in 1991,
noted that the growth of policy alternatives arising from minor parties was already
occurring in Australia. We consider that the proposed proportional representation electoral
system recommended for the Legislative Council provides adequate opportunities for
minor parties and independents. The larger parties already receive sufficient support from
large business groups, unions and interest groups to allow them to maintain these facilities.

Fourthly, public funding is a useful means of compensation for the increased
administrative expense and reduced number of donations which may result from the
imposition of a disclosure scheme. We believe that the loss of donations and increased
administrative costs resulting from disclosure is a side effect that parties should have to
cope with if the public demands an open and accountable electoral process.

Opponents of public funding firstly suggest that it will increase the strength and power of
the major political parties by making them less reliant on funds raised by members and
donors. There has been limited empirical research as to the effect public funding has had
on the political system in Australia.  Nevertheless, there is a belief that public funding has
centralised party power in the Australian political system. This was supported by Dr
Anthony Sayers, at the Commission on Government’s Perth public seminar:

Public funding has also been linked to the centralisation of political parties. As parties
become more financially independent of their members, power shifts from the grass
roots to the party hierarchy. As a result public funding is likely to generate and sustain
an ever more remote and elite party leadership.

We are of the opinion that additional sums of public funding would cause parties to
become institutions independent of the electorate. We believe the current Federal public
funding rate of $1.53 per vote, in a system where voting is compulsory, will cause the self-
perpetuation of the major political parties and reduce the contact between the electorate
and parties. As a result, the quality of representation may be reduced.

Secondly, opponents of public funding criticise the use of public funds to support private
organisations such as political parties. There are also concerns over a lack of auditing and
financial controls if public funds are given to political parties.

The third argument in opposition to public funding relies on electoral spending limits
nullifying the need for parties and candidates to raise large sums of money. As a result of
public funding and spending limits, large potentially influential donations will not be
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possible. We have considered and rejected the arguments concerning electoral spending
limits earlier in this Report.

Fourthly, a system of public funding can be unique to a nation and not easily transferable
to another jurisdiction. Political parties in Australia are more centralised in their control
and administration than other countries. The importation of an overseas public funding
system to Australia, based on the justification for such a system in an overseas country, is
not appropriate. In 1959 the Federal Republic of Germany adopted public funding as a
result of post-war disenchantment with the political system and to compensate parties for
the confiscation of goods and property in the 1930s. By the same token the system of
public financing in the USA was largely a response to the Watergate scandal. We agree
that public funding must be developed according to the circumstances of individual
jurisdictions.

We believe any analysis of a public funding scheme for Western Australia has to be placed
in the context of the public funds already available. The precise amount of public funding
provided directly and indirectly to State candidates is extremely difficult to determine.
Political parties and groups of candidates that contest both State and Federal elections, and
who are registered with the AEC, already receive public funding. There are no
requirements from the AEC as to how these funds are allocated. Prospective candidates or
groups not registered with the AEC do not receive public funding and are at a distinct
disadvantage.

Federal funds spent on advertisements may have general political benefits for a State
election campaign. In addition, facilities of political parties and groups are shared by
candidates and parties at State and Federal level. At the next Federal election it is
anticipated that approximately $30 million will be allocated nationally to political parties
and candidates contesting the Senate and House of Representatives.

As well as direct public funding of political parties and candidates, there are a number of
less obvious means whereby political parties and members of parliament have electoral
campaigns funded from the public purse. Examples of these are shown in Table 14.2.

Sitting members of parliament have access to a staffed electoral office. They also have a
motor vehicle, computers, mobile phone, postage and administrative expenses paid for
with public funds. Ministers have additional term-of-government staff to promote the
policies and ideas of the elected government. In addition to expenditure from the
Consolidated Fund, political parties and individual candidates are indirectly supported by
private funds from interest groups, unions, and business. Advertisements, campaigns and
programs promoting the points of view of interest groups often have a political bias
toward one political party or group of candidates. Political parties derive electoral benefit
from this form of support. The expense of this support may be tax deductible as legitimate
business expenditure. Indirectly the tax system provides public funding. Sitting members
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who make donations to their own electoral campaign are allowed to claim them as taxation
deductions.

We would add that taxation concessions are a method of public funding used widely in
North America. Tax concessions allow individuals to nominate a small fixed sum of
money to a party or candidate. Alternatively, they may take the form of a tax rebate which
provides an equal tax saving to all persons.

We believe that existing funding requirements indicate there is no need for additional
direct public funding.

14.7.5 Recommendations

1. Western Australia should not adopt a direct public funding scheme.

2. Taxation incentives should be put in place to encourage individuals
to participate in the political process.
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APPENDIX 1

Appendix 1.1 The Sections of The Criminal Code Which Come Within the
Official Corruption Commission’s Jurisdiction

Appendix 1.2 Definitions of Corrupt Conduct and Misconduct

Appendix 1.3 Definition of Public Sector in the Public Sector Management Act
1994

Appendix 1.4 Detailed Proposals for the Establishment of a Commission for the
Investigation, Exposure and Prevention of Improper Conduct

Appendix 1.5 Detailed Proposals of the WA Royal Commission Concerning the
Establishment of the Office of the Commissioner for the
Investigation of Corrupt and Improper Conduct

Appendix 1.6 Functions of Agencies

Appendix 1.7 References:  Chapters 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 and Appendix 1
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APPENDIX 1.1 THE SECTIONS OF THE CRIMINAL CODE
WHICH COME WITHIN THE OFFICIAL
CORRUPTION COMMISSION’S
JURISDICTION

S. Offence

60 Member of Parliament receiving bribes  *

61 Bribery of member of Parliament  *

81 Disclosure of official secrets

82 Bribery of public officer  *

83 Corruption  *

85 Falsification of records by public officer  *

86 Administering extra judicial oaths  *

87 Personation  *

88 Bargaining for public office  *

122 Official corruption not judicial but relating to offences

169 False statements in statements required to be given under oath or solemn declaration

170 False declarations and statements

172 Resisting public officers

173 Refusal by public officer to perform duty

177 Disobedience to statute law

178 Disobedience to lawful order issued by statutory authority

378 Punishment of stealing

379 Concealing registers

380 Concealing wills

381 Concealing deeds

383 Severing with intent to steal

384 Using registered brands with criminal intention

385 Fraudulently dealing with minerals in mines
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S. Offence

386 Concealing royalty

387 Removing guano without licence

388 Bringing stolen goods into Western Australia

389 Fraudulent disposition of mortgaged goods

390 Fraudulent appropriation of power

390B Unauthorised use of aircraft

409 Fraud

414 Receiving stolen property, etc.

416 Taking reward for recovery of property obtained by means of indictable offences

418 False statements relating to companies

419
Officials or members of companies fraudulently appropriating property, or keeping
fraudulent accounts, or falsifying books or accounts

420 False statements by officials of companies

421 False statements by officials of companies with intent to affect the price of shares

424 Fraudulent falsification of records

440A Unlawful operation of a computer system

473 Forgery and uttering

529 Receipt or solicitation of secret commission by an agent

530 Gift or offer of secret commission to an agent

532 Giving to agent false or misleading receipt or account

533 Gift or receipt of secret commission in return for advice given

534 Offer or solicitation of secret commission in return for advice given

535 Secret commission to trustee in return for substituted appointment

536 Aiding and abetting offences within or outside Western Australia

537 Liability of directors, etc., acting without authority

  *     Denotes that the section was within jurisdiction of OCC in November 1992.
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APPENDIX 1.2 DEFINITIONS OF CORRUPT CONDUCT
AND MISCONDUCT

New South Sales

Section 3 of the Independent Commission Against Corruption Act 1988 (NSW) (ICAC
Act) defines public authority and public official as follows:

‘public authority’  includes the following:

(a) a Government Department, Administrative Office or Teaching Service;
(b) a statutory body representing the Crown;
(c) a declared authority under the Public Service Act 1979;
(d) a person or body in relation to whom or to whose function an account is

kept of administration or working expenses, where the account:

(i) is part of the accounts prepared under the Public Finance and Audit
Act 1983; or

(ii) is required by or under any Act to be audited by the Auditor-General;
or

(iii) is an account with respect to which the Auditor-General has powers
under any law; or

(iv) is an account with respect to which the Auditor-General may exercise
powers under a law relating to the audit of accounts if requested to do
so by a Minister of the Crown;

(e) a local government authority;
(f) the Police Force;
(g) a body, or the holder of an office, declared by the regulations to be a body

or office within this definition;

‘public official’  means an individual having public official functions or acting in a
public official capacity, and includes any of the following:

(a) the Governor (whether or not acting with the advice of the Executive
Council);

(b) a person appointed to an office by the Governor;
(c) a Minister of the Crown, a member of the executive Council or a

Parliamentary Secretary;
(d) a member of the Legislative Council or of the Legislative Assembly;
(e) a person employed by the President of the Legislative Council or the

Speaker of the Legislative Assembly or both;
(f) a judge, a magistrate or the holder of any other judicial office (whether

exercising judicial, ministerial or other functions);
(g) an officer or temporary employee of the Public Service or a Teaching

service;
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(h) an individual who constitutes or is a member of a public authority;
(i) a person in the Service of the Crown or of a public authority;
(j) an individual entitled to be reimbursed expenses, from a fund of which an

account mentioned in paragraph (d) of the definition of ‘public authority’ is
kept, of attending meetings or carrying out the business of any body
constituted by an Act;

(k) a member of the Police Force;
(l) the holder of an office declared by the regulations to be an office within this

definition;
(m) an employee of any person otherwise engaged by or acting for or on behalf

of, or in the place of, or as deputy or delegate of, a public authority or any
person or body described in any of the foregoing paragraphs

Part 3 of the ICAC Act defines corrupt conduct as follows:

Corrupt conduct

7. (1) For the purposes of this Act, corrupt conduct is any conduct which falls
within the description of corrupt conduct in either or both of subsections (1)
and (2) of section 8, but which is not excluded by section 9.

(2) Conduct comprising a conspiracy or attempt to commit or engage in
conduct that would be corrupt conduct under section 8(1) or (2) shall itself
be regarded as corrupt conduct under section 8(1) or (2).

(3) Conduct comprising such a conspiracy or attempt is not excluded by section
9 if, had the conspiracy or attempt been brought to fruition in further
conduct, the further conduct could constitute or involve an offence or
grounds referred to in that section.

General nature of corrupt conduct

8. (1) Corrupt conduct is:

(a) any conduct of any person (whether or not a public official) that
adversely affects, or that could adversely affect, either directly or
indirectly, the honest or impartial exercise of official functions by
any public official, any group or body of public officials or any
public authority; or

(b) any conduct of a public official that constitutes or involves the
dishonest or partial exercise of any of his or her official functions; or

(c) any conduct of a public official or former public official that
constitutes or involves a breach of public trust; or
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(d) any conduct of a public official or former public official that involves
the misuse of information or material that he or she has acquired in
the course of his or her official functions, whether or not for his or
her benefit or for the benefit of any other person.

(2) Corrupt conduct is also any conduct of any person (whether or not a public
official) that adversely affects, or that could adversely affect, either directly
or indirectly, the exercise of official functions by any public official, any
group or body of public officials or any public authority and which could
involve any of the following matters:

(a) official misconduct (including breach of trust, fraud in office,
nonfeasance, misfeasance, malfeasance, oppression, extortion or
imposition);

(b) bribery;
(c) blackmail;
(d) obtaining or offering secret commissions;
(e) fraud;
(f) theft;
(g) perverting the course of justice;
(h) embezzlement;
(i) election bribery;
(j) election funding offences;
(k) election fraud;
(l) treating;
(m) tax evasion;
(n) revenue evasion;
(o) currency violations;
(p) illegal drug dealings;
(q) illegal gambling;
(r) obtaining financial benefit by vice engaged in by others;
(s) bankruptcy and company violations;
(t) harbouring criminals;
(u) forgery;
(v) treason or other offences against the Sovereign;
(w) homicide or violence;
(x) matters of the same or a similar nature or any listed above;
(y) any conspiracy or attempt in relation to any of the above.

(3) Conduct may amount to corrupt conduct under this section even though it
occurred before the commencement of this subsection, and it does not
matter that some or all of the effects or other ingredients necessary to
establish such corrupt conduct occurred before that commencement and that
any person or persons involved are no longer public officials.

(4) Conduct committed by or in relation to a person who was not or is not a
public official may amount to corrupt conduct under this section with
respect to the exercise of his or her official functions after becoming a
public official.
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(5) Conduct may amount to corrupt conduct under this section even though it
occurred outside the State or outside Australia, and matters listed in
subsection (2) refer to:

(a) matters arising in the State or matters arising under the law of the
State; or

(b) matters arising outside the State or outside Australia or matters
arising under the law of the Commonwealth or under any other law.

(6) The specific mention of a kind of conduct in a provision of this section shall
not be regarded as limiting the scope of any other provision of this section.

Limitation on nature of corrupt conduct

9. (1) Despite section 8, conduct does not amount to corrupt conduct unless it
could constitute or involve:

(a) a criminal offence; or
(b) a disciplinary offence; or
(c) reasonable grounds for dismissing, dispensing with the services of or

otherwise terminating the services of a public official; or
(d) in the case of conduct of a Minister of the Crown or a member of a

House of Parliament - a substantial breach of an applicable code of
conduct.

(2) It does not matter that proceedings or action for such an offence can no
longer be brought or continued, or that action for such dismissal, dispensing
or other termination can no longer be taken.

(3) For the purposes of this section:

‘applicable code of conduct’ means, in relation to:

(a) a Minister of the Crown - a ministerial code of conduct prescribed or
adopted for the purposes of this section by the regulations; or

(b) a member of the Legislative Council or of the Legislative Assembly
(including a Minister of the Crown) - a code of conduct adopted for
the purposes of this section by resolution of the House concerned;

‘criminal offence’  means a criminal offence under the law of the State or under
any other law relevant to the conduct in question;

‘disciplinary offence’  includes any misconduct, irregularity, neglect of duty,
breach of discipline or other matter that constitutes or may constitute grounds for
disciplinary action under any law.
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(4) Subject to subsection (5), conduct of a Minister of the Crown of a member
of a House of Parliament which falls within the description of corrupt
conduct in section 8 is not excluded by this section if it is conduct that
would cause a reasonable person to believe that it would bring the integrity
of the office concerned or of Parliament into serious disrepute.

(5) Without otherwise limiting the matters that it can under section 74A (1)
include in a report under section 74, the Commission is not authorised to
include a finding or opinion that a specified person has, by engaging in
conduct of a kind referred to in subsection (4), engaged in corrupt conduct,
unless the Commission is satisfied that the conduct could also constitute a
breach of law (apart from this Act) and the Commission identifies that law
in the report.

Queensland

Section 4 of the Criminal Justice Act 1989 (CJ Act) states that:

‘unit of public administration’  means –

(a) the Legislative Assembly, and the Parliamentary Service; or
(b) the Executive Council; or
(c) a department; or
(d) the Police Service; or
(e) Queensland railways; or
(f) every corporate entity that is constituted by an Act, or that is of a

description of entity provided for by an Act, which in either case collects
revenues or raise funds under the authority of an Act; or

(g) every non-corporate entity established or maintained pursuant to an Act,
which is funded to any extent with moneys of the Crown, or is assisted in a
financial respect by the Crown; or

(h) the courts of the State of whatever jurisdiction, and the registries and other
administrative offices of them.

The CJ Act does not define corrupt conduct but rather uses the term official misconduct
which is defined in that Act as follows:

Official misconduct

31. (1) For the purposes of this Act, official misconduct is-

(a) conduct that is in the general nature of official misconduct prescribed
by section 32;

(b) a conspiracy or attempt to engage in conduct referred to in paragraph
(a).
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(2) Conduct may be official misconduct for the purposes of this Act
notwithstanding that-

(a) It occurred before the commencement of this Act; or

(b) some or all of the effects or ingredients necessary to constitute
official misconduct occurred before the commencement of this Act;
or

(c) a person involved in the conduct is no longer the holder of an
appointment in a unit of public administration.

(3) Conduct engaged in by, or in relation to, a person at a time when the person
is not the holder of an appointment in a unit of public administration may be
official misconduct, if the person becomes the holder of such an
appointment.

(4) conduct may be official misconduct for the purposes of this Act regardless
of-

(a) whether the conduct is engaged in;

(b) whether the law relevant to the conduct is a law of Queensland or of
another jurisdiction.

General nature of official misconduct

32. (1) Official misconduct is–

(a) conduct of a person, whether or not the person holds an appointment
in a unit of public administration, that adversely affects, or could
adversely affect, directly or indirectly, the honest and impartial
discharge of functions or exercise of powers or authority of a unit of
public administration or of any person holding an appointment in a
unit of public administration; or

(b) conduct of a person while the person holds or held an appointment in
a unit of public administration-

(i) that constitutes or involves the discharge of the person’s
functions or exercise of his or her powers or authority, as the
holder of the appointment, in a manner that is not honest or is
not impartial; or

(ii) that constitutes or involves a breach of the trust placed in the
person by reason of his or her holding the appointment in a
unit of public administration; or
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(c) conduct that involves the misuse by any person of information or
material that the person has acquired in or in connection with the
discharge of his or her functions or exercise of his or her powers or
authority as the holder of an appointment in a unit of public
administration, whether the misuse is for the benefit of the person or
another person;

and in any such case, constitutes or could constitute

(d) in the case of conduct of a person who is the holder of an
appointment in the unit of public administration, a criminal offence,
or a disciplinary breach that provides reasonable grounds for
termination of the person’s services in the unit of public
administration; or

(e) in the case of any other person, a criminal offence.

(2) It is irrelevant that proceedings or action in respect of an offence to which
the conduct is relevant can no longer be brought or continued or that action
for termination of services on account of the conduct can no longer be
taken.

(3) A conspiracy or an attempt to engage in conduct, such as is referred to in
subsection (1) is not excluded by that subsection from being official
misconduct if, had the conspiracy or attempt been brought to fruition in
further conduct, the further conduct could constitute or involve an offence
or grounds referred to in subsection (1).

Common Law Official Misconduct

Finn (1978) notes that official misconduct is recognised as a general offence in the
common law of England and its existence has also been recognised in common law
jurisdictions in Australia. Whilst accepting an exhaustive definition of what official
misconduct covers is perhaps unwise, Finn says its principal applications encompass at
least:

(1) frauds and deceits by officers (fraud in office) as where a consular official
misappropriates moneys which he is duty bound to remit to a Government
department;

(2) wilful neglects of duty (nonfeasance) as where a police officer wilfully refuses to
enforce the law;

(3) malicious exercises of official power (misfeasance) as where licensing authorities
grant or refuse an application for reasons known to be improper;
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(4) wilful excesses of official authority (malfeasance), as where a magistrate assumes
to act in a matter known to be beyond the competence of his office; and

(5) the intentional infliction of bodily harm, imprisonment, or other injury upon a
person (oppression) as where a justice, without authority, orders a person to be
whipped. (Finn, 1978: 310-311)
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APPENDIX 1.3 DEFINITION OF PUBLIC SECTOR IN THE
PUBLIC SECTOR MANAGEMENT ACT 1994

Section 3 of the Public Sector Management Act 1994 (PSM Act) defines the public sector
as follows:

“Public Sector”  means all–

(a) the agencies;

(b) the ministerial offices; and

(c) the non-SES organisations.

“agency” means-

(a) department; or

(b) SES organisation.

“ministerial office”  means one or more ministerial officers appointed to assist a
particular political office holder.

“ministerial officer”  means person appointed under section 68 as a ministerial officer.

“political office holder”  means-

(a) Minister of the Crown;

(b) Parliamentary Secretary of the Cabinet;

(c) Parliamentary Secretary holding office under section 44A of the Constitution Acts
Amendment Act 1899;

(d) Government Whip;

(e) Leader of the Opposition in the Legislative Council:

(f) Leader of the Legislative Assembly; or

(g) person, if any, who not being a Minister of the Crown, is the leader of a party in
the Legislative Assembly of a least 5 members, other than a party led by the
Premier or by the Leader of the Opposition referred to in paragraph (f).
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“non-SES organisation” means entity which consists of-

(a) a body, whether corporate or unincorporate, or the holder of an office, post or
position, being a body or office, post or position that is established or continued
for a public purpose under a written law; and

(b) persons employed by or for the purpose of that body or holder under that written
law or another written law,

and which neither is nor includes-

(c) an SES organisation; or

(d) an entity specified in column 2 of Schedule 1.

Column 2 of Schedule 1 of the PSM Act contains fifteen entities including the Police
Service, within the meaning of the Police Act 1892, and any municipality or regional
council established under the Local Government Act 1960, therefore removing them from
the definition of the Public Sector in the PSM Act.

“SES organisation” means entity which consists of–

(a) a body, whether corporate or unincorporate, or the holder of an office, post or
position, being a body or office, post or position–

(i) established or continued for a purpose under a written law; and

(ii) specified in column 2 of Schedule 2; and

(b) persons employed by or for the purposes of that body or holder under that written
law or another written law.

Column 2 of Schedule 2 contains 66 entities which are therefore excluded from the
definition of the Public Sector in the PSM Act.
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APPENDIX 1.4 DETAILED PROPOSALS FOR THE
ESTABLISHMENT OF A COMMISSION FOR
THE INVESTIGATION, EXPOSURE AND
PREVENTION OF IMPROPER CONDUCT

Establishment of the Commission

The proposed Commission for the Investigation, Exposure and Prevention of Improper
Conduct (CIEPIC) should be established by legislation of the same name. The general
functions of the proposed CIEPIC should be to investigate, expose and prevent improper
conduct. The proposed CIEPIC should consist of one full-time Commissioner and at least
one full-time Deputy Commissioner and should generally be responsible for
administration of the following programmes:

• prevention, education, research and data collection;

• complaints against the Police Service, to be overseen by the Deputy Commissioner;

• referral and investigation of public interest disclosures, and protection of persons
making public interest disclosures; and

• public interest disclosure advisory unit to be overseen by the Commissioner,

and should, respectively, have the functions discussed in Chapter 6.

The terms ‘improper conduct’, ‘public sector agencies’ and ‘public sector’ should be
defined in the legislation establishing the proposed CIEPIC in accordance with our
recommendations made in Section 3.1.5.

Functions of the CIEPIC

The principal functions of the proposed CIEPIC should include:

• receive public interest disclosures, including complaints against the Police Service,
from any person, entity or public sector agency;

• at the proposed CIEPIC’s complete discretion refer any public interest disclosures, to
any appropriately empowered agency for investigation and report or other action;
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• oversee, monitor, review and co-ordinate all investigations conducted, and other
action taken as required, by public sector agencies including the Police Service into
all public interest disclosures;

• undertake its own investigations and inquiries of matters which fall within a public
interest disclosure category, as and when it sees fit, whether or not a public interest
disclosure has been made to it or any other public sector agency;

• direct that, where the proposed CIEPIC considers that it is appropriate, proper
disciplinary charges are laid in respect of allegations of improper conduct;

• collect, analyse and publish data relating to all allegations of public interest
disclosures made to it or to other agencies;

• conduct and promote research into the means best suited for the prevention of
improper conduct;

• acquire and disseminate knowledge on all matters relating to the exposure and
prevention of improper conduct;

• educate and advise public sector agencies and employees, the community, and the
Parliament on strategies to expose and prevent conduct relating to a public interest
disclosure;

• advise and assist public sector agencies and employees on the means by which
improper conduct, and the opportunities for improper conduct to occur, may be
detected;

• to examine the laws governing, and the practices and procedures of, public sector
agencies and employees, in order to ensure that improper conduct is exposed and to
review the methods of work or procedures which may be conducive to improper
conduct;

• enlist and foster public support for the exposure and prevention of conduct relating
to a public interest disclosure;

• publish materials on matters that relate to the proposed CIEPIC’s functions;

• advise, counsel and protect persons who make public interest disclosures to it or any
other agency and protect any person subject to an unlawful reprisal; and

• administer the proposed Public Interest Disclosures Act.
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Powers of the CIEPIC

The proposed CIEPIC should have all of the powers necessary for it to properly carry out
its functions. Those powers should include:

• all of the investigatory and surveillance powers available to the Police Service;

• all powers available to a Royal Commission under the Royal Commissions Act 1968
including, for the purpose of an inquiry, the power to conduct hearings;

• all of the investigatory and other relevant powers conferred on public sector
employees and agencies under any written law;

• the ability to direct the initiation of, and the conduct of, investigations by public
sector employees and agencies into public interest disclosures and allegations of
improper conduct;

• the ability to take over investigations initiated by public sector employees and
agencies, including the Police Service, into public interest disclosures and allegations
of improper conduct;

• the ability to direct that appropriate disciplinary charges are laid in respect of
allegations of improper conduct;

• the ability to conduct any investigation on its own initiative;

• the ability to decide, having regard to available resources, what matters should be
investigated by it; and

• the power to refer complaints received by it to other appropriately empowered
agencies for investigation or other action, and the power to oversee, monitor, review
and co-ordinate such investigations or other action taken.

Principles to be Observed by the CIEPIC

In Volume I of its Report, the Committee on Standards in Public Life identified principles
of conduct which it considered underpin public life. The seven principles are:

Selflessness
Holders of public office should take decisions solely in terms of the public interest. They
should not do so in order to gain financial or other material benefits for themselves, their
family or their friends.
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Integrity
Holders of public office should not place themselves under any financial or other
obligation to outside individuals or organisation that might influence them in the
performance of their official duties.

Objectivity
In carrying out public business, including making public appointments, awarding
contracts, or recommending individuals for rewards and benefits, holders of public
office should make choices on merit.

Accountability
Holders of public office are accountable for their decisions and actions to the public and
must submit themselves to whatever scrutiny is appropriate to their office.

Openness
Holders of public office should be as open as possible about all the decisions and actions
that they take. They should given reasons for their decisions and restrict information
only when the wider public interest clearly demands.

Honesty
Holders of public office have a duty to declare any private interests relating to their
public duties and to take steps to resolve any conflicts arising in a way that protects the
public interest.

Leadership
Holders of public office should promote and support these principles by leadership and
examples. (1995: 14)

These should be the principles which guide the operations of CIEPIC.

Parliamentary Committee

The proposed Legislative Council Standing Committee on Public Administration should
be responsible for monitoring the performance of the proposed CIEPIC. The
Parliamentary Committee should also consider and report to Parliament on issues affecting
the prevention and detection of improper conduct in the public sector.

Appointment of Commissioner and Deputy Commissioners

The Commissioner for the Investigation, Exposure and Prevention of Improper
Conduct

The process for selecting the Commissioner for the Investigation, Exposure and
Prevention of Improper Conduct should be detailed in the legislation establishing that
body, to be named the Commission for the Investigation, Exposure and Prevention of
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Improper Conduct Act, as follows:

(a) The Commissioner should be a person who is qualified for appointment as, a judge
of:

• the Supreme Court of Western Australia; or

• the Supreme Court of any other State or of a Territory of the Commonwealth.

(b) the Commissioner for Public Sector Standards should administer the selection
process;

(c) the Commissioner for Public Sector Standards should submit a list of applicants for
the position of Commissioner to the proposed Legislative Council Standing
Committee on Public Administration;

(d) the proposed Legislative Council Standing Committee on Public Administration
should submit a short list to the Premier of suitable candidates chosen from the
Commissioner for Public Sector Standards’ list;

(e) the Premier, making a selection from the proposed Legislative Council Standing
Committee on Public Administration’s short list, should advise the Governor of the
preferred candidate;

(f) the Governor should appoint the Commissioner; and

(g) the Commissioner should be appointed for a non-renewable term of ten years.

The remuneration of the Commissioner should be determined by the Salaries and
Allowances Tribunal.

The Commissioner should only be suspended by the Governor where the proposed
Legislative Council Standing Committee on Public Administration is satisfied that the
Commissioner:

(a) is incapable of properly performing the duties of that office;

(b) is incompetent to properly perform, or has neglected, those duties;

(c) is, or is about to, become subject to the laws on bankruptcy; or

(d) has been guilty of misconduct.
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The Commissioner should not be removed from that office unless both Houses of
Parliament have first passed an address praying for that removal.

Deputy Commissioners

There should be at least one Deputy Commissioner who will administer the Police
Complaints Division of the proposed CIEPIC and in the event that it may become
necessary, there should be a power to appoint other Deputy Commissioners on the
recommendation of the Commissioner. The same selection procedure should be adopted
for Deputy Commissioners as for the Commissioner.

Operations Review Committee

An Operations Review Committee should be established to:

• advise the proposed CIEPIC whether to investigate an allegation of improper
conduct or discontinue an investigation of such an allegation;

• advise the proposed CIEPIC on such other matters as the proposed CIEPIC may
from time to time refer to the Committee.

The proposed CIEPIC should consult with the Committee on a regular basis, at least once
every two months.

The Committee should consist of five members being a Chairperson and four other
members. The members of the Committee should be appointed by the Governor on the
recommendation of the Minister by notification in the Western Australian Government
Gazette. The members of the committee should be persons who are of eminent standing
and who have demonstrated an interest and ability in community affairs.

Budget and Resources

The budget of the proposed CIEPIC should be the subject of a permanent appropriation.
The proposed Legislative Council Standing Committee on Public Administration should
determine the budget of the Office on an annual basis with consideration being given to
any advice from the Treasurer. In circumstances where additional funding is required to
complete the Office’s work program, the proposed Legislative Council Standing
Committee on Public Administration should consider the proposed CIEPIC’s request. If
the proposed Legislative Council Standing Committee on Public Administration
determines that additional funding is warranted, a request for additional funds, to be
drawn from the Treasurer’s Advance Account, should be submitted to the Treasurer.
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The proposed CIEPIC should be established as a statutory authority having sufficient
resources, including access to advanced forms of technology, in order to enable it to carry
out its functions effectively. Recruitment and staffing should be determined by the
Commissioner. The staff of the proposed CIEPIC should be selected to give the proposed
CIEPIC access to multi-disciplinary skills including accounting, law and psychology.
Additionally, the proposed CIEPIC should be able to employ staff on secondment or
contract where necessary.

Other

Although the proposed CIEPIC should not be exempt from judicial review by the
Supreme Court exercising its supervisory jurisdiction over administrative bodies, the
proposed CIEPIC should not be subject to any legislation requiring the provision to any
person of reasons for decisions. Additionally, the proposed CIEPIC should be exempt
from the operation of the Freedom of Information Act 1992 and the Parliamentary
Commissioner Act 1971. The proposed CIEPIC should, however, be subject to the
reporting, audit and other requirements of the Financial Administration and Audit Act
1985.

The legislation establishing the CIEPIC should provide that the State Ombudsman, the
Commissioner of Police and the principal officers of all public sector agencies are under a
duty to report to the CIEPIC any matter that the officer suspects on reasonable grounds
concerns or may concern improper conduct.
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APPENDIX 1.5 DETAILED PROPOSALS OF THE WA
ROYAL COMMISSION CONCERNING THE
ESTABLISHMENT OF THE OFFICE OF THE
COMMISSIONER FOR THE INVESTIGATION
OF CORRUPT AND IMPROPER CONDUCT

The WA Royal Commission recommended that a Commissioner for the Investigation of
Corrupt and Improper Conduct be established by legislation. In Appendix 2 of Volume II
of its Report, the WA Royal Commission recommended that the proposed CICIC be
established according to the following requirements (WA Royal Commission, 1992: II):

(a) The Commissioner should be legally qualified.

(b) The first Commissioner should be appointed by the Governor on the
recommendation of a committee comprising the Chief Justice, the Chief Judge of
the District Court and the Commissioner of Police, who currently recommend
appointments to the Official Corruption Commission (‘OCC’). Thereafter,
Parliament should exercise a significant role in the selection of the person to be
the Commissioner. The proposed Joint Parliamentary Committee should receive
advice from the Auditor General, the Ombudsman and the Director of Public
Prosecutions (‘DPP’) before submitting a short list of suitable applicants to the
Premier. From the short list the Premier should make a recommendation to the
Governor in Council.

(c) The Commissioner should be liable to vacate the office on a resolution by both
Houses of Parliament.

(d) The Commissioner should be remunerated at the level for the time being of a
puisne Judge of the Supreme Court. Unless an appropriate level of remuneration is
offered, it is unlikely that a person possessing suitable qualities of independence,
ability, experience and integrity will be attracted to the position.

(e) The Commissioner should be appointed for a period not exceeding five years and
not less than two years. The appointment may be renewed but so as not to exceed,
in the aggregate, a maximum period of five years.

(f) In the event that it may become necessary, there should be a power to appoint one
or more Associate Commissioners on the recommendation of the Commissioner.

(g) The principal function of the Commissioner should be to investigate allegations or
complaints of corrupt or improper conduct.

(h) ‘Corrupt conduct’ should be defined to include conduct of any person that may
contravene sections 60 and 61 of the Criminal Code or any provision of Chapters
XIII, XX, XXXVI, XXXVII, XL, XLII, XLVII, LV and LVIII of the Code and
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that is in some way associated with a person’s official duties. This proposal is in
accordance with the concept of ‘official corruption’ recommended by the Select
Committee in its recent report.

(i) ‘Improper conduct’ should be defined as —

(i) any conduct of any person (whether or not a public official) that adversely
affects, or could adversely affect, either directly or indirectly, the honest or
impartial exercise of official functions by any public official, any group or
body of public officials or any public authority;

(ii) any conduct of a public official or former public official that constitutes or
involves the dishonest or partial exercise of any of his or her official
functions;

(iii) any conduct of a public official or former public official that constitutes or
involves a gross departure from the standards of administration which the
public is entitled to expect; or

(iv) any conduct of a public official or former public official that involves the
misuse of information or material that he or she has acquired in the course
of his or her official functions, whether or not for his or her own benefit or
for the benefit of any other person.

In formulating the definitions of corrupt conduct and improper conduct, we
have had regard to the terms of the Independent Commission Against
Corruption Act 1988 (‘the ICAC Act’) of New South Wales, the Criminal
Justice Act 1989 (‘the CJ Act’) of Queensland and the decision of the New
South Wales Court of Appeal in Greiner v Independent Commission
Against Corruption (the Greiner case) (Unreported; 21 August 1992). We
have deliberately drawn a distinction between ‘corrupt conduct’ and
‘improper conduct’ so that there is no confusion on the part of complainants
or the public generally as to what it is the Commissioner is dealing with on
relevant occasions. We have also, in our recommendations, deliberately not
empowered the Commissioner to make any findings that any person has
acted ‘corruptly’ or, indeed, ‘improperly’. We consider it to be unnecessary
for the Commissioner to make findings that persons have acted corruptly, or
indeed that they have acted improperly. Any such finding should only be
made by those other authorities (‘responsible authorities’) which are
charged with the responsibility of administering government or overseeing
it, including Parliament, or by the Courts which are charged with the
responsibility of administering the criminal justice system. The proper role
of the proposed Commissioner, as this Commission envisages it, is to find
facts in relation to possible corrupt and improper conduct, and to report
those facts to the relevant authorities. Thus, in the further recommendations
we make, we seek to avoid the difficulties we have perceived with the
operation of the ICAC Act in New South Wales, and the CJC Act in
Queensland.
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(j) A ‘public official’ should be defined widely to include the holders of all public
offices and all persons employed within the public sector, including ministers of
the Crown, members of Parliament, and persons involved in or employed within
local government and the police force, but excluding the Governor and members
of the judiciary. Under current laws, practices and procedures, misconduct by
members of the judiciary is a matter for Parliament.

(k) The Commissioner should have the function of investigating and reporting to
Parliament on any matter referred by both Houses of Parliament.

(l) The Commissioner should have the function of investigating any matters referred
by the Electoral Commissioner.

(m) The Commissioner should have the function of recommending corruption and
improper conduct preventive measures and educating public officials and the
community generally on strategies to combat such conduct.

(n) The Commissioner should be able to act not only on a complaint or allegation
made to the office of the Commissioner, but also on his or her own initiative. The
Commissioner should be able to decide, having regard to the available resources,
what matters should be investigated. The Commissioner should have the power to
refer complaints received to other responsible authorities, including the
Commissioner of Police, as appropriate.

(o) Chief executive officers, and other accountable officers as defined in the
Financial Administration and Audit Act 1985, should be obliged to report to the
Commissioner any matter which they suspect on reasonable grounds to concern or
which may concern corrupt or improper conduct by a public official.

(p) The Commissioner should have the power to conduct hearings in public or in
private. A hearing should be held in public unless the Commissioner directs it be
held in private, on being satisfied that it is desirable to do so in the public interest
for reasons connected with the subject matter of the investigation or the nature of
the evidence to be given. Such a standard should ensure that the Commissioner
will normally operate in public and so maintain the confidence of the public.

(q) The Commissioner should have the powers to:

(i) compel the production of documents by any person;

(ii) obtain a search warrant, in the same manner as provided in the Royal
Commissions Act 1968;

(iii) compel the production of a statement of information from any person within
the public sector, as a means of facilitating the provision of preliminary
information in relation to any investigation; and

(iv) compel the attendance of any person to give evidence at a hearing before
the Commissioner and, in that connection, to administer oaths.
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(r) In relation to evidence given to the Commissioner:

(i) evidence given by any person at a hearing before the Commissioner or in a
statement of information should not be available for use in any proceedings
against that person (save for the purposes of the investigation or hearing
before the Commission and in respect of a prosecution for breach of
legislation setting up the Commission);

(ii) legal professional privilege should not be maintainable by any public
official, or government department or agency in relation to the performance
or purported performance of a statutory power or function.

(s) Where evidence has been taken in public in the course of an investigation, the
Commissioner should, as soon as practicable once the investigation is complete,
compile a written report in respect of the investigation (‘the public report’). If any
evidence has been taken in private which should remain confidential, the
Commissioner may compile a separate confidential report concerning those
matters.

(t) In the public report, the Commissioner should make findings and
recommendations as follows:

(i) make a finding as to the facts of the matter the subject of investigation;

(ii) where, having regard to the findings of fact, the Commissioner is of the
opinion that a person may have engaged in corrupt conduct or have
committed an offence, the Commissioner may express a view whether a
responsible authority, such as the DPP, should give consideration to the
institution of any relevant proceedings against that person; and

(iii) where, having regard to the findings of fact, the Commissioner is of the
opinion that a public official may have engaged in, be engaging in, or be
about to engage in, improper conduct, the Commissioner may express a
view whether a responsible authority should give consideration to taking
any further action that may be open to it.

(u) The Commissioner shall publish the public report as soon as possible after it has
been compiled, and shall deliver a copy of it to the Parliament, the Joint
Parliamentary Committee, each responsible authority, and each person in respect
of whom the view has been expressed that proceedings or further action should be
considered. Publication of the report should be the subject of appropriate legal
protection.

(v) The Commissioner should provide, as soon as possible after it has been compiled,
on a confidential basis, a copy of any private report to the Joint Parliamentary
Committee, each responsible authority, and each person in respect of whom the
view has been expressed (either in the public or the private report) that
proceedings or further action should be considered, but only to the extent that the
private report affects the interests, or deals with the conduct, of that person.
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Responsible authorities and members of the Joint Parliamentary Committee
should be the subject of strict secrecy obligations in respect of information
contained in a private report.

(w) The Commissioner should be obliged to report further to the Parliament and other
relevant authorities within two months of the publication of the public report, on
what changes, if any, may be considered necessary to official decision making or
other procedures to avoid any recurrence as a result of the report.

(x) The Commissioner should also be obliged to report annually to Parliament in
respect of the conduct of the office save in respect of operational matters.

(y) A Joint Parliamentary Committee should be responsible for monitoring the
performance of the Commissioner and to consider and report to Parliament on
issues affecting the prevention and detection of official corruption and improper
conduct in the public sector. The Joint Parliamentary Committee should be
established in accordance with the standing orders of the Parliament governing the
establishment of such committees.

(z) Although the Commissioner should not be exempt from judicial review by the
Supreme Court exercising its supervisory jurisdiction over administrative bodies,
the Commissioner should not be subject to any legislation requiring the provision
to any person of reasons for decisions, or to freedom of information legislation.
Nor should the Commissioner be affected by the powers of the Parliamentary
Commissioner for Administrative Investigations (the Ombudsman). The office
should, however, be subject to the Financial Administration and Audit Act 1985.
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APPENDIX 1.6 FUNCTIONS OF AGENCIES

Auditor General

The functions and duties of the Auditor General are set out in Part III of the Financial
Administration and Audit Act 1985 (FAAA). Section 78 requires the Auditor General to
audit the Treasurer’s accounts, the accounts of each government department, the accounts
of certain statutory authorities and the accounts of subsidiaries of government departments
or statutory authorities. The Auditor General is also required to audit other accounts as the
Treasurer may require.

Audits are required to be carried out:

... in such manner as the Auditor General thinks fit in accordance with auditing standards
and practices and having regard to the character and effectiveness of the internal control
and internal audit of the relevant department, statutory authority or other body. (FAAA,
s.79)

Additionally, s.80 of the FAAA confers on the Auditor General the power to carry out
audits of the accounting and financial management information systems of the Treasurer,
any government department or certain statutory authorities and to carry out examinations
of their efficiency and effectiveness.

Section 93 of the FAAA requires the Auditor General to prepare and sign an opinion on
the audit of the Treasurer’s annual statements and the financial statements and
performance indicators of each government department and certain statutory authorities.

Finally the Auditor General is required by s.95 of the FAAA to report annually to the
Parliament on significant matters. Of particular importance in this context is the
requirement for the Auditor General to set out in those reports:

... any case in which the functions of accountable officers or accountable authorities
were not adequately and properly performed ... (FAAA, s.95 (1)(a))

The powers of the Auditor General are set out in ss 83 to 87 of the FAAA. Those powers
include:

• full and free access to all accounts, information, documents and records that the
Auditor General considers necessary;
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• full and free access to public moneys, other moneys or moneys of certain statutory
authorities;

• full and free access to public property or other property;

• power to require any accountable officer, accountable authority or other officer of a
department or certain statutory authorities to furnish information or explanation;

• power to call for persons and papers; and

• power to administer and examine on oath.

The Commissioner for Equal Opportunity and The Director Of Equal
Opportunity in Public Employment

The long title of the Equal Opportunity Act 1984 (EO Act) states that its purpose is to:

... promote equality of opportunity in Western Australia and to provide remedies in
respect of discrimination on the grounds of sex, marital status, pregnancy, family
responsibility or family status, race, religious or political conviction, impairment, or age
or involving sexual or racial harassment.

The functions of the Commissioner for Equal Opportunity are set out in s.80 of the EO
Act, and they include:

• carrying out investigations, research and inquiries relating to discrimination and
sexual harassment;

• acquiring and disseminating knowledge on all matters relating to the elimination of
discrimination, sexual harassment and the achievement of the principle of equality;

• arranging and co-ordinating consultations, inquiries, discussions, seminars and
conferences;

• reviewing the laws of Western Australia;

• consulting with interested parties to ascertain means of improving services and
conditions affecting persons who are subject to discrimination or sexual harassment;

• developing programmes and policies promoting the achievement of the principle of
equality; and

• publishing written reports compiled in the exercise of the Commissioner’s powers.
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Complaints alleging a contravention of the EO Act may be lodged with the Commissioner
for Equal Opportunity, who is then required to investigate (EO Act, ss 83 and 84). The
Commissioner for Equal Opportunity has the power to require persons to provide
information and to produce documents and to compel attendance at a conference presided
over by the Commissioner for Equal Opportunity. Complaints may be referred to the
Equal Opportunity Tribunal by the complainant or by the Commissioner for a resolution
of the matter.

Section 95 of the EO Act requires the Commissioner for Equal Opportunity to prepare an
annual report to the responsible minister on the Commissioner’s work and activities, the
administration of the functions of the Commissioner and the research undertaken by the
Commissioner. The responsible minister is then required to lay the report before both
Houses of Parliament.

It is unlawful under s.67 of the EO Act for a person to subject, or to threaten to subject,
another person to any detriment on the ground that the person:

• has made, or propose to make, a complaint under the EO Act;

• has brought, or proposes to bring, proceedings under the EO Act;

• has furnished, or proposes to furnish, any information or documents to a person
exercising or performing any function under the EO Act;

• has appeared, or proposes to appear, as a witness before the Equal Opportunity
Tribunal;

• has reasonably asserted, or proposes to assert, any rights of any person; or

• has made an allegation that a person has done an act that is unlawful under Parts II,
III or IV of the EO Act.

Section 165 of the EO Act prohibits a person, other than certain prescribed persons
directly involved in the particulars of a complaint, making a record, divulging or
communicating any particulars of a complaint until the Commissioner for Equal
Opportunity has commenced an inquiry or decides no to inquire. Private information
relating to the affairs of another person acquired by the Commissioner for Equal
Opportunity, a member of the Equal Opportunity Tribunal or their staff is required to be
kept confidential under s.167 of the EO Act.

Part IX of the EO Act sets out the provisions dealing with equal opportunity specifically
in public employment. Section 140 states that the objects of Part IX are:
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(a) to eliminate and ensure the absence of discrimination in employment on the
ground of sex, marital status, pregnancy, family responsibility or family status,
race or religious or political conviction, impairment or age; and

(b) to promote equal employment opportunity for all persons,

in the authorities to which ... Part [IX] applies.

Section 139 of the EO Act prescribes the bodies to which Part IX applies:

• the State Public Service;

• the Western Australian Government Railways Commission;

• Western Power;

• Alinta Gas;

• all State trading concerns, State instrumentalities, State agencies, and public
statutory bodies; and

• authorities, bodies, persons, or groups of persons declared by the Governor to come
under the EO Act.

The functions of the Director of Equal Opportunity in Public Employment, set out in
s.143, are:

• to advise and assist public authorities in relation to the devising of management
plans;

• to evaluate the effectiveness of management plans; and

• to make reports to the responsible minister as to the operation of management plans
and other appropriate matters.

Section 145 of the EO Act sets out what a public authority should include in a
management plan. Broadly, management plans are required to include provisions relating
to the means in which an authority operates to achieve the objects of Part IX of the EO
Act.

The Director of Equal Opportunity in Public Employment is required to report annually to
the relevant minister and the minister must lay the report before both Houses of
Parliament (s.144). Each public authority which is bound by the EO Act is required to
report at least once every year to the Director of Equal Opportunity in Public
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Employment, specifying the authority’s activities and programmes undertaken to achieve
the objects of the EO Act, the results achieved and the authority’s proposed future
activities.

Where the Director of Equal Opportunity in Public Employment is dissatisfied with the
preparation or implementation of any management plan the matter may be referred to the
Equal Opportunity Tribunal (s.147), who may conduct an investigation into the matter.

Director of Public Prosecutions

The office of the Director of Public Prosecutions (the DPP) was created under the
Director of Public Prosecutions Act 1991 (DPP Act). The major functions of the DPP are
set out in ss 11 to 18 of the DPP Act. Sections 11 and 12 state that it is a function of the
DPP to:

• bring and conduct prosecutions on indictment and to take over a prosecution on
indictment brought by another person; and

• bring and conduct prosecutions, not on indictment, for indictable offences, including
the summary trial of indictable offences and to take over such prosecutions and trials
brought by another person.

In relation to appeals, it is a function of the DPP to bring and conduct, or conduct as a
respondent, appeals against the prosecutions set out in ss 11(1) or 12 and to take over
appeals brought in relation to prosecutions brought by other persons (s.13). Other
prescribed functions include the securing of the extradition of persons required to answer
charges or serve sentences in Western Australia (s.14), participating and assisting in
proceedings under the Coroners Act 1920 (s.15) and the recovery of penalties, and the
enforcement of orders (s.16).

A Statement of Prosecution Policy and Guidelines was published by the Director of Public
Prosecutions in the Government Gazette (No. 157) of 6 November 1992 pursuant to
s.24(1) of the DPP Act. The Policy and Guidelines set out in detail the objectives, duties
and policies of the Director of Public Prosecutions. They provide a framework for such
matters as the decision to prosecute, the preparation of indictments, plea negotiation, the
conduct of trials and appeals and the giving of indemnities against prosecution.

The DPP may:

• exercise any power, authority or discretion relating to the investigation and
prosecution of offences that is vested in the Attorney General;
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• give the consent that the Attorney General is required to give to a prosecution for an
offence;

• grant indemnities from prosecution; and

• give undertakings that certain information will not be used in evidence against a
person (s.20).

Electoral Commissioner

The functions of the Electoral Commissioner are set out in s.5F of the Electoral Act 1907:

(1) The Electoral Commissioner -

(a) ... is the chief executive officer of the Western Australian Electoral
Commission;

(b) is responsible for the proper maintenance of electoral rolls and the proper
conduct of elections under ... [the Electoral Act 1907];

(c) shall consider, and report to the Minister on, electoral matters referred to
him by the Minister and such other electoral matters as the Electoral
Commissioner thinks fit;

(d) shall promote public awareness of electoral and Parliamentary matters by
means of the conduct of education and information programmes and by
other means;

(e) shall provide information and advice on electoral matters to the Parliament,
Members of Parliament, the Government, departments and authorities of the
State;

(f) may conduct and promote research into electoral matters and other matters
that relate to his functions;

(g) may publish material on matters that relate to his functions; and

(h) shall perform such other functions as are conferred on him by or under ...
[the Electoral Act 1907] or any other written law.

(2) The Electoral Commissioner may do all things necessary or convenient to be done
for or in connection with the performance of his functions.

Part VII of the Electoral Act 1907 sets out various offences associated with the conduct of
electoral matters. In addition, s.95 provides for an offence relating to postal voting.
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Information Commissioner

The long title of the Freedom of Information Act 1992 (FOI Act)states that it is intended
to provide for:

... public access to documents, and to enable the public to ensure that personal
information in documents is accurate, complete, up to date and not misleading ...

Subject to the provisions of the FOI Act a person is given a right of access to the
documents of a Minister or a public body or office (s.10). A person requiring access to the
documents of an agency may apply in writing to that agency for that access (ss 11 and 12).
When an application for access to documents is made to an agency, the agency is required
to consider the application, within a prescribed period of time, and make a decision in
accordance with the provisions of the FOI Act as to whether access will be granted (s.13).

Where a person is unhappy with a decision of the agency in relation to their own
application for access to, that person has a right to apply for a review of the decision by
the agency (s.39). A person is also entitled to apply under the terms of the FOI Act to
amend personal information held by an agency (s.45). The agency is then required to
make a decision as to whether it will amend the information concerned and give the
relevant person notice of its decision (ss 48 and 49). Again, the person, if they are
unhappy with a decision an of agency with respect to their application to amend
information, they have a right to have the decision reviewed by the agency (s.54).

If after a review of a decision made by an agency has been carried out, a person is not
satisfied with the original decision and the review, that person may make a complaint to
the Information Commissioner (s.66). The main function of the Information
Commissioner is to deal with complaints made about decisions made by agencies in
respect of access applications and applications for amendment of personal information.
Other functions include:

• ensuring that agencies are aware of their responsibilities under the FOI Act;

• ensuring that members of the public are aware of the FOI Act and their rights under
it; and

• providing assistance to members of the public and agencies on matters relevant to the
FOI Act (s.63).

Importantly, in this context, s.63(3) of the FOI Act provides that if, in dealing with a
complaint, the Information Commissioner forms the opinion:

... that there is evidence that an officer of an agency has been guilty of a breach of duty,
or of misconduct, in the administration of ... [the FOI Act], the Commissioner may take
such steps as he or she considers appropriate to bring the evidence to the notice of -
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(a) if the person is the principal officer of the agency but is not a Minister - the
Minister responsible for the agency; or

(b) if the person is a Minister - the Parliament; or

(c) in any other case - the principal officer of the agency.

The procedure that the Information Commissioner follows in dealing with a complaint is
set out is s.70 of the FOI Act. Generally, the Information Commissioner determines the
procedure for investigating and dealing with complaints (s.70(2)). Proceedings are
required to be conducted informally and expeditiously, and the Information Commissioner
is not bound by the rules of evidence.

The Information Commissioner has the power to require any person whom the
Information Commissioner believes has information relevant to a complaint to provide
that information and to attend before the Information Commissioner to answer, on oath,
questions relevant to that complaint (ss 72 and 73). Section 83 of the FOI Act sets out the
maximum penalties that can be imposed on persons who refuse or fail, without reasonable
excuse, to comply with a requirement to give information, produce a document, or attend
before the Information Commissioner.

In dealing with a complaint, the Information Commissioner has the power to review
decisions made by agencies in respect of access or amendment applications and decide any
matters that could have been decided by the agency (s.76). The decisions of the
Information Commissioner are to be regarded as decisions of the relevant agency.

During the course of dealing with a complaint, the Information Commissioner may refer
any questions of law to the Supreme Court for determination (s.78). Additionally, an
appeal lies to the Supreme Court on any question of law arising out of any decision of the
Information Commissioner on a complaint relating to an access application (s.85).

If a decision is made in good faith to grant access to a document under the FOI Act then
no action for defamation or breach of confidence lies against the Crown, an agency or an
officer merely because of the making of the decision or the giving of access. Further, no
action for defamation or breach of confidence in respect of the publication involved in, or
resulting from, the giving of access lies against the author of the document or any other
person who supplied the document to the agency (s.104).

The Information Commissioner is required by s.111 to report annually to Parliament on
the operations of the FOI Act and the operations of the Information Commissioner.

The types of documents set out in Schedule 1 of the FOI Act which include Cabinet
documents, personal information, commercial information and information the subject of
legal professional privilege are exempt from the provisions of that Act. Additionally, there
are a number of agencies that are exempt, including the Governor and the Governor’s
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establishment, the Auditor General and the Office of the Auditor General, the Director of
Public Prosecutions, the Official Corruption Commission and Royal Commissions.

State Ombudsman

The functions, powers and means of appointment of the Western Australian Parliamentary
Commissioner for Administrative Investigations (who is more commonly known as the
Ombudsman) are set out in the Parliamentary Commissioner Act 1971 (PC Act). The
application of that Act is limited to the government departments and authorities that are
specified in the Schedule to the Act or that are declared by Rules of Parliament.

The function of the State Ombudsman, as stated in the State Ombudsman’s Annual Report
for 1994, is to ‘carry out an independent and impartial investigation of ... [a] complaint’
(State Ombudsman, 1994). Section 14 of the PC Act states that the State Ombudsman is
required to investigate decisions, recommendations and acts or omissions that relate to ‘a
matter of administration’ affecting persons in or by government departments or specified
authorities. The phrase ‘a matter of administration’ is not defined in the PC Act and has
been the subject of limited judicial consideration. The State Ombudsman advised us in his
written submission that:

The basis of the Ombudsman’s jurisdiction, not only in Western Australia, but also
elsewhere, is the investigation of allegations of maladministration or ‘defective
administration’ ... In broad terms this could be described as ‘action which falls short of
universally accepted criteria’. At the upper end of the scale, some forms of
maladministration or defective administration may amount to impropriety or even, minor
corruption, but the ambit of the term is much broader than this. Frequently it involves no
more than an honest mistake or oversight.

Additionally, as we have seen in Section 4.2 of this Report, the State Ombudsman is
currently required by s.14(1a) of the PC Act to investigate action taken by a member of
the Police Force or the Police Department in the exercise of, or relating to, the exercise of
that member’s powers, duties or functions, whether or not the relevant action taken relates
to a ‘matter of administration’. We have made recommendations in Section 4.2 that this
function be removed from the State Ombudsman and be vested in the independent body
that we have recommended in Chapter 6.

An investigation by the State Ombudsman may be initiated on reference by either House
of Parliament or any parliamentary committee (s.15), on the motion of the State
Ombudsman (s.16(1)) or on a complaint made under s.17 (s.16(1)). Complaints are
required to be made personally in writing except where the relevant complainant dies or is
unable to act for themselves (s.17(2)).

There are some specific restrictions on the ability of the State Ombudsman to conduct
investigations. Section 14(3) of the PC Act states that decisions of Cabinet or Ministers
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may not be investigated by the State Ombudsman. Sub-sections 14(4) and 14(5) provide
that unless the State Ombudsman otherwise decides, where a complainant has alternative
remedies available, whether by way of appeal, reference or review to or before a tribunal
or by way of proceedings in court, the State Ombudsman may not conduct an
investigation. Sub-section 14(6) denies the State Ombudsman the ability to conduct an
investigation into action taken by a person acting as a legal adviser or counsel.

The PC Act gives the State Ombudsman an overriding discretion to refuse to entertain a
complaint where the State Ombudsman is of the opinion that:

• the matter raised in the complaint is trivial;

• the complaint is frivolous, vexatious or not made in good faith;

• the person affected by the action to which the complaint relates does not have a
sufficient personal interest in the matters raised in the complaint; or

• the investigation is unnecessary or unjustifiable (s.18).

There is a requirement that the State Ombudsman informs complainants of any decision
not to entertain their complaint and to provide them with reasons (s.18(2)).

Section 17(5) provides that, unless the State Ombudsman otherwise determines, the
complaints that are made more than 12 months after the complainant first had notice of the
mater the subject of the complaint are not to be entertained. We have had representations
made to us by members of the public that they have experienced dissatisfaction when
dealing with the State Ombudsman as a result of this time restriction. Whilst we
understand that evidence does not becoming any fresher with the passing of time, in our
view the period of time set in s.17(5) is unreasonably short. We have made a
recommendation in that regard in Chapter 6.

The conduct of investigations by the State Ombudsman is governed by Division 3 of Part
III of the PC Act. Before conducting an investigation the State Ombudsman is required to
inform the relevant principal officer of the government department or authority and the
responsible Minister of an intention to conduct an investigation (s.19(1)). Investigations
are required to be conducted in private (s.19(2)) and the State Ombudsman is not required
to conduct hearings (s.29(3)).

If the State Ombudsman believes that there are grounds for making a report on an
investigation then the State Ombudsman is required to give the relevant principal officer
an opportunity to comment on the subject matter of the investigation (s.19(4)). If the State
Ombudsman finds evidence of any breach of duty or misconduct on the part of any
member, officer or employee of a government department or authority then the State
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Ombudsman is required to report that matter to the relevant principal officer and Minister
(s.19(7)).

Otherwise the State Ombudsman may regulate investigation procedures in such manner as
the State Ombudsman sees fit (s.19(8)). The current State Ombudsman has determined
that he will continuing his approach of:

... undertaking informal investigations, rather than fully formal investigations, wherever
possible. Generally formal investigations have been limited to situations where a
complaint involves important issues on which I may wish to make significant
recommendations, or involves serious allegations of maladministration, or where the
agency under investigation is being uncooperative. (Parliamentary Commissioner for
Administrative Investigations, 1995:4)

Section 20 of the PC Act confers on the State Ombudsman the powers, rights and
privileges of a Royal Commission that are specified in the Royal Commissions Act 1968.
In fact s.20(1)(b) incorporates all of the provisions of the Royal Commissions Act 1968
into the PC Act such that its terms are applicable as if the State Ombudsman were a Royal
Commission. Further, the State Ombudsman is entitled to enter any premises occupied or
used by any agency to which the PC Act applies.

The obligations of public sector employees and authorities to maintain secrecy, whether
imposed by statute or by any rule of law, are expressly over-ridden by s.20(2)(a) of the PC
Act. Further, the agencies to which the PC Act applies are not entitled to rely on any legal
privileges that, in legal proceedings, would otherwise allow them to refuse to disclose
information (s.20(2)(b)). Private individuals and entities are, however, entitled to rely on
those privileges (s.20(3)).

One express limitation on the State Ombudsman’s ability to obtain information is set out
in s.22 of the PC Act. There is no obligation to provide the State Ombudsman with
information relating to the proceedings of Cabinet.

When the State Ombudsman has completed an investigation, not being an investigation
conducted on reference by Parliament, and the action to which the investigation relates:

• appears to have been taken contrary to law;

• was unreasonable, unjust, oppressive, or improperly discriminatory;

• was taken for an improper purpose or on irrelevant grounds, or on the taking into
account of irrelevant considerations;

• was a decision for which no reasons were, but should have been, given;

• was based wholly or partly on a mistake of law or fact; or
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• was wrong,

and the State Ombudsman is of the opinion that:

• the subject matter of the investigation should be referred to the appropriate authority;

• the action can be, and should be, taken to rectify or lessen the effects of the action to
which the investigation relates;

• any practice in accordance with which the action was taken should be varied;

• any law in accordance with which, or on the basis of which, the action was taken
should be reconsidered;

• reasons should be given for the action; or

• any other steps should be taken,

the State Ombudsman is required to report to the relevant principal officer and may make
recommendations (ss 25(1) and 25(2)).

Where the State Ombudsman makes recommendations and no appropriate steps are taken
within a reasonable period of time, the State Ombudsman may send a copy of the report to
the Premier and then may lay the report before each House of Parliament (s.20(5)). The
State Ombudsman has no powers to compel the observance of any recommendations.

Although the State Ombudsman does not act on behalf of the complainant in conducting
an investigation, there is a requirement to inform the complainant of the result of any
investigation. There is no obligation to inform the complainant of the progress of the
investigation. Where the State Ombudsman has made recommendations and it appears that
appropriate steps have not been taken within a reasonable time of the making of those
recommendations, the State Ombudsman is required to inform the complainant of the
recommendations (s.26). There is, however, no general requirement to inform a
complainant of any recommendations made.

The ability of the State Ombudsman to publicly expose information obtained during the
course of an investigation is limited. Disclosure is allowed for the purpose of an
investigation and of any report or recommendations made under the Act and where the
State Ombudsman decides that it is in the interests of any government department or
authority to which the Act applies, or is otherwise in the public interest. The State
Ombudsman is not allowed to disclose any information that would enable a complainant
to be identified. That restriction only applies ‘with respect to a particular investigation’
(s.23(1d)) and does not apply in circumstances where the State Ombudsman deals with a
complaint in an informal manner.
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Persons who make complaints to the State Ombudsman are not provided with any other
statutory protection against reprisals. Additionally, persons who make a complaint to the
State Ombudsman are not protected from the consequences of any legal action taken
against them in respect of loss, damage or injury.

There is no requirement for the State Ombudsman to promote public understanding and
awareness of the functions of that office. The State Ombudsman does, however, have a
weekly column in the Sunday Times entitled The Ombudsman’s Casebook in which case
notes of the State Ombudsman’s operations are published.

In accordance with the FAAA, the State Ombudsman is required to report annually to the
Parliament setting out financial and performance information, as well as a report on
operations. The most recent Annual Reports produced by the State Ombudsman include
the following information:

• statistical information regarding the number and type of allegations made to the State
Ombudsman, including allegations regarding the Police Force;

• details of issues encountered by the State Ombudsman’s office;

• financial and performance information; and

• selected case notes.

Chief Executive Officers and the Commissioner for Public Sector
Standards

The functions of chief executive officers are set out in s.29 of the Public Sector
Management Act 1994 (PSM Act). Broadly, it is the task of the chief executive officers to
manage the particular department or organisation. The relevant tasks include:

• providing leadership, direction and a focus on results;

• ensuring the proper organisation of the department or organisation;

• being responsible for the recruitment, selection, appointment and deployment of
employees;

• classifying and determining the remuneration of employees;

• evaluate the performance of employees;

• ensuring equal opportunities;
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• establishing management training, education and development programs; and

• resolving or redressing the grievances of employees (PSM Act, s.29).

The office of the Commissioner for Public Sector Standards was created by s.16 of the
PSM Act. The functions of the Commissioner for Public Sector Standards are set out in
s.21 of the PSM Act. Those functions include:

• to establish minimum public sector standards that are to be complied with in the
recruitment, selection, appointment, transfer, secondment, performance management,
redeployment, discipline and termination of employees, and other prescribed human
resource management activities, and to monitor compliance with those standards;

• to establish, and monitor compliance with, codes of ethics;

• to assist public sector bodies to develop, amend or repeal codes of conduct and to
monitor compliance with those codes;

• to assist public sector bodies and employees comply with public sector standards,
codes of ethics and codes of conduct; and

• to monitor compliance with the general principles of human resource management
and official conduct, set out in ss 8 and 9.

Part 5 of the PSM Act sets out provisions dealing with substandard and disciplinary
matters concerning the public sector. Breaches of discipline occur, under s.80 of the PSM
Act, when an employee:

• disobeys or disregards a lawful order;

• contravenes any provision of the PSM Act or a public sector standard or code of
ethics;

• commits an act of misconduct; or

• is negligent or careless.

The PSM Act also sets out substantial and complex provisions that prescribe the
procedures that must be followed by employing authorities in relation to investigations
into suspicions of breaches of discipline, the laying of charges for breaches of discipline,
inquiries into such charges and the procedures for dealing with the findings of those
inquiries.
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